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Now you can see the whole range of Sony equipment all in one
fantastic new showroom on the second floor at Imhof House.
hi -Fi equipment, Planned Audio, Television ( Colour and Black
and White — including the famous Sony miniature sets), Tape
Recorders, and of course, all types of radio— short wave, transistor portables, clock, car and fashion radios. Whatever your
requirements in sound or vision— you can be sure you will be

SONY.
when you're in town
pop into—

satisfied from the Sony range at Imhofs.
If you want to buy Sony—you must come to Imhofs—the Sony
spectalists. Not only will you have unrivalled selection facilities with
a Sony trained consultant to advise you, you can also rest assured
that your purchases will be covered by the Imhof's Sales. Charter
which includes the first 12 months' service completehr free
of charge.

. a living world of sight and sound
IMHOF'
S
Dept 4/2

112-116 New Oxford Street. London WC1A 1HJ

Telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Please send me information on Sony equipment. Ian interested in:

Ihflir OE'S

Hi Fi equipment D

Tape Recorders D

Cassette Recorders D
Portable TN, D

T.V. and Radio O

Trinitron Colour T.V.

Please send me, free of charge, details of:

Europe's leading
HiFi store
Es!ablished 1845

monthly record accounts CI

guaranteed export service 0

Eddystone communication receivers CI
name
address
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of

Schunge:
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Magic
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VIOTTI
Piano concerto ( Blumenthal)
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'Parsifal' ( Knappertsbusch)
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etc—excerpts ( Janowski)
WARLOCK
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Land and Sea
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Brass

Band

Humphrey
Humph

Lyttelton:

Best

by

Arthur Jackson

355

Top TV Themes

of

Ronald Curtis: What a Perfect
Combination
A Fistful of Dynamite

TRADITIONAL reviewed by
Tony Jasper

Music from Walt Disney's ' Fantasia'

Various: Canny Newcassel

World of Your Hundred Best
Tunes, Vol. 4

Hamish Imlach: Fine Old English Tory Times

Michael John: We Remember
Him Well
351

Victor Young: Hollywood Rhapsodies

Various: Great Folksingers of
the Sixties
Various: English Garland
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reviewed by Christopher Breunig, Stephen Dew, Peter Gammond & Leon Thompson
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Modern Jazz
Quartet:
Legendary Profile

The

Olympia Brass
Orleans

Band

Gerry Mulligan:
Steam

The

of New
Age

of

Filmharmonic 71: Festival of Film
Music

Billy Connolly: Live

Glasgow Orpheus Choir

JAZZ reviewed by Peter Clayton 360

This is the Big Band Era

The Godfather

348

Various: Tighten Up, Vol. 6
Junior Byles: Beat Down Baby
Bob Seger: Smokin' 0.P.s

Ramsey Lewis: Tobacco Road

STAGE & SCREEN

The Fantastic Philadelphians (2
Vols.)

Dances from Opera ( Toscanini)

Gilbert O'Sullivan: Back to Front

Various: The Rosko Show

344

The Woods so Wild ( Bream)

Skylark: Skylark

John Entwhistle: Whistle Rhymes

Hooray For Hollywood

Tito Gobbi Sings

Dusty Springfield: See All Her
Faces

1972 Colchester Tattoo

Ian Whitcombe: After the Ball

COLLECTIONS

Jackie Mittoo: Wishbone

Festival

Nat Gonella: Georgia Boy from
London
336

Bonnie Koloc: Hold on To Me

Marcosignori: Accordion Showpieces
Tony Bennett: The Good Things
in Life

Czechoslovak Army Band: Eyes
Front
YSAYE
Violin sonata 3 ( Voicu)

Jo Boclinville: Paris Musette

Corau Mawr Cymrau: The Great
Welsh Choirs

National
1972

Ballad of a Simple

Cher: Foxy Lady

Antonio Carlos Jobim: Girl from
lnapema
Ike Isaacs: ILove Paris

LIGHT

Darkness,

Werner Muller: Sumptuous
Strings

Helena Vondrackova:
Helena

Sergio Mendes: Look Around
348
348
332

Yellowstone and Voice: Yellowstone and Voice

Caterina Valente: Love

San Sebastian Strings: The Sea

Various: The Original Sound of
Rock and Roll, Vol. 1
Thijs Van Leer: Introspection

Edmundo Ros: This is My World

Opera Ballets ( Karajan)
348

352

Ronnie Aldrich: Come to Where
the Love Is

Italian

357

Various: Rock and Roll Survival

by

Arthur Jackson

Fantasias,

from

356

CURRENT POP reviewed

Happy New Year ( Boskovsky)

341

SIBELIUS
4 legends ( Jensen)

Harvey
Son ntagskonzert
Ein Schemer Sommertag in der
Wachau

Derroll Adams: Feelin' Fine

Rachmaninov

SCHUBERT
String quartet 13 / Quartettsatz ( Guarneri)

Piano sonata 2 / Kreisleriana
(Klien)

INTERNATIONAL by Ralph

Tight Like That: Hokum

M. Haydn: Symphonies / Suite
(Mackerras)
SCHMIDT
Symphony 4 ( Mehta)

Ian A. Anderson: Singer Sleeps
on as Blaze Rages

Robert James: Top TV Commercials

POETRY & DRAMA by Mary

Alan Hawkshaw: 27 Top
Themes & Commercials

Julius Caesar

TV

Postgate

361

Sinewave: Stars and Guitars

Trevor Crozier: A Parcel of Old
Crams

Trelawney

Bob Arnold: Mornin' All

Johnny Mathis Sings of Love

Dave Evans: Elephantasia

Sacco & Vanzetti

Pinky and Perky Have a Party

Tucker
Zimmerman:
Zimmerman

Silent Running
Shaft's Big Score

The World of the Very Young
The Railway Stories, Vols. 1to 4

Tucker
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The most
sought after turntable in theworld
gets ashot in the arm

Thorens have developed a
radically new kind of tone arm, the
TP16. One that does more for
Thorens performance than any other.
From any manufacturer. Because
unlike the rest, our tone arm and
turntables were just made for each
other.

Among its advantages, there's an
unique anti-skating bias adjuster. It
uses an exclusive four-position
device, and it's magnetic. This means
it completely eliminates the friction
that's unavoidable with mechanical
systems.
You'll find the TP16 on the TD125
AB Mk II, Thorens superb electronic
transcription turntable. This excellent
machine has asophisticated
electronic speed control with speeds
of 16, 33 and 45 rpm. Run up time
to full speed has been reduced to
just one second. This, and its other
important features makes it the finest
turntable available today.
The new TD160 C. Thoren's
technical brilliance plus the TP16

arm, improved motor run up time of
less than 2seconds, and two speeds
33 and 45 rpm gives you unrivalled
engineering at amore modest price.
To ensure the best possible
reproduction from your system both
these magnificent turntables are now
available with the superb Ortofon
Mi5E super magnetic cartridge
expertly fitted by Metrosound audio
engineers, and at the same time you
save £5.34.
But whichever Thorens turntable .
you select, we guarantee one thing.
They're now the best turntables in
the world. Thanks to our shot in the
dull.

Metrosound Audio Products Ltd.,
Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex EN9 1JF.
Tel : Waltham Cross 31933.
Thorens TDI25 AB Mk. II £ 124.54 fitted with
Ortofon MI5E Super £ 151.69.
'Thorens TD160 C. £69.80 fitted with Ortofon
MISE Super £96.95.

Dedicated
to better listening.
231

KELETRON KN1100
FOUR SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 10 watts RMS
Size
21" 11r 9-.2"
Recommended Retail Price
£20.40 each.

KELETRON KN2100
THREE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 20 watts RMS
Size
15' 111"
Recommended Retail Price
£30.60 each.

KELETRON KN600

KELETRON KN1600
THREE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 15 watts OMS
Size
21" , 15" 8r
Recommended Retail Price
£25.20 each.

THREE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 6watts RMS
Size
6r
Recommended Retail Price
£12.91each.

KELETRON KN800
THREE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 8watts RMS
Size
10r ,, 8-1"
Recommended Retail Price
£15.90 each.
KELETRON KN400
TWO SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 4watts RMS
Size
Fiecommended,Retail Price
£7.72 each.

Keletron KN loudspeakers
give you much more sound per pound.
Keletron KN loudspeaker
systems are enjoying awell earned
reputation for high quality at
surprisingly low prices.
They are designed and built on
the infinate baffle principle and are
fully padded to damp out any panel
resonance.
Al! models are housed in

handsome, slimline cabinets,
polished on all sides so that they can
be used either horizontally or
vertically and are ideal for either
shelf or wall mounting.
And, with such acomprehensive
range of specifications available,
there's sure to be asystem to suit
your needs.

nlease send for further details of these models
Name
Address

Keletron Equipment is Manufactured by
K 8t K Electronics Ltd.,
60 St. Marks Rise London, E8.
ELECTRONICS LTD Telephone 01-254 9941/4

All the exciting developments
of amomentous photographic year
in this superb annual

TIME

LIFE

se-eaMetWeeeM. seeem eme,

Acomputerised camera that thinks for itself
Apicture that develops in1.3 seconds-in colour
Abrand new electronic shutter

BOOKS

PLUS

PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR 1973 — everything you need to know, and all
you ought to see, of the year's best cameras, photographs and
photographers.

Expert reports on all the important recent photography books.
A full calendar of photo events for 1973.
Practical advice from the work of famous top photographers
—like Margaret Bourke-White, Eliot Erwit and George A. Tice.

Yours to read, enjoy and appreciate for 10 days FREE
examination.

This could be one of the most valuable books in your library,
PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR 1973 is afascinating and invaluable
whether you're aweekend photographer, adedicated amateur, or reference book for everyone who cares about photography. A
afull-time professional. And it's yours — FREE — for 10 days to
book to enjoy, and abook to use — abook to have by you all
examine and enjoy, to find out just how useful it could be.
the time.
PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR 1973 is packed with the cream of the
year's photography — over 2€)0 pages — 150 photographs (athird
Time- Life Books, c/o Time- Life International Ltd., New Bond Street, London WI Y OAA
of them in colour). And this indispensable book is big enough
Trade Register Amsterdam Nr. 104120
to do them justice — 101 x10+ inches. It's hardbound — to
last. And it's full of the kind of information that no
Free Examination Order Card.
photographer should be without. New techniques, new
ideas — they're all investigated, discussed and made clear.
please accept my trial order for PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR 1973. Iwant
to read and appreciate it rnyselffor 10 days, without cost or
PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR 1973 brings together afine
f obligation. If, after that time, Ichoose not to keep it, Iwill simply
collection of the very best award-winning photos of the
return the book, my free inspection privilege for future Annuals will be cancelled,
past year, and all the technical information you want about
and Iwill be under no further obligation whatsoever. If Ido decide to keep it,
Iwill pay £3.95 -I
-30p postage and handling, and you may confirm my
them — to help you get better photo results. In-depth news
subscription to receive further Annuals, always with the same 10-day free
about new equipment too — an incredibly fast-developing
inspection. Ineed not buy any minimum number of Annuals. And Imay cancel at
Polaroid that gives prints in just over asecond. The latest
any time. Each year I'll receive aspecial form inviting me to examine that year's
in electronic shutters from Cologne's 1972 Photokina. A
PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR for 10 days, without cost or obligation. If Iwish to see that
year's.Annual, Ineed do nothing, and the hook will be sent to me automatically.
mini-computerised Pentax — and some amazing cameras
If Ido not wish to see it, Imerely post the form back to you.
from China.

r
-

YES

There are ideas — and exciting pictures — from four of
the best young photographers, and asuperb picture essay
on one of the all-time greats — André-Kertész. There's
information too, about anew trend in photo sales —
galleries that specialise in photographs. Buyers are paying
top prices for portfolios, and single prints. There could
well be something in it for you.

5079 02

Please sign

(No orders can be accepted without asignature)

Mr./Mrs./Miss

PLEASE PRINT

Address
Town_

Postal Code
(Nederland) B.V.

LTirne-Life Books, adivision of Time-Life International
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List
Cash
Price
Price
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong £59.00 £47-00
Cambridge P.50 .. £89.95 £12.50
P.I00
£ 139.00 £115.00
Ferrograph 307 .. £68.00 £4&00
Leak Delta 30 .. £69-90 £52.00
70
..
£85.90 £63.50
Metrosound ST 20E .. £39.50 £25.20
ST 60
..
£70.00 £45.10
Nikko TRM 300 .. £42.50 £32.50
400 .. • .. £53.00 £41.70
1200
..
£ 118.00 £95.00
Quad 33/303 £ 11+00 £94-50
Rogers Ravensbrook £57.50 £42.75
Ravensbourne .. £75.00 £55.80
Tripletone Dual 8+8 .. £ 35.97 £24-50
Pioneer SA500A .. £47.10 £31.95
Sinclair 2000 .. £ 35.00 £23-50
3000
..
£45.00 £30.95
Post/Packing 75p
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 AM/FM £52.68
524 FM
£40.97
M8 Decoder .. £9-50
Leak Delta FM .. £79.50
FM/AM
£89.50
300
£52.78
400
£68.81
Rogers Ravensbrook case £49.75
Ravensbourne case .. £64.97
Quad FM Mk Ill_ .. £73.63
not ex stock
Sinclair 2000/3000 .. £45.00
Post/Packing 9op

£44.00
£34410
£7-50
£59-95
£69-95
£42-50
£55-00
£39.50
£51.56
£67-50
£33-70

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525 FM
£90-14 £74-50
526 FM/AM .. £ 102-72 £84.70
M.8 Decoder .. £9.50
£7.50
Leak Delta 75
£ 175.00 £134.00
Rogers Ravensbrook FM £ 108.87 £86.50
Teleton TSF SOLA •. £93.50 £75.00
Philips RH702
£96-00 £7&00
Philips RH 811 ..
£131.00 £106-00
Tandberg TK 200 .. £96.23 £81-75
1171 Decoder .. £ 103-03 £87.50
Post/Packing £ I.25
STYLI
Goldring D.I20 SR ..
D.II0 SR ..
Dl 10 H
D.I 10 E
Super E
Shure N.3D
N.44E

£3-20
£2-88
£+36
£3.50
£4.36
£3-50
£9.88
£7.80
£15.1 I £12.44
£4.30
£3.20
£4.35
£5-80
£4.00
£5.80
N.55 E
£7.60
£510
N.75 EJ
£9.00
£6.75
N.75 Ell/N.75 ED .. £12.60
£9-00
N.75.6/N.75 B
£7-20
£5.40
N75/G..
£8.30
£6.00
VN. 15/LL
£17.10 £12.50
Audio Tech. AT 66-7 ..
£3.80
£2.90
Post/Packing 7p

••

CARTRIDGES
Audio Tech. AT.66 • . £6.47
Goldring G.850• . £ 6.10
G.800H• . £ 10.10
G.800 .. • . £ 12.21
G.800 E .. • • £ 17.67
Super E .. • • £24.41
Empire 90/EEX .. • • £9.37
Ortofon SL 15E. • £ 29.01
Module• . £7-50
MISE .. • . £28.16
MISE Super .. £32.49
Shure M.3D .. • • £6.10
• . £8.60
M.44-7• • £ 7.90
M.55E
£9.70
M.75E1 Mk 11 .. • . £ 15.40
M.75 ED .. • . £ 19.00
M.75 G.•
£ 14.70
M.75-6
M.75B
£ 13.60
V.I5 11 IMP
£ 39-40
Post/Packing 7p

£5.10
£3.60
£6.25
£7-30
£10-25
£14-25
£7.50
£21.70
£6-00
£19.95
f24-50
£4.50
£6.15
£3.70
£7-25
£11.00
£14.00
£10.25
£10-20
£29-50

List
Cash
Price
Price
TELEVISION
Sony TV9 OUB .. £79.45 £70.45
TV IIOUR
£72.70 £63-00
Colour TV 130 OUB £ 18+45 £166.45
Colour TV 132 OUB £ 19+20 £ 176.20
Teleton VX 1110 _ £ 174.96 £ 145.00
Nivico 324 OUK
£73.00 £64.95
Burgson
£57.50
Carriage Extra
PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009
• . £ 36.75
3009/S2
• . £40.25
HE Extra ..• • £ 1.37
5.2 Shell ... • £ 2-59
P.1 Spacer -• • £ 0.98
Connoisseur SAU 2 • • £ 13-93
Neat G.30 B .. • • £ 16.21
G.30 Lift ..
• • £3.47
Ortofon AS 212.. £ 31.91
M. Shell ..
• . £ 1.74
Lenco L.75 ..•. £ 13.96
• • £ 10.46
Transcriptors ..• . £ 28-13
Headshell .. .. £ 1.34
Post/Packing 40p

£28-25
£31.00
£1.37
£2.20
£0.98
£1125
£13-90
£3.27
£23.95
£1.50
£10-50
£7.50
£24.00
£1.34

DISCOUNT PRICES
Cash or Credit
CREDIT FACILITIES TO
PERSONAL SH 0 PPE RS

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE.9 .. • • £7-50
Pioneer SE20A• . £ 7-88
SE30A• • £ 12.60
Sennheisser HD 414• • LI 1-99
Koss K6 L/C . •
• • £ 1+00
K6
.• £ 12.50
KO 727B
•• £ 16.50
PRO 4AA• • £ 28.00
ESP 6 ..• . £ 45.00
ESP 9
_.
• f69-00
K7I1•
.
£ 10-00
KO 747 .. .. £20.00
Howland West CIS 250 £7.50
CIS 300
..
£7-50
CIS 500
£ 15.12
Post/Packing 40p

£5.95
£5-75
£5,95
£9.50
£11.15
£9.95
£13.50
£21.95
£36.00
£56.50
£8.00
£16.45
£4.99
£6-99
£lo-so

SPEAKERS ( Priced in Pairs)
Bowers & Wilkins DM1 £75.58 £60.90
DM2
£ 139.90 £110.00
DM3
£ 126.00 £99.00
Celestion Dicton 120 .. £56-08 £42.95
15
£7+76 £57.00
25 .. .. £ 130.00 £92.85
44 .. .. £ 108.00 £77-90
County .. £49.04 £38.50
.. £199.00 £142.00
Goodmans Havant
.. £58.76 £40-95
Mezzo III ..
.. £71.40 £48.80
Magnum K
£92.40 £65-00
Magister
..
£ 131.30 £83-00
Dimension 8 Teak .. £ 1+1.80 £96.50
White .. £ 157.72 £107.95
KEF Cresta
Celeste
Price
Chorale
on
Cadenza
Application
Concerto ..
Lowther PM6 Acousta £ 124-00 £102-30
PM7 Acousta .. £ 144-00 £118-80
Leak 150
£50.00 £39.50
250
.. L65-00 £51.50
600
..
£99.00 £67-85
Richard Allan Flamenco £59.26 £45.80
Pavanne
£70.50 £56.00
Sarabande .. £ 122-00 £98-00
Tannoy Ill LZ .. £82-00 £67-30
I
r Lancs. .. £ 126-00 £103-00
IF Lancs. .. £ 138.00 £113.50

\

r

HOLBORN
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MOORGATE

48 LONDON WALL, EC2. 01-628 0537
Close 1p.m. Sat.

)WATFORD

y- WOOD

22 WOODLANDS PDE, HIGH
92-26602. Close Ip.m. Wed.

GREEN

ST.

8 TURNPIKE PDE, N15. 01-888 4373.
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

FINCHLEY

867 HIGH ROAD, N.I2. 01-44$ 3319.
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

PECKHAM

152 RYE LANE, SEI5. 01-639 2205.
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

List
Cash
Price
Price
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £95.00 £64-00
Melton 2
£70.00 £50-00
Triton 2
£65.00 £50-00
Linton 2
£52.00 £40.00
Denton 2 ..
Cambridge R.40 .. £ 135.00 £110.50
R50 .. .. £ 197.00 £ 160-00
Quad Bis
£ 158.00 £131.00
Metrosound Duplex 15 £72.00 £47.90
Duplex 25 ..
£104.00 £73-90
Post/Packing £ l.25
SPEAKER KITS
Richard Allan Twin . • £20.66
Triple 8
£31.16
Triple
£40.70
Super Triple ..
£48.00
Tannoy III LZ
£62.00
12 Monitor Gold
£73.00
IF Monitor Gold
£86.50
Wharfedale Unit 3
£25.00
Unit 4
£38-00
Unit 5
.. £55.00
Post/Packing £ 100

••
•.
••
••
••
••

£16.10
£25-00
£3030
£34.95
£50100
£59-90
£70-90
£19-95
£27.50
£39.00

TAPE RECORDERS AND DECKS
Akai 1720L
£87.36 £59.95
4000D
£93.65 £62.95
X 1800 SD .. £ 162-79 £119-60
X 200 D
..
£ 157.93 £ 116-50
Tandberg 1841
£66.00 £56.00
2041
..
£ 130,50 £110-00
3041X ......£11300 £95-00
6041X .. £ 199.30 £163-50
4041 .. .. £ 179-00 £150-00
Cover
..
£3.70
£3-30
Revox 1102/1104 .. £249-00 £224-50
Cover
..
£5.00
£5-00
NAB Adaptor each .. £2-95
£2-95
Sony TC 266 .. £80.45 £72-50
TC 366
£104.75 £94.75
TC 252 D
..
£67.80 £60.45
Post/Packing £ 1.25
CASSETTE AND CARTRIDGE
UNITS
Sony TC 122 .. £48.35 £44.25
TC 127
£70.70 £64-50
TC 160
£97.00 £86.00
TC 165
£ 126.15 £110.00
TC 146
£67.80 £61.00
Wharfedale Dolby DC9 £ 119.00 £98.50
Nivico 1260 8Track Home
Unit
..
£95.00 £77-50
GXC 40D
£95.50 £70-65
40
£112.50 £83.50
40 T
£ 167.50 £123-85
46 D .. .. £ 139.50 £103.75
65 D
..
£ 15+50 £114.25
CR 81D
£89.50 £66.25
81
£109..50 £81.00
Post/Packing £ l.00
CASSETTE PORTABLE
Sony TC 85
£22.10
TC 60
..
£29.90
TC 95
.
.
£49.35
TC 146 • . £67.80
Philips N.2000 ( Play only) £ 13-00
N.2202 .. £2+00
N.2204
£30-00
N.2205
£42-50
N.3302 .. £21.50
N.2405 Stereo .. £72-00
BASF 9200 .. £48.54
9300 & Radio .. £67.96
Post/Packing 75p
TURNTABLES
BSR MacDonald MP 60 £ 15-20
MP 60TPD I
£24-64
HT7OTPD I
£30.68
810 B & C
£58.81
Connoisseur BDI Kit .. £ 12.48
BD2 and SAU2 Chassis £32.01
BD2 P/C Complete .. £ 39.35
Garrard SP 25 Mk Ill .. £ 16.17
SP 25 B/C and G800 .. £35.53
AP 76
..
£28.44
£9.98

List
Price
Zero 100 Auto ..
f57.42
100 S
£52-83
B/C
£ 10-93
401
..
£39.04
Garrard AP76 B/C+G.800 £50-85
Goldring GL72
£31.39
GL72P
Cover .. :.• • • ££
4408711
G L75 .. • • £41.86
GL75P
. • £51.62
De Luxe Cover • • £5.23
GL 85 B/C _. • £ 87.19
Thorens TD150 A II • . £46.33
TDI50
£3
TD150 AB II
f50
6
:
3
0
17
TXI ICover .. • • £4-49
TDI25 Mk 2 _ • . £82.63
B.C •
.. £13-57
TD.
I25 ÁB : : £ 1
2+04
Cover
..
£5.90
£69.80
509 Plastic Frame to
mount TD125 on
Board
£4.13
3009/125/150 £3.36
Transcriptors Hydraulic
Reference with 9- arm £ 115.09
Sweep Arm
..
£4-36
Stylus Brush .. £2.56
Scales .. £4.21
Spare Brushes for Sweep
Arm and Stylus .. £0.42
Turntable Belt .. £0.42
Silicone Fluid .. £0.78
Post/Packing

£19-95
£27.30
£44.00
£61.00
£10.50
£18-50
£23-45
£34.60
£16-50
£60-50
£43-50
£58-50

£10-45
£16-95
£21.11
£41.50
£10.80
£29-00
£34-40
£10.50
£18.90
£23-26
£8.25

Cash
Price
£43.90
£40-50
£8-50
£30.00
£28-95
£2150
£310
£3
450
0
£32.25
£38.25
£4.25
£68.25
£36.95
£2&93
£40-00
£3.65
£65-85
£10-79
£99-95
£4.90
£57.00
£3.50
£3.00
£98.50
£3.95
£2.25
£3.95
£0.42
£0.42
£0-78

NEW SONY EQUIPMENT
HP 239A
.. £ 18+45 £164-15
HP 51IA
.. £ 169.90 £151.25
TA 70 ..
.. £32.75 £29.15
TA 88 ..
.. £39.75 £35.40
ST 70 ..
.. £39-75 £35.40
ST 80F
.. £48.35 £43.10
TA 1055
.. £69.75 £62-10
ST 5055L
.. £79.75 £71-00
HST139 ..
.. £114.75 £102.15
KV.1800uB Col. TV
.. £249.75 £222.30
JVC NIVICO EQUIPMENT
Cassette Recorder
1690 Rev. Track £59.50 £50-50
Cassette Radio
9401 LS
£49.95 £42.50
9405 RS
..
£59.95 £50.95
9425 LS
£69-95 £59.45
Cassette Stereo Deck
1661 ..
.. £75.00 £63.75
1667 ANRS
£ 133.00 £113.00
Stereo 8 Cartridge
9850F
£47.50 £40-35
1260
..
£95.00 £77.50
4ME-4800 £ 115.00 £97-75
1202 ..
£65-00 £55.25
Audio Systems
MSL 501
£ 145.00 £123.25
Amplifier
MCA I
04z
£85.00 £72-25
MCA V5E
£89.00 £75.65
Tuner Amplifiers
5500
£99.50
£84.5
4VR54I4
£225.00 £191.25
Turntables
SRP 473E
£69.50 £59.00
Speaker
5390 Pair
£46.75 £39-75
Accessories
Remote Control 5910 £20-95 £17.80

We guarantee that all goods are new, Discounts are genuine. All prices are correct at time of printing
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K1NGSWAY, WC2. 01-405 0446.
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

MAIL ORDER TO:105 LAWRENCE ROAD,
LONDON NIS 4ES
E.& O. E.

A25

the best buy
in high fidelity
today
. . . said America's " Stereophile" magazine —
"nothing we have tested had a better overall
transient response" commented Julian Hirsch of
"Stereo Review" and " Popular Hi Fi" was so
amazed at the results from such asmall speaker
that they had " to repeat the ( test) run, and then
test the equipment being used."
With similar enthusiastic reviews following in
other countries and over half amillion A- 25's in
circulation it is no surprise that Dynaco have
introduced both a larger and a smaller version
on the same principles that have made the
original A-25 such asuccess.

yivaca APERIODIC LOUDSPEAKERS
The aperiodic, or non- resonant characteristic of Dynaco Loudspeakers provides an unusually
uniform impedance characteristic throughout the bass range of less than 2 to 1. This design
utilises an acoustic impedance system which provides variable volume action rather than the
totally enclosed cabinet of the acoustic suspension principle or the tuned port of the bass reflex.
The " Q" of the systems is lowered through ahigh friction venting action, and the amplifier is now
working into a more resistive — and more linear — load impedance. This enables higher power
transfer with low distortion at low frequencies, and provides superior articulation or transient
response in the bass range. These speakers do not exhibit the boomy or heavy bass of conventional
compact loudspeakers which depend on resonance for extended lows, yet critical listening will
confirm their truly impressive bass reproduction accuracy.
Specifications
Rated Impedance
Minimum and Maximum
rms power rating
(pér channel) suggested
for associated
amplifiers for music
reproduction
Crossover frequency
Number of Tweeters
Number of Woofers
Woofer Diameter
High frequency level
positions
Dimensions

8- ohms

A-10

A-25
8- ohms

A-35
8- ohms

20-60 watts
2500 Hz
1
1
6.5"

20-60 watts
1500 Hz
1
1
10"

20-60 watts
1200 Hz

1

5

5

s8r

15"
x8"

Recommended
Retail Price( each) £ 23.32
44.32

1
1

W

20" x111-

e

221" x121"

x10"

x10"

£ 39.65

£

A10

A35

To sole U.K. Distributors: Howland West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293/4/5.
Please send details of Dynaco Speakers.

Beware of imitations— only loudspeakers bearing the Dynaco
label are genuine Dynaco loudspeakers.

Name

HOWLANd WEST

au

Address
HFNI
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PRODUCTS

\„\ TANNOY/

DUAL
COUNTIES
tiers/ens of the Tannoy Dual Concentric loud—
speaker have formed the basis of many of the
best studio monitors for 177018 than 25 years. The
unit is incorporated in avariety of enclosures
made by leading manufacturers both in the U.K.
and abroad, as well as being incorporated in
—package studios” produced by foremost U.K.,
European, U.S. and Japanese manufacturers.
The unit not only has the advantages of high
power handling capacity and long term
consistency, but the level frequency response,
good polar distribution and exceptionally low
intermodulation' products make it ideal for the
highest quality studio monitor. systems. Apart
from the current range of Monitor Gold units
specified below the Monitor 'Red' 15 is still
in production and can be supplied upon
request in its original 1511 version.

SPECIFY ¡ANNOY
DUAL CONCENTRICS
FOR YOUR
STUDIO MONITOR

30 40 50

I0

200

SOO

1000

2000

5000

10000

20 0

TYPICAL RESPONSE OF MONITOR GOLD

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FIFTEEN
Frequency Response
Polar Distribution
for 60' inc. Angle
Power Handling Capacity
Impedance Via Crossover
Network
Intermodulation Products
Bass Resonance
Crossover Frequency

TWELVE

23-20,000 Hz
25-20,000 Hz
27-20,000 Hz
—4d8 at 10,000 Hz —3dB at 10,000 Hz —2dB at 10,000 Hz
50 watts*
9ohms ( 5ohms
min.)
iess than 2%
26 Hz
1,000 Hz

20
30 4

100

200

SOO

35 watts*
8ohms ( 5ohms
min.)

25 watts*
8ohms ( 5ohms min.).

less than 2%
28 Hz
1,000 Hz

less than 2%
JO 40 50
100
TREBLE
30 Hz
1,200 Hz * Depending on type of enc losure.

db
0
0
0
2

1

2000

5000

10000

20000

10000

20000

1
1
11 1111111lifââ
200

500

1000

2000

1
1
5000

" ENERGY" IN FIVE STEPS

\*\ TA NNOY/Ferel'i'AB
236

1000

TREBLE " ROLL OFF" IN FOUR STEPS

Adding Lightness
The Model 3009 Series Il Improved precision pick-up
arm has a non- detachable shell. The weight reduction
this design affords is important and its use is recommended whenever possible. With modern cartridges
special requirements are usually covered by interchanging stylus assemblies in a single cartridge. Where the
interchange of shells is demanded however an alternative version the Model 3009/S2 Improved having a
detachable shell is also available.
Both arms have horizontal cable entry and are of
new compact design for greater versatility and ease of
installation.

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England
Telephone Steyning ( 0903) 814321

LTD/S1 6
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Announcing
theTripletone twins.
Two brand new stereo amplifiers with alot
in common.
ADVANCED FEATURES: Both models
feature the best of previous designs while taking
advantage of the latest advances in circuit
technology. Characteristic tripletone facilities
such as middle, bass and treble dual concentric
controls are presented in an all silicon design
using plastic transistors and two field effect
integrated circuits presenting a2Mohm input
impedence for ceramic cartridges.
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY: Both models
have input facilities for magnetic and ceramic
cartridges, tuner and tape and incorporate alow
TRIPLETONE HI- Fl 1818
Power Output Each Channel- 18 watts RMS 1KHz, 8ohms
Tone Controls Bass ± 15dB® 30 Hz. Middle ± 12dB
® 1KHz Treble ± 15dB® 10 KHz
Inputs
Magnetic 3mV, — 47.K n ( RIAA)
Ceramic 80mV,(2Mohm)
Tuner 100 mV,100 Kn Tape 100 mV, 100 Kn.
Outputs Speakers 8-16 ohms Headphones 8-16 ohms
Tape 200 mV ( 100 Ka )
TRIPLETONE HI-FI 77
Power Output: Each Channel- 7watts RMS 1KHz, 8ohm s
All other specifications are same as the Hi -Fi 1818 model
238

pass (scratch) filter.
The extra control given by the three dual
concentric potentiometers ( bass, treble and
middle) allows an effect similar to stereo to be
produced from mono records and gives more
flexible reproduction of stereo material.
VALUE FOR MONEY: Attractively
presented in alow line teak cabinet with
extruded aluminium control panel, both models
cost alot less than you'd expect.
The HI- Fl 1818 costs only £46.50 while
the HI-FI 77 is of equally good value at £36.50
meeting the requirements of lower powered
systems.

r
-

Please send for further details of these models
Name

II

Address

I
N,7
L

LEcrimeoza
—
UD London, E8. Telephone 01-254 9941/4 .
1

RITIcron

formerly
FRMPLIPIErS Crown International
IC.150 pre- amplifier
7 position input selector: Panoramic
control to vary width of stereo image:
Wide range tone controls plus switch
to instant flat: THD—unmeasurable,
IM less than 0.01% at rated output:
Hum and noise, typically 100 dB below,
20-20,000 Hz:
filters:
1mV

High

5 AC
at

1kHz

and

outlets:
for

low

pass

Sensitivityrated

output:

Matches any amplifier.

£128

D.60 power amplifier
IMO

MI)

Two- channel model: 42 watts RMS
output per channel into 8ohms, or

'
111.

M. IMO 11110

INN MO

WONITO4 ;$ 16 1!$

100 watts mono: Hum and noise 106 dB
below: Built-in protection against mis-

"

use: Fantastically low distortion—less
than 0.05% THD and IM. 17-1"x8rx
lte".

£97

for perfectionists
In Amcron you will recognise Crown International,
accepted by professional users in studios, laboratories
and other specialised applications, as the best amplifiers
in the world. To use Amcron in hi-fi brings incomparably
better standards of performance and dependability from
equipment in which nothing is stinted or left to chance.
Hear how much better reproduction is from amplifiers
with power and consistent and accurately rated specifications. See how well and how thoughtfully Amcron units
are engineered. Amcron cost more than other amplifiers—
they give more as well.

D.150 power amplifier
Two channel model: 100 watts RMS
per channel
into 8ohms:
Power
response ± 1dB from 5to 20,000 Hz at
75 watts RMS output per channel: Hum
and noise- 110 dB below: THD and
IMD less than 0.05% from 0.01 watt to

You can hear Amcron demonstrated at

75 watts RMS. Built-in safeguards
against misuse. ( Optional front panel

Audio T, 190 West End Lane, London. NW6 1SQ (01-794 7848)

£15 extra). Less panel.

K. J. Enterprises, 101 St. Alban's Road, Watford, Herts. ( Watford 33011)
Strawberry Studios, 3 Waterloo Road, Stockport, Cheshire (061-480
9711)
Excel Services, 49 Bradford Road, Shipley, Yorks ( Shipley 55779)
Complete Audio Systems,
(Eastbourne 27362)

32

Grove Road,

Eastbourne, Sussex

In case of difficulty, or for literature, etc. please contact
Sole importers
Macinnes Laboratories Ltd., Stonham, Stowmarket, IP14 5LB. (Tel.: Stonham (044-971)486)
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£199

STEREO FM TUNER WITH AUTOMATIC
BUILT-IN STEREO MULTIPLEX DECODER
FEATURES

MULTIPLEX
DECODER
INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT

FILTERS

Available at: AUDIO SUPPLIES - F. CAVE - comEr
HI-FI DISCOUNT - GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES - LASKY'S RADIO LTD - LIND-AIR
HI-FI - PD DISTRIBUTORS - G. W. SMITH (RADIO)
LTD - SONIC SOUND AUDIO LTD.

A.M.S. TRADING (AMSTRAD)

The BRITISH MADE Amstrad Multiplex
3000 Stereo FM Tuner has been conceived
after extensive research , especially for the
audiophil who demands exceptional
performance at amodest price.
It is art all solid state Stereo FM Tuner
utilising the latest inovations and features
that are usually found only in the more
expensive models. The tuner employs all
printed circuit module circuitry, the tuner
heart is designed around the latest FET
(Field effect transistors) for good
sensitvity and second channel rejection.
The IF Stages employs 3stages of
amplification using Silicon Transistors
(LOW NOISE). A major facility usually
found in equipment costing far more is the
'SWITCHAB LE' AFC ( Automatic frequency
control) which has an excellent capture
ratio, enabling you to firmly lock on to the
signal and stop station drift, at the same time
being indicated by an AFC neon indicator.
The MULTIPLEX Stereo decoder utilises
the latest BRITISH MADE INTEGRATED

U

P/ease rush me

[ Tile

89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON E.8.

litemature

i£ed,-e,,9,e

CIRCUITRY complete with built-in
ceramic filters, thus allowing perfect tape
recording. Astereo ' beacon' is provided to
indicate when astereo programme is
broadcast. An added feature sa
Mono/Stereo switch which enables the
stereo signal to be altered to mono in the
case of poor stereo reception.
Not only does the Amstrad Multiplex 3000
complement the outstanding Amstrad
Range of Ampldiers, but it is compatible
with any Amplifier or Tape Deck and
Recorder, and will oprerate wthin any
stereo system. To enhance this facility we
have fitted the very latest sliding volume
control to enable the signal to be
attenuated to suit any input.
STYLING: The cabinet is finished in
sheerline satin teak with silver trim, the
front panel is black with white lettering,
silver krobs and spun silver toggle switches.
The dial emits agreen illumination with the
wave bands lettered in white.
Size : 17" x3" x

on the AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000

Name
Address
HEN 29

Telephone 01-249 5237-8-9
240

anotheWr newbrand?
hat.
Yes, because.
Let's face it: hi-fi equipment already
comes in more flavours than some people
can count. And now there's another
one: Albany House. But this one
is avery special flavour,
because the Albany House
range combines the two
characteristics that may be
just what you're looking for.
Albany House does
almost everything.
Like the amplifiers
shown here, the whole
Albany House range
incorporates most
of the extra and

state-of-the-art features that most
discerning listeners want (features like
Albany House Quadrosound that
gives you full concert- hall realism
from your normal stereo
records). Albany House
doesn't cost the earth.
Albany House equipment
costs less than other
popular-priced units that
lack many Albany House
features (Albany House
Quadrosound, for
example, can cost less
than ordinary
stereo equipment).

Quadrosound matrix amplifiers

Albany House AM 108
Total Output power (at lkHz 1 % THD): 16W rms
Speaker Output: 8ohms. Frequency Response: 35-30,000Hz
Controls: Power switch, mode switch, bass, treble
and volume rotary switches, loudness switch, scratch filter
switch and function selector. Balance slider control
and 2-channel/4-channel switch for Quadrosound.

Albany House AM 208
Total Output power (at lkHz 1 % THD): 16W rms.
Speaker Output: 8ohms. Frequency Response: 35-30,000Hz
Controls: Power switch, balance and volume rotary switches,
mode, loudness and scratch filter switches,
bass and treble slider controls, function selector and
2-channel/4-channel switch for Quadrosound.

Both amplifiers are provided with 5-pin DIN sockets for phono inputs with magnetic
or crystal cartridge, tape recorder and auxiliary unit.

The sole UK distributor of Albany House
hi-fi electronics is Interconti Electronics
Limited, Petty France, London SW IH 9EA
Telephone 01-222 2523.

These Albany House amplifiers are available from Lasky's Radio,
Henry's Radio and G W Smith and Co. of Central London,
and F Cave of Richmond. See them at your nearest branch today.

ailing house

from

1

RC*

CONVENTIONAL STEREO SYSTEM.

SONY'S QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEM.

IF YOU'VE GOT THE ONE ON THE LEFT,
YOU CAN HAVE THE ONE ON THE RIGHT FOR £130.
This is by way of being aspecial offer to owners of conventional
stereo systems.
To buy the complete Sony Quadraphonic system would cost
you apout £300 However provicing your stereo system has aTape/
Source vonitor, you can get exactly the same effect for less than £130.
All you have to buy is an SQ decoder/amplifier, and two extra
speakers.
You can use the same stereo picku3, amplifier and speakers
that you already have. And your converted system will sound just as
good as our total package.
Not just different Bettec
The difference Petween our Quadraphonic sound and your
stereo sound is agenuine difference.
Basically, it's as simple as our little ciagrams. While stereo is
producec to come out of two speakers, Quadra3honic is produced to
come out of four (Stereo gives you preadth of sound. Quacraphonic
gives you depth as well.)
You hear four separate sets of signals coming out of four
separate speakers.The effect is literally like sitting in the middle of the
studio where the recording was mace.
It's better than headphones. And alot more comfortable.
Stereo records sound "fatter."
You may wonder how your stereo records will sound over a
Quadraphonic system.
They'll sound alittle richer Alittle fuller Alittle better

Simply because the sou nc wilbe coming out of four speakers
instead of two.
That on its own is not worth getting aSony Quacra phonic
system for What makes it vvorthwhile is the fact that Quacraphonic
records are now being procucec.
Quadraphonic records sound fatter still.
3S anc Ev I, for instance, are Doth pringing out asteady flow
of Quadraphonic alums every month.
The cuality of sound you get from these is something you
really have to hear to believe.
Fortunately, if you have astereo system, you're alreacy half
way there.
All it takes is atrip to your Sony cealer
And £ 130. scoN y

or further information write to:
Sony ( UK) Ltd, Promotions Dept.SQ, Pyrene

Middiesex.Telephone Sunbury- on-Thames 87644.

FUNCTION
• TUNER
• Alit.

The NikkoTRM-400 has
fourteen competitors selling
around the same price.
We're not worried.
In fact we thrive on competition. It is only by comparing our
amplifier with other models that you can really appreciate the many
advantages offered by the Nikko TRM-400. Apart from its sleek styling,
with an impressive burnished metal front panel and push button
controls, there are other advantages which you can only appreciate
by actually listening. The Nikko TRM-400 gives the kind of high fidelity
performance one usually associates with equipment in a much higher
price bracket.
A companion to the TRM-400 also suitable for use with most
current amplifiers, is the Nikko FAM-400 - a solid state AM/FM
Multiplex Tuner featuring silicon circuitry, FET front end, and the use of
integrated circuits. This tuner
also offers unparalleled value
for money.

Sole UK Distributors: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ.
Telephone: 01-609 0293/4/5.

NAME

Please send details of complete range of Nikko Ampiifiers, Tuners and Receivers.

ADDRESS

Nikko offer a complete, range of Amplifiers, Tuners
and Receivers from which the model TRM-400 is
illustrated above. SpeCification as follows:
RMS Power Rating:
8ohms 16/16 watts BCD.
Power Response;
—1d3 1.0% 30Hz-2CP-ft.
Frequency Response: Main input 10Hz-5C1Khlz.1±1dB Aux input
20Hz-30KHz.
Distortion:
Ratec output 1.0%. 1W output 0.2%.
Intermodulation:
10W output 1.0%. 1‘./t1 outiout 0.5%.
Input Sensitiyity/fmpedance: ( Rated output)
Tape Head 1.8mV/200.Kbitm. Map. Phono.
1.8mV/35Kohm. Cer.Phbno 120mV/35Kohm.
Tuner 200mV/220Kcition. ,Aux. 150mV/220Kohm.
Tape Mon 190mV. Main it 800mV.
Signal to Noise Ratio:
Tape Head 60dB. PY'Grio. Map. 60dB. Cer. .60dB.
Tuner. Aux, Tape Mciri7OdB. Main in 80d8.
Tone Control:
Bass 7Ohlz ± 13dB. Treble 10KHz + 13dB.
Loudness:
70Hz + 11dB. 10<i-fz + 7dB.
Damping Factor:
8ohms 25. 4ohms 12.5.
Semiconductors: IC 2. Transistors 14. Diodes 8.
Dimensions:
300mm Y. 215mm tf. i95mm

Recommended retail prices of models featured in this advertisement: Nikko TRM-400
Amplifier £ 53.00. Nikko FAM-400 Tuner £ 68.81 ( Subject to currency fluctuationsJ..

NIKKO
HFNI

Books to keep you informed storage
units to keep your recordings safe.
1.
The Concise Oxford
Dict. of Opera —
H Rosenthal 8JWarrack

4.
The Oxford
Companion to the
Theatre— PHarmon

2.
The Concise Oxford
Companion to the
Theatre — PHartno.II

5.
A Concise History
of Opera— LOrrey

3.
The Concise Oxford
Dict. of Music—
PA Scholes

A Concise History
of the Theatre
PHartnoll

Unix book and record storage units. The perfect selfsupporting storage system. Stand units flush on top of one

Phoenix storage units are designed by craftsmen with
alove for fine furniture and made from solid timber, specially
seasoned and selected. As aresult, each piece is of the same

another or separately on baseboards. Bookcase sections
available in 4widths, 3types and 3sizes. Record storage unit
available open fronted, or with glass or wooden sliding doors.
Choice of light, medium or dark oak finishes. The 6 case
system illustrated costs £ 92.06. Single Unix sections start
from £ 11.09.

unvarying excellence in colour, finish and workmanship.
Call at our showrooms and specialist bookshop or return
the couponfor more information.

The Criterion For those who want their records and
cassettes housed correctly in a cabinet that is both
functional and good looking, the Criterion is ideal.
Phoenix Cupboard Units Supplied with drawers
specially designed to hold over 750 cassettes. Or fully
partitioned to hold over 420 records. Or with acombination of the two.
Both cabinets are available in the following finishes:
light, medium or dark oak. Light or medium Nigerian
Cedar. Light or medium Mahogany, Teak or Satin White.

MIS NM

Ma

ORDER FORM

IPlease send me the following books direct.
Ienclose acheque/postal order for
I1. £2.00 Hardback 4. £ 5.00 Hardback
E

80p Paperback E5. £ 2.50
2. £ 1.50 Hardback
6. £ 2.50

Hardback
Hardback

3. £ 1.50 Hardback
75p Softback

Paperback

El
E

7

£1.50

IBM

MN WM WM

Please send me the Phoenix catalogue of bookcases and record storage El

3111011F

El

Phoenix

El

made better because
they're handmade
by craftsmen.

•

Please send me your list of new publications
NAME
ADDRESS
HFN33
Phoenix Book Et Bookcase Centre, 36 St. Martins Lane, London WC2N 4ER.

.....

NMI MN
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Before you spend forty quid on an amplifier
compare it with the new Keletron range.
Keletron proudly present two new
stereo amplifiers, the KSA 1500 and
KSA 700.
Both models have input facilities
for magnetic and ceramic cartridges,
tuner and tape and incorporate a
scratch filter. Their solid-state
circuitry and conservatively rated
components ensure long and trouble
free life.
And what other amplifiers can
match these specifications at the price ?

EMI 15w RMS Matched loudspeaker set 350
Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 Hz.

£7.00

Our price
phis sop p & P.
EMI lOw Matched loudspeaker
set 450
£37r pius 25p
Our price
P
I3rX8e elliptical loudspeaker
and independent high frequency
units with associated crossover
network. Frequency range: 55 to
13,000 Hz. The cone of the bass
unit has asurround designed for
high travel giving freedom. from
distortion when operated at low
frequencies.
NOW IN STOCK—EMI 14A/770N Bass Speaker,
£12.50 plus 50P p&p. Technical brochure availcible
215 Kit and 315 Kit. Full range of EMI Speaker
Cabinets. Send s.a.e. for leaflet

.

KELETRON KSA 1500 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Power Output

15 watts RMS each channel

Half Power Bandwidth
Distortion (TH D)

30Hz-3OKHz± 3dB
Better than 0.5% ®
15 watts ( 1 KHz) ."

Input Sensitivity

MAO. 4mV Ceramic 30 mV
Tape/Tuner 150 mV

Output impedance

8-16 ohms

Recommended Retail Price £ 39.00

GARRARD SP25 Mk III
£1(150 plus 50p
Guaranteed new and boxed.
carriage.
Normal Price £ 1.5.57.
Plinth and Cover for above £4 plus 50p p. & p.

Name
Address

Keletron Equipment is Manufactured by

—r
:

KELETRON KSA 700 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Same specifications as Keletron KSA 1500
Power Output
7watts RMS each channel
Recommended Retail Price £29.00

ELECTRTiJKS LTD

K & K Electronics Ltd.,
60 St. Marks Rise London, E8.
Telephone 01-254 9941/4

SENNHEISER

SUITABLE CABINETS FOR
EMI SPEAKERS

HD4I4

Ready cut for EMI 1.."1' x8' 350 SPEAKER.
Superbly made cabinets in teak finial.
Designed for EMI 350 KIT.

OUR PRICE £11•00 each
Other cabinets available for EMI 450 KIT from
£10 PER PAIR—all on demonstration, available
to personal callers only.
KEEP YOUR CASSETTES TIDY
Nowl A compact cassette case designed to store and file up to
twelve cassettes, and asafeguard against damage. Strongly made in
black P.V.C. reinforced for added strength with safety catch. Ideal in
the home, office or for in-car use for cars with cassette players. Only
95p + 2-5p post and packing.
DIAMOND STYLI

20p
Pack 107 5-pin Din .. .
18p
Pack 108 3-Pin Din .. .
25p
.
Pack 135 +" Jack
48p
Pack 130 k" Jack Stereo .
15p
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug .
6p
Pack 100 Phono Plug .. .
2.3p
Pack 230 3-pin Socket
30p
Pack 236 5-pin Socket
30p
Pack 234 Loudspeaker Socket
Ready-made leads
3-pin to 3-pin Din
63p
3-pin to open end
..
.. 53p
5-pin to 5-pin Din ..
80ti
5-pin to open end
..
.. 65p
5-pin to 4 phono plugs
93a
Speaker lead Din to spade lift. .. 38p
Extension lead Din plug to socket lift. .. 65p
All leads approx. 6ft. in length. Post free by return.

Please send for further details of these models

Replacement styli all at:
75
Plus 13p p. & p.
Double Diamond add 50p
8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP9I, 514,
ST9, EV26, GC8. OTHERS ON
REQUEST.
Replacement Diamond Styli £13,
plus 13p p. & p. Suitable for
Orbit NM22, £2•13 0800, £2.25

CARTRIDGES
Sonotcine 9TAHC ( Dia.)
Sonotone 8TA4A ( Dia.)
Ronnette 105 ( Dia.)
Orbit NM22 Magnetic
(Die.)
Goldring G800
Shure 75/6

£2.50
£1 50
£1.25
£4.00
£6.50
£6 50

P. & P. on above items. 13p.

We have a comprehensive range of new and used professional
microphones, sound, photographic and audio visual equipment.
EQUIPMENT TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE. ORDER by
POST. Order with confidence. Orders despatched tEe same day as
received. Open: Mon. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Thurs. 9 a.m. to Ip.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662
246

STEREO DYNAMIC
HEADPHONES

OUR 11115
PRICE ihe•P

23p P. & P.
ElectroAcoustic design to give you the total
audio spectrum. Supplied with a range of plugs
interchangeable, without soldering, for direct
connection to most modern Hi Fi equipment.

MICROPHONES
AKG D109 ..
ARC D202E1 ..
AKG DI9DC
Sennheiser MD 211
Sennheiser MD4B_..
P & P 50p per item

£11.00
£32.00
£15.00
£32.00
£25 00

FINAL CLEARANCE OF
ZONAL-ILFORD TAPE
Manufacturers' entire stock purchased, 40,000 reels
mast be sold. First cross tape at lowest ever prices.
DON'T MISS THfS FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY.
Usual
Our
price
price
5" Standard play Plain boxed. 600' £ 1-00
25p
Standard play. P.V.C.
900' [ 1•40
50p
r In plain boxes. ..
1200' £ 1.75
50p
7' Long play. Polyester.
1800' i2•50 El.25

sr

All tapes are fully guaranteed. Please add 10p per
reef far post and packing. Orders over £6 post free.

SPEAKER SELECTION
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)
NOT ONLY FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS, BUT A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL EQUIPMENT AT: ( DEPT. N)

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAINSTOW, LONDON E17 4QD

TELEPHONE:

01-531 3117

HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 a.m.-6 p.m. TUES. to SAT.

ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES, COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
FOUR STAR HELME/PEERLESS STOCKIST

NIKKO CLASS A DEALERS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( Priced per pair)
CAMBRIDGE
R40
R50
CELESTION
COUNTY..
DITTON 10
DITTON 120
DITTON 15
DITTON 44
DITTON 25
DITTON 66

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.•
.•
•.

£38.00
£36.75
£40.00
£53.00
£74.00
£813•75
£132.00

A
B
B
B
C
C
D

GOODMANS
HAVANT
MEZZO III
DOUBLE MAXIM
MAGNUM K2 ..
MAGISTER ..
DIMENSION 8 ..
GOOD WOOD ..

£43.00
£48.00
£48.00
£62.00
£86.00
£913.00
£77.50

IMF

A
B
B
C
C
C
C

P.O.A.

HELME
FIRECREST

£37.00 B

SWIFT ..
SWALLOW
ORIOLE ..

.. £42.00 B
.. £48.00 C
.. £85.00 C

DYNACO
A10
A25

£37.75 B
£61.50 C

LNB
PARA -LAB SUPER
PARA -LAB 20 ..

£42.00 A
£80.00 C

RICHARD ALLAN
CHACONNE
FLAMENCO
PAVANE..

£31.00 B
£42.00 B
£49.00 C

PBW
NS2

.. £60.00 B

WHARFEDALE
DENTON II ..
LINTON II
MELTON ..
DOVEDALE III ..

..
..
..
..

£29.75
£37.75
£47.00
£63.00

A
B
C
C

Also on application: B & W, MORDAUNT SHORT, LOWTHER, JORDAN WATTS, LEAK, REVOX, TANDBERG.

SPEAKER KITS ( Priced per pair)
PEERLESS
2-8 ..
10-2
20-2
3-15
3-25
20-3
430-12
50-4

£11.00
£16.00
£21.00
£21.00
£30.00
£28.00

A
A
A
A
A
A
£40.0 B
£42.00 B

RICHARD ALLAN
TWIN ASSEMBLY ..
TRIPLE 8 ASSEMBLY
TRIPLE ASSEMBLY ..
S/TRIPLE ASSEMBLY
GOODMANS
DIN 20
..

£16.50
£25.00
£29.00
£35.00

A
A
B
B

£19.00 A

KEF
KK3
KK2

..
..

£57.50 B
£37.00 B

WHARFEDALE
UNIT 3 ..
UNIT 4 ..
UNIT 5 ..

£18.50 A
£24.50
£36.00

SPECIAL SYSTEM
NIKKO TRM 300
MP6O+G850
PARA TRAN 6 SPEAKERS
£75.00

CARRIAGE CHARGES: ( A) 50p; ( B) £ 1.00; ( C) £1.50; ( D) £3.00

SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF
T27
T15
B110
B200

..
..
..
..

.. £4.00
.. £5.25
..
£7.25
.. £8.25

B139
..
..
£9.50
DN9
..
£2.00
DN12
£4.25
GOODMANS 301 IN 80, £13.00
LIMITED OFFER- POST FREE.

RICHARD ALLAN
CG8T
CG1OT
CG12T
CG15

..
..
..
..

£6.00
£9.25
£8.50
£18.00

JORDAN WATTS MODULE
4, 8, or 15 OHM ..
V11.00
Post Free
WHARFEDALE
SUPER 8 .. ..
£6.50

DELIVERY 50p
AMPLIFIERS
(
Carr. 50p)
ARMSTRONG 521
£14.95
CAMBRIDGE P50
P.O.A.
CAMBRIDGE P100 .. P.O.A.
LEAK DELTA 30 .. £49.50
LEAK DELTA 70 .. £60.50
LUX 707 ..
P.O.A.
METROSOUND ST2OE £26.00
METROSOUND ST60 .. £18.00
MULLARD UNILEX+
CONTROL UNIT .. £13.00
NIKKO TRM 300 ..
P.O.A.
NIKKO TRM 400 ..
P.O.A.
EAGLE AA6
£l7.00
SANSUI AU101
P.O.A.
ROGERS ..
P.O.A.
ROTEL RA210
£23.00
TUNERS
(
Carr. 50p)
ARMSTRONG 523 .. £43.00
ARMSTRONG 524 .. £33.50
DELTA FM ..
£59.00
DELTA AM/FM .. £67.00
NIKKO FAM 300
P.O.A.
NIKKO FAM 400 ..
P.O.A.
METROSOUND FMS20 £39.00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. 75p)
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £70.00
ARMSTRONG 526
£80.00
GOODMANS M80 .. £70.00
GOODMANS M1-10 .. £105.00
LEAK DELTA T/AMP
£144.00
NIKKO STA 601 ..
P.O.A.
GROSVENOR .. £35.00
MODULE 80 COMPACT £129.00
ROTEL RX150
£49.00
TURNTABLES
(
Carr. 75p)
BD1 KIT
..
£11.50
BD2 CHASSIS .. £24.00
BD2 COMPLETE .. £32.00
GARRARD SP25 III .. £10.00
GARRARD AP76 .. £20.00
GARRARD 401 .. .. £30.00
GOLDRING GL75
£30.00
GOLDRING GL75 P & C
£10.00
GOLDRING G101 P e, c
£22.00
MACDONALD MP60 £11.25
MACDONALD MP60
COMPLETE ..
£17.50
MACDONALD 610 .. £14.50

MACDONALD HT70
MACDONALD HT70
COMPLETE ..
PHILIPS GA212 ..
THORENS TD125
THORENS TD150
THORENS TD150
COMPLETE ..
THORENS TD160 COMP.
TRANSCRIPTORS
SATURN..
REFERENCE ..

£16.50
£22.00
£54.00
£66.00
£30.50

£44.00
£55.00
£56.00
£95.00

SPECIAL OFFER SP25 III
BASE COVER WIRED+G850
£17.50

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
GOLDRING G75
SME 3009 D/HE

(Carr. 35p)

£11.00
£10•50
£29.50

SME 3009 F/HE
SME 3012+S2
TRANSCR1PTORS

.. £28.00
.. £27.00
.. £21.50

CARTRIDGES
ADC 10E1V
GOLDRING G850..
GOLDRING G800..
GOLDRING G800E
SHURE M3D
SHURE M55E
SHURE M75E11
SHURE M756
SHURE V1511

(Carr. 15p)
.. £21.00
.. £4.00
.. £6.00
• • £9.00
.• £5.00
. • £8.25
• • £10.00
• • £9.00
• . £28.00

HEADPHONES
(
Carr. 50p)
SENNHEISSER HD414
£9.00
HOWLAND WEST CIS 300 £7.50
CIS 800
£5.50
PWB MOVING COIL .. £15.00
ELECTRS. + BOX
£33.00
WHARFEDALE
ISODYNAMICS
k13.50
Many more on demonstration
from £2.50.

N.B.: SOME PRICES SUBJECT TO POSSIBLE ALTERATION
PLEASE VERIFY STOCK POSITION BEFORE CALLING TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
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where the
POWER
i
s...
with new and original features

RH.25-25

Meet the Goodwin RH.25-25, a brand new stereo amplifier which includes
new thinking without overlooking proven techniques that spell quality and
reliability. We have put in sensitive moving- coil meters to show precisely
how each channel is performing. An extra pair of loudspeakers can be
driven independently of the first pair; two people can listen with headphones, each at the preferred volume. There is true stereo/mono switching
and stereo L- R reversing switch. Once you experience using these unusual facilities, it is surprising how quickly you find them indispensable.
The amplifier itself has everything you would expect of a high grade, top
quality powerful instrument— reliability, versatility, good channel separation
and excellent reproduction. And it is a very smart amplifier, too, being
finished in lustre- gold brushed aluminium. The RH.25-25 is already getting
into more and more shops. A postcard brings you name and address of
your nearest supplier.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

*Abridged technical description
Output-32+32
watts
RMS
per
channel into 8 ohm speakers,
working together.
Inputs—Mag. P.U.-4 mV; R1AA corrected: Ceramic P.U. 130 mV: tape
in-250 mV: Radio-200 mV.
Controls—Separate bass and treble
boost and cut: Volume: Balance:
Mains on/off: Press button input
selection: High-pass and low-pass
filters.
Facilities—Connections for additional
speakers and two pairs of headphones with independent volume
controls:
output
meter:
Tape
recording and reproduction.

Recommended retail price £59-95

Enquiries to the manufacturers

Signal/noise
ratio—typically 75 dB
below.
Frequency range-20-20,000 Hz±
IdB; to 30,000 Hz±3 dB.
T.H.D.-0.1% at all levels up to
25 watts per channel RMS.
Transistor complement-25 silicon+
7silicon diodes.
Stabilised power supply.
Power requirements-220/240 V or
110 V, 50-60 Hz.
Finish— Lustre-gold brushed and anodised aluminium.
Size-43.50 cm x 8.36 cm X 23.65 cm
(17;" x9}' x 3r)

GUARANTEE— Goodwin R.25-25 Stereo Amplifiers are
guaranteed against faulty materials or workmanship for two
years.

GEOFFREY GOODWIN HI -Fl LTD., Dept. NHF2, Norther House, Station Approach, Hitchin, Herts. Phone: Hitchin 54414

B.D.2 Press Button Speed
Change Turntable
The Connoisseur BD2 belt drive turntable with press button speed
change is an integrated turntable and pickup arm assembly, the raise/
lower device of which is operated by the knob at the front right hand
corner. The head shell allows for the lateral adjustment of the cartridge.
The BD2 is supplied as a chassis unit or spring mounted on a wood
plinth complete with dust cover.

S.A.U.2 Pick-up Arm

B.D.1 Turntable Kit
The B.D.I. well known for its
superb performance and
quality two speed working
through aflexible belt drive
system is now available in kit
form. Construction is
simplicity itself with no
soldering required. Now it's
so easy to own the best.

Recognised as one of today's most advanced
pick-up arms it features
•Auto- bias Compensator
• Hydraulic Lowering Device
• Precision Balance
• New Adjustable Head Shell.

Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse, Yorkshire, HOG 1ER
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Lux 507X..
The last
arnpjifter
ou 1want
oo n.
Appreciation of good music is something that
comes with continual listening. So is
appreciation of good high fidelity reproduction.
That's why the cheap amplifier that sounded
such abargain when you bought it, suddenly
doesn't sound so good any more. So you
decide to change up to something better.
Perhaps this time it will be `midfi'. Then how
long before you feel dissatisfied once again?

Continual changing up can be very expensive.
If you're in that process now, buy Lux high
fidelity equipment. If you're just starting there
is even more reason to go straight to Lux.
Because even if Lux is the first equipment you
buy it's still good enough to be the last. .
e

SOLID SIATE

Lux offér afun range of Amplifiers, Tuners
and Receivers all manufactured to the same
impeccable standards and all representing the
ultimate in high fidelity. Illustrated below is the
Lux 5o7X amplifier, specification as follows:
R.MS Output Power:
6o/6o watts (8oluns SCD).
THD:
less than o.o4% (8oluns 50W).
Inter Modulation:
Distortion: less than 0.04% (8oluns 5oW).
Power Band Width:
5-5o,000Hz, —3dB, 0.04%.
Frequency Response:
io-6o,000Hz, less than
dB.
Input Connector:
Sensitivity 56omV. Impedance 5oKohms.
Damping Factor: 7
30 (8oluns). 6o ( i6ohins).
Residual Noise:
less than

LUX CORPORATION

INIEGRAUD AMPlifiR

Sole UK Distributors: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Greve, London, N7 8E0. Telephone: 01 -609 0293/4/5.
Please send full details of complete range of Lux Amplifiers, Tuners and Receivers I]
Please send full details of Howland-West audio products DI
Lux 507X Recommended retail price £ 167.00 ( Subject to currercy fluctuations)
NAME.-- .

ADDRESS___
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The lop difference.
We admit it - BASF cassettes are more
expensive than ordinary cassettes.
About 10p more expensive, or if you
prefer, 10% more expensive.
But there are several good reasons why
we ask alittle more.
With ordinary cassettes, tape running
from one reel to another can often finish up
more like aball of string than aneat reel
of tape.
There's nothing.to guide the tape
accurately on to the reel. So the wind
goes alittle out of true, or aloop may
come out of the reel, which can leave
you with adamaged or torn tape even acompletely jammed cassette.
There are two reasons why this
doesn't happen with BASF cassettes.
They're called Special Mechanics. Two
little plastic tusks which guide the tape
accurately round the spools so that there
are no jerks, no jamming, no frustration.
And all BASF SM cassettes have an
unconditional no-holds-barred free
replacement guarantee.
If they go wrong that is.
But they very rarely do. That's the 10p
difference.

Send the coupon and 40p for Heinz
Ritter's 126 page book called 'Tape
Questions - Tape Answers'. It tells you
everything you'll ever want to know about
tape recording.
You can't spare 40p? Then send the
coupon back for the complete BASF price
list and full technical data.
BASF—the best tape, the best cassettes in
the world.
- Here's 40p. Please send me Heinz
Ritter's book. Quickly.
- Don't send me the book, but do send
me price lists and technical data.
Just as quickly.
Name
Address
BASF United Kingdom Limited,
*Knightsbridge House,
197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA
Tel: 01-584 5080
Registered Office. Regd in England No. 66/980

HFN 1

Look at all the HiFi units before you choose aGoldring-Lenco.
No Hi Fi enthusiast worth.
the name would dream of
choosing aHi Fi transcription unit
without alot of footwork.
At Goldring-Lenco we welcome
it. The more you see the better we
like it.
And we've backed our
confidence by research that
soars far above the needs of
commercial Hi Fi practice.
Take any of our turntable units
and you'll see what we mean.You can
be sure there's alittle more built into
each of them than the price
might suggest.
Acase in point is the GL
75P turntable. It already has
areputation as asuperblyintegrated turntable that
sounds even better
than it looks.

The luxurious plinth sets off to
great advantage the unit built to
instrument standards with its
. continuously-variable speeds
e r**
and precision- made tone arm.
The GL 72P is another
example. It gives ultimate
,.proof that high quality
Hi Fi equipment needn't
be expensive, if it's built with the
skill and care that Goldring-Lenco
bringto their work. Variable speeds
from 30 r.p.m. to 86 r.p.m, with preset click in stops at popular speeds.
Look at these and the other
turntables in our range.
Then look at the others.
When you've studied what
anyone else can offer,
/we're sure you'll
be back for asecond hciaring.

Gold ring®
Goldring Limited, 10 Bayford St, Hackney, London E8 3SE. Tel: 01-985 1152

KEF
For many years, it was considered that
the low frequency response of a speaker was dependent on the
diameter of the diaphragm, and that a relatively compact enclosure could not achieve asatisfactory bass level without a loss
of acoustic efficiency. The introduction of the KEF Cadenza
showed that this need not be and that a compact speaker like
the Cadenza is fully capable of producing fundamental tones
down to 30Hz.
Acoustically- coupled system
The concept of bass reproduction featured in the Cadenza is
based on acoustic coupling. In the Cadenza, two low-frequency
radiating elements — the KEF BD139 and the B200 — are acoustically-coupled to give the system an effective radiating area
which is greater than that of a 12" unit. The low frequency
radiator (the BD139) is acoustically-coupled to the B200 via the
pneumatic spring formed by the trapped air within the enclosure.
The acoustic mass of the BD139 is critically adjusted with respect
to the volume of the enclosure so that it " phase inverts" the
radiation from the rear surface of the B200 diaphragm — thereby
increasing the low frequency output over the range from 25-

Size:

2n x141x

lla in
60 x36 x30cm
Weight: 34 lb/15.5 kg
Power Rating: 25W
System Res: Mechanical reflex 25Hz
Impedance: 8ohms
Freq. Range: 30-30,000Hz
Units: BD139, B200, T27
gb
Dividing Freq: 45Hz, 3,500Hz
Finishes: Walnut, Teak and White
Grille Cloths: Brown and Grey *

100Hz.
Inhibiting colouration
Above 100Hz, the BD139 is acoustically decoupled from the B200
so that its output is progressively attentuated leaving the B200 as
the only radiating source up to the upper crossover frequency of
3,500Hz. Over this frequency range, the BD139 acts as an
acoustic barrier so preventing any sound radiating from the rear
of the B200 diaphragm mixing with the directly-radiated sound
and causing colouration.
A note about the B200 bass mid-range unit
The B200 has a very large magnet assembly to ensure optimum
magnetic damping when used with the special bass loading
system in the Cadenza. A viscoelastically damped cone minimises colouration in the critical mid-frequency band. A free air
resonance of only 25Hz and a long linear suspension system
ensure high power handling with low harmonic distortion.
127 high-frequency tweeter
The T27 used in the Cadenza has an excellent transient response
and wide frequency range extending at least one octave above
the upper hearing limit — only 4dB down at 40kHz.
KEF exclusive ' constant impedance'
The KEF Cadenza incorporates a sophisticated 9-element twoway filter which uses close tolerance components for accurate
and repeatable acoustic performance.
An exclusive KEF ' constant impedance' network incorporated
in this filter keeps the system input impedance flat and resistive
over the frequency range from 100 to 10,000Flz. This ensures
optimum power transfer from amplifier to speaker and the nonreactive load minimises the possibility of amplifier instability.

(21311, KEF ELECTRONICS LTD TOVIL MAIDSTONE KENT
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HOWLAND-WEST

Sony 511A
sounds
superb

HEADPHONES

CIS. 2000 £ 21.15

They don't just look
impressive ... they are!

Cool sounds from the cool styling of yet
another superb stereo system from the
masters of audio reproduction. Model
HP- 511A comprises three pieces of
exquisitely matched machinery and power
packed circuitry. The MW/VHF stereo
tuner with its field effect transistor and
solid state IF filters pulls in stations
cleanly and crisply and has a green
glowing dial to light the way to them.
The SONY auto return stereo turntable
section has a lightweight tone arm with
a high compliance cartridge and cueing
device for the benefit of the heavy
handed.
The all silicon transistor stereo amplifier
delivers afull 15W output per channel
and two matched speakers make the
most of this power combining with the
rest of this compact unit to give flawless
performance.
Finished in walnut wood grain with
hinged detachable dust cover.

Take the new CIS. 2000, they have an entirely
original sound reproducing system incorporating
a stretched membrane giving results which
impress even your mother-in-law
(so does the deluxe carrying case).
The CIS. 1000 on the other hand
are made to impress the girlfriend. Extremely light and
incorporating a new open-air soli
system they'll stop her getting
CIS. 1000
£10.50
claustrophobia and she'll be
impressed with the fantastic lifelike
reproduction.
To impress your younger brother
give him a pair of CIS. 200,
they'll cost hardly anything at
all but still manage to give an
impressive sound. We have
another four models for you to
CIS. 200
be impressed by, as well as some
£3.90
headphone control units, all of
which are in our free illustrated catalogue.
To: Howland- West Ltd.
3/5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8E0.
Telephone: 01-609 0293..

HOVVLAN

au

:

SON'S

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

See the 511A FM stereo/FM-AM tuner
combination system and other fine examples
from the Sony range at the quality audio
dealer.

WEST

io

PRODUCTS

Please send free catalogue of
headphones and other Howland-West Products.

Chew and Osborne Ltd

Na Inc

148 High Street, Epping, Essex

Address
HFNI4

I

254

e

Tel.: 4242

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. till 6 p.m. except Wednesday
(9 a.m. till 1 p.m.) and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. till 8 p.m.

The Purityr of an exquisite gem.
The purity of an exquisite gem goes well
with the purity of Sansui sound. Sansui sound
is indeed beauty in sound. Constant research in all audio-fields. Daring innovations in
electronics. Meticulous care in production.
That's Sansui policy. That's Sansui quality.

One of the results is the most complete and
advanced range of versatile solid state
integrated amplifiers and AM/FM multiplex
stereo tuners in the business. For
detailed free information please
Sansui contact the adresses below.

Middle- price- class units but high-class performance. From
less than 0.8% distortion on the AU-101 to less than 0.5%
distortion on the AU-555A. 90 watt music power for the AU- 505,
85 watt -for the AU-555A and 50 watt for the AU- 101. Outstanding
performance for a modest price with Sansui's sensational AU and
TU series.

AU- 505

AU-101

AU-555A

TU- 666

TU -& s.
England: VERIOTRON LTD., Thornhill Southampton $09 QF - Tel.: Southampton 44811 D Ireland: INTERNATIONAL TRADING GROUP LTD., 5 Cope Street.
Darne Street - Duolin 20 West Germany. COMPO Hi- Fl G.M.B.H., Reuterweg 65-6 Frankfurt am Main CI France: HENRI COTTE & CIE, 77 rue
Thorelle, 77 • 92•Bourgla-Reine 0 Luxembourg: LUX 1-11 FI, 3rive Glesener 0 Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO C, Burggasse 114 - 1070 Wien 70 Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L.,
Boulevard Léoaold II, 199 - 10£13 Br ussels 0 Netherlands: TEMPOFOON N.V., Kapitein Hatterastraat 8, Postbus 540 - Tilburg O Greece: ELINA LTD., 59 & 59A TritisSeatemvriou Street - Athens 5030 Italy:GILBERTO GAUDI s.s.s., Corso Di Porta Nuova 48 • Milano 0 Norway: FRIGO NORSK A.S., Eilert Sundtsgatan 40 • Oslo 3 0 Sweden:
MAGNETON, Sveavagen 61 - 113.59 Stockholm D Denmark: QUALI•Fl INGENIORFIRMA, Christiansholms Parkvej 26 - 2930 Klampenborg O Finland: AUDIOVOX OY •
Kornetintie 2 • Helsinki 33 O Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY C- LTD., P.O. Box 525 - Limassol 0 Portugal: CENTELEC LDA, Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo 47,
4.odtio - Lisboa 10 Malta: R. BRIZZI, 293 Kingsway - Valletta O Sw.tzerland: SONOViOX AG, Wallstrasse 11 • 4051 Basel 0 Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM, Calle la Nlaval 87
-Las Palmas D South Africa: GLENS (PTY) LTD.., P.O. Box 6406 - Johannesburg 0 SANISUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Discern Bldg, Vestingstraat 53/55 - 2000 Antwerp, Belgium J SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT OFFICE, Reuterweg 93-6 Frankfurt am Main West Germany 0 SANSUI ELECTRIC C• LTD., 14-1. 2-chome, tzumi,
Sugirrami-ku - Tokyo 158— Japan
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THE TAPE SPECIALISTS
NEW LOWER PRICES!
PHILIPS
5" SP
F LP
5" DP
SP
LP
DP
7" SP
7" LP
7" DP

sr
sr
sr

Rec.
Price
£1-29
£1-44
£1-94
£1-70
LI 80
£2.83
El 97
£2-57
£3-97

Tape
length
600'
900'
1,200'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'

PHILIPS CASSETTES
C60 ..
C90
C120 ..
BASF
3" LP
3" DP
3" TP
4" LP
4" DP
4" TP
5" SP
5" LP
5" DP
5" TP
51" SP
LP
DP
TP
7" SP
r LP
T' DP
7*TP

sr
5r
sr

210'
300'
450'
450'
600'
900'
600'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
900'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
3,600'

Cash
Price
£0-85
£0-90
£ 1-20
£ 1-10
EI-15
£ 1-75
£ 1-25
£ 1-60
£240

£0-71 £0-40
.. £0-90 £0-60
.. £ 1-49 £0-90

••
.•
••
.•
••
.•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

£0-62
£0-72
£1 - 09
£1.09
£1 -27
Li- 67
£1-27
£1-67
£1-92
£2-77
£1-67
£1-92
£2-77
£3-42
LI-92
£2-77
£3-42
£4-27

£0-40
£0-45
£0-70
£0-70
£0-80
£1-05
£0-80
£ 1-05
£ 1-25
£ 1-80
£ 1-05
£ 1-25
£ 1-80
£2-20
£1-25
El -75
£2-20
£2-75

BASF LH Hi -Fi
5" LP
900'
5" DP
1,200'
5" TP
1,800'
5,1" LP
1,200'
5;" DP
1,800'
51" TP
2,400'
7" LP
1.800'
7" DP
2,400'
r TP
3.600' .. ..
10+" LP
4.200' .. .. ..
BASF Cr0 2 SM CASSETTES

BASF LH Hi Fi CASSETTES
IN KK8 SWIVEL BOX
C60

Rec.
Price
LI-85
£2-12
£3-05
£2-12
£3-05
£3-77
£3-05
£3-77
£4-69
£7-54

Cash
Price
EI-20
El - 35
El - 95
El - 35
£2 00
£2-40
El - 95
£2-40
£3-05
£4-50

LI - 34
£1-74
£2-24

£0-85
£1-15
Li-45

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
400' . •
3" DP
600' • •
4" DP
600' • •
5" SP
900' . •
5" LP
1,200' ..
5" DP
900' ..
1,200' . •
LP
1,800' • .
DP
1,200' • •
7" SP
1,800' . •
7" LP
7" DP
2,400'
81" LP
2.400' . •
3,600'
102" LP

.. £0-79 £0-54
£I - 07
f0-70
.. £ 1-57 £ 1-00

BASF LH Hi -Fi CASSETTES
IN PHILIPS TYPE ' SNAP PACK'
C60
£071
al 40
C90
£099 £0 60
CI20
.
£085
SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASSETTES
C60
£0-71 £040
C90
------------£099 £055
C120
.
.
I -49 £085
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY COBALT CASSETTES
C60
.
.
LI 45 £090
C90
.
£ 190
Li-20
SCOTCH LOW NOISE 8 TRACK BLANK
CARTRIDGES
40 MIN
..
.
•
£ 1-50 £0-95
80 MIN

ALL TAPES BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED.

5r
sr

sp

Rec.
Price
£0-96
LI - 46
LI-27
LI-68
£2-38
LI 70
£2.11
£3-10
£2-16
£2-99
£4-43
£4-20
£6-30

Cash
Price
£0-60
£0 95
£0-80
LI - 05
LI - 45
£1.10
£1-35
£1-95
£1 40
£1-90
L2 85
L2-65
£3 95

MEMOREX LOW NOISE HIGH OUTPUT
CASSETTES
£0-45
C60
£0-75
£0 60
£1-00
E0-90
£1-50
MEMOREX CrO, CASSETTES
C90

.

..

•

•

..

£1-35 £095
LI-75 £ 125

MEMOREX Hi -Fi 8 TRACK BLANK CARTRIDGES
40 MIN
..
•
•
..
£ 155 £0 90
64 MIN .. . • ..
LI 70
El 00
80 MIN
..
•
•
..
£ 1-85 £ 110
MALLORY LOW NOISE DURATAPE CASSETTES
WTI}-4 AUTOMATIC HEAD CLEANER
C60
..
•
•
..
£071 £040
C90
..
•
•
..
£0 99 £0-55
C120
..
•
•
..
£ 1-49 £075
MALLORY COBALT ENERGISED CASSETTES
..
LI 05 £0-55
..
LI 25 £0.75
C90
..
•
•
..
L1-70 £ 100

SUPPLIED IN MANUFACTURERS' SEALED LIBRARY CASES

P & P CHARGES: CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES AND TAPES UP TO 4" DIA- 15p ALL QUANTITIES. TAPES 5" AND OVER—I5p FOR ONE,
25p TWO OR THREE, 30p FOUR AND OVER.

ABOVE P & P CHARGES DO NOT APPLY OVERSEAS

ORDER FORM
Please supply me with:—
TAPES at

each —

TAPES at

each —

TAPES at

each

—
+P & P

enclose Cheque/PO for total of E

NAME

ADDRESS
Al4

MILL HOUSE- BROMHAM-BEDFORD Tel. OAKLEY 3389
256

Sansui, the grandmaster of the ste146›.
made three new bold moves. The EIGHT. T _
The SIX. Moves which get Sansui once more into
the forefront of imaginative audio engineering. The se
new items unite, for the first time, the outstanding
characteristics of different type components
resulting in an astonishing high level of versatility
and performance.
For detailed and free information orrthese new
Sansui items please contact the addresses below.
s ins .
' in
EIGHT

60/60 waifs

ISEVEN

47/47 watts
39139 watts

ISIX

EIGHT

_ Continuous
Power
Total Harmonic
RIMS power at an Bazedwidth(11-1F)
distortion
10-40.000 Hz ,_
10-50.000 Hz 10-50.000 Hz -

less than 0,3%
less than 0,3%
less than 0,3%

SEVEN

FM Sensitivity
(!HF)

selectivity

1,.b.V

better than 60 dB

1,8µV
2 µV

better than 60 dB
better than 60 dB

5ansui_
SIX

qv:

Nr,";,-•

g«
)

L-M•••••••••=mbara•-..• - -

England: VERNITRON LTD., Thornhill Southampton SO9 QF - Tel.: Southampton 44811 0 Ireland: INTERNATIONAL TRADING GROUP LTD., 5 Cope Street.
Dame Street - Dublin 20 West Germany: CCIMPO Ht- F1 G.M.B.H., Reuteweg 65-6 Frankfurt am Main 0 France: HENRI COTTE & CIE, 77 rue J.R. Thorelle, 77 • r Bourgla-Reine O Luyembcvg: LUX HI-FI, 3rue Glerer O Austria: THE VIENNA FIGH FIDELITY & STEREO C*, Burggasse 114 - 1070 Wien 70 Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L.,
Boulevard Leopold II, 199 - 1080 Brussels CI hietherla-ids: TEMPOFOON N.V., harxib-n Hatterastraat 8, Postbus 540- Tilburg 0 Greece: EL1NA LTD.. 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street Athens 103 D Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas., Coso Di Porte Nuova 48 - Milano CI Norway: FR GO NORSK AS., Eilert Sundtsgatan 40 - Oslo 3 0 Sweden:
MAGNETON, Sveavagen 61 • 113.59 Stockholm E Denmark:.OUALI-FI INGENIORRRMA, Christiansholms Parkvej 26 • 2930 Klampenborg 0 Finland: AL.DIOVOX OY Kornetintie 2 - Helsnlir 38 0 Cyprus: ELEC1ROACOUSTIC SUPPLY C• LTD., P.O. Box 625 - Limassol 0 Portugal: CENTELEC LDA, Avenida Fortes Pereira de Melo 47,
4.odto - Lisboa 10 Malta: R. BRIM, 293 Kingsway - Valletta C Switzerland: SOMDVOX AG, Wallstrasse 11 - 4051 Basel 3 Canary Islands: R. HASSARAM, Calle la Naval 87
-Las Palmas 0 South Attica: GLENS (PTY) LTD., P.O. Box 6406 - Johannesburg 0 SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Diacem Bldg, Vestingstraat 53/55 - 2030 AntwerD, Belgium ID SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. FRANKFURT OFFICE, Reuterweg 93-6 Frankfurt am Main West Germany 0 SANSUI ELECTRIC Ce LTD., 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi,
Suginami-kte - Tokyn 168 - Japan
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self CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS

adereettridematidéffed

£6.00 FF £24.00 OFF

IS.B. MODEL S152. De Luxe battery/
mains portable with automatic
recording control complete with
mike.
LIST
OURp.&p.
£29-70 PRICE £23•95 50p

TOSHIBA MODEL RT294F. Battery/
mains radio recorder FM/MW
manual/auto stop. Complete with
mike and cassette. Glee.
LIST
OUR
& p.•
£63.95 PRICE f-JC •.. 50p

LATEST MODELS • LARGEST STOCK • BIGGEST DISCOUNTS

PHILIPS MODEL E13302. Most
popular battery portable. Complete
with case, mike, etc.
Brand new with Philips Glee,
LIST
OUR
£21 0 PRICE T£ 10 '.. 50p

PHILIPS MODEL 92203 New de- luxe
automatic battery portable. With
auto record level. Complete with COO
cassette, carry case, mike etc.
Brand new with Philips guarantee.
List
OUR
PEP
£24.00 PRICE £1ts.75 500

Please add 50p post and packing on all models

LIST PRICES IN LIGHT TYPE, OUR PRICES IN BOLD TYPE

BATTERY MODELS

RADIO/RECORDERS

Philips N2202 .. £2+00 £ 18.75
Philips N2211 .. £29.00 £23.95
Sanyo MR747 .. £22-95 £ 1
8.95
Plus free mains unit worth
£5.25 with all above models
Ferguson 3266 £ 19-95 £15-95
Pye 9159 .. £21.50 £17-50
Sanyo M48M £ 18.95 £14.95
National 224 .. £26-71 P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ215 £21.50 £18.25
Philips N2000 .. £13-50 £ 10./5

GEC CR200
Nivico 1625 .. £49.95

£36.95
£3895

Hanimex HC3020 £42.50 £23.50
Philips RR322 £45.95 £3395
Plus 2 free Musicassettes or
2 Philips C90 Cassettes with
above models.
Teleton CTR530 £48-40 £35.95
EKCO 350 .. £ 39.97 £31.95
Grundig C250 £62.36 £50.95
Grundig C3000 £87.40 £69-95
Hanimex 3070.. £65.15 £3995
KB SL75 £48-50 £39.95
National R530B £69.50 P.O.A.
National 237 .. £49.95 P.O.A.
Nivico 9420 .. £61-48 £47-95
Nivico 9410LS.. £55.00 £36.95
Philips RR7I2 £76-95 £61-95
Pye 9004 .. £64-90 £57-95
Telefunken PS'R' £48.50 £39.95

BATTERY/MAINS
Philips N2204 .. £30-00 £23.95
Sanyo M2000G £ 34.95
£27.95
Ferguson 3262 £30.15
£23.95
Plus 2 free Musicassettes or 2
Philips C90 with all above models
Ekco 351 .. £24.23 £ 19-25
Grundig C2I 0 £48.75 £3595

'

A

.6..
•

_-.

' _
1,*

Decca PC2000G £29.70
Hanimex HC2000 £ 32.10
Hitachi 287 .. £35.50
Hitachi 298 .. £ 39.50
Hitachi 257 .. £29.50
National 226 .. £3691
Pye 9115
.. £42-50
Pye 9118 .. £3190
Sanyo 401OG .. £3995
Sharp RD 429 .. £2495
Sharp RD 465 .. £46.25
Nivico 1602 .. £33.60
Standard SRTII3 £25.89
Crown CTR381 £33.63
elefunken PS 1 £4090
National 228S .. £54.95
National 209DSF £2695

EKCO 2U4 £ 166.50
Sanyo 2615 .. £91.95
Sanyo 2601 .. £ 169.95
Philips R+1813 £ 185.00
Yamaha MSCSB £287.40

k
te

£65.85
Grundig CN224
Hitachi 262 .. £69-50
Hitachi 282
£49-90
.. £75.00
Nivico 1661
Philips 2506
.. £65-00
.. £63-95
Sharp 442
Teac A110
.. £78-40
.. £ 117.50
Teac A220
Teac A2I0
.. £94.00
Bush C440
.. £61-75

- - - -: ::_-, "en

--

0

PHILIPS

Stereo tape deck with
pre-amp recording
f
ac ili ti
es slid er type
balance control.
LIST
OUR t47 95
£92.26 PRICE '***0
+50p p & p
Plus 2 free Agfa C90
tapes worth £3.50

£23.50
£14-95
£28-95
£32.25
£24-.50
P.O.A.
£33.95
£25.95
£31.95
£20-50
£38-25
£27.50
£19.95
£27.25
£33.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

c"
E"'"
SALES

.

Decca CRC 1000 £39.82
Philips RR4I3 £53-95
National RQ447FS£55-95
National RQ435 £43-00
Hitachi SCT 1151 £49-00
Teleton TCRI30 £41-33
Toshiba CT22I £65-90
Sanyo 2400FG £44.95

rqmo

Mains stereo cassette
button
controls. Auto stop,
complete with cassette
mike, leads, etc.
LIST
OUR tr2.95
£70
PRICE 1****
+50P P & P
recor der . Push

£33-25
£42.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£41-50
£28.75
£46.50
£35-95

BARCLAYCARD

£53.95
P.O.A.

£139-95
£76-95
£136-95
£154.95
£239.95

STEREO TAPE DECKS

_____ ,AKAI GXC4OD

+ 5° P P & P

. ,.,

£65-95
£99.95

MUSIC CENTRES

STEREO RECORDERS
Mains
Akai G XC40 . . £ 1I1-75 £8295
*Ferguson 3257 £71-05
£5915
*Philips 2405 .. £72-00
£57.95
*Philips 2401 .. £ 106-00
£85.95
Pye 9116 .. £69-90 £55-95
*TEAC A280 .. £ 176-00 £ 149.95
Hitachi TRQ202 £79-90 £66.50
Sanyo STD 100.. £99-95 £82.95
Toshiba KT4I £ 13+23 £98.95
Mains & Radio
Hitachi KST3400 £ 123.50 £104-95
*Sharp SC103 .. £123.50
£99.95
Crown SHC49F £ 137.78 £11590
National 2535 .. £ 116-04 P.O.A.
Teleton SCXI510 £96.80 £79.95
Battery/Mains
Hitachi TRQ232S £66.55 £54.95

_..--- '_

TELETON STC106
4 track Stereo cassette
recorder/player. Mains
only. Transistorised
speed control master
level control.
LIST
OUR £
1.95
£4695 PRICE 0-e '

Sanyo 4000
National R2875

Sanyo MR4I I
E £ 59-95 £48.95
Standard TI83L £48-77 £36-95

_

-

BUSH MODEL TP66. New battery/
mains portable. Manual/auto
recording control. Complete with
case, mike, etc.
Brand new Bush Glee.
LIST
OUR
p. 1,,p.
£28.18 PRICE £22.95 50p

BASF M DEL 0C9300.
New bat cry/mains portable
radio re orcen, 4waveband
complet with mike and cassette.
LIST
OUR
£67.95 PRICE £55 .95 p
Re

SANYO MR4I41
AM/FM Radio Cassette
recorder, Battery/mains.
Auto Stop all
accessories.
LIST
OUR É A1.95
£52-35 PRICE** -, 1
+SOP P & P

DOLBY SYSTEMS

£52-95
£59.95
£41-50
£63-95
£51-95
£5195
£65.95
£99.95
£80.95
£51.85

UNIT AUDIO HI-FI SYSTEMS
Bush Arena A1005
Stereo Player £69-89 £56.95
Ferguson 3450 £7+20 £59.95
Fidelity UA4 £63-00 £49.95
Philips GE825 £49.50 £39.95
RADIOS
Grundig Elite
Boy 500 .. £35.60
Grundig Melody
Boy 500 .. £35-60
Hacker Sovereign
RP 25 B
£49-00
K.B. Golf Preset £28.50
Philips 412 .. £25-50

£39-95
£2395
£2095

PORTABLE TELEVISIONS
Philips T/Vette 9 £65.95 £52.95
Ferguson 3816 Ir £57-85 £47-85
G.E.C. 2114 I
4' £67-50 £54.95
Hitachi P32 12 - £69.00 £5695

,-SANYO G260I
- ,
STEREO MUSIC
. ,
cassetterecorder/
..
player, turntable, FM
radio. Complete home
music centre.
LIST
OUR
£169-95 PRICE i•• 1
+50p p & p

PHILIPS RH8Il DNL STEREO CASSETTE REC.
WITH RADIO
Tuner/amplifier/
recorder. LW/
2MW/SW/FM
LIST OUR t 105.95
MIZIREMEMilli £131 PRICE " l
+50p p & p

Mono
Autovox MA341 £27.02
Philips 2695 .. £22-50
Stereo
*Philips 2607 .. £41.15
Autovox 717 .. £5+33
Motorola 241 .. £55.50
Pye 2252 .. £ 35-50
Stereo and Radio
Autovox MA754 £75.03

Er " SPECIALISTS
SANYO
.A.ab.ALaK ..a IL .41..a•

£21.95
£17.50
£32.95
£43.95
£45.50
£29-50
£57.95

Hitachi CF213 £52-00
Motorola 252 .. £76.75
Philips RN582 £50.00
Philips RN702 £ 110-00
8 Track
*Han i
mex HC5030 £ 38.42
Hitachi CS I
010 £29.90
Motorola 132 .. £39.27
Radiomobile 106 £5+02
Pioneer TP72 .. £43-44

£4295
£61.95
£38.95
£87-25
£22.95
£24.95
£3195
£45.95
£33-95

*Including Speakers

Mie £
ONKg» alei
rde
rtEMPien>e
CASSETTE TAPES-Postage: 1-5, 10p; 6 or more, post free. Plus free cassette head cleaner with 12 or more.
Low noise
Agfa
BASF
EMI
Philips
Scotch
Maxell
Hanimex Cavendish TDK SD Base Cr0
AgfaCr0
C60
35p
45p
45p
45p
40p
40p
30p
30p
70p
95p
80p
C90
50p
60p
60p
60p
50p
60p
40p
40p £ 1.10 £ 1.25 £ 1.00
CI20
60p
85p
85p
85p
75p
80p
50p
50p £ 1.35 £ 1.55
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£2745

Male/
11711-CArallERMINiffEllT

We specialise in and stock the
complete range of " Dolby" systems and noise reduction units.
Akai GXC46D £ 139-50
£102.95
Akai GXC65D £ 154.50 £ 109-95
Alpha CD3000 £ 115.00
£96.95

CASSETTE CENTRE

£2745

BASF SM
60p
80p
£195

Agfa S
55p
70p
£190

- WHITECHAPEL RD, LONDON, E.1 Tel : 01-247 3032.

279 83
HFN

2

CALLERS WELCOME, NEXT TO

WHITECHAPH. UNDERGROUND.

THE FREE
HEATHKIT CATALOGUE

perhaps the most valuable
,
stereo Hifi/Electronirs kit publication available today.
NEW MULTI-SPEAKER KIT

Features Four KEF Hi-fi Drive Units. Offers
monitor quality at lowest cost,

NEW AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER KIT

Solid State FM IF Circuitry, two IC's, two
ceramic filters. "Black magic" lighting.

NEW PORTABLE ENGINE
ANALYSER KIT

Versatile automotive testing and troubleshooting.

LOW-PRICED TESTERS AND
INSTRUMENTS
for the hobbyist and technician.
PLUS
all the models you have read about in
international publications.

NEW 1214 SERIES STEREO HI -FI
Ideal far use for quadraphonic sound.

the HOW AND WHY OF
KIT BUILDING

Electronics is fun the HEATHEIT way.

BUILD YOURSELF A PAIR
OF SPEAKERS

in an evening- enjoy Stereo sound.

GET THE BEST IN HI -FI
Enjoy worthwhile kit savings.
SOMETHING FOR ALL
THE FAMILY

even abattery charger for dad.

LOW COST STEREO RECORD
PLAYER
amazing sound value.

It's Free . . . it's the latest Hi-Fi/Electronics
catalogue from Heath the world-famous
electronic kit manufacturers ... and it's yours
on request. This latest catalogue will appeal
to all the family. Stereo HiFi, Transistor
portables. Metal detectors, Electronic
calculators etc, etc. You name it, Heath can
supply. All models offer unbeatable
specifications for price.
Excellent continuous credit and no deposit
terms available. .. this even includes
instruments.
You cannot afford to miss reading this fine
publication . . . hurry, send off the coupon
for your personal copy today.

(Mail order prices and specifications subject to change without notice)
•••
rase send mea FREE Heathkit catalogue

Ask
about our
No Deposit
Terms

Name
Address

HEATH

Schlumberger

Heath ( Gloucester) Limited, Dept. HFN,I f2/731
Gloucester GL2 6EE. Telephone 0452 29451

—1

Heath ( Gloucester) Limited, Gloucester GL2 6EE.
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FRANCIS OF STREATHAM I

Access or Barclay Cards

*Uher 724 4 Tr. 2 sp.
*Uher Varicord 263

DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS
(Microphone extra)
Akai 8 Tr. Cartridge CR.80D
Akai 4000DS
Brenell Mk. 6
Ferrograph 702/4
National RS803 US 8 Tr. Cart.
Pioneer HR82 8 Tr. Cart.
Philips N.4500 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Revox 1102/4 2 sp.
Sony 366D 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Sony 266D 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Sony 440 4 Tr. 3 sp.
Sony 640 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Tandberg 1800 4 Tr.
Tandberg 3300X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
Tandberg 9000X
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr.

* London's leading Tandberg stockists.

MAINS CASSETTE MODELS
Philips 2405 Budget HI-FI
*Sony TC133CS Budget HI-FI
*Philips RH8I 1Tun./AM/Cass.
*Sony HSTI39 Tun./AM/Cass.
*Sony TC.330 Cass./Spool
*Sony TC.I60
*Sony TC.I65 (+ auto rev.)
*National RS262US
Philips 2401 Auto with ski- slope
*Sony TCI27 Deck and Pre- amp.
*Sony TC122 Deck/PA
*Alpha 3000 Dolby Deck/PA
*Sony TC146 Deck/PA
*Philips 2506 Deck/Pre-amp. DNL

AMPEX TAPE OFFERS

BATTERY MAINS CASSETTE ( Mono)
MAINS SPOOL RECORDERS
*Akai 1720 4 Tr.
*Brenell Mk. 6
*Ferrograph 713
*Ferrograph 722/4
Grundig 141 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig TK.121 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Mono
Philips 4308 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips 4414 2 sp. 4 Tr.
*Philips 4450 Pro. 6heads, auto reverse
2x 25 W out
Philips 4416 3 sp. 4 Tr.
*Philips 4418 3sp. 3head 3motor: 4 Tr.
*Revox 1222/4
Sony 540 3 sp. 4 Tr.
Sony 270 3 sp. 4 Tr.
*Sony 630 3 sp. 4 Tr.
*Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono
*Tandberg 2000 3 sp. 4 Tr.
*Tandberg 1700 Mono
*Tandberg 4000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr.
*Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Telefunken 203 2 sp. 4 Tr.
*Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono

• All

stereo, except where stated

•

It's as easy as AB C
when you buy from us with

Philips 2204: 2205
Philips RR7I2 with FM/L.M.S. Radio
Philips RR322 with FM/Med. Radio
Philips 413 with FM/AM
Sony TC60: TC80: TCI00: TC110A:
TC95: TCI46
ITT R.G.D. TC400
*Uher 124
Sony CF300+AM/FM
Sony CF100 with AM/FM
Sony CF200 with AM/FM
Sony CF400 with FM/Med, Short Radio
BASF CC9300 with FM/L.M.S. radio
Grundig C3000 with FM/L.M.S.
Telefunken CC Nova with FM
Telefunken ' Partysound'
Telefunken ' Partysound' R, FM/AM

BATTERY CASSETTES ( Mono)
Philips N2000 player: N2202 Sony
TC12: TC85
PHILIPS EL.3302 with mic and case.
£16-00. ( p/p. 50p)

BATTERY SPOOL MODELS
by UHER, SONY and TANDBERG

(P— Polyester; M—Mylar ; A— Acetate)
7" D.P. 2400 ft. ( P) Series 351 £ 150
7" L.P. 1800 ft. ( P) Low noise,
Series 344
..
£ 150
7" L.P. 1800 ft. ( P) Series 341.. £ 105
7" T.P. 3,600 ft. ( P) Series 361 £200
51." LP. 1105 ft. ( M)
88p
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P) Series 351
88p
5' L.P. 900 ft. ( P) Series 341 ..
63p
5" Standard 600 ft. ( P) Series 531
50p
Postage on orders under £ 3 add 10p,
orders over £ 3 sent post paid U.K.
Minimum order ustng Access or Barclaycard
£10-00.

DOLBY 'Black Box' by Alpha, also by
Kellar.
PHILIPS DNL noise reduction unit.

• HEADPHONES

by AKG, Nikko,
Philips,
Koss,
Eagle,
TTC,
Akai,
Wharfedale, Sony, Alpha, Amstrad,
Howland & West.
Accessories; Mics.; Mixers.

•mUSI CASSETTES.

All
leading
makes.
Pre-recorded 8 track cartridges and tapes. RECORDING tapes
and cassettes—All leading makes.
SCOTCH CASSETTES c.60-40p.; c.9060p: c.120-80p. p/p. 10p, on orders
under £ 3. Post free in U.K. if over.
Minimum order using Access or Barclaycard,
£10.00.

HI.FI DEPT.
•AMPLIFIERS

Quad, Rogers, Philips, Goodman, Nikko, Armstrong, Leak,
Tandberg,
Teleton,
Alpha,
Wharfedale, Sony, Sonab.

•

TUNERS
Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Nikko,
Goodman,
Alpha, Sony, Sonab.

•

LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad, Ditton IS, Sonab, Kef,
Wharfedale, Goodman, Tannoy, Lowther, Leak, Tand berg,
Celestion, Keletron.

e

MOTORS, PICKUPS
GARRARD inc. S.P.25 Mk. II
Goldring
Macdonald
Sonab
J.P.
Connoisseur
Thorens
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Sonotone
Acos
SME
Dual
Pickering
Grado
Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 min. away.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

* Microphones extra

DISCOVERED
GRAVITY

When you're looking for real hi-fi, there's no substitute for the
professional comprehensive services offered by Telesonic
Limited. Their friendly and helpful staff have selected the
world's leading makes of hi-fi for you to choose from, including
Nikko. Just apeek at the Nikko stereo hi-fi range, and you're
really turned on ! There are amplifiers, tuners and tuner
amplifiers in the range. Every unit is the best 'value for money'
obtainable in today's hi-fi market. Ask Telesonic to put them
through acritical listening test on their comprehensive
demonstration facilities — it's the only way to discover a//the
inside advantages of Nikko equipment.
As aNikko Class ' A' Dealer, Telesonic give aminimum six
months' service guarantee, covering free labour as well as the
manufacturer's components guarantee. But that's not the end
of the story as far as Telesonic are concerned. Their service
continues long after those six months have gone — so you can
be sure that if anything does go wrong, it will be put right!
Telesonic can also offer you hi-fi equipment by
Ariston, B & O. Lux, Quad, Radford, Sonab and Sony.
Interest- free HP! All hire purchase agreements for periods
up to 12 moths are interest- free at Telesonic.
Discover more about yea/hi-fi. Contact:

104

NI liCK0

TELESONIC LTD

You can discover
hi-fi at Telesonic, the home of
professional audio advice!

92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W,1 Tel: 01-6368177
Open 9 am - 6 pm ( Thursday 9 am - 7 pm; Saturdays 9 am - 1 pm)
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Celestion
Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

DITTON 66
STUDIO MONITOR

A new Loudspeaker of advanced design suitable
for studio use and for home installations of the
highest quality.
UNITS: HF 2000 (dome ' pressure' type)
MF 500 ,( Mid- range Dome pressure' type)
Ultra linear 12"bass driver and 12" A.B.R. The
crossover has resulted from considerable research and crossover points are at 500 Hz and
5000 Hz 80 Watts Maximum, 4-8 ohm. This
monitor loudspeaker system has an exceptionally wide and flat frequency response. Very
low order harmonic and inter-modulation
distortion. Precise response to transients.
Beautifully maintained polar response ensures
absence of unwanted directional effects and
provides a highly satisfactory stereo image
throughout the listening area. Matched pairs.
SIZE 40 x 15 x ¡ If Natural Teak or Walnut
Cabinet

DITTON 25
Recommended for luxury Domestic Hi Fi
Installations. A system having extremely
low harmonic distortion and high sensitivity. This well established loudspeaker is
excellent value and will delight the most
fastidious audiophile. Noted by reviewers
for complete absence of listener fatigue';
smooth and effortless in performance.
UNITS: HF 2000, HF 1300 MK 11 (two),
long throw 12" bass driver plus 12" A.B.R.
(auxiliary bass radiator). Substantially
level response from 25 Hz to 30 kHz
60 watts maximum 4-8 ohms. Matched
pairs.
SIZE 32 X 14 X I/ Natural Teak or
Walnut Cabinet

Write for details of Celestion sound equipment.

DITTON 44
MONITOR
Designed for the discriminating listener...
wide, smooth frequency response. Exceptional transient performance, superb controlled bass, accurate mid-range—and
smooth extended highs.
UNITS: HF 2000, MF 6 and Ultra linear
12" long throw bass speaker. Crossover
system of superior design at 500 Hz and
5000 Hz. Substantially level response from
30 Hz to 30 kHz 44 watts maximum4-8ohms.
SIZE 30 x 14f- X 10 Matched pairs
Natural Teak or Walnut Cabinet

A remarkable innovation
exclusive to Calestion for
use in conjunction with HiFi and Audio systems for
providing high quality television sound reproduction
from 625 line television
receivers.
*No direct connection to
the TV is required, the
coupling being effected by
an inductive pick-up.

DITTON IS
The world famous high performance ' bookshelf' loudspeaker
30 watts maximum. 4-8 ohms.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK II, heavy
duty 8" long throw bass speaker
plus A.B.R. ( auxiliary bass
radiator). Substantially level
response 35 Hz to 15 kHz.
SIZE 21 x 9f x
Matched pairs
This truly remarkable loudspeaker never fails to impress.
Natural
Teak
of
Walnut
Cabinet

'COUNTY'
Designed for budget HiFi
systems but without sacrificing
quality.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK II and
special 8" long throw speaker.
Substantially
level
response
from 45 Hz to 15 kHz, 25 watts.
SIZE 19 x 10 x 9f
Natural
Teak
or
Walnut
Cabinet. Matched pairs

DITTON 10
Mk II
True HiFi Sound from a
tiny precision speaker 20
watts, 4-8 oh ms.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK II and
heavy duty 6" long throw
bass speaker. Substantially level response from
45 Hz to 15 kHz.
SIZE I2f X 6f x 8f
Matched pairs
Natural Teak or Walnut
Cabinet

ROLA CELESTION LTD. DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP

Budget HI-FI Systems
Completely wired, mounted and ready for use.

SYSTEMS COSTING UP TO £ 100
TELETON 8000 AM/FM MPX Tuner/Amplifier. With two Teleton 8000 speakers plus
Garrard 2025TC turntable plinth, cover and Sonotone 9TAHC cartridge fully wired.
Special Price £46-65
SOLARVOX TAM 1105 2x 5 watts. RMS output. AM/FM Multiplex Tuner/Amplifier
plus Matrix 4channel. McDonald MP60 deck with plinth, cover and Shure M44/7 cartridge,
plus two Solvarvox speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £67.20. Comet Price £48-45
SINCLAIR 2000 amp. with McDonald MP60 turntable, plinth, cover and Shure M44/7
plus 2 Sinclair Q16 loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £81-66. Comet Price £55.45
SOLARVOX AM 108 2x 8 watts RMS output plus Matrix 4-channel amplifier. McDonald
MP60 deck, plinth and cover with Shure 1444/7 cartridge and 2 Keletron KN800 100
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £88.95. Comet Price £57-85
GROSVENOR 8400 AM/FM MPX Tuner/Amplifier. Built in 8 track Cartridge Player plus
two Grosvenor Speakers and McDonald MP60 Turntable, Base, Cover and Goldring
G800 Magnetic Cartridge.
Rec. Retail Price £ 100.51. Cornet Price £57.45
SOLARVOX 20. Amplifier 10 watts RMS per channel with McDonald MP60 base cover
and Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge, plus 2 Thorpe Grenville TG 100 loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 10191. Comet Price £59.40
METROSOUND ST2OE amp. 10 watts RMS per channel, with McDonald MP60, plinth,
cover and Goldring G800 cartridge, plus 2 Metrosound HFS 103 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 101-72. Comet Price £62.65
ROTEL RA 210 amplifier with McDonald MP60, base cover and Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge. Plus two Thorpe Grenville TG 200 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 109.86. Comet Price £64-40
SINCLAIR 3000 amplifier, with McDonald MP60 turntable, plinth, cover and Shure M44-E
cartridge. Plus 2 Thorpe-Grenville 200 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price L116.35. Comet Price £73.85

PHILIPS 813 Stereo Hi -Fi System. 2x 10 watts. LW/MWI/MW2/SW/FM MPX incorporating record deck and stereo cassette recorder with integrated D.N.L. plus two Philips
RH412.
Rec. Retail Price £ 185-00. Comet Price £ 141-95
PHILIPS RH802 Stereo Tuner/Amplifier/Player. 2X 15 watts. LW/MWI/MW2/SW/FM.
MPX. with GP400 magnetic cartridge. Plus two Thorpe-Grenville TG200 loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 196-95. Cornet Price £143.90
AKAI CR8OT Tuner Amplifier. AM/FM. MPX with 8-track stereo recorder/player, with
McDonald MP60, plinth, cover and G800 cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Linton Mk. II
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £234.85. Comet Price £144.95
ARMSTRONG 521 Amplifier, 25 watts, per channel, with Goldring GL 75 turntable, plinth,
cover and G800 cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Dovedale III speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £215-07. Comet Price £147-75
ROTEL 610 Stereo Amplifier, with Goldring GL75 turntable, plinth, cover and G800
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Magnum K2 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £231.97. Comet Price £150-45
ROTEL RX200A Tuner/Amplifier, with Goldring GL75 turntable, plinth, cover, and
Goldring G800 cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Melton Mk. 11 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £220-57. Comet Price £152-95
GOODMANS Module 80 Tuner/Amplifier with Garrard AP76 turntable, plinth, cover
and Goldring G800 cartridge. Plus two Goodmans Magnum K2 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £233.05. Cornet Price £155-45

SYSTEMS COSTING OVER £ 160
TELETON CR55 Tuner/Amplifier AM/FM MPX with Garrard AP76 turntable, plinth,
cover and Shure M75E.1 magnetic cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Dovedale Ill speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £271.10. Comet Price £ 165-50
LEAK Delta 70 Stereo Amplifier in teak, with Thorens TD150AB Mk. II turntable including
plinth, TXI I cover, and Shure M55E cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Dovedale Hi Mk.I1
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £241.25. Comet Price £ 172-40

AMSTRAD IC2000 integrated circuit amp. 20 watts per channel, with McDonald MP60
turntable, plinth, cover and Goldring G800 cartridge. Plus 2 Wharfedale Denton Mk. 11
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 121.26. Comet Price £73-95

GOODMANS Module 80 Compact System FM MPX Tuner/Amplifier with Goldring
turntable and cartridge plus two Goodmans Mezzo 3 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £249.40. Comet Price £174.85

KYOTO 1000 AM/FM MPX stereo tuner/amplifier with built in stereo cassette recorder
and two separate matching speakers, plus Garrard 2025TC deck, with plinth, cover and
Sonotone 9TAHC cartridge, fully wired.
Special Price £74.70

ARMSTRONG 525 FM Tuner/Amplifier. 25 watts RMS per channel, teak case, with M8
MPX decoder. Goldring GL75 turntable, plinth, cover and G800 cartridge, plus two
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £255.71. Comet Price £ 180-90

PIONEER SA500A amp., with McDonald MP60 turntable, plinth, cover and Shure M44- E
cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Denton speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 118.50. Comet Price £81.85
SOLARVOX 30 amplifier 15 watts RMS per channel with McDonald MP60 turntable,
plinth and cover. Shure M44/E magnetic cartridge, plus two Wharfedale Linton
loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 131.35. Comet Price £90-40
ROTEL RXI50A Tuner/Amplifier, AM/FM MPX with McDonald MP60 plinth, cover and
G800 cartridge. Plus two Wharfedale Denton Mk. 11 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 144-91. Cornet Price £97-40
ROTEL 310 amplifier, with Garrard AP76 turntable, plinth, cover and Goldring G800
magnetic cartridge. Plus two Goodmans Minister speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 148-85. Comet Price £97.40
PHILIPS RH81 ISystem, stereo tuner/amplifier/cassette recorder with two RI-1411 speakers.
Special Price £99-95
Turntable to suit above, Garrard 2025/TC, with plinth, cover and Sonotone 9TAHC
cartridge.
Special Price £12.95

ARMSTRONG 526 AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier. 25 watts. RMS per channel, teak case, with
M8 MPX decoder. Goldring GL75 turntable, pl 1nth, cover and G800 cartridge, plus two
Wharfedale Dovedale III speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £268-29. Comet Price £ 188.90
TANDBERG TR200 MPX Tuner/Amplifier, with Thorens TDI50 AB Mk. 11 turntable,
plinth, cover and Shure M55E cartridge. Plus two Tandberg TL25 loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £237-85. Cornet Price £192.85
PIONEER SX525 Tuner/Amplifier, including MPX decoder with Pioneer PL I2D turntable,
including plinth, cover and Shure M55E cartridge. Plus two Pioneer C553 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £292.85. Cornet Price £ 198.95
GOODMANS Module 110 Tuner/Amplifier. MW/LW/SW and FM MPX with Goldring
GL75 turntable, plinth, cover and G800 cartridge, with two Goodmans Magnum K2
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £292-47. Comet Price £204.45
FERROGRAPH F307 Amplifier with Thorens TDI50AB Mk. 11 turntable, plinth, cover and
Shure M55E cartridge. Plus two Ferrograph S.1. Monitor speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £318-35. Comet Price £231 - 35

SYSTEMS COSTING EI00-fI60

LEAK Delta 75. AM/FM tuner/amplifier with Leak Delta transcription deck, complete
with plinth, cover and cartridge. Plus two Leak 600 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £343-50. Comet Price £251-45

SOLARVOX AM3I8 2x 18 watts. RMS output. Matrix 4 channel with Garrard AP76 deck,
plinth, cover and Goldring G800 cartridge. Plus four Thorpe-Grenville TG200 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 172.93. Cornet Price £ 103-35

GOODMANS Module 110 Compact. System AM/FM MPX including Goldring turntable
and cartridge plus two Goodmans Goodwood speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £355.00. Comet Price £26140

PHILIPS 814 Stereo Hi Fi System. 2x 8watts LW/MWI/MW2/SW/FM MPX, incorporating
GI60 record deck with GP 205 ceramic cartridge plus two Philips RH4 I1loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 135.00. Comet Price £ 103-50

TANDBERG TRI010 AM/FM MPX Tuner/Amplifier. 50 watts, per channel, with Thorens
TD 150 AB Mk. H turntable, with plinth, cover and Shure M55E cartridge, plus two
Tandberg TL 50 speakers'
Rec. Retail Price £365.35. Cornet Price £291.80

WHARFEDALE Linton System, with Linton amplifier. 15 watts, per channel. Linton deck
with Shure 44-7 and two Linton Mk. 11 speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 154.50. Comet Price £ 106-40
LEAK Delta 30 amplifier. 15 watts. RMS per channel with Garrard AP76 turntable, plinth,
cover and Goldring G800 cartridge, plus two Celestion County speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 165.49. Cornet Price £ 109-40
ARENA 2600 Tuner/Amplifier, FW/MW/LW 49m. Band, Marine Band 15 watts. RMS per
channel. Five pre-set F.M. stations and manual tuning with Garrard AP76 plinth, cover
and G800 cartridge. Plus two Goodmans Havant speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £216.07. Cornet Price £125.85
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ROTEL RX 800A AM/FM MPX Tuner/Amplifier. Including Ambiophonic 4-channel facility,
with Thorens TDI50AB Mk. II turntable, plinth, cover and Shure M55E cartridge, plus two
Goodmans Goodwood speakers, plus Akai 4000DS stereo tape deck and Akai ASE22
headphones.
Rec. Retail Price £471.25. Comet Price £345.00
JVC Nivico VR 552IL FM. MPX/AM Tuner Amplifier with sound effect amplifier. Tone
controls for complete flexibility in use. Thorens TD 125 AB Mk. 11, with TP 16 arm, base
and TX25 cover. Empire 999VE/X cartridge, plus two Bowers and Wilkins DM70 monitor
speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £671.83. Comet Price £498.25

MT Big discounts on
System ( SECS) to convert normal stereo
recordimgs into four channels.
Rec. Retail Price
f89-00
Comet Price £74-95

QUADRAPHONIC
AMPLIFIERS

ROTEL
Rotel RX 154 A

Pioneer QA 800

ROTEL RX 154 A

PIONEER QA 800

RX 154 A 4-channel Quadraphonic
Receiver, AM/FM. MPX plus four audio
channels and distinct CBS SQ Decoder,
plus Matrix Synthesizer,
C129-50
Rec. Retail Price
Comet Price £94-95

QA 800 4-channel
Quadraphonic
Amplifier. Quadraphonic sound from
any stereo source ( tape, disc, FM). Choice
of two Quadralising effects. Separate
controls for front and rear sets of
speakers.
Tape to tape duplicating
facilities, 2- or 4-channel.
Rec, Retail Price£ 188-60
Comet Price £ 122-95

Nivico MCA V9E

NIVICO MCA V9E VN880
Pioneer QX 8000

Quadraphonic 4-channel 25 watts, continuous per channel at 8ohms, incorporating SECS Matrix and Phase Inverse Scatter
Circuit.
Rec Retail Price £ 148-00
Comet Price £ 124-95

QUADRAPHONIC
TUNERS

Pioneer QL 600A

PIONEER QL 600A Quadraliser
421- 600A Incorporates Matrix and Phase
Shift effects and two 10 watt. continuous
at 8ohms, amplifiers for use with your
existing stereo equipment, to give full
quadraphonic
performance
with
the
addition of two extra speakers and Logic
circuit for SQ.
Rec. Retail Price
L118-95
Comet Price £78-95

MCT V5E VT500 AM/FM
Stereo Tuner 4-channel qualified.
Rec. Retail Price £86-00
Comet Price
£69-95

MCT V7E AM/FM

PIONEER QD 210
QD-210 Pioneer Quadraphonic SQ
Decoder that distinctiively translates
SQ encoded sound into 4 channels.
Rec. Retail Price £42-85
Comet Price £29-95

Stereo Tuner with built-in 4-channel
capabilities.
Rec. Retail Price £ 122-42
Cornet Price £99-95

AMPLIFIERS

QUADRAPHONIC
TUNER
AMPLIFIERS

PIONEER QX 8000
QX 8000 4- channel Quadraphonic
Receiver. Quadraphonic sound from any
existing 2-channel system (tape, disc,
radio). Push-button choice of Matrix or
Phase Shift. Quadralising effects.
Rec. Retail Price £286-24
Comet Price £ 199-95

PIONEER QX400
Pioneer QX 4000 4- channel Quadraphonic receiver. Built with CBS SQ
Decoder for full four channel effect. AM/
FM Tuner Section with MPX Decoder.
Rec. Retail Price £225-93
Comet Price £ 164-95

QUADRAPHONIC
HEADPHONE
NIVICO 5944
Quadraphonic 4-channel,
Rec. Retail Price
Comet Price

JCV Nivico 4VR 54 4Q

Nivico MCA V5E

JVC NIVICO MCA V5E
VN550 Quadraphonic

eria •
e"de
I

1VC NIVICO 4VR 5414
Quadraphonic

4- Channel 12-5 watts, continuous
per channel at 8 ohm, incorporating Sound Field Composer.

OPEN DAILY TO THE
PUBLIC FROM:
9am-8pm Monday
Sam-1 pm Tuesday
9am-8pm Wednesday
9am-8pm Thursday
9am-8pro Friday
9am-5.30pm Saturday

£20-95
£16-9S

AM/FM T/Amp incorporating sound effect
amplifier tone control circuitry and matrix
decoder.
Rec. Retail Price £212-00
Comet Price £ 119-95

Mr

QUADRAPHONIC
TURNTABLE
JVC NIVICO SRP 473E
4-channel ready. 2-speed. Belt driven.
Rec. Retail Price
f69-50
Comet Price £58-95

teF DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES

CUSTOMERS ARE WELCOME TO CALL
COMET guarantees all prices are genuine. Items available at these prices at time of going to press.
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS. Cartridges — add 20p for postage, packing and insurance, all other goods
sent via Securicor Delivery — add El.95 to each complete order for Securicor Delivery.
Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".

HI-FI DISCOUNT
OVER 1000 ITEMS IN STOCK - ALL BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH IN MANUFACTUREF
Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ALBA UA700
£37•93
£25.25
ALPHA 212 by Highgate £37.75
£23.95
AMSTRAD IC 2000 .. £46.25
£27.50
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 £ 35.50
£21.50
ARMSTRONG 521 .. £59.00
£43.75
DULCI 207M
£32.00
£19.25
FERROGRAPH F307
Mk. II (cased) .. £68.00
£45-50
GOODWIN RH 25 25 .. £59.95
£47.95
GLIXOR MW3000, 15
watts, RMS per channel £49-50
£23.95
JVC Nivico VN 300 .. £58.00
£48.95
JVC Nivico MCA 104Z £85.00
£70.95
MCA 105E .. £ 130-50 £109.95
MCA V5E VN550
Quadraphonic £89.00
£74.95
MCA V9E VN880
Quadraphonic .. £148-00 £124-95
KELETRON KSA 700 ..
£17.95
£29.00
KELETRON KSA 1500
£39.00
£23.95
LEAK Delta 30 ( cased) ..
£46-95
£69-90
LEAK Delta 70 ( cased) ..
£57-95
£85•90
METROSOUND ST2OE
£39•50
£24.20
£70.00
METROSOUND ST60..
£45.45
PHILIPS RH521
£109.00
£89.95
PHILIPS RH 580
£30-50
£21.50
PIONEER SA500A
£32.95
£47.10
SA600
£95-48
£57.95
SA800
£126.55
£75.95
£94.95
SA1000 .
£155.82
QL600A Quadraphonic
Convertor ..
£78.95
£118-95
QD 210 Quadraphonic
decoder ..
£42.85
£29.95
QA 800 Quadrophonic £188-60 £122.95
Reverberation 202w
£54•95
£35-95
£22.95
RANK ROTEL 210 ..
£34.90
RANK ROTEL 310 ..
£34.95
£52•00
RANK ROTEL 610 ..
£78.50
£51.95
RANK ROTEL RA 810
£72.95
£105-50
RANK ROTEL RA 1210
£129-00
£89.95
ROGERS Ravensbourne
£64-50
£49.25
Ravensbourne (cased)
£69-50
£53.95
Ravensbrook Mk. II ..
£50.50
£38.95
Ravensbrook ( cased)
Mk. II
£ 55.50
£41-95
SINCLAIR 2000
£ 35•00
£22-95
3000
£45.00
£28-95
PROJECT 605 .. £29.95
£18-90
SOLARVOX 20. 10 watts
RMS per channel .. £39.95
£24-95
SOLARVOX 30. 15 watts.
RMS per channel .. £46.95
£32.95
SOLARVOX AMI08 2X
8 watts. RMS plus
MATRIX 4 channel £28.45
£19.95
SOLARVOX AM3 18 2X
18 watts. plus MATRIX
4 channel .. £41•38
£26.95
TANDBERG TA300 .. £69.90
£54.95
WHARFEDALE
Linton
amplifier .. £65.00
£41.95
All take both
ceramic and
magnetic
cartridges.

TUNERS
AMSTRAD Multiplex
£39.95
3000 FM
*ARMSTRONG 523
AM/FM ..
£52-68
*ARMSTRONG 524 FM
£40-97
ARMSTRONG
M8
Decoder
£9.50
*DULCI FMT 7 FM .. £24.43
GOODMANS Stereomax £75.74
JVC Nivico VT500 MCT
V5E AM/FM
£86-00
MCT V7E AM/FM .. £122.42
LEAK Delta FM .. £79.50
LEAK Delta AM/FM .. £89.50
METROSOUND FMS 20 £ 54.92
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £48.50
PHILIPS RH 621 .. £ 109.00
PIONEER TX500A
AM/FM .. .. £75.52
PIONEER TX600 AM/FM £ 104.57
RANK ROTEL 320 .. £59•50
RANK ROTEL 620 .. £93•50
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Chassis .. £57.95
Ravensbourne in Teak
£62•63
Case
£42-14
Ravensbrook Chassis
£48.00
Ravensbrook (cased)
£45.00
SINCLAIR 2000
£45.00

£28.95
£40.95
£31.95
£6.95
£14.95
£35-95
£69.95
£99.95
£57.95
£69.95
£38.75
£31.95
£89.95
£50.95
£73.95
£42.95
£67.95
£43.95
£47.95
£31.95
£36.95
£29.95
£29.95

Tuners contd.

Rec. Retail Cornet
Price
Price
Project
60
Tuner
(stereo) .. £25.00 £ 17.50
All above Tuners are complete with MPX
Stereo Decoder except where starred.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

AKAI
CR8OT
FM/AM
Tuner Amplifier with
built-in 8-track Tape
£89.95
Recorder • . £ 149-84
AKAI AA8500 . • .. £249-00 £179-85
£75.95
AKAI 6200
.. £ 105.00
£79.95
AKAI 6300
£137•50
AKAI 6600
.. £ 159.00 £108.95
£59.95
ARENA 2600 ..
£111-30
ARMSTRONG M8
£6.95
Decoder .. £9-50
£69.95
ARMSTRONG 525 .. £90.14
£77.95
ARMSTRONG 526 .. £ 102.72
GOODMANS Module 80,
£69.95
35w. RMS
£93•00
Module 80 Compact .. £ 168.00 £127.95
£91.95
Module 90 .. £ 119.00
Module 110 FM/MW/
LW/SW/100w. RMS £ 139.00 £105.95
GOODMANS Module 110,
Compact .. £245.00 £187-50
JVC Nivico 4MM 1000
Quadraphonic .. £ 159-50 £134.95
JVC Nivico VR 5500/5501
£81.95
AM/FM .. £96•96
VR 552IL AM/FM and
SEA
£ 175.00 £146.95
4VR
5414
Quadraphonic .. £212.00 £179.95
KYOTO
1000 AM/FM
Tuner/Amplifier with
built-in Stereo Cassette Recorder. Complete with two speakers
£61.95
and two microphones £85.00
LEAK Delta 75
£ 175.00 £129.95
PHILIPS RH 720 .. £215.00 £179.95
£98.95
PIONEER SX525 .. £ 140.53
SX626
£ 192.49 £134.35
SX727 .. £231.74 £162.95
SX828
£297-20 £208.95
QX 4000 Quadraphonic £225.93 £164.95
QX 8000 Quadraphonic £286-24 £199-95
ROGERS
Ravensbrook
£73.95
£96.57
Chassis ..
ROGERS
Ravensbrook
£105.35
£78.45
(cased)
£50.95
£69•90
ROTEL RX 150A ..
£65.95
£89.50
ROTEL RX200A
£78.95
ROTEL RX 400A .. £107.50
ROTEL RX 600A .. £149.00 £109.95
ROTEL RX 800A .. £189-50 £139.95
ROTEL RX I54A Quadra£94-95
£129.50
phonic ..
SOLARVOX TAM 1105
2X 5 watts RMS AM/
FM Multiplex comp.
with 2 speakers and
featuring
Matrix
4
£29.95
£38.50
channel. . .
£84.95
TANDBERG 1171 MPX £103.03
£85.95
TANDBERG TR2OOMPX £106.00
TANDBERG TR1000 FM
MPX ( teak) .. £ 156.00 £129.60
TANDBERG TR 1010 AM/
FM MPX
£ 169-00 £139.95
WHARFEDALE LINTON
£95.95
WE40
£ 115.00
£68.50
TELETON CR55 .. £ 125.26
£21.95
TELETON R8000 AM/FM £42.16
All the above take magnetic cartridges
except Teleton R8000 Kyoto 1000 which
takes ceramic only. All include MPX Stereo
Decoder with the exception of Armstrong
where M8 decoder is extra.

CONNOISSEUR BD2
Chassis ..
CONNOISSEUR BD2
P/CISAU2 .
GARRARD SP25 Mk. III
GARRARD 40B
GARRARD SL65B
GARRARD SL95B
GARRARD 401
GARRARD SL72B
GARRARD AP76
GARRARD Zero 100A

Rec. Retail Cornet
Price
Price
GARRARD Zero 100S .. £52.83
£36.95
GARRARD WB4 Base
Mk. II
Z to fit Zero
100 and Zero 100S .. £6.55
£4.95
The following Turntables are complete with
base, plinth, plastic cover and cartridge.
Fully wired and ready for use. All at special
prices.
GARRARD SP25 Mk. III
with Goldring G800 Sp. Price £18.50
McDONALD MP60 with
Goldring G800 . . Sp. Price £17.50
McDONALD MP60 with
SHURE M 44/7 . Sp. Price £18.95
McDONALD MP60 with
SHURE M 44/E . Sp. Price £19.95
McDONALD HT70 with
GOLDRING
G800 Sp. Price £25.50
GARRARD AP76 with
Goldring G800 . Sp. Price £26-50
GARRARD AP76 with
Sp. Price £30-50
Shure M55E
GARRARD AP76 with
Sp. Price £32.50
Shure M75E1
GARRARD 2025 with
Sp. Price £12.75
Sonotone 9TAHC
GOLDRING GL 75 with
Sp. Price £39.50
G800
THORENS 150 AB complete
with
TX II
cover, Shure M55E
£49.95
cartridge £60•35
Base

and cover to fit
GARRARD SP25,
SL55, SL65B ..
Sp. Price £3.60
GOODMANS TD100 with
£51.95
G800E
£75•00
£20.50
GOLD RING G 10 I
P/C .. £29.64
£20-95
GOLDRING GL72 Chassis £31.39
£27.50
GOLDRING GL72P £40-81
£26.95
GOLDRING GL75 £41.86
£35-25
GOLDRING GL 75P .. £ 51-62
£56.95
GOLDRING GL85P/Cover £87.19
£3.25
Cover for 72P .. £4.71
£3.50
Cover for 75P (de Luxe) £5.23
£4.95
Cover for 85P .. £6.98
C99- plinth and cover for
£15.35
£11.95
G99
£19.25
GOLDRING G99 ..
£29.64
£52.50
£69.50
LEAK Delta ..
JVC Nivico SRP 473
Quadraphonic, includ£69.50
£58.95
ing plinth and cover ..
£14.78
£9.50
McDONALD MP60
£12-95
£18.75
McDONALD 610 ..
£14-50
£20.63
McDONALD HT70
Base and cover for MP60
and 610 ..
Sp. Price £3.95
PHILIPS GA212 Electronic £69-00
£57.50
PIONEER PL12D with
£49.18
£3450
base and cover ..
PIONEER PL6 Iwith base
£176.83 £119.95
and cover ..
£8.85
£6.50
THORENS TX25 cover
£82•63
£66.50
THORENS TDI25 Mk. 11
THORENS TD I
25AB .. £115•69 £79.95
THORENS TD
125AB
Mk. II with TP 16
arm
£ 124•54
£99-95
THORENS TO 160/c including
base
and
£69.80
£56-95
cover ..
£28.95
£36.30
THORENS TDI50 Mk. II
THORENS TDI50A
£46.33
£35-95
Mk. II
THORENS TD I
50AB
£50.17
£39.95
Mk. II
£3.60
THORENS TXI I cover
£4.49
£37.50
£26.95
WHARFEDALE Linton

SPEAKERS

TURNTABLES
CONNOISSEUR BDI

Turntables contd.

£13•34

£10.95

£32.71

£25.95

£4 I . 29
£16•17
£13.63
£20.93
£492 1
£39.04
£32-60
£28.44
£57•42

£33-95
£10.50
£10.95
£ 13.75
£32.25
£25-95
£21.95
£ 17.25
£38.95

AMSTRAD
138 (
pair)
Teak
AKAI SW 155
B and W Model 70 ..
Band W DM2
B and W DM4
B and W DM5 ( pair) ..
CELEST1ON COUNTY
(pair) ..
Ditton 120 ( pair) ..
Ditton 15
Ditton 25
Ditton 44 ..
Ditton 66 ..

£26.00
£64.50
£159.50
£69.99
£49-66
£59.48

£13.95
£44.95
£109.95
£47.50
£37.95
£43-95

£47.94
£56•40
£37.40
£65.00
£54.00
£99.00

£35.95
£38.50
£26.00
£42.50
£35.00
£70.95

Rec. Retail
Price
FERROGRAPH SI inc.
stand
£95.00
GOODMANS
Minister
Pair
Havant ( pair) .. £57.12
Magister
..
£65•63
Double Maxim ( Pair) £67.40
Mezzo 3
..
£35.70
Magnum K2 .. £46.20
Goodwood .. £ 55-00
Dimension 8 .. £72.44
DIN 20 NT Kit .. £ 12.19
KELETRON KN 400 2speaker system ( pair) £ 15.44
KN600 3-speaker system ( paw)
£25.82
KN800 3-speaker
system ( pair) .. £ 31.80
KN 1100 4-speaker
system ( pair) .. £40.80
KNI600 3-speaker
system .. £25.20
KN2I00 3-speaker
system .. £30-60
LEAK 150 ( pair) £50-00
LEAK 250 ( pair) .. £63.00
LEAK 600
£49.50
LINEAR 10 watt Teak
(Pair) .. ..
Sp. Price
METROSOUND HFS 103
(pair)
£29.21
202
£21-50
Duplex 25
£56.00
Duplex 15
£ 32-00
PIONEER C553 .. £46.72
SINCLAIR QI6
£8.98
TANDBERG Tan 7 .. £29-50
Tan 11 ( pair) .. £40.00
TL 12 Teak ( pair) .. £55.50
TL 25 Teak ( pair) .. £71.50
TL 50 Teak .. £68.00
TELETON 8000 ( pair) .. £21.08
THORPE GRENVILLE
TG 100 ( pair) .. £28.95
TG200 ( pair) .. £41-95
TG300 ( pair) .. £55-95
WHARFEDALE Denton
Mark II ( pair) .. £42-00
Linton Mark II ( pair) £52.00
Triton Ill ( pair) .. £65.00
Melton Mark 11 .. £35.00
Dovedale 3 Mark II .. £47.50
Rosedale .. £69-00
Unit 3speaker kit .. £ 12.50
Unit 4 speaker kit .. £ 19.00
Unit 5 speaker kit .. £27.50
Speakers contd.

£
49-20

Cornet
Price
£67.95
£35.95
£39.40
£42.50
£47.95
£23.45
£29.50
£36-95
£44.95
£8.50
£11.95
£16-95

£18-95
£23.95
£14.95

£18-95
£37-50
£47.95
£34.50
£12.95
£20.95
£14.75
£37.50
£21.95
£29.95
£6.50
£23.60
£31.95
£44.50
£56.95
£50.95
£ 11.95
£ 16.95
£24.95
£29.95
£28.95
£37-50
£46.95
£23.75
£32.25
£44.95
£8.95
£12.95
£18.75

PICK -UP ARMS AND HEADS
AUDIO Technica AT 1005
Mk. II
£ 18.78
£14.25
AUDIO Technica L2 lifts £2.61 £ 195
CONNOISSEUR SAU2 £ 14.61
£11.95
GOLDRING Lenco 75 .. £ 13.96
£9.25
GOLDRING Lenco L69 £ 10.46
£6.50
GOLDRING PH6 Head
Shell
£2.97 £ 1.99
SME 3009 with S2 Shell £ 32•34
£23.95
SME 3009 HE with 52
Shell
£33.71
£24.95
SME 3012 with S2 Shell £34•44
£25.50
SME 3012 HE with S2
Shell
£35-81
£26.50
SME S2 Headshell £2.59
£1.95
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Twinaxiom 8 ..
Twin Axiom 10
Axiom 401 ..
Audiom SP
Audiom 10P ..
Audiom I2P
Audiom I5P
Audiom 18P ..
Audiom 100 40 watts

£9.12
£10.06
£17.68
£5.49
£5.97
£13-00
£21.00
£35•70

£6.95
£7.50
£11.95
£4.15
£4.50
£9.15
£14.60
£24.45

L12.00
ARU 172
..
£4.50
Axent 100 .. £6.90
Midax 650
£ 13•59
Attenuator £3.73
Crossover network
XO/950 .. £7.77
WHARFEDALE
8 in.
Bronze/RS/DD .. £4.75
Super 8/RS/DD £8.50
Super 10/RS/DD £ 14.00

£8.35
£3.20
£4.80
£9.50
£2.60
£5.45
£3.30
£6.25
£9.95

WAREHOUSES
SEALED CARTONS — FULLY GUARANTEED AND BACKED BY AFTER-SALES SERVICE
Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

CARTRIDGES

£3-40
AMSTRAD 900C .. £5.32
£5-40
AMSTRAD 90013 .. £8-10
£11-50
AMSTRAD 900 EX ..
L11-90
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 66 .. .. £6-47 £3-45
CONNOISSEUR Ceramix
£4-95
SCU1
_
£6-09
£3-10
GOLDRING G850 : : £6-10
£4-50
GOLDRING G800
L12-21
£7410
GOLDRING G800E £ 17-67
isas
GOLDRING G820 £ 11-62
GOLDRING G820E
L17-44
GOLDRING G820
Super E ..
L23-25 £ 16-25
GOLDRING G800
£15-25
Super E
..
£24-41
£39-95
EMPIRE 1000ZE/X £62-22
EMPIRE 999VE/X £44-44
£213-95
£18-95
EMPIRE 999TE/X £26-13
£13-95
EMPIRE 999SE/X £21-11
£10-95
EMPIRE 999E/X £ 16-36
LB- 50
EMPIRE 909E/X £ 12-79
£6.95
EMPIRE 90EE/X £9-94
£3-75
SHURE M3DM .. £6-10
£6-95
SHURE M3IE ..:: £ 11-63
£6-50
SHURE M32E .. £ 10-73
£+95
SHURE M44-G
..
£8-30
£4-50
SHURE M44-7 .. £7-90
£+90
SHURE M44-C
..
£7-90
£4-75
SHURE M44E .. £8-60
£5-60
SHURE M55E .. . £9-70
£8.35
SHURE M75G .. .. £ 14-70
£5-45
SHURE M75-6 (S)
£8-36
£7-60
SHURE M75-6 .. £ 13-60
SHURE M75E1 .. £ 15-40
£10-15
SHURE M7SED
£ 19-00
£12-95
SHURE M75E/95G £20-80
£9-95
SHURE M91ED
£ 18-45
£24-95
SHURE V15-11 .. .. £39-40
*SONOTONE 9TAHC
Diam/Saph .. £3-75 £ 1-45
Starred cartridges above are ceramic. All
others are magnetic.

BASES AND COVERS
CONNOISSEUR Plinth
BD I
£5-57 £4-50
CONNOISSEUR Cover £4-17 £3-40
CONNOISSEUR P.U.
£0-75
Mount Board .. £015
£2-95
GARRARD WBI Base .. £3-78
£4-25
GARRARD WB 4 Base £5-60
£2.75
GARRARD SPCI Cover £3-68
£3-25
GARRARD SPC4 Cover £4-38
Special Offer of Base and Cover to fit
GARRARD SP25, SL55.
SL65B and 3500 ..
Sp. Price £3-60
GARRARD WB4 base
Mk. Iba to fit Zero 100
£4-80
and Zero 1005 .. £6-55
£6-75
GOLDRING Plinth 75 .. £9-77
£6.50
GOLDRING Plinth 72 .. £9-42
£3-25
GOLDRING Covers 72P £+7I
£3-60
Cover for 75P De Luxe £5-23
£4-95
Cover for 85P
£6-98
THORENS TX 25 (for
TDI25AB)
L8-85 £6-50
THORENS TX II Cover £4-49 £3-60
SME Plinth System 2000
£35-95
with motorboard £46-20
£4-45
MOTORBOARDS only £5-85
SME PI Spacer .. £0-98
£0-75

BLANK TAPES
Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
SCOTCH DYNARANGE
CASSETTES
C60
£0-71 £0-40
C90
£0-99
f0-50
C1
20
..
£ 1-49 £015
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
COBALT CASSETTES
C60
£ 1-10 £0-65
C90
£ 1-45 £0-85
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-TRACK
BLANK CARTRIDGES
40 mina.
£ 1-50 £0-90
80 mins.
£ 1-80 £ 1-10
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
5' L.P. 900 .. £ 1-88 £ 1-10
L.P. 1200 .. £2-20 £ 1 - 30
r L.P. 1800 .. £2-95 £ 1-80
SCOTCH HI-F1 DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
5" D.P. 1200 .. £2-31 £ 1 - 40
W D.P. 1800 .. £3-15 £ 1-95
7" D.P. 2400 .. £4-03 £2-50
Postage: Tape, cassettes and 8T cartridges
1-9 items 5p per order. Packs often, post free
HEADPHONES

AMSTRAD HPS5A
£7-50
HPS6A with volume
control .. £ 10-70
HPS 7A bass and treble
controls .. £ 13-95
AKAI ASE9
£7-25
AKAI KI80
ASE22
AKG
£ 11-90

£3-90
£6-70
£910
£4-25

£7-25
..
£28-00 £ 16-95
.
£ 15-00 £8-95
AKG 100
.
£8-00 £4-95
AKG 120£ 10-00 £4-50
KOSS HV1
£20-00
LIS 95
KOSS ESP-9Electrostatic £69-00 £52-95
KOSS ESP-6Electrostatic £45-00 £34-95
KOSS K2 plus 2
Quad rafone• • £ 45-00 £35-95
KOSS PRO 5 L/C •. £30-00 £23-95
KOSS PRO-4AA. •
L28-00 £20-95
KOSS KO-727B• • £ 16-50 £ 12-45
KOSS 747 .. •. £20-00 £ 1495
KOSS K-711 .. • • £ 10-00 £7-75
KOSS K6 .. • • £ 12-50 £9-50
KOSS K6/LC (with
volume control) £ 14-00 £ 10-50
KOSS KL/LCQ
Quadrafone£20-00 £ 16-95
PIONEER SE 50
£ 21-90 £ 13-25
PIONEER SE 30A
£ 12-60 £8-25
PIONEFR SE 20A .. £7-88 £4-95
PIONEER SEL 20 .. £ 10-53 £6-130
PIONEER SEL 40
£ 17-43 £ 11-30
ROTEL RH 630
£6-50 £4-50
ROTEL RH 700
£9-95 £6-75
SOUND MD806
£6-40 £2-70
WHARFEDALE DD I
£ 12-50 £8-75
WHARFEDALE
150 DYNAMIC .. £ 19-95 £ 14•95
AKG K60

MANUFACTURERS' HI-FI

STEREO SYSTEMS complete
ALBA UA 552
£47-75 £29-95
BUSH A1005
£69-89 £51-95
DANSETTE Consort
Stereo .. £3+43 £23-95
DANSETTE 4005 .. £71-45 £49-95
DANSETTE 4020 .. £47-99 £31-95
DECCA SOUND 613 .. Sp. Price £46-50
DECCA SOUND 614 .. Sp. Price £52-95

Stereo Systems contd. Rec. Retail Comet
Price Price
DECCA COMPACT 2 .. Sp. Price £78-95
DECCA COMPACT 3 .. Sp. Price £98-95
DECCA 403 .. .. Sp. Price £4+95
FERGUSON 3450 Bwith
Radio (new model)
L79-50 £61-95
FERGUSON 3451 B with
Radio (new model) £ 107-00 £82-95
FERGUSON 3454 .. £41-50
L32-95
FIDELITY UA I Music
Master with Radio £ 100-00 £69-95
UA2 Music Master .. £43-50 £3015
Stereo Nine .. £38-50 £22-95
G.E.C. 2810 .. £79-00 £59-95
GROSVENOR MPX 8/400 AM/FM MPX
Tuner/Amplifier, magnetic input with
built-in 8-track cartridge player with
speakers .. £67-50 £39-95
HMV 2452 .. £66-00 £4915
HMV 2453 .. £66-00 £49-95
KB 1025 with 662 speakers £48-25 £37-95
KB 1250 with KS 653 spkrs C I -00 £53-95
KB 2010 with 658 spkrs £ 101-50 £77-95
KB 2250 with 658 spkrs £ 124-00 £95-95
MURPHY 902 Studio I,
AM/VHF Radio .. £8450 £64-95
MURPHY 940
L69-89 £5215
PHILIPS 808
£ 105-00 £76-95
PHILIPS GF 824 .. £65-30 £49-65
PHILIPS 825
£49-50 £38-95
PHILIPS 826
£75-00 £52-95
PHILIPS 835
£69-50 £49-55
PHILIPS 836 .. £95-00 £69-95
PYE BLACK BOX unit
Stereo 1022 .. £90-93 £6815
RIGONDA Party Time £28-50 £20-95
STEEPLETONE
Stereo
System .. £41-75 £2215
ULTRA 6028 .. £59-95 £45-95
ULTRA 6450 B (new
£61-95
£79-50
model) with radio
£31-95
£41-35
ULTRA 6455
£29-95
£38-85
ULTRA 6454 ..

TAPE RECORDERS

AKAI 172IL
£9910 £73-95
AKAI 4000 DS .. £99-50 £73-95
AKAI X2010
£ 179-00 £ 132-95
AXAI XI810 .. £229-00 £ 169-95
AKAI GX22ID £229-00 £ 169-95
AKAI GXI900D .. £239-00 £ 177-95
AKAI GX370D £350-00 £259-95
AKAI CR8OD 8-track
stereo tape deck .. £85-02 £55-95
AKAI CR80 8-track
stereo recorder .. E106-39 £69-95
AKAI CR8OT 8-track
stereo recorder and
tuner amplifier .. £ 149-84 £89-95
AKAI CR8I
£ 109-50
£80-95
AKAI CR8 I
D
£89-50 £65-95
FERGUSON 3258 4-track £70-45 £51-95
FERROGRAPH 702/704
Dolby .. £285-53 £241-95
702H Dolby .. £297-28 £251-95
722/724 Dolby .. £326-65 £276-95
722H Dolby .. £338-40 £286-95
702/704 .. £235-00 £ 172-95
722/724
£276-13 £ b98-95
FIDELITY Braemar 4-track £34-75 £ 19-95
GROSVENOR MPX 8-400 AM/FM MPX
Tuner/Amplifier, magnetic input with
built-in 8-track cartridge player with
speakers .. £67-50 £39-95
GRUNDIG TK 121 (2Tr.) £56-25 £39-95

FREE Technical Advisory Service. If in doubt ask us!

COMET for after sales service
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM
Pictured, Service Dept. at Clough Road, Hull, also at
Birmingham, Bridlington, Dagenham, Doncaster,
Edinburgh, Goole, Leeds, Leicester, Renfrew,
Rochdale, Sheffield, Teeside, Wigan and Hackbridge
with Engineers covering York and Scarborough.
For details of ordering see overleaf imilm>

Tape Recorders contd. Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
TK 141 (4-track) .. £62-10 £45-95
TK 146 (4-track auto) .. £66-95 £49-95
TK 147 (4-track auto) ..
£98.65
£76-95
TK 148 (4-tr. auto 2speed) £74-10 £57-95
TK 246 4-tr. Stereo Deck £ 131-85 £ 101-95
TK 3200 HiFi ( Battery) £ 141-10 £ 105-95
MARCONI 4248 4-track,
2 speed
£52-30
3915
£
PHILIPS 4303 Twi n-track £39-46 £24 95
PHILIPS 4307 4-track .. £50-00 £35 95
PHILIPS 4308 De Luxe 4track
£59-00 £42 95
PHILIPS 4418 4-track st. £200-00 £ 145 95
TANDBERG 1841 4-track
stereo tape deck .. £66-00 £49-95
TANDBERG 4021 X Twintrack stereo .. £ 179-00 £ 145-95
TANDBERG 6021X twintrack stereo _ £ 199-30 L159-95
TANDBERG 604IX 4track stereo ..
L199-30 £ 159-95

TAPE RECORDERS—Cassette

AXAI CS35D tape deck £79-95 £59-50
AK.A1CS35 Stereo including Speakers .. £ 112-50 £82-95
AKAI GXC 400 tape deck £95-50 ¿67-95
AKAI GXC 40
£ 112-50 £82-95
AXAI GXC 40T Cassette
recorder, tuner/amp. £ 167-50 £ 123-95
AKAI GXC 450 tape deck £ 129-50 £95-95
AKAI GXC 460 Dolby
tape deck .. £ 139-50 £ 103-50
AKAI GXC 650 Dolby
auto-reverse tape deck £ 15+50 £ 110-25
APCO Battery/Mains AM/
FM Radio
£35-00 £22-95
BROWNI Radio/cassette
recorder .... £45-00 £ 1995
BUSH Discassette DC70 £20-62 £ 15-95
BUSH TP 60 .. £27-62 £ 1+95
BUSH TP 66 Batt./Mains £28-18 £21-50
CARLTONE LCR 500..
Sp. Price f11 95
DANSETTE DCT 105 .. £20-62 £ 1+95
FERGUSON 3240 with
£15-95
£24-90
£31-95
£42-40
FERGUSON 3253 ..
£41-95
FERGUSON 3257 ..
£56-45
FERGUSON 3257/7 speak£16-00 £ 12-00
ers for above
GEC CR200 AM/FM Cassette/Radio, Battery/
Mains with slide controls .. ..
Sp. Price £ 35-95
GRUND1G C2I0 Battery/
mains .. £48-75 £36-95
HARVARD Elite Cassette
AM/FM Radio ( battery/
mains)
£44-75 £23-95
JVC Nivico 9420 LS with
AM/FM radio, battery/
mains .. £61-45 £45-95
JVC Nivico 1710 Radio/
Cassette, AM/FM .. £61430
E42.95
PHILIPS 2202/2203 .. £24430 £ 17•95
PHILIPS 2204 batt./mains £29-10 £2495
PHILIPS 2405 Stereo with
2 RH401 L/S
moo
£54-95
PHILIPS 3302 .. £21-50
£15.95
PIONEER CT 4141 Dolby
Deck . . £ 150-02 £ 104415
PYE 9116 Stereo .. £6910 £49-95
WHARFEDALE Dolby
DC9 Mk II
£ 119-00 £85-95

Price List on request

Examples of HI-FI Savings
A full list appears overleaf

AKAI CR80T 8-track Cartridge

AKAI 172IL 4-track

STEREO TAPE RECORDER—TUNER COMBINATION

Stereo Tape Recorder

Retail Price. £ 149.84

Rec. Retail Price £99.90
COMET Price £7195

COMET Price £89.95
SPECIFICATIONS
FM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range: 88 to 108 MHz
Intermediate Frequency: 10-7 MHz
Sensitivity: 3 mV ( IHF)
S/N Ratio: Better than 60 dB
FM Stereo Separation: 30 dB

TAPE RECORDER AND AMPLIFIER
SECTION
Track System: 8-track, 2-channel stereo
system
Tape Speed: 31 ips (+ 1.5%)
Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.25% RMS
Frequency Response: 50 to 16,000 Hz
(+3dB)
Output Power: Total music power 20 W
(10W/10W) at 80
Continuous power 14W (7W/7W) at 80

AM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range: 535 to 1605 KHz
Intermediate Frequency: 455 KHz
Sensitivity: Better than 55 dB
S/N Ratio: Better than 45 dB

.

AM/FM/SW Tuner/Amp.
with Decoder.

law,

Retail Price
COMET Price

SPECIFICATIONS
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Power Output: 15 watts per channel RMS.
Signal/Noise Ratio: Magnetic pickup 50dB,
Tape Playback: 60dB.
Harmonic distortion: Less than 0.6%, for
40-12,500 Hz
Frequency Response: 20-25,000 Hz-3dB.
Inputs: Magnetic pickup 3mV ( 47K ohm)
Tape Playback: 120mV ( 100K ohm)
Tape Recorder: 300mV (250K ohm)
Loudspeakers (2 pairs): 3-15 ohm
Stereo Headphones: 400 ohm.

AKAI 4000 DS
Stereo TAPE DECK
Rec. Retail Price £99.50
COMET Price £73.95
AKAI 4000 DS Stereo Tape Deck, 3 head
system, AB test monitoring, facility.
Switchable bias for low noise or super
range tape. Expanded scale Vu meter.
Sound-on-Sound capability. Solid state
construction.

ARENA 2600
1:11W1-441,4

AKAI 172IL 4-track Stereo Tape Recorder,
r spool capacity, input for magnetic pickup with monitor amplifier facility. Vertical
or horizontal operation.
Solid state
construction.

£111.30
£59.95

SOLVAROX STEREO 20 AMPLIFIER
Rec. Retail Price £39-95

COMET Price £24-95

TUNER SECTION
FM Coverage: 87-108MHz
AM Coverage: LW 833-2000 Metres
(360-150KHz)
MW 182-583 Metres ( 1650-5 I
5kHz)
SW2 68-2-187 Metres (4400-1600kHz)
SW I49 Metre Band (6300-5800kHz)
Frequency Response: 20-15,000Hz-3dB
FM Sensitivity: 1.5gV for 26dB signal/noise
AM Sensitivity: LW 60mV. MW 2511V,
SW2 13µV.

Solarvox Stereo 20
10 watts. RMS per channel

amplifier. Mono stereo switch. Scratch filter, loudness
control. Sliding controls for treble, bass, volume and balance functions. Stereo
headphones socket. British made.

Also available

AKAI GXC 46D Tape Deck

SOLARVOX 30 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Retail Price £ 139.50

Rec. Retail Price £46.95

COMET Price £ 10150

Similar to Solarvox 20 amplifier but featuring 15 watts. RMS per channel output.
Suitable for use in larger installations. British made.

AKAI GXC 46D Stereo cassette Tape deck
Dolby noise reduction system.
AKAI automatic distortion reduction
system. Hysteresis synchronous motor.
Low noise silicon transistor pre-amplifier.
Expanded scale Vu meters. Tape Selector
for low noise or chrome dioxide tape.
Glass crystal head.

GOODMANS STEREOMAX AM/FM TUNER
Retail Price £75-74
COMET Price
A.M. SECTION
Tuning Range:
Intermediate
Frequency:
Sensitivity:
S/N Ratio:

FERROGRAPH
TAPE RECORDERS with
DOLBY SYSTEM
Rec. Retail
Price

702/704 Dol by
702-H Dol by
722/724 Dol by
722-H Dol by

COMET Price £32-95

£285.53
£297.28
£326.65
£338.40

erk
\•41/
Comet
Price

£241.95
£251.95
£276.95
£286.95

F.M. SECTION
Tuning Range:
Sensitivity:
Intermediate
Frequency:
Distortion:
S/N Ratio:

f35-95

545-1650 kHz ( 186-550 metres)
470 kHz
20µV for 20 dBs signal ( noise
20 dB for 201.i. volts signal at aerial
input
87.5-108 mHz
20/ for 30 dB quietening ( IHFM)

10-7 mHz
Less than 6% at 75 KHz deviation
65 dB for 100 mvolts signal at aerial
input
A.F.C.: ± I00 kHz
Capture Ratio:
3.5 dB ( KHFM)
Frequency Range: Mono 20-20 kHz ± IdB
Stereo — 2 at 15 kHz
Stereo Decoder
Crosstalk: — 38 dB at IkHz

For details of ordering see overleaf

R'>'Pens';''-ee,
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Quadraphonic

QUADRAPHONIC
TAPE RECORDERS
(REEL)

8-TRACK
QUADRAPHONIC
CARTRIDGE DECK

NIVICO MCA V5E

NIVICO MTR 15 ME

4-channel Amplifier, Thorens TD 150AB
Mk. II Turntable, Thorens TXII Cover,
Shure M75/ED Cartridge, 4 Wharfedale
Linton II Loudspeakers.

Quadraphonic 4-channel Tape Deck.
Rec. Retail Price £ 192.94
Comet Price £ 163.95

NIVICO 1400
Quadraphonic 4-channel Tape Deck.
Rec. Retail Price £295.00
Comet Price £249.95

PIONEER QT 6600
61T 6600 Quadraphonic4-channel Tape
Deck. Automatic reverse, features mono,
stereo and quadra functions.
Rec. Retail Price £ 381.42
Comet Price £267.95

Rec. Retail Price £266.66
Comet Price £204-25

Pioneer QT 2100

PIONEER QT 2100
Suitable for 4-channel Quadraphonic and
2-channel stereo cartridges, incorporating
Hysteresis, synchronous motor and programme repeat switch.
Rec. Retail Price
£162•97
Comet Price £ 114.50

PIONEER

QUADRAPHONIC
SYSTEMS
PIONEER SA 500A

8-TRACK
QUADRAPHONIC
CARTRIDGE
PLAYER

Amplifier, PioneerQ L600A Quadraliser,
Pioneer PL I
2D Turntable, Shure M75/ED
Cartridge, 4 Wharfedale Denton Loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 318-25
Comet Price £214.45

PIONEER QA 800
4-channel Amplifier, Thorens TD 150AB
Turntable, Thorens TXII Cover, Shure
M75/ED Cartridge, 4 Wharfedale Linton 11
Loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £366.26
Comet Price £251-21

PIONEER QX 4000
4-channel tuner/amplifier AM/FM MPX,
Pioneer PL12D Turntable, Shure M75SD
Cartridge,4Wharfedale Linton II Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £388.11
Comet Price
£284.60

PIONEER QX 8000
Nivico 4ME 4800

NIVICO 4ME 4800
Quadraphonic 8-track cartridge player
with built-in 4.8 watt continuous at
8 ohms, per channel amplifier, incorporating SECS function enabling stereo cartridges and records to be reproduced in
full.
Rec. Retail Price £ 115.00
Comet Price £96.95

NIVICO 1202
Quadraphonic 4-channel 8-track Cartridge
Player.
Rec. Retail Price £65.00
Comet Price £54.95

NIVICO
QUADRAPHONIC
SYSTEMS

4-channel Tuner/Amplifier, Thorens TD
125AB Mk. II Turntable, Thorens TX25
Cover, Shure VIS Mk. 11 Improved
Cartridge, 2 Goodmans Magister Loudspeakers, 2 Goodmans Magnum
K2
Loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 682-69
Comet Price £475.35

ROTEL
QUADRAPHONIC
SYSTEM
ROTEL RX I54A
Quadraphonic Tuner/Amplifier. Thorens
TD150AB with Shure M558 and TXII
Lid. Plus 4 Wharfedale Linton 11 L/S.
Rec. Retail Price £295.85
Comet Price £219.90

Dept. HFN, Heeley Road, Selly Oak, B29 6EY
Tel: 021-472-6181
Dept. HFN, Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coven- Tel : 021-706-0684
try Road, Yardley B26 181
DAGENHAM:
Dept. HEN, Rainham Road South, Dagenham RMIO 8ST Tel: 01-595 5111
EDINBURGH:
Dept. HEN, 1Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX
Tel: 031-554-4454 (9lines)
HULL:
Dept. HEN, Reservoir Road, Clough Road, HU6 7QD Tel : 0482 46441 (6 lines)
LEEDS:
Dept. HEN, 78 Armley Road, LSI2 2EF
Tel: 0532 40551
SHEFFIELD:
Dept. HFN, The Mill, I Loxley Road, Malin Bridge, Tel: 0742 341721/6
S6 4TN
STOCKTON:
Dept. HFN, Teesway, Portrack Lane, Teesside TS18 2RH Tel: 66132/65215
ROCHDALE:
Dept. HEN, Corner of Well i'th' Lane and Queensway
Tel: 50606
LEICESTER:
Dept. HFN, Syston Street
Tel: 0533 52236
WIGAN:
Dept. HEN, Wharf Mill, Princess Street, WN3 4EZ
Tel: 0942 48013
HACKBRIDGE: Dept. HEN, Felnex Trading Estate, 190 London Road, Tel: 01-669-0271
Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey
SUNDERLAND: Dept. HFN, 4/7 Sc. Thomas Street, SRI IHR
Tel: 0783-59993
RENFREW:
Dept. HEN, Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Ave.,
Tel: 041-886 5731
RA4 9EL

NIVICO MCA V9E
4-channel Amplifier, Thorens TD 150AB
Mk. 11 Turntable, Thorens TXII Cover,
Shure M75/ED Cartridge, 4 Wharfedale
Melton 11 Loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 361-66
Comet Price £274.25

NIVICO 4ME 4800

8- track Cartridge Player and Amplifier
with SFCS, 4 Wharfedale Denton 11
Loudspeakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 199.00
Comet Price £ 152-85

TURNTABLE
To suit above Nivico SRP 473E. ( Less
Cartridge.)
Rec. Retail Price £69-50
Comet Price £58.95

CD4 PACKAGE
This contains a demodulator unit for
Discrete CD4 records. Nivico Cartridge,
Shibuta Stylus and 2 CD4 Discrete
records.
Rec. Retail Price £99-81
Comet Price £83.95
The use of the CD4 Package with any of
the Nivico systems above will enable CD4
Discrete Quadraphonic records to be
played.
CBS SQ Matrix Records can be played
without the use of the CD4 Package on
the above Nivico systems.

REMOTE
CONTROL
NIVICO 5910 CONTROLS
Quadraphonic balance and volume from
your armchair.
Rec. Retail Price £20.95
Comet Price £ 16.95

BIRMINGHAM:
BIRMINGHAM:

263

All in- stock items
delivered by
SECIJRICOR
within 72 hours
(Add LI.95 only for
Securicor delivery)
ALL GOODS ARE FULLY
INSURED AGAINST LOSS
OR DAMAGE WHILST IN
TRANSIT.
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SON'

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Sands Hunter Select- A- Systems

SONY SYSTEM 723
£116

Vellffinoppoivirei

£89•50

TRIO KA 4002
Stereo Amplifier

TRIO KR 2120
Tuner Amplifier

I... setting

kardon

new

standards...

£99•50

£9-50 DOWN and
ments of £
7-50 or 24

TEREST CHARGES!

HARMAN KARDON
330A
Stereo Tuner Amplifier
£129
EIS DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £
9.50 or 24 of £4-75. NO
INTEREST CHARGES!

12 monthly payof £
3/5. NO IN-

HARMAN KARDON 630
Stereo Tuner Amplifier f149
£17 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of Ell or 24 of £
5.50. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

TRIO KT 1000A
Tuner

TRIO KR 5200
Tuner Amplifier

£5-66 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £
4.32 or 24 of £
2.16. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

£25 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £12 or 24 of £ 6. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

£57•50

(Teak)
and 12 monthly payments of £650 or 24 of £3.25. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

£9-90 DOWN

NO INTEREST CHARGES!

TRIO KR 2200
Tuner Amplifier
(Illustrated above)
£9.58 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £
6.66 or 24 of £3.33. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

CHARGES!

BEOVOX 3702
Speakers ( Pair)
£87-90

£15.90 DOWN
ments of £
9.50 or

HARMAN KARDON
CAD 5
Stereo Cassette Deck £ 145
£15-16 DOWN and 12 monthly
payment of £10.82 or 24 of £
5.41.

£3 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
£3. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

£62

BEOVOX 2702
Speakers ( Pair)
£69.90

harman

louder than words ...

£6.08 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £
4.66 or 24 of £
2.33. NO INTEREST

(Teak)
and 12 monthly pay24 of £
4-75. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

(Teak)
£7.02 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £
5.24 or 24 of £262. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

... quality speaks

of

(Teak)
and 12 monthly pay24 of £
250. NO INTEREST CHARGES'

£8 90 DOWN
ments of £
5 or

(Teak)
12 monthly payof £
2-92. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

£8.82 DOWN and
ments of £
5.84 or 24

Ii(i

monthly payments of
£11 or 24 of £
5.50. NO
INTEREST CHARGES!

BEOCORD 1200
Tape Deck
£123•90

BEOGRAM 3000
Turntable
£78.90

'TRIO

£39

(Teak)
12 monthly payNO
INTEREST

£2.90 DOWN and
ments
of
£3.75.
CHARGES!

Tuner Amplifier
£157.50
£25.50 DOWN and 12

BEOGRAM 1202
Turntable
£68.90

BEOGRAM 1001
Turntable
£47.90

SONY SYSTEM 851
£177

Stereo Amplifier

O

monthly payments of
£7 or 24 of £
3.50. NO
INTEREST CHARGES!

Comprising. . . SONY TA70 Amplifier,
SONY ST 70 Tuner, PS 230 Turntable
and a pair of SS 3005 Speakers. Complete ready for use.
£23.75 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £11 or 24 of £
5.50. NO
INTEREST CHARGES!

Bang & Olufsen
BEOMASTER
3000-2
(Teak)

Tuner Amplifier
£5.90
£11•90 DOWN and 12

SONY SYSTEM 7723
£155.75

TRIO KA 2000A

•

(Teak)

Comprising . . . latest SONY TA 70
Amplifier, SONY PS 230 Turntable and
apair of SONY SS 3005 Speakers. Complete ready for use.
£11•12 DOWN and 12 monthly payments £
8.74 or 24 of £
4.37. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

Comprising .. new SONY TA 88 Amplifier, SONY PS 5520 Turntable and a
pair of SONY SS 1005 Speakers. Complete ready for use.
£27 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of £12.50 or 24 of £6.25. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

0
0

Bang & Olufsen
BEOMASTER
1200

£169

264

HARMAN KARDON 930
Stereo Tuner Amplifier £209
£29 DOWN and 12 monthly payments
of EIS or 24 of £
750. NO INTEREST
CHARGES!

YEARS FREE CHI III
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Cambridge Audio P50
£89.95
Sansui AU 101
£47.58
Sansui AU 505
£81.42
Sony TA 70 ..
£32/5
Sony TA 88 ..
£39-75
Sony TA 1055
£69/5
Quad 33 and 303
£114.00
Revox A 78
£133.00

12 Mthly.
DEPOSIT
Paymts.
£9.07 £6.74
£2 58 £3.75
£9.42 £6.00
£2.75 £250
£3 75 £3.00
£6-87 £524
£12 00 £850
£13 00 £ 10-00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Leak Delta 75
Special Price
.. £ 160.00
Sansui 210 ..
.. £89.60
Sansui 310 ..
.. £ 120-00
Sonab R 4000
.. £ 158-00
Sony SIR 6036
£99-75
TUNERS
Sansui TU 666
Sony ST 70 ..
Sony ST 8OF
Trio KT 2001
Trio KT 5000

..
..
..
..
..

SPEAKERS ( per pair)
Ashdown Major 11 ..
F,snrora
B &W DM2
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 120
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
Mordaunt Short 235 ..
Mordaunt Short 400 ..
Sonab OAS
Wharfedale Denton 2
Wharfedale Linton 2..
Wharfedale Triton 3 ..
Wharfedale Melton 2
Wharfedale Dovedale3

£ 106.27
£39-75
£48.35
£66.50
£95-50

£45.00
£25.96
£139-98
£49 00
£56-08
£74 76
£108 00
£111.00
£117.00
£135.00
£42.00
£52.00
£65.00
£70.00
£95.00

TURNTABLES (with base and
Garrard SP 25 Mk. Ill
£21.75
Garrard AP 76 ..
£36-00
Garrard Zero 100S ..
£59.07
Garrard 40 I
/SME 3009
and HW 14 Base
£96.54
Golding GL 72P ..
£45.52
Goldring GL 75P
De- Luxe ..
£56.95
Goldring GL 85P ..
£87-19
Sonab 75S/Shure Cart.
£68-50
Sonab 85S
£82.50
Thorens TD 150 II ..
£54.66
Thorens TD 125 11 with
SME 3009 arm .. £130.67
Sony PS 230 ..
£49.75
STEREO TAPE DECKS
Akai 200D Special price
£145-00
Akai 4000D Special
price
..
£87.50
Akai GXC-40D ( Cassette)
Special Price ..
£89-50
Nivico 166IU
(Cassette) ..
£75.00
Revox A77 III I102/1104 £249.00
Sony IC 366 .. £104-75
Sony IC 122 ( Cassette)
£48.35
Sony IC 127 ( Cassette)
£70.70
Sony TC 160 ( Cassette)
£91-00
Tand berg 1800 ..
£66.09
Tand berg 3000X .. £113.00
STEREO TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 1720L Special Price £87.36
Akai X 1800SD
Special Price .. £139-00
13 & O Beocord 1800
£169-50
Revox A77 1111222/1224 £287-00
Sony IC 270 .. £109-75
Tandberg 4000X .. £169-12

-LOW DEPOSITS-0-1rd

24 Mthly
Paymts.
£3.37
£3.00

£2.62
£4-25
f5 00

Buy your equipment the E-A-SY way-over 12 or 24 months- NO EXTRA
CHARGES-you only pay the basic cash price. LOW DEPOSITS-00- EN,
5% ( 5p in the f) 12 months to pay- L50-L150, 10% ( 10p in the £) 12 or 24
MONTHS TO PAY-over £ 150, 15% ( I5p in the £) 12 or 24 MONTHS TO
PAY. If your requirements are not listed we shall be pleased to quote you
by return of post.

£23-92
£9.68
£12.00
£26.00
f9.75

£11.34
£6.66
£9-00
£11-00
£7.50

£5.67
£3.33
£4.50
£5.50
£3.75

Sands Hunter

£11-47
£3-75
£2-39
£6-50
£9-58

£7.90
£3.00
£3.83
£5.00
£7-16

£3.95

Select-E,J•System

£3.00
£1.96
£19.98
£3-04
£6-16
£8/6
£12.00
£11.16
£11-16
£15.00
£3.00
£6-16
£7.16
£7.12
£11.00

£3.50
£2.00
£10.00
£3.84
£4.16
£5.50
£8.00
£8.32
£8-82
£10-00
£3-25
£3.82
£4.82
£5.24
£7.00

£2.50
£3.58

)
B &Wt."'"
Celestion

S.A.11 £86.96
Carriage & Packing £ 1.75

Goldring®

NORMAL LIST PRICE £ 109
£5.00
£2.08
£2.75
£4.00
£4.16
£4.41
£5.00
£ 1.91
£2.41
£2.62
£3.50

over)
£ 1.83
£2-04
£5-07

£1-66
£2.83
£4.50 £2-25

£9.66
£3.52

£7-24 £3.62
£3-50

£6.93
£9-19
£7.54
£8.58
£6.66

£4.16
f6-50
£5.08
£6.16
£4.00

£ 14.75
£4.75

AKA!

£2-08
£3-25
£2-54
£3.08
£2-00

£9.66 £4.83
£3.75

£15-16 £ 10-82 £5.41
£9.50

£6.50

£3.25

£9.58

£6-66

£3.33

£9.00
£39-00
£10-91
£2.39
£7.82
£11-08
£6.09
£11.00

£5.50
£ 17-50
£7-82
£3.83
£5.24
£7-16
£5.00
£8-50

£2/5
£8/5
£3-91
£2.62
£3.58
£2-50
£4.25

£9.36

£6.50

£3.25

£14-20
£25-50
£47-00
£13-75
£29.20

£ 10-40
£ 12-00
£20-00
£8.00
£ 11-66

£5.20
£6-00
£ 1.00
£4.00
£5.83

YAMAHA COMPACT HI-FI UNITS
MC 40
£129.91
f15-91 £9.50 £4.75
MS 3
£230-17 £38.17 £ 16.00 £8.00

The ideal way of selecting your own personal hi-fi stereo system
from carefully chosen ' famous name' amplifiers, tuner amplifiers,
turntables, cartridges & speakers. The buoget priced S.A.I1
Select-A-System comprises... latest SANSUI kJ 101 Amplifier...
GARRARD 51.25 Mk Ill Turntable, plinth & cover fitted with the
famous GOLDR1NG G800 Cartridge ... and a pair of ASHFORD
Speakers. A matched system complete with all leads and plugs.
£8.95 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £6.50 or 24 of £3.25.
NO INTEREST CHARGES!
Other Select-A-Systems from £102.25-SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

CZ>
KOSS

NIVICO

LEAK

REVOX
ro SANYO
E

Here's the

S.E. Hi -Fi TABLE
An elegant way to use & display your
hi-fi equipment. Teak Formica top.
Domed feet. Finished in epoxy silver.
Table size 42 in. X 18 in. Height 16 in.

(Carriage & Packing El)

E

EMI W.
Sonab

SON
TAN DBERG

£10•95

THORENS
Aitoisîhk

Buy it with Access

Sands Hunter
111Îii CEeNTRES
your
service
STRAND
* 37 Bedford Street, London, W.C.7..
01-836 8858
(Open to 1p.m. Sat.)

WOOLWICH
45 Hare Street, London,
S.E.I8
01-854 1955
(Open all day Sat.)

ST. PAUL'S
19 Ludgate Hill, London,
E.C.4
01-248 7479
(Closed all day Sat.)
* Regd. address. Regd. in England,
No. 138853
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'TFIQ

To order by phone
or
letter
simply
quote your ACCESS
or BARCLAYCARD
number.

kY;4 QUAD

CARRIAGE
and
PACKING
75p
extra.
(Cartridge and Headphones, 25p).
Select-ASystems.
£1.75.
PLEASE
INCLUDE
WITH
DEPOSIT.

37 BEDFORD STREET, LONDON WC2E 9ES
PLEASE SUPPLY
Ienclose
Full Cash/Deposit plus

C & Pkg.

wish to repay the balance over 12/24 months
NAME
ADDRESS

H.F.41

The IMF - Galactron IC Mk 10 amplifier ideally
complements our range of loudspeakers. Both
are capable of the power required to reproduce
the full dynamic range of recent programme
material.

The result forms more than a

laboratory exercise — it is in itself a listening
experience.

IMF Galactron IC Mk10

Extra Low Cartridge Mass
The mass of this new cartridge—half that of traditionally designed
units—means that the XLM will precisely track worn, warped or eccentric
records at very low playing weights.
Use of the induced magnet principle ensure a low moving mass. No
matter how light the mass of the stylus tip or playing weight every cartridge
requires a damping system to eliminate high frequency resonance. ADC
have perfected C.E.D. ( Controlled Electrodynamic Damping system)
which is extremely consistent in performance, does not vary with age and
guarantees superb frequency response and precise transient performance.
Low playing weight, accurate groove tracing, reduced cartridge mass,
and precise transient response, are features of the new XLM and VLM
cartridges from ADC. The result is musical performance from cartridges

input(

both reliable and tolerant in use.
HISONIC

LIMITED

TOVIL

MAIDSTONE

KENT

IP

Ihave read the outlined explanation of the new XLM cartridge
from ADC. Please send me:
D Complete technical specifications.
D An explanation of the C.E.D. system.
D An explanation of the induced magnet principle and how
it reduces the moving mass.
Name
IMF Products ( GB.)
Buckinghamshire.

Westbourne Street
High Wycombe
Telephone High Wycombe 35166

Address
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*NO DEPOSIT CREDIT AT CASH DISCOUNT PRICES !
*7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE *12 MONTHS SERVICE GNTEE
*LAIE NIGHT OPENING EVERY THURSDAY *BIG MONEY SAVERS
Audiomnotat
iiTSpookozu
F

SAMBA

SONATA

SOLENT

GUARANTEED 2 YEARS
Carriage & Insurance 50p per Speaker.

KJ Price

KJ Price
AMPLIFIERS (
P. & P. 75p)
Armstrong 521
£52-80
Cambridge P.50 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge P.I00
P.O.A.
Amcron ( crown) IC150 .. £128.00
Amcron ( crown) DI50
£199.00
Amcron ( crown) DC300
£360.00
Ferrograph F307/W • •
£50.95
Leak Delta 30 .. • •
£55.95
Leak Delta 70 .. • •
£65.95
Metro ST2OE . •
£27.95
Metro ST60 . •
£49-95
Quad 33+ 303 .. • •
£99-50
Rogers R/brook ( tk) • •
£47.50
Rogers R/bourne ( tk) • •
£59.95
Teleton SAQ 206B. •
£24-95
Teleton GA 202 .. . •
£35•50
TUNER-AMPLIFIERS
(P. & P. 75p)
Armstrong 526
Goodmans Module 80 •
Goodmans One Ten •
Leak Delta 75 .. •
Philips RH 702 .. •
Tandberg TR200
Tandberg TRI000
Tandberg TRI010

•
•
•
.

£89-50
£79-95
£112-00
£136-00
£79.95
£92.00
£129.00
£139-00

TUNERS (
P. & P. 75p)
Alpha FT 150
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
Leak Delta FM ..
Metro FMS 20 .. • •
Philips RH 690 .. . •
Rogers Ribrook ( tk)
Rogers R/bourne (tk) . •
Teleton GT 202

£40.95
£71.50
£64.50
£42.95
£39.95
£42.95
£52.95
£38.50

TURNTABLES (
P. & P. 75p)
Connoisseur BD2/p & c
£33.95
above with Shure M75-6 ..
£39.95
Garrard SP25 p
&
£ 15-50
above with G800H
£21.50
Goldring GL75 p & c
£46-50
above with Shure M75-6
£53.50
Goldring GL85 p & c ..
£69.95
above with Shure M75- E
£80•95
Philips GA308/GP400
£3915
Philips GA212/GP400 £57-50
Thorens TDI50 AB p & c
£46.95
above with Shure M75- E.1
£57.50
Thorens TDI60C &
£59•90
Thorens TD I
2 5AB & C £ 107.90
Transcriptors Saturn 2
£57-95

SPEAKER SYSTEMS (
per pair)
(P. & P. £1.00 per pair)
•.
P.O.A.
Cambridge R.40 ..
Cambridge R.50 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion County
..
£38.95
Celestion Ditton 120
. • £44.95
Celestion Dicton 15
. • £55-00
Celestion Ditton 44
. • £78-00
Celestion Ditton 25
. . £89-00
Celestion Ditton 66
On application
£159.00
Ferrograph Si ..
KEF Cantor ..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
••
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
••
P.O.A.
• • £139-00
Quad Electrostatic
Tandberg TL 25
• • £65-00
Tannoy Chatsworth
.. £99-00
Tannoy Lancaster 15
. £ 119.90
IMF,
Lecson, &
Rogers
BBC
Monitor from stock.
SPEAKER KITS (
P & P. 500)
KEF KK2
£19.95
KEF KK3
£29•95
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF TIE
£4.95
KEF T27 .
£3.95
KEF 8110
£6.95
KEF B200
£7.70
KEF B139
£9.95
KEF ONO
f1 - 75
KEF DN9
£1 - 50
KEF DNI2
£4•50
KEF SPI015 ( B200, T27)
£2-80
£2•25
P. & P. 15p. Orders over £5 FREE.
TAPE/CASSETTE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS
. • . • £74-95
Akai 172IL. •
£74.95
Akai X1810D . • . • £169-00
Akai GX I
900D .. • • £ 177.00
Akai GCX40• •
£85.00
Akai GCX4OD . •
£72.95
Akai GCX46D . • £105.00
Akai GCX4OT • • .. £129.00
Akai CR8I•
.
£82.50
Akai CR8I D..
£69.95
Akai CR8IT. • £118.95
Ferrograph 713*• . £159•95
Ferrograph 702/704* • • £175.00
above with Dolby* • • £229.00
Ferrograph 722/724* • . £199.95
above with Dolby* • • £259.00
Philips N4308
£46.50
Philips N44I4 .. • •
£93.50
Philips N44I6 . • £109.90

THE SAMBA. Uses a 6.1" twin
cone unit. Freq. range 55-15,000
Hz. Power handling 8 Watts.
Imp. 8 ohms. Size: 10;" x7t" x
61". Finished in teak or rosewood with 15' lead and DIN plug
KJ PRICE: £13.00 EACH
THE SOLENT.
Uses a 64"
drive unit and 31" tweeter. Freq.
range 40-20,000 Hz. Power handling 10 Watts RMS. Imp. 8 ohm.
Size 14" x 9" x84". Finished in
teak or walnut.
KJ PRICE: £11.50 EACH
THE SONATA. I.B. system
uses an 8" drive unit with 31-"
tweeter. Freq. range 35-20,000
Hz. Power handling 18 Watts
RMS. Imp. 8 ohms. Size 20t" x
10}" x 9". Finished in teak.
KJ PRICE: £16.00 EACH

(
DEPT

FIFN2 ) 33

DON'T FORGET OUR NEW DEMONSTRATION STUDIO IS NOW OPEN, CATERING
FOR THE ENTHUSIAST WHO IS LOOKING
FOR THE VERY BEST IN AUDIO REPRODUCTION.
KJ SYSTEMS ARE SUPERB VALUE

CARTRIDGES & STYLUS
ADC
Cart.

Rep.
Stylus

XLM
£27.50
VLM
£22.50 Audio Technica
AT 66.7 ..
£4-95 £3-25
AT 66 L/C
£4•95 £3-25
Goldring
G850 .. • •
£3.95 £2-90
G800 .. • .
£6.95 £3.50
G800H
£6.95 £3.50
G800E . • £ 1
0-50 £7.95
G800SE .. • • £17•95 £ 12.95
Orbit
NM 22
E3-50 £2-25
Shure
M3D .. • • £4.50 £2-95
M44.7 .. • •
£5.75 £4-50
M44E .. • • £5.95 £4-98
M55E .. • •
£6-95 £5-50
M75-6
£8•50 £4.98
M75E T2. • £ 11-95 £8.98
M75ED .. • • £13.95 £8.98
M75E.1 .. • • £10•95 £6.50
VIS Il
£29-95 £ 12.95
P. & P. 15p. Over £5.00 POST FREE.
TAPES & CASSETTES
Scotch AGFA BASE Philips
Dyna
loin
low
low
Type
ronge noise noise noise
5" L/P
£1.15 £0.99 £ 1.31 £0•93
.5,1" L/P
£1.45 £ 1.24 £ 1.49 £ 1-15
7" L/P/
£2-05 £ 1-76 £2.14 £ 1•64
104" L/P £3.80 - £3.49
5" D/P
£1-62 £ 1-24 £ 1•49 £ 1-24
5;" D/P £2.13 £ 1-79 £2.15 £ 1•79
7" D/P
£2•99 £2•25 £2-64 £2•52
51," T/P £2.19 £2.62 7 T/P - £3.20 £3.30 C 60
£0.42 £0.35 £0.44 £0.44
C 90
£0.55 £0.49 £0.64 £0.59
C 120
£0.79 £0•60 £0.90 £0-84
P. & P.- Cassettes lOp per order.
6 POST FREE.
Tapes 15p per order. Orders over £5
POST FREE.

BRIDLE PATH, WATFORD, HERTS. Tel.

Mon- Sat. 9.30am-5.30pm Thursday 9.30am-8pm.
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WOODSTOCK
SYSTEM
Teleton SAO 2068 8+8
watt
amplifier,
Garrard
SP25 Ill, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800H cartridge,
a pair
of
KJ
Samba
speakers, and all leads.
KJ
Carr. &
PRICE

£
58

Ins. £2.00

STOCKHOLM
SYSTEM
Metrosound ST2OE 10+10
watt
amplifier,
Garrard
SP 25 III, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800H cartridge,
a pair
of
KJ
Solent
speakers, and all leads.
KJ
Carr. &
PRICE
Ins. £2.00

E
6Un

ORLEANS SYSTEM
Teleton GA 202 16+16
watt
amplifier,
Garrard
SP25 III, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800H cartridge,
a pair
of
KJ
Sonata
speakers, and all leads.
KJ
Carr. &
PRICE LOU
Ins. £2.00

roo

DANUBE SYSTEM
Rogers Ravensbrook 15+
15 watt amplifier, Philips
GA 308 with plinth and
cover, GP400 cartridge, a
pair of Celestion Ditton
15 speakers, and all leads.
KJ
PRICE

FILn

Carr. &
Ins. £2.00

STRATFORD
SYSTEM
Metrosound ST60 30+30
watt amplifier, Thorens
TD150AB
with
cover,
Shure M75EJ cartridge, a
pair
of
KEF
Cadenza
speakers, and all leads.
KJ
Carr. &
PRICE
Ins. £2.00

£
16un

All items available by mail or call at our Showroom
near Watford Junction station.
Late Night openTHURSDAYS until 8.00.p.m. for relaxed shopping.

Showrooms: 101 ST ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS.
Showroom Hours:

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AMCRON ( CROWN)
HARMAN KARDON
LECSON AUDIO
ONKYO
SCAN-DYNA

Philips N44I8
£ 149-50
Philips N4450. .. £219.00
Tandberg 1800 .. £54.95
Tandberg 4000X .. £ 148-95
Tandberg 6000X .. £ 164.00
Tandberg 2041
..
£109.95
Revox & Uher from stock. P.O.A.
P. & P. 75p. Items .asterisked £2-00.

ki leisuresound
Head Office -

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR
APPOINTMENT AS FRANCHISED AREA
DEALERS FOR THE FOLLOWING HI-FI
PRODUCTS:

WATFORD 33011

PE

K DISCOUNT

The Specialists
in Audio Systems,
Music Centres, Radios,
Cassette & Tape Recorders

J1=11•3361MMIMMILIEZEIMI=1111
Si

SONY• SANYO • PHILIPS
GRUNDIG • TANDBERG

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
SONY HSTI39
1973 model, stereo cassette,
radio unit for HiFi installation.
Price on application.

SANYO G26I5 STEREO
MUSIC CENTRE
Limited supplies available.
(List Price £94-95). PEAK PR £72.95.
SANYO 2601K CASSETTE;
RADIO; RECORD PLAYER;
AUDIO CENTRE
Limited supplies available.
(List Price £ 169.95). PEAK PR £ 139-95.
SANYO MR4I41
An excellent battery mains
cassette portable
(List Price £52.95). PEAK PR £41.10.

SANYO MR44)0
Complete AC/DC stereo cassette
radio, recorder
(List Price £85.95). PEAK PR £67.30.
SANYO STDII0
Latest stereo cassette; radio;
audio system with 2speakers etc.
(List Price £ 129.95). PEAK PR £ 9.95.

SONY KVI320
The world famous 12" Trinitron
colour television. Price on app.
SONY TC133S
A top quality stereo cassette
audio system. Price on app.
SONY HP511
A superb Hi Fi stereo/radio
record playing system. Price on app.
PHILIPS RH8I3
Stereo cassette, radio, record
player audio system
Few available.
(List Price £ 198.20). PEAK PR £ 144.95.
PHILIPS RH8I4
Stereo radio, record player
system
(List Price £ 135-00). PEAK PR £ 104•65.
PHILIPS RH802
A superb stereo radio record
player unit
(List Price E159.00). PEAK PR £123•95.

..•

•

•

.••

•

InlYINC ,

-

STEREO SYSTEMS

Complete with leads and plugs
SANSUI AUI01 AMPLIFIER
Garrard SPIS! Bane and Cover
Goldring G800 Cartridge
2 Denton 2 Speakers
PEAK PRICE £ 7.95. C & I. £2.00
ALPHA 212 AMPLIFIER
Garrard SP25/Base and Cover
Goldring G800 Cartridge
2 Kelecron KN400 2-way Speakers
PEAK PRICE £S1•95. C & I. £100
LEAK DELTA 30 AMPLIFIER
Goldring 72P
Goldring G800 Cartridge
2 Leak 150 Speakers
PEAK PRICE £117•95. C & I. £2.00

-;:,-.....
liej
,...
e

l

QUOTATIONS GIVEN FOR ANY
SYSTEM OF YOUR CHOICE

SANSUI SC700
"Dolbised" stereo cassette deck
for the ultimate in sound
Price on application.
SANSUI GIS100
Convert your present stereo to
Quad with this superb 4channel
SANSUI AU505
unit. Price on application.
An excellent stereo amplifier
SANSUI
EIR1500
SONY TC270
Price on application.
A superb Quadraphonic tuner
Latest 4track stereo tape recorder
SANSUI AU555A
amplifier
system.
Price on app.
with ext. speakers, mica, etc.
An amplifier for the discriminatTANDBERG 1000
Price on application.
ing purchaser. Price on app.
AM/FM Stereo tuner/amplifier
SONY TA88
SANSUI AU666
(List price f156.00). PEAK PR £128•70.
A really excellent 16 watt stereo
Real Hi-Fi quality for the
TANDBERG 3300
amplifier with a host of facilities
perfectionist. Price on app.
Latest 1973 "3head" stereo tape
Price on application.
deck
SANSUI 210
SONY 1055
Budget
priced
stereo
tuner
(List
Price £ 129.90). PEAK PR £107-25.
Superb HiFi 30 watt stereo
amplifier. Price on app.
TANDBERG TR200
amplifier for the " perfectionist"
Excellent Hi-Fi stereo tuner
SANSUI 310
Price on application.
amplifier
Excellent value for money tuner
SONY HP239
(List Price £94.00). PEAK PR £77-95.
amplifier. Price on app.
A limited number are available of
SENHEISSER HD414
SANSUI SRI050C
these superb stereo, cassette,
Stereo headphones
A 1st class Hi Fi turntable unit
radio record player audio systems
(List Price £ 11-99). PEAK PR £3-50.
Price on application.
Price on application.
SANSUI SS2 & SSIO
All other leading makes and
Stereo headphones
models of British and Japanese
Price on application.
audio and hi-fi equipment availOnly 3minutes from Kings Cross Station.
able. Immediate quotations of
Ample parking facilities.
our lowest possible prices.
SANYO GXT4520L
Fantastic "value for money"
audio stereo cassette, radio,
record playing system.
Limited supplies available.
(List Price £ 144.95). PEAK PR £ 112.40.
Full Sanyo range available from stock

••• .."

(Dept. HFN 14) 242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.I.
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e

All prices
correct at
time of preparing
this advertisement.
E. & O. E.

Telephone: 01437 8200

"sew,

Open Monday
to Saturday
to 6;
Friday
9 to 7; Thursday
9 to9I.

A Speaker System
to meet every need
EMI provides the speaker system to suit
your needs and your budget, all with one thing
in common, superb quality of sound over the
full audio range. Choose from new elegant
speaker enclosures for the connoisseur; home
assembly enclosure kits and matched speaker
kits and arange of basic chassis loudspeakers
as used in the highest quality sound
reproduction equipment.
Send for full details and name of your
nearest stockist.
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To: EMI Sound & Vision Equipment Limited. EMI Pathe
Division, 252 Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex. 01-573 3888
Please send me details of EMI loudspeakers
and name of nearest stockist.
Name
Address
HFN/C

EMI

Perfection in Sound

A member of the EMI Group of Companies. International leaders in Electronics,
Records and Entertainment.

BEAT
V.A1:
with

There is no tax on headphones until 1st April 1973.
AKG Headphones are, perhaps, the best value in
headphones today.
QUALITY! Fully guaranteed.

Made by one of the leading manufacturers of microphones who are firmly established in Britain's
broadcasting, television and sound studios.

VALUE! NO IMPORT DUTY EVEN TODAY (
EFTA)

AKG Headphones are available nationwide at
highly competitive prices.

There are excellent bargains available in
AKG Headphones: ¡ ust study the advertisements
in this magazine.

Fora full list of dealers please contact us.

AKG EQUIPMENT LTD
182-184 CAMPDEN HILL ROAD . LONDON . W.8.7AS
A COMPANY WITHIN

THE A.K.G. GROUP
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

An inexpensive high- quality L IGH TWE IG H T yet
ROBUST Headphone. Smooth Bass.Clear Middle and
Bright Top response. Tough, permanently attached
coiled lead terminating in stereo jack- plug. One
lead only for both channels. Adjustable head band.
Soft ear cushions.

Frequency Range: 20 ... 20 000 Hz
Normal Drive Requirements:
1mW per channel, for a sound pressure level of 112 db (80 .bar)
at 1000 Hz equivalent to 775 mV per channel
Max. Loading before Distortion:
125 db SPI_ per channel equivalent to 20 mW or 3.5 V per
channel et less than 1.!, total harmonic distortion
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz:
765 µba r/VVÂ L
.s
. 100 pbarN ';‘ 103.5 db SPL
impedance:
600 ohms ± 20% per channel over the entire frequency range

AG.NI SUPPLIES

i<>

OWN A
Del. V«

DIAMOND STYLI
The following are available
at 80p each post paid.
(All LP Diamond . 0007)
ACOS GPIS, 15-3, 19, 25, 27, 29, 29-2, 33, 59-1, 59-3, 59-5, 61-1, 65-1, 65-3,
67-1, 67-2, 71-5, 73-1, 73-2, 79, 81-1, 91-1, 91-ISC, 91-2, 91-3, 91-35C, 92,
93, 94, 96, 104, HGB 37.
BSR CI, TC2, 4, 8H, 8M, 32H, I2M, X IM, X IH, X3M, X3H, SX5M/H STI4.
GOLDRING 500, 580, 600, CM50, CM60, CSBO, CS90, MX I, MX2, SXIOL,
SX1OM.
PERPETUUM EBNER PE188.
PHILIPS AG3001, 3010, 3016, 3025, 3063, 3066, 3301, 3306, 3310, 3324,
3400, 3401, CP200.
RONETTE Bionofluid BF-40, DC284, Studio " 0", Studio " P" & "T", kX88.
SONOTONE 21, 3T, I6T, 8T4A, 9TA, 9TA/HC, 20T, 21T, 25T.
TANNOY Mk II.
TEPPAZ EC060, Stereo 60,
TELEFU N KEN T23, T20/2, TTSA.
TRIANETTE-REUTTER SDI, SD2 & 3.
COLLARO 560S, Ceramic " C", Studio " 0", Studio " P" & "T", Ronette
TX88.
COLLEL SKI.
COLUMBIA SCI.
DECCA H, XMS.
DUAL CDS2, 3, 3/320.
ELAC KST9, SMI07.
EMI 91110C, 46687A, 48496D.
ER 5MB, 5MX, SSB, 60 Stereo.
GARRARD EV26, GC2, 8, E12, GCM2I, 21-T, 22, 22-T, GCSIO, 10/1, 10/2,
23, 23-T, GKM24, 24-T, GKS25, 25-T, TOM2.
GARRARD KS40A, GDSI, 2.
GENERAL ELECTRIC RPJ, RPX, VR2.

DOUBLE DIAMOND STYLI
The following Double

and improve your reproduction. Your
stylus and records will be kept clean by
its specially shaped bristles which dig
into those grooves to clean out the dust
and distortion. Keeping them clean
makes them last longer too. Our D.J.
has an easily adjustable stylus overhang
after it has been positioned and anew
handy parking clip for when your player
is not in use.

Diamonds (2LP-TIPS) at
£I•20 each post paid.
ACOS GP9I, GP91-I SC, GP96, GPI04.
BSR C 1 ( ST4), X3M/H(STIO), X5M/H(STI5).
GARRARD GCM2I, 21-T, 22, 22-T, GKM24, 24-T, GKS25, 25-T, GCS23, 23-T.
PHILIPS AG3306,
SONOTONE 8T4A, 9TA, 9TA/HC.

DIAMOND STYLI

QPJ
AUDIO TECH NICA AT66, 66- LC, 66S, 665P, £3.10; 21, 2IS,
£6.00; VM8, 7, £4.70; 3, 5, £6.75.
CONNOISSEUR SCUI Ceramic, £1.80.
DECCA Deram Ceramic, 78 r.p.m., £1-25; Elliptical, £2.15.
GOLDRING CS90 Ceramic, £1.50; CS9IE, £3.80; G850, £3.00; G800H,
G800 Mag., £3.80; G800E, £8.50; G800 Super E, £13.00.
NEAT WO Mag., E2•25; WOE, £3.80.
SH URE M3D Mag., £3.50; N21D Styli for HD3, £.5-60; M3I E Mag., £6.10;
M32E Mag., £5.20; M32-3 Mag., £4.60; M44-5 Mag., £4.90; M44-7 Mag.,
£4.60; M44-C Mag., £4.60; M44E Mag., £5.20; 44-3 Mag., £4.60; M55- E
Mag., £6.10; M75-6 II Mag., £5.80; M75- E 11 Mag., £10.00; M75-Ej 11 Mag.,
£7-20; M75-C Mag., £6-60; V15-11 Improved, £13.00; N75-3, £4.60
AND MANY OTHERS-write for details.

Next time you buy arecord, buy an
Acos Dust Jockey as well.

Acos for sound enjoyment.

A & M STYLUS CARE SERVICE-STYLUS
INSPECTION
Faulty or worn styli cause damage to valuable record
collections. If you are unsure as to the condition of your
stylus at any time, forward your stylus, carefully packed, to:A & M Stylus Care, 123/125 High Street, Stevenage, Herts.
SG I3HS together with your remittance of £0.20. Within
48 hours of receipt of the stylus it will be inspected and
returned with a report stating its condition and a
recommendation regarding continued use.
All leading Hi Fi units and systems at discount.
Send now for quotation.
MOM MIMI MIMI BM
IMM 11
Please forward your quotation for the undermentioned hi-fi
equipment and/or details of hi-fi at discount.

I

COSIVIOCORD

Name
Address

Cosmocord Ltd., Eleanor Cross Road,Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire,
Telephone: Waltham Cross 27331

A& M SUPPLIES, DEPT. HFN2, 123/125 HIGH STREET,
STEVENAGE, SGI 3HS. HERTS. Tel.: Stevenage 54321.
24 hours Ansafone Service.
MI MIMI

mama mum aim am
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A precision two unit system

D5

A small monitor using three units to
provide aquality of sound rarely
achieved at twice the price.
DM 4

A three unit system with aworld-wide
reputation as one of the best top
quality speakers.

DM 2

perfectio

ot oprice

1

One of the world's finest speakers.
Now included in the index of the

Council of Industrial Design.

DM 70

B

(Ó)

tne inn ro nge
electronics

Meadow Road,Worthing BN11 2RX
273

Tel 0903 20.5611

...or you can have the Tuner for £720
Made by Scientific Audio Electronics Inc.,
these units are the ultimate standard of
performance in medium and high- power, high
fidelity reproduction. Each product in the
SAE range features: the faithful reproduction
complex musical signals; uncompromised
design parameters and components regardless of cost; military grade G-10 glass
epoxy circuit boards; and selected depositedcarbon, close-tolerance resistors for lowest
possible noise, consistent performance and
utmost reliability. These units are guaranteed
to meet the published specifications for five
years plus a five-year parts guarantee.
When we refer to SAE units as the ultimate
standard in medium and high- power, hi-fi
reproduction, we really mean it. Take their
highest power amplifier, the Mark 23: 300*
watts stereo RMS output per channel into
8 ohms (400* watts per channel before

clipping), with only 0.02% harmonic distortion,
20 Hz to 20 kHz with both channels driven to
300 watts RMS. Signal to noise ratio guaranteed better than 100 dB below 300 watts RMS.
And there are 4power supply units to ensure
full output.
In FM tuners, the SAE Mark Six at £720
(solid walnut case £20 extra) is probably the
world's most expensive. But it is rather
unique, incorporating three SAE exclusives:
digital readout frequency display at 3! rectangular oscilloscope for tuning and audio
signals, and automatic selection of oscilloscope display when you touch the tuning
knob. Sensitivity: 1.6 uV ( II-1F); S/N ratio:
greater than 75 dB; IF rejection: greater than
100 dB. Channel separation 50 dB at 1KHZ.
SAE also manufacture four other lower
powered stereo amplifiers, 2 stereo preamplifier equalizers and a stereo octave
274

equalizer; plus the first loudspeaker of its type
in the industry—the Mark XII solid state
electrostatic transducer.
*British rating
Greater London distributor:

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

354/356 Edgware Road, London W.2.
01-402 4336/5854.
For full details of these SAE units, contact:
Sole importer for U.K. and Southern Ireland,

TELE RADIO
PROTOTYPE ELECTRONICS
37 Harley Street, London W1N IDS,
Telephone: 01-580 8835.
Trade enquiries invited for areas outside London

At £13 the simplest
HI-FI Loudspeaker kit
in the world has
Expensive tastes....

. . . . Like the best of ampljfiers and audio
equipment. The enjoyment is mutual.
So Jordan- Watts build a whole range of
beautiful enclosures around their unique,
fatigue free, natural sound driving unit eager
to delight your ear, your eye, and your
pocket — £22 to £200.
Free brochure and constructor's guide from
your dealer or
BOOSEY & HAWKES (Sales) LTD
Deansbrook Road,
Edgware, Middx.
01-952 7711

JORDAN- WATTS LTD
Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.
01-573 6928

The facts when building
1. You can tell nothing abc
stereo equipment fron
2. Promises of "the natui
pure sound are just nc
3. Good equipment is exr
4. You only need speaker
turntable to startbuill
5. Don't make the comma
most important factou
buying stereo equipmt
sounds to you.
6. You still want value for

stereo system.
Lit the performance of
glossy photographs.
al;' "the perfect;' "the
Ion.
ensive.
i, an amplifierand a
from there.
I
nmistase OT gnonng the
when
nthow it
•

noney.

I

I

Iam interested in knowing more about the
facts. Please send me any information you
think Iwill need when building astereo system.

I

Name

I

Address

III

•

Send to: Shriro ( U.K.) Limited, 42 Russell
Square, London WC1B 5DF.

I

I
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the New British stereo amplifier
Made in Britain to match the world's highest standards of audio excellence.
GENERAL SPECIFICATION
(Applicable to both SolarVox 20 and SolarVox 30 Stereo Amplifiers)
Damping factor

Approx. 12.5

Frequency response

4 Hz. to 70 KHz. — 3dB

Bass

50 Hz. into 8 ohms.

slide potentiometer
+17dB at 40 Hz

Treble

slide potentiometer
+13dB at 14 KHz
Mode Switch mono/stereo
Loudness Control
Scratch filter 8 KHz 14d8/octave
Tape in and out facility
Function selector
On- off Switch with neon indicator

Sensitivity and inputs Phono MAG 2.5mV 50K ohm R1AA
equalisation
Phono X"Tal 30mV 100K ohm
(compensated)
AUX
175mV 68K ohm
TAPE
175mV 68K ohm
Signal to noise

70dB at rated output

Headphone output

With automatic speaker muting

Povver requirements

210-250V, AC

Recording output

Output 200mV
Output impedance 5K ohm

Finish

Power output

(SolarVox 20) 10 watts RMS per
channel into 8 ohms at 0.1% distortion
(SolarVox 30) 15 watts RMS per
channel into 8 ohms at 0.1% distortion

SolarVox 20 Stereo
Amplifier

Semi- conductors

20 silicon transistors
8 silicon diodes

SolarVox amplifiers are finished in teak
effect with matt black fascia and
contrasting bright trim
Dimensions W 39Ornm x D 230mm x
H 81mm ( approx)
(W 15.4in. x D 9in. x
H 3.2 in.)
Net Weight 3.6 kg ( 7Ib 15oz)

Controls

Volume slide potentiometer
Balance slide potentiometer.
centre zero

SolarVox 30 Stereo
Amplifier

Dimensions W 415mm x D 230mm x
H 81mm ( approx)
(W 16.4in x D 9in x
H 3.2in)
Net Weight 3.7kg ( 8Ib 2oz)

Every ' SolarVox' Amplifier carries aTrue British 12 month guarantee covering both
parts and labour and is backed by first class after sales service.

....OLARN,/C7:15-1
C

asound reason for buying British

THE 1-1V1 IS NOTA STEREOPHONE
YOU'LL TAKE LIGHTLY
Up to now, lightweight
headphones have meant lightweight
sound. But Koss have changed all
that. In developing the HV-1, Koss
engineers have come up- with a
High Velocity Stereophone that
offers not only unusual líghtness
and hear- through characteristics
but also the exciting full range
sound of Koss as well.
Koss were content to make a
light headphone only when they
were sure that their designers had
overcome the disadvantages
inherent in other manufacturers'
lightweight models. This was
achieved by greatly reducing the
mass of the moving diaphragm
assemblies, giving the new Koss
HV-1 High Velocity Stereophone a
wide- range frequency response of
unusual fidelity. Highs are brilliant
and crisp while the bass is deep and
rich without muddiness or
boominess.
Designed to fit close to the head,
the new Koss HV-1 Stereophone has
astylish, low- silhouette design
without the cone- type projections
found in other headphones. This
slim design permits unusually fine
acoustical tuning of the element
chamber at the factory as well as
presenting asmart, professional
appearance. The micro weight HV-1
lets you listen comfortably hour
after hour. Lighter than 10 ounces,
the Koss HV-1 has the perfect
balance characteristic of all Koss
Stereophones plus aglove- soft
vinyl- covered headband and
acoustical sponge ear cushions.
The new HV-1 proves that
because aheadphone is light it
need no longer be cheap in
construction and lacking in
performance.
Suggested Retail Price £ 20
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STEFIECIPHONES
Koss- TM D Ltd., 11 Redvers Road, London N22 6EP. Tel: 01-888 0152
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THE top

HUGE
SITO
CKS it is
Lnot possible to list our vast
range here

send s.a.e for catalogue or phone
for immediate quotation!

the exciting AKAI
sounds of
stereo at an
unbeatable price!

WEST LONDON'S
FINEST en
CENTRE

Tape Decks

au

at our RICHMOND STORE
much more to choose
from!

Send S.A.E. or phone for special
prices on Sony. Uher and Revox
cape recorders.

Superbly designed stereo tape deck with
a frequency response of 30-22kHz and
wow and flutter better than 0.15%.
REC. £99.50

Tune in
to the exciting
sounds of stereo broadcasts
now available on a wide variety of BBC
radio programmes as well as normal MW
and VHF transmissions with the superb
new Teleton F2100 Stereo Tuner Amplifier! Controls for Bass, Treble. Balance,
and Volume plus selector for FM, AM,
FM Stereo, Pick-up or Tape. Stereo indicator beacon and signal strength meter
plus Headphone socket. Supplied complete with a pair of superb Richmond 38
speaker systems in fine veneered cabinets.
First class finish throughout!

COULD SELL FOR f82.00
P&C £ 1.25

£53.85

Also available as
acomplete system with record deck etc
front as low as £ 69.95. Ask for details.

QUAD

Headsets

CAVE'S f73.63

SEE FULL LISTS OF THE
SUPERB AKAI RANGE OPPOSITE

PIONEER
the leader

1300UB
TRINITRON
COLOUR TELEVISION
Superb colour and picture quality from
the revolutionary single gun tube.
Must be seen to be believed!

132OUB Wood Cse
13110U6

Rec. CAVE'S
£ 194.20 £
175.95
£184.45

f168.95

HUGE STOCKS OF SONY HI- Fl,
TAPE RECORDERS, RADIO etc.

SX424 STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER

FABULOUS NEW RANGE OF
HI-FI Amplifiers, Tuners and
Tuner Amplifiers!
SEE OUR TOP DISCOUNT
PRICES OPPOSITE.

sansui

superb sounds

REF

White Sound
means virtually no unwanted
resonances and no
self colouration-just pure
natural sound
SEND s.a.e. FOR LISTS OR PHONE
FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTATION!

ROTEL
For the closest approach
to the original sound.

A BIG NAME IN HTFI

WORLD FAMOUS HI Fl
& TAPE RECORDERS

Akai ASE9
£6.90 £4.75
£9.50 £7.50
Akai ASE20
Altai ASE22
£ 11.50 £8.50
AKG K120
£ 10.00 £7.95
AKG K150
£ 11.50 £9.20
AKG K60
£ 15.00 £ 10.50
Amstrad HPS5A
£6.95 £3.95
Amstrad HPS6A
£9.95 £6.75
Amstrad HPS7A
£12.95
£9.95
Beyer 0148
£33.50
£27.95
Beyer DT100
£ 13.95 £ 11.60
Beyer DT480
£27.25 £ 21.95
Grosvenor 85326
£2.50
Grosvenor 82312
£5.25
Koss ESP9
£69.00 £54.95
Koss ESP6
£45.00 £36.00
Koss PRO600A
£30.00 £25.50
£28.00 £21.95
Koss PRO4AA
£20.00 £ 16.25
Koss K0747
Koss KELC
£ 14.00 £ 11.50
Koss KRD711
£ 10.00 £7.95
Koss PRO5LC
£30.00 £24.30
Koss HV1
£20.00 £ 16.25
Pioneer SE50
£21.90 £ 17.50
Pioneer SE30A
f12.60 £10.10
Pioneer SE20A
£7.88 £6.39
Rogers Headset
£18.50 £ 13.75
W/dale Isodynamic
£13.75
W/dale DD1
£13.75
Rotel RH630
£7.40 £4.50
Rotel RH700
£ 11.40
£6.75
Sennheiser HD110 £23.00 £ 19.55
Sennheiser HD414 £ 10.45 £ 9.50

Tape Er Cassettes
LOW NOISE TAPE
BASF
RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
Top class Sansui AU101 Stereo amplif.
ier offering afull range of facilities and
controls complete with Garrard SP25
Mk3 record deck, Base. Cover and fitted with Goldring G800 Magnetic stereo
cartridge plus a pair of top Wharfedale
Denton speaker systems!
COULD SELL AT OVER £ 100.00

CASH PRICE £89.95 P&C 200P
We have best stocks of Sansuisend s.a.e. or phone for
LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES!

TANDBERG

Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
Akai 40000S
£99.50 £ 73.63
Akai GX220D £ 229.00 £ 169.47
Akai GX2800
£325.00 £ 241.95
Ferrograph 702/4 £235.00 £ 198.87
Ferrograph 702H
£246.75 £208.81
Ferrograph 702/40 £285.53 £246.83
Ferrograph 702HD £297.28 £256.98
Tandberg 6041X
£199.30 £ 159.95
Tandberg 9041X
£230.00 £ 207.00
Tandberg 3341X
£129.00 £ 109.05

5%"
7"
8%"
1054"
53‘"
7"
534"
7"

SCOTCH
5%"

7-

5%"
7"
81‘"
1014"
5%"
7"

BUSH
ARENA

1200'
1800'
2400'
4200'
1800'
2400'
2400'
3600'
900'
1200'
1200'
1800'
2400'
3600'
1800'
2400'....

£2.17
£3.11
£4.10
£6.95
£3.10
£3.83
£3.82
£4.75

£1.43
£2.04
£2.68
£4.52
£2.04
£2.50
£2.50
£3.10

£ 1.72
£2.17
£2.13
£3.00
£4.21
£6 32
£3.16
£4.45

£1.13
£1.42
£1.40
£1.95
£2.73
£4.11
£2.06
£2.90

AGFA

7"
10%"
7"
7"

1800'
f2.88 £2.10
3600' ....... £6.14 £4.35
2400'
£3.65
f2.65
3600'
£5.28 £3.75

PHILIPS
5%"
7"
10/1"
5%"
7"

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
SPECIAL OFFER!
Tandberg 3341 Stereo Tape Deck.
Really fantastic value in this super
quality unit. Features- 2or 4 track
operation, automatic end stop, two VU
meters and twin recording controls.
REC. £ t29.00 CAVE'S £ 109.05
SEE FULL LISTS OF THE SUPERB
TANDBERG RANGE OPPOSITE!

UHER

We are appointed agents for
the superb Uher range of
Hi Fi and Semi Professional
Tape and Cassette Recorders!
Send s.a.e. for special Price Lists
or phone for an immediate quote.

at 43 CHURCH ST.

£ 1. 07
£ 1. 78
£3.85
£ 1. 97
£2.76

7"
370 metres. £2.00 £ 1.50
7"
550 metres
£2.63 £ 1.97
1011" 740 metres
£6.00 £4.50

SONY SUPER

370 metres
550 metres

CAVE'S PRICE £ 111 70

The best value
in Hifi is also at
our second
Croydon store-

£ 1.60
£2.55
£5.50
£2.82
£3.95

SONY

Comprises Rotel RA310, 30 Watts RMS
stereo amplifier. G
d SP25 Mk3
with base, cover and Goldring 0800
cartridge fitted, plus apair of superb
Kef Chorale speakers!
COULD BE SOLD AT £ 150.00

NEW STORE

1200'
1800'
3600'
1800'
2400'

SYSTEM 3
See top discount prices opposite
( LATE NIGHT SHOPPING! 1
;
1
:
a
ttrayortip
u STO RE
r
mle
nâin
we:z:eyna
snd
Friday until 8prn.
RICHMOND, KINGSTON.
CROYDON and WEST END
open Thursday-until 8pm.

e

£2.20 £ 1.65
£2.80 £ 2.10

LOW NOISE CASSETTES'

Cash prices in pence

C60
C90
AGFA
40
55
BASF
45
60
BASF CRO2
85
110
BASF Swivel box
50
70
BASF Special mech. 56
76
PHI LIPS
45
60
SCOTCH Dynarange 40
60
AUDIO MAGNET
30
40
EMI
45
60
SONY
65
93
SONY CRO2
100 -

C120
80
90
140
100
105
90
80
50
85
100

Systems Et
Radiograms etc.
Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
Alpha MR15 £ 159.00 £ 124.95
Alpha 0F2500
£79.00 £68.00
Alpha GF2500/spks£109.00 £94.00
Bush Arena 1
£ 107.71 £95.95
Bush Arena 2...
£ 137.31 £ 120.15
Bush Arena 3
£ 184.00 £ 161.00
Bush Arena 5
£ 190.50 £ 166.75
Decca SRG788
£ 78.40
Decca SRG798
£ 117.75
Decca System 403 £60.76 £54.26
Decca System 613 £67.93 £60.66
Decca System 1203 £91.35 £81.13
Decca System 3000 £ 198.38 £ 174.56
Decca Compact 2 £ 102.00 £91.10
Goodmans Mod. 80
Compact £ 168.00 £ 129.95
Goodmans Mod.
One Ten Compact £245.00 £ 199.95
Grundig Como ...... £ 128.00 £ 113.75
Grundig Mandello 6 £ 144.30 £ 127.50
Grundig Bergamo £201.80 £ 179.70
Grundig Trento 5 £157.80 £ 139.95
Grundig System 3 £169.45 £ 149.95
Grundig Studio 260 £213.50 £ 188.95
Grundig Studio 310 £ 145.95 £ 129.50
Philips System 908-£159.00 £ 136.17
Philips System 808 £ 105.00 £89.96
Philips System 805 £70.55 £60.37
Philips System 825 £49.50 £42.40
Philips Comb. 891 £ 199.00 £ 177.68
Philips Comb. 892 £ 117.10 £ 104.57
Philips Comb. 901 £89.013 £79.12
Tandberg TR200
Comp.ITL12 spks £192.00 £ 182.95
Tandberg TA 200
Comp./TL25 spks £211.00 £ 199.95

8Track Stereo
Akai CR810
Akai CR81
Akai CR81T
Akai CR8OSS
Akai CR80
Alpha HZ800
BSR TD8S
Hanimex 5000
Hanimex 5020
Lear Jet P550
Lear Jet P560
Metrosound 448
Metrosound 1080
Pioneer 11882
Pioneer H82
Pioneer F1802F
Teleton STP801

£89.50 £66.23
£ 109.50 £81.02
£ 155.00 £ 114.69
£ 189.00 £ 139.88
£ 106.39 £ 78.85
£29.50 £25.25
£25.35 £ 16.95
£40.38 £ 24.95
£46.50 £25.95
£53.06 £44.50
£69.95 £55.95
£56.05 £42.95
£79.45 £64.95
£85.96 £ 70.95
£49.20 £41.70
£82.24 £67.90
£59.75 £43.50

BIG STOCKS OF 8TRACK
CARTRIDGES BLANKS and
PRE-RECORDED !

Cassette Units
Aka, CS3513
Akai GXC4OD
Altai GXC40
Akai GXC4OT
Akai GXC45D
Altai GXC460
Akai GXC6OD
Akai GXCE5D
Alpha CD500
Alpha C133000
BASF CC9200...
Bush

rP
rena

440

£ 79.95 £ 59.16
£95.50 £ 70.67
£ 112.50 £ 83.25
£ 167.50 £ 123.94
£ 129.50 £95.82
£ 139.50 £ 103.23
£ 145.00 £ 113.04
£ 154.50 £ 114.33
£59.75 £46.83
£ 115.00 £90.15
£49.95 £39.95
£61.73 £54.00

Bush Arena 430
£51.03 £44.65
Crown CTR8750
£33.39 £ 18.75
Decca CR2000
£24.25 £ 22.95
Grundig C210
£48.95 £36.95
Grundig C410
£41.55 £35.95
.
5
95
Grundig C250
£62.35 £ 3.
Grundig C3000
£87.409
Grundig CN224
£65.85 £56.95
10
1
06
9
Py
pp
yyee
e99
9115
£28.35 £ 21.95
£36.63 £ 33.15
£42.15 £34.75
Philips EL3302
£ 21.50 £ 15.95
Philips N2203
£ 24.80 £ 18.95
Philips 142202
£ 24.00£ 17.50
Philips 142204
£30.00
Philips N2205
£24.50
£35.50
Philips N2209
£42.50
75
Philips 142400
££53.00
92.00
£7
£
48
3.
.
80
Philips 142401
P
£106.00 £89.96
Philips N2405£
f72.00
f56.95
Philips N2211
£29.00
f23.95
Tandberg TCD300 £135.00 £ 123.22
Teleton CR600
£ 18.95
Teleton TC110
£26.74 £ 18.35
Teleton STC106
£49.75 £ 32.50
Teleton CR1201
£34.75 £ 25.00
Wharfedale DC9 Dol£119.00 £91.25

discount
stores

BIGGEST
VALUE

Amplifiers

TunerAmplifiers

Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
Albany House 108 £30.00
£19.95
Alpha FA200
£34.50
£26.56
Alpha FA300
£42.50
£32.75
Alpha E0030
£42.50
£32.75
£49.50
Alpha E0050
£38.10
Alpha DB6 Dolby-- £59.00
£45.43
Amstrad IC2000
£42.95
£26.95
Amstrad Integra 400 £32.95
£21.95
Amstrad 8000 Mk2. £25.95
£14.50
Armstrong 521
£59.00
£44.95
Duche SA400
£35.28
£22.95
Ferrograph F307/2 £68.00
f49.95
Levk Delta 30
£69.90
£45.95
Leak Delta 70
£85.90
£55.95
Monrosound ST20E £39.50
£26.95
Metrosound ST60
£70.00
£46.95
RH521
£ 109.00
£91.56
Philips RH591
£79.00
£66.37
Philips RH590
£55.00
£46.20
Pioneer SA1000
£ 155.82 £100.84
Pioneer SA800
£ 126.55
£79 95
Pioneer SA600
66.95
Pioneer SA500A
£47.10 £ 32.00
Pioneer SR202W
£54.95 £ 30.31
Pioneer 4 Channel equipment.
Send or call for lists!
Quad 303/33
£ 114.00 £108.30
Rogers Ravensbrook £55.00
£43.95
Rogers Ravensbourne£75.00
£54.95
Reel RA210
£34.90
£23.50
Reel RA310
£52.00
£34.95
Ratel RA610
7
£
8.50
£49.50
Rotel RA810 £ 105.50
£72.21
Ratel RA1210 £ 129.00
£89.46
Sinclair 2000 Mk2
£35.00
£24.95
Sinclair 3000
£45.00
£30.95
Sugden A21
£65.00
£52.50
Tandberg TA300
£69.90
£54.95
Teleton 206B
£36.00
£23.95
Teleton 307
£36.00
E23.95
Teleton GA202
£50.00
£33.95
Wharfedale Linton £65.00
£42.50

Tape Recorders
Akai 1720L
£87.36 £ 58.95
Akai X1800SD £ 162.79 £ 111.50
Akai X200050 £299.00 £221.26
Alga 17211
£99 00 £73.63
Ferrograph 713 £213.85 £ 180.97
Ferrograph 722/4 £276.13 £233.68
Ferrograph 722H £287.88 £243.62
Ferrograph 722/4D 326.65
£
f283.37
Ferrograph 722H17 £338.40 f292.53
Grundig TK121
£56.25 £42.95
Grundig TK141
£62.10 £46.95
Grundig TK146
£66.59 £56.10
Grundig TK147
98.65
£
f83.72
Grundig TK148
£74.10 £61.10
Grundig TK244 £ 147.05 £ 124.03
Grundig TK246 £ 131.85 £ 112.10
Grundig TK248 £ 170.95 £ 145.00
Grundig TK3200
£141.10 £ 107.35
Philips N4307
50.00
£
£37.95
Philips N4380
£59.00 £44.95
Philips N4404
£89.25 £72.64
Philips N4407
£ 108.50 £79.50
Philips N4414
£ 120.00 £94.50
Philips N4416
£ 145.00 £ 115.50
Philips N4418
£ 200.00 £ 145.95
Philips N4450
£ 295.00 £240.05
Tandberg 1541
£96.50 £ 79.95
Tandberg 1741
£69.50 £59.10
Tandberg 4041X £ 179.00 £ 144.94
Tandberg 2041
£ 130.50 £ 109.25

Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
Akai A48500 £249.00 £ 184.25
Akai AA6600 £ 159.00 £ 117.65
Akai AA6300 £ 137.50 £ 101.75
Akai AA6200 £ 105.00 £77.69
Alpha FR4000
£ 105.00 £82.31
Alpha FR3000
£95.00 £74.47
Alpha FR2000
£75.00 £58.50
Alpha R200
£75.00 55.50
£
Armstrong 525
£ 90.14 £69.95
Armstrong 526 £ 102.72 £78.95
Armstrongs require extra decoder.
Goodmans Mod80
£93.00 73.95
£
Goodmans Mod90 £119.00 £ 101.15
Goodmans One Ten £ 139.00 £ 110.95
Leak Delta 75
£ 175.00 £ 125.00
Philips RH781
£70.27 62.76
£
Philips RH702
£96.00 65.72
£
Philips RH720
£215.00 £ 191.99
Pioneer OX8000
E286.24 £212.72
Pioneer SX2500
£351.65 £ 261.34
Pioneer SX9000
£316.00 £234.84
Pioneer SX6000
£230.74 £ 171.48
Pioneer SX15007 £224.97 £ 168.05
Pioneer SX828
£297.20 £208.95
Pioneer SX727
£ 231.74 £ 162.95
Pioneer SX626
£192.42 £ 134.50
Pioneer SX525
£ 140.53 £98.95
Pioneer SX424
£ 110.53 62.50
£
Pioneer LX880
£ 169.22 £ 126.50
Pioneer LX440
£ 132.34 68.95
£
Pioneer SX440
£ 101.77 £79.90
Rotel RX150
£67.93 £49.95
Rotel RX200
£85.03 £64.75
Rotel FIX400
£97.09 76.95
£
Rotel RX150A
£69.90 50.50
£
Rotel RX2004
£89.50 £64.95
Rotel RX400A £ 107.50 £77.95
Rotel RX600A £ 149.00 £ 108.95
Rotel RX800A £ 189.50 £ 140.23
Rotel RX154A £ 129.50 £97.95
Rogers Ravensbrook£105.35 £90.45
Tandberg TR200
£106.00 £85.95
Tandberg TR1000 £156.00 £ 129.50
Tandberg TR1010 £169.00 £ 147.50
Teleton F2100
£57.19 £34.95
Teleton F2300
£52.06
01.50
Teleton TFS50
£98.50 £69.50
Teleton TFS5OLA
£113.25 79.50
£
Wharfedale 100.1 £135.00 £94.95

Tuners
Alpha FT150
£49.50 £38.80
Alpha 0007
£55.00 £43.10
Armstrong 523
f52.68 £40.50
Armstrong 524
£40.97 £31.50
Armstrong M8 Dec
£9.50 £6.95
Armstrong M8 is optional extra.
Amstrad 3000
£36.50 £27.95
Leak Delta FM
£79.50 £53.95
Leak Delta AM/FM
£89.50 £65.95
Metrosound FMS20 £54.92 £39.95
Philips RH690
£48.50 £43.30
Philips RH621 £ 109.00 £97.34
Pioneer TX1000 £ 177.44 £ 132.90
Pioneer TX800
£ 126.45 £94.70
Pioneer TX700
£ 108.21 £ 1.00
Pioneer TX600
£ 104.57 £73.95
Pioneer TX500A
£75.52 £52.95
Rogers R/bourne £62.63
f57.95
Rogers R/brook
£48.09 £42.95
Rotel RT320
£59.50 £44.95
Rotel RT620
£93.50 £71.50
Sinclair 2000
£45.00
01.20
Sinclair 3000
f45.00 £31.20
Teleton GT202
£53.50
£39.95

Rein
LONDON W1

21 OLD COMPTON ST
LONDON W1
Tel. 01437 9369

RICHMOND

32 HILL ST
RICHMOND SURREY
Tel. 01-948 1441

At CAVE'S you don't have
to buy in an unopened
carton- we can test any system
before purchase if required,
and we offer fiat service
facilities. Our stores are equiped
for demonstrations of wide
variety of units. Equipment
found to have manufacturing
faults will be replaced up to
7days (
equipment must be in
new condition and not misused)
We can deliver and instal up to
fifty miles radius of London.

Turntables

Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
£ 14.78 £ 10.40
BSR MP60
BSR MP60 TPI71 £23.97 £ 17.25
BSR MP60 TPD2 £21.61 £ 15.50
8$R 610
£ 18.75 £ 13.95
BSR 610 TPD1
£27.94 £20.95
BSR 310
£ 13.44 £9.50
(MR 310 TPDI.£21.60 £ 15.50
BSR HT70
£20.63 £ 14.95
BSR 810
£45.31 £33.40
Connoisseur BD1 Kit £ 12.34 £ 10.90
Connoisseur 802
with SAU2 Arm
£32.71 £26.75
Connoisseur BD2
With B and Aran- £41.29 £33.95
G
d 401
£ 39.04
f27.95
Garrard Zero 100A £57.42
f40.95
Garrard Zero 1005 £52.83
f38.50
G
d AP76
£28.42 £ 21.25
G
d SP25 Mk3.. £ 16.17 £ 10.95
Garrard SP25/3 with
B/C/Shure 75-6.... £23.50
Garrard S1958
£49.21 £33.50
Garrard S17213
02.60 £23.95
Garrard MAP96.
£43.75 £37.50
Goldring GL85..
£87.19 £66.76
Goldring GL75
£41.86 £32.05
Goldring GL75 corn £56.33
f43.13
Goldring GL72 £31.39 £24.00
Goldring GL72 corn £45.52 £ 34.85
Goldring GL101
f29.64 £22.69
Leak Delta complete
with Shure 75-6.- £69.50 £54.65
Philips GA212
£69.00 £56.75
Philips GA380..
E36.55 £29.95
Pioneer PL120
£47.86 £ 35.95
Thorens 10150
£35.30
£29.50
Thorens 150A
£46.33
£36.94
Thorens 150AB.
£50.17
£39.95
Thorens 125
£82.63 £69.95
Thorens 160
f69.80
f59.95
Transcriptor Saturn £63.21
£58.95
Transcriptor Ref nce. £88.35
£82.95
Transcriptor Ref ace.
with 9” or 10 - £ 104.62 £96.95
Wharfedale Linton £ 37.50 £29.95

LOW DEPOSIT CREDIT
Easy terms are available from as low
as 10% deposit, and we operate the
Paybonds No Deposit Credit
System.

WE ACCEPT

BarclayCards, Access,
Diner's Club and all recognised
Credit Cards. Ask for details.

ALL EQUIPMENT
GUARANTEED!

You won't beat us
for value!
Speakers
Rec. Pr. CAVE'S
Alpha HT10
f26.00 £ 19.95
Alpha HT16
£ 12.50 £ 10.40
B&W DM1
£37.39 £29.55
B&W DM2
£69.99 £51.95
B&W DM3
£63.00 £46.95
B&W DM4
£49.66 £38.39
B&W DM5
£29.74 £ 22.99
B&W Series 70 £ 159.50 £ 115.95
Celestion Ditton 15 £37.38 £27.95
Celestion Ditton 25 £65.00
f45.90
Celestion Ditton 44 £54.00 £37.50
Celestion Ditton 66 £99.00 £74.95
Celestion Ditton 120 £28.04 £21.50
Ferrograph S1 ..... £95.00
f69.95
GOODMANS
Mezzo 3
£35.70 £ 24.75
Magmum
£46.20 £31.95
Havant
£28.56 £ 20.50
Minister
£24.60 £ 19.95
Magister
£65.63 £45.50
Dimension 8
£72.44 £49.95
Goodwood
£55.00 £39.95
Keletron KN500.£11.50 £7.95
Keletron KN600
£13.20 £ 10.05
Keletron KN800
£ 15.90 £ 11.90
Leak 200
f30.19 £20.50
Leak 300
£39.23 £24.90
Leak 600
£49.50 £33.50
Leak 150
£25.00 £ 18.50
Leak 250
f32.50 £24.50
Philips RH412
£ 17.50 £ 15.66
Philips RH402
£22.35 £ 19.97
Philips RH480
£45.57 £39.25
Richmond ...... £9.45
Richmond 138....£11.25
Richmond Mk1...£19.95
Richmond
£ 19.95
Richmond
£ 13.95
Tandberg £27.75 £23.60
Tandberg TL15...-- f35.75
f30.40
Tandberg TL25
£35.75
f29.95
Tannoy 111LZ
£41.00 £33.95
Tannoy 12" Lancstr £63.00 £53.55
Tannoy 15" Lancer £69.00 £57.95
Tannoy 12" Chtswth £57.00 £48.50
Wharfedale Denton 201.00 £ 15.75
Wharfedale Lintou 2 £26.00 £ 19.95
Wharfedale Melton. £35.00 £25.90
Wharfedale Triton 3 f32.50
f25.10
Wharfedale Dovedale £47.50 £32.95

Cartridges
Amstrad 900C
£4.95
Amstrad 90013£7.50
Amstrad 900E X . £ 11.00
Acos GP96D
f3.41
AT66 LC
£6.47
AT55
f5.25
ADC 25
f80.98
ADC 220XL
£ 10.37
Empire 1000XEZ
£59.70
Empire 999VEX.
£41.85
Empire 999TEX
f24.41
Empire 999SEX
£ 19.76
Empire 999EX
£15.46
Empire 909EX
£12.03
Empire 90EEX
£9.30
Goldring G800.£ 12.21
Goldring 0850
6
£
.10
Goldring G800H
£ 10.00
Goldring 0800E
£ 17.67
Goldring G800 Super £24.41
Shure M3DM
£6.10
£8.60
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
£9.70
£13.60
Shure M75G Mk2
Shure M75E Mk2
Shure M75E0 Mk2 £19.00
Shure M75EJ Mk2 £15.40
Shure V15E Mk2
£39.40
Sonotone 9TAHC
£4.03

we care about
our customers

RUMFORD

86 SOUTH ST
ROMFORD ESSEX
Tel. Romford 20218

£3.95
£5.75
£9.50
£2.40
£4.50
£3.25
£68.75
£8.80
£44.95
£32.95
£19.85
£15.95
£11.95
£9.25
£7.25
£6.50
f3.85
£6.50
£8.95
£16.95
£4.25
£6.50
£7.25
£10.50
£11.25
£12.25
£12.40
£28.95
£2.25

Prices subject to change without notice.
E.& 0,E,

BIGGEST
CHOICE
choose from our huge
stocks of these
famous makes
and many moreSONY
SANSUI
REVOX
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
SIEMANS
DYNATRON
FERROGRAPH
VVHARFEDALE
QUAD
ROTEL
TANDBERG
PHILIPS
GOLDRING
ARMSTRONG
GARRARD
KOSS
AKAI
THORENS
BSR
HANIMEX
AKG
BEYER
ULTRA
FERGUSON
HMV
FIDELITY
BASF
JORDAN WATTS
BUSH
MURPHY
SME
ORTOFON
ADC
SENNHEISER
AUDIO TECHNICA
BOWERS & VVILKINS
CELESTION
EMPIRE
SHURE
BUSH ARENA
SINCLAIR
PIONEER
UHER
WHARFEDALE
TRANSCRIPTOR
GRUNDIG
CONNOISSEUR
TANNOY
ALPHA
SUGDEN
EMI
METROSOUND
LUX
GOODMANS
DUAL
ROGERS
TELETON
AMSTRAD
KELETRON
ALBANY HOUSE
LEAK
JVC NIVICO
PYE
SCOTCH
RICHMOND
ONKYO
TOSHIBA
AGFA
send s.a.e. for full lists or
phone for immediate
quotation !

NEW LOW PACKING & CARRIAGE RATES
Amplifiers, Tuners, Tuner Amplifiers, Speakers, Turntables, Speaker Kits and Units
Cassette Recorders and Eight Track Recorders
50p
Cartridges
12p Headsets
25p Tape Recorders
75p Arms
25p
Tape: Reels free. Cassettes: 3-6, 10p. 7 or more 15p

KINGSTON

27 and 21 EDEN ST
KINGSTON SURREY
Tel. 01-546 7845

CROYDON

1(146 TRINITY CT.
WHITGIFT CENTRE
Te101-681 3027

MAIL ORDERS

ALL MAIL ORDERS
and ENQUIRIES to
32 HILL ST RICHMOND

The Great rn oster

Our

Cambridge

Audio

R50

monitor

loudspeaker. And we're proud to admit to
it. For our Great Imposter is atrue labour
of love. We spent hundreds of hours in
choosing and evaluating the performance
characteristics of the four critically matched
drive

units

that

go

into

the

R50.

We

exhaustively investigated the labyrinth paths
of cabinet design. We developed sophisticated fabrication and testing techniques. We
even went so far as to dispense with the conventional grill cloth, to assure maximum
acoustical transparency. In short, nothing was spared in our single minded effort to
deceive you... to create a loudspeaker that could produce an absolutely convincing
illusion of reality. But words alone cannot convey the experience awaiting you the first
time you hear the R50. This extraordinary transducer with its exceptionally smooth
frequency response, extended bass, superb high frequency dispersion and extremely
low distortion has to be heard to be disbelieved. Only then will you begin to understand why we call the Cambridge Audio R50, the Great Imposter.
Cambridge Audio... for those who appreciate the difference
Cambridge Audio Limited. The River Mill, St. Ives, Huntingdon PE17 4EF

They round alot bigger than they are
If you want to fill your roomspace with quality sound
rather than space-consuming furniture, you need the Isonnetta
spherical loudspeaker — only 3 inches in diameter.
The range of colours, white, red, orange or black, harmonises with any decor either on desk, table or suspended from
the ceiling. Also ideal as an extension speaker in bedroom,
kitchen or nursery or for intercom and paging systems.
This mini-speaker has remarkable fidelity and smooth
response up to afrequency of 20,000 Hz.
A matt-black Auto-lsonnetta ( right) is also available for
use in cars. It is easy to install with one screw fixing.
Isonnetta is just one of the full range of Isophon loudspeaker cabinets, kits and separates now available in the U.K.
for the first time. Send for full details and name of your nearest
stockist.
Only £ 9.50 including purchase tax ( Recommended
Retail Price).

Please send me details ofifl Isonnetta speakers
Other Isophon speakers
Isophon speaker kits

HFN/II

HAYDEN
283

Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hoyden House,
17, Chesham Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone: 02403 5511

Set up aQUAD 33 with 4-1 on
the treble control, and you will
obtain aresponse precisely
defined; readily and accurately
repeatable. This response has a
shape rather different from most
run of the mill tone controls and
there are, as you may guess, good
reasons for this.

given response curve does to the
signal off the record, we provide
abutton marked cancel'. This
enables him to make adirect
comparison with the original and
so learn just which recording
defects need what correction.
A QUAD user gets the best out of
every record — every time — and
enjoys the music to the full.

Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. HFN

Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Tel: ( 0480) 52561. QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

has become such a handy lem symbolized by those very groups of letters:
and widely used artefact in many branches of HFN and RR. By virtue of its commercial success
Fi News has adopted
technology, and fits so well as a concept into before the merger, Himodern ' information theory', that it is now an the nominal leading role in our present partnerimportant intellectual tool when investigating ship. But it should be noted that while an
practically any type of self-correcting process. existence of seventeen years makes HFN quite
Electronic circuits designed to keep radios in elderly in comparison with other British hi-fi
tune or to ensure coincidence of waveform journals, our chronologically senior part is
shape between input and output of amplifiers, Record Review, which has an unbroken record
crude mechanical devices to stabilize the speed of publication—with various names—since
of steam engines, sensitive and highly complex 1933, making our musical wing only ten years
systems to guide space craft, these are but the younger than The Gramophone itself.
Hi-fi is certainly at present the trendy
engineering tips of a vast cybernetic iceberg.
Neurologists, economists, sociologists, even pace-making subject, and we have every intenhistorians—all use the notion of NFB to tion of remaining devoted to its endless fasciaccount for the behaviour of sundry complex nations—without being deflected too seriously
by passing fads or overlooking the need for
systems.
Thus it is not too far-fetched to suggest that vigilance as hi-fi equipment steadily becomes
when magazine editors adjust the contents of the domestic ' norm'. But this very trend
their publications in response to criticism or towards normalcy underlines the fact that
praise, they are applying asort of self-regulating while technologies ebb and flow, moving from
but rather long-term feedback. Governed by a obscurity to boom and then, perhaps, levelling
minimum time-constant of one month, and a off or gliding into something rather different,
practical delay of something more like a year the arts go on. Music has alonger history than
when it comes to the overall effect of editorial the gramophone, and records alonger history
policy, magazines tend to be poor on transient than hi-fi, and we have judged it sensible over
response—but are correspondingly less in- the last 2,-} years to reflect this in the magazine
clined to break into random oscillations! As by apportioning the available editorial space
with that most personal of audio items the on a roughly 50/50 basis between audio and
loudspeaker, clarity of expression and an musical matters.
A few facts and figures would not be amiss,
acceptable general balance are the prime
for it is intriguing to note that when the negarequisites in amagazine.
Since October 1970 we have had an especially tive feedback system operates in readers' letters,
delicate balancing problem in HFN/RR, aprob- those who think we are too technical or too
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

musical are inclined to make exaggerated but
opposite assumptions about allocations of
page-space, or to believe that most readers
must share their particular philosophy and be
on the verge of deserting us, when in fact sales
went up by about 20,000 per month during the
relevant merger and consolidation period. On
balance we receive perhaps just slightly more
letters regretting aweakness of record coverage
than the reverse, though in fact we have devoted
rather more space to records than we planned
in 1970. The average issue now contains 24
more editorial pages than before the absorption
of RR, all of which are used for record reviews.
About six further pages are devoted to supporting regular record features, while other
occasional articles under this heading bring the
musical sum to around 32 pages—just about
half our editorial total.
Individual issues will fluctuate a little one
way or the other and we recognise that not
everyone can be satisfied all the time. But as
far as we can judge from much correspondence
and many conversations (and the circulation
graph) our present balance is just about right
for the bulk of serious record buyers and users
of hi-fi equipment—whom we suspect are very
frequently the self-same people. We are happy
to report that by trimming our sales so as to
equalise, approximately, the types of negative
feedback that would pull us in opposite directions, we actually receive quite alot of letters
telling us to go full steam ahead on the present
diet.

COVER PICTURE
Not only hi-fi, but also musical instruments are having a boom time.
A company whose activities maintain this balance is Western Music, started in
Hammersmith some twelve years ago, now with branches in Wimbledon and
Croydon (
where our picture was taken). Indeed, the boundary may be broken
down completely, by the refinement both in construction and playing of
electric instruments, right through from the ubiquitous Hammond organ to
the vocalist's PA system. Our thanks to Western Music for their kind
cooperation in turning their showrooms upside down for our photographer.

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
MUSIC EDITOR
PETER GAMMOND
TECHNICAL EDITOR
DONALD ALDOUS
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
GARY BELLAMY, GEOFFREY JEANES,
MICHAEL THORNE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFN/RR is £3.24 (overseas, £3.66).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound is £3 (overseas £3.30).
All obtainable from Link House Publications Ltd., Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
Hi-Fl News 4 Record Review is normally published on the 28th of the preceding
month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears on the Saturday.

TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are available from: Modern
Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1973 are
each covered by two binders (Jan.-June and July-December), costing 85p
each or £1.70 per year ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.

MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG (Classical)
PETER CLAYTON (
Jazz)
ARTHUR JACKSON (Popular)

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those
for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed to the Editor,
and those carrying technical or musical queries, or asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some
delay is often unavoidable. Queries and answers of general interest may be
published in our Readers' Problems feature at a later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the maker, nor
can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any advice given,
although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear
and concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate
sheets of paper, and on no account contain matter for the attention of other
departments. Very particularly, please do not send any money unless in
response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Annual.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound and
recorded music will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed
or clearly handwritten and submitted with rough drawings where appropriate.

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ROBIN WELLS
Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be answered by
telephone.
© Link House Publications Ltd., 1973. All rights reserved
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THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD

A 3-head, 30-20,000 Hz, 24 Watt,
4-track stereo, semi-professional,
€95 let-down.

Specifications. Price. Performance. These are
the factors you compare before you buy audio
equipment, aren't they? But there's seldom
any way of checking reliability. Which is why too
many enthusiasts, who should know better, end up less than
enthusiastic about the 'bargain' they've made.
At Grundig we don't believe in publishing fancy
figures. We'd rather our machines lived up to their
specifications — and continued to do so.
For instance our published top
end response is 16,000 Hz.
But i6,000 Hz it'll stay, long after
less hard-headed machines have
worn down. Our output power
rating is continuous rms power.
And sounds it.

Grundig flywheels and capstans and motors
are built to precise tolerances. Yet we quote abest wow
and flutter figure of as much as + 0.1%. Much better,
we think, than quoting less — and having an independent
lab, discover several `oval' capstans in abatch!
Grundig recorders have no gimmicks, but good
reliable mechanism, tape cleaners, and robust, positive
and accurate controls..
And sophisticated circuitry, with
minimal discrepancy between
stereo channels.
So whichever Grundig you
buy, it'll give you alot more than
figures to impress your
friends.
Eight models to choose from.

The difference is incredible
Gruridig ( Great Britain) Ltd., London, SE26 51V0
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11174±111

From the world of sound . . .
JAPANESE REGULAR MATRIX—ERRATA

for A and B at the beginning
of p. 2395 in Professor Fellget's December
article, a ' less than' sign was used; this should
be an angle ( L) sign.
In the middle of column two on the same
page the expression in brackets (straight line,
to ellipse, to circle for the locus shape) should
have ended: ' . . . for the stylus motion'. ,
Fig. 3b showed four arcs of the pan-locus
extending up from a ' square' base as if they
were vertical within the volume of the surrounding sphere. In fact they should have
been shown leaning outwards to lie in the
surface of the sphere.
We apologise for these errors.
IN THE EQUATIONS

COMPREHENSIVE LS DISPLAY

of the loudspeaker family available in the UK are not only on display in the
basement showrooms of R.E.W. Audio Visual
Ltd. at 146 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2,
but all models are coupled to aswitching system and hi-fi amplifier/tape/radio sources that
allow A—B comparisons.
This impressive collection of loudspeakers
(including the latest designs from Acoustic
Research, IMF, Ferrog,raph, Wharfedale,
Goodmans, KEF, B & 0, Rola Cdestion,
Tannoy, Quad ELS with the Rogers and
Spendor versions of the BBC monitor designs,
to mention a few) was shown recently to our
Technical Editor by Mr. Ray Churchhouse
(Manager). See accompanying photograph.
This organization, with its HQ and Mail
Order department at Upper Tooting Road,
SW17, now offers a two-year guarantee on
parts and labour with all items sold. We
understand that negotiations are in progress
to acquire another big hi-fi showroom in
nearby High Holborn, formerly the home of
Largs.
During our visit the prompt attention to
customers' requirements and willingness to
help in all problems was manifest, and has
THE ' Imo BOYS'

undoubtedly contributed to the expansion of
this company. Their Service Department at
Tooting covers 2,500 sq. ft. and is fully staffed
with experienced technicians.
DOLBY ADAPTOR

of hi-fi has an everincreasing record of unhappy side-effects.
These usually involve obvious service problems, but one of the most recent is rather more
subtle and concerns Dolby adaptors, i.e.
noise-reduction units which can be used with
existing reel-to-reel and cassette tape recorders.
Suddenly, there is a rash of these adaptors
appearing on the market, all made under
licence from Dolby, most at around the £30 or
£60 price and all probably more or less equal
performers in their basic ability to reduce
noise. Quite simply, Dolby Laboratories will
not allow their name on junk. But there is a
good chance that plenty of these adaptors
already in domestic use are not working
properly. Dolby categorically confirm that
this equipment must be aligned after connection to atape recorder, and that this alignment
of necessity relies on the use of a standard
calibrated tape.
However, this laudable
attempt at international standardisation is
apparently being undermined by ignorance
among many audio supermarket salesmen.
We tried several London branches of ahi-fi
chain in agenuine attempt at paying cash over
the counter for aTeleton Dolby adaptor. Just
in time we realised that the boxed equipment
contained no calibration tape, although the
instruction book gave details of how to use it.
Various assistants displayed ignorance of
what Dolby was and ignorance of any need to
calibrate. A few better informed assistants
acknowledge that a tape should be available,
but had no knowledge of how a customer
might set about getting one. In the meantime
it was regarded by one as unreasonable to
continue selling the units less tapes.
Not surprisingly Dolby Laboratories were
THE

SUPERMARKETING

Just you see—he'll ask for headphones this time!

hardly overjoyed to hear about all this. Improperly set up Dolby adaptors will produce
non-standard results which will make tapes
made on one machine incompatible with other
machines and even variously inconsistent
amongst themselves. Noise-reduction effects
will suffer and ' breathing' noises may even
creep in.
Dolby checked and found that the Teleton
people claim that the recent dock strike put
them in the position of selling machines without calibration tapes and that they have plans
to fly in tapes which they will distribute free
of charge to all who have bought machines.
Quite how it is intended to track down all
those concerned is not clear; but by now the
dock strike is adistant memory and the moral
is clear. Do not buy an adaptor without a
calibration tape.
And it seems that it is not only the Teleton
adaptors that may be misused. At around the
same time another large London shop was
selling Teac adaptors with cassette calibration
tapes ' off the shelf', but would only obtain
reel-to-reel calibration tape to special order
and after the payment of adeposit. The reason
given was that there was no demand for reelto-reel use of Dolby-B facility. (Tell that to
Revox and Ferrograph who both make reel-toreel machines with in-built Dolby!).
A sobering question that comes to mind is:
what will happen eventually if the supermarket
sales approach takes over completely, driving
out the older type of ' professional' dealer?
HI FI, THE FACTS

the title of aseries of lectures
to be given by Ian Patterson as part of the
evening class programme at Fareham Technical
College. Ian's name is not new to these columns,
as those who read out equipment reviews will
know. Anyone who wishes to attend these
lectures should get in touch with the registrar,
Fareham Technical College, Fareham, Hants.
HI FI, THE FACTS is

Donald Aldous
with some of the
display of loudspeakers at R.E.W.
Audio Visual. See
'Comprehensive
LS Display'.
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SPARE A HI FI NEWS?

administrative reasons we find
ourselves in need of six copies of the December
1971 issue of HFN/RR and, believe it or not, we
cannot lay our hands on one. So, if you have a
perfect copy of that month's issue please get in
touch with Mike Randall, Production Department, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon.
FOR VARIOUS

Goodmans

Goodwood
studio sound quality
in the home

More and more discerning listeners are
demanding in the home the exacting sound
quality standards found in professional
studios.
Goodmans new Goodwood domestic monitor
was designed to satisfy that demand.
The design philosophy set for this new
speaker is:
* studio sound quality, that is, uncoloured
reproduction of the greatest possible
frequency range over awide dispersion
angle with the lowest possible frequency,
intermodulation and harmonic distortion.
*styling to grace any home at aprice to
suit the high fidelity enthusiast.
Please believe the evidence of your own
ears - ask for ademonstration at your local
high fidelity dealer.
Brief Specifications

Principle of system
Infinite baffle
Frequency range (in anechoic conditions)
typically ± 3dBs 55-22, 000Hz —10dBs at
35Hz
Power handling capacity
programme source peak power equivalent
to 60 Watts RMS into 4ohms
Sensitivity
9Watts required to give 96dBs at 1metre
Impedance
4-8 ohms
Finishes
Teak, Walnut or White
For full information on this remarkable new
domestic monitor loudspeaker, write to
Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited, Downley
Road, Havant, Hampshire PO9 2NL.

Goodmans
Sound reasoning.

ThUIVI

A member of the Thorn Group
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Price offered is £ 1apiece, but please don't send
them in, contact Mr. Randall first.
AUDIO SERVICE

occasion from time to time to
bewail the lack of service facilities for audio
equipment. However, our last plaint on this
subject (September) brought areaction from at
least two dealers who claim to offer very full
service facilities indeed. H. C. Harridge Ltd. of
8 Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, London
W1V, and Terry Burke Audio Ltd., 64
Wincheap, Canterbury. Both these firms offer
acomprehensive guarantee, plus full testing and
service facilities.
WE HAVE HAD

4. The price is £ 1 inclusive of postage and
packing. The tape can be obtained by sending a
£1 cheque or postal order made payable to
A. H. Uden, c/o Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA, marking the envelope clearly for his
attention.
To avoid administrative problems, LEA or
School orders cannot be accepted, and please
keep your remittance and order entirely separate
from any other magazine correspondence. This
offer is something of an experiment and Mr.
Uden would like to receive orders for the tape
by February 28.
SPRING HI Fl SHOWS
'
73 is to be held at the Excelsior Hotel
from March 28th to April 1st. Readers may
have seen a note in our 1972 Audio Show
Report concerning a possible competing
exhibition. This was to have been held at the
Piccadilly Hotel but has now been cancelled by
the organizers, Exhibition & Conference
Services, who are also responsible for the
Harrogate exhibition and will now be running a
Midland Hi-Fidelity Festival in Birmingham
from 11- 13th May. In Europe, Audiant 73 is at
the Bouwcentrum, Antwerp, 7th- 12th February, and the Festival International du Son is at
the Grand Palais, Champs Elysées, Paris, 20th25th.
SONEX

TEACHERS' RADIO TAPE

As AN An) in language teaching to an advanced
level, teachers sometimes like to make use of
tape recorded radio news bulletins or similar
spoken material for student comprehension and
translation purposes.
Unfortunately, such
broadcasts are usually taken from long- or
medium-wave AM stations with their inherent
technical limitations. Our contributor Austin
Uden who has made private recordings for
teachers for many years using off-air FM
signals, has now come up with a commercial
tape containing some recent news bulletins
from French radio. It is atwin-track recording
at 3I i/s giving some twenty minutes playing
time, and can of course also be reproduced over
afour-track machine switched to Tracks 1and
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WINNERS:
1. Miss J. Baxandal , 17 Victoria Rd., Malvern, Worcs.
2. C. W. Brown, Blairforkie Drive,
Bridge of Al an, Stirlingshire. 3. K. L. Harrison, 2 Warwick House, Central Avenue, Levenshulme, Manchester. 4. E. J. Prime, 46 Sundorne Ave., Shrewsbury, Shropshire.
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things a console made and designed by the
EMI Engineers at Abbey Road Studios.
Basically the console is designed as amono
78 disc-to-tape system. It includes such
refinements as an impulse noise suppressor to
remove clicks on the programme material, a
comprehensive tone control network to optimise
results from 78 discs, limiters and compressors
for use where needed, and a very stable
oscillator for use in fine pitch correction. As
well as these specialist functions, the console
carries the usual facilities for tape-to-tape
recording in both mono and in stereo. In order
to meet any possible customer requirements,
Dolby has been included.
The speakers to be seen behind the console
are by Lockwood.
BKSTS COMPARES NOISE REDUCTION
SYSTEMS

of Audix Ltd. carried out some
impartial tests on four commercial noise
reduction systems at a BKSTS meeting on
November 29th., the principal objective being
to discover whether they introduced any
noticeable degradations in the quality of the
audio signals handled. The systems investigated
were the Philips DNL, Myall, and both Dolby
A and B.
The first demonstration involved listening to
the effect of the respective systems on residual
noise, with their output levels raised about
40 dB to allow comfortable assessment. White
noise was used, heard direct (using two Quad
ELS speakers) and then via the systems. The
Philips system does not involve processing and
deprocessing, but instead introduces a treble
reduction characteristic that varies both in
'shape' and extent with signal level, and has
been subjectively optimised. The noise reduction was quite significant, but appeared to
introduce amild coloration. The other systems,
involving both processing and immediate
deprocessing, gave very noticeable reductions,
whilst leaving the residual noise smooth in
character.
Next, tape recordings of piano and harpsichord were played both direct and via the
systems. Any distortions introduced were very
minor in subjective terms and despite the A-B
comparisons difficult to pinpoint, although in
general the Philips DNL was detectable, but
only with respect to the upper bandwidth
reduction at low levels, although even this was
relatively minor in aural effect. For added
interest, the processed signals of the other
systems were demonstrated, the Myall giving a
curious effect on piano (pumping ?); however,
the deprocessed signal showed no traces of this
intermediate state. Both Dolby A and B
processed signals gave the now familiar clean
but 'brightened' sound. Further demonstrations
were given by reintroducing noise to the final
output at alevel equivalent to that inherent in
the master tape, but under lecture room conditions this was virtually inaudible.
Finally, four types of 'live' signal were used,
derived direct from amicrophone in an adjacent
room, covering male singer, recorder, celeste
and violin. Once again, A-B comparisons
between direct signal and via the systems were
made, and showed that if they did introduce
modifications on these solo items, the effect was
very slight.
During the ensuing discussion it was generally
(continued on page 294)
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PART4. INDIVIDUAL PREAMPUFIER STAGES AND CONCUJSION

FIG.16

INPUT EQUALISATION PCB LAYOUT

N this final part, preamplifier details are
I
given stage by stage. The physical layout of

1. HIGH IMPEDANCE
INPUT Zin. 47011

the components on the `Lektrokir pin-board
panels is shown in figs. 16, 17, 18. For general
layout of this part of the amplifier, see fig. 2A
in Part 2.

2.111611 SENSITIVITY
INPUT Zin . 100K

1 2 CEO MAO X

NW LINE

lii

82K

MPSAU
2pF

2N5457

250K \
/

3. GRAMOPHONE PU
INPUT
CERAMIC Zin. 2M
MAGNETIC Zin . 47K

\ TO INPUT
SWITCH
We 1M /

8C109

1pF

OUTPUT TO FILTER CIRCUIT PANEL
VIA MOOE SWITCH AND
VOLUME CONTROL
(LEFT CHANNEL I

e

TO STEREO/MONO SWITCH

INPUT EQUALISING STAGE

For the reasons given last month it was decided to operate the volume control with a
maximum signal level of 150-200 mV. This
gives an output overload margin of about
20 dB with the type of stage envisaged for this
position, and in order to avoid any part of
this being wasted in taking up the differences
between, say, alow output and a high output
magnetic P.U. cartridge or a high output or
low output radio tuner, each of the input
channels has been given sensitivity adjustment.
This also allows each of the outputs of, say, a
stereo cartridge to be balanced accurately, and
in practise this initial setting up can be done
without difficulty by the use of the 'mode'
switch.
By far the easiest way to achieve this type
of variable input gain is by the use of an operational amplifier system as shown in fig. 14, and
the `Liniac' circuit arrangementl provides a
very good high gain, low noise and low distortion building block for this purpose. Since the
typical open loop gain of the Liniac, at low
frequencies, is 3000, and the maximum closed
loop gain required to give full output from a
low output magnetic P.U. is only 500 at 40 Hz.,
a feedback factor of 6 is still available under
worst-case conditions. This reduces the typical
distortion of this type of stage (0.06% at
Oa V RMS) under such conditions to around
0.01 %—about 100 xbetter than commercial
practice! A high impedance (2megohm) input
is also provided for aceramic cartridge input,
with proper equalisation for the 500 Hz-2kHz
fall in response due to the RIAA recording
amplitude characteristics and also due to the
self-capacitance of the cartridge at low frequencies. The other inputs have flat response.

EARTH
CONNECTION TO FILTER PANEL
LINE

EARTH*

TO STEREO/MONO SWITCH

a
IfTPUT TO FILTER CIRCUIT PANEL
VIA MORE SWITCH AND
VOLUME CONTROL
(RIGHT CHANNEL)
20T

2115457
1 2CER HAG X

Y

TV/

MPSA14

EACH PANEL 00111 ON 4'j' x 33
4 ' ' LECTROKIT .POI BOARD I
/

FIG. 17

FILTER CIRCUIT PCB LAYOUT

250pF 25V CAPACITOR
(TO EARTH LINE FROM THIS POINT)

INPUT FROM
VOLUME CONTROL--..(
L. CHANNEL)

TO TONE CONTROL PANEL
(LEFT CHANNEL)

+DV OUTPUT DC TO
INPUT EQUALISATION PANEL

CONNECTION TO
TONE CONTROL PANEL

TO TONE CONTROL PANEL
(RIGHT CHANNEL)

INPUT FROM
VOLUME CONTROL
(R. CHANNEL)
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FIG.18

TONE CONTROL PCB LAYOUT

0.00150

o
INPUT FROM
FILTER CIRCUIT
(LEFT CHANNEL)

0.20

0.00150

1

TO SWITCHED
CAPACITORS

LI

INPUT

8 C
100K
TREBLE

D + 15V HT
2H5451
MPSA14
OUTPUT TO MAIN AMPLIFIER
(LEFT CHANNEL)
L 0

TO SWITCHED
CAPACITORS

E
TOOK

27011 I-• OUTPUT TO TAPE RECORDER SOCKET

BASS .
100pF

CONNECTION TO
FILTER PANEL

INPUT FROM
FILTER CIRCUIT
(ROT CHANNEL)

BALANCE CONTROL TO
EARTH
* LINE

EARTH •
LINE

100K

BALANCE CONTROL 1K

*
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E

1-• OUTPUT TO TAPE RECORDER SOCKET

TO SWITCHED
CAPACITORS

TO SWITCHED
CAPACITORS

o

0.001SpF

TEH E
100

2N

0.0015pF

MODE SWITCHING

Provision is made in this circuit for stereo/
reversed stereo and mono (combined signals)
routing to L, R, and both channels. This
proves to be useful in anumber of applications.
For example, if a pair of speaker units are to
be compared, one can switch an identical
signal from L to R, enabling judgement of
tonal or other differences. Also, in tape recording, signals can (in mono) be superimposed
or edited by using the input stage as a mixer
and taking only one output from the preamp.
However, in this case the most immediate use
of the switch is in adjusting and balancing
input signal strengths.
This is done by applying the appropriate
input signals, with only one LS unit connected
(operating the power amp into an opencircuit is quite permissible with this circuit),
setting the volume control to about half way,
and then adjusting the appropriate channel
sensitivity control while switching between
stereo and reverse stereo so that the volume is
at normal level and identical for both channels.
The channel balance control can then be used
for levelling out dissimilarities between LS
units or other inputs. (Where this is being
done for the P.U. input, it would be a good
idea to use amono recording as the programme
source.)
The remaining use of this switch is to provide
a mono output in both channels where there
is only a (mono) input in one preamp channel,
for example from an AM radio or a TV set.
Since all this switch wiring and the associated
volume control circuitry is sensitive to hum
pick up, care should be taken in its layout,
which should be as far as possible away from
the mains transformer.

MPSAII

OUTPUT TO MAIN AMPLIFIER
(RIGHT CHANNEL)

5457 + 15V HT

sake of the inquisitive, this is included here as
a short postscript.) The first is used as avariable-slope treble filter, having aswitched operating frequency. At its maximum resistance
position the slope control gives acharacteristic
which is nearly flat. A logarithmic control is
preferable, arranged so that the maximum
resistance position is fully clockwise. With this
connection the 6dB slope is at about half
rotation, and maximum cut is fully anticlockwise.
This is followed by asteep-cut rumble filter
having afixed turn-over point at about 32 Hz.
(During the development of this circuit I
experimented with a variety of roll-off frequencies from 20 Hz upwards, which one can
easily get by playing about with the component
values, but Ithink that the 32 Hz position is
optimum. Ihave put the changed component
values necessary for a24 Hz roll-off in brackets
on fig. 15, in case it is wished to alter these.
No correspondence, please, on this point.) The
stage has a low output impedance, necessary
for the proper operation of any negative feedback tone control stage. To minimise noise
and distortion arising from these two stages a
two-transistor high gain negative feedback
combination is used as a unity gain arrangement instead of the more normal single emitterfollower. Their bias is derived from the 8V
positive line feeding the equalisation circuit.
Handling capability of these filter stages is very

FILTER CIRCUITRY

Two filter stages are provided between the
volume control and the tone control stage.
These are of the ' H' or ' bootstrap' form and
are capable of giving an ultimate attenuation
rate of 18 dB/octave, with unity gain in the
normal passband. (These have been referred
to elsewherem but the mathematical derivation
of these has never been published. For the
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CONNECTION TO MAIN
AMP EARTH LINE

100pF

•033pF
INPUT1-1 8.2K

high, and they could have been sited between
the tone control stage and the main amp
without degrading the signal. In this case,
however, an additional impedance converting
system would have been necessary between
volume and tone control stages, and this was
avoided since I believe that, in general, the
fewer the stages the signal has to pass through
the better.
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TONE CONTROL STAGE

A fairly conventional negative feedback tone
control stage is employed, but its performance
is substantially upgraded by the use of afurther
Liniac in this position. Since the reserve of
gain in this case is enormous this stage is used
to provide the neePssary 5x gain between preamp volume control and main amplifier input.
The worst case distortion is about 0.01%, a
further 30 x improvement on normal commercial practice. Variation of negative feedback in this stage is also used to provide the
balance between channels.
One development which I have included,
and which Ithink could be applied more widely,
is aswitched operating frequency range for the
bass and treble controls. This switching can
be done by miniature DPDT toggle switches,
and if these are of the centre null type, a
range of three operating bands can be selected.
The argument behind this is that, with good
programme material, bass and treble controls
will mostly be used to remedy shortcomings in
the loudspeaker (or more rarely, the transducer) system. In this case only the extreme
ends are likely to require lift or cut if the loudspeakers are of a high quality. If the programme material is poor, or the speaker units
of more modest nature, lift or cut may need
to be applied at regions nearer to the midpoint of the frequency band. In the case of
the units which Ihave in my own home, bass
lift would normally be unnecessary, but the
use of lift at the bottom of this range, with
the 0.151.£F capacitors, produces a dramatic
effect on bass drum beats or organ pedal notes,
when a fairly substantial magazine such as
HFN/ItR held in the hand on the opposite side
of the room can be felt to flutter. Modifications to the frequency curve can also be produced by judicious combinations of the tone
control and treble filter characteristics.
A tape record output is provided at the output of the tone control stage, at about the
100 mV signal level. The output impedance
of both this output and that of the preamp
itself is sufficiently low for these to be used at

HI-FI NEWS 75 WATT AMPLIFIER
BY J. L. LINSLEY-HOOD

THE ONLY
DESIGNER APPROVED KIT

POWERTRAN STOCK
NOT ONLY complete kits
BUT ALSO basic component sets
SLIMLINE STYLE CHASSIS DIMENSIONS: 17.0"x 2-0"x 12.0"
This slimline unit has been made practical by the use of a specially designed TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER and highly compact printed circuit
boards. These and the overall layout differ from the more bulky version
in the article but have been fully tested and approved by Mr. Linsley- Hood.

FREE

Total cost of individually
purchased packs:

TEAK CASE

£63.95
Cost of complete kit:

FOR COMPLETE

£56.60

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16

toroidal

transformer

and

miscellaneous

output sockets, mains cable and plug and socket, interconnecting cable P.C.B. mounting parts, output transistor
insulating covers etc., etc.
We are offering all the semiconductors ( inc. power
drilled ( designed for a practical system), all the capacitors
including the new tantalum types and electrolytic, resistors, and pre-sets too, all to true Hi Fi standards and all

AMPLIFIER KITS

4
5
6

work

extras such as heat sinks, capacitor clips, potentiometers,
switches, control knobs, fuse holders, fuses, input and

supply), glass fibre P.C. Boards ( inc. power supply) ready

WITH ALL ORDERS

Pack
I
2
3

For those who require the kit without the cabinet,
metal

fully approved by the designer for:—
£27.15 for 30 Watt version

COMPONENT PACKS
Fibre glass printed circuit board for power amp.
Set of resistors, capacitors, pre-sets for power amp.
Set of semiconductors for power amp. ( highest voltage version)
Pair of 2 drilled, finned heat sinks.
Fibre glass printed circuit board for pre-amp.
Set of low noise resistors, capacitors, pre-sets for preamp.
Set of low noise, high gain semiconductors for preamp.
Set of potentiometers ( including mains switch).
Set of 4 push button switches, rotary mode switch.
Toroidal transformer complete with magnetic screen/
housing primary: 0-117-234 V, secondaries: 33-033 V 24-0-24 V.
Fibre glass printed circuit board for power supply.
Set of resistors, capacitors, secondary fuses, semiconductors for power supply.
Set of miscellaneous parts including DIN skts, mains
input skt. fuse holder, interconnecting cable, control knobs.
Set of metal workparts including silk screen printed
fascia panel and all brackets, fixing parts, etc.
Handbook.
Teak cabinet.

£30.95 for 50 Watt version

£0.75
£1.50

£31.35 for 75 Watt version
Handbook Included

£5.50
£0.80
£1.10
£2.70

eat«,

-. 1

£2.10
£1.55
£3.10

£9.15
£0.55
£3.50

£3.25
£6.30
£0•30
£7.35

2each of packs 1-7 inclusive are required for complete
stereo system.
3a
3b

Set of semiconductors for Power Amp. (
30 W version)
Set of semiconductors for Power Amp. (
50 W version)

£3.40
£5.30

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON THIS AND OTHER KITS PLEASE WRITE TO:

POWERTRAN

ELECTRONICS

22 THE PANTILES • BEXLEYHEATH • KENT
MAIL ORDER ONLY

POST FREE TO U.K.

OVERSEAS AT COST

* To date no other Kit has been approved by the designer.
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the end of a considerable length of screened
cable without ill effect.
An alternative arrangement for the bass
tone control is shown in fig. 19. While the
circuit used is simpler, and therefore useful if
it is desired to alter the frequencies at which
the circuit is effective, the conventional arrangement of capacitors as shown in the other gives
better isolation of bass and treble controls.

FIG.21

—12c18
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One of the major problems in the construction of any integrated unit is the avoidance of
mains hum, which generally arises due to the
stray field of the mains transformer and eddy
currents induced by it in the chassis. Of the
several transformers tried in the prototype,
only the Samson's Radio 30 V-0-30 V 2 amp.
transformer was found to have a sufficiently
good stray field, but this did not have an electrostatic screen, and such ascreen is desirable
to avoid pick-up of clicks from domestic wiring.
It is hoped that a more suitable transformer
will be available by the time this article is published, but if not, the Samson one should be
used.
It is of course most important that earth
loops should be avoided, and because of the
high currents which flow in the output stage
the normal single point earthing system has
béen reversed, and the chassis has been earthed
at the power supply and centre tap of transformer secondary and smoothing capacitors.
The LS connections and the leads to and from
output transistors and HT supply are made as
short as possible using heavy gauge wire; for
optimum performance, the leads between the
power supply capacitors, and the HT +, HT— ,
and earth lines at the output end of the power
amplifier PCB should not be more than 4ins
long.
If longer leads are unavoidable,
47e/64V capacitors should be connected
between the +' and ` E', and between the
— ' and ` E' tags on the PCB. The earths
of the main amp PCB panels, at the output
end, are then connected to the chassis at
the same point. From there the earth connection to the preamp is from the input end
of the power amp PCB (both board earths
being connected together) which is taken as an
insulated wire to the earth line on the tone
control panel, and thence to the filter and
equalisation stage panels. This earth line, and
the signal interconnections, should follow a
path close to the side and front panels of the
amplifier, as far away as possible from the
mains transformers. Finally, the input plug/
socket connections should be electrically isolated from the chassis and earthed, by means
of the outer of the screened cable connecting
them, to the earth line of the equalisation
panel. As a check, when the wiring is complete, disconnect the earth connection between
the main amp panels and preamp and make
sure that the outers of the input plugs are no
longer connected to the chassis. The HT line
connection need not be treated with suspicion
because it is decoupled on the filter chassis
to the earth line at that point.
The prototype integrated amplifier unit has
now been in use for over a year, and during
this time has been used by myself and others
for various lecture demonstrations. It has, in
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addition, been lent to anumber of my friends
for their comments (and to discover whether
it was burst proof). In my opinion this unit
remains the best amplifier Ihave ever heard,
although in some cases the differences are
subtle and difficult to define in audio terms.
Although this particular combination of amp
and preamp is a `one off', the power amplifiers
have been built by several separate users where
a high power system was wanted (for discotheque or similar purposes), and the preamp
has itself been built by a number of different
people for use with a lower power Class-A
main amp, and to date these have given no
problems. It is hoped therefore that this equipment will prove reasonably trouble-free in its
construction by others, although it should be
emphasised that the system is not asimple one
whose construction could easily be undertaken
by novices but rather an attempt, for the benefit
of those having some constructional experience, to produce asystem which will compare
favourably with anything on the market at any
price.
REFERENCES
1. J. L. L. H., Wireless World, September 1971, pp.
437-440.
2. Ibid., May 1970, P. 207.
3. Ibid., December 1970, pp. 609-610.

POSTSCRIPT: METHOD OF OPERATION OF
'H' OR ' BOOTSTRAP' FILTER

A general understanding of the way this
circuit operates can be gained from an examination of the `high pass' filter shown in fig. 20.
The input network R1 and C 2 would cause a
linear attenuation of the signal seen at X as
the frequency of the applied signal falls, and
this attenuation would ultimately have a rate
of — 6dB per octave were this a simple RC
network. However, because of the ` bootstrap'
signal developed across R 2 through C, and
appearing at Y, the effective impedance of R,
is increased, and the consequent LF attenuation
of C2R, is reduced by the 'bootstrap' factor.
At some lower frequency, the effectiveness of
the `bootstrap' circuit C,R 2 begins to fail,
because of the increasing impedance of C,,
and this produces a cumulative effect on the
attenuation of the input network C2R1. The
resulting ultimate attenuation will then approach — 12 dB per octave.
Because of the phase shift in the 'bootstrap'
signal seen at X, there is acharacteristic `hump'
in the response curve, just above the frequency
of the fall in output, as shown below. If the
magnitude of this is made correct by asuitable
choice of component values, it can be removed
by a further simple CR filter, somewhere else
in the circuit, to give the desired — 18 dB ultimate attenuation rate, with a flat response
above the turnover frequency 4 (
see fig. 21).
The appropriate component values for both
the high pass and low pass forms of this circuit
can be calculated from the generalised model
shown in fig. 22. From an examination of the
voltages and currents flowing in these limbs,
it is found that the 'Q' of the system is given by
Ex

Z,Z 4+Z2Z4
Z1Z2+Z,Z 2+Z,Z4+Z2Z4+Zilt s

This `Q' will be at amaximum just adjacent to
the turnover frequency, which allows this to be
calculated.
(continued overleaf)
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Our Price
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[0-75 £0.35
C.90 [ I -01
£0-49
C 120* [ 1.51 £0.60

C60
C.90

List
EI-35
LI-75

Our Price
£0.86
£1.10

New precision engi
d. Screw fitted. Silicone lubricated. Stainless steel
pins ensures quiet running. Beryllium copper and rabbit
felt pressure pad for perfect tape contact. 5Year Guarantee
One
Three
Six
Ten
C.60
38p
fI- II
£2-116
£3-45
C.90
58p
£ 40
1 E3- I8
£4-75
C.I20
78p
£2•16
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Scotch
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C.I20
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One
£0.39
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DYNARANGE
LOW NOISE
Three
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£1-50
£2-25

AUDIO MAGNETICS
"GOLD LABEL»
C.60
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C.I20

One
E0-30
E0-40
£0-50

Three
E0-87
£1-117
EI-47

Six
Ten
£2 34 £ 380
£3.00 £4 95
£4.60 £7-40
Superior quality,
low noise, screw
fitted. In library
box with index.
Six
Ten
fl -68
£2.50
£18
E3-50
£2.88 £4•50

C1: >AM
from an Audio Logbook ... by Donald Aldous
KEITH BARKER's lecture, using the
DR.latest
audio-visual devices for his presen-

and with Havergal Brian he shared an abiding
interest in music all his life.
tation, at the 1972 International Audio
Unhappily Sir Compton did not survive to
Festival and Fair at Olympia, was an undoubted
see the 50th anniversary celebrations of his
highlight of the HiFi Theatre programme.
gramophone magazine in April this year, and
His subject was ' Multi-Channel Sound Reneither did nonagenarian Havergal Brian live
cording Systems', and Ireferred to his special
to witness the release of the LP (to have been
interest in JVC/CD4 quadraphonic recordings
issued on the Unicorn label) recording of two
in my feature in November, 1972 issue (page
of his symphonies, the 10th and the 21st. He
2139).
composed 32 symphonies, five operas and much
With agroup of eighteen English editors and
choral music. [see article about Havergal Brian
journalists, he has recently returned from a on page 327-Ed.]
visit to Japan, which included attendance at a
In a BBC television programme last
Symposium on the CD4 system. This was
November, devoted to the life and work of
organized by the Victor Company of Japan and
Havergal Brian, part of arecording session at
the co-developers Matsushita Electric Industrial
the De Montfort Hall, Leicester (orchestra
Company. This was certainly an international
conducted by James Loughran) was shown.
occasion, with editors of audio magazines and
Seen at the controls of the sound mixing desk
other technical periodicals from France ( 3),
was our contributor Angus McKenzie, in charge
Holland (2), Sweden ( 1), Germany (4), and five
of this session for Unicorn.
from the USA.
In the last few years of his life, Sir Compton
Several meetings were held with the comwas virtually blind and, when friends sympapanies' representatives, and elaborate audio
thised, he often said that he would much rather
and visual presentations were made. They visited
have lost his sight than his hearing. These
JVC's Aoyama studio to witness a recording
sentiments Ifeel are shared by our very much
session and also saw amix-down of the multialive recordist/writer Angus McKenzie, who
track material.
lost his sight some 14 years ago Irecall.
Victor's Audio Engineering Research Centre
And so, by acircuitous route, Ihave come to
was visited, where again explicit demonstrations
my subject for this story. It is my pleasure to
and explanations were given. Among the
report that Angus, ever energetic and endemonstrations were straight discs, ' demo'
thusiastic, has recently been accepted into full
discs, wear tests, FM broadcasts and special
membership of the Institution of Electronic and
forms of enclosed tape. The visits also included
Radio Engineers, and is now able to append
atour of adisc pressing plant, and alook at the
C. Eng., M.I.E.R.E. after his name. A radio
Orient's largest anechoic chamber and speaker
transmitting amateur since 1960, as well, I
polar diagram plotter.
think this latest achievement is worth recording.
On their trip to Osaka, the party visited the
Unable to complete his technical training
factories of Matsushita, where they saw the
after a couple of years at Imperial College,
impressive magnitude of the manufacturing
Angus—with the help of his wife and many
operation of stereo equipment and radio sets.
friends, to whom he pays warm tribute—
As Ifound during my visit to Japan earlier
pursued his career as arecording engineer and
last year, Tokyo's ' Tottenham Court Road'
record store proprietor, despite the many
proved to be a fantastic conglomeration of
obvious problems, culminating in this academic
multi-storied electrical and audio shops, plus
recognition.
the Technics Ginza, the company's own showIn common with many other sightless people,
room and library centre, which gets some 2 Angus's aural acuity is high, and his hearing is
million visitors each year. Dr. Barker tells me
fully stretched in monitoring recording sessions,
that the party had a meeting with some
but he has had the difficulty of being unable to
Japanese critics, but it seems this proved rather
see levels on VU or PPM meters, necessitating
unrewarding. However, the overall interchange
someone to sit with him. This limitation, too,
of ideas between the mixed bag of editors did
has been solved by the efforts—unsolicited as
prove to be stimulating and, as I know, the
Angus points out with pride, of another friend,
hospitality from their Japanese hosts was
physicist Richard Grubb (now working at an
lavish.
atomic establishment in Colorado, USA).
He has designed and constructed an Audio
THE recent deaths of Sir Compton Mackenzie
Peak Programme Meter, which Angus has
and composer Havergal Brian have linked
employed since 1971 on recording sessions with
themselves in acurious way in my mind. As
conspicuous success. The accuracy of this
almost certainly everyone reading HFN/RR is
PPM device, which translates 4dB. steps into
likely to know, prolific author Sir Compton
tones on amusical scale, greatly impressed some
founded, in 1923, and edited (with his brotherBBC engineers to whom it was demonstrated,
in-law Christopher Stone) The Gramophone,
Iunderstand. This ingenious circuit employs
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some 250 transistors, and space does not permit
adetailed description here, but Ihope to return
to the design later.
the etymologists are brooding on the
term ' quadraphonic' and its derivation. Purists
are far from happy with this composite word,
and an airing in our pages might serve some
purpose by getting reactions from informed
readers, in the hope that some standardization
can be reached, if only for the word and its
definition.
Firstly, there seems to be no uniformity
about the spelling: Ihave seen quadraphonic,
quadraphonic, quadrophonic (favoured by the
BBC Iam told), quadriphonic, not to mention
'quadrasonic' and its spelling variants. As a
KEF leaflet note pointed out long ago, quadrasonic, meaning four sounding, is derived from
the Latin, quadratus (
four) and sonar (
sound),
and the term quadraphonic' is acombination
word mixing the Latin root with the Greek
phone, meaning voice.
The word specialists suggest that a better
compound term would be ' tetraphonic', from
the Greek tettares (
four). Then again we could
have ' petiphonic', from the Greek peri
meaning round. I've seen ' tetraphonic ambiophony' used in some four-channel articles, but
it is rather a mouthful, as is ' tetrahedral
ambiophony', another term in the literature.
B.T.G. Tan (in an article in this magazine's
1972 Annual) suggests the term quadaural for
systems that reproduce the spatial characteristics of sound. My own impertinent contribution was the term kaleidophonic' sound and
years ago, with my old friend David Phillips,
we registered the term ' Audiorama' for a
device producing pseudo-stereophony from
mono sources. Let's get this term straight now
before the confusion gets too great.
I'M SURE

four-channel systems may be slow
off the mark in the UK, my Japanese contacts
tell me that a figure of 70% of all audio and
hi-fi systems now being sold in Japan have
circuitry incorporated to handle some form of
four-channel reproduction, despite no standardization of the systems used. So Irepeat, let's
agree on the name anyway!
ALTHOUGH

TO THE GROUND department.
Angus
McKenzie, ever alert, has whispered to me that
the BBC will transmit some experimental
quadraphonic—pardon the spelling—broadcasts on BBC 2and BBC 3this year, on VHF
using stereo transmissions (front L & R) on
one VHF transmitter and rear L & R channels
on asecond transmitter. The BBC has recorded
discrete 4-channel material for some time, as
visitors to '50 years of BBC' at Mullard House
will know.
EARS
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Yours faithfully Sinclair
It's what high fidelity is all aboutreproduction of sound.

the faithful

ASinclair system will give you
fantastic quality reproduction matched
only by one or two other makes at more
than twice the price.
Sinclair makes this possible by a
continuing programme of research and
development, constantly resulting in
improved circuitry and technical
innovations, years ahead of competitors.
All this, plus manufacture and
stringent quality control, here in the
heart of England—not on some Far

The latest news from Sinclair—their
new Q30 speakers.
These are doublet speakers with
inverted cone drive units handling up
to 25 Watts.
For the music lover they are adelight
giving clarity and tonal purity almost
indistinguishable from the live
performance.
Characteristic of these Q30 speakers
is their absence of cabinet resonances.
They also have excellent dispersion
qualities which reduce room colouration
of the sound.

Eastern island. Another advantage
should you want advice or service.
. There are two Sinclair Systems—the
2000 and the 3000.
The 3000 amplifier gives 17 watts
per channel RMS.Total harmonic
distortion is less than 0.04% at full
output at lkHz. Circuit features include
astabilized power supply with automatic overload protection making the
amplifier virtually indestructible and the
exclusive use of silicon transistors.
The 2000 is similar with an output
of 8watts per channel and distortion
figure of 0.06%.

and
now the
slender
speakers
with the
big
sound

To harmonize with these superb
amplifiers there is the Sinclair tuner—
in two finishes, black to match the 3000
amplifier and silver for the 2000.Tbey
are complete stereo FM tuners incorporating the world's first phase lock
loop discriminator. This gives you lower
distortion than any other tuner at any
price. Add to this abuilt-in integrated
circuit stereo decoder for 40 dB
separation, powerful AFC, 10 pV for
50 .dB signal-to-noise ratio and Varicap
tuning and you have an incomparable
tuner to match your superb Sinclair
amplifier.

The unusual slender shape fits into
the modern room more happily than
many speakers. In size the Q30 is
23M x34A
, with the body only 2Wdeep.
Asolid teak frame surrounds the speaker.
Please ask your dealer for a
demonstration.
The price is only£ 25 each.
In case of difficulty contact
Sinclair Radionics Limited,
London Road, St Ives, Hunts.
Telephone (0480) 64311

Yours faithfully
fflir1=1fflirn

A

NYONE who studies both the Briti shan d Amer i
can hi gh f
idelity
scene can hardly help being struck by the difference in status of
the cassette medium on the two sides of the Atlantic.
In Britain the first honeymoon with Dolby appears to be over and
experts are taking a much more searching re-look at the medium
itself. And the sum total of their researches seems to be: ' Wait a
little longer'. But this advice is given at atime when musicassettes are
flooding the market and—more importantly—when the second generation of hi-fi cassette decks is also coming on the scene.
All of which must be confusing to the potential purchaser who
sees machines advertised with wide frequency range, Dolby-aided
signal-to-noise ratios, low-wear ferrite heads, hysteresis synchronousdrive motors, and all the other advantages which have changed cassettes from a strictly top-of-the-pops vehicle into a medium which
can be ' blind' tested alongside the best of open-reel.
The enthusiast might well ask: Why should he wait and see? What
is the point in waiting for decks capable of awider frequency response
than 25-17,000 Hz or with abetter wow and flutter figure than 0.15 %?
After all, nobody is pretending that the cassette can ever make up
that narrow gap which will always separate it from the best reel-to-reel
machines. So what is the point in waiting ? Especially as the American
attitude to the medium can be summed up in the title of arecent US
article, The Cassette Comes of Age.
In recent months Dolby machines of quality have been launched by
Akai, Sansui, Teac and Trio, and by the time this appears in print
they will no doubt have been joined by new or Dolby-updated models
from National, Sony and Tandberg. Even those among the machines
not incorporating new deck mechanisms now make use of a Mk 2
version of the previously ubiquitous Nakamichi transport system.
Nor should American models by Advent, Concord and Wollensak be
forgotten.
Rather curiously, the Sansui is the only one of these second-generation recorders to have been widely reviewed in Britain, in total contrast to the situation in America, and this Isuspect is one reason for
the divergence of opinion between the two countries.

Pioneer CF4141
Dolby

National RS276US

No doubt magazines are at the mercy of whoever chooses to send
them review equipment. At the sanie time it seems rather odd that
HFN/RR only recently got round to reviewing the classic first-generation
Wharfedale DC9—true, in its Mk 2 version, but this only differed
from Mk 1 in having special switching for chromium-dioxide tape.
[As Mr. Kelly implies, we review whatever manufacturers care to submit
—within reasonable hi-fi limits.—Ed.]
In addition, British reviewers do not always seem to appreciate that
cassette tape is far more temperamental than its open reel counterpart
and that it is possible to get adramatic improvement in S/N ratio by
substituting adifferent brand or type of tape.
This was illustrated by aseries of tests carried out by the American
publication Tape Recorder Guide 1972 in which it is possible to ind
one tape giving as good anoise performance with the Dolby circuitry
switched out as another tape with Dolby in—both of course using the
same machine.

Wharfedale
Dolby DC9111

On another machine acassette tape produced S/N figures of 53.5 dB
(without) and 60.5 dB (with Dolby), whereas adifferent tape obviously
more suited in this regard to the characteristics of the machine produced figures of 59.5 dB and 64-5 dB. The non-Dolby figure of
59.5 dB—admittedly the best of its class, though another machine
reached the non-Dolby figure of 57 dB—shows that the cassette
medium does not necessarily have to be stretched to its limits to
accommodate adynamic range suitable for classical music reproduction.
Equally enlightening were another series of reports in HiFi Stereo
Buyers Guide (
Spring 1972), which showed wide ranges of frequency
response according to the type or brand of tape used. On one machine
the overall response using the tape recommended in the instructions
was (non-Dolby) + 0.5/ — 3dB from 35 to 7500 Hz, down 6dB at
10 kHz. Three other manufacturer's tapes gave a response from 35
to 13,500 Hz within 3dB limits ,a cautionary but by no means unusual
example of differing frequency response according to the tape used.
Such figures do suggest that if a review machine does give what
seems an initially disappointing frequency response with awell-known
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Sony Cassette Eraser.

Yreo Headphones.

EVEN IF YOUR TAPE RECORDER ISN'T ASONY,
ALL IS NOT LOST.
You can improve on the results you get from most tape recorders
if you buy these Sony accessories.
But there again you can improve on the results you get from these
Sony accessories if you buy aSony tape recorder. soNy
For details of all Sony aNdio accessories, contact your nearest Sony dealer or write to: Sony ( UK) Ltd, Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

by ADRIAN HOPE
UDIO servo systems have been in the news
over the past year or so. Essentially they
rely on a dynamic feedback amplifier which
allows the mechanical resonance of a loudspeaker to be suppressed. Mechanical resonances are of course a permanent problem
in speaker design.
Past servo systems have used an impedance
bridge, one arm of which is formed by the
loudspeaker, the bridge being balanced when
the loudspeaker diaphragm is prevented from
moving.
All kinds of systems with this basic end in
view have been designed with the EMF induced
in the loudspeaker coil by its vibrations disturbing the bridge balance and producing a bridge
output voltage which is assumed to be proportional to the velocity of the diaphragm. This
voltage is applied as negative feedback to the
amplifier, hopefully to stabilise the diaphragm
velocity and so suppress the unwanted resonances.
All of this sounds perfect on paper, but in
practice the results obtained from simple bridges
are far from satisfactory.
Past research has suggested that the problems
arise from the inductive component of the
loudspeaker coil and all kinds of efforts have
been directed at improving bridge pre-balancing
throughout the whole audio range. But now, in
BP 1276 344, Servo-Sound Societé Anonyme
of Brussels suggest that their investigations
show the real problems to arise from the
combination of coil positive reactance with the
reactive component of the motional impedance,
which becomes negative above the resonant
frequency of the loudspeaker. The answer to
the problem as Servo-Sound S.A. see it is to use
circuitry to provide vigorous dynamic feedback
(at least 10 dB) at the resonant frequency but
suppress the reading action of the bridge in the
frequency zone at which false readings appear
(usually fairly close to the resonant frequency).
The proposed circuitry is a bridge of conventional type, but with alow-pass filter in the

ex

feedback loop between the bridge output and
the amplifier input. This filter has characteristics
such that it will suppress the feedback voltage
in the zone of false readings and above. In
addition, an LF attenuator is incorporated in an
extra negative feedback loop of the amplifier to
increase the amplifier gain at low frequencies.
Finally, areading transistor precedes the lowpass filter, this transistor bringing the reading
signal into reference with respect to earth and
amplifying it to form ahigh impedance source
for the feedback loop circuits.
Superficially the invention may appear
nothing more than the logical answer to a
problem—but the real result (if the system
works) lies in sorting out the basic problems
that have plagued previous servo systems. The
Servo-Sound speaker/amplifier reviewed in
May 1972 HFN/IIR made use of theories
covered by this patent.
By coincidence, Servo-Sound have another
British patent recently published ( 1284 278).
The aim this time is to construct a stereo
amplifier in which the LF signals are reproduced
at both outputs with the same phase and
amplitude, irrespective of which channel input
they appeared at. This basic approach makes
sense because LF sounds tend to be nondirectional and sharing the power load between
channels and speakers at low frequencies may
well be desirable.
Servo-Sound use a balancing device which
keeps the medium and high frequencies of the
two channels separate, but mixes the low
frequencies. Passive elements are used in a
lattice which takes the form of two low-pass
filters, each connected between the input of one
channel and the output of the other. Attenuators are also connected, one each between the
input and output of each channel. The patent
gives only sketchy details of how this can in
practice provide an exact balance at low
frequencies but the one main requirement
apparently is that the degree of gain reduction
of each attenuator must be equal to the

residual attenuation of the low-pass filters in
their low frequency band. In this way the
signal voltage at the output of one of the
filters will exactly equal that of the other.
In aprevious piece mention was made of the
use of a light-responsive resistor under the
control of a lamp, serving as a remote-controlled variable attenuator, e.g. aremote volume
control for an amplifier. The advantage of such
a system is that the audio signal need not be
carried off to the remote control points and
back; the manual control is simply on the
current supply to the light which illuminates the
light-sensitive resistor in the audio circuit.
In BP 1281 917, the Singer Company
suggest that a snag can arise because some
light-responsive resistors suffer from temperature drift. Although it is unlikely that room
temperature changes will unduly affect the gain
setting of adomestic amplifier, stability may be
a problem where the remote control is, for
instance, on the bandwidth of an IF band-pass
filter or in RF circuitry.
What Singer suggest is aself-balancing bridge
which includes a Wheatstone bridge with the
photosensitive resistor in one arm, the adjustable resistor in a second arm, and a pair of
matched ratio resistors in the other two arms.
The output of the bridge is tapped off and
amplified, and the resultant signal used to light
alamp which illuminates the photo-resistor. In
this way there is feedback balancing of the bridge.
This photo-resistor is of course also being
used for the control purpose which is the object
of the whole exercise. Thus, it may be shunting
aparallel tuned circuit which is part of abandpass filter for an IF amplifier. The required or
actual value of this photo-resistor is altered
remotely by adjusting the value of the variable
resistor forming the second arm of the
bridge, which will usually be the manual control.
Once the values are equal, the circuit will be self
active to compensate for changes in the
weather, room temperature, and temperature of
the equipment itself.

CASSETTE CONVENIENCE continued
Where the new system does score over open reel, however, is with
the musicassette. True, there have been reel-to-reel pre-recorded tapes,
but they never really caught on. But the musicassette (and the prerecorded cartridge, although that is another story) has succeeded in
breaking the monopoly of disc for the first time since the early nineteen
hundreds when Edison Bell's phonograph roll began its long sickly
decline.
This is quite an achievement, and although there has been criticism
of the standard of some musicassettes, they are increasing in quality
all the time. Indeed the gap between the quality of the best discs and
the best cassettes is now a good deal narrower than many people
real ise.
A recent commentator even praised the pre-recorded cassette as
sounding better than disc to musical ears. But this was, one suspects,
a judgement brought about by the freedom of cassette listening in
which one is not continually waiting to have enjoyment spoiled by a
series of loud shattering clicks or background swishes that drive the
listener to distraction. If the musicassette has done nothing else, it
has at least released us from this burden.
The cassette has come a long way from the toy of a few years ago
with its narrow frequency response, high hiss level, variable wow and
flutter and tendency to spill tape after fast forward or rewind. And it
is perhaps time to have third thoughts about amedium which is going
to have an ever-growing influence on the high fidelity scene.

brand of tape, then the whole story is far from told. Equally, it takes
agood deal more than arandom test to determine the best S/N ratio
of which amachine is capable.
It would be less than fair to British critics of the cassette medium if
one did not point out that at least some of their fears are based on the
question of long-term reliability. One or two early decks could be
criticised on this score, but the newer models are more robust, if a
good deal less portable. And, with Eurpoean names like Uher and
Tandberg entering the field, the last bastions of conservatism must
surely crumble.
Amid the enthusiasm for the new generation of machines coming on
to the market, there is a danger that too much may be claimed for
the cassette just as in the past the medium suffered from the jibe that
it only worked well in the peak of condition and with the most careful
adjustments.
The enthusiast who wishes to make tapes of radio stereo broadcasts or dubbings from his record collection will still find that open
reel has much to offer—perhaps more than the cassette system. In
addition, open reel is the only true system for the enthusiast who intends to edit his material. Nevertheless, the cassette does now compete with open reel in purely aural terms on the stereo radio or disc
dubbing front—and most people ` edit' as they go along by recording
only what they want to play back.
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1) ecember 1971
At last,a brand-new range of cassettes and tapes
trs called Ttrti SO.
And it snakes tape truly PA— even at Lips!
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arest* C120 hi-fi cassette.

•Mamma
arefiable cue hi-fi cassette.

ansilable C120 tti-fi cassette,

If you can't believe your eyes,trust your

If you can't heheye eur ers,trust your ears.

Uprise* behave your eyes,tiust your ears.
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Aftera year of listening to us, alot more people are listening to our tapes.
For the past year, TDK have been
running ads like this. Packed with
facts and figures that made sense
only to the initiated.
We did it this way because we
felt that giving the facts in full
was the only way to prove to
sceptical audiophiles that TDK
Super Dynamic Tape could deliver
true hi-fi performance even in a
cassette.
Heavy going or not, you read
them, asked for more, and started
using TDK SD tapes and cassettes.
Pleasing? Of course. But even
now we're working on
developments that will make
more ' heavy' but exciting reading
for Britain's audiophiles.
You can read the facts that put
TDK SD tape on top in the next
section. You can hear the
difference in specialist shops.

TDK Super Dynamic Tape:
the facts
The tape. TDK SD tape was
designed right from the start to
give hi-fi performance. The
magnetic oxide particles are under
half the length of those on
standard tapes. They can be more
tightly packed to give higher
resolution, better high frequency
response. The surface is mirror
polished to reduce tape- head wear.
A specially formulated binder
reduces static charge and crossmodulation, eliminates oxide
shedding. Oxide and binder
thickness is controlled to
0.000004 of an inch.
The cassette. TDK make all
precision parts of the cassettes
themselves, so they can apply rigid
quality control to ensure
mechanical reliability. TDK

cassettes are screw-fixed, not
glued. If something does go wrong,
you can at least get at the tape.
The laminated anti-friction liner
has 4to 16 times the reliability of
liners used by other
manufacturers.
The performance.
Frequency range: 30 to 20,000 Hz.
Sensitivity:
+0.5 dB :E1.5dB at 333 Hz;
+5.0 dB 2- 2.0 dB at 12,000 Hi.
Harmonic distortion:
2% max. at — 5dB;
2% max. at + 5dB.

If you have any difficulties
finding asupplier, or if you would
like more information, fill in the
coupon.

To:

purity in sound
Peter Bowthorpe &

I Audio/Visual
Associates Ltd.
Products Division,
•
I
33 Holmethorpe Avenue,
Holmethorpe Trading Estate,
Redhill, Surrey.

Fluctuation: 2VU max. at 8kHz.

Please send me full details of
TDK cassettes and tapes and
alist of stockists.

Signal-to-noise: 53 dB min.

Name

Print-through: 55 dB min.

Address

Erase: 68 dB min.
HFIA/FEB
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A monthly report by Angus McKenzie. . .
TMUST begin this month by congratulating the
1 BBC for simultaneously transmitting stereo
on Radios 2, 3and 4on December 3rd in the
evening. On Radio 2 Max Jaffa presented a
stereo programme with his orchestra, and on
Radio 3 listeners heard the Sunday play,
Samuel Beckett's All That Fall. On Radio 4was
the first stereo transmission, apart from test
tones, of Mahler's 4th Symphony, with the
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Pierre
Boulez, in the ' Music to Remember' series.
This was unfortunately not advertised as being
stereo in the Radio Times.
During the
weekend, however, several announcements
were made drawing listeners' attention to the
fact that it would be stereo. Ihad already been
alerted by Broadcasting House, and the transmission proved to be a most worthwhile one.
The concert was relayed from the BBC's
Maida Vale Studio 1, which has recently had a
face lift as a result of some fascinating work
done by the BBC engineers at Kingswood
Warren research laboratories. An acoustic
model was made of the entire studio, this being
approximately 1/8th normal size, and materials
were chosen to give reverberation times as close
as possible to 1/8 those of the Maida Vale
studio, but at frequencies eight times higher.
Miniature loudspeaker and microphone transducers were built to measure the acoustic
properties of the model, in order to obtain a
similar sound to that obtained in the studio.
Tapes of chamber groups and asmall orchestra
recorded in the ' dead' room at the National
Physical Laboratory were played back at eight
times normal speed through the model and
recorded on special taping equipment. The
results were then played back at normal pitch.
Modifications were then made to the model to
see if the acoustic properties could be improved
in any way. It was found that placing the
loudspeakers, representing the orchestra, further
back, and removing the choir rostra, noticeably
improved the sound. The orchestra is now
generally placed to form an inverted truncated
horseshoe, with the sides coming round the sides
of the studio. Early this year, therefore, the
same was done in the Studio, in addition to
some extra acoustical treatment on the wall
behind the orchestra at the far end. The back of
the orchestra for the Mahler broadcast was
therefore placed much nearer the far wall, and
the sound quality was superior to that from the
old Studio. Ioften used to complain about the
lack of clarity on instruments at the back of the
orchestra in Maida Vale 1, but now Iam happy
to say that a considerable improvement has
been made. The string tone, too, was much
cleaner, and Ialso noticed that much of the
rather unpleasant coloration of the studio
seems to have been lost. Low frequencies seem
to be cleaner, but 1found that asmall amount
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

of bass boost was necessary in order to reproduce
them at the correct level in proportion to other
frequencies. The greater clarity now from the
studio unfortunately shows up noises off' much
more clearly, and Ifound various noises in the
first movement of the Mahler very distracting.
On the left channel in particular I got the
impression that one of the musicians was at
one time crumpling up paper bags and then
treading on them.
Although this broadcast was announced as
being experimental stereo Isincerely hope that
Radio 4 will commence official stereo services
very shortly. Unfortunately, however, it seems
that this may not happen until the early spring.
Both Calrec Audio of Hebden Bridge and
Glen Sound have recently supplied very
comprehensive stereo mobile desks to the
BBC, and indeed I was pleased to see the
Calrec desk in operation at the Olympia Audio
Fair some weeks ago. Many stereo disc and
interview programmes were transmitted through
the equipment on to Radio 2, and Ibelieve that
the publicity significantly increased attendance
figures at the Audio Fair. This new equipment
has of course been in tremendous demand by the
outside broadcast engineers, and Iunderstand
that it is being continually carted around to
allow more live programmes to be transmitted
in stereo. Several further desks are on the way
and should be in service before the Spring.
The noise levels in all the new equipment
purchased in the last two or three years seems
to be much better than that from earlier
transistorised equipment made by the BBC
themselves. Furthermore, through advances in
amplifier design, distortion has been greatly
reduced at high levels. We are fortunately now
able to hear these improvements with the
incorporation of the pulse code modulated link
system installed at Wrotham, and Imust once
again remark upon the generally exceptionally
low level of distortion noticeable on the BBC's
VHF service in Southeast England.
Recently 1commented to the BBC that they
ought to consider some experiments in transmitting quadraphony, and Iam delighted that
there is apossibility of this, as the management
of Radio 2 are apparently interested in
co-operating experimentally with the music
department of Radio 3. Many Prom-goers in
the Summer noticed (on several occasions) some
AKG CI 2A mics in quadraphonic formation,
and asked if the BBC had been experimenting
with four channels. News has now leaked out
from several sources that a number of experiments have been carried out in quadraphonic
sound, and the BBC have in fact bought a
Studer 4- track 1in. machine fitted with Dolby
especially for the purpose.
1 have heard many people comment that
quadraphonic demonstrations they have heard
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in the past, particularly of classical music, have
unfortunately all tended to be too gimmicky. In
many cases these people have been put off
quadraphonic sound. Up to now the BBC
have, as with their stereo relays, tended to
reconstruct the sound as it is heard in the
concert hall. I hope that they will be transmitting such 4-channel sound on Radios 2and
3 simultaneously for back and front channels
respectively to stir up interest in the subject. If
readers are interested they should write to the
BBC Engineering Information Department to
declare their interest, since in the past such
enthusiastic feedback to the BBC has frequently
led to interesting developments. [
After writing
this piece, Mr. McKenzie gleaned some more
news of great promise, mentioned by Donald
Aldous on page 295—Ed.].
I will conclude this month by drawing
attention to some stereo broadcasts of rare
works which have been particularly interesting.
The music of Herbert Howells is not nearly well
enough known, and aseries of programmes of
his music proved to be very interesting,
although unfortunately transmitted during
weekday afternoons. I particularly enjoyed
some orchestral items pre-recorded in St.
John's, Smith Square, and some choral works
recorded in Peterborough Cathedral and sung
by the Cathedral choir.
1cannot ever remember hearing acomplete
performance of George Dyson's 'Canterbury
Pilgrims' before the fine transmission of aBBC
recording made in the Civic Theatre, Halifax.
The performance was given by the BBC
Northern Orchestra, Halifax Choral Society,
and soloists, conducted by Donald Hunt. The
music was most enjoyable, and the mobile
recording turned out to be of very fine quality.
Iam delighted that the BBC seem to be giving
more air time to British music written in this
period, which has in the past been rather
neglected.
Perhaps the most important stereo broadcast
in the last few weeks, however, was a relay
from the Royal Albert Hall of Maxim.
Shostakovich conducting the London Philharmonic Orchestra and the Russian State
Yurlov Choir in Prokofiev's oratorio Ivan the
Terrible, awork receiving its first performance
in this country. The music was, Ifelt, as great
as the same composer's cantata Alexander
Nevsky, and the sound quality of the transmission was up to the highest standards
achieved at Prom concerts.
Such music
admirably suits the Albert Hall's magnificent
acoustic. The same programme included an
excellent performance of Tchaikovsky's Violin
Concerto with David Oistrakh as soloist, and an
excellent performance of Glinka's Ruslan and
Ludmila overture, making the transmission a
most memorable one.

*GUARANTEE
All items are new and boxed and
carry manufacturers' full guarantee
plus our own guarantee of free
labour on repairs carried out during
the first 12 months, on all merchandise we supply_ Full details of
guarantee terms available on request.

Ferrograph F307 Cased
Leak Delta 30 Teak Cased
Leak Delta 70 Teak Cased
Metrosound ST2OE
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Sugden A2I Mk.III
Tandberg TA300
Trio KA2000A Cased ..
Wharfedale Linton Cased

*SERVICE/REPAIRS
We have a fully equipped Service
Department and top flight engineers
at Merrow, to which all repairs
should be returned. ( No Service
Department at Tunsgate).

fortable demonstration rooms, simulating a home environment, first
class facilities for switched comparisons between different makes of
equipment, and you will find our
sales staff are completely reliable
and know their subject.

.•-•

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

*OPENING TIMES

Goodmans One-Ten ..
Leak Delta 75 Teak Cased
Tandberg TR200 MPX
Tandberg TRI000 MPX FM
Tandberg TRI010 AM/FM

Monday - closed all day
Tuesday to Saturday inclusive open 9.30-5.30 ( lunchtime closing
12.45-2.00)
Late opening at TUNSGATE Friday 7.30-9.30 p.m. ( no telephone service Friday evenings).

Wharfedale Linton System
complete ..

*EASY TERMS

••
••
.•
•.

£29•50
£72.60
£65.25
£41-50
£43.00
£6.50
£56-130
£45.75
£65.75
£6100

£112.50
£152-50
£95.50
£156.00
£152•75

£120.00

TURNTABLES

For personal shoppers at prices
shown, Credit Sale facilities are
readily available. Payments can be
extended up to 3 years and a
deposit of only 20% is required.
Prior arrangement is necessary.

BSR McDonald MP60 with plinth
£19-50
and lid
BSR McDonald il.P60 Chassis
£11-75
£11-50
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
Connoisseur BD2 Chassis ..
£28•25
Connoisseur BD2 with plinth
£35.50
and cover ..
£29.75
Garrard 401 .
GarrardAP76 chassis
£21•75
Goldring GL72 with plinth and
E35.75
cover ..
£27•50
Goldring GL72 Chassis ..
Goldring G101 with plinth and
£24.50
cover ..
s
Goldring GL75 with plinth and
£43.50
cover ...
£33.50
Goldring GL75 Chassis..
Goldring GL85 with plinth and
£69-75
cover Thorens TDI50AB with plinth
£46.50
and cover ..
Thorens TDI50 Mark II Motor
£39.00
and Arm .
£30.50
Thorens TD150 *Motor only ..
£69.50
Thorens TDI25 Mk 11
Thorens TDI60 with plinth and
£58.50
cover
Wharfedale Linten with plinth
£29.75
and cover ..

*MAIL ORDER
All merchandise listed is normally in
stock and available for prompt despatch. Cash with order. Barclay Card
customers simply quote number and
expiry date by telephone or letter.
PRICES QUOTED CARRIAGE PAID
(U.K. only )

*PAYMENT BY CHEQUE

The prices shown are for cash and
carry purchases only. A cheque up
to £ 30 can be accepted if backed by
bank cheque card. For purchases
over £30 customers are advised to
bring cash or a banker's draft or a
building society cheque in our
favour as personal cheques have to
be cleared before goods can be
released.

BARCLAYC ARD
Extended Credit

Full range normally carried in stock. We should be
pleased to quote our current prices on request.

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

Celestion TV Sound Tuner ..
Leak Delta AM/FM Teak Cased
Leak Delta FM Teak Cased ..
Metrosound FMS20
Rogers Ravensbrook Cased ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Sugden R2I FM
Trio KT 1000A

We are equipped with quiet com-

MAIN AGENTS FOR BANG aOLUFSEN,
SONY, KEF SPEAKERS

£54•00
£56.00
£68.75
£29.50
£44.50
£40.50
£59•75
£51 -75
£57.50
£55-00
£43.28
£48.75

TU NERS

*PERSONAL SHOPPERS

All prices are correct at time of
going to press, but are subject
to alteration without notice.

Merrow
Cash Price

AMPLIFIERS

£46.75
£27.50
£13.75
£8-50
£26.75
£4.37
£6-54
£10.50
£19.00
£6-50
£6.95
£12•50
£10.75
£29.90

ADC26 .
ADC XLM.
ADC550XE
ADC220XE
Decca London Mk V ..
Goldring G8.50
Goldring G800
Goldring GBOOE
Goldring G800 Super E.
Shure M4417
Shure M55E
Shure M7SED Type 2 ..
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ..
Shure VIS/II Improved

••
••
••
•.
••
•.
••
.•

£3-00
£3.40
£7•90
EII-90
£5.25
£9-80
£7.25
£12-75

PICK-UP ARMS
Connoisseur SAU2
Goldring 175
Goldring 169
SME 3009 and S2 Shell Improved

Tannoy
15'
Monitor
Gold
Chassis
..
Tannoy
12'
Monitot: Gold
Chassis • • • • • •
Tannoy III LZ Monitor Gold
Chassis
..
Wharfedale Unit 3 kit ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 kit
Wharfedale Unit 5 kit
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD

£12.75
£11.50
£8.45
£32.75

£37.50
E31 00
£27-00
£ 10.57
£ 14.51
£21.15
£700
El 1.50

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS
Tandberg 184IX

REPLACEMENT STYLII
Goldring G850 - •
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G800E ..
Goldring G800 Super E
Shure N55E .. ..
Shure N75ED Type 2 ..
Shure N75E.1 Type 2 ..
Shure VN15E/II ..

SPEAKER UNITS AND KITS

.. £77.00
.. £55-50

HEADPHONES
AKG K60 ..
AKG K I80
Koss PRO 4AA
Koss K0727B
Koss K0747B
Koss KRD711
Koss K6
Koss K6LC
Koss ESP9 ( Electrostatic)
Koss HV-I
Stax SR3

£11.50
£23.00
£22-50
£13-50
£18.50
£8.00
£10.00
£12.00
E59-50
£16.75
£40.50

Harmon
Kardon Tuner/Amplifiers
and Dolby Cassette Deck-Prices on
Application.

CABINET SPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion County ..
Goodmans Magnum K2
Goodmans Mezzo Ill
Quad Electrostatic ( Personal
Callers only) ..
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
Spendor Monitor
Tannoy Ill LZ
Tannoy Lancaster 12' Teak ..
Tannoy Lancaster 15" Teak ..
Tannoy Chatsworth 12' Teak..
Wharfedale Denton Mk 2 ..
Wharfedale Linton Mk 2 ..
Wharfedale Melton Mk 2 ..
Wharfedale Doverdale 3 Mk 2

£61-50
£41-75
£68.00
£52.50
£139.00
£193-60
£149.50
£69.75
£106-00
El 16.00
£99-00
£32-25
£42.75
£52.00
£70.75

COLOUR TELEVISIONS
Sony 13" and 18" Trinitron
ITT/KB CK500 20"
ITT/KB CK701 26'
Decca 22'
Decca 26' Consolette
Decca 26' Console
Bush 20'
Bush 22'
Bang & Olufsen 26' 1100 range
Monochrome Portable Television by
Bang & Olds«, Decca, ITT/KB and
Sony
Current quotations on application

MERROW SOUND LTD OF GUILDFORD

Two addresses for personal callers:

205-207 EPSOM ROAD,
MERROW, SURREY
Tel: Guildford 64171 & 71381

21-22 TUNSGATE,
GUILDFORD, SURREY
Telex 85459

Mail Orders to Merrow please
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SINATRA AND THE GREAT SONG
STYLISTS. By Ken Barnes and others. 192
pages.
Illustrated. Price £3.00.
Published by
Ian Allan.
POP MUSIC AND THE BLUES. By Richard
Middleton. 271 pages. Price £4.00. Published by
Victor Gollancz Ltd.
VICTORIAN SHEET MUSIC COVERS.
By
Ronald Pearsall. 112 pages. Price £3.25. Published by David & Charles
THE WORLD ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF FILM.
Edited by Tim Cawkwell and John M. Smith. 444
pages. Price £ 3.25. Published by Studio Vista.

4YJ I
high-falutin' nonsense; but it is an interesting
phenomenon in itself.
Ifind myself wallowing in the pictorial and
verbal nostalgia of Ronald Pearsall's nicely
produced dissertation on Victorian Sheet Music
covers. He is interested in them for their own
sake rather than any deeper meaning they may
hold. Interested in who made them and drew
them and in the music they decorated so
splendidly. Ihope it is not too naïve to simply
share his pleasure and interest. About 75% of
the book is given over to actual full page
illustrations of the covers, the only regret being
that they couldn't have been in colour;
obviously for reasons of expense, for the
delicate quality of this in the old lithographic
printing is much of its charm. The prices of
the covers that Mr Pearsall quotes make forbidding reading. The good old days when you
could pick them up for 5/- afolio are certainly
long gone; its likely to be £25 now; which just
shows the value of nostalgia. I've never known
abook printed with such pungent ink.
Lastly to the weighty and impressive film
encyclopaedia which Ihave already referred to
time and time again. Its structure is simple.
A section of biographical entries on important
stars, directors, writers, composers, etc. A
long and detailed index of all the individual
films mentioned is enormously valuable in
itself. Three interesting film stills on every other
page, great fun to thumb through. It's ahandsome and invaluable book for anyone at all
interested in the film world and it is going to
get heavy use in my household. Peter Gammond

TEN YEARS AGO anyone sufficiently interested in
the various manifestations of popular music
and entertainment to want to read about them
would have found it difficult to obtain a book
to satisfy their needs. Looking at the titles
above—there was no book in this country on
the great popular singers, nothing on pop, and
Victorian sheet music only popped up as
incidental illustration to a few books on the
music hall. Compiling asmall reference book
on popular music in the late 1950s Ifound it
hard going all the way. In the sixties it seemed
as if the world suddenly found that popular art
was as interesting and significant as its serious
counterpart and the books began to come. Now
in the seventies it is an accepted subject for
study, even at the universities, and the gaps are
being satisfyingly and rapidly closed.
All these books are therefore welcome assets
to our appreciation of the lighter music fields.
Ken Barnes (with some help from this magazine
on the part of Stan Britt, Arthur Jackson and
Fred Dellar—and with Chris Ellis of EMI) has
compiled what amounts to a Who's Who of the
great Swing and Jazz Age singers, the great
stylists as he so rightly calls them. It goes
further and deeper than a Who's Who, of
course, each singer of importance being
accorded a substantial essay and appreciation
and thorough and critical discography. A dip
at random shows the sort of names it deals
with—Al Jolson, Judy Garland, Mel Tormé,
Jo Stafford-1don't think anyone of importance
is missed. It is areadable and useful book and
does avaluable service.
Richard Middleton's book is adifferent kind
altogether and represents a new phenomenon,
the University lecturer mentality at work on
pop music and it is predictably a tough book.
The author sees, quite rightly, that pop music
has its roots in the blues; but by the time this
fact has been asserted through 271 pages it is
no longer news. It certainly isn't abook for the
average pop fan to read, but it should be useful
to other university lecturers. Apart from the
central thesis many interesting points are made
and we may find ourselves watching Jimmy
Saville and Co. on Thursday evenings with
profound attention. The final statement that
there is ' now no doubt about Pop's "comingof-age" and maturity' is, however, to be taken
with a large pinch of salt. If pop music ever
became mature it would no longer be pop music
which is, by definition, a music specially
created for immature minds. On the same
grounds, I'm afraid alot of this book is alot of

ROBERT ORINGEL is an experienced American
broadcaster and a lecturer in radio and television broadcasting. His book is designed
primarily as atextbook on sound balance and
control for students of the broadcasting arts
—each chapter ending with a short series of
questions to test the student's comprehension.
The trouble is that any student who diligently
worked through this book and followed Mr.
Oringel's earnest, if misguided advice, would
turn out astandard of work totally unacceptable
to either the BBC or the IBA.
For the layman seeking an insight into studio
operations, the book is misleading. For the
student it offers advice totally at variance with
operational practice in this country. And for
the professional it is so superficial that it
would cover no ground that was new to him.
In broadcasting there has long been astuggle
between the pure engineer and the operational
technician, and this book typifies that struggle:
it is at war with itself, with afoot in either camp.
Of the two, the engineering text is more soundly
based than the operational procedure. But
what is completely lacking is any sense of
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AUDIO CONTROL HANDBOOK for radio and
television broadcasting. By Robert S. Oringel.
Fourth edition, revised and expanded. 192 pages,
numerous line and half-tone illustrations. Price
£3•50. Published by Communication Arts Books
(
NY), distributed in the U.K. by Focal Press.
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artistic appreciation of the sound balancer's
role, or any understanding of the creative nature
of the work. It is akind of ' sound mixing by
numbers' book, with every operation detailed
step-by-step like an army drill manual. Mr.
Oringel believes (p. 173) that sound balancing
will soon be automated and sees no future for
today's ' youthful audio operator'.
Elsewhere ( p. 121) he claims that ' The fewer
mikes used, the less likelihood of opening the
wrong one'. Maybe, but fear of complexity has
never been an excuse for incompetence. He
suggests (p. 85) that balance is achieved by
making the VU meter read the same level for
all microphone inputs. Have ears gone out of
fashion? Microphones used in close proximity
may be out of phase and their outputs cancel,
he says, omitting to add that this is not the
Apocalypse and the problem is easily solved.
Despite its title, less than three (well separated)
pages are devoted to television. And on one of
these it is claimed that in television, microphones
work at distances from six to eight feet from the
performers. What? We come from different
worlds, Mr. Oringel.
John Gardner

TWENTIETH
CENTURY
COMPOSERS
Volume 3: Britain, Scandinavia and The Netherlands. By Hymphrey Searle and Robert Layton.
200 pages, 40 half-tone illustrations. Price £3.50.
Published by Weidenfeld and Nicolson.

THIS IS ABOOK easy to read—indeed Ifound it
compulsively so. The authors presuppose little,
if any, technical knowledge of music: there are
no quotations, and anyone who enjoys music
can take up the book in the knowledge that it
will not frustrate him with complex analyses
which are beyond his reach. The title is well
chosen, as it is really more about composers
than music, inseparable as the two are of course.
It consists of biographical details of composer's
lives, describes influences upon those lives, and
lists their more important—in the author's
view—works. In this connexion it is interesting
that, for example, Vaughan Williams' Tal/is
Fantasia is not mentioned, though it is, in my
view, amongst the greatest of his works; and
that Peter Maxwell Davies' Leopardi Fragments
are not mentioned either, though a hearing of
this work is the easiest way Iknow of convincing a doubter as to his importance in
twentieth-century music.
Constant Lambert receives almost as much
space as Vaughan Williams, while Benjamin
Britten has achapter to himself, as ' the bestknown English composer of today'; but it has
to be said that no attempt is made to convert
the reader to anybody else's views. Iremain in
doubt as to the precise purpose of the book,
but in no doubt that Iam glad to have it: it is
full of interesting information, and if its great
enthusiasm leads a reader to explore regions
outside his usual musical world—and Ishall be
surprised if it does not—Ibelieve the authors
will have received their reward.
Peter Turner

The experts put
Philips magneto-dynamic
cartridges in the top class.
Read what they say about the Philips
G P412 Super M.
From the technical point of view,
l'hilips may be cordially congratulated on
this magnificent element, which certainly
belongs to the top-five. The sound character proved beautifully transparent;
sufficiently well balanced at very low
frequencies, brisk in the middle, brilliant
in the high notes and not too pronounced
in the extremely high range.
Sinus
DISK
The Philips G P412 has an excellent
frequency response, good crosstalk
attenuation throughout the entire
frequency range and combines excellent
tracking with apleasingly high sensitivity.
Also when judged on tone it is to be placed
among the best in the world.
BR.
HiFi Stereophonic
The overall sound quality was immediately impressive with plenty of bite
and attack in the highs and extraordinarily
clean, firm and extended bass. The first
few hours of use were spent in listening to
awide variety of fairly serious, well
recorded music. The very best of my
records sounded first rate—as good as, if
not better than Ihad ever heard them
before.
John Wright
Hi-Fi Sound

PHILIPS

The only fault Ifound with this
cartridge was aloose stylus guard (which
would remove anyway!). Its performance
is excellent and if you are seeking the best,
hear this one for yourself before making a
final choice.
Norman J. Clayton
S. A. World of Sound

E
KEY:
A Pickup coils, 2,500 turns each, wire
half as thick as human hair.
B High precision moulding for accurate
mounting of coils and stylus
assembly.
C Stylus assembly enclosed in
precision- fitting square brass tube
for exact positioning and easy
replacement.
D Accurately ground diamond stylus
tip.
E Stylus guard.
F MU- metal casing prevents hum
pickup.
G Fixing jig and earth bar.
H Five contacts.
J Right and left channel MU- metal
pole shoes.
K Rubber damping block, precision
moulded to 0.05 mm.
L Guide wire of 0.08 mm CrNiFe for
controlled compliance.
M Suspension block.
N Super M ticonal XX magnet, a highenergy magnet generating a strong
field, so that only 7 mg. need be used.
O Stylus bar of thin- walled (0.05 mm)
aluminium alloy tube.
P +" distance between mounting
centres.
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Technical measurements of the system
produced on the whole good figures,
among which the excellent crosstalk
suppression (even at high audio
frequencies) is particularly worthy of note.
The tracking performance of the cartridge
is also very good. Both in combination
with the pick-up arm SME 3012 and with
the Sony PUA 286 the stylus force did not
have to be raised above Ig. The sound
produced by the GP412 was balanced and
clear with strong low notes and brilliant
high ones.
Sn atas Tsebanglou
Fono fbrum
The sound quality was extremely
pleasing, and the little extra brightness of
tone in the upper- register compared with
some other high quality moving magnets
proved attractive to some listeners. The
nature of the sound which it produces is
slightly, subtly, different from that of
other members of the same family and this
cartridge is worth serious consideration
and acareful listening test if the purchase
of anew high quality pick-up is
contemplated.
B. J. Webb
Hi- Fi News
There are three Philips Super M
magneto-dynamic cartridges. The GP400,
G P401 and GP412. Write now for a
Super M Brochure to Philips Electrical
Limited, Dept SP, Century House,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8AS.

We want you
to have the best.

PHILIPS

AHIGH PERFORMANCE

The completed preamplifier
Left to right:
interior of preamp: exterior
of preamp: exterior of
power filter

BY M. CAREY

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

THIS article describes an aerial preamplifier
1 which can be budt for about £3 and is
suitable for use with valve FM tuners. First,
Iwill outline the major benefits the use of an
aerial preamplifier can yield
The older valve tuner is inferior to the
modern transistor version in two respects:
(i) selectivity, (ii) sensitivity and noise performance. While little can be done about
improving the former, it is not aserious problem
in Britain at the moment. The latter, however,
can be a problem to people living in bad
locations (fringe areas) or those attempting
FM Stereo reception from the Continent.
The noise performance of a tuner depends
on: ( i) the noise factor of the receiver, (ii) the
degree of limiting the signal has undergone
before detection. Both of these can be improved
by use of a preampifier. When a signal is
passed through an active network the signalto-noise ratio (S/N) is degraded. The noise
factor of the network is a measure of this
degradation. For example, suppose a signal
with SIN of 100 (20 dB) is applied to the input
of a network and the output has a S/N= 20.
The noise factor N of the network is then
given by the following formula:
FEBRUARY 1973
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N

= 100
— =

20

5, or 7 dB.

If there are several networks in series it can be
shown that the overall noise factor is given by
N=

—

N2-1 N3-1
N,z — 1
— + ...+
GI
Gi G2
GI G2...G n_i

where G and N refer to the gains and noise
factors of the individual networks.
Using the above formula to calculate the
noise factor of a typical tuner and this preamplifier:
Preamplifier noise factor = 2 (3dB)
Preamplifier gain -= 100 (20 dB)
Tuner noise factor = 6Ç8 dB)
6-1
N = 2 +100— = 2.05, or 3dB.
Thus the overall noise factor is approximately
that of the preamplifier, and in this case has
been improved by 5dB.
Valve tuners tend to have less gain than their
more modern transistor counterparts. If the
same signal is fed to two tuners with the same
noise factor but possessing different gains, the
tuner with the higher gain will produce the
better S/N at its output. This is due to the fact

rOl)
Straight talk about artyluf
Listen carefully and you will hear someone call a stylus
. . . " the needle." We would like to go on record, so to
speak, as observing that the enure stylus of today bears
no more resemblance to a needle than it does to asix-inch
nail. In fact, it is probably the most vitally important, skillfully assembled, and critically tested component in any
high fidelity system. It must maintain flawless contact with
the undulating walls of the record groove—at the whisperlight tracking forces required to preserve the fidelity of
your recordings with repeated playings. Our new High
Fidelity Products catalogue abounds with helpful stylus information, and of course, describes the superb line of
Shure pickups for your consideration. For your copy, post
the coupon. Write:
Shure Electronics Limited, 84 Blackfriars Road, Dept. 8 2
London SE1 8HA Telephone ( 01) 928 3424
306

Please send me a copy of the
free Shure High Fidelity Products catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

Of«
IPA

Table 1: Preamplifier Performance
Noise Factor
3dB
Gain ( peak)
better than 20 dB
Bandwidth
— 3dB: 3MHz
—10 dB: 7MHz
Power requirements
18 V, 11 mA

Table 2: Preamplifier Components List
R, 2.7 k R, 18 k R.560
R, 39 k R.27 k
C„ C, 3-30 pf ' beehive' trimmers
C, 5pf silver mica
C. C., C., C, 1000 pf feedthrough capacitors
C., C, 1000 pf ceramic
L, L, 18 swg tinned copper wire (see fig. 5)
L, 5gH 1A suppressor choke
Tr, RCA 3N159
Aluminium boxes 4x2i x1 and 3x2 x1 in. From
H. L Smith, Edgware Road.
Coaxial, plugs, sockets, lead, 16 swg copper
plate, TO-5transistor holder, solder tags.

referred to as neutralisation, or the device is
used in the cascode circuit (fig. lb) the full
potential of the device cannot be realised. The
dual-gate MOSFET has two separate channels,
each with its own gate electrode. The channels
are connected in series to form the equivalent
of two single-gate MOSFETs in the cascode
circuit. This results in a Miller capacitance of
0.02 pF compared with around 1pF for conventional devices. The dual-gate MOSFET
also has agood cross-modulation performance
and a wide dynamic range capacity and so is
not subject to overload distortion, which is
useful when listening to a weak signal in the
presence of powerful local transmissions. The
device used in this design is the RCA type
3N159 which has anoise figure of 2.5 dB and
again in excess of 20 dB at 100 MHz. These
figures are superior to those for the cheaper
3N140 which could also be used.
The complete preamplifier circuit is shown
in fig. 2. The input signal is applied via C2 to
L, which matches the input of the MOSFET
to the 750 coaxial line. The transformer is
tuned by means of C, and the MOSFET
input capacitance. Lowering the Q' factor
of this tuned input circuit by means of R„
presents the MOSFET with correct source
impedance for optimum noise performance,
and increases band-width and stability, while
only slightly reducing gain. The resistors
R2, Rs, R9 provide bias voltages for each of
the gates and together with R5 set the drain
current at 11 mA. The output impedance of
the MOSFET is matched to the line by L
which is tuned by Cs and Cs. The dimensions
of L, and L2 are given in fig. 3. The two
tuned circuits determine the band-width of the
preamplifier, which is 3MHz (3dB) with a
gain greater than 10 dB over a7MHz range.
A preamplifier of this type is best placed as
near to the aerial as possible. This avoids
attenuation of the signal in the downlead before
amplification, which degrades the S/N. It also
prevents the amplification of noise and interference picked up by the coaxial cable. To
avoid having to run an extra wire to carry
power from the receiver to preamplifier, the
power to this unit is supplied through the
coaxial cable. The DC flows through L3,
which presents ahigh impedance to the signal,
which is unimpeded by C9.This latter capacitor
prevents the power supply being short-circuited
by the primary of the receiver's input transformer.
The amplifier is contained in an aluminium
2

that the RF signal will have been more amplitude-limited by the high-gain tuner, and so
amplitude-modulated components of the signal
will have been rejected by the receiver which
will ideally only detect the frequency changes
of the signal. The full benefit of the FM
system will hence be realised. A preamplifier
is useful here, since its gain obviously increases that of the overall system, and hence
the tuner's limiting.
It can be seen that the preamplifier should
have ahigh gain and low noise figure. Although
bipolar transistors can be used, a preamplifier
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

using adual-gate metal-oxide silicon FET best
fulfils these criteria with a minimum of complexity. Valves, transistors and single-gate
MOSFETs have the ' Miller' capacitance
between their input and output terminals
(fig. la). This provides a negative feedback
path for the signal and thus reduces gain.
Unless the ' Miller' capacitance is nullified by
the correct amount of positive feedback,
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The Sphera
Range oF
Loudspeakers
from
Sykes+ Hirsch
Mini Sphera
size 10"diameter
price: £21.25
Sphera
size.163-"cliameter
pnce:2,37 -50
Super Sphera
size: 24"diameer
price: from £65
Avaliable
throughout
the U.K.

the finest money can buy
STAX SR- 3. The brand leader in
electrostatic headsets. Ultra- light,
ultra- comfortable thanks to the separate
SRD5 energising unit ( mains operated
for optimum performance). Traditional
Stax quality for only £ 49.00.
STAX SR- X. The most talked- about
Stax development for years — SRX
superphone" and separate energising
unit SRD-7. At last available in U.K.
Smooth, deep, pure sound for £ 96.00.
Experience Stax sound at your nearest
franchised dealer. Technical specifications
and stockist list on request.
Contact
SYKES+HIRSCH LIMITED
201 Greenwich High Road, London SE10

WILMEX LTD
Import Division, 24/26 Ensign Street, London El 8J0
Telephone: 01-949 2545
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01-850 4127

FIG. 5
FIG. 4

POWER SUPPLY

PREAMP AND POWER SUPPLY LAYOUT
+18V

18V ZENER DIODE
RATED AT 1.00mW

COAXIAL
CABLE
LIRE

FROM
AERIAL

+V

3

+10V

C9
TO
RECEIVER

OV

POWER UNIT

PREAMPLIFIER

box measuring 4x x11 ins., and the layout
is shown in fig. 4. The decoupling capacitors
are soldered into holes in the copper partition,
which also isolates the input and output
circuits. It is sometimes difficult to solder the
capacitors to the copper, since this forms a
very good sink for the heat from asmall iron;
the key to success here is to heat the copper in
the oven or on a hot plate before soldering.
It should also be thoroughly clean beforehand.
The MOSFET is mounted astride the partition
with gate No. 1 and source separated from
gate No. 2 and drain. This is most easily
accomplished by mounting in a TO-5 fourlead transistor holder. If a slot is cut in the
base of the holder with afine hacksaw blade,
it can be fitted over the partition with the
appropriate leads on each side.
The beehive trimmers are supported by
soldering them to tags bolted directly to the
box. The rest of the circuit is straightforward
but, as in all RF circuits, the wiring should be
kept as short as possible. The MOSFET
should be placed in the circuit last and before
the small coil of wire is removed from its
leads.
Unfortunately MOSFETs are very
susceptible to electrical breakdown.
They
have a small input capacitance and very low
leakage conductance between the gates and
substrate, which means that small static
charges, picked up from clothing for instance,
can induce voltages high enough to cause
irreversible breakdown of the gate insulation.
The coil of wire prevents this by short-circuiting
the leads, and the device is completely safe so
long as the coil is in place while the MOSFET
is out of the circuit.
The power filter is mounted in asecond box
3x2x1in. The required 18 V can be either
taken from batteries or derived from an
existing power supply, and a possible method
of doing the latter using a zener diode as a
voltage regulator is shown in fig. 5. The
excess voltage is dropped across the resistor,
whose value is given by
V-18
— —
12

drain current of the MOSFET should be
checked by connecting a milliammeter in the
power supply lead. The correct DC voltages
for the MOSFET are:
source + 6V
gate No. 1
+ 6V
gate No. 2 .. + 10 V
drain + 18 V
These should be checked next; if they are
correct the preamplifier can then be aligned.
To do this, it should be connected between
aerial and tuner and avoltmeter with a0-10 V
range connected to the tuner at the point where
the AGC voltage is derived. When the tuner

II
I il±1 I
ell I
pd1
BULGIN 3 PIN PLUGS SOCKETS

When wiring a loose mains plug, one gets
into the habit of 'live to the right' and hence
it is easy to forget that the loose end of the
3pin mains input connection which is used on
many pieces of hi-fi equipment is asocket, and
not a plug. Remember that when wiring a
loose female connector the connections are
reversed, and wire it correctly with the live to
the left.
REPLACEMENT STYLI

Most of the precision of amagnetic cartridge
is in the stylus assembly, thus explaining the
high cost of replacement. There are now
available cheaper replacement styli and these
can trap the unwary. A stylus marked ' to fit a
Shure M44/7 cartridge' is not necessarily the
same as a Shure M44/7 stylus, and if you buy
`Bloggs' replacement stylus for your Shure,
Goldring or other good quality cartridge, you
effectively end up with a ` Bloggs cartridge',
and not what you started with. The results can
be chronic, and even more expensive than
buying the correct item in the first place.
FERROGRAPH SERIES 7

KIZ

where V is the power supply voltage.
When the amplifier has been completed the
REFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

is tuned to astation in the frequency range of
interest the preamplifier tuning capacitors C2
and C2 should be unscrewed two turns from
the maximum (fully interleaved) position. C2
should then be adjusted by one eighth of a
turn at a time until the AGC voltage peaks.
The voltage readings should be taken with the
preamplifier lid in place, as this affects the
tuning. C2 should then be varied slightly to
ensure that the input tuned circuit is also
peaked.
If the preamplifier is to be used outdoors it
is best to protect it from the elements by sealing
the box with epoxy resin (Araldite), but this
makes servicing difficult should it become
necessary. The preamplifier can then be
lashed to the aerial mast or mounted under the
gutter or in the loft. Optimum performance
will only be achieved when used with a well
sited aerial, which should also be fairly
directional to prevent co-channel interference.

Several of these have appeared in my
company's service workshop, with the complaint that the capstan is not rotating, when
actually there has been no real fault with the
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machine at all. The trouble in these cases has
been caused by the user altering the speed
change control when the machine is in the
temporary pause position. This should not be
done, as it occasionally causes the speed change
mechanism to disengage the idler pulley, hence
the apparent fault. The cure for this trouble is
to return the machine to the stop position, and
then quickly to flick the change mechanism
through all three speeds a few times. This reengages the mechanism, and restores normal
operation once again.

SPEAKER RESPONSE AND ROOMS

Occasionally I get a customer in my
company's show room who produces a
frequency test-record and demands to hear
30 Hz! Unfortunately, small rooms will not
allow a flat response with any speaker at the
lowest frequencies, and so whilst the room in
question is not by any means minute, 30 Hz
notes just can't be satisfactorily heard in it.
If you do want to hear these low notes from
atest-record (and goodness knows really why
you should), don't necessarily expect good
results from any speaker in a small room. In
our case we have only one way to prove our
point to the doubting Thomases, we open the
showroom door and take them to listen to the
sound heard down at the other end of the
passage!
Harry Leeming

Marantz don't change their
front panels every year.
Some manufacturers of audio equipment religiously
change the front panels of their products every year. More
often than not, this is to disguise the fact that no
changes have taken place where they matter most. Inside!
With Marantz the front panel is merely asymbol of
the advanced technology within. Designed in America,
Marantz equipment is continuously being updated to
incorporate the very latest techniques and materials.
And to underline the complete faith which we have
in our products, all Marantz equipment is guaranteed
for three years.

But don't run away with the idea that Marantz is
only for the rich. Far from it. Although Marantz make
the world's most expensive receiver at £880, there's
also aMarantz at under £87. And there are others
in between.
Whichever model you choose, you are assured of the
same quality, craftsmanship and prestige which are
inherent in the whole Marantz range.
Write to us for full details of Marantz equipment.
Marantz stereo at any price is well worth it.

Some manufacturers don't have to.

Rolls Royce Silver Shadow supplied by
H. R. Owen Ltd. of London.

1.111rlafflILIVINWILMIIIMUllte

We sound better.

Sole U.K. distributors: Pyser-Britex (Swift) Ltd., Fircroft Way,
Edenbridge, Kent. Tel: 0732-71 4111 (8lines)
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THE demand for my guide to French radio
I was so great last year that Ihad to refund
some readers' remittances only a month after
advertising it! Therefore this, the first of three
columns to be devoted to ORTF radio and
related matters, should prove particularly
helpful.
One notices many multi-element FM aerials
directed towards France nowadays.
The
attraction is undoubtedly the France Musique
programme, for it not only provides an
alternative music service to the BBC's Radio 3,
but remains the only convenient source of
stereo radio available to listeners in parts of
south-western England, parts of the Isle of
Wight, and of course the Channel Islands.
Feelings of frustration are not, however,
confined to this side of the Channel, for we
have French subscribers to this magazine asking when the non-stereo English stations they
receive will be broadcasting in stereo!
Besides France Musique, the ORTF broadcast France Culture and France Inter programmes, designated as FM, FC and FI
respectively on the map below with transmitter
frequencies in MHz shown alongside. (An
extra transmitter is installed at the Paris Eifel
Tower station, which is used for some of the
time for University programmes, hence the U'
designation.) All three network programmes
are broadcast by the FM transmitters between
06.00 and 23.00 GMT daily, but both FC and
FI channels are subject to various complicated
opt-out arrangements which make little more
sense to the French than they do to me! One
current craze with ORTF is to drop the FC
programme from certain FM stations at
weekends, and replace it with the France-Inter
Paris programme of near-continuous music and
motoring ' flashes' as radiated on 584 kHz/
514 m. AM. This is about as disjointed as the
non-standard timings for local news and information between the BBC's 20 local radio
stations. Even if motorists take the slightest
notice of such radio information services,
which Idoubt, it should be organised in some
planned, coherent way like the German

Servicewelle channels. But Idigress. . . .
Dealing first with France Musique, all 70
transmitters now radiate the stereophonic
programmes. On Sundays, stereo is broadcast
between 08.00 and 22.00. Other regular stereo
timings are: Saturdays: 09.00-11.00 and 17.3018.00 (Organ Recital); Mon.-Thur. 18.3019.00 (Light music); Mon. and Wed: 17.30]8.00 (Jazz). For complete up-to-date details of
other stereo broadcasts including public concerts, a programme schedule is a ' must' for
anyone who regularly tunes in to France
Musique. The cheapest source of this is the
weekend edition of the newspaper Le Figaro,
(price 8p), which carries a pull-out Radio/TV
supplement giving programme information
from Monday through to the following Sunday.
Some newsagents are willing to obtain this
single edition if a firm order is placed. La
Semaine— Radio Télé, the nearest French
equivalept to our Radio Times is invaluable for
comprehensive programme details including
regional opt-out, but expensive! (Details on
request.)
The data map below shows all the northern
French stations with ERPs of 1kW or more in
operation as at December 1st last. For
reasons already mentioned, some FC and FI
programme frequencies will not always be
radiating what might be expected. The variations will be discussed next month when the
map of the central and southern French stations
is published. Later in the following (April)
number, Ihope to discuss basic factors relating
to continental reception in this country. So if
you have any questions about the reliability of
reception, about equipment requirements, or
guidance on checking your results by simple
checks, please send them in now. Unless you
want apersonal reply before the April number,
an s.a.e. is not needed. Meantime, for the
beginner keen to make a start, here are some
basic tips.
Switch off any AFC and muting on the tuner,
then try tuning slowly through the frequencies
of the main high power ORTF stations nearest
to our shores. These are Lille-Bouvigny,

Rouen, Caen-Mont Pinçon, Rennes-St. Fern,
and Brest- Roc Tredudon. If you are within
about 150 miles of any one of these stations,
then some sort of signal should be resolvable
on one or more of the frequencies almost
anytime, except possibly where a multielement aerial for local reception is at an
awkward angle relative to the French stations,
e.g. 90° off bearing. Site factors are important
too. Bad sites are those in built-up town and
city areas, valleys, and on high ground where
there is more rising ground in the direction of
the more distant stations. Good sites are on
high ground falling sharply away in the direction of the wanted station, provided aBBC or
radio-telephone service mast is not nearby to
induce various image and breakthrough
effects.
Continuous reception of ORTF
programmes should be possible at, or near the
southern coastlines. Farther inland, signal
fluctuations will be greater. As a general
guide, use Lille in coastal areas from about
Felixstowe to Eastbourne. In parts of east
Kent and Sussex, the 1kW Boulogne relay
will be more consistent and possibly stronger
than Lille for at least apercentage of the time.
West of Eastbourne to the Brighton and
Worthing areas, use Rouen or Caen. Similarly
for the eastern side of the Isle of Wight.
Farther along the south coast and into southwestern England, use Caen, Rennes or Brest.
Channel Islands listeners will probably find
Caen or Rennes the most reliable with the 1kW
Cherbourg as another alternative.
At an elevated coastal site where arotatable
aerial is in use, it will be possible to pick out
many other ORTF stations up to some 200250 miles. Near Hastings for example, listeners
can receive Lille, Rouen, Boulogne, Abbeville
(Limeaux), Amiens (St. Just), Paris, Alençon
(Mont d'Amain), Reims and several others
drifting in and out.
Finally, language teachers who like to make
use of radio news bulletins from abroad in
their work will find an item of interest to them
in the Audio News & Views column under the
heading, ' Teachers' Radio Tape'.
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Dolby B, and the tremendous improvement in cassette
manufacture technology, made the production of hi-fi
cassette decks worthwhile.
The Yamaha TB 700 is the latest hi-fi cassette deck.
We're certain it's the best in the UK, and probably in the
world.
Dolby B, of course.
Hot-pressed ferrite head, essential to handle chromium
dioxide tape and get.the improved frequency response.
A tape selector to match the deck's performance to the
characteristics of standard, chromium dioxide, low-noise,
high-output, or High Energy tapes.
Input selector to match output level of the source, and
individual volume controls for separate line and microphone
inputs.
A limiter to adapt to very loud input signals automatically.
An auto-stop mechanism to disengage all functions
automatically when tape has run through.
And perhaps the most exciting feature of all: the world's
first pitch control, changing tape speed by up to ± 5%.
There's more. Much more. The Yamaha TB 700 is the
cassette deck with everything.
At aprice much the same as all the others!
For full details, clip the coupon.

Recording system: 4- track, 2-channel
stereo.
Tape speed: 4.8 cm/sec ( 1 ips).
Wow & flutter: Less than 0.20%
weighted RMS.
S/N ratio: Without Dolby,
better than 48 dB.
With Dolby,
better than 58 dB.
Total distortion: 2.5 °c.
Frequency response: 30-13,000 Hz
(standard tape).
30-16,000 Hz
(chromium dioxide
tape).
Bias frequency: 100 kHz.
Max. input Mic ( L.R.) 0.4 mV.
sensitivity: (impedance 200-50
kohm).
Line, 50 mV/100 kohm
(high level).
Line, 14 mV/I00 kohm
(low level).
Output level & Line, 1V ( PB Vol.
impedance: max. position).
Line, 0.5 V (
PB Vol.
centre).
Headphone, 0.5 mV/
8ohm at OVU.

Yamaha TB 700 Stereo Cassette Deck
Quite simply, the most advanced stereo
cassette deck you can buy.
Price: £156.93

The comforting knowledge that there's an
enthusiast to talk to
We see hi-fi as personal. We're not interested in
selling power- packed metal boxes at cut prices.
(You won't find Yamaha equipment in the cut-price
shops, as amatter of interest. )
At Fallowfields, we give our own enthusiast staff
as much rope aswe can. We encourage Malcolm
Kays, who heads the team, to pull afew units out of
every consignment and test them. ( He's never found
one below spec — which says alot for Yamaha's
quality- control.) We also encourage him to take
service seriously — to answer customers' letters
personally and fully.
We're responsible for Yamaha in the British
market. We're trying to match the product with an
equivalent on- the-spot service.
We know what service did for Volkswagen's sales!

Pitch control: ± 5",.
Fast wind time: Within 100 seconds
with C-60.
Head: Rec/playback,
Hot- pressed ferrite.
Erase, double gap
ferrite.
Motor: DC servo motor.
Semiconductors: 4/1C, 28/Transistor,
2/FET, 21/diode.
Power consumption: 15 W.
Power source: 100 V, 117 V, 230 V,.
50/60 Hz.
Dimensions: 115 mm (44 in) H;
400 mm ( 15l in) W;
250 mm (
91 in) D.
Weight: 5.0 kg (
11.0 lb).
Specifications subject
to change without
notice.

Perhaps anybody could do it.
Yamaha have done it.

>olby is atrademark of Dolby I,aboratories Itd

' To: Jonathan

Fallowfield Ltd, Strathcona Road,
North Wembley, Middlesex HA9 8QL

Please send me full details on the Yamaha TB 700
and the name of my nearest Yamaha stockist.
Name
Address
HFN/FEB
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YAMAHA
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... about hi-fi limitations

From: Ray Densham, 44 Somerset Avenue,
Harefield, Southampton, Hampshire.
SIR,
Having read most publications
connected with hi-fi, Istill look upon FIFINI/RR
as a kind of Bible. Ifeel it is produced by
dedicated folk who know what they are writing
about, and more important seem to be able to
convey this to their readers.
I have dabbled with sound reproduction
since the 1930s and wonder if other ' addicts'
like myself have pet ideas about live- v- reproduced sound.
The recent Olympia audio demonstrations of
top-line speakers, impressive as some were, still
seemed to lack reality. Trumpets were thin and
tinny, while the few vocal items all suffered
from excessive sibilance.
Iasked one demonstrator why his speakers
sounded impressive until a human voice was
reproduced. His reply blamed the recording,
so why play a bad recording? Do we, in all
honesty, have to use different types of loudspeakers to reproduce voice and music? Or
does the blame lie in the recordings?
have found that aspeaker which reproduces
good natural voice certainly seems dull on
music, and often when Ilisten to live sound I
close my eyes and try to pretend 1am listening
to speakers, but the sound is so different I
cannot kid my brain. Just one single trombone
sounds deeper richer and rounder in life than
ever played through aspeaker. Irealise hi-fi is
not ' there' yet, but that's one of its attractions.
It would be interesting to hear from readers
what they listen for in different speakers, and if
certain things annoy or please them.
Yours faithfully
DEAR

. .. about 'committee' music
From: D. Edwards, Wake House, Mill Lane,
Bradfield, Manningtree, Essex.
SIR, Congratulations to your correspondent on the subject of ' canned dullness'
(November, p. 2129). Iwas starting to think
that Iwas alone in finding so much contemporary music-making dull, despite the technical
excellence, obedience to all the rules of interpretation and range of repertoire shown by
seemingly every musician now before us.
Peter Heyworth recently highlighted the
problem by describing his dissatisfaction with
so many conductors, and contrasting their
performances with one by Sir Adrian Boult
which ' went straight to the heart of the music'.
A musician who cannot perform every work
ever composed within afew years of the start of
his career now seems to be afailure—whereas
not so very long ago the best performers
claimed to feel so humble before the slightest of
masterworks that they needed years of practice
before playing them before an audience. Now
the degree of imagination which this needs has
no chance of development, faced with the sheer
technical demands to be mastered, so we are
approaching more and more the ' committee'
style of performance—impeccable, obeying all
the rules and giving great enjoyment, but
DEAR
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ultimately totally failing to stir the emotions as
great music should.
One exponent recently said that the age of
Klemperer's Beethoven, or Furtwângler's
Beethoven, is over, and we now hear Beethoven's
Beethoven. Nonsense—if the performer has
nothing to contribute of his own we might just
as well feed the score to acomputer and achieve
the
ultimately
anonymous
performance,
identical on every occasion.
To me, all these points are summed up by a
comparison of performances of Mahler's
Symphony No. 9, comparing Horenstein's
elderly recording with the current favourite.
Horenstein wears his heart on his sleeve,
exaggerates numerous passages, has aless than
ideal orchestra and, crime of crimes, is not
perfectly recorded. But his presentation is
gripping from start to finish, in away that his
competitors'—for all its beauty of sound and
excellence of playing and recording—completely
fail to be.
When the present fashion changes, all these
elderly records now being published as bargain
reissues will revert to full price, whilst the
latest teenage wonder will have his brilliant
efforts presented at half price—with dullness in
interpretation accepted as the price to pay for a
miraculous hi-fi recording!
Yours faithfully

.about cultural evenings
From: L. Thomas, 16 Peak View Road,
Loudsley Green, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
The article by Peter Gammond on the
musical evenings in ' his bend of the river'
(December, p. 2431) recalls a similar series of
musical get-togethers around our curve of the
canal. Our participants also bear aremarkable
resemblance to his, although there are a few
minor differences. In place of a publisher we
have a paper seller, who usually manages to
dispose of any surplus ' late finals' to the other
guests. Our conductor, however, comes from a
No. 18 bus, whilst an ex-army medical orderly
does duty for the doctor. The insurance broker
is happily represented by apawnbroker's clerk
and the man who ' gets other people to move
gravel' would I feel sure love to meet our
navvy, who can actually move sand for himself. My wife was never secretary of adrama
society but she once had a walk-on part in
Love on the Dole. Unfortunately we have noone in the ' educational racket' unless you
count washing up the dishes after school meals.
We also have occasional live performers.
Charlie, the corporation lavatory attendant, is
absolutely brilliant on the spoons and our
dustman is amaster of the jew's harp. We are
at present negotiating for the appearance of a
well-known tenor, but this is likely to prove
expensive as Saturday nights are his most
remunerative, his hat often being nearly full
before the police move him on.
Our records are played on a 1921 horn
gramophone, but although it is well oiled and
has an almost new needle somehow something
seems lacking. Perhaps we could adapt it for
stereo by fitting asecond tone arm with astrong
DEAR SIR,
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spring to keep the needle on the outside of the
groove (the playing weight of six ounces should
be sufficient to prevent groove-jumping).
Unfortunately our recitals do not always go as
smoothly as P.G.'s. Last week our charwoman,
who is aStockhausen connoissuer, was waxing
ecstatic over anew Edison Bell recording when
it was discovered she had aleg of her chair on
the cat's tail, and at the same concert a keen
student of Bel Canto got his head stuck in the
horn through playing too close attention to a
Marie Lloyd record. This last mishap, which
cut the HF response by about 6dB, has given us
the idea of stuffing asponge down the horn for
tone control.
You may get some idea of the care with which
we arrange our programmes when Imention
that the final record is invariably accompanied
by the clanging of the enamel cocoa mugs from
the kitchen, and when the appetizing odour of
pease pudding and faggots drifts in, the spring
has just run down.
Yours culturally

... about Apostles to come
From: J. K. R. Whittle, Manager, Classical
Repertoire & Marketing Division, EMI Records,
142 Wardour Street, London W1V 4PT.
DEAR SIR, I would

be happy, if Imay, to state
through the correspondence section of your
magazine that we are now making plans to
record Elgar's The Apostles. This will be done
with Sir Adrian Boult and, of course, the
appropriate forces. It is hoped that the
recording will take place during the latter half
of 1973.
We have aconstant stream of requests to do
this, so we hope naturally that the public
response will be equal in enthusiasm to the
demands that they have made.
Yours faithfully

•

.about concern for a customer

From: K. J. Cawley, Island House, Horningtops,
Liskeard, Cornwall, PL14 3PR.
Iwould like to mention two aspects of
modern commercial practice which might be of
interest to your readers—they concern acouple
of Magnum K2 speakers which Ihave recently
bought.
To begin with Iperused the columns of your
journal and selected a Discount House which
was conveniently near to the residence of afriend
who was shortly to visit us from London. I
telephoned from Cornwall to London to be told
that nothing could be reserved without a
deposit. I therefore contacted my friend by
telephone and he immediately called at the shop
and asked for apair of K2s. He was then told
that cheques would not be accepted even
though he was able to produce ample proof of
his financial standing. He was asked to
telephone the firm in five days time, and having
been told that the cheque was cleared he
immediately called at the shop to find that the
pair of speakers were actually one in Walnut
and one in Teak! This mistake was corrected
(continued overleaf)
DEAR SIR,

and on the following day he brought the
speakers down for me.
On unpacking them we had a surprise as,
although both cases were labelled TEAK, one
speaker was in the conventional dark Teak
colour whilst the other cabinet was in the
whitest teak veneer which I have ever seen!
Obviously they should both have been returned
to the dealer, but in view of the fact that the
speakers were required for action that evening
we decided to wire up and use them despite the
great difference in colour.
Not being particularly happy with the
business methods of the dealer I decided to
write to Goodmans themselves, explain the
position, and ask if they could be of any help. I
had in mind the possibility of ademonstration
model being exchanged for one of my ' pair'.
However, Goodmans went one better-they
arranged for their representative who was
touring this area to call in with another speaker
of the same batch as the lighter of mine, and
took away the odd man out. Icannot speak too
highly of the attitude of Messrs Goodmans in
this matter. They seemed to be really concerned
that Ishould have no grounds for complainteven on such a relatively minor point as the
colour of the box!
I would add that I have no connection
whatever with the firm, but thought that such
service required an honourable mention!
Yours faithfully
Note: Since the little controversy over Goodmans' after-sales service published some time
ago in these pages, we have received a steady
stream of letters praising the firm. A new leaf
seenzs to have been turned!--Ed.

•.about lighting at gramophone
societies
From: R. A. Picot, Hon. Secretary, The
Croydon Gramophone Society, 54 Fairlands
Avenue, Thornton Heath, Surrey, CR4 6HA.
Ifeel prompted to reply to Kenneth
Lloyd's article about gramophone societies in
your December issue. Ifully appreciate Mr.
Jessett's dilemma about lighting, but so far
have never had any complaints from our
members on this score. We also meet in a
Junior Library with strip lighting, but fortunately this is not harsh and if there are any
complaints it is easy to switch several lights off.
On the whole our members prefer to listen to
music in a half-light, as Kenneth Lloyd
suggested, but Iwould point out that agramophone society is very fortunate if the hall it uses
has dipped lighting, always bearing in mind the
fact that such places are not built with our
societies in mind, and usually aim for maximum
illumination. The ideal answer in this respect is
to hold meetings at members' houses where
there are lighting refinements, though this
defeats the purpose of a gramophone society,
as the audience is then limited by the size of the
room and there would be little pleasure in
listening to Mahler's 2nd Symphony within afew
feet of the speakers.
To conclude on this, Ithink the matter of
illumination entirely depends on where the
society meets and of course personal taste, but
generally a dimmed light is preferred at most
societies, with a ' spot-light' on the Speaker.
With regard to Kenneth Lloyd's final two
paragraphs about the term of office of a
DEAR SIR,
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SIR, Like Mr. Buchanan (December,
p. 2399) I also use Watts equipment for
maintaining my records in their original
condition and would agree with him that there
is a great deal of difference in background
noises (or lack of them) when records are so
treated.
However, no amount of titillating with a
Preener or Parastat will make any difference to
arecord with dents and blisters in the vinyl. I
find that 1have to return at least 50% of my
purchases because of suchlike faults. But I
think we are all agreed that when a perfect
record is at last obtained the quality can be
absolutely fabulous. So perhaps it is worthwhile.
Yours faithfully
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.about dents and blisters
From: S. Coe, 26 Sussex
Middlesex.
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Type

society chairman, I cannot agree with the
Barrow Society's policy of making him vacate
the chair after two years. Doubtless one of the
reasons behind this is to allow other members
an equal opportunity to take aturn. But most
societies hold an Annual General Meeting, and
this allows members to nominate candidates for
chairmanship, so if the current chairman proves
to be inept he would be replaced and naturally,
if successful, allowed to continue his good work.
This is the policy of the Croydon Gramophone Society and it has worked very well for
28 years, since we were founded.
Yours faithfully
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HOBBY HORSE

living through the BBC's fifty
years of radio and being able to remember,
albeit with some difficulty, the pre-electric
gramophone qualifies me for some sort of title
such as ` Senior Observer of the Audio Scene'
and I'm glad to belong to ageneration which
has listened in turn to all the major developments in this fascinating field.
Like most amalgams of art and science,
audio has suffered many an idée fixe: suspicion
of transformers, rejection of Class-B, distrust
of transistors, and a loose assumption that
`phase doesn't matter'. However, progress,
both in the state of the art and the science that
encompasses it, tends to move by leapfrogs
and bounds; thus we have kicked the chocks
from under many awell-regarded thesis and I
predict that we shall be placing new importance
on phase after digesting a couple of learned
papers to appear shortly. One is the result of
work in Denmark headed by my old friend and
well-known Viking Erik Robaek Madsen; the
other is from KEF's very sound Engineering
Director Laurie Fincham.
Thankfully, and probably because they are
regularly exercised, Iretain agood pair of ears.
They are now so thoroughly directed by accumulated experience that they have often
registered, in afew minutes, listening deficiencies
which have escaped detection by others in
months, and which incidentally still defeat
even the more sophisticated methods of
measurement in current usage. One thing I
have learnt though, is that given time quite
ordinary listeners will come to recognise these
faults; it just takes them longer unless their
attention is focused by illustration—a process
exploited professionally by such good ears as
those affixed to the heads of Gilbert Briggs and
Peter Walker, among others.
We have in recent years universally accepted
many devices which are nothing more than
engineering expedients and some of which individually have been proved `
harmless'. Tape
recording itself, multi-microphone techniques,
umpteen track mixdowns, Dolby or other cornpandor systems, various assorted limiters, corn-

Geoffrey Horn

I SUPPOSE THAT

pressors, compensators, artificial ambience
arrangements, etc. Our progress in this period
is easily assessed; make suitable noises in front
of a very good quality microphone, feed it in
simple, old fashioned mono via any reasonable
post-war amplifier to a ten-year old Quad
electrostatic loudspeaker and you will immediately experience a naturalness of sound
which no disc, tape or even broadcast ever
seems to equal! Nevertheless, at their best all
these sources can still be highly listenable,
even though Ihave a feeling that the best is
less frequently achieved than it was five or so
years ago.
Now all this has abearing on one of audio's
most recent ` advances' which seems to me to
be more of a leap in the dark with a highly
unpredictable landing place; it bears the name
of QuADRAthingummy and involves something
called a matrix system which attempts, in
defiance of the Trade Descriptions Act, to

Became interested in audio on
discovering that the radiograms of
the 1930s didn't have to sound that
way. Acquired valuable technical
training in the service of the P.O.
Engineering Department, forgot
most of it with the RAF, came back
to the Post Office, working mainly on
carrier telephony
but devoting more
than apassing
attention to BBC
music circuits.
Left in 1949 to form
partnership which
took over father's
1923 wireless
business, now
grown to Horns of
Oxford.

produce four-channel sound via the two frequency-limited audio chains now so well
established throughout the world for stereo.
It has been adequately demonstrated to me
on many occasions that four complete and
truly individual channels can produce most
satisfactory and possibly exciting results, but a
relatively short exposure to the sounds from
these matrix affairs makes me very uncomfortable and soon Ifeel the need to switch off, or
if that is not possible, to get up and go. Each time
Itell myself that this is silly, to concentrate on
the music and enjoy the effect; but inevitably
discomfort ensues, followed by a swift take
off! Why? Well I'm not sure, but there seems
little doubt that the deliberate phase shifting
which is the basis of all these systems is the
culprit. Am Ian isolated example, an audio
oddity? No, Iam not, and now that records
and hardware are available we can try it on
the larger public and we then find that something like 20% are quickly affected and others
become unsettled by the effect as the experience
continues.
Next time you have the chance to attend
such a demonstration, sit near the front and
turn around from time to time to observe your
fellows (and their ladies). You will soon identify
that 20%; they begin to fidget, they cross and
uncross their legs and show other signs of
disturbed concentration and they don't know
why—but you will.
Has anyone investigated this phenomenon
before spending thousands launching their
proposed new systems? Apparently not. It
seems to have been dismissed as an insignificant
side-effect which must not impede progress.
So, what is progress? Well that is my hobby
horse. Imake amost earnest plea to all audio
engineers, some of whom are my friends, to
be absolutely and completely certain that their
brilliantly conceived and cleverly executed
developments are real advances and not costly
diversions on the path to truly natural sound.
A quote from Percy Wilson is apt: ` Engineers
really shouldn't be allowed to muck about
with Beethoven!'

:f1:,!:• [er.I 41101'01 Ii
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hell
in the December issue on the question
of how much lighting is required at meetings
brought a lively response from readers and
seems to show great diversity of opinion. The
majority of letters seem to indicate that
committees give agreat deal of thought to the
matter but Ido not think that they are really
representative, for, from the many societies I
have visited, it would appear that not many
committees have spent much time on the matter.
Perhaps the most interesting communication
that Ihave received is one from Mr. Percival
Ball who lives in Surbiton, Surrey. Unfortunately he does not give the name of his Society so
I shall have to presume that it is based in
Surbiton.
In the first place, he believes very much in the
importance of lighting for the maximum enjoyment of music and in his view `White lights

by Kenneth Lloyd

MY PIECE
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should be diminished to zero after the opening
remarks leaving some small hidden illumination'. Fortunately Mr. Ball has had some
amateur stage experience and he knows the
importance of good presentation. He quotes
the French saying that `Presentation is all' and
admits to having made quite astudy of the use
of lighting.
He has very kindly sent adetailed description
of the system which has been evolved in his own
society. Basically the main lighting is restricted
to control by an old rheostat type dimmer lent
by amember which he assures me has proved
to be ample when dimmed to zero, whilst a
central overhead lantern containing a orange
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tinted lamp gives apleasant low power glow.
The speakers are lit by a small row of
coloured lamps and whenever possible flowers
are also added. A table for the recitalist, with
shielded lamp and pushbutton switch, are
provided whilst the seating consists of chairs
distributed in a random fashion around small
tables, thus avoiding the formal rigidity of
rows. Mr. Ball is confident that the set-up
provides the best atmosphere he has encountered
and is the closest approach to concert hall
realism.
Although Irealise the majority of societies
are very limited in what they can do in the halls
in which they hold their meetings I think
perhaps Mr. Ball's example may set quite afew
committees `overhauling the lighting'. Ishall
of course be pleased to hear from any group
which has further ideas.
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With nearly all products, there is one make
that stands head and shoulders above
others, revered and coveted by everyone.
In hi-fi, the name is McIntosh from America.
In these days of production rush and
economy, the McIntosh policy of " assured
performance" makes it significantly
different from the rest. Every McIntosh
unit - every one - is tested to be equal to
or better than the superb published
specification. At McIntosh,
more time means more care and
protection for you. You will hear music as
never before! McIntosh innovations in
solid state electronics allow you to hear
new beauty and subtle passages that
until now have been clouded by lower
reproduction standards. McIntosh is very
expensive - outstanding performance
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£38.50
Koss K6/LC
Sennheiser HD 414
£11.25
£8.25
Wharfedale Isodynamic ....
£1650

SEND MONEY ORDER IF
DELIVERY BY RETURN OF
POST IS REQUIRED
Spare
CARTRIDGES
Cart.
Stylus
PLEASE ADD lop for P & P
fI .50
Sonotone 9TA/HC
£2.75
£3.00
Goldring 0.850
£4.00
£3.50
£7.25
Goldring G.800
£7.25
£11.00
Goldring G.800E
£11.50
Goldring Super E £16-50
£4.25
£5-25
Shure M.44-7 ..
£4.75
£5.75
Shure M.44-E
£5.25
£6.50
Shure M.55- E
£5.25
£8.50
Shure M.75-6 ..
£6.25
£10.00
Shure M.75E.I
£9.00
£12-50
Shure M.75ED
£27-00
Shure VIS Mk 2
Improved
NOTE: All Shure cartridges and styli are
in manufacturers correct boxes and are
guaranteed by them. They are not MB
(manufacturers bulk).
DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN
ON ALL EQUIPMENT
STEREO 8 SYSTEMS
PLEASE ADD SOp for P & P
BSR TD.8.S
Waltham TRE.1500.H
El pico CST.800A/13 ..
Lear Jet L.I.277 with AM/FM Radio

£18.00
£24-00
£25-00
£47.00

MONEY REFUNDED ON
REQUEST IF ITEM
ORDERED NOT AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
BARCLAYCARD

Access

ManilffliMil.
AM&
Barclay and Access card holders please
telephone for quotation.

Manufacturers of Special Electronic Equipment for
'National Physical Laboratory' Teddington, and
'Department of Environment'

WI LMEX LTD

SURBITON PARK RADIO LTD.

Import Division, 24/26 Ensign Street, London El 8JD
Telephone: 01-949 2545

48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey.
Telephone: 01-546 5549
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30 to 6 p.m.
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The Record and Music Scene

GRAMOPHILE

HAYDN/DORATI CELEBRATIONS

2nd 1972 the completion of an
historical recording achievement was celebrated
in a way that properly reflected both its
musicological importance and its entertaining
riches. It was some three years ago that Antal
Dorati persuaded the Decca Record Company
to embark on complete recordings of the Haydn
symphonies. And now on this cold sunny day
in December, with about 175 miles of tape and
403 reels in the can, the result of 281 sessions,
here they were painstakingly recording an extra
finale written for Symphony 53. In the sparsely
modern church of St. Bonifatius in Marl, where
85 of the symphonies had been recorded, the
mood was still one of concentration and
enjoyment. No-one really believed that this
was the end of the trail and that they would not
come together again next week to continue
this long friendship with the spirit of Haydn.
One or two bars had to be retaken to complete
the last sessions and then, magically, they did
the slow movement of Symphony 102. We
wondered if Dorati was doing this just for the
sheer pleasure of playing this most enchanting
music, afitting farewell to alabour of love.
It would have been ashame if these memorable moments had simply been the end of yet
another recording session. Decca happily
thought so too and had flown over aparty of
British musical journalists, to be joined by
similar parties from Holland and Germany, so
that the occasion could be properly celebrated
and noted. Landing at Düsseldorf after a
champagne breakfast, we coached through the
charmless Rühr countryside to the stark ' city'
of Marl (which is something like Feltham or
any nasty British dormitory town) and lunched
at its one and only hotel. After lunch we
attended the historical last session, then returned to the hotel to a reception with the
whole of the Philharmonia Hungarica, who
gave the impression of not having eaten for
weeks, so locust-like was their attack on the
tables. After this a press conference with
Dorati, Haydn experts Robbins-Landon and
Larsen and producer James Mallinson answering the questions.
In the evening a vast party dined at the
impressively moated Schloss Lembeck nearby,
wilting under the sheer weight of food and
drink but vastly enjoying the Damhirschkeule
'Prinz Esterhàzy '—venison to you—and some
poignant after-dinner speeches. We marvelled
at Dorati's flow of languages and found him
one of the most charming and amusing maestros
we had ever met; we were misty-eyed with
James Mallinsen as he wondered what life
could hold after all this was over.
We went out into the foggy German night,
back to our hotel for amuch-needed sleep and
woke in the morning to find ourselves back at
Heathrow and home in time for lunch. It
seemed like a very pleasant dream—but made
reality by the splendours of the achievement so
far and the promised riches still to come in the
ON DECEMBER
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future final releases. This series has unquestionably been a great and rewarding success and its ending was fittingly celebrated.
That beautiful music from No. 102, so magically
played, is eagerly awaited by this writer. ' Were
there any special favourites? Any comparative
failures?' we had asked Maestro Dorati. He
had certainly found new friends in No. 52 and
No. 90—but, no, they were all masterpieces
from beginning to end! This is adiscovery that
we can now all make thanks to the enterprise
of Decca and the tenacity of Dorati and his
splendid team.

WALTER WELLER

Walter Weller seems to have
been predestined to become aconductor. After
taking up the violin at the tender age of six, he
became amember of the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra at seventeen, and at 21 was appointed
leader, thus following in father's footsteps. He

IN RETROSPECT,

founded the famous Weller Quartet with other
orchestral members when 19, and continued
with it until its disbanding two years ago, after
it had run for twelve successful years.
As in all good fairy stories, a remarkable
stroke of fortune occurred when, four years ago,
illness forced Karl Bühm to cancel his engagement the afternoon before aconcert, so Weller
promptly stood in. The chance repeated itself
two months later with the Vienna Symphony,
Josef Krips withdrawing from a programme
including the Eroica and Brahms' first piano
concerto with Arrau. Weller prepared it in the
afternoon, without a rehearsal; it was a
considerable success, and the Vienna State
Opera (the orchestra for which is the VPO)
changed his contract from ' Concertmaster' to
'Conductor'.
He places great importance on his experience
as leader of the VPO (for eight years), and
especially on his thorough chamber music
schooling. ' It's always the same: you can
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conduct Haydn or Mozart, or you can conduct
Bruckner or Brahms; for me, it's chamber
music.' Again, when talking later of Elektra
he discussed it as ' aproblem of internal balance.
Even if something is scored ff.( you don't just
make ahuge noise, you pick out the important
things. There may be a whole block of brass
which is not so important, which should therefore take second place, and shouldn't drown
the important thing even if it happens to be a
third oboe.' He feels a great affinity for the
German school of opera, and of the Italian,
especially Verdi's Aida/Othello/Falstaff and
Puccini's Toscal Bohème/Butterfly. However,
`I don't think I'm the conductor for Traviata or
Rigoletto. I feel I must lead the orchestra
myself, Imust direct the opera. It's impossible
in these two—you can only accompany.'
•He has no regrets about the breakup of the
quartet, and didn't seem in the least bit
nostalgic. Being in the VPO as well, they often
found themselves having to rehearse after an
opera, even at one or two in the morning. The
choice of Shostakovich (first and ninth symphonies, reviewed last month) for a first
recording as aconductor is no accident, for the
Weller was the first to record the tenth quartet
Op. 118; after the composer heard them in
Vienna he sent hand-written copies of
nine and ten, and although the ninth was not
suitable in that form (awkwardness of page
turns, etc,), the other was given its Western
première by them.
His next recording to be released here is with
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande in Rachmaninov's first symphony, due from Decca in April.
When we met him, negotiations were under
way for aBBC TV performance of the work as
part of their centenary celebration, but nothing
was finalised. All inevitably depended on
the manoeuvring of various rehearsal schedules,
but telerecording would probably be in April
for screening the following May or June.
And of his further gramophone recordings?
No definite plans either, for things are ' very
much in the melting pot'. There are no
projects finalised, let alone recorded, and with
his avowed catholic tastes in both orchestral
and operatic repertoires, we wouldn't care to
predict.

KIDDIES KORNER KORRECTION

in our Gramophile notes last
month details of a new company producing
cassettes of children's stories; these are selected
from the Collins lists and they are read by
Barbara Sleigh, Joyce Wood, and Milton
Schulman. One thing we omitted was the name
of the company, Kiddy Kassettes, which
seemed rather relevant; our apologies all
round.
WE INCLUDED

Kiddy Kassettes Ltd.,
14 Liverpool Gardens,
Worthing, Sussex.

Introducing the incomparable
Ravensbourne Compact
Over 25 years experience have
gone into the Ravensbourne
Compact, an entirely new
speaker providing an overall
standard of performance, in
relation to size and price,
without equal. A number of
factors combine to account for
the excellence of this new
speaker, not least the
specialised knowledge gained
from producing the B.B.C.
Monitor Speaker and the
sophisticated test facilities
installed for testing the
Monitor. Test facilities which
include Brilel & Kjaer automatic
curve tracing equipment and a
specially constructed anechoic
building at our Catford works.

reponse. With average room
loading bass response is
obtained down to 40 Hz.
Brief Specification: Overall
Frequency Response: 40Hz20kHz. Power Handling
Capacity: 35 watts, speech and
music. Impedance: 8/16 ohms.
Overall Dimensions: 19"x
13" 8*". Weight: 17 -} lbs.
Finish: Teak ( other finishes
available to order).
Recommended U.K. Retail
Price: £56.00 £9.55 P.T.
Per Pair.

ROGERS

The special method of
cabinet assembly first used on
the Ravensbrook Speaker is
repeated on the Ravensbourne. Other design features
include individual doping of
the bass drive unit cone, a
technique used on the
Monitor, and the inclusion of
aspecial acoustic diffuser
giving excellent dispersion
characteristics.
Reproduction is characterised by excellent transient
performance and an overall
smoothness of response
normally associated with far
more expensive speakers.
Colouration is remarkably
low. Treble response extends smoothly up to 20 kHz
with excellent off axis

The new Speaker from Rogers
Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
4-14, Barmeston Road, London, SE6 3BN 01-698 7424/4340.

Iam also interested in :—

Please send me acopy of the colour leaflet describing the Ravensbourne Compact Speaker in detail.

D Ravensbourne Amplifier & Tuner.
BBC Studio Monitor Speaker.
Fi Wafer ultra-slim Speaker.

Name

111 Ravensbrook Amplifier & Tuner.

Address

Ravensbrook Tuner Amplifier.
HFN2

D Ravensbrook Stereo Headphones.
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BY IVAN MARCH
PART 2
ORCHESTRAL CONCERTS
Continued

T

AST month Ifinished with amention of a
few ( unseasonal) Christmas records.
Two other carol records must be mentioned
here. The first, by the Choir of St. Thomas
Church, Leipzig ( DGG Privilege 135051) is
called ' In dulci jubilo' and is a delightfully
atmospheric programme of Christmas music
in the German tradition. There are many
favourites here, like Sidle Nacht and other
well-loved melodies that are not easily recognisable by their German names, and the superb
engineering provides a very beautiful disc for
late evening listening. The second is called
'The Malcolm Sargent carol record' (Starline
SRS5094) and provides a splendid memento
of the peerless standard Sir Malcolm set with
his Royal Choral Society. The performances
here, like the arrangements, are clear and
direct, and the recording is excellent. The programme includes some obvious favourites but
also attractively unusual arrangements by the
conductor like the Czech Zither carol, the
infectious spiritual, Little David play on your
harp, and two beautiful lullabies, one from
Korea and the other from Hawaii.
An obvious extension of the sampler idea in
record marketing is to devote a series of LPs
specifically to the promotion of a manufacturer's catalogue as a whole, and this is
what EMI have done with their SEOM
series. SEOM 1, for instance, is called ' The
enjoyment of music' and is issued in conjunction with a paperback by Percy Young. But
here the programme is not arranged with any
special skill and makes rather bitty listening.
Later on in the series, however, EMI have
issued samplers which are more successful in
every way. Certain of these will be discussed
later under Vocal and Instrumental Collections. SE0M9, Melodiya catalogue sampler'
is a mixture of orchestral, vocal and instrumental music. It is a most attractive and
imaginative concert, issued at the lowest
possible price, that deserves to succeed in its
purpose of attracting music lovers to explore
the full-price Russian Melodiya catalogue,
available here on the HMV label. The disc is
worth its modest cost for the performance of
Liadov's enchanting Musical snuff-box alone,
while Vishnevskaya's singing of Tchaikovsky's
little-known Lullaby from Mazeppa is ravishing.
Many of the other excerpts are snippets, but
they are cleverly chosen, and the standard of
performance and recording is unfailingly high.
Thus the selection makes an entertaining recital
in its own right. Another similar EMI
record (at a similar low price) is STWO6
which is a sampler devoted to the Studio 2
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Catalogue. This too is very good value for
money offering a wide range of music and
performers. Highlights are acolourful version
of Chabrier's España from Paris, a lively
Strauss polka (from Barbirolli) and colourful
excerpts from Delibes, Tchaikovsky, and
(especially) Copland ballets. For the most part
the sound is rich as well as brilliant but
occasionally the brightness of Studio 2 techniques has been overdone and the upper
strings sound artificial.
Returning to the Decca ' World of' series
there are five other collections that 1want to
recommend. The first two stem from a BBC
radio programme called ' Your Hundred Best
Tunes' which are selected, very democratically,
by its listeners. Someone at Decca had the
brilliant idea of issuing first one and then
more LPs using the title ' The World of Your
Hundred Best Tunes'. Between them the
records offer generally distinguished accounts
of the top twenty melodies used in the programme and have produced sales figures to
make any marketing man's eyes sparkle.
Volume 1 ( SPA112) includes such obvious
favourites as the Intermezzo from Cavalleria
Rusticana; t
he Nun's chorus; the first movement
from the Moonlight sonata; Elgar's Nimrod;
and the Finale from Beethoven's Pastoral
symphony.
My own favourites are Hilde
Gueden's Don't be cross (
an unexpected choice)
from an obscure operetta, and Bach's Jesu,
jay of man's desiring in a—please note—sung
performance by St. John's College Choir.
Altogether this is a pleasing collection, of
obvious popular appeal, well recorded, but
the second volume (SPA155) is even better,
incl uding the Hebrides overture (
Maag),
Handel's Largo and (another unexpected
choice) the elysian Miserere by Allegri beautifully sung by the King's College Choir. The
Blue Danube and Widor's organ Toccata are
other obvious highlights. Again distinguished
performances, and the recording is excellent
if sometimes a trffle over-bright in the Decca
manner. Two more volumes contain similar
music of great interest while athird record of
obvious wide popular appeal is called ' The
world of Wales in song' (SPA42). Featuring
three well-known Welsh choirs and excellent
recording, this is avery attractive record of its
kind. If you like aWelsh choir singing hymns
and the like, this record will fill the bill
admirably.
My other two Decca records both feature
the New Symphony Orchestra and are from
that strange catalogue of recordings first
issued here by RCA, but which turn out to be
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in fact from the Decca stable, and originally
borrowed by RCA under some kind of leaselend agreement. The first ' Clair de lune'
(SPA1 11) is conducted by Raymond Agoult
and is a particularly atmospheric and beautifully played collection of gentle music including
Gluck's Dance of the blessed spirits, Fauré's
Pavane, the Dream children of Elgar ( beautifully done), Massenet's Last sleep of the Virgin
and Tchaikovksy's Andante cantabile. The
whole presentation is most stylish and tasteful.
There could hardly be greater contrast between
this and ` Danse macabre' (SPA175) which is
a collection conducted by Alexander Gibson
which was originally (in its RCA form) called
'Witches' brew'. It includes the title piece
(by Saint-Saëns) and music by Mussorgsky,
Humperdinck and Liszt which matches the
evocation of the title. But the highlight is
Malcolm Arnold's Tam O'Shanter overture, a
brilliant descriptive piece with a spectacular
bagpipes imitation at its climax. Gibson's
performances are alittle on the literal side, but
the recording is demonstration-worthy in its
immediacy and clarity. As if this were not
value enough at 99p. Decca have now thrown
in for good measure what is in my view one
of Ernest Ansermet's very finest recordings
and one of the best available recorded versions
of Dukas's Sorcerer's apprentice. Excellent
value indeed!
To end this section of my survey Iwant to
mention seven records dealing with music
written in—broadly speaking—the first half of
the four hundred years of our musical culture.
The first two discs are played by a small
orchestral group of very high quality, the
English Chamber Orchestra. Ace of Diamonds
SDD 147 is called ' Music in London at the
time of Handel' and it was the result of a
recording session which came about by
accident, when a famous conductor, at the
last moment, was unable to fulfil a recording
engagement. The orchestral leader, Emanuel
Hurwitz, took his place and the resulting
concert has the infectious spontaneity of
musicians ' on holiday' and enjoying themselves playing music by Boyce, J. C. Bach and
Purcell among others. The other collection by
the same group (HMV HQS1232) is conducted
by the great baroque specialist, Raymond
Leppard, who has anotable gift for re-creating
old music as if it were freshly minted. He offers
'Baroque concertos' by Albinoni, Corelli and
Vivaldi, played with superb poise, colour and
imagination. Both these records deal essentially with baroque music but my next recom(continued overleaf)

mendations go back further in time to the
Elizabethan age, the great era of the English
madrigalists. ' English madrigals from the
Courts of Elizabeth Iand James l' (Turnabout
TV34202S) are superbly sung by the Purcell
Consort, a group of six singers who are
individually fine artists, and collectively make
a splendid team. They are quite beautifully
recorded and the freshness of the musical
inspiration of great composers like Byrd, John
Bennett, Weelkes, and many others, is fully
captured by this delightful singing which
brings every song fully to life. 1urge you to
try this, even if the period and idiom are
unfamiliar. And if you enjoy this lovely
record—as Iam sure you must—you can go
on to two other superb discs by the same
group,
Vox STGBY624: ' Music of the
Late Renaissance' and an even more substantial collection, TV34017 ' Music of the
high Renaissance' which includes instrumental
and keyboard pieces with the madrigals, to
make a most effective ' Elizabethan concert'.
These discs represent one of the greatest
periods in the history of English music as does
another, this time on RCA ( INTSI115) ' The
music of the Chapel Royal' which offers a
highly enjoyable concert featuring singers and
the Philip Jones Chamber Orchestra and

Brass Ensemble. The programme features
Gibbons, Tallis, Purcell, Byrd, Henry VIII,
and one of the most enjoyable performances
of Greensleeves on disc.
Turning away from the home product and
looking across towards the European continent, let me recommend two other ' baroque'
collections. Each is dominated by aprominent
solo instrument, the first the flute and the
second, the bassoon. Karl Ristenpart can
usually be relied on to provide stylish, alive
playing and his disc with the Saar Chamber
Orchestra, ' Music at Naples 1715-1730'
(RCA LSB4040) is no exception. This flutedominated concert is warmly recorded and if
the acoustic does not provide the utmost
inner clarity, the resonance is nicely calculated
for the programme. This is imaginative, with
Sinfonias by both Domenico and Alessandro
Scarlatti, a gracious Handelian Flute sonata
(for flute and strings) by Sarri, and a pleasing
concerto by Fiorenza. Unfamiliar, but rewarding music played most sympathetically.
Turnabout TV34304S features George Zukerman ( bassoon) as principal soloist in music by
Boismortier, Corrette, Couperin and Devienne.
In one piece he is joined by three other bassoonists. Four bassoonists at once may seem
too much of a good thing but in fact the

combination is agreeable and unusual. Two
concertos (by Boismortier and Couperin
respectively) which are used to open each side
are both highly inventive and spontaneous
works, and throughout the discs the music
captures the essentially genial quality of the
instrument. The support from the Württemberg Chamber Orchestra is excellent. The
recording has plenty of colour but rather
lacks dynamic range.
By contrast the dynamic range of SDD274
'Brass now and then' is, like the general
quality of the recording, of demonstration
quality. This, a concert by the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble, is one of the finest records
of brass music ever made. It is not a re-issue
but anew record. The programme ranges over
a wide historical field including imaginative
and colourful pieces by Bliss and Britten as
well as Mozart, and Beethoven's Equali for
four trombones with their sonorous dignity.
There are some fascinating effects of colour
here and the remarkable stereo makes full use
of the depth of acoustic as well as the width.
A demonstration record par excellence.
Next month I will move into Part Three
with asummary of instrumental recitals.

"Actually Imeant, take me to your POLITICAL Leader, but let me
compliment you on atruly beautiful example of advanced technology!"

FOR THE FULL SPECIFICATION ON OUR EXAMPLE OF ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY, THE LEADER, LE720 AMPLIFIER, CONTACT:-

bryan amplifiers limited
18 Greenacres Road, Oldham, Lancashire.
061-624 4074
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The music world live and recorded
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TO MIKE OR NOT TO MIKE? Complaint has been
heard in The Times that singers in West End
musical shows cannot fill the theatre with their
voices, as their predecessors did, but must rely
on microphones either concealed or (as in the
'rock' shows) held in the hand. Poor Harold
Fielding, promoter of Show Boat, says that he
dislikes it too (an ex-classical-violinist himself)
but that the public is conditioned to electronically modulated sound and prefers it that way.
Idid not expect, however, to hear an operatic
bass grotesquely amplified in a performance
with symphony orchestra at the Festival Hall.
In Sviridov's Pathetic Oratorio (
a Soviet
patriotic work in which Maxim Shostakovich
conducted the London Philharmonic Orchestra)
the Bolshoi bass Alexander Vedernikov came
out with painfully exaggerated volume. It
incidentally spoilt that one moment in the
score where the composer, exceptionally, does
ask for a microphone for a particular phrase.
The music, Ifear, was crude to the point of
banality, but I admired the Russian State
Yurlov Choir, who shamed our British choristers by knowing their music from memory.
And Ifelt atinge of regret that, in the West, we
are so inhibited today about bringing public
events into art—Imean national and indeed
political events, such as various composers from
Purcell to Beethoven celebrated. Heard any
cantatas about Britain's entry into the Common
Market?

THIS PERFORMANCE was part of the ' Days of
Soviet Music' Festival, subject like the other
concerts to protests on behalf of Russian Jews.
Last month in this column Itreated with some
suspicion a Daily Telegraph report that Jewish
musicians had been dismissed wholesale from
a Soviet radio orchestra. I now find that,
although this was not the main broadcasting
orchestra (Rozhdestvensky's), it did indeed
happen—an act of blatant persecution—and
my apologies are due to the Daily Telegraph.
Whether asense of outrage is properly served

Arthur
Jacobs
by the popping of balloons during the opening
item of a concert (as in this case) is another
matter.
CHASTENING EXPERIENCE: instead of going to
St John's, Smith Square, for aBBC concert, I
listened to the broadcast. How much you have
to suffer, radio listeners! Opening announcement from inside the church almost drowned
by tuning-up of BBC Symphony Orchestra—
how's that for trendy actuality? Coughs, clicks
and other unwanted noises interrupting the
quiet, almost motionless music of Morton
Feldman's The Rothko Chapel. Then, although
the broadcast was recorded, not live, the great
gaps between the items were not closed up:
instead, the announcer desperately filled in with
a digression on Charles Dickens and church
architecture, and managed to give out the
Krichel number of Mozart's G minor symphony
four times before the actual music of it began.
More power to colleague Angus MacKenzie's
corrective pen!
THE REPUTATION on records of the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble had forewarned me of their
musical excellence but not of their cleverness in
making aconcert into a real show. It started
at the Queen Elizabeth Hall with Philip Jones
entering alone, trumpet in hand, and summoning his four colleagues to the platform with an
army bugle-call. Then, in the middle of

Joseph Horovitz's Soft Shoe Shuffle (a musichall parody), Mary Thomas strolled in,
contributed acouple of seconds of percussion,
then hogged the limelight with smiles and bows
like the last-minute ' star' of the Morecambe
and Wise programme.
Not all the Philip Jones presentation seems
properly worked out yet: it is useless to give
Mary Thomas some French songs to sing,
print the words in the programme, then make
the hall too dark to read them. But how
smoothly the ensemble's trombonist, John
Iveson, passed over to the piano to accompany
her! And how lucky that the ensemble's other
trumpeter, Elgar Howarth, should be able to
compose an appropriate and light-hearted
song-cycle for soprano and brass (
Brass Belles)—
though Ifancy the songs need revision to bring
them into better proportion. That one for
voice and horn (Ifor James) runs away with
itself.
The ensemble's other member is John
Fletcher, whose incredibly smooth, beautifully
phrased tuba-playing simply spoils the field for
any other practitioner of the instrument.

THE D'OYLY CARTE Opera Company is at Sadler's
Wells Theatre till March. Isaw aCox and Box
which fell pretty flat because the words were
not sung distinctly enough, and a Pirates of
Penzance in which, more than once, singers and
orchestra pattered merrily on with a quaver's
distance between them. With John Reed now
celebrating 21 years' service with the company,
there was on this occasion a capable new
Major-General very much in the traditional
mould, Howard Williamson, and an admirably
comic Sergeant of Police, Michael Rayner.
The whole traditional treatment now seems to
aim little higher than a ' nice treat for the kids'
level: if these works were not classics, and were
newly presented in this way, it is impossible to
suppose that they would be blandly accepted
by the sophisticated theatre-goer and musiclover of 1973.

HISTORICALLY SPEAKING

IHAVE PROMIS
ED I
O write something about the
Edison Blue Amberol cylinders which were first
introduced in 1912. For some years previous
to their introduction the company had made
four-minute wax cylinders which were called
Amberols, but these were very susceptible to
wear and it was only with the introduction of
the Blue Amberol, which was made of atype of
celluloid on an inner core of hard plaster, that
the problem of wear almost ceased to exist.
These Blue Amberols almost always turn up in
first class condition, and Edison's claim that they
could be played 3,000 times without wear does
not appear to have been an exaggeration. They
were in every way superior to discs of the
time, in that they had almost silent surfaces—
and, as Roland Gelatt pointed out in his book
'The Fabulous Phonograph', the fact that they
had constant groove speed eliminated any
problem of 'end of side' distortion, and being
vertically cut the question of ' blasting' on loud
passages was minimised. In a laterally cut
HI-FI NEWS 8e RECORD REVIEW

by John Freestone
disc, if the singer gave aloud high note ( in the
acoustic system of recording), the vibrations
would be large enough to cause the groove
walls to break down, whereas with the vertical
cut method it would just mean agreater depth
of cut within the standard groove width.
Edison determined to make a final bid to
capture the celebrity market, and he engaged
many famous singers including Arral, Bonci,
Hempel, Kurz, Maria Labia, Metzger, Slezak,
Teyte and others. These records were reasonably successful commercially, but as recordings
they were mostly superb and nowadays,
particularly if they are played electrically, they
are truly astonishing reproductions, particularly
of the human voice.
Unfortunately for Edison the writing was
already on the wall, as far as cylinders were
concerned, in the year when he first launched
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the Blue Amberols, for at the same time the
Columbia Company decided to discontinue the
making of cylinders and announced this fact
with considerable publicity. The Victor and
Gramophone Companies were already too
firmly in command of the classical market, and
they had exclusive contracts with many of the
world's greatest artists. However, the cylinder
survived precariously until the time when
Edison decided to give up his connection with
the record business in 1929. By that time the
sale of cylinders had dwindled to a mere
trickle, although there were still adherents in
the USA, particularly in the deep South, who
were loyal to the end.
Collectors are fortunate in that the Blue
Amberols are not too hard to find, they are
nearly always in good condition, and their
price is comparatively low, from about £ 1for
the more popular orchestral and non-operatic
titles to about £ 10 for the rarest examples by
celebrity singers.

PICK UP ABARGAIN AT THE NUT
HUI CENTRE!
RAILWAY
STATION

PUBLIC CAR PARK

BARCLAYS BANK
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TOWN HALL
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HIGH STREET

Come along to Unilet Products Ltd, see our
vast range, test our systems for yourself on our
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Studio Comparator - and examine our prices! We
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stock every leading make, let you listen to
whatever you want, and are glad to give expert
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advice on all your Hi -Fi needs. If you can't come,
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COMPTON

order by post with equal savings, and be sure of
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speedy, safe delivery.

When ordering by post, please send the amount shown, plus the carriage charge, indicated after the price.
(f)=85p; (
g) = MI5; ( 11)=41.50; (0..0.75; (j)=0.75;(k)=E3•50 incl. transit
AMPLIFIERS
£ p
£ p
Armstrong 521*
44.25 ( e)
Garrard SP25 Mk. 3 inc. base/
Ferrograph F30711 wood cased)* 44.50 ( e)
cover/wiring
18.75 (e)
Leak Delta 30* ..........
46.75 ( e)
AP76 Inc. base/cover/wiring..
29.55 (e)
Delta 70*
57.75 ( e)
SL728 inc. base/cover/wiring
32.35 (e)
McIntosh MA 5100 ...
354.00 ( I)
SL95B inc. base/cover/wiring
45.75 (e)
C26/MC2505 ... 621.80 ( I)
Zero 100A inc. base/cover/
C28/MC2105 ... 870.20 ( I)
wiring ...
50.50 (e)
Quad 33/303 ... ...
98.80 ( h)
Zero 100S inc. base/cover/
Rogers Ravensbourne cased*...
53.50 ( e)
wiring ...
47.25 (e)
Ravensbrook cased* ......
39.95 ( e)
401 chassis ...
28.00 (e)
We also stock B. & O., Nikko, Revox,
Goldring GL72P inc. base and
Sansui, Sony.
35.75 (h)
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
GL75P inc. base and cover ...
44.70 (h)
Armstrong 525*
•.•
67.10 ( h)
GL85P inc. base and cover ...
68.45 (h)
526*
•••
76.50 ( h)
Pioneer PL12/AC inc. base and
M8*
••.
7.00 ( a)
38.80 ( e)
Goodmans Module 80 ...
.•.
71.95 ( h)
Thorens TD125 Mk. 2 ...
66.75 ( e)
Module 110* ...
.•• 108.50 ( h)
TD125AB Mk. 2inc. cover . . 107.90 ( h)
Leak Delta re
.•• 128.95 ( h)
TD150 Mk. 2 ...
29.40 ( e)
Rogers Ravensbrook cased* ...
77.95 ( h)
TD150A Mk. 2 ...
37.50 ( e)
Tandberg TR 200 (MPX) ...
87.00 ( h)
TD150AB Mk. 2 inc. cover ...
44.25 ( h)
TR1010 ( MPX) ... 146.25 ( h)
TD160C inc. cover ..
56.50 ( h)
We also stock B. & O., Nikko, Sansui,
We also stock B. & O., Sony and many
Sony.
units in chassis form only.
TUNERS
BASES AND COVERS
Armstrong 523* ..
39.25 (
e)
SME 2000 system ...
36.50 (0)
524* ...
30.60 ( e)
We also stock Connoisseur, Elac, Garrard
M8"
7.00 ( a)
Sony, Thorens. Send for list.
Leak Delta FM* ...
57.50 ( e)
TONE ARMS
Delta AM/FM * ...
68.95 ( e)
Audio Technica AT1005 inc. lift
18.25 ( c)
McIntosh MR77 ...
578.60 ( I)
Connoisseur SAU2*
11.50 ( c)
Quad AM3
40.40 ( e)
SME 3009/2/NE Imp. FXD SHELL
28.95 ( c)
AM3/0
...
40.40 ( e)
3009/2/HE IMP. Detachable
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ...
46.95 ( e)
shell ...
31.75 ( c)
Ravensbrook cased ... ...
35.95 ( e)
Stax UA7
70.75 ( c)
We also stock B. & O., Nikko, Revox,
Sony.
We also stock Sony and many tone arm
TURNTABLES
accessories. Send for list.
BSR McDonald MP60 inc. base/
CARTRIDGES
cover/wiring
15.55 (
e)
Shure M313- M
4.50 ( a)
HT70 inc. base/cover/wiring ..
19.50 ( e)
M32-3 ...
5.30 ( a)
MP610 inc. base/cover/wiring
18.25 ( e)
M44-7 ...
5.80 ( a)
810 inc. base/cover/wiring ...
37.75 ( e)
M44-E
6.35 (
a)
Connoisseur BD1 kit*
10.25 ( a)
M55E
7.15 ( a)
BD2 chassis* ...
25.60 ( e)
M75-6-2
...
10.05
(
a)
BD2 fitted base abd cover ..
32.25 ( e)
M75-G-2
10.85 ( a)
"These items are cahs and carry or mail
M75- ED-2
14.00 ( a)
order only. Not on demonstration. Maker's
M75-EJ-2
11.35 ( a)
guarantee only.
V15II
improved
•••
•••
29.05 (
a)
Elac 22H ...
72.20 (e)
50H
...
770H ...

...

68.85 (e)
78.45 (e)

We also stock Ortofon, Stanton plus a
complete range of styli. Send for list.

(
a)=I5p; ( b)=25p;(t)=30p; (
d)=50p; (e) -85p;
case; ( I) by quotation.
LOUDSPEAKERS ALL PRICES
p
Acoustic Research AR4X-teak "prices
AR2ax-teak . ...
ion request
Celestion County ...
38.50 (g)
Ditton 120 ... .,.
44.10 (g)
Ditton 15... ...
58.80 ( h)
Ditton 44... ...
81.00 (j)
Ditton 25......
97.50
(I)
Ditton 66......
148.50
(1)
Dynaco A25
(h)
Ferrograph S1*
... 145.00 (d)
Goodmans Double Maxim from
50.45 (g)
Havant from ...
42.85 (g)
Mezzo 3 ... ...
50.00 (h)
Magnum K-2 ...
66.00
(I)
Magister
...
98.45
Dimension 8 (teak)* ...
06.00
(j)
Din 20 Kit ... ...
18.20 (d)
KEF ...
...Send for list
J. B. Lansing
...Send for list
Leak 150* ...
...
36.40 (a)
250* ...
...
47.20 (b)
600*
...
67.20 (c)
Quad ELS
...
.
136.25
(I)
Rogers BBC Studio Monitor .. 165.00
(I)
Wharfedale Denton 2teak/walnut 29.95
(f)
Linton 2teak/walnut
36.95 (h)
Triton 3teak/walnut ...
46.50 (h)
Melton 2teak/walnut ...
46.50 (h)
Dovedale 3teak/walnut
62.95
(I)
Rosedale-walnut only
92.95
Unit 3*
17.75
Unit 4* ...
25.50 (g)
Unit 5* ...
36.95 (h)
We also stock B. & O., Mordaunt-Short,
Sony, Tannoy.

•••
•••

STEREO HEADSETS
We stock Akai, Clark, Koss, Pioneer,
Rogers, Sansui, Sennheiser, Stax,
Wharfedale.
UNIT AUDIO SYSTEMS
We stock B. & O., Braun, Sony, Servo.
sound, Wharfedale.
TAPE RECORDERS-TAPE DECKS
We stock B. & O., Braun, BSR, Revox,
Sony, Tandberg, Teac.
ACCESSORIES
We stock aerials, Dolby units, 4 channel
adaptors, tape, grille cloth, etc. etc.
Send for list.

Find out about UPL's own, special guarantee on most items.
These items are only aselection of our vast range - ask for aprice on any item not shown
here. HP facilities for personal shoppers. Barclaycard. Private export enquiries welcome
Prices quoted are correct at time of going to press, bqt'
' are subject to alteration.
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Sat 9-5,

Thurs 9-7

A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favourites

LOOKING BACK
Ifeel that the record industry
SOMETIMES
is treating us far too well. Always at the end

of the year there seems to come such alavish
feast of riches that, even after twelve years of
reviewing for this magazine and its predecessors,
1am wrapped in arosy glow of musical satiety.
A bad state for acritic to be in! In fact, all one
needs now is time—time to sit and listen to all
three volumes and twenty-nine LPs of the
Schubert Lieder so magnificently perpetuated
by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and Gerald
Moore; time to listen to all the Haydn
symphonies which will soon be in our shelves,
perfectly recreated by Antal Dorati; time to
listen to the past and the present fascinatingly
enshrined in almost one hundred years of
infinitely varied record making.
Especially, in the midst of all the highly
accomplished musical and technical accomplishment that is going on today, we must not forget
the past and its great figures. Fortunately the
record companies are reasonably prepared to do
their duty here as well. The great conductors of
the past—at least, might we say, the great
eccentric conductors ( using that adjective in its
kindest way) will always be with us. The great
individuals like Toscanini, Bruno Walter,
Furtwângler, Beecham—they remain in demand
for their own sakes, not because theirs was
necessarily the best or most satisfactory way of
doing things but because they had great
personalities that overcame all the pipings and
hissings of old recordings and offer music in a
personal manner that will never be repeated.
Our gratitude to RCA must always be for the
conscientious way they keep the Toscanini
recordings alive, even if tending to draw from a
limited number. The last batch have mainly
been remarkable for the improvements in
sound that have been achieved. How meaningful Toscanini makes those engaging trifles, the
Rossini overtures. The new release (AT108)
gives amuch clearer and smoother sound than I
remember hearing and draws them nearer in
spirit to the very great performances with the
New York Philharmonic. The superb performances of Debussy (AT111) are freshly exciting;
the Mozart 40 and 41 (AT110) freshly annoying
and intriguing in turn.
The Bruno Walter boxful from CBS (S77603)
is asimilar voyage of very special unrepeatable
pleasures. What Bruno Walter gave to music
was an intimate concern with the phrase in
hand, a belief that if each bit of the jigsaw
fitted well then the total picture would be
satisfactory. It wasn't always; but 1 never
cease to find a feeling of involvement with a
Walter performance all the way through. I
think this is why his Mahler is peculiarly
satisfying; for I always like to be deeply
conscious of any bit of Mahler scenery that we
are passing through at the moment and never
mind what is round the next bend. I was
surprised to find that some critics found his
Mahler 4th the least satisfying item in the set.
Here, anyway is Bruno Walter's Beethoven,
Brahms, Dvorak, Mahler, Mozart and Schubert
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Peter Gammond
well documented and preserved for the future,
as it always should be.
It isn't only in the classical field that preservation is important and desirable. When you
think that the original masters of most of the
musical comedy and operetta recordings of the
early 1900s have long disappeared and we
already have to rely on finding reasonably clean
copies of the records in order to preserve the
voice of Gertie Millar and Lily Elsie for posterity, things get abit depressing. Not only is
the pioneering work of recording not being
preserved but we could be in danger of losing
some musical history that could have been
saved.
EMI's 'Theatreland Showstoppers'
(SCX SP652) ( 3 records) at least preserves
some of the musical hits of the 1940s, 50s and
60s very well. A real feast of nostalgia here to
make you take out your programme collection
again. Ihave afeeling that somebody will be
producing a similar volume covering 1900 to
1939; they certainly should be thinking about
it. We are in danger of losing asense of style.
Discourses' Musical Comedy's Golden Days'
attempted to preserve something of the true
style in modern recordings but got criticised for
not sounding like the Black and White
Minstrels (ABK12).
My pleasure in Decca's 'Homage to Pavlova'
(SET523/4) was partly from some fine, stylistic
playing of light music of the late 1800s and
early 1900s; partly from the pleasure of
hearing some neglected music justly revived. I
am not a ballet fan but Ilike the music from
which the dancers try to distract our attention.
Now that Casals is no longer very active in
musical or recording activities, who is the
cellist to take his unquestioned place as leader
of the fraternity? It must surely be Paul
Tortelier, now so well known to so many and
one of the world's great musical characters.
Here, immensely active and with many years
ahead to establish his stature, is amusician who
has managed the double trick of having become
one with his instrument—which is the first step,
and then to endow this combined personality
with a single one. With the really great
musicians we are no longer aware of technical
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difficulties or the strained link between normal
man and wayward instrument; only of human
personality as naturally projected as in speech.
Tortelier is such a player, an unmistakable
voice, agreat interpreter who must now give us
his considered performances of all the great
cello masterpieces on record. Recently he has
made important moves in this direction with
the Bach suites (SLS798-3 records); and now
with the Beethoven cello sonatas (SLS836-2
records). You may not agree with Tortelier any
more than we have to agree with Toscanini or
Bruno Walter, but these are undeniably great
personal and dramatic performances that will
always be wanted.
It's abit harder to appoint achief pianist but
Iam sure that Artur Rubinstein would be one
of the foremost candidates. Perhaps he no
longer wants to spend much time in recording
but Ihave a feeling that we have not had all
that we ought to have from Rubinstein on
record. The output has been very patchy in
recent years. And it is good to have two
worthy performances of the Chopin piano
concertos preserved (RCA DPS2034) but it
would be very assuring to feel that the quintessence of Rubinstein's art was being recorded
perhaps in association with a great conductor
and orchestra. How about, for abumper box,
the complete Chopin piano music—or must that
now be left to ayounger artist?
Anyone who failed to get them in the first
instance ought to see that they have ' Homage to
Erik Satie', a splendid collection of all his
orchestral works, ballets, and items orchestrated
by other composers, excellently done by
Maurice Abravanel (Vanguard VCS10037/8).
I wouldn't go so far as to say that Satie is
essential to any balanced collection but not to
have him would be like doing without pickled
onions. Idon't want to eat them all the time but
every now and then one has alonging for their
crunchy acidity. Satie is always stimulating and
La belle excentrique is one of my favourite bits
of musical frivolity.
Like the sheep to its fold, Ialways seem to
come back to Mozart in the end. Rich rewards
this month in what Ithink is clearly the best
available performance of the big divertimento
in Bb, K287—the one with two minuets, one of
them the first piece that made me aware of
Mozart as achild and no doubt doing similar
service nowadays. He seemed every now and
then to write music like this, especially to be
used as background music to films about
18th century court life. A lively yet sensitive
performance by David Blum ( Vanguard
VCSIL)082). Likewise, a best performance of
the ' Gran partita' the great serenade in 131›,
K361 for 13 wind instruments or, as in this
case, twelve and adouble- bass; Iusually think
this preferable to the contrabassoon which
tends to make it too windy. Such music has to
be kept very much on its toes all the time and
Edo de Waart is very much the man to do it
with the fine Netherlands Wind Ensemble
(Philips 839 734).
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THE BASIC REPERTOIRE

Brahms' 4th
Symphony
first heard eightyeight years ago in Meiningen, under Von
Bülow's baton. Arguably the finest of the four
Brahms symphonies it was not immediately
popular, and oddly enough it seems to have
escaped examination in our Basic Repertoire
series until now.
Not that there is anything especially topical
about reviewing the available recordings right
now. One or two interesting versions have
gone: Toscanini's, Van Beinum's, SchmidtIsserstedt's, the historical de Sabata recording,
and recently Kempe's with the Royal Philharmonic. Although one might think his
conception would have been even better served
by the Berlin Philharmonic (used in his earlier
LP recording), Kempe's characteristically
watchful performance with the RPO is worth
keeping a lookout for, until EMI have the
good sense to reissue it. Its last appearance
was on WRC ST932 [B: 1*].
There are two important versions scheduled:
those of Boult and Haitink, in their projected
complete cycles; and Solti plans to record all
four with his Chicago orchestra presently. No
doubt Barenboirn will be tackling them, and a
set with Abbado conducting various orchestras
is due shortly.
However, from what we have to hand now
one would short-list Klemperer, Giulini,
Walter, Karajan, and Barbirolli. There is, too,
a historic Furtwüngler taping on Unicorn
WFS1 [H: 2], areading as personal and wilful
as SzeII's Brahms (currently out of the catalogues).
Barbirolli's HMV version, part of his Vienna
Philharmonic cycle (ASD2433) [A: 2], appears
in our HFN/RR Annual listings—although
the present writer has ' demoted' the perf.
rating of our former Brahms reviewer! This
was the one disappointing reading in the
HMV set, far less taut and straight-forward
than on the earlier Hallé recording which
makes an excellent bargain recommendation on
Pye GSGC14037 [B/C: 1]. In the later recording Barbirolli is consistently slower, and the
first movement especially is hard to take.
Klemperer's disc is a remastering of a Philharmonia taping first issued in mono in Nov
'58. It still sounds acceptable, although the
playing is not perfectly disciplined, and the
phrasing is not carried through as well as
Kempe's. Even so, one would define this as an
'architectural', unsentimental approach, and
the forward balancing of winds and horns,
where most conductors go for astrings-dominated texture, is certainly revealing (ASD2708)
[B/C: 1/2]. Klemperer's speeds are by no
means slow!
THE E MINOR SYMPHONY was

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A warmer, riper version comes from Walter,
who made a series of the four symphonies
with the Columbia Orchestra. The CBS Classics
transfer has come up well, and is very clearly
separated without having unnatural balances.
The tape-hiss level is high, as with other Walter
Indian Summer recordings for CBS. One
notices Walter's holding back the natural flow
of the music in an almost obstinate way,
notably in the slow movement. But a good
version, reasonably well played (some dubious
horn intonation, and imprecise ensemble here
and there), and more convincing than the old
BBC SO recording broadcast a few months
ago in the 50th Anniversary celebration programmes (61211) [B/C: 2]. The Academic
Fest. Ovt. is the filler, as with Barbirolli/HMV.
Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic makes
the safest recommendation for many (DGG
138927) [A: 1]. The climaxes are unerringly
placed, in Karajan's usual way, and everything
is carefully shaped. But the listener is somewhat
distanced here.
When Giulini's Chicago version first appeared (HMV ASD 2650) it seemed too individual for general purposes, too involved even.
And the recording was not very clean. But
listening again one finds more and more
depth in this beautifully shaped, and wholly
characteristic Giulini reading; and the emotions
are engaged admirably. Also with the new
Ortofon MISE Super the strings sound quite
good. It just shows how subtle the business
of hi-fi matching is, if it extends right down to
record-pickup compatibilities! We would be
inclined to place this as [A: 1*], and put the
Walter as medium-priced recommendation.

MUSIC ON RECORD

THE GREAT INTERPRETERS

Alfred
Brendel
He was not, in his
own words ' an early riser'—not an infant
prodigy, and he was able to build arepertoire
painstakingly, free from the spotlight of
premature success with the public. He has
been making records for just over adecade.
He thinks that from an artist's point of view
records are like offspring which never grow up:
witness the later versions of Beethoven sonatas
Brendel has taped (see this month's review
section), as compared with the Vox recordings
he made in his thirties. However, it is certainly
interesting to have documented the earlier style
of playing on the Turnabout reissues, to compare say the new and old approaches to K.459,
or to contrast the two Harnmerklaview—the
one spontaneously energetic, the later infinitely
more refined in detail.
Brendel is a big advocate of recording live
concerts, regardless of the audience distractions
BRENDEL WAS BORN IN 1931.
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or limitations imposed on the engineers.
Originally he used to aim for distinctions in his
live performances and those entrusted to tape,
but more recently he has tried to keep takes
as long as possible, striving to imagine an
audience with him in the studio, to recreate the
feeling of alive event. He has, too, an ambition
in music-making, looking for the distinguishing
marks of a work rather than the generalising
aspects which any composer's scores might
share.
One of the incidental joys of the solo recordings so far released by Philips is that the
sleeve-notes are by Brendel himself. These
form a valuable and revealing introduction to
what one hears on the actual discs. He holds
strong opinions on such things as structural
or psychological (aword often used by Brendel)
arguments for making or ignoring repeats in
classical music, on cadenzas in eighteenth
century scores, especially the Mozart concertos.
These are expressed in some detail in an interview reported in the Aug ' 71 HFN/RR.
So far the repertory to which he has turned
on behalf of Philips has been confined to
Mozart, Schubert, and Beethoven. But a
recent DOG remake of the Schonberg Piano
Concerto reminds us of the catholicity of his
taste. When, fourteen years ago, he recorded
that work for Vox it was very much aprestige
issue: graced with a sleeve-note by Hans
Keller, no less, and offering afield-day for the
'heavy' reviewers. Brendel's records for Vox
ranged over awide area; in fact his reputation
as a recording artist was founded very much
on his Liszt series, including the rare operatic
transcriptions and the Harmonies Poétiques et
Réligieuses.
Ithink it would be fair to say that, in this
country at least, Brendel has built up areputation by his concert and recital appearances,
rather than by his records.
Influenced by the examples of Edwin Fischer
—who exerted a profound influence—and
Landowska, Brendel decorated the barer
printed texts of the Mozart concertos he played.
Whatever reservations one may harbour concerning the infills in his new K.488, it is marvellous to have that first issue in what one
hopes will be a long series with Marriner and
the Academy. ( Brendel has no present conducting ambitions.)
His current interpretations deserve the
closest attention—such as listening via headphones affords—and the richness of study and
detailed considerations do not seem to have
been achieved at the expense of inner life.
RECORDS:
1. BEETHOVEN: Sonatas 23, 32— Philips 6500 138
[A: 1*]
Sonatas 24, 29—Philips 6500 139
[A: 1]
2. MOZART: Concertos K.459, 488 (St Martin's
Academy/Marriner)— Philips 6500 283 [A: 1*]
3. SCHUBERT: Sonata D960; Wanderer Fantasy—
Philips 6500 285 [
A: 1]
Turnabout reissues:
4. BEETHOVEN: Variations (3 vols)—TV3425153DS [B : 1]
5. LISZT: Sonata etc—TV34232DS [
C: 1]
6. SCHUBERT: Impromptus Op. 90; Op. 142—TV
34141S [
C: 1/2]
7. SCHUMANN: Symphonic Studies; Fantasy In
C—RCA Vanguard VCS10020 [B: 1]

Bib

HI-FI
ACCESSORIES

GROOV-KLEEN

RECOMMENDED BY LEADING
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
AND AUDIO SPECIALISTS

modern automatic record cleaners
The de- luxe Model 42 GROOV-KLEEN
II Removes and collects dust
without using liquid.
• Improves reproduction.
• Reduces record & stylus wear.
Ill Counterweight ensures
lightweight tracking.

For low turntables,

• Operates silently.
• Armrest incorporated.
• Beautifully finished in
Chrome, bright anodised
Aluminium & shiny black.

Model 42 £ 1.95

order Ref 42L

The popular priced Model 50 GROOV-KLEEN
has all the features of the Model 42 but is made in high
quality plastic. The base is finished in matt black
and the cranked arm is white,

Model 50 £1.26

HI- Fl
Stereo
Test
Cassette
How to get the best Stereo and Mono
reproduction and recording. Devised by Bib.
Recorded by Decca. Includes channel
identification, balance control, speaker
phasing, adjusting record volume controls,
reducing tape hiss and eliminating hum, wow
and flutter, and sounds you can record
yourself. 523 musicians. 6Symphony Orchestras.
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. Grand Organ. Brass
Band.6 individual instruments.
Plays fo , 50 minutes.

Ref 53 £2.25

Cue and
Swinger
Detector

Identifies selected items on records. Fitted
easily to all turntable decks. Scale moves
clear of records, cannot touch pick-up
cartridge. Detects swingers for improved
reproduction when rectified.
Patent No. 2460/72.
RECORDING TAPE SPLICER

Ref 31A

Compact Tape Head
Non Flam cleaner, 4- Head Tools,

Recording
Tape Splicer

Ref A £1.5E4

HI- Fl Stereo Hints
and Tips

I
.
(

Tape splicer, cutter, marker,
splicing tape. Reel or cassette
labels. For 1" tape.

H
.41 R
-EFDI

Ref 23 £1.40

HINT13
&TIPS

(for cassettes)

How to make the most of your
equipment by John Borwick BSc.,
Technical Editor of
The Gramophone'. 48 pages of
useful information with 54
invaluable reference charts and
illustrations for Hi -Fi
enthusiasts.
2nd Edition
Ref 56 32p
completely revised

Ref 24 £ 1.56

Stylus
Balance
Precision built. Calibrated. Measures stylus
pressure within
gramme. In plastic container.

Ref 32A £1.45
Cassette Case

Spirit Level
Essential to assure correct
tracking and to minimise
stylus & record wear.
Dept. HFN 9

MIN MILPK,IM POW

High quality black padded
PVC case with carrying

handle for home and car.
Holds 12.

Ref 34

£1.34

Stylus & Turntable
Cleaning Kit
Anti- static cleaner, stylus
brush on free-standing base
and absorbent
cleaning cloth. Ref F
3 38 P

£2.10

e

— in Wallets

54p

Bib Sales,

z
;."

Tape Editing Kits

10 sticks and cloth in wallet.
Recommended by Fenograph,
Revox and Tandberg.

Ref 46 56p

Ref 47 £1.45

Ref 26A

Cleaning Kit

Ref J

Indexa Record

To clean tape heads safely
and easily, and for joining
and editing tapes precisely.
Packed in plastic box.

47p

Ideal gift. Contains GROOV-KLEEN in sparkling
all- chrome finish, Record Dust Off, Spirit Level,
Stylus & Turntable Cleaner.

Gramophone record filing
and index system. Finds
1-100 instantly. Luxury
padded index book,.100.pairs
of numbered sleeve labels.
Pad of coded printed pages.

Cassette Tape
Recorder Care Kit

Packed in attractive
bubble pack, without
'I brary' case.

Record
Care Kit

Ref 43 £2.49

Model 20 £ 1.24

For all cassette
machines. Removes oxide
and dirt from heads.
Packed in plastic
'library case.

57p

I

Fitted with clamps for holding tape for diagonal
or butt splices. On non- slip base, complete with
tape cutter and instructions.

Cassette Head
Cleaning Tape

Ref 31

Record

—

Other Lines Include:
Item
Record Care
Record & Stylus Cleaning Kit
Record Sleeve Protectors ( 5).
Record Dust- Off
Roller & Brush for Model 42
2Self-adhesive Bases and Cleaning
Brush for Models 42 and 50
Base sticker, brush and
velvet carrier for Model 50..

Ref

Price

36A
44
48
42S

25p
44p
20p
18p

42P

15p

50S

20p

Tape Care
.8Track Cartridge Tape Head Cleaner. 41
Recording Tape Cutters
M
1" Tape Splicer
Model 21
Cassette Title Labels
(Pack of 108)
T/5
Cassette Salvage Kit
29
Splicing Tape
33
Cartridge Carrying Case (holds 81
35
Cassette Wallet
39
Cassette Re- Record Kit
54
Cassette Hub Clips
57
H Fi
Maintenance
Hi Fi Solder Pack
Hi -Fi Cleaner
Wire Stripper De Luxe Model
Hi -Fi Maintenance Electrical Kit
Hi-Fi Cable & Flex Tidies (5).

37
P
9
C4
0/2

99p
20p
£9.00
39p
46p
26p
£ 1.59
58p
44p
26p
15p
28p
75p
72p
20p

Available from good audio shops. If unobtainable
send direct plus 20p p & pfor amounts up to £ 3.
Over £ 3 postage free UK only.

PO Box No. 78, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7EP. Tel : Hemel Hempstead 3636

HAVERGAL BRIAN

A PLEA FOR RECOGNITION OF A PROLIFIC
BUT UNHEARD GENIUS BY ROBERT WALKER*
CREATIVE artist's death is often the
A occasion
for an assessment of his work,

Psalm 137, By the Waters of Babylon, for
baritone, chorus and orchestra, which contribut when the vast majority of his output is
buted to his growing reputation as acomposer.
unknown and unperformed, such an assessThese works, together with other orchestral
ment is much more difficult to make. It might
and choral pieces which succeeded them, led
therefore seem foolhardy to attempt such a to Brian being regarded as one of the up-andtask, but Ihave no hesitation in saying that I coming English composers of his generation.
regard Havergal Brian as possibly the greatest
At this time Brian's circumstances were such
composer this country has ever produced,
that he could not devote the whole of his workcertainly one of the greatest symphonists of this
ing day to music. He held a position as a
century, and amajor figure who will in time be
representative for a timber company and was
given his due. As Brian is probably little more
able to travel about the Midlands, hearing a
than a name to the vast majority of HFN/RR
lot of music and also supplementing his income
readers, 1would like to give some background
as amusic critic. As long as he kept the orders
to the man and his music, and try to explain
up for his company, he was left pretty much
why Ihold these views.
to his own devices. In 1909 awealthy business
Havergal Brian was born on January 29th,
man became Brian's benefactor and Brian was
1876 near Dresden in Staffordshire. He left
able to give up his job and devote all his time
school at the age of twelve and was apprenticed
to composition. However, this only lasted
for ashort time in awoodyard, from which he
until just before the first world war, when
was dismissed for utilising long planks of
disagreement between the two men came to a
wood he had planed, as manuscript paper.
head and his patron cut off his income.
Although almost entirely self-taught, he
At this time it must be remembered that
managed to pursue his studies to such an extent
Brian was nearly 40 and had much to look forthat he gained an appointment as a local
ward to. However, his lack of professional
church organist and was able to take a very
qualifications led him to accept apost during the
active part in the musical life of his community.
war as aclerk in amunitions factory in BirmingFrom an early age he wanted to be acomposer,
ham. It was while working under such circumand his first works were written in the late
stances that he produced his first opera, The
1890s. In the industrial Midlands and North
Tigers, which although it has never been perof England at that time the choral tradition
formed (the orchestral score is lost) has been
was very strong and he came into contact with
published in a vocal score. In it, Brian is his
many important musicians.
own librettist. Until someone does for this
In the early 1900s he produced asuccession
work whet Rimsky-Korsakov did for Musof works, a concert overture For Valour, his
sorgsky's operas (though with more fidelity to
first English Suite, a symphonic poem Hero
the original) it will never be performed, but a
and Leander, and some early choral works:
close examination reveals it to be an opera of
Psalm 23 for tenor, chorus and orchestra, and
considerable importance, surely the first great
* Manager, Classical Dept., CBS Records ( UK).
English comic opera.
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At the end of the war Brian began work on
his most notorious composition, the Gothic
Symphony. This was begun in 1919 and finished,
in all essentials, in 1923, but the full score was
not ready until 1927. ( During the intervening
period, Brian had moved to London to attempt
to find work. His financial situation at this
time was so desperate that this strong-willed
man was reduced to contemplating suicide.
He determined to buy agun to end it all, yet
on the day when he had saved enough money
to buy one and went to the gunsmiths, he found
it was their half-day, and the shop was
closed.)
The Gothic Symphony is awork of staggering
dimensions. It is probably the biggest symphony in terms of numbers of performers and
playing time that has ever been written, and
utilises an orchestra so gigantic that each section comprises every known instrument of that
particular orchestral family. Part Icomprises
three purely instrumental movements, like
Beethoven's Choral, but in Part II the work
also requires a very large double choir that is
often divided into four separate choirs, and
another chorus of boys' voices. There are
four solo singers required as well, and in this
second part Brian incorporates into his score
four brass bands, placed in the corners of the
auditorium in the manner of Berlioz's Requiem.
No wonder the score took eight years from
inception to completion, and to accommodate
his vision Brian had to tape together 32-stave
and 26-stave manuscript paper in order to
produce a page of full orchestral score of 58
staves! What has often been remarked of this
work is that despite the vast forces, Brian does
not use them as the excuse for one mindblowing climax after another, but employs
them with remarkable restraint and delicacy,
reserving his fullest effects for the few moments
that really demand them.
It is sometimes asked why Brian wrote the
work for such gigantic forces. He must have
known that the chances of ever hearing the
work were almost non-existent, especially
when written during the 1920s. A new generation of composers had arisen, and with them
a new musical climate, in complete contrast
to the fashions prevalent prior to 1914; in a
phrase, the Gothic Symphony was superficially
unfashionable. But on examining the score and
hearing the work it becomes obvious that
Brian's reason for choosing such forces was
not some meretricious one—to write the largest
symphony of all time—but so that the whole
gamut of known instrumental colour at that
time would be available to him to use as he
wished. Brian may have used vast forces, as
did Richard Strauss and Mahler, but his
message was different from theirs: his polyphony stemmed from Byrd and the English
madrigalists, not from his own contemporaries.
Shortly after it was finished, Brian entered
the work for the British section of the Schubert
Centenary competition in 1928, the first prize
of which was acheque for £2,000 and a commercial recording of the winning work. Apparently Brian only just missed the first prize,
and it may well have been that the sheer
prospect of recording such agigantic work led
to his failure. However, the piece came to the
attention of several distinguished musicians:
Sir Donald Tovey regarded it as the greatest
work ever written by an Englishman, and
(continued overleaf)

Richard Strauss, who accepted the dedication,
was enormously impressed by it. As is now
tolerably well known, the work was not first
performed until 1961 in asemi-amateur production in London. Its first fully professional
performance was given in October 1966, conducted by Sir Adrian Boult. It might be asked
why Brian did not make agreater effort to get
his music performed; after all, with such a
history already, by 1930 it would probably
have been possible to get aperformance somewhere. But for Brian, always an indomitable
man caring nothing for personal success, it was
important for him to write the music and not
by any means so important for him to hear it.
The Gothic Symphony was called No. 2, as
Brian had in 1907 written aFantastic Symphony
in three movements. However, by this time
the Fantastic had been broken up into two
separate works, and some movements had
been lost. The Gothic is now No. I.
In 1930 Brian began work on another large
symphony, this time purely instrumental. It
is this which is being performed at Brighton in
April, but largely by amateur performers;
although the prospect of hearing the ' battle
scherzo' of this work with its 16 horns, two
pianos and three timpani is certainly exciting,
an examination of the score would suggest that
probably only afully professional performance
will do it justice. The 3rd Symphony ( written
in 1932) is in a sense a sinfonia concertante,
with the two pianos of the second's scherzo
being elevated almost to concerto standing
throughout the work, requiring staggering
virtuosity.
The 4th Symphony, finished in 1934, is
Brian's only fully choral symphony. Subtitled
Das Sieges/id, it is a three movement setting
of Psalm 68. Brian at this time was much
attracted by German culture ( hardly ' fashionable' for a British composer in the 1930s) and
the setting is in German. The rise cf Nazism
led to a disenchantment with Germany, and
his next symphony, No. 5, comes in complete
contrast. It is a work in one movement
scored for baritone solo and comparatively
small orchestra, a setting of Lord Alfred
Douglas's poem Wine of Summer.
In 1926 Brian became assistant editor of
Musical Opinion and was known as a music
critic. His championing of modern unknown
composers such as Schoenberg and Berg
hardly endeared him to the English musical
establishment at that time. Another work
written at about the sanie time as the Wine of
Summer Symphony is his Violin Concerto,
which again suffered from the extraordinary
series of misfortunes which dogged this man.
The score was lost in London, and when it
became obvious that it would not be returned,
Brian wrote another violin concerto, calling it
No. 2 but utilising themes used in the first.
Shortly after this he began composition of a
work which in its demands far exceeds the
performers required even for the Gothic. This
was a vast, four-hour setting of Shelley's
Prometheus Unbound and occupied Brian for
nearly seven years, being completed in 1944.
The score of this work, too, has disappeared.
At that time Brian was nearly 70 and must
have felt that his life's work as a composer
was coming to an end with this overwhelming
composition, but in 1947 he wrote two symphonies in quick succession, the 6th, Sinfonia
Tragica, and the 7th. These two works marked

the transition to Brian's last phase as a composer, a phase so extraordinary that in contemplating his output after this time, one is
reduced almost to alevel of disbelief.
Between 1949 and 1968, between the ages of
73 and 92, he wrote, among many other works,
24 symphonies! This would be a remarkable
achievement even if the music were worthless,
but the more one comes to know of the works
of this last period of Brian's life (and only
four of the last 20 have been performed: 14,
18, 21, 22), the more one becomes convinced
that in asense, everything he wrote up to the
end of the last war was a prelude to this
astonishing final outpouring.
Brian often wrote works in groups. The
second, third and fourth symphonies form a
clear group, as do the eighth, ninth and tenth.
The eighth dates from 1949, the ninth from
1951 and the tenth from 1954. It was in 1954
that Brian heard for the first time (at the age
of 78!) any of his symphonies when Sir Adrian
Boult conducted a broadcast performance of
the eighth. Possibly hearing his work was the
spur for Brian's next symphony, No. 11, very
different from the preceding three, more intimate and contemplative, by no means as
turbulent and tragic. All of the symphonies in
Brian's last period are scored for a normal
large orchestra, with none of the demands on
instrumental resource that make the prospect
of performance of the earlier symphonies so
daunting. They rarely last fot more than 25
minutes and are nearly all in one movement.
One of the most remarkable of these works
is the 12th, written in 1957, lasting only twelve
minutes yet containing a range of expression
that is as wide as it is profound. Ibelieve this
work to be cne of Brian's greatest symphonies,
in spite of its brevity.
It was around 1957 that Ifirst came into
contact with Havergal Brian and his music,
when Iattended the first performance of No. 10
by the Philharmonia Orchestra under Stanley
Pope at BBC's Maida Vale studios; I well
remember my own astonishment on coming
into contact with such a major musical force.
That the 10th Symphony is a great masterpiece, I have no doubt; in the course of its
20-odd minutes, one feels that one has been
listening to a work twice that length, simply
because Brian packs so much musical incident
into each moment that one is astonished that
so much can be said in so short aspace of time.
The opening of the work, a tragic funeral
march, is immediately arresting, and the succeeding first half of the work, during which it
seems as though a storm blows through the
orchestra, aided by a vast percussion section
containing wind and thunder machines, is one
of the most remarkable passages in all music.
Nor is this mere sensationalism: one has a
feeling that one is being confronted by aliving
thing, as though one were witnessing some
extraordinary event of nature.
By the late 1950s, then, although Brian had
written alarge body of symphonies (twelve) he
had not shown such a prolific creativity as he
was soon to develop. It was around this time
that Brian began to receive more attention
than at any other period of his life, largely due
to the efforts of Robert Simpson, and it may
have been the occasional hearing of his symphonies as well as the interest shown in them
that spurred his creative impulse. Between the
end of 1959 and the end of 1960 he had written
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another five symphonies. Of these Ihave only
heard No. 14, a granite-like, violent work of
immense power and strength.
By 1968 Brian had completed his cycle of 32
symphonies, but he also wrote during these
years aconcerto for orchestra, acomedy overture and acello concerto. It has been said that
if this story were told as fiction, it would be
unbelievable. But it is true. A great many of
these symphonies have never been performed,
so neither Inor the vast majority of people are
in aposition to judge them. It may be that in
some of these later works Brian retraces his
steps, but Ithink it is unlikely. What cannot
be denied is that we will never know whether
these later works are good, bad or indifferent,
until we have had achance to hear them. Noone would be so foolish as to pretend that
every new work that is performed is amasterpiece, but of the symphonies of Brian Ihave
heard (the Gothic, Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18,
21 and 22), although Imay rate some more
highly than others, Ihave never been less than
profoundly impressed.
On apersonal level, what impressed me most,
on the occasions Ivisited him, apart from his
indomitable energy and courage, was his personality. Although suffering decades of neglect,
he was entirely without bitterness or cynicism,
with alively interest in all forms of new music.
For him, to get the music written was of paramount importance: like Beethoven, he was
unable to hear his later music in performance
(nor most of his earlier works for that matter);
but it is not true, as some critics have maintained, that this lack of hearing his own music
led him to make miscalculations. Before the
astonishing outpouring of his last decade he
had heard five of his later symphonies, and,
although performances of his music were very
infrequent before the last war, he had heard
sufficient of his own works in later life to know
what he was doing, to say nothing of his profound knowledge of other's music.
He is a composer of our time ( indeed,
passages of the third symphony— I931!—rival
Stockhausen in their instrumental layout and
rhythmic complexity), and his later works
could have been written at no other time than
the post-Second World War era. But what
sets him apart from most of his contemporaries
is his profound humanity: his music is never
cerebral, never pattern-making, and nothing
seems to be calculated for ' effectiveness'—it
is all put at the service of a truly original
expression, entirely without external influence,
yet with universal relevance.
At present, then, his music is known only to
a small number of people, which begs the
almost inevitable question of ' special pleading'.
It is exciting news, therefore, that the BBC are
to broadcast the complete 32 symphonies
over the next three to four years, and comforting to know that Brian knew of these plans
shortly before he died. It gives all of us the
chance to come to grips with this remarkable
composer. Only time will tell, of course, but
we owe it to ourselves to explore a composer
unknown for far too long.

Note: Havergal Brian's Symphonies Nos. 10 and 21
were recorded by Angus McKenzie for Unicorn Records
last summer, with Robert Simpson producing, and Eric
Pinkett and James Loughran conducting the Leicestershire
Schools Symphony Orchestra. We look forward to an
early disc release when Unicorn have overcome their present
financial problems.—Ed.
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STANTON
CARTRIDGES:

WHEN SECOND BEST
VVILL NOT DO ....
J. E. Sugden & Company have always had something
better to offer. Back in 1967 when Jim Sugden was appalled
at the sound the industry was offering as " HI-Fi" he produced
the first commercially available all-transistor " Class A"
amplifier—the use of Class A was then the most immediate
answer to the problem of the "transistor sound" caused by
crossover distortion resulting from the use of Class B output
stages—output stages little removed in design concept from
those used in personal portable radio sets. He also laid down
certain standards in quality of construction and workmanship
seldom paralleled in a " consumer" product. Such standards
were, of course, of little problem to a team which had been
involved in electronic instrument production for over ten
years. The company name and in particular their A21 amplifier
rapidly became synonymous with clear non-fatiguing sound
reproduction. It is, however, an unfortunate fact of life that as
loudspeaker responses get better their efficiencies get worse
and whereas 10 watts of electrical output was adequate for an
efficient reflex enclosure nearer 20 is needed for modern I.B.
designs or even 40 if your favourite concert hall seat is in the
front row. It was thus necessary to obtain more power and the
sensible limits had been achieved with pure Class A designs.
The Harrogate Festival—Audio '72—was chosen to offer the
audiophile Jim Sugden's latest designs based on a medium
power Class A driver coupled to the loudspeakers via fully
complementary twin pairs of output emitter followers. It has
taken the company three years to develop this output stage and
carry out exhaustive laboratory and listening tests. Only when
they were satisfied that the J. E. Sugden sound had been
maintained with the benefit of larger output powers were the
new designs released. So when second best will not do can
you do other than choose from:

thestarting pointof fine hi-fi
Sound reproduction from a record can only
be as good as the cartridge which tracks it:
with the Stanton 681 EE you ensure the
best. The Stanton 681 EE meets the most
exacting requirements of the professional
user and the discriminating enthusiast.

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier ( second power amp.
may be added to double the output capability), comprehensive
facilities for the real nuts (like its designers) who must have
everything.

The Stanton 681 Calibration Series has an
amazingly low- mass moving magnetic
system which weighs only 1/5 or 1/10 of
ordinary pickups. Its frequency response from
10 to 20,000 Hz is virtually astraight line.
Every 681 is guaranteed to meet the
specifications within exacting limits and the
most meaningful warranty possible—
individual calibration test results —
comes packed with each unit.
Ask for ademonstration of the Stanton
681 EE at your local dealer, or write for
details and specifications, plus information
about the Stanton 500 Broadcast Standard
Series. Trade enquiries welcome.

A48 and A21 integrated
amplifiers 40 or 20 watts
RMS per channel respectively, facilities to match the
price ranges catered for.

R21 and R51 FM Stereo
tuners with many novel
features complete the story,
in two styles to match the
A21 and A48 or C51 respectively.
*Ask your dealer or write for our free colour brochure today

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.
CARR STREET . CLECKHEATON .
Telephone: Cleckheaton ( 09762) 2501

WILMEX LTD

YORKSHIRE
BD19 5LA

Stanton Division, 24/26 Ensign Street,
London El Telephone: 01-949 2545
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Bring out the best in your friends.

TRQ 134D 8- track stereo
recording deck

DPK 311 compact stereo system

By hearing them on Hitachi equipOr to build into your stereo
ment, you'll hear them at their best.
system there's the TRQ 730D:
Because Hitachi's stereo systems a4-track, 3-head reel to reel tape
reach an unsurpassed standard of
deck, with individual recording
perfection and high quality.
and reproducing heads.
Take the DPK 311, asolid state
The TRQ 262, astereo cassette
compact stereo system with FM,
tape deck with a4-track tape
long, medium and short waveband
recorder in awalnut finished cabinet
coverage; 2speed Auto player;
that looks as good as it sounds.
separate bass, treble and balance
And the TRQ 134D, an 8-track
controls: fully transistorized circuit
stereo player and recording deck,
and 8watts output per channel R.M.S. is really something. A unique
through two twin-speaker units.
standard of sound with auto stop

TRQ 730D reel to
eel tape deck

TRQ 262 cassette
tape deck

system and easy load mechanism.
All in an elegant wood cabinet
with metal trims.
Only Hitachi give you such a
wide range of real value for money
equipment. And asuperior technical
expertise dedicated to bringing you
the best.
You've heard us. Now give your
friends achance.
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ud,
New Century House, Coronation Rd,
London NWio

HITACHI The world at your fingertips

'Earth's Magnetic Field' reviewed by Michael Thorne
T HIS

is a most provocative record, not
because of the music but

equal-tempered correspondence, with twelve

I necessarily

DODGE: Earth's Magnetic Field
Charles Dodge Bruce Boller ICarl Frederick I
Stephen Ungar I Prcrduced at the Columbia
University Computer Centre
Nonesuch H 71250 (£1.49)

because of the underlying philosophy and
method of composition whose implications
could be far-reaching. The full title of the
work is Earth's Magnetic Field: Realisations
in computed electronic sound, and it was produced by Dodge with three geophysicist
associates at the Columbia Centre, scene of
much current activity in electronic and computer music. It is derived from variations in
the magnetic field as measured at a selected

Kp readings to the octave. Subjective response to the music is inevitably somewhat
difficult, the usual examination of prejudices
being necessary. After asingle- line introduction on the first side, polyphonic progressions
ensue, effects varying between contrapuntal
and sustained pedal devices, with typically

ing balance between complexity and simplicity

brittle electronic quality. There is no impression of overall form, as is to be expected;

(the extreme of which would be a single note
held indefinitely).

sequences can only relate to those immediately preceding and following. They cannot

group of observing stations on Earth; an

With this work from Dodge an extension

do more, for shape is limited by the arbitrary

average is obtained from these, called the
Kp index, which may assume any of 28 values,
and with measurements taken every three
hours, eight values result per day, or 2920
per year. These indices, plotted as in the
illustration, were dubbed ' Bartel's musical
diagrams' after their inventor, and gave an

of this possibility appears, best explained by
startirtg with the physical phenomenon which
inspires it. ' Winds' of ionised particles stream

choice of ayear's ( 1961) data, which doesn't
necessarily exhibit any symmetry—the terms
'beginning' and ' end' are meaningless.

obvious inspiration for thoughts of musical

outwards from the sun, originating in localised disturbances on its surface. These, by
virtue of their charge and motion, are subsequently deflected by magnetic fields at the

correspondence.

sun, through space, and prior to detection
by us by Earth's own field. Since this solar

Music might be conceptualised as an
organised stream of data which we perceive

wind constitutes an electric current, it influences the magnetic field at the Earth's sur-

and appreciate subject to intuitive interpretive

face; and while we do not know how to predict

rules not fully understood. Attempts at describing or justifying some characteristic of

the form of the variations, in principle there .
is an underlying shape, no matter how com-

particular music employ the ideas of 'form'
and ' content', two inseparable abstractions

tion about this form, whose nature we do not

whose psychologically satisfying
tionships

cannot

be

rationalised,

interrelabut are

nonetheless apparent. They are not necessarily dependent on the composer's specific
methods. We appreciate that there is an
underlying logic, even if we can't define it.
One approach to composition is working from
the general to the particular, an extreme
example of which would be ahighly organised
serial work, although the approach does not
necessarily demand serialism; and at the
other pole we find Cage's random organisation of existing formalised material ( sailing
with the tide of increasing entropy, against
all other souls swimming up). And again,
Xenakis' construction of ' stochastic' music
by ordering random elements—the external
'ordering' system brought to bear is the personality of the composer. Such an act of
composition requires a refining of information—it is up to the composer to control this
'filtering', and he is responsible for the resultHI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

plex. The Kp indices will thus carry informaknow, but whose existence, within limits of
determinacy, we do not doubt. If a subsequent transposition into musical guise is

Dynamics vary considerably, although the
attaok of the notes is mostly gentle, perhaps
echoing Morton Feldman's comments on
notes ' which don't begin or end, are just
there'. Arguably, the 'filtering' discussed
earlier has been applied rather too heavily,
with the result that the piece has asomewhat
bland, monotonous feel, in marked contrast
with other works developed from basics via
unaided computer synthesis. He does not
permit himself sufficient variation in the parameters of the musical system he is trying to
derive; with musical sounds, such narrowing
of aspect gives a ' microscope' effect, whereby
we see details and differences hidden other-

undertaken the result must reflect the influences inherent in the figures. Thus, after

wise, but the electronic sound here is more
limited in its scope than natural sound, and
suffers accordingly.

imposition of a musical equivalence on nonmusical data, we can try to ' evaluate' the
structure intuitively— by listening to it in the

Calculating, pretentious, arbitrary—all are
charges that could be raised at some level,
as with any experiment, but masterpiece or

same way as any other music. If we enjoy it,
if musical satisfaction results, then we may
be subconsciously perceiving the hidden

otherwise, its importance is as an experi-

form in a ' lateral' way. Four hundred years after
Kepler's numerology, and 2500 years after
Pythagoras' speculations about musical implications in the physical world, we return to
aform of correlation, and a modern ' harmony
of the spheres'.
Pitch, tempo, and dynamics are determined
by means of correspondences embodied in
the program, or composition. Side One of
the record shows the result of ' filtering' to a
diatonic system, whereas Side Two uses an
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mental gesture.

It raises the possibility of

utilising any physical or regular system as a
basis for composition, the success or otherwise depending on the composer's skill and
imagination in choosing and interpreting his
material. Such compositions may provide
for more possibilities in our understanding
of the parallels between music and our models
of the physical world, as well as opening up
these exciting new possibilities for future
compositional methods. And, on aterrestrial
plane, it's worth £1.49 to investigate this bold
issue from Nonesuch.

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORDING
PERFORMANCE
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
C
D
Poor
4
H
Historical H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4,
(pre- LP) as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy
of special mention, taking it beyond
the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1* ,A* :2or
(exceptionally) A*: 1*.
C)Hi-Fi News & Record Review

STEREO, MONO and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may
be assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is preceded by NI ( monophonic) or
[II ( stereo transcription).
ARENSKY: Tchaikovsky variations, Op. 35a /
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 1in D (" Classical")/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for strings, Op. 48
ECO IJohannes Somary
RCA VCS10099 (£1.79)
The name of Somary has cropped up on a
number of records recently, but not a great
deal is known about him and we glean nothing
from the record sleeve. Iam convinced, from
this example of his work,that he is aconductor
worth following. Owning a definite style
of his own, his interpretations are always
governed by a strict musical objectivity.
Tchaikovsky's Serenade had never struck
me as one of the composer's most inspired
works, yet Somary makes one suspect it
could rival the evergreen ballets. He gives the
suite an overall sense of unity which is often
lacking in more flamboyant performances,
while phrasing every nuance with loving care.
This is unambiguously asmall-scale performance, but it is one which works wonders for a
piece which is robbed of the composer's
normal rich orchestral colours. For a while I
felt that Somary's interpretation of the pieces
by Prokofiev and Arensky was atrifle dowdy,
in contrast with the verve usually accorded
to the former and the more emotional intensity generally created in the latter. One soon
adjusts, however, to what is clearly intended
to be achamber- music interpretation. Though
this Classical Symphony may lack sparkle
slightly, its rather severe approach—one suspects—will bear the test of repetition a great
deal better than more romantic performances.
The Arensky work, of course, was originally
conceived as a string quartet and Somary
clearly keeps that fact in mind. Once one adjusts to losing the more passionate sweep of
large-scale performances one discovers a
subtlety and emotional intimacy in this music
which has never been apparent before. The
recorded sound fits well with the conductor's
sensitive, chamber- music approach. This is
certainly an excellent disc at a very reasonable price. [
A: 1]
Basil Ashmore
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg concertos 1-6
Collegium Aureum
BASF BMH23-20331 (
2records) (£2.59)
This new set of Brandenburg Concertos is
interesting in that it presents our first complete set which claims to use ' original type

instruments' and yet is priced below £1.50 a
record. Collegium Aureum is a name new
to me, but since the performers include
Gustav Leonhardt ( cembalo), Hans- Martin
Linde ( rec, fte), Edward Tarr (tpt), Ulrich Koch
(gamba) and Erich Penzel ( hm), we may approach the ensemble in the spirit with which
a connoisseur approaches a newly constituted national football team. The resulting
performances are all interesting, but occasionally the teamwork of the group is suspect.
The Brandenburgs have been established for
some time as truly formidable ' opposition'.
The most startling aspect of the set strikes
one immediately in the unusually slow tempo
accorded to the first movement of Concerto 1.
The second movement is, in fact, only afraction slower, and the resulting lack of contrast
should surely have been noticed as a feature
conspicuously absent from Bach's music as
a whole. However, the set improves as it
continues, with really tidy performances of
Concertos 3and 4, and workmanlike accounts
of the remaining three. Gustav Leonhardt is
rather an ordinary soloist in Concerto 5, but
his continuo playing in the other concertos
is characteristically discreet and tasteful.
The obvious comparison must be with the
Vienna Concentus Musicus at full price, on
Telefunken. The present set lacks the brilliance of that issue, although Islightly prefer
the present rendering of Concerto 3. The
sound is less transparent here, partly because
the recording sounds unsympathetic, even
rather crowded. The records play at modern
concert pitch, and some of the actual sounds
are rather surprising, if old, or reproduction,
instruments are being played throughout.
Altogether, then, an interesting but rather
inconsistent issue. There are some unusually
strong traces of pre- echo on both of the
records. [BIC: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Suite 3for lute in g D Suite 6for
viola pomposa in D
Konrad Ragossnig ( Ile) IUlrich Koch ( via pomposa)
Turnabout TV34430S (
99p)
Bach's Lute Suite in gis an alternative version
of the fifth Cello Suite, BWV 1011. It survives
in the lute version in Bach's own autograph,
and this version may even be its original one,
and the other an arrangement.
Konrad
Ragossnig plays with controlled dash, with
some attractive added ornaments, and agood
sense of style. The recording is musically
pleasant, although there is more fingerboard
noise than is usual, and this may disturb listeners who prefer a refined version of reality.
Bach's sixth Suite for unaccompanied cello
specifies the need for a five- stringed cello,
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and this has given rise to speculation that
the work may have been composed for the
piccolo violoncello, on which some information is available, or for the Viola Pomposa,
which Bach is said to have invented himself
around 1724. Apart from the fact that it had
five strings, and that it was played under the
chin like a viola, in both respects like the
piccolo cello, nothing useful is known of the
Viola Pomposa. Yet here we have both an
instrument, and a player, together with a
photograph taken during the recording
session. Musically, the results are highly
satisfactory, with a thoroughly competent
performance of the suite, which is hard
enough to play on a far less cumbersome
instrument than the one in the photograph
must be. It sounds far more like a cello than
a viola, however, so that Iconsider ' violoncello piccolo' a better name for it. Full marks
for enterprise, and good value too. [
A/B: 1] .
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Prelude in e, BWV 999 D Fugue in
g, BWV 1000 D Suite in E, ( part) BWV 1006 n
Suite in A, BWV 1007 D Suite in e, ( part) BWV
996
Walter Gerwig (/te)
BACH 1202 (
21.25)
Connoisseurs of Bach's music for the plucked
instruments will know Walter Gerwig's account of the Suite in g, which has been around
for some years on a variety of labels, and is
at present on Oryx 3C 303. That is apleasant,
if an undramatic account, and the new disc
is a worthy successor. Gerwig's playing has
just enough flexibility to imply the musical
depths of the lute works, which are few in
number, but rich in quality. In fact, ' lute
works' is rather a misleading term for the
works played on this record, for most of these
seem to have been Bach's own transcriptions
of pieces conceived for other instruments—the
Suite in A, 1007, is atranscription made by the
performer of the unaccompanied cello suite
in G.
My main complaint regarding the new record
concerns its recorded tone quality, which is
very rich and resonant: lute music should, of
course, be played at a low volume, but even
with substantial reduction of the bass, and
some additional limiting of the treble to reduce
the higher harmonics, Istill found the performance sounded as if it had been recorded
on agigantic lute in St. Paul's. Isuspect that
the resultant sound is not very close to that
of Walter Gerwig's lute, and it certainly gives
it the characteristic sound of a good modern
guitar. Otherwise an attractive record. [
B/C:
1]
Stephen Daw
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'BACH SPECTACULAR'
Toccata & fugue in d D Jesu, joy of man's
desiring E] Ave Maria (arr. Gounod) D Brandenburg concerto 2—allegro assai D St. Matthew
passion—final chorus D Air from suite 3 in D
'Sleepers Wake' D Magnificat— final chorus: all
arranged CAMARATA
Kingsway SO ICamarata
Decca ' Phase Four' PFS4261 (52.25)

Anybody who is appalled by Stokowski's
orchestral adaptation of the Toccata and
Fugue in d, or to whom the Gounod Ave
Maria on the first prelude of the 48 is anathema, should avoid this record. In common
with many of its Phase 4brethren, it presents
an attempt to popularise serious classical
music by adorning it with trimmings taken
from commercial light • music—trimmings
which have their roots in the romantic classical compositions of such men as Tchaikovsky, Grieg and even Elgar. Bach presents
the arranger with insurmountable problems,
since his music was hardly more ' classical'
than it was ' popular' or ' commercial' in its own
way, and even the tasteless presentation of
CAMARATA's ( Decca's capitals) personality
cannot disguise the fact that much of the
music is in fact presented in straightforward
arrangements, such as were taken for granted
until about 20 years ago. The main exceptions, the transcription of the Toccata and
Fugue and the ding dong version of ' Sleepers,
wake!' are the only arrangements to bear the
stamp of originality. The former strikes me
as an acceptable alternative to the orchestral
transcriptions, although Idon't particularly
like the exaggerated ritardandi, and I'm not
too sure about the idea of combining the
organ with the orchestra. The latter strikes
me as feeble, mainly because of the internal
inconsistencies, which destroy the melodic
lines of the music. It is all so much a matter
of personal taste. But Ido wish that Decca
would devote their superlative recording and
engineering, as are displayed here, to something of less questionable artistic value. [
A:
3]
Stephen Daw

strings need some filtering off at 10 kHz, when
abold, full sound can be enjoyed. The fill- up
adds little, since de Peyer treats the score
without affection, as though it was a Boulez
piece. William Waterhouse is the bassoonist.
Surprisingly the clarinettist in the Hungaroton
recording Ireviewed recently is more pleasing, and there the piece is treated more
amiably, and just as expertly (SLPX11565).
Op. 20: Vienna Octet— Decca SDD200 [ B: 1]
[B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String quartet 1in F, Op. 18: 1 O
String quartet 3 in D, Op. 18: 3
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 6500 181 (52.40)

Stephen Bishop and Colin Davis
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 3 in e, Op. 37 EJ
Mann sonata 8 in e, Op. 13 ' Pathétique'
Stephen Bishop (pno) IBBC Symphony Orchestra
Colin Davis
Philips 6500 315 (£2.40)

Another fine instalment in this Beethoven
series, and for the fill- up Bishop goes back
to the piece with which he made his debut
on HMV almost ten years ago.
He and Colin Davis work so well together
on records: it hardly needs repeating. And
the outstanding quality in Bishop's playing is
its freedom from idiosyncracies. He is a
superb technician—witness thefirst movement
cadenza—but all is at the service of the music,
and his directness is highly refreshing. This
clarity and straightforwardness come over
strikingly in the outer movements of the
sonata (taken rather fast), and the distinctive
sensitivity is wonderfully caught in these
recordings of the slow movements of the
two Beethoven works.
The flautist and bassoon- player of the
BBC SO too deserve special mention for their
part in creating atmosphere in the Largo:
how different from the Henze-directed DGG
version with Eschenbach here! The movement
BARTOK: The Miraculous Mandarin O Dance
is taken at areally slow speed, with Bishop's
suite
Schola cantorum IRoss INYPO IPierre Boulez
hushed playing compe!ling attention and
CBS 73031 (52.59)
delight.
The recorded sound is similar to the earlier
Hungaroton have released a recording of
C major concerto. With a good pickup it
these two works similarly coupled as part of
sounds well, with one less revealing of inner
their complete edition of Bartók's music. I detail the orchestral recording may seem
have not heard that but feel that it would
opaque. One ideally required more of the
have to be very good indeed to supplant this
sparkle characterising Bishop's recording of
new CBS issue. Of the two it is the macabre
the Bennett concerto (6500 301). Incidentally
intensity of The miraculous mandarin, the
the pedal of his instrument is very noisy. One
grotesque Expressionist ballet Bartók comlapse occurs at the end of the first movement
posed in 1919, which attracts Boulez the
where the two- bar crescendo 2before 500 is
more. He extracts the maximum of effect
artificially boosted. The solo recording is
from this concentrated score and is admiroutstanding. [
A/B (
Sonata A*): 1]
ably served by the engineers and players. If
Christopher Breunig
Ihave areservation it is that Boulez is inclined
to stand aloof from the few emotional opporBEETHOVEN: Septet in Ely, Op. 20 u Duo 1 in
tunities offered by the music. The two dance
C for clarinet and bassoon
Melos Ensemble of London
sequences, of the girl first with the timid
HMV HQS1286 (£1.50)
youth then with the Mandarin, could arguably
be warmer, and Isuspect the Hungarians
In the early days of stereo, twelve or so years
respond more positively here. Given Boulez's
ago, we had rivalry between the Melos (an
overall conception of the work though, the
earlier recording for Oiseau Lyre) and the
results are decidedly impressive. The Dance
Vienna Octet members on Decca. The VienSuite is also ashade more reserved than one
nese ensemble remains the principal competiwould have expected. Solti gave it a brilliant
tor for this new recorcHng released in the midperformance on Decca some years back, and
price stream.
again Iimagine the Hungarians might throw
As before, the two readings are contrasted,
themselves into it with more abandon—those
the Viennese performance is more obviously
trombone glissandos surely invite a more
affectionate, subtler in detail, and invariably
Dionysiac response. But again, given the
more leisurely in tempi, whereas the Melos
viewpoint the results convince. Ithink Ilike
give abright, quick reading. Ilike it very much
a little more wine with my water in this sort
now that Ihave become used to it.
of thing. [
A: 1(
Mandarin)/2 ( suite)]
The recording does not spread the group
as widely as the Decca production, and the
Kenneth Dommett
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This record ranks with the coupling of Op. 74
and Op. 95 in richness, brilliance, and depth
of ambience. Recording vividness which
matches the quality of music- making by these
Italians—it is quite remarkable that having
played together since 1945 they should still
be able to make their performances sound so
newly- minted in conception, so completely
free from any sense of routine.
The style must be familiar to all readers
now, and it is unnecessary to say that this is
'state of the art' quartet playing, technically
beyond reproach, and superbly co-ordinated.
[A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String quartet 12 in ELI, Op. 127
Yale Quartet
Vanguard VCS10054 (51-79)

I found the two previous RCA issues of
Beethoven string quartets by the Yale Qt
most stimulating. The present disc comes
from an earlier period though, before Trampler took over the viola part from David
Schwartz.
In this performance it is the slow movement
which is of prime interest: taken adagio molto
rather than non troppo, and given aMahlerian
yearning. On the whole, though, Idon't think
it makes a recommendable record—perhaps
the recording was made prematurely (an oldfashioned notion; Iwas thinking of Bruno
Walter, who felt unable to approach Mozart's
G minor Symphony before the age of 40). Ido
notfeel that one is listening to areally matured
conception, and the opening movement
especially lacks grandeur and form.
Also the sound is thin and flat, without
depth, and unpleasant in tone above a quiet
dynamic. Finally, there is the simple financial
consideration that competitive versions couple
another work. [
C/D: 3] Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Cello sonatas
Paul Tortelier (v/c) IEric Heidseik (pno)
EMI SLS836 (2 records £3.99)

On sitting down to review this record Imust
confess to more than alittle anticipation, and
I'm glad to say that Iwas not disappointed.
These performances are all Ihave come to
expect of Paul Tortelier, and, moreover, he
is well matched in pianist Eric Heidseik. One
of the main felicities of this recording is the
feeling of genuine rapport between the musicians.
The Beethoven cello sonatas span the
period from 1796 to 1815, and the first two can
best be described as exhibiting a masculine
'sweetness' similar to that in the violin concerto. They are piano sonatas with cello
rather than cello sonatas as such, and as the
composer was writing for the small toned
Viennese piano, not the modern grand, the
balance tends to favour the keyboard rather
than the stringed instrument. Heidseik plays
the important piano part with strength; yet a
natural delicacy in his playing ensures beautifully crisp fingering and attack. The dialogue
between the two instruments is very well
handled throughout all five sonatas, and the

PROKOFIEV

WAR AND
PEACE
•
one of the most moving and inspiring of all operas: WILLIAM MANN

Following the highly acclaimed production by the
Sadleii Wells Opera Company comes this magnificent recording from the Bolshoi Opera.
CAST INCLUDES
GALINA VISHNEVSKAYA IRINA ARKHIPOVA VLADIMIR PETROV
CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE BOLSHOI THEATRE
ALEXANDER MELIK-PASHAYEV
HMV SLS 837 (4RECORD SET) RRP. £6.50

ALSO ON HMV MELODIYA:
PROKOFIEV LOVE OF THREE ORANGES
SOLOISTS, CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF MOSCOW RADIO DZHEMAL DALGAT
HMV SLS 813 ( 2RECORD SET) RRP £4.50
TCHAIKOVSKY EUGENE ONEGIN
GALINA VISHNEVSKAYA YURI MAZUROK VLADIMIR ATLANTOV CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE BOLSHOI OPERA
MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVITCH
HMV SLS 951 ( 3RECORD SET) RRP £6.50
MEJ10111151
ŒiR
MELODIYA

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

EMI Records (The Gramophone Co. Ltd.), 142 Wardour Street, London W1V 4AE. A member of the EMI Group of Companies. International leaders in Electronics, Records and Entertainment.

more Ilistened the more Ibecame convinced
that here were two minds very much in accord.
In the third sonata ( probably the most
popular) the cello is allowed to sing out more,
and Tortelier responds with a full eloquent
tone. This is altogether a more dramatic
reading than is given to the first two
works. In the last two the advent of the
heavier stringed piano allowed Beethoven to
write a slow movement utilising the cello's
powerful middle register. And the slow movt
of the fifth especially is given a deeply committed performance by Tortelier. On balance
Iwould prefer this issue to the Rostropovich/
Richter set, where Richter's ' coolness' tended
to clash with Rostropovich's rather overromanticised reading of the cello part.
There is aromantic warmth in all these readings, but tempered with a classical sense of
style and proportion, and gaining greatly from
the discipline thus imposed. To some extent
this is due to the manner in which the two
musicians complement each other, Heidseik
with a strong yet meticulous quality, as
against Tortelier's more obvious romanticism.
EMI's engineers have made a fine job of
the recording and Ifind little to complain
about. The instruments are fairly ' close' and
the acoustic is very much chamber in quality,
on the dry side if anything. All round, then,
a most satisfying issue. [A: 1] Gary Bellamy
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 7in D, Op. 10: 3
Piano sonata 14 in CS, Op. 27: 2 ' Moonlight' Ei
Piano sonata 25 in G, Op. 79
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 6500 417 (£2.40)
Another wonderful record from Alfred Brendel. The readings show, predictably, greater
refinement in detail than the early Turnabout
performances although superficially the approach is the same—except in the middle
movement of the Moonlight. Brendel is now
far more concerned than before to realise the
psychological significance of this ' flower
between two abysses'.
Brendel's playing is full of nuances:
evidences of his profound thinking about
these scores, and it is remarkable to have for
review in the same month Stephen Bishop's
Beethoven, no less convincing, but extraordinarily contrasted. ( Crudely put, one
might say that the American plays as though
he had seen only modern city architecture;
Brendel as if pouring back his whole experience of the European baroque into his
music.)
Outstanding here is the Largo e mesto
from Op. 10: 3, a whole self-contained drama
inside the sonata—although how considerately Brendel draws us away, into the
Menuetto! There is a marvellous shift of
atmosphere too at the end of the first movt of
the Op. 79 sonata ( something lacking in the
earlier recording), although I was less
convinced by the spreading of chords in the
second movement, presumably in accord
with Brendel's image, expressed in his sleeve
note, of 'two ladies duetting to lute accompaniment'. Incidentally the notes are a real adjunct to the performances: he steps into
Stravinsky/Craft territory with a phrase like
'Musical hermeneutics ... the exclusive
concern of poeticising dilettanti'.
With a slight treble lift, until tape noise is
just perceptible, these recordings become
enjoyably luminous and full-toned. [
A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Violin concerto in D, Op. 77
Arthur Grumiaux (yin) INew Philharmonia Orchestra I
Colin Davis
Philips 6500 299 (£2.10)
The sort of performance you might hear on a
good night at the Festival Hall nowadays:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Arthur Grumlaux

this record has very much the ' feel' of today's
Brahms performances, and the acoustic
reminds me of the South Bank too. But
although Grumiaux is avery consistent artist,
this record does not provide quite the experience Ihad hoped for. The slow movement is unmemorable, and the opening of the
big first movement finds Colin Davis phrasing
very determinedly, making a Beethoven- like
statement, as though he wanted to put the
composer in anew light. Ido not feel he is as
flexible as Grumiaux's approach ideally
demands. The third movement goes splendidly.
Close study shows that this is a very exact
performance, very efficient in orchestral
ensemble, and the soloist is satisfying
enough. However one finds with Oistrakh and
Klemperer ( SAX2411) something far more
magical, and convincing—even though the
orchestra is French!
Try the Joachim
cadenza and the coda in both versions if
possible: the contrast is striking. Even so
admirers of Grumiaux need not hold back.
The orchestra is set behind the soloist
somewhat, and maybe a very little bass cut
is desirable. Generally the sound is attractive. With reservations. [A: 2]
Christopher Breunig

the recording. Orchestral and choral performance are both very good, though the pronunciation of aber as something like ' Ah,
bear!' would never have got past Klemperer
or the Philharmonia's chorus- master, Wilhelm Ritz.
The DGG recording engineers have given
the sound afine, concert- like fidelity, capturing the contrapuntal complexities well ( perhaps marginally with less ' glow' than the
HMV set achieves). It must surely be Barenboim's fault, not the engineers', that the vital
entry of a main theme, nine bars before the
end of the second movement, fails to come
through at all.
To couple this big choral work with the
Four Serious Songs was an unorthodox but
excellent idea: the texts share Brahms's
lofty but pessimistic moral ideas and his
avoidance of explicitly Christian dogma, and
there are musical similarities too. With
Barenboim here an excellent piano accompanist, the marking for Fischer-Dieskau's
penetrating interpretation is emphatically
[A: 1]. But for the Requiem [
A: 2].
Arthur Jacobs
BRAHMS: Variations on atheme of Paganini,
Op. 35 / LISZT: Hungarian rhapsodies 6and 11
Mephisto waltz 1
Adam Harasiewicz (Pno)
Philips 6580 049 (£1.25)
The Polish virtuoso Adam Harasiewicz is
a pianist of the elegant and glittering type,
whose energies have usually been concentrated on the music of Chopin. Harasiewicz
here takes on a taxing programme of music
of the heavyweight German school of the
mid-19th century. The pieces lose some of
their weight in his dexterously controlled
interpretations, but gain in
grace
and
elegance what they have lost in power.
The issue has one unfortunate shortcoming, which must be taken into account,
and this is its recorded piano tone. The
instrument sounds unusually clattering and
wooden in its upper register, and its tone
lacks body throughout. With the style of
playing displayed here, this is particularly
uningratiating, which is extremely hard on
the soloist, for the performances are interesting and full of character. [ C:1] Stephen Daw

BRAHMS: A German requiem D Four serious
songs
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) IEdith Mathis (sop) 1
Edinburgh Festival Chorus ILPO IDaniel Barenboim
DGG 2707 066 (2records) (£4.80)

BRAHMS: Complete works for organ
Kurt Rapf (org)
Turnabout TV34422S (
99p)

Last August Ihailed with an A: 1Klemperer's
reissued version of the Brahms Requiem
with Fischer-Dieskau and Schwarzkopi—
coupled with the Alto Rhapsody and Tragic
Overture in a less-than-top- price box (
HMV
SLS821). Now Fischer-Dieskau returns to
this work, sineng with no less impressive
command, and with an attractively sympathetic soprano partner in Edith Mathis. But
this recording, apart from its higher price,
fails because of Barenboim's wayward ideas
about tempi. After afirst movement slow to
the point of flabbiness, he spoils ' How lovely
are thy dwellings' with aneedless accelerando
followed by afoot jammed hard down on the
brake towards the end. The rubato and the
pauses are self-indulgent: the chord at the
end of the penultimate movement is prolonged
to over 10 seconds, where Klemperer requires less than five.
I felt this sort of disappointment over
Barenboim's approach to the work when
hearing him conduct it with the Scottish
National Orchestra chorus at last summer's
Israel Festival. He then went on to give it with a
different Scottish chorus and the LPO at- the
Edinburgh Festival, and this is the team for

Alas, yet another organ recording without the
slightest mention of the instrument played
save that it is agrand organ and is located in
a Vienna convent. The works played here,
and they comprise all Brahms' compositions
for the organ, fall neatly into two sections,
conveniently one section to each side. The
four pieces on the first side are early works
which nevertheless show a mastery of
writing for the instrument except perhaps in
the extreme difficulty of certain parts and a
lack of sympathy for the executant. The
second side contains the eleven late Chorale
Preludes published posthumously: odd that
Brahms in his farewell to composing should
have reverted to an instrument for which he
had written nothing for forty years. Yet each
of these Chorale Preludes is a small gem,
each different in spirit and in treatment.
It is a pity therefore that the interpretation,
although technically correct—and in view of
the difficulty of much of the earlier works in
particular this is no mean feat—should sound
so formal, should so lack a sympathetic
understanding. Still, the record does contain
all Brahms' organ works, the precision of
playing is there if not all the feeling and the
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price is hardly exorbitant. The sound is quite
adequate for recorded organ music but without
any particulars of the instrument it is impossible to judge the difficulties overcome or the
opportunities missed. [
B: 2]
Isla Tait
CHOPIN : Cello sonata in g, Op. 65 / FRANCK:
Sonata in A
Jacqueline du Pré ( v/c) IDaniel Barenboim (pno)
HMV ASD2851 (£2.40)

The partnership between Miss du Pré and her
husband has produced many superb performances, and unquestionably we have two
of them here. Romantic music suits Miss du
Pré perfectly, as emotional discipline is not
her strong point—especially of recent years—
and she can disappoint where austerity is
called for. Never, in my experience, does she
lose her glorious tone, which always seems
to me to owe so much to her former teacher,
William Pleeth; and this recital is one which
must be heard by every lover of what is to me
the supreme instrument.
The Franck is better known in its original
form as a violin sonata; but as Peter Gammond remarks in his sleeve- note, ' it translates . . . so easily to the ' cello and, possibly,
even gains in the extra richness given to
Franck's romantically inclined melodies by the
deeper tones'. That is very true—though I
should have thought Franck more than
romantically inclined. Fortunately, one can
have the work played by either instrument. I
have vastly enjoyed the present version.
The recording, too, is very good. Ihave,
however, a slight reservation: the piano is
occasionally over- loud, and is very closelymiked, so that there are afew action-thumps
which Ishould wish away, and in my setting
there is a certain over-emphasis of the bass
end, which is not entirely firm. A touch of
bass- cut helps; but ideally should not be
necessary. Do not fear, however, that these
rather minor criticisms are intended to put
you oil the record, which has sent the newyear issues away to avery good start for me.
[A/B: 1*]
Peter Turner
CHOPIN: Waltzes
Peter Katin (pno)
Decca SDD353 (£2.15)

'This exquisite, lofty and eminently aristocratic celebrity has remained unattacked. A
complete silence of criticism already reigns
around it as if posterity had already come.'
So Liszt spoke of Chopin in 1841. The words
are as true today as when they were first
uttered. The renown of Chopin's keyboard
works have never been affected by changes of
fashion; they are unique, instantly recognizable by anyone however ill informed about
music, universally appreciated.
There is, and never can be adefinitive way
of playing Chopin's piano works. Their very
popularity has led to a multiplicity of recordings and of concert performances. Yet,
for the waltzes at least, this brilliant, but not
over brilliant, sympathetic but not over
effusive, delicate, precise version by Peter
Katin will do me very well. My enjoyment of
the sixteen waltzes played on this record was
enhanced by the splendid recorded tone of
the piano; clear, sparkling, but never shrill in
the upper register; rich, sonorous, but never
muffled in the bass. The artistry of Peter
Katin's playing is beyond reproach: it has
none of the exaggerations one sometimes
hears in concert playing.
Of the nineteen waltzes in the canon Peter
Katin omits three early works. The remainder
he plays in the order of their composition for
reasons he sets out in the intelligent sleeve
notes. He finishes these notes—' Analysis of
individual waltzes is I think superfluous.

Indeed, there is very little to analyse—they
are, of all his shorter works simply there to be
enjoyed.' And enjoy them Idid. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
CHOPIN: Waltzes
Samson Francois (pno)
Classics For Pleasure CFP40029 (
89p)

This recording is so pleasantly open and
natural, and so true to scale that it puts one
in a good mood at once. It is a record that
should afford great pleasure to the newcomer to these waltzes. Devotees of Chopin
will spot at once that this is not another
virtuoso performance in the Rubinstein—
Lipatti class for, as my learned co- listener
put it, the pianist pulls the rhythm about far
too much, so that one is often unable to feel
the pulse of the music. Sometimes he introduces rubato where it isn't necessary and
leaves it out where it is. A pity, for there is so
much to enjoy in these performances—and
bar an occasional clangy note, it is so well
recorded. [
A/B: 2]
Leon Thompson
CHOPIN: Fantasie impromptu, Op. 66 D Etude
3, Op. 10 C Valse 2, Op. 64 O Barcarolle, Op. 60
0 Ballade, Op. 23 0 Nocturne 2, Op. 27 0 Valse
1, Op. 64 El Scherzo, Op. 39
Ivan Davis (pno)
Decca " Phase 4" PFS4262 (£.2.25)

The selection of pieces on this issue could
earn the title: ' These you have loved'. Nothing wrong with that when they are played
as well as they are here by the Texan- born
pianist, Ivan Davis. A pupil of Horowitz, he
has an exemplary technique, marvellously
fluent, with a wide range of tone colour and
command of dynamic gradation. Moreover,
he brings to these familiar works an unexaggerated freshness based on an obvious
rapport with Chopin's music and keyboard
style. Specially impressive are the Fantaisie
Impromptu, the G minor Ballade and the
C sharp minor Scherzo No. 3. The tone
quality suggests a ' close-up', occasionally a
shade dry but allowing for some degree of
resonance. Playing and reproduction avoid
blur, even at climactic moments, as at the end
of the Barcarolle, and generally there is no
distortion except for the left hand part in the
C sharp minor Waltz which has a curiously
thudding effect— rather like a double- bass
pizzicato. [
B: 1]
Christopher Grier
COUPERIN: Piéces de violes
Desmond Dupré (gamba) IDennis Nesbitt (gamba) I
Thurston Dart (hpd)
L'Oiseau Lyre OLS148 (
99p). Reissue: formerly
OL50164 (Jul'58)

Usually the name of Francois Couperin is
associated with his harpsichord ' ordres'
rather than with the viol music on this record.
However Ifor one am very glad to have it
brought to my attention, especially in such
good performances as these.
Desmond Dupré plays the gamba with a
strong full tone that lends itself admirably
to the slightly sombre and reserved character
of this music. And Thurston Dart and Dennis
Nesbitt lend strong support, though Iwished
that the harpsichord had been more audible.
However when it can be heard Thurston
Dart's continuo is imaginative and stylistically
correct. Dart had strong views on the playing
of French music, and these performances are
liberally graced in the manner he considered
would have been expected of performers
at the time.
Burney complained that
Couperin's music was ' crowded and deformed
by beats and trills': Muffat on the other hand
felt that 'those who condemn the ornaments
of the French style out of hand because they
stifle the tune or harmony have never heard
Lully's true pupils but only his false imitators.'
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Ifeel that here we are hearing true pupils of
the master.
All in all an interesting issue, though not
for all tastes; some may find alack of variety,
but if your choice in music does incline this
way Ican recommend this recording. Sound
is good considering its age, apart from the
small matter of the harpsichord Imentioned
earlier, rather better than moderate. [
B/C: 1]
Gary Bellamy
DVORAK: Symphony 3in Er., Op.10 0 Hussite
overture, Op. 67
LSO IWitold Rowicki
Philips 6500 286 (£.2•25)

Rowicki's readings of Dvorak may not always
be strictly conventional, but they are generally
well-nigh irresistible in their mixture of
spontaneity and a high-spirited sense of
poetry. Isay well-nigh deliberately and somewhat sadly, for the nobly onward-thrusting
theme in the first movement of the symphony
is oddly deliberate and lacks the rhythmic
drive it receives from Kertesz. The rest,
fortunately, is on the same attractive level as
the rest of Rowicki's Dvorak cycle and can be
enjoyed with unadulterated enthusiasm. The
magnificent Hussite Overture is also offered
with apassionate conviction which makes one
wonder why such a masterpiece is generally
neglected. This is well-nigh adesirable disc,
in fact. The strings are excellently recorded,
as is the woodwind. But once the full orchestra is unleashed, and when brass chords
or tympani rolls are called for, the savagely
metallic resonance is quite unbearable. I
have tried to subdue the unpleasant effect by
every means at my disposal on two different
playing systems, but was always defeated. A
pity, since Rowicki and Dvorak deserve afar
better sound than this. Perhaps the Philips
engineers could be persuaded to listen to
Lyrita's recordings of Arnold Bax's Symphonies. It would at least show them that
it is possible to capture the real sounds of a
full orchestra, tympani rolls and all! [
C: 1]
Basil Ashmore
ENESCO: Violin sonata 2, Op. 6 / RAVEL:
Violin sonata / YSAYE: Violin sonata 3, Op. 27
Ion Voicu ( yin) IVictoria Stefaneson (pno)
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD352 (
e •6o)

Thank heavens a major company has finally
realised that Enesco's genius represents
more than having written the Romanian
Rhapsody! (
That complacency is akin to
thinking Sibelius was merely the man who
wrote Valse Triste.) Anyone possessing the
wonderful 78s of Enesco and Menuhin
giving an angelic performance of Bach's
Double Concerto will at least know what he
was like as aviolinist. Having recently asked
Menuhin for an opinion of his former teacher
Ireceived the following: ' Enesco, of all the
great musicians I have ever known, was
musically the most incandescent. He had
but to think music on his violin or when
conducting his own music to become the
sheer embodiment of perfect sound. It was a
sound which ignited everyone who heard
him. It was exhilarating, expansive, transporting and it set us all vibrating with his
transcendental genius.' After such a reference Iwould add the hope that this very
desirable disc will lead to requests for more
recordings of aman who rivalled Bartók as a
composer and who was equally brilliant on
the violin, the piano, the viola and on the
conductor's rostrum. This sonata is afairly
early work and hardly rivals Enesco's setting
of Oedipus Rex (
available on Romanian
recordings for anyone who wants to acquire
one of the world's greatest operas) yet it
oilers a wealth of musical interest and was
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regarded by Enescu as his first truly representative achievement. Like any work of true
genius its marked originality is firmly rooted
in tradition. Traces of the young composer's
composition lessons with Fauré can be
detected, plus a distillation of Romanian
folk- music with its mixture of rhapsodic
broodings, exultantly bucolic high spirits and
rhythmic verve. There is even a hint of the
emotional pantheism
of
Delius'
Violin
concerto, though it is doubtful if Enesco
ever came across the score at this period of
his life. Above all, however, the writing is
stamped with a spirit of rugged originality
which should bear the test of gramophonic
repetition very well. Ravel's Sonata is too
well loved to need much recommendation,
apart from a reminder that it had the honour
of being booed by Nazi Brownshirts at its
German première! Both works receive a
performance whose outstanding excellence
is explained by the fact that Romania is now
one of the most forward- looking countries
in Europe where the arts are concerned. The
violinist's rich and varied tone, and his
magnificent technique can, of course, be
traced back to his studies under Enesco.
This low-priced recording is as excellent as
the music it contains and sounds almost
exactly like a live performance. Isuspect it
will probably lead my personal choice for
The Best Records of 1973. [ A*: 11
Basil Ashmore
GERSHWIN: An American in Paris CI Cuban
overture El Symphonic picture—' Porgy and
Bess' (arr. Richard Russell Bennett)
National Orchestra of the Monte Carlo Opera IEdo De
Waart
Philips 6500 2900 (£2•40)
As far as Iknow there has only been one
recording
of
Gershwin's
own
concert
arrangement of the music of Porgy and Bess.
That was by Abravanel on a now deleted
HMV- Westminster record that is well worth
looking for. A comparison between the
composer's own and Richard Russell Bennett's suave arrangement will demonstrate
right from the outset that Gershwin's attitude
to his score was tougher, more direct than the
Hollywood mannerisms which Bennett injects
into the music. In this version we are treated
to a long prelude spun out of Gershwin
themes that sounds like a movie credit run-in
of Dawn over Catfish Row. The composer, in
opera and suite, chucks us in at the deep end
and the bustle and vitality are invigorating.
So are the edgy jazz- inflected phrases which
permeate the original and which Bennett,
playing Rimsky-Korsakov to Gershwin's Mussorgsky, delicately smoothes out into polished
Paul Whitemanisms. The end- product may
not be Echt but it can be attractive, especially
in the hands of a sympathetic conductor. De
Waart obviously revels in the many lyrical
passages and draws some ravishing sounds
from the Monte Carlo Orchestra, a body not
noted for impeccability. The big set pieces,
Summertime and Bess, are especially effective
and the rhythmic numbers are delivered with a
panache which goes along way to compensate
for the lack of bite in the orchestration.
Beside this incredibly inventive score the
other two pieces sound relatively second-rate.
The Cuban Overture is not the greatest
Gershwin, a multi- coloured poncho twitched
about in rumba rhythm, but it is played here
with real flourish. An American in Paris is a
patchy work made garish by its over-exposure.
Its brash opening is relieved by the poetic
middle section which again brings out the
best in De Waart. The brassy vo-de- oh-doh
doesn't really come off too well, perhaps
because the conductor doesn't believe in it
any more than Ido. One needs to play it as if
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

it were the real thing otherwise it becomes
prissy and self-conscious, which is what it
does here.
The recording is excellent.
[A : 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

these artists are performing upon natural
brass ( and the trumpets do seem to possess
a husky tonal quality) they are extremely
good. The playing is entirely devoid of that
off- pitch intonation which one has been
GOEHR: Violin concerto / HA MILTON : Violin
conditioned to expect of natural trumpets and
concerto
horns.
Manoug Parikian ( yin) IRoyal Philharmonic Orchestra I
The performance as a whole is good but
Norman del Mar I Scottish National Orchestra I
not ideal, Imust say that Ifound some of the
Alexander Gibson
tempi to be decidedly on the slow side and
HMV ASD 2810 (£2,10)
certainly not to my taste. Iwas, however,
This is a most imaginative coupling of
pleased to note that the andante had been
concertos by two of Britain's foremost modern
given at an acceptable speed ( bearing in mind
composers, writers who while still not properly
that Handel's andante means moving, not
established in the public eye, have nevertheloitering) yet here, the string section seemed
less accumulated a strong body of composisomewhat turgid at times and Ifelt the movetion. The violin concerto form does not lend
ment called for a lighter approach. The
itself readily to the modern idiom, demandensuing allegro 3/8 seemed plodding rather
ing the composer's respect for its inherent
than galloping and once or twice Ifelt Ihad
lyrical nature; it is gratifying to see it alive and
lost the timing, particularly during the last
well here.
few bars of triplets for the unaccompanied
Hamilton's was written in 1952.
Imhorns. In contrast, the air (all too often taken
passioned, intense, it is in more expansive and
at an appallingly slow tempo) was rhythmically
romantic vein than his relatively astringent
alert; oddly enough, this is one of the most
recent work. While showing Schoenberg's
difficult movements to pull- off satisfactorily,
influence, it is basically tonal, and in the
despite the seeming simplicity of its appeartraditional three- movement form; his preferance.
ence for long melodic lines embracing wide
There are some pleasing ornaments from
leaps is demonstrated by the opening subject,
the principal oboist notably in the largo e
but especially in the slow movement where the
staccato, but the rest of the orchestra ( with
soloist weaves lyrically around gentle, slower
the exception of the trumpeters) seem to be
moving orchestral figures. There are echoes
rather careless about the use of cadential
of Waltonesque syncopation, especially in the
trills and the like. If Iappear to be overexciting final movement whose running
critical of this performance, Iwould hasten to
passages and rhythmic contrast are amply
point out that although it may not compare
provided for by the SNO under Gibson.
with the Neville Marriner version ( Argo
Goehr's (written for the 1962 Cheltenham
ZRG697) or that of August Wenzinger on
Festival) with a different brand of lyricism,
DGG, it seems a veritable masterpiece if
utilises a personalised serial technique,
compared to Eugene Ormandy's version on
which nevertheless does not avoid traditional
the CBS label.
harmonies. Any labelling of him as a ' postThe recording is clear and quite well
Webernite' is rather misleading, especially in
balanced, but the horns seem rather backthis context. His use of wide contrast invests
ward. I believe I noticed some indifferent
the work with a great feeling of pent-up
tape-edits, at least the effects resembled
energy, which explodes at times as in the
those made by poor tape- edits but may well
rampaging feroce passages in the second
have been caused by afaulty pressing. Quite
movement, where glissando horns and
a pleasing record then, providing that you
trombones uncouthly break the ordered
do not have any preconceived notions
progressions. The sf blows of the first
regarding matters of tempi or dynamics.
movement give a similar halting effect of
[A/B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon
finality. Even here, there are no ensemble
doubts—there is great technical command
HANDEL: 'Tamerlano'
and
intuitive
playing
throughout,
and
Sophia Steffan (sop) ICarole Bogard (sop) IAlexander
Parikian's tone and intonation are seldom
Young (ten) IMarius Rintzler (bass) IGwendolyn
ruffled. Complete release of tension waits
Killebrew, Johanna Simon (alt) IAlbert Fuller (hpd) I
until the end, a wild moto perpetuo climax
Lars Holm Johansen ( vc) IThe Chamber Orchestra of
growing out of the final cadenza, with the end
Copenhagen IJohn Moriarty
abruptly extracting itself in a dramatically
ORYX 4XLC-2 (4records with texts) (£6•00)
simple major chord.
The audience of the 18th century was not
The recording is remarkably clear and
prepared to step from high drama into the
well-balanced throughout, apart from a
street; this phenomenon would appear to be
marginally forward soloist, particularly notable
accountable for many of the ludicrously
for its exceptionally smooth string tone. An
absurd and quite incongruous closing scenes
unnatural toppiness of the percussion in the
of so many operas of the period. Tamerlano,
Goehr sf crashes is fully appropriate, aughowever, must have been a rare exception,
menting the music in a way which will offend
for we are told ' Tamerlane sent its audiences
only ardent purists. [A: 1]
Michael Thorne
weeping into the street when the curtain fell'.
The action of the opera takes place in
HANDEL: Water music—suites
Samarqand in AD 1402. Tamerlano loves
Collegium Aureum
Bajazet's daughter Asteria and renounces
BASF BHM 19-20341 (
e1.99)
his betrothal to Irene. He forces Andronicus,
I always find it an exciting experience to
who is in love with Asteria, to plead his suit
receive a new version of Handel's Water
with father and daughter. Bajazet refuses but
Music for review, particularly when the sleeve
Asteria accepts, plotting to assassinate
claims ' Original Type Instruments' as does
Tamerlano. Provoked to rage by her attempts
this one. Iam not quite sure what exactly is
and by her father's defiance, he orders
meant by the words ' Original Type'; either the
terrible revenge upon both but is ultimately
instruments are original period instruments
cheated by Bajazet's suicide.
(or reproductions) or they are not and in this
Inspite of its tragic ending, Tamerlano
context the statement strikes me as being a appears to have been one of Handel's most
trifle ambiguous. Closer scrutiny of the
successful operas, it belongs to the academy
sleeve note (text) reveals the claim that these
period and was written between 3rd and 22nd
performances are given upon natural horns
of July 1724. The work is unusual inasand clarino trumpets ( presumably the latter
much as the part of Bajazet, the title role in
are also of the valveless type). If indeed
all but name, is cast for a tenor ( Borosini in
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the 1724 production) at atime when the high
voice was important above all else. There are,
however, three major high- voice parts, these
were originally taken by Pacini (Tamerlano),
Cuzzoni ( Asteria) and Senesino ( Andronicus). In the present recording the castrato
parts have been given, and rightly so, to the
sopranos or altos.
Handel's score is amasterpiece of dramatic
organisation, and builds up into an electrifying
climax, culminating in the superb scene:
wherein Bajazet commits suicide.
John Moriarty presents the opera very
nearly in its entirety. Iwould like to have seen
the final duet (for Andronicus and Tamerlano)
included, even if this had meant truncating
some of the recitatives or cutting the odd da
capo; Imust confess to being a little perplexed by the omission of such an important
number.
Credit must be given to producer Charles
Fischer for having assembled such a fine
cast. Carole Bogard ( Asteria) floats some
beautiful tones and Alexander Young's
interpretation of the dramatic death scene is
wonderfully expressive. Da capo arias are
tastefully ornamented although one or two
cadential trills appear to have been overlooked.
Albert Fuller provides an imaginative
harpsichord realisation and is ably assisted
by Lars Holm Johansen (' cello continuo).
The Copenhagen Chamber Orchestra is not
entirely at one with Handel's style and the
string playing is capable rather than outstanding; the same could also be said of the
singers who take the two minor roles ( Irene
and Leone).
This highly enterprising record presentation contains a reproduction of the 1724
libretto as sold at the Haymarket Theatre on
the occasion of the opera's first production.
The recording is clear but the masters would
seem to have been cut at an uncommonly
low level and Ifound it necessary to keep my
volume control well up in order to compensate
for the excessively low cutting level. This is
an altogether notable Handel opera recording
and devotees of Handel's vocal music will
find much pleasure within these sides.
[B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon
HANDEL: 'Theodora'
Heather Harper (sop) IMaureen Forester (con)
Maureen Lehane (con) IAlexander Young (ten) I
Edgar Fleet (ten) IJohn Lawrenson (bar) IAmor Artis
Chorale I English Chamber Orchestra I Johannes
Somary
RCA Vanguard VCS10050 (
3records) (£5.37)
Theodora, written in 1749, was Handel's
favourite among his oratorio's. The plot is
based upon the story of a Christian martyr
who was executed at the time of Diocletian's
persecution in 304 AD. The entire work is a
masterpiece of dramatic
unity ( Handel
clearly had the stage effects very much in
mind) and as such was probably a great deal
too profound for the eighteenth century
audience; this might account for the oratorios somewhat luke-warm reception.
As in Jephtha, Handel borrowed fairly
extensively from the works of other composers; five movements have their origins in
the vocal duets of Clan i(1669-1740), Muffat
furnishes part of the material for the overture
while the aria ' Sweet Rose and Lilly' bears a
marked resemblance to ' Per La Gloria' from
Bononcini's Griselda.
Johannes Somary presents a good, if
somewhat truncated performance. The orchestral playing is superb but alas the chorus
is serviceable rather than brilliant. The
soloists are, however, first rate. Heather
Harper claims the focus of attention with her
pure intonation and perceptive phrasing.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Maureen Forrester and Maureen Lehane are
never less than sensitive to Handel's style and
Alexander Young makes a convincing Septimius, limited though this rôle obviously is.
Ornaments are stylistically done; however,
some listeners might think the practice is
taken to excess as Somary also performs
cadenzas in choruses. Tempi seem quite
well chosen and Harold Lester's continuo
playing does much to enliven Handel's bass
line.
The recording is of a generally high standard but the balance between orchestra and
chorus does not seem always to be ideal.
Nevertheless, this is a notable Handel
production which I would unhesitatingly
commend to all devotees of eighteenth
century operatic music. If the album proves
to be successful perhaps RCA will feel disposed to issue Ezio in the not too distant
future; Iunderstand that it has been available
for some time in the United States. [B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon

indeed the piano playing which gives the
character to the interpretation of both works
without dominating them.
Despite my
criticism of the balance the interpretation is
warm, sympathetic and musicianly.
The
Haydn trio is otherwise available only in the
HMV Treasury ( HLM7017) of Ihe fabulous
Cortot, Thibaud, Casals recording.
The
Mendelssohn trio is still available in the Suk
and Beaux Arts recordings (SUAST50815,
SAL3646).
I prefer the present version.
[6:1/2]
Isla Tait

M. HAYDN: String quintets in G and F
Vienna Philharmonia Quintet
Decca SDD340 (£1.60)
Ishall certainly remember this record when
the time comes to nominate the outstanding
records of 1973. Quite apart from the joy of
being able to add two fine string quintets to
the Michael Haydn discography (the chamber
works have been even more neglected than
the orchestral music), the performances,
recording (and the price!) are all one could
hope for. Hans Jancik, the author of the
standard biography of Michael Haydn, nods
afew times in his sleeve- note, and Iwish he
had justified the interesting decision to end
the F major quintet with the little march P. 59.
It was a sensible idea to partner one of the
four- movement quintets of 1773 with one of
the divertimento- like multi- movement works,
though there is little to choose between them
in terms of musical level—in both the achievement is so high and well sustained that one
wonders at their neglect hitherto.
The
Vienna Philharmonia Quintet ( new to me, I
think) is a well-balanced, purposeful group
equally at home in the tender and wistful
pages and in the dynamic, urgent Presto
finale of the G major piece. The surfaces are
entirely silent, and Christopher Raeburn and
Kenneth Wilkinson show that the Sofiensaal,
home of Decca's Wagner and Richard Strauss
opera recordings, can also provide a warm,
natural chamber- music acoustic. A very
valuable and charming issue. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Piano trio 1in G / MENDELSSOHN:
Piano trio 1in d, Op. 49
Va/da Aveling (pno) IDonald Weekes ( yin) IDennis
Nesbitt (v/c)
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS658 (
99p)
It is the piano rather than the trio which has
precedence both in the title and in this recorded version of the two works: whether
this was the composer's intention is something different again. Certainly the score of
the Haydn trio gives pride of place to the
piano and the violin, but the cello sounds to
me to be too much the junior partner. In the
Mendelssohn trio the balance of the writing
between the instruments is more equal but
here again in the recording the cello sounds
almost obsequious, except in the finale and
there is a degree of untidiness. That apart, I
believe the blame must be laid on the recording engineers' ideas ofbalance rather than on
the performers.
Still, the performances of both works show
every sign of careful rehearsal, the playing of
Valda Aveling throughout being perfectly
attuned to the spirit of the writing. It is
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Brenda Lucas, Michael Bremner (Producer), and
John Ogdon
LISZT: Concerto pathétique / SCHUMANN:
Andante and variations CI Six canonic studies
John Ogdon and Brenda Lucas (pno)
Argo IRG721 (£2.15)
No version of the Liszt Concerto pathétique
has been available on record for a considerable time. Similarly the Schumann Andante
and Variations, in the two piano version, has
been obtainable only on the historic Adelina
de Lara/Albert Ferber recording and of the
Canonic Studies there has been no complete
version of all six for as long as Ican remember. Therefore this one recording goes a
considerable way to fill up gaps in the two
piano repertoire on records.
All three works have interesting histories;
none of them as here played are in their
The Concerto pathétique
original form.
started life in 1849 as a piano solo, the
Grosses Konzertsolo, of one long Allegro
movement to which was subsequently added
a central Andante sostenuto section: the
work then became a concerto for piano and
orchestra before the final version played here
was published in 1856. The two Schumann
works are both the subject of development,
the Andante and Variations being written
originally for two pianos, two cellos and horn
(which version can still be had on SXL6130)
but subsequently arranged for two pianos by
Schumann himself: the Canonic variations
were written for piano with a pedal keyboard,
an instrument of transient fame, and arranged
later for two pianos by Debussy of all
people.
Some time ago Imentioned that whereas
the builder of an organ seldom failed to
receive credit on the sleeve, the make of
piano used in a recording was very rarely
mentioned, despite the foot high capitals on
the side of the concert hall grand. The two
pianos here played are Bôsendorfers. It
seems a pity that they should have been so
identified as some trick perhaps of the acoustics of Smith Square makes them sound, if
not quite an ill assorted pair, as least very
definitely two distinct and somewhat different
instruments.
The playing of the Concerto pathétique is
forceful where this is called for, contemplative again where needs be, an inspiring
interpretation of this complex work. The
Canonic variations too are given a ' classic'

performance.
Only in the Andante and
Variations does the exhilaration which Ogdon
and Lucas convey in their playing of the other
works wane. Perhaps it is because it is a
much less ' unheard' work but whatever the
reason the animation is not there. [ B: 1/2]
Isla Tait
MAHLER: Symphony 1in D
Concertgebouw IHaitink
Philips 6500 342 (£2.25)
Haitink's magnificent version of the Titan
symphony is here available for the first time
separately from the boxed Mahler sets
reviewed in September 1972. Last of the
cycle to be taped, this is in some respects
one of the finest in the set, and is also a
tribute to the sustained expertise of the late
Jaap van Ginneken who produced all nine
recordings in the Concertgebouw hall in
Amsterdam.
Side One has been recut, but Icould detect
no significant differences between this disc
and that in the box. Quality of recording is
very fine, with excellent perspective, clarity
and ambience ( Hafler rear speakers blend in
beautifully) and a very quiet background
permitting a realistic replay level for this
splendidly scored work. On performance I
endorse Chris Breunig's judgement that this
issue should be studied by all Mahlerians.
It is a very steadily controlled interpretation
which some may find just a little to unadventuresome in the first movement; but the
remainder is vigorous, macabre and threateningly splendid in turn. A performance to live
with and hear many times.
The record comes in a special illustrated
book sleeve, with photographs of the orchestra and Haitink in addition to the usual notes.
During rehearsals and a public concert that
preceded the recording sessions ( May 1972)
a BBC- TV team filmed episodes for inclusion
in The Great Orchestras series to be shown on
February 4th. It should be worth watching.
[A: 1]
John Crabbe
MENDELSSOHN: Songs without words
Guiomar Novaes (pno)
Turnabout TV34245S (
99p)
This recording dates from 1961; and I am
afraid it shows. The piano tone is metallic
and twangy, lacking in bass and devoid of the
richness which the modern instrument
possesses. There is no indication that a
piano of earlier date was used; but of course
the performer may have set out deliberately to
make the sound as it is.
The Songs without Words are not amongst
the greatest or most profound of compositions; but neither are they to be despised. I
doubt if their best qualities are brought out
here: the celebrated ' Spring Song', for
example, is played in a staccato and throwaway style which quite spoils it; and throughout Ifelt unmoved where I had hoped for
new light upon the familiar. Therefore,
though the price of this disc is attractive, Ido
not feel that it can be recommended either in
terms of the recording or the performance.
[C: 2/3]
Peter Turner
MOZART: Serenade 7in D, 1(250 ' Haffner'
Franzjosef Maier ( vin) ICo/leg/urn Aureum
BASF BH M19-29310 (£1.99)
This, surprisingly, is the first new Haffner
Serenade to arrive on the scene for some
years. There will no doubt be one coming
from Decca and the Boskovsky team when
that belated series of serenades gets going
again, but for now the only alternatives are
Leitner's Turnabout version of 1966 and the
reissued Menuhin recording of the previous
year. Both are conventional performances in
that they use the modern orchestra and some-

thing approaching modern orchestral forces.
This new version attempts to recreate in part
at least the authentic 18th century scale and
timbre since it uses a dozen string players
and genuine or reproduction instruments.
All this sort of thing is so much icing on the
cake and doesn't count for much if the cake
itself is heavy. As it happens the icing in the
shape of the oboe tone is occasionally
vinegary but the conception of the performance itself under Franzjosef Maier the
concertmaster and a lovely fiddler, is very
strong, alert and sympathetic.
Maier's
handling of the interpolated ' concerto' with
its intensely lyrical solo part is especially
attractive with its bright silvery tone and
intelligently applied lead-ins and cadenzas.
The overall pace is sensibly measured
against the two Allegro movements which
encompass the work: these are lively without
being rushed and the two Andantes, the
second in particular, are reflective without
becoming studied. The string sound is a
trifle thin, an effect enhanced at times by the
apparent distance between players and
microphones and the reverberance of the
salon in the Fugger Schloss where the
recording was made. There is, however, a
pleasant spaciousness about it all and though
it does not quite qualify for the A rating I
would not be prepared to take a hard line on
it or about the one or two sour notes. [ B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Quintets
Quatuor Danois: Serge Collot (via) IGuy Deplus
Jacky Magnardi (hm) IJohan Poulsen (d-bass)
Oryx 5XLC3 (
5records) (£7.50)

I

This album may without condescension be
summed up as an unexpected triumph from
an improbable source. It happens from time
to time and reminds us that not all the best
players are contracted to the biggest companies. What we have here is all Mozart's
music with strings that can conceivably be
classified as a quintet. That means the
clarinet and horn quintets and solo string
versions of the Adagio and Fugue in C minor
and of Eine kleine Nachtmusik in addition to
the five string quintets. These last, or the
final four, together with the clarinet quintet
lie at the core of the album, the other pieces
being in a sense of secondary importance.
Unlike the mature quartets the five string
quintets have had an unhappy recording
history in spite of having at various times
attracted the attention of some of the finest
string quartets and the most respected additional violists. To date the only complete set
to remain in the catalogue is that of the
Heutling Quartet with
Heinz- Otto Graf
together with elderly and typically mellifluous
versions of the last four by Aronowitz with the
Amadeus Quartet. The present set surpasses the Heutling performances and offers
aserious challenge to the Amadeus, and their
excellence continues, as the ad says, ' right
through the wash'.
The range of these five works, to say
nothing of the rest, offers as severe a challenge to the interpretive skills of the players
as do the equally varied ' Haydn' quartets.
The earliest of them, considerably revised
by the composer, dates from 1773, the rest
from the years of his maturity. In fact it is the
only work in the set which pre- dates Mozart's
Vienna period. It is not, however, an insignificant piece. Mozart took great pains with it
and recomposed a good deal of it and like
several of its companion works it fluctuates
between the serious and galant styles which
come together in the meltingly sensuous
Adagio.
The performance catches the transitional
nature of the work most skilfully, but it is the
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two central quintets, in C and G minor, with
their wide emotional range that offer the
most serious challenge. These performers
succeed beyond expectation in conveying the
open optimism of the C major work and are
probably even more successful in crystallising
that elusive tragical element which permeates
the G minor from first to last. So much so
that Ifeel bound to admit that this is the first
time on record that this essential quality
has been made manifest so far as Iam concerned. Collot and his Danish colleagues
feel the sharp edge of anguish that presses
into the civilised skin of the music and sense
that it somehow intensifies when the finale
moves from the minor to the major and its
febrile allegro. Icannot recommend this performance too highly.
The remaining three quintets, so different
from one another, receive the same dedicated
attention; the sombre intensity of the C
minor, the almost Schumannesque ardour of
the D major and the elysian serenity and
humanity of the E flat are caught and conveyed with the same acute understanding and
sureness of technique which irradiate the G
minor. Listeners to the finale of the D major
may be surprised to find that the first bar
differs from that usually printed: instead of
the familiar zig-zag chromatic figure we here
have the descending chromatic scalar figure
that Mozart actually wrote. The editions used
for all these performances are, incidentally,
those of the New Mozart Edition.
Turning to the clarinet and horn quintets
one is delighted to find the standards of
excellence achieved in the string works being
sustained and implemented by the clarinettist Guy Deplus, who gives a reflective,
luminous performance of this masterpiece
amply sustained by the string players, and
by the horn playing of Jacky Magnardi. The
Horn Quintet is alightweight yet even here in
the charming Andante the players manage
to evoke a sense of mystery.
The remaining two works, heard more
commonly in orchestral guise, repay this kind
of treatment. The Fugue could I suppose
have been given a weightier performance but
Ilike its scale and the way it is aligned with
the adagio prelude. The Eine Heine Nachtmusik sparkles.
The technical quality of all five records is
very high, the sound clear and well spaced
and a few slight bumps aside, clean. The
Danish Quartet, of whom Ihave heard little
of late, come as agreat and pleasant surprise,
and Oryx are to be congratulated for making
this admirable collection available. [ A: 11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Excerpts from: '
Le Nozze di Figaro' 1:1
'Idomeneo' D '
Die Entführung' D '
Zaide' O '
Die
Zauberflifte' 0 '
Cosi fan tutte' D '
Il ré pastore' O
'Don Gi
Torn Krause (bar) ILucia Popp (sop) IBrigitte Fassbaender (m-sop) I Werner Krenn (ten) IManfred
Jungwirth (bass) fVienna Haydn Orchestra IIstvan
Kertesz
Decca SET548 (
2records) (£4•50)
On the evidence of these two discs, Istvan
Kertesz appears to be one of the modern
school of Mozart interpreters who value
crispness and speed above the gentler
virtues of musical grace and elegance. In
'V& che sapete', Cherubino is made to sound
more like a wing three-quarter in a hurry than
a love-lorn adolescent. Mr. Kertesz is also
indifferent to the niceties of musical grammar, paying little attention to such graces as
the traditional appoggiatura. Lucia Popp's
otherwise charmingly sung ' Deh, vieni non
tardar' is a travesty of Mozartean style, in
which the conductor rather than the singer
must take responsibility for grammatical
errors; apart from being wrong, the dropped
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appoggiature sound particularly horrible in
this jewel of a song.
Apart from these periodic clangers, this
excellent team of singers deals acceptably
with awell-chosen list of pieces ranging from
the universally renowned to such unusual
offerings as the beautiful song from Zaide,
which is too seldom heard. Lucia Popp puts
it over well, apart from a slight sense of
strain in the upper reaches of the voice.
Werner Krenn is afine exponent of Mozartean
style—a little dry of voice, perhaps, but
always a pleasure to the ear. Tom Krause
deploys his dark-toned voice effectively in a
number of roles and the other two singers
make the most of such opportunities as they
are allowed. The orchestra plays with commendable vivacity; that their tone has more
brilliance than warmth may in part be due to
some over- resonance in the recording
balance. The general effect is one of robust
and bustling brightness, which, for me, is
not enough to set forth this music in all its
greatness. [ B: 3]
Cedric Wallis
PAGANINI: Violin concertos No. 1 & 2
Arthur Grumiaux ( yin) IOrchestra of the Monte Carlo
opera IBe/lug!
Philips 6500 411 (£2.25)

There are those who profess a dislike of
virtuoso display pieces, personally I have
always had a soft spot for them, especially
those of Nicolo Paganini. Not only did he
write music that can still tax the technique of
today's virtuosi, but he combined this with a
flair for lyrical melody that few of his successors ( Vieuxtemps and co.) came anywhere
near rivalling.
Arthur Grumiaux meets the challenge
admirably. From the very first solo entry in
concerto No. 1his playing is both authoritative
and totally assured. This is an assurance
born out of complete technical mastery, not
once do we feel that he is having to strain to
surmount the fiendish difficulties that Paganini astounded his audience with. He throws
off the spicaccato bowing and the double,
triple, and quadruple stopping with none of
those ugly noises that we so often hear, and
his intonation is impeccable, even in the
highest positions. The only point that raised
a slight wince was the double harmonics at
the end of the final movement in the first
concerto, but Ifeel that this is due to the
writing rather than the player. Perhaps one
really does need the help of the dark powers
to bring these off successfully.
As well as technical assurance Grumiaux
has a full sweet tone which he employs to
good effect in the slow movements. Occasionally Ifelt that he was perhaps alittle cool
in the more lyrical moments; Paganini could
write a throbbing melody with the best of
them, and Ilike to hear these played for all
their worth. Still this is only a very small
point in what is a very fine couple of performances.
Showpieces such as these give little
chance for the orchestra to shine, but when
they get a chance the orchestra play with
spirit, and the conductor keeps things moving
along at a good pace. Overall the recording
is clear and vivid, with exciting percussion
and brass, and Iwas tempted to give it top
marks. Further listening led me to change
my mind, the soloist is too closely balanced
and comes over as ' larger than life' making
this a highly recommended [
B: 1]
Gary Bellamy
PLATTI: Piano concerto 1 in G / VIOTTI:
Piano concerto in e
Felicia Blumenthal(Pno) ISalzburg SO IGuschelbauer I
Turin Orchestra IZedda"
Turnabout TV 342845 (99p)

An interesting record for those interested in
the 18th century concerto, though hi-fi addicts
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

need read no further. Viotti, outstanding
violinist, here shows himself a competent
writer for the keyboard and orchestra in a
large-scale, rather vapid manner. Some of
Viotti's keyboard concertos are revisions of
violin works; this one was originally intended
for piano, later being transcribed for violin
(as concerto no. 19). The material is agreeable, distinguished even (the opening of the
Adagio), but neither it nor the craftsmanship
can sustain nearly 40 minutes of music—
certainly not in as casual an accompaniment
as Zedda and the ' Torino Orchestra' provide.
Felicja Blumenthal has already proved herself
a sensitive and eloquent exponent of forgotten piano concertos. Here she is sometimes
less nimble than usual, and the edgy piano
tone does not help. The orchestral sound is
distinctly mushy, and there is quite a lot of
surface noise. The Platti work is an interesting fill- up on the second side; the sound
is cleaner here and the Salzburg orchestra
under Guschelbauer altogether neater—but
a piano in this work ( probably early 1740s) is
nowadays quite unacceptable. Matti has no
entry in Groves; on the evidence of the works
that Hoffmann-Erbrecht and others have published from German archives ( Platti worked
much of his life at Würzburg), he should
surely find a place in Grovee. [
C/D: 3]
Peter Branscombe
POULENC: Gloria 0 Organ concerto*
Rosanna Carter! (sop) IMaurice Duruflé (org)* IFrench
National Radio Chorus ê Orchestra IGeorges Prêtre
HMV ASD2835 (£2.40). Reissue: formerly Columbia SAX2445 (Jun '62)

Iam sure that nobody asked in the 1930s
which of ' les Six' was most likely to succeed,
in the sense that talent would grow, would
have suggested Francis Poulenc. Then he
was considered alightweight, acomposer of
amusing pieces, of pretty songs but never
more than an entertainer. But now of all the
six his is the music which is the most firmly
fixed in the repertoire. Perhaps like Rachmaninov he was at heart a conservative in
that despite his use of devices advanced for
their time he never lost touch with the past,
was never too advanced for his audiences.
This too may be the reason for the reissuing
of a record first produced in 1962.
From 1937, the date of the composition of
his Mass in G, there was abroadening of his
work, a more serious vein. The Organ Concerto here played dates from 1938, the beautiful Gloria, the culmination of his religious
works from 1961. The recording of the Gloria
is that made in 1961 in Paris under Poulenc's
own supervision. The organ concerto, with
Maurice Duruflé as the solist, was recorded
in the church of Saint- Etienne du Mont in
Paris. No doubt the increase in interest in
Poulenc's works will call for further modern
recordings of these two works. Although
the orchestral sound of the record may not
now match those made more recently with
more advanced techniques the record represents the only available version of the works,
versions which are both examples of accomplished musicianship, Rosanna Carted the
soprano of the Gloria with a voice equal to
the wide range demanded, and Maurice
Duruflé himself adistinguished organist/composer whose playing is at one with the intentions of Poulenc. [
B: 1]
Isla Tait
POULENC: Mass in G D Quatre motets pour le
temps de noël 0 Quatre motets pour un temps
de pénitence
Vlasta Mlejnková (sop) IKühn's Mixed Choir IPavel
Kühn
Supraphon 112 1113 (£1.50)

Here is some of the best choral singing Ihave
heard on record for a long time—and what
fine, original music, too! Well recorded, with
both ' presence' and clarity, it fails to draw an
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[A] from me only because—most regrettably
—the surfaces of my copy are distressingly
noisy. Ican only hope that other pressings
of this Supraphon disc are better.
Poulenc's chief celebrity is in chamber
music, piano music and songs. But if you
need convincing that he is one of the century's
great choral composers, then the Sanctus of
this unaccompanied Mass should do it in less
than two minutes. With a highly original
approach to the words, sometimes negating
their verbal accent altogether, Poulenc adopts
amost expressive harmonic vocabulary which
sets daunting problems of intonation to the
singers. Few choirs anywhere could surmount those problems as triumphantly as
this Prague choir (founded by the late Jan
Kühn and now conducted by his son). The
soprano solo, and the occasional semichorus, is as competent as the whole.
The Mass makes a short side ( under 20
minutes). Somewhat longer is the assembly
of the eight motets, four for Christmastide
and the others 'for atime of penitence'. They
have much the same choral style as the Mass,
though not attaining its excitement, and are
as skilfully performed. Latin texts are given,
but the potential British purchaser will be
discouraged by the lack of translations.
Poulenc himself thought it important enough
to provide French translations on the scores
of the motets.
Iwould, in fact, like to see not only new
pressings but a new package for what is
musically such a valuable addition to the
recorded choral repertory. [
B: 1*]
Arthur Jacobs
FRANZ SCHMIDT: Symphony 4
Vienna Philharmonic IZubin Mehta
Decca SXL6544 (£2.15)

Although Decca's publicity material asserts
that this record is the first work of Franz
Schmidt to enter the British gramophone
catalogues, Iseem to remember an earlier
Decca LP of the same orchestra in the same
symphony! Perhaps I've dreamed it: I've
certainly heard the Vienna Philharmonic play
Schmidt's Fourth Symphony in Vienna, and
I've heard too a considerably less enjoyable
work by the same composer, a particularly
dreary oratorio called Das Buch mit sieben
Siegeln in which the great tenor Julius Patzak,
who had studied composition with Schmidt,
liked to sing.
Franz Schmidt was born in Pressburg, now
Bratislava, in 1874, and died in Vienna in 1939.
Trained at the Vienna Conservatorium, he
was a cellist in the Philharmonic of fourteen
years, and later became Director of the Music
Academy. He saw himself as continuing the
great Austrian symphonic tradition, after
Schubert, Bruckner and Mahler, and wrote
four symphonies- in alanguage more conservative than late Mahler, but owing much to
Mahler's orchestral techniques and to Bruckner, though without Bruckner's long-windedness. The fourth symphony is an attractive
though temperamentally gloomy work, very
skilfully written for the orchestra, and the
Vienna Philharmonic under Mehta play their
ex-colleague's music for all it's worth. Those
who want to explore Austrian sub-Mahlerian
byways will find much to interest them in
Schmidt. [
B: 1]
Charles Osborne
SCHUBERT: String quartet 13 in a, D804 0
String quartet 12 in c 'Quartettsate, D703
Guarneri Quartet
RCA S136867 (£2•49)
It is rather surprising to find that the D804
quartet has only one rival recording in the
lists at the moment; by the Amadeus Quartet
(DGG 139194). It is one of Schubert's most
endearing and melodic chamber works including, in its slow movement, what must
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march
Leichtes Blut—waltz 0 '
1001 Nights'—
intermezzo CJ Roses from the South—waltz
Thunder and lightning—polka D Wine, women
and song—waltz O Tales from the Vienna
Woods—waltz
Eljen a Magyar— march 0
Annen—polka
Robert Stolz Symphony Orchestra IRobert Stolz
BASF 29 21122-3 1/2 (
2records) (£.2.20)

The Guarneri Quartet
have been one of his favourite tunes which he
also uses in Rosamunde and the Bb impromptu. It needs a lyrical and gentle performance and is beautifully handled by the
Guarneri Quartet. They phrase together with
great sensitivity and play both the quartet
and the ' Quartettsatz' with a sort of gentle
melancholy that Ifind ideal. They adopt the
slowest possible tempi (the Amadeus andante
seems almost twice as fast) but hold things
together by their dramatic involvement. On
performance alone Iwould heartily recommend this record but, alas, we have to take
other things into account. The recorded
sound is clear enough and the instruments
are well balanced—the viola part is well projected— but the overall sound is not ideal.
There is an artificial recording tone that
makes the violins sound scrawny and the
cello crusty. Tolerable in the quiet passages
the tone in the louder ensembles sounds very
rough. The DGG recording is preferable in
all respects and the Amadeus performance
is a good one though in a lighter vein. Also
the DGG LP gets the quartet neatly on to one
side while the RCA recording takes the whole
of the first side for the first two movements
and merely adds the brief ' Quartettsatz' at the
end of the second. The Amadeus give us
another complete quartet D173. On the whole
Imust reluctantly say that the DGG disc is
the better buy for quantity and sound quality
but must counter- balance this by saying that
the RCA performance is a delectabee one.
[C: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: Kreisler3ana
in g, Op. 22
Walter Klien (pno)
Turnabout TV34317S (
99p)

There is some disagreement in the reference
books about the birth- date of Robert Stolz;
offerings range from 1880 to 1886; but it still
indicates a respectable age whichever you
take. We have marvelled at the vigorous
interpretations he has given of various operettas in recent years and yet again, in these
records, there is tremendous sparkle and
verve in the polkas and marches. By strange
contrast he takes the Blue Danube waltz at
just about the slowest pace Ihave heard it
—too slowly for my taste—a Klemperer-like
performance in all ways. The Stolz Symphony
Orchestra seem an able body of players and
the BASF recording is admirably clear and
well-balanced. The collector will be interested
to know that this is only the first of about
eight double- album sets now available in
Germany (with, it seems, more to follow)—
which suggests that we might be getting a
feast of lesser- known Strauss in the future.
Let us hope so! [A: 1]
Peter Gammond

VERDI: Requiem Mass
Mire/la Freni (sop) IChrista Ludwig (mezzo-soprano) I
Carlo Cassutta (ten) INicolai Ghiaurov (bass) IWiener
Singverein IBerlin Philharmonic IKarajan
Deutsche Gram mophon 2707065(2 records) ( 48O)

Piano sonata 2

I liked Walter Klien's recording of Grieg's
Holberg Suite issued last year despite what I
considered to be a rather poor recording.
On this occasion, the particular pressing I
was sent was below standard as regards
surface noise, with a barely detectable variation in pitch in parts of the Kreisleriana and a
smudginess elsewhere. This, Iam sure, was
simply a rogue record and not to be taken as
typical.
Production difficulties apart, the
piano sound is quite good. However, this
seems to have made me more critical than
perhaps Iought to be of Walter Klien's playing. There is competition a- plenty in versions
of Kreisieriana and by comparison this new
recording seems to lack an inner understanding of the frustrations and wildness, the personal feelings which lie below the surface.
In the G minor Sonata too Ihad the same
feeling that Iwas listening only to a surface
interpretation. [
B: 2]
Isla Tait
KAISERWALZER
._. STRAUSS II: Emperor— waltz 0 Tritsch
Tratsch—polka O The blue Danube—waltz 0
Vienna Blood—waltz
'
Der Zigeunerbaron'—
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

roles. In short, a new Fledermaus was wanted
only if it was at least as good as these and
was admirably recorded. This new recording
does its duty admirably. Given the task of
selecting the ideal musical forces for the job
would many of us have strayed far from the
present line-up. To begin with it would be
difficult to think of a more obvious conductor
for the task than Willi Boskovsky. Perhaps
we would have given him the Vienna Philharmonic but Iam sure that the Vienna Symphony was the right choice, lighter and possibly less predictable in the end result. Boskovsky controls his star cast admirably and
in matters of tempo and phrasing is 99-9%
beyond reproach. The balance between voices
and orchestra is excellent.
The casting is perfect. A mixture of starstudding and Vienna State Opera stalwarts
or both incorporated in one. With Gedda his
usual commanding self and Rothenberger
cosily right, Renate Holm coyly bright as
Adele. With such names as Dietrich FischerDieskau and Walter Berry in support and
excellent handling of two difficult roles—
Alfred by the ideally named Adolf Dallapozza
and Orlofsky by Brigitte Fassbaender. With
the Vienna State Opera Chorus—the result
is an authoritative yet sparkling performance.
As befits the greatest operetta ever written
everyone concerned has lived up to its rich
opportunities. Even the dialogue has been
well handled with little of the woodenness
that we usually get from singers; just an
occasional archness. The sound is typical
EMI at its best; very rich and warm but admirably clear. Anyone embarking on Die Fledermaus forthe first time should certainly choose
this new recording and it is the recommendable replacement for an old favourite. [
A: 1*]
Peter Gammond

Johann Strauss

J. STRAUSS II: ' Die Fledermaus'
Nice/al Gedda—Eisenstein/ Anneliese Rothenberger—
Rosalinde / Renate Holm—Adele / Brigitte Fassbaender—Orlofsky I Adolf Dallapozza—Alfred /
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau—Falke I Walter Berry—
Frank / Vienna State Opera Chorus (CM: Franz
Gerstacker) I Vienna Symphony Orchestra I Willi
Boskovsky
HMV SL59114 (
2records) (£4•50)
While we cannot say that we have been deprived of adequate performances of Die
Fledermaus on record; it was certainly time
we had anew one to bring the old delights up
to date. The classic Krauss performance is
still available ( Decca
ACL145/6) and its
qualities are indestructible but the mono
sound dates back to 1951. Karajan's sumptuous Decca follow-up dates back to 1960
(SXL6015/6) and certainly still sounds superb.
We have also had the WRC Ariola-Eurodisc
issue under Stolz (2-0C 140/1)—Renate Holm
and Walter Berry were there in the present
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The 1964 recording by Giulini— one of the
most celebrated conductors of the Verdi
Requiem—stays with us ( SLS909) and is by
no means outdated. What better tribute to
its team of soloists ( Schwarzkopf, Ludwig,
Gedda, Ghiaurov) than the fact that two of
them reappear on this newest recording of
all?
We now have, indeed, recent recordings
made by the three reigning emperors of the
baton, Solti, Bernstein, and Karajan. Icall
them this because they, almost uniquely,
seem to be able to demand from the recording
companies their own choice of repertory, of
performers, and of recording conditions—to
within the very limits of financial and contractual circumstances, anyway. And here, after
Bernstein's recording for CBS in the Albert
Hall ( reviewed in November 1971) and Solti's
for Decca in Vienna, comes Karajan's with
his own Berlin Philharmonic, made in aBerlin
church.
Musically it is one of the best performances
Ihave ever heard, on record or in the concerthall, and if Isay it is less exciting than the
other two, this is partly because Karajan does
not compete for sheer speed and bounciness
in the Sanctus, but more because the recorded sound is somewhat remote, especially
the choral sound. A great distance seems to.
separate the listener from the chorus, whose
words are not easily distinguishable: in contrast, even in the resonant Albert Hall, Bernstein's engineers got the microphones near
enough to the chorus even to emphasise the
sibilants a bit too much! Karajan's orchestra
tends to outweigh the chorus, sometimes

disturbingly (at the opening and at the ` Salva
me' climax); and at the soprano solo's ' Libera
me' before the choral fugue in the final number, the violin tremolo on the ' singer's' note
is so loud that her moment of entry cannot
be detected.
Another technical fault, occasioned no
doubt in Karajan's pursuit of very soft sound
to provide contrast with the climaxes, occurs
at ' Liber scriptus proferetur' when the mezzosoprano's voice is supposedly punctuated by
ppp figures on the timpani (and no other
orchestral instrument at all). Ifind the timpani quite inaudible at anormal level of listening. On the other hand there are many welljudged orchestral effects—among them, the
location of the off-stage trumpets, and the
bass drum played in both ways Verdi specifies
(at high tension for the off- beat strokes in the
'Dies Irae', slackened off elsewhere). Particularly fine is the clear participation of asolo
trumpet as a leading voice in the ' Lacrymosa'
ensemble.
Karajan's masterly control of the whole, and
his insistence on the highest standards of
ensemble, are everywhere evident. Unanimity
of attack, subtlety of changes in dynamics
and tempo can be noted throughout. Freni
leads the solo singing with marvellous sensitivity and expression, and Ludwig, Cossutta
and Ghiaurov are no less admirable ( except
that Ghiaurov is occasionally so concentrating on sonority of tone that the odd consonant
disappears). The soft high B flat towards the
end is most beautifully placed by Freni, without that slight loss of pitch which Sutherland
and Decca's female choir show at this point.
There is really only one eccentricity of the
conductor's: the solo bassoon accompaniment to the ' Quid sum miser' is given with
the phrasing persistently slipped in a way
the score does not authorise at all.
A performance of absolutely Karajan standard, then: that is, first-class. A recording
which, for me, lacks immediacy ( hence the
marking below) though it may deliberately
represent how Karajan would like us to hear
his work. It is probably the Decca sound that
leads me finally to prefer Solti above Karajan
and Bernstein alike. [ B: 1]
Arthur Jacobs

WAGNER: ' Parsifal'
Jess Thomas IGeorge London IHans Hotter IMarfil
Ta/vela IGustav Neidlinger IIrene DaIts IBayreuth
Festival Chorus & Orchestra IKnappertsbusch
Philips 6729 002 (
5records) (£8.50) Reissue
When this Parsifal was first issued some years
ago, it cost, then, £9 is. 6d. Now here it is
again, sounding even better than it originally
did, and at £8.50. It was recorded at a Bayreuth Festival performance in 1962, complete
of course, and with a rather better cast than
one hears in Parsifal at Bayreuth nowadays.
Ihave a special fondness for these live Bayreuth recordings, other things being equal,
for Ifind the theatre's individual acoustic
mysteriously survives on disc, and the atmosphere and excitement of a performance for
an audience more than compensate for the
occasional obtrusive audience cough. This
Parsifal is aparticularly splendid performance:
no one in the post-war years has conducted
the work with greater understanding than
Hans Knappertsbusch, and his cast here is,
as I've implied above, an extremely strong
one. Jess Thomas is a Parsifal of stature,
and Hans Hotter makes an extremely moving
Gurnemanz, his musical phrasing imaginative and lively, his articulation of the text clear
and intelligent. Irene Dalis' Kundry in Act ll
lacks the passionate involvement of a Christa
Ludwig—which reminds me that the next few
months will bring us a new Parsifal from
Decca, conducted by Solti, with Ludwig as

Kundry—but Miss Dalis' account of the role
is fine. George London is a dramatic Amfortas, and Gustav Neidlinger an exciting
Klingsor. The recording is spacious, and the
balance between voices and orchestra sounds
much as it does in the theatre. Highly recommended. [ B: 1]
Charles Osborne

WAGNER: ' Liebesverbot'—overture D Huldigungsmarsch
Kaisermarsch D '
Die Feen'—
overture D American Centennial march
LSO IJanowski
HMV ASD2837 (£2.40)
An extremely enterprising issue: first LP
performances of five pieces by Wagner which
will be unknown to most people. The Overtures are those to Wagner's first two operas.
The first, Die Peen (
The Fairies) was composed at the age of twenty, and the second,
Das Liebesverbot, an adaptation of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure two years later.
Das Liebesverbot, though it sounds like a mixture of Marschner and Donizetti, I found
quite enjoyable on the only occasion Iever
saw it staged. Certainly its Overture is by
far the most engaging piece of music on this
disc. The three marches are all pretty deadly,
lots of orchestral pomp and circumstance,
but previous little substance. The Huldigungsmarsch or march of homage is roughly contemporary with Die Meistersinger and was
written to honour the composer's patron,
Ludwig II of Bavaria. The Kaisermarsch (
Imperial March) is a nationalistic piece composed to celebrate the Prussian victory over
the French in 1871 and the emergence of a
unified Germany, while the American Centennial March was written to earn dollars: it was
commissioned from Philadelphia for the
occasion of the one- hundredth anniversary
of American independence in 1876. The emptiest piece of all, and definitely not worth the
5000 Thaler the Americans paid for it. But, if
there is not a great deal of musical joy to be
had from this disc, it is good that the Wagner
gaps are beginning to be filled. There are
some more dreadful Overtures we might
have next, including one called ' Rule, Britannia' and another, ' Christopher Columbus'.
There is also, more seriously, a rather fascinating piece for men's chorus and orchestra,
dating from Wagner's thirtieth year: Das
Liebesmahl der Aposte! (
The Love Feast of the
Apostles), which deserves to be better known.
Meanwhile, a musicological if not a heartfelt
welcome to these five pieces, well played by
the London Symphony under a young Polish
conductor, Marek Janowski, who is currently
making his name as an opera conductor in
Germany. Clear, acceptable recording. [ 13: 2]
Charles Osborne

PETER WARLOCK: CHORAL SONGS, SOLO
SONGS
Benedicamus Domino D The first Mercy O The
frost bound wood D As dew in Aprylle D Bethlehem
Down D The night El Lullaby D Corpus Christi Ci
All the flowers of the Spring El Sleep O Motirne no
moe / The shrouding of the Duchess of Malfl
Rest, sweet nymphs D The Spring of the year D
Balulalow D The sycamore tree
The Elizabethan Singers IHerrick Bunney IMorys
Davies (bar) IHeather Kay (sop) IJennifer Partridge
(pno) IMalcolm Rudland (org)
Pearl Records SHE504 (£2.15)
Not regarding mere bulk as being necessarily
synonymous with greatness I have long
classed Warlock's songs with those of Wolf
and Mussorgsky, since all three composers
showed the same psychological depth of
understanding and the same unfailing devotion to nothing but the finest verses for setting
to music. It seemed unlikely, then, that Iwould
actually be startled by an LP of Warlock's
344

work: but such is the case after hearing this
particular selection. An eminent critic has
recently observed that ' Warlock's appeal lies
in nothing more than his clever accompaniments'. If he hears this disc he will surely
eat his words, for many of the choral pieces
not only represent the composer at his best,
they are often completely without accompaniment! The accompaniment to the one or
two solo songs which are included here for
variety certainly show exceptional interest,
but they merely heighten the vocal line and
never dominate the song. This side of Warlock I had expected, but the rest provided
sheer wonderment. Ihave long treasured a
fine old Decca 78 of Corpus Christi with the
BBC Chorus (and an anonymous Peter Pears
providing a splendid tenor solo). This is
certainly a remarkable masterpiece, whose
mystical ecstasy, angelic melodic appeal,
subtle use of harmonic progressions and
incredible rhythmic variety is like nothing
else in art—apart from the poetry of George
Herbert. Ihad foolishly thought this was an
exceptional piece in Warlock's output. Iwas
wrong. Not only do we get ' Corpus Christi'
given its place of honour on the disc, there are
also a number of other choral pieces of the
same stature. Arnold Bax referred to one of
them—asetting of the dirge from The Duchess
of Ma/fi—as: ' a masterpiece of tragic writing'.
But that is not an outstanding piece either!
There are others of the same style, as well
as gay and gossamer pieces of fairy-like
charm. Warlock is often reflected as a composer of limited range. Anyone who believes
that after hearing these wonderful choral
works will believe anything (as Dr Johnson
said, when someone expressed an equally
foolish prejudice). Few of the works on the
disc are known to me, and Ihave been seeking
out Warlock performances for many years.
The recital is beautifully arranged and provides afeast of music which has an unlimited
appeal. Chorus, soloists and accompanists
have done a remarkably good job of interpretation, since Warlock's style is an elusive
thing to capture. The recorded sound is a
real pleasure on the musical ear. Ihave only
two minor complaints. The organ accompaniment is a trifle too loud in one of the
songs, and the music is not always listed in
the order of performance, on the sleeve and
label. That apart, this is an issue to be recommended with the greatest enthusiasm.
[A: 1]
Basil Ashmore

COLLECTIONS
THE FANTASTIC PHILADELPHIANS: Vol. 1
'Popular Pieces'
Philadelphia Orchestra IEugene Ormandy
RCA ARD10002 (£2.49)
'Sheer Sonic Sorcery!'—such is the claim of
a new RCA Quadra Disc compatible fourchannel stereo featuring The Fantastic Philadelphians, in other words The Philadelphia
Orchestra, conducted by Eugene Ormandy.
If perhaps this sounds rather like a circus
announcement there is something of this
quality in the content of the disc for we have
four classics all well known for their showmanship.
First Esparla by Chabrier, abravura musical
tableau malaguena, a kind of fandango, and
jota aragonesa in content; it is superbly
orchestrated and more than any other piece
responsible for Chabrier's success. The
exotic content is very well demonstrated by
Ormandy and although he does not reach the
brilliance and depth of Ansermet it is a skilful interpretation.
Dukas The Sorcerer's Apprentice, in essence
a symphonic scherzo, was a masterpiece
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even before Disney made it famous. The
music so vividly portrays the story with its
opening and closing air of mystery and the
orchestra's characterisation is accurately delineated.
Danse Macabre, the third and most famous
of Saint-Shens symphonic poems, with its
spectral grisly dancers, wailing violins and
dancing skeletons does not unfortunately
produce a shudder, merely a ghostly smile.
The fourth piece, the longest in playing
time and in this recording the most interesting is Modest Moussorgsky's A Night on
Bald Mountain, written in 1867 and originally
entitled The Eve of St. John on the Bare Mountain. It is brilliantly descriptive music of both
imagination and vigour, full of witches and
the Spirits of Darkness. Here the conductor
has ensured that the Witches' dance really
glows and after the departure of the evil
spirits there is fine contrasting serenity with
violin and rising harp arpeggios very much
in evidence.
It is claimed that Quadra Disc provides
more vivid stereo. Icannot say that Ifound
this particular disc outstanding but it is good
entertainment and although the total playing
time of 37 minutes for the two sides is not
over- generous Iam sure Ormandy fans will
be satisfied. [ B: 21
Kenneth Lloyd
THE FANTASTIC PHILADELPHIANS: VoI. 2
'Popular Pieces'
Philadelphia Orchestra / Eugene Ormandy
RCA ARD10017 (
52.49)
Volume 2 of the Fantastic Philadelphians,
in other words another selection of showpieces for orchestra, features Eugene Ormandy and his merry band in dancing mood.
Ten items all well known and all played with
verve and a brilliant technique that this wellbalanced artist possesses.
Smetana's Dance of the Comedians opens
the programme and sets the tone for all that
is to follow, for it's geniality is present in
quite afew of the other compositions; Kabalevsky's Galop, Glière's Russian Sailors' Dance
and even Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 5 is
full of the bluff good humour.
The ' Ritual Fire Dance' from Falla's Ballet
Love the Magician is perhaps more in the
witches cauldron division, whilst Greig's
'Anitra's Dance' with its delicate scoring for
bowed and pizzicato strings is full of atmosphere. Ormandy is also most skilful at
revealing the artifice of Ponchielli's Dance of
the Hours, and if at times there appears a
trace of superficiality, a kind of feeling of
look- no- hands', it is only momentary.
If Ihad to single out the outstanding dance
it would be the ' Bacchanale' from Sait-Sáens'
Samson and Delilah. It's melodic charm,
voluptuousness and oriental colouring is so
well exemplified. The recording is good and
only at times are we aware of the slight gimmicky approach. This is music for cold
nights played by some of the finest instrumentalists in the business.
One of the new Quadradisc Stereo/FourChannel Compatible manufactured in Dynoflex, it is claimed to have smoother, quieter
surfaces and virtually eliminates warpage, a
claim which Iregret Iam not yet completely
convinced, would if substantiated be a great
step forward. [B: 1/2]
Kenneth Lloyd
TITO GOBBI SINGS
Music by Cilea, Leoncavallo, Mozart,
Rossini, Verdi
With various orchestras and conductors
HMV 0tHLM7018 (
51.25)

outset afine singing actor, but his powers of
interpretation and his delineation of character
were probably at their peak in his recordings
made in the late ' fifties and early ' sixties, and
this album, which is immaculately transferred
in many cases from the original 78s, is a
treasury indeed of the singer's art. Gobbi
was born in Venice, and he has generously
donated his royalties en this record to the
'Venice in Peril Fund' and concludes a short
message with these moving words: ' A son
of this most serene city, Ioffer this, my token,
with true love.'
This selection of some of the artist's finest
achievements is an outstanding bargain at
the price of £1.25. [
H: 1/2]
John Freestone

Julian Bream
Puccini,

This selection of recordings by Tito Gobbi
covers twenty-two years of his distinguished
career and shows his development as an
artist in a remarkable way. He was from the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Tito Gobbi

'THE WOODS SO WILD'
Various ' folk songs and fantasies' including Greensleeves, Go from my window, Bonnie sweet
robin
Julian Bream Cite)
RCA SI36865 (
52.49)
Apart from the title of the first piece, there is
really nothing to connect this charming, and
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at times exquisite, disc with the wild woods;
but Ishould be delighted to listen to Julian
Bream's lute in a woodland setting, and
indeed anywhere else.
The principal contributor to the recital is
that superb polyphonist, Francesco Canova
da Milano, supported by Byrd, Dowland and
Holborne. The result, when the performer
is an artist of this calibre, cannot other
than delight. The sleeve- note places great
emphasis on the consolatory nature of Renaissance music; but Iam not sure that that
is right. Is there any great music in which
poignancy is not the root of it all? Idoubt it.
So here: though the different pieces are on
widely differing emotional and technical levels,
the whole is pervaded by that sense of transitoriness which Renaissance man knew as
well as we, though his resignation was perhaps more noble.
The recording is splendid. On the second
side there are sundry clicks and thumps
which Ihope are confined to my test- pressing;
and there is a certain amount of tape- noise,
though not enough to distract. Bream plays
with that ardour one has come to associate
with him; but Ido wish that it were possible
(and it may not be) to avoid the degree of
fret- board noises which we get here—as on
the recent recital with Williams. This, however, is carping: ignore the clicks and squeaks,
and revel—in the woods or where you will.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
MUSIC FROM WALT DISNEY'S FANTASIA'
- Vol. 1
BACH-CA MARATA: Toccata and fugue In D /
DUKAS: Sorcerer's Apprentice* / MUSSORGSK Y-STOKOWSKI: Night on the bare mountain*
/PONCHIELLI: Dance of the Hours***
Kings way SO ICamarata I " LPO IHerrmann, I "'LSO I
Stokowski I *** London Festival Orchestra IBlack
Decca PFS4260 (
52.25)
The tradition is that a critic should declare
his ' interests' if he has a special bias regarding something .he is about to judge. Itherefore confess to an intense admiration for
Fantasia, in the knowledge that a great many
serious music lovers started on their way
either with that extraordinary film or with collections of ' light classics' such as those on
this disc. To the dismay of purists, Ialso
greatly enjoy orchestral arrangements of
Bach organ works such as that of the 0- minor
Toccata & Fugue with which Stokowski started
his concert in the film.
But alas, this is a dreadful issue. Technically it varies between mediocre and downright
bad. Everything is recorded at too high a
level, as if an impression still had to be made
on acoustic gramophones; the Bach is edgy,
overbright and distorted nearly all the time;
the Ponchielli is distorted in a muddy fashion
at climaxes; and dynamics are clumsily compressed, as there is clearly no room for fff
if mf is allowed to modulate the grooves
fully! There are also the usual ' Phase Four'
artificial perspectives and exaggerated tonecolours, though one might accept these as
a ' meet the classics' gimmick if the sound
were acceptable generally as it is, for instance,
at times in the Mussorgsky.
Camarata's arrangement of the Bach starts
with an organ which leads on to orchestra—
a silly compromise in my view, and not to be
compared with Stokowski's original version.
Herrmann's ' Sorcerer' is conventional but
includes some rather curious tempi, and
Stanley Black's Ponchielli is somewhat dreary;
but Stokowski is brilliantly convincing with
Mussorgsky—apart from an overdone finale.
Decca should start again, with Stokowski
conducting the lot in a more cleanly conventional recording, though my 10- year- old son
grabbed it for use on his cheap mono player!
[C/D: 3/1]
John Crabbe
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This is a magnificent performance, recorded
with great inner detail, with realistically
natural sound. It would be my single disc
choice for this Symphony irrespective of
price. [
A: 1]
L.T.
BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 123 ' Missa Solemnis'
Lois Marshall (sop) I Nan Merriman (mez-sop) I
Eugene Conley (ten) IJerome Hines (bass) IRobert
Shaw Chorale (CM: Robert Shaw) INBC Symphony
Orchestra / Arturo Toscanini
RCA gAT200 (2 records) (£2.50). Reissues: rec.
Carnegie Hall 1953

CLASSICAL REISSUES,
BARGAIN LABELS ETC.
J. S. BACH : 18 Chorale preludes BWV 651/668,
Volume II
Anton Heiller (org)
RCA VCS10040 (£1.69) Reissue: formerly VSL
11064 (July '69).

The first volume of this reissue was reviewed
by Leon Thompson in Aug. 1972. Here we
find the last ten preludes of the collection
known as 'the eighteen', including two versions of ' Var deinen Thron'. The instrument
is afine tracker- action instrument built by the
Austrian builder Hradetzky in 1964 for the
Stiftskirche of Wilten in Innsbruck. Unfortunately no information is available in the
accompanying notes concerning the registrations available: however, those used are
not particularly unusual or surprising, and
anybody seriously interested in the music
could work them out. Heiller's registrations
are even a little dull, and his lines are in
places blurred by a combination of unclear
textures and imprecise rhythms, particularly
in the second and third preludes on ' Allein
Gott'. However, these occasional disappointments are not sufficiently serious to
deter prospective purchasers from acquiring
what is otherwise a neat and workmanlike
account on afine instrument. The recording
is remarkably free of echo, and its clean
sound fits the style of Heiller's best playing
well. [
B: 2]
S.D.
J. S. BACH: The Art of Fugue (2records)
Philomusica of London IGeorge Malcolm
Decca SDD356/7 (£1.60 each). Reissue formerly
Argo ZRG 521/2 ( Feb '65)
This reissue is well recorded and its performers include a large number of distinguished soloists. Some people will regard
the playing as excellent, but it is not to my
taste: the style of attack gives the whole
enterprise a curious antiquarian, Olde
Englishe quality which Ifind inappropriate,
and the arrangements made by Leonard
Isaacs are rather fussy, and defy Bach's own
examples of ensemble fugues in the distribution of the parts between the instruments.
The whole approach to the work is expressive
in a strangely inappropriate way. Ifeel sure
that there are better versions of The Art of
Fugue than this awaiting reissue. [
B: 2/3]
S.D.
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6
Berlin Philharmonic ICluytens
Classics For Pleasure CFP40017 (89p). Reissue:
formerly ASD 433 ( Dec '
61)

Ihave listened to five other highly recommended recordings and compared them with
this Beethoven No. 6. Ihave no hesitation in
saying that this ' Classics for Pleasure' record
is better than most of them and is wholly
beaten by none. Of course there are swings
and roundabouts, I have heard a more
exciting storm, and a recording of greater
weight, but never all the qualities on one disc.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Apparently there is an even more remarkable
Toscanini version of the Missa Solemnis
circulating amongst members of the ( American) Arturo Toscanini Society: a1940 recording with Milanov, Bjoerling, and Kipnis as
soloists. However the RCA is aclassic, and
fortunately the present transfer irons out
some of the ' pinched' quality of the VCM
pressings coupled with ' Fidelio': now deleted.
Along with the Klemperer/Angel the only
interpretation on disc which does justice to
Beethoven's inspiration. [
H: 1]
C.B.
BRUCH: Kol nidrei / DVORAK: Cello concerto*
Pablo Casals (cello) ILSO IRonald I " Czech Philharmonic ISzell
HMV HLM7013 (£1.25). Reissue: from 78s recorded April '37 and Nov '36

Another remarkable transfer of one of the
classics of the gramophone. Ihave never
been able to get such sound from my original
78s as is readily available here. Alas, water
has anasty habit of passing under the bridge,
so too have the joys of yesteryear, and quite
frankly this performance can no longer stand
up to those of Fournier, Gendron and Rostropovich. The sheer majesty of the sound that
Dvorak conjures up and which today we can
enjoy in near approximation, is quite missing.
This can now be little more than acherished
faded photograph of a long lost friend.
[H : 1(1937)]
L.T.
DOHNANYI: Nursery variations I RACHMANINOV : Paganini variations
Julius Katchen (pno) / LPO / Boult
Decca ECS668T (99p). Reissue: formerly LXT2862
(Aug '54)

Great favourites. The Rachmaninov is one
of his most gorgeous and melodious works,
containing the world famous lollipop, the
18th variation. The Dohnanyi is the famous
musical leg pull, starting off in Wagnerian
grandeur and after a terrific climax giving
birth to atiny one-fingered playing of Baa baa
black sheep. The variations that follow are
each in the style of a famous composer or
musical fashion. Most enjoyable and great
fun. Decca's ' Electronic' transfer is of the
early mono, and is most successful apart
from some inherent tight upper string tone.
There is no better performance of these
works, and to get better sound you must pay
two and ahalf times more. [
B: 1]
L.T.
ELGAR: Enigma variations. Op. 36 CI Introduction and allegro for strings, Op. 47
London Philharmonic Orchestra ISir Adrian Boult
Classics for Pleasure CFP40022 (89p). Reissue:
formerly World Record Club ST158

Sir Adrian Boult's newer recordings of these
works replace them only in richer sound
quality. The sound here is, in fact, very good,
just alittle thin in the top strings but rich in
the bass. The performances are deeply
involved, well balanced and present Elgar in
traditional English vein. One admires Boult's
delicacy of touch and sensitive phrasing
throughout. [
B: 1]
P.G.
HANDEL: ` Messiah'—highlights
Elsie Morison IMarjorie Thomas IRichard Lewis IEric
Chadwick (oft') IHuddersfield Choral Society IRoyal
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Liverpool Philharmonic ISargent
Classics for Pleasure CFP40020 (89p). Reissue: of
recording ( Dec '59); highlights from SAX2365 ( Dec
'60)

One eminent (and respected) critic disnyissed
this performance when it first appeared as
'Victorian Gothic'. If that is so, then that is
how Ilike it. When Haydn (another respected
critic) heard just such a performance in
Westminster Abbey, the whole end of the
church was crammed with tiers of singers
and
instrumentalists
involving
over
a
thousand people we are told by a contemporary. Haydn, with tears in his eyes, cried
out ' He is the master of us all'. Remember,
this performance took place in the presence
of people who had known and worked with
Handel. Listen to amodern anaemic presentation, with its tiny vocal support and compare
it with the heart warming, soul stirring of this
last recorded performance of Sargent. Fine
diction, excellent pressings and first class
sound, robbed only of a star grading by a
little distortion in the last band. A magnificent
record, highly recommended, and all for 890
[A: 1]
L.T.
LALO :
Symphonie
Espagnole
RAVEL:
Tzigane
Ruggiero Ricci ( On) ISuisse Romande IAnsermet
Decca ECS670 (99p). Reissue: formerly SXL2155
(March '60)

This is the full five movement version of the
Lalo. Ihaven't the original SXL with which to
compare this transfer, so Icannot tell you if
it was always as bad. The performance is
slick, but in such an extrovert work as the Lalo
this could be excused, but the recording is
rough, harsh and tizzed up. With a heavy
top cut and asteep roll off something can be
made of some of it, but the first movement
defies all controls. [
C: 2]
L.T.
MOZART: Symphony 40 D Symphony 41
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IKarajan
Decca SDD361 (£1.60). Reissue: No. 40 from
SB2092 ( Nov '60); No. 41 from SXL6067 (Oct '63)

Idon't like tiny Mozart, asmall tinkling group
—nor do Ilike Crystal Palace massed Mozart.
This is almost Crystal Palace Mozart, but if
you can swallow that (and it takes time to
swallow) the performances are basically very
fine ones. Points made, elegant phrasing and
magnificent playing by the VPO. The recording with the help of a little treble lift is
very good. A clean transparent natural sound
set in apleasant ambience. If you can accept
the size of the performance, as obviously the
eminent Karajan can, then the grading must
be [
A: 1].
L.T.
MOZART: Flute concertos 1and 2
Elaine Shaffer ( fit) IPhilharmonia I Kurtz
HMV T'SXLP30150 (£1.50).
Reissue:
HMV :Si ALP1676 ( April '59)

formerly

The sleeve notes will tell you of the very
trying conditions under which Mozart wrote
these works, and of his hearty dislike of the
flute. Wonder is generally expressed that
such charming music could have been
composed in the circumstances. I have
always found them rather uninteresting and
uneventful works, but for those who share the
official opinion, this medium priced record
should appeal. The performances and the
recording are good but not exceptional. It is
very nicely balanced. ' Pleasant' is the word
that keeps coming to mind. [
A/B: 2]
L.T.
ROSSINI: Overtures—gl Barbiere di Siviglia'
'La Cenerentola' D 'Semiramide' D ' Il Signor
Bruschino' D '
La Gazza Ladra' O ' William Tell'
NBC Symphony Orchestra IArturo Toscanini
RCA gATIO8 (99p). Reissues—rec. Carnegie Hall
1945-53

Toscanini's performances of Rossini overtures are of course unmistakable, inimitable—
although the combination of the maestro's
clipped, springy style and the congested,
dated recorded sound does recall for me the
speeded antics in certain early comedy
films.
The general collector should perhaps be
directed to Reiner's collection, which is similar, and comparably priced ( VICS1079). The
Hungarian's version of Signor Bruschino, for
example, has all the liveliness of Toscanini's
plus a warmer sense of humour, and variety
of approach. On the other hand, if you do not
know these classic recordings, you should
at least sample them. The recordings are
variable but generally warrant [H: 1].
C.B.
SIBELIUS: 4Legends for orchestra
Danish Radio State SO IJensen
Decca ECS656 Y(99p). Reissue: from LXT2831
(Nov '53)
These ' Four Legends' (there is only one weak
chapter—the third) are, for some strange
reason, represented in the catalogue by this
single recording that has held its place there
since 1953. Fortunately it was an outstandingly good recording of its time, and a more
than acceptable performance. Decca are to
be congratulated on this transfer. Surely it
is time this fascinating work was given a
spanking new recording in a performance by
say Maazel or Bernstein. [B: 2]
L.T.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5
Paris Conservatoire ISo/ti

Decca SPA223[7j (99p).
(Oct '
56)

Reissue: from LXT5241

A lumpy heavy-handed performance, poorly
balanced and lacking in refinement. The
sound is dated and tizzed up with the ' electronic enhancement'. [
C: 3]
L.T.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6
Suisse Roamande IAnsermet
Decca SPA221 (
99p). Reissue: from LXT 5306
(May '57)
Ididn't realise that this symphony could be a
bore until Iheard this performance. Originally the recording was good but not outstanding, but now it might only be called
acceptable. Like the curate's egg it is good
in parts. [
C: 3]
L.T.
THE WORLD OF YOUR HUNDRED BEST
TUNES, Vol. 4
Music by Bach, Grieg, Liszt, Mozart, Schubert, J.
Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Toselli, Wagner and Weber
Decca SPA264 (
99p). Cassette: Decca CSP264
(e . 75)
At approximately 10 tracks per record these
selections based on Alan Keith's BBC
series is presumably due to run to at least 10
volumes each of which will admirably serve
the purpose of introducing a wide audience
to the potential delights of the classical
music world. Notable in this LP a Tannhâuser
overture from Solti, Liszt's Liebestraum from
Curzon, Invitation to the dance and Roses from
the South from Boskovsky and the 1st movt.
of the Unfinished from Münchinger. Fine
performances and good average sound.
[A/B: 1]
P.G.

can be measured by the long held belief that
the G major symphony included here was
Mozart's No. 37; in fact, Mozart only wrote a
few bars of introduction. Some delightful
music, even exotic when we come to the
Turkish suite, and all played in lively and
affectionate style. The recording is rather
wiry and shallow. [
C: 1]
THE ROMANTIC RACHMANINOV
Excerpts from Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini;
Piano concerto 2; Symphony 2; Preludes; etc
Kingsway Symphony Orchestra ICamarata
Decca ' Phase 4' KPFC4150 (£2.50). Disc: PFS4150

CLASSICAL BY
PETER GAMMOND
CAPPRICCIO ESPAGNOL
GLINKA: Jota aragonesa (
a) / MOSZKOWSKI:
Spanish dances (
b) / RAVEL: Rapsodie espagnole (
c) / RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Capriccio
espagnol (
d)
(a) L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande IErnest Ansermet I(
b) London LSO IAtaullb Argenta I(
c) Paris
Conservatoire Orchestra IJean Morel (
d) LSO IJean
Martinon
Decca KCSP182 (£1.75). Disc: Decca SPA182
(Jan '72)
A collection of exotic Spanish music with a
very good version of Capriccio espagnol; a
comparatively gentle trot through the Glinka;
a lukewarm Rapsodie espagnole; and a fullblooded accouht of Moszkowski's once very
popular Spanish dances with their extremely
catchy tunes. So a bit of a mixture musically
and interpretatively but all in good spacious
sound. [
A: 1/3]
M. HAYDN: Symphonies in d, G & D D Turkish
suite
English Chamber Orchestra ICharles Mackerras
Archiv 3310 109 (£2.65). Disc: Archly 2533 074 (Oct
'72)
A collection that brings welcome attention to
the talents of the other Haydn. His ability

This collection could be enjoyed for its sound
which is a good example of ' Phase 4' at its
best, bringing out detail and colour in sumptuous manner. It could be enjoyed by anyone
who likes Rachmaninov in his most romantic,
cinematic style, piled on in sugary spoonfuls.
Even though not a purist as far as Rachmaninov is concerned Ifound it like eating
syrup pudding with rum butter—a bit much
after one helping. You have been warned.
[A: 3]
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Music by Eduard, Johann and Josef Strauss
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IWilli Boskovsky
Decca KSXC6495 (£2.65). Disc: SXL6495 ( Dec ' 70)
NEW YEAR IN VIENNA
Music by Léhar, Johann Strauss Sr. and Jr., Josef
Strauss, Suppé and Ziehrer
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IWilli Boskovsky
Decca KSXC6572 (£2.65). Disc: SXL6572 ( Dec ' 72)
The Boskovsky/VPO Christmas-cum- New
Year offerings for 1970 and 1972 happily
made available in tape. There is not much
to be said that has not already been said of
the playing and interpretations which are just
absolutely right and thoroughly enjoyable.
The recorded sound is beyond reproach and,
in fact, these were two of the best collectors'
items with the first introducing us quite
handsomely to the talents of the most neg348

BIZET: ' Carmen'— Aragonaise / CATALANI:
'Lorelei'— Dance of the Water Nymphs / PONCHIELLI: ` La Gioconda'—Dance of the Hours /
ROSSINI: ' William Tell'—Passo a sei ( Act 1) /
*VERDI: ' Aida'—Dance of the Moorish Slaves
Ballet music D '
Otello'—Ballet music
NBC Symphony Orchestra IArturo Toscanini
RCA niAT109 (99p). Reissues: rec. Carnegie Hall
*Studio 8H 1948/52
It is surprising how musical many of these
transfers still sound, on good equipment. A
brightness to match the clarity of Toscanini's
readings. How heavily Teutonic he makes
Karajan seem in last year's similar selection
on DGG 2530 200.
Dance of the Hours is the outstanding item
here, and alone well worth the price asked
for this record. A pity there is such an
abrupt cut at the end of the Moorish slaves
dance from Aida. [
C/H: 1/1*]
C.B.
GLASGOW ORPHEUS CHOIR
Sing various traditional songs
EMI Starline SRS5124[7] (
99p). Reissue: selections
from DLP1019-1020 and 1128 ( Dec '53)
This record includes the best items from the
three 10 inch LP's recently deleted from the
catalogue after nearly twenty years residence.
The discreet electronic transfer to stereo has
generally brightened and opened up the
sound without any attendant ill effects. A
most attractive record in the Orpheus style
for lovers of choral music, covering a wide
field from ` Jesu Joy' through ' Eriskay Love
Lilt' to afiery ' Bonnie Dundee' and including
the attractive but most difficult ' Hark the echo
falling'. [B: 2]
L.T.

lected Strauss, Eduard and the second giving
afine cross-section of Viennese light music.
Both [
A : 1]
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on a theme
by Thomas Tanis D Fantasia on Greensleeves
ET, Orpheus and his lute L7. The water mill E:
Linden Lea I: The lark ascending D Five variants of ' Dives and Lazarus'
lona Brown ( On) IKenneth Heath ( v/c) ISheila Kanga
(hp) IAcademy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields INeville
Marriner
Argo KIRC15696 (£2.65). Disc: ZRG696 (Oct '72)
A -superlative offering in every way. A
programme of some of the most popular and
enjoyable Vaughan Williams done in an
unusually full-blooded and virtuosic way yet
with wonderful poise and sense of style. As
an introduction to the composer it could not
be bettered and there is little danger of
familiarity breeding
contempt here.
A
splendid version of The lark ascending. The
recording is first-rate; crisp, clear and
spacious. [
A*: 11
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
Music by Bizet, Elgar, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer,
Ippolitov-Ivanov, Verdi, Wagner
New York Philharmonic ILeonard Bernstein
CBS 40-61111 (199). Disc: 61111 ('71)
Simply a disc of enjoyable pomposity (and
some rattling good music), played with
enormous zest and vigour by a hard- driven
orchestra under an exuberant conductor. If
you want to be stirred from your winter sloth
then this is the programme to do it. The
sound is full-blooded and resonant, getting
somewhat cluttered at the climaxes, particularly in the percussion department. Unsubtle
but enjoyable. [
B: 1]
SOPRANO ARIAS FROM ITALIAN OPERA
Arias from ' Anna Bolena', ' IPuritani', Aida', ' Mefistofele', ' La Bohème', ' Suor Angelica', Lodoletta',
'Manon Lescaut', 'Turandot'
Maria Chiara (sop) IVienna Volksoper Orchestra I
Ne/lo Santi
Decca KSXC6548 (£2.65). Disc: SXL6548 (Jun ' 72)

HI-FI NEWS & *
RECORD REVIEW
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MOTT THE HOOPLE: ALL THE YOUNG
DUDES'
Sweet Jane; Momma's little jewel; All the young
dudes; Sucker; Soft ground; One of the boys;
Jerkin' crocus; Ready for love; Sea diver
CBS 40-65184 (£2.49)
Mott are a good little rock and roll band and
David Bowie's production seems to have
brought the best out of them. Certainly
there's been a move away from their original
Dylan- Stones heritage and a general reach
out in the direction of Lou Reed— paradoxically, more noticeable on Mott's own
Momma's little jewel than on Lou's Sweet
Jane. But the result has been that Hunter,
Ralphs and Co. sound a more complete band
than ever before. Young dudes was one of the
best singles of last year, the My generation
of ' 72. In 1980 the critics will be remembering
how great it was—I can't wait until then.
[C: 1]

Maria Chiera
A debut disc by a very promising young
Italian singer. A nicely selected programme
of familiar and less familiar arias. The voice
has an appealing quality and the technical
assurance is there; more depth will come.
The orchestral accompaniments are excellent
and the sound, though not of the most impressive quality, is adequate and certainly catches
the voice well. [3 : 2]
OPERA BALLETS
Music by Berodin, Ponchielli, Tchaikovsky and Verdi
Berlin Philharmonic / Herbert von Karajan
Deutsche Grarnmophon 3300 206 (£2.65). Disc:
2530 200 ( May 123
Much of this music has been recorded by
Karajan before but he returns to it with a
great sense of involvement and gives the
usual impressive, sumptuous, immaculately
drilled production that we expect from this
orchestra and this conductor. One could
find more light-hearted versions, but these
are simply serious and beautiful. The sound
is rich and rounded and perhaps needs a
little bass cut to get absolute clarity. [B: 1]
THE WORLD OF THE SPANISH GUITAR
Music by Albéniz, Falla, Sor, Tarrega, Tárroba,
Turina and Villa-Lobos
Narciso Yepes (gtr)
Decca KCSP179 (1'75). Disc: SPAIN ( Mar ' 72)
A fairly predictable selection of guitar pieces
played by Yepes in his usual vigorous and
forthright style, lacking the subtleties of a
Bream or a Williams but rhythmically strong.
A few disappointments; Ithought he failed
with the splendid Villa-Lobos music. The
guitar tone is not as pleasant as it could be,
rather harsh and not entirely clear, with a
considerable amount of background hiss.
[C: 2]
MUSIC FROM ' A Clockwork Orange', 'A Death
in Venice', ' 2004', ' The Music Lovers'
New Yotk Philharmonic ILeonard Bernstein
CBS- 40-61287 (£1.99). Disc: 61287 ( 1.49)
Well, simply a record of classical music for
people who are not quite sure whether they
like classical music until they hear it being
put to practical uses. That said, then there
is some very fine music to be heard by
courtesy of the film producers. Usual big,
lively Bernstein performances and impressive
full-blooded sound. [
A: 1]
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LITTLE EVA: ' LLLLOCO-MOTION'
The locomotion; Up on the roof; Ihave alove; Down
home; Breaking up is hard to do; Run to her; Uptown; Where do Igo?; Some kind of wonderful;
Sharing you; He is the boy: Will you still love me
tomorrow
London SACU-8437 (£2.50)
This recording was first made in 1962, when
Carole King decided to make an album
featuring the voice of Eva Boyd, who was her
baby-sitter. Together with Carole's first
husband Gerry Goffin, who co-wrote most
of the songs on this set, they drove down to
the studio and laid down these tracks for
Don Kirshner's Dimension label. The result
is a collection of upper-class teeny- pop,
sometimes marvellous, sometimes distinctly
gooey. The arrangements are by Claude
(Claus?) Ogerman and Carole King, Carole
also leading the orchestra on this occasion—
a remarkable display of talent for a then
20- year old girl. Upon reflection, Tapestry
shouldn't have been all that much of a surprise. [ B: 2]
THE SAN SEBASTIAN STRINGS: ' THE SEA'
My friend the sea; While drifting; Gifts from the sea;
The time of noon; Afternoon shadows; Do you like
the rainé; The days of dancing; Pushing the clouds
away; You even taste like the sun; The storm; The
ever constant sea; The gypsy camp; Beyond the
bend ahead; The sea
Warner Brothers ZCK4-46010 (£2.60)
A collection of Rod McKuen poems, exquisitely set to music by Anita Kerr. Those
who think that McKuen is mushy and sentimental should steer well clear, otherwise
bring in your best girl, ply her with wine and
after-eight mints—then push the ' start'
button on your cassette-deck to put The sea
into operation. The results should be well
worthwhile! For drifters and dreamers then,
a [B: 1] tape.
SERGIO MENDES & BRASIL '77: ' LOOK
AROUND'
The look of love; Pradizer adeus (To say goodbye);
Roda; With alittle help from my friends; The frog;
Look around; Pradizer Adeus (To say goodbye);
Batucada (The beast); Tristeza ( Goodbye sadness);
Like alover (0 cantador); So many stars
A & M ZCAM.911 (£2.50) [El: 1]
SERGIO MENDES: ' DESAFINADO'
Desafinado; Nana; 0 amor en paz; Noa
noa...;
Primitive; Corcovado; Ela e carioca; Garota de
1panema; Coisa No. 2; Neurotico
Philips 7193001 (£1.75) [
B: 2]
Actually, ' Look Around' features Sergio's
Brazil '66 as it was then. Still, changes of
name don't mean much—especially if, like
myself, you're honed into the Latin stylings
of Senhor Mendes and his caballeros. '
Look
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Around' is one of their very best offerings,
with beautifully sung- played interpretations
of Bacharach's Look of Love and the Beatles'
Friends, plus the exquisitely performed Adeus
(featuring the vocal artistry, in English, of
Lani Hall and the gentle whisperings, in
Portuguese, from Sergio). For some reason
Precision Tapes have given us two chances
to hear this moving Edu Lobo song—but I,
for one, am not complaining! Miss Hall and
practically everyone excepting the leader has
since left the outfit, and it's interesting to
compare Brasil '66 with the '77 version—both,
in their respective ways, were/are superbly
integrated and with much to offer.... Desafinado is definitely non- Brasil ' 66/'77 Mendes,
featuring as it does Sergio's piano, plus
rhythm section, two trombones and a saxophonist. Phonogram seem to know nothing
about this collection. I'm afraid Ican't offer
any enlightening comments, personnel-wise.
The trombonists sound awfully like Jay & Kai
. . . but somehow Idon't think so. Nothing
startling happens throughout, except that
Desafinado is given an almost boppish treatment, with nice a cappella intro from unison
trombones/sax, whilst one of the trombonists
gets off a fine solo ( over Mendes' stop
chords) on the exciting ' Primitive'.

PETER GAMMOND
You can take the cult of authenticity too far
but there is no doubt that it is both fascinating
and instructive to hear Bach played on the
instruments of his day in what careful
scholarship tells us is the proper style. Such
performances enrich and complement more
modern readings and give us the best of
both worlds.
It is no less rewarding, and no less important to those who care about such things, that
styles in popular music should be equally
well respected and preserved. Iconfidently
predict that popular music is going to be
treated with increasihg seriousness (and consequently even greater enjoyment) in the next
decade. Nobody has done greater service in
sponsoring authentic recreations (as distinct
from re- issuing historic recordings) than the
American Nonesuch label. Their recent
ragtime albums have proved that it is not
only valuable to have things played properly
from the scholarly viewpoint but adds a
sparkle to the music that modernised versions
fail to achieve. This month they have done a
similar fine service to an American songwriter who, while hardly neglected, has rarely
been presented to us in his proper light or
fully appreciated. Stephen Foster (1826-1864)
was a prolific composer of songs, a dozen of
them so well-known that they fall on the
unknowing ear with the natural simplicity of
folksongs. Now in a fine LP called ' SONGS
BY STEPHEN FOSTER' ( Nonesuch H-71268)
we not only hear some lesser- known Foster
but hear them just as they would most likely
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not be expensive and can simply be added to your existing audio equipment by
plugging it into the tape input.

[NB--- For acomplete coverage of all older stereo records you will still need Volume 2
(C1-40 post free)].
Volume 5 (£ 1.40 post free). Volume 6 reprinted £2-20 post free.
(All other volumes are out of print and their contents have been transferred into the later
volumes.)

FOR DETAILS AND COST OF LOAN SERVICE SEE BELOW.

THE 3rd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

ALSO READY NOW

MEANWHILE
OUR LP LIBRARY IS
STILL EXPANDING AND A SPECIAL
FREE 7 DAY LOAN IS OFFERED FOR
OUR DISC SERVICES

by Edward Greenfield and Ivan March
Hardback edition
(reviews all bargain classics issued since 0
our 2nd Penguin guide was published). • 5p ( post free)

STILL AVAILABLE

NEW ISSUES ARE IMMEDIATELY

1st PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

available to LPRL members (of Professional and Once a year services). A regular list of the cream of new issues is sent with your
library parcel. You make your choices from this list.

90p ( post free)

By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
MARCH, and DENIS STEVENS

2nd PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

IF YOU LIKE A RECORD you can purchase it ( and this automatically
cancels its hiring fee); if not, just return it and borrow some more.

95p ( post free)

(reviewing earlier
By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
issues)
MARCH, and DENIS STEVENS
(Between them, these three books review all bargain LPs issued in the last decade.)
Other indispensable Library publications include

HERE ARE THE FOUR MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES . . .

'THE GREAT RECORDS'

111 The Professional Stereo Record Library

of the 50's and 60's

(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment)

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. 190p post free.

Annual subscription: £2 ( includes damage insurance).
Cost: 21p per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed.
(N.B.): In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and acartridge arm of comparable standard.

"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging interpretation and technical reproduction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay
between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix.
An excellent book and something of a goldmine ..."
Ella Arntsen in

The records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members
(who can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive a good proportion
of brand new records among these new issues.

In The Standard Library Service
Annual subscription: ( I 50p) ( includes insurance against accidental damage).
Cost: 1}p or 2p per day for each LP borrowed.
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IIII The Once-a-year Subscription

THE LPRL (SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance.
Cost: from approx. Sp per week for each LP ( according to number borrowed).

60p
post free

Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs (for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo LP of classical music,
'Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL (CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE
AND
HANDBOOK (
60p post free) with aspecial Light Music Supplementary list (sent
on request).

This selective catalogue listing only the cream of the recommedend
classical LPs issued at the time of going to press ( mono and stereo).
Only records of a high standard of performance and recording are
included and where possible a ' Best Buy' is given. New edition
ready now.

la The Professional Musicassette Library

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICASSETTE
CATALOGUE

Annual subscription: £2. Cost 3p per day for single cassettes, 4p per day for double
cassettes. Special catalogue of available repertoire.
One cassette in each six borrowed is loaned free of charge.

(a concise list of the best Musicassettes of classical and good quality
light music) Ready Now.

Send 2x3p stamp ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

You can also borrow personally from
(write direct for details)

THE LONG PLAYING REC

25p
post free

RD LIBRARY LTD

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, FY82 SPU
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House of Sound
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(Phone 21534)

have been heard in his time, at the parlour
piano, with occasional harmonium accompaniment and flute or violin obbligato. They
are sung without the usual comic condescension by Jan De Gaetani and Leslie Guinn
with Gilbert Kalish as stylish accompanist.
A Chickering square piano of the period is
used and this authentic flavouring brings
Foster's uncomplicated sincerity into proper
perspective. We may return to the glossy
choral renderings with ears refreshed and
informed. Was my brother in the battle is good
historic material; Gentle Annie and Slumber
my darling are sweetly naive. There is quaint
humour and rich sentiment Ifail to understand why Jeanie with the light brown hair is
given to the lady to sing, otherwise this is
a perfect bit of historical documentation. But
also richly entertaining and finely recorded.
[A: 1]
Foster is included in ' SONGS YOU HAVE
LOVED' ( EICH HOFF GANEUON) by the
Brymbo Male Choir ( Qualiton SQUAD109)
amongst a predominance of Welsh songs.
Fine singing of controlled sensitivity and, as
Ihave said, such songs as Beautiful dreamer
gain an added significance for having had
the period style put in our minds. [ A: 1] In
similar vein 'THE GREAT WELSH CHOIRS'
(Qualiton DAF209) (99p) brings us the
Corau Mawr Cymrau from Merioneth in an
entirely Welsh programme. One can never
tire of the entirely natural musicality of these
Welsh singers and Iimagine they are assured
of an enthusiastic following. [A: 1]
BANDS
A good crop of brass and military band music
with pride of place going to two LPs featuring

TONY JASPER
VARIOUS: ' CANNY NEWCASSEL'
Canny Newcassel and The sandgate's girls; The
miller's wife of Blaydon; Ee Aye, Aa cud hew; Three
crows; Billy boy; Bonny Gateshead lass; My lad's a
canny lad; Till the tide comes in; Silly Galoot; Fire
on the quay; Billy Oliver's ramble; Jowl and listen;
The weary cutter; The graveyard shift; Wylam
away; Footy against the wall; My old man's adustman; Four and twenty bob; Bladon races and Keep
your feet still
Topic 12TS219 (
E1.40)
This is where it's all at and for the want of a
better expression, the key into the kingdom.
This is folk, magnificent folk. The cast is
extremely good with four of the High Level
Ranters around and Les Pearson and various
members, of the famous Birtley Elliott family,
Billy Conroy, but not all have names. Some of
the songs have roots into the mid- nineteenth
century and others like Bruce Elliott's school
learnt version of My old man's adustman are
recent. There's quite a range of emotion in
song choice and who unless under sedation
could but fail to be anything but moved by
grand songs called Jowl and listen and Three
crows. The tour de force is an outstanding
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Royal Marine units. The standard of playing
in the Marines is unsurpassed and these two
records are among the best we have had with
delightful programmes of entertaining music.
'BY SPECIAL REQUEST' (
HMV CSD3724)
(£2.25) features the Band of H.M. Royal Marines
(School of Music) under Major Paul Neville
and the playing is superb. Among its many
delights I would single out Elm's march
Wembley way, Lang's Trumpet and drum, a
crisp arrangement of Noel Gay's There's
something about a soldier and an unusual
xylophone offering from Alford The two imps,
but all entertaining. From the Royal Marine
Commandos under Captain W. W. Shillitto
'BY LAND AND SEA' (
Decca SB701) (£1.60)
another sparkling selection with great renderings of Arnold's The Padstow lifeboat,
Mancini's Swing march and Pineapple Poll;
with the added attraction of Owen Brannigan
in Drake's drum and other appropriate items.
Both [ A: 1]
The ' NATIONAL BRASS BAND FESTIVAL', Albert Hall 1972 (
Decca SKL5143)
(£.2.25) preserves a great occasion featuring
the Black Dyke, Fairey and Yorkshire Imperial
Bands mainly in arrangements of classical
music. Some fine playing but the usual
difficulties with the acoustics having to be
overcome. A fine resonance leaves us in no
doubt of the venue. Very enjoyable all the
same. [C: 1] The impossibility of satisfactory sound out-of-doors only partly detracts
from the stirring sounds of the ' 1972
COLCHESTER TATTOO' (Micon MCN7)—
a record which must however be recommended only as a souvenir of an occasion
rather than for general pleasure. [D: 2]
The work of a celebrated Czechoslovakian

band composer Václav Vaèká'r is presented
on an LP ' EYES FRONT ( Supraphon 114
0745) (£2.00) by the Czechoslovak Army
Central Band. This will interest the collectors
though Ifind nothing as memorable as Sousa
or Alford might have supplied. A rich national
flavour and some lively playing makes it an
enjoyable record. [6:2]

Fire on the quay with throbbing piano and
Barry Canham's voice changes in pace with
alacrity and plenty of colour tone. And the
superbly named The graveyard shift fulfils all
expectation. Inote from the excellent sleeve
notes ( someone should send them as an
example to all companies who merely list
tracks) it won 1970 North East Folk Federation
songwriting competition. That reminds me
but the title should have told all of the record's
Northumbrian background. Topic have produced, issued gold so often. Thank God the
mine is so deep. Great stuff! [
A:1]

to adorn his lyrics and obviously pays respect
to the record as a form of continuing and
constantly played communication. There are
many splendid moments as the jigging
quality to If you want to see The General and
the waltz funeralistic quality of backing to
Down trodden landlord plus lyric is certainly a
cut Iwould have enjoyed playing on my pocket
record player on past visits to moralistic, ' no
money in it' overcharging landlords. As the
title suggests it's not one for die-hard Tories
and the tracks do more than fill in the left out
features of an apparent Mr. Heath smack
bang central on the record's back- sleeve.
Twelve pence ain't ashilling picks up Hamish
in live performance in one of many easily
caught and sung chorus songs, side two.
Grand club stuff. A breath of really authentic
sounding material and more than a welcome
change from those aiming more at hit parade
plaudits with whatever might go down whether
it be conservation or revolution than as in
Hamish Imlach's case getting to know what
things are about. Two records for instant
buying! [
A: 1]

BILLY CONNOLLY: ' LIVE!'
Stainless steel wellies; Song for asmall man; The
donkey; Telling lies; Glasgow Central; Good love;
A little of your time; Near you; Winchburgh Junction; Oh dear; McGinty
Transatlantic TRA258
HAMISH IMLACH: ' FINE OLD ENGLISH
TORY TIMES'
Forty pence butter; One day old; Base details; If
you want to see The General; Down trodden landlords; Automation; Twelve pence ain't a shilling;
Pie in the sky; Whiskey; Dialogue; Five eyes; Fine
old Tory times
Xtra XTRA 1128 (£1.95)
Satire, straightforward humour, downright ' I'll
tell you the truth', ' Come on, it's too stupid
to take seriously and yet' words from that
delightful live performer Mr. Connolly and
who could not enjoy in similar fashion
Mr. Imlach. Connolly of course cannot
be equated with Imlach or anyone else,
say a Murphy. You can easily at first miss
his gentle but penetrating barbs and for par
excellence listen to the opening cut which
deftly penetrates through artificially created
'folk scenes' in a song obstensibly about an
outdoor privy. McGinty is another delightful
tale but Connolly can also write and sing
straight good songs as in Good love [
A: 1].
Imlach carefully arranges his accompaniment
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NOSTALGIA DEPT.
There are certain records that Iwould hate
to see missed in the flood. These have been
dealt with in other columns but Imust pinch
room for a mention of ' THE GEORGIA BOY
FROM LONDON 1935-1941' ( Parlophone
PMC7149) (£2.25) which features the great
Nat Gonella in vintage performances of
Georgia on my mind; Oh, Mo'nah! and, my
favourite, / must see Annie tonight which
features chase choruses from Benny Carter,
Buster Bailey, Nat Gonella and scintillating
piano from Billy Kyle. Rich stuff indeed.
The next decade of nostalgia is covered by
'THE BEST OF HUMPH 1949-1956' (
Parlophone gs PMC7147) (£2.25) in which Lyttelton,
Fawkes, Christie, Turner and Co, carry me
back to the Conway in valuable reissues of
their 78s including that first awakenihg
Parlophone recording of Maple Leaf rag.
Jackson deals with ' AFTER THE BALL'
(Starline » MRSSP513) (
2 records) (£1.98)
but I should just like to remark on how
historic recordings of the 1950s already
sound as well as those dating back to 1896.
A feast of pleasures with Frances Day and
It's d'Iovely taking the honours for me. Ishall
be reviewing the accompanying book in a
future issue.

VARIOUS: ' GREATEST FOLKSINGERS OF
THE ' SIXTIES'
You were on my mind; Now that the buffalo's gone;
Walk right in; East Virginia; Old Blue; l-feel-likeI'm-fixin-to-die rag; John Henry; Pack up your
sorrows; There but for fortune; Violets of the dawn;
Sitting on top of the world; Travelling riverside;
House of the rising sun; Crazy words—crazy tune;
Candy man; Erie Canal; Greenland whale fisheries;
Well, well, well; Rambling boy; La Bamba; Virgin
Mary had one son; Salty dog blues; Blowin' in the
wind; Iwish Ihad answered; Mellow down easy;
Igot it; The whistling gypsy; Roll in my sweet Baby's
arms; Paper of pins; East Virginian Blues
Vanguard VSD-17/18 (£5.96)
Lashings of good things-31 tracks to be
precise. Among the singers are Buffy SainteMarie, Tom Paxton, Doc Watson, The

Weavers, Tommy Makem, Pete Seeger, Bob
Gibson and Hamilton Camp. Most of the
tracks I would say date pre-' 65. The first
record comprises artists from the Vanguard
Folk Catalogue. Highlights of the Newport
Folk Festivals make up the second. Several
of the songs from the former have become
poppish hits for some and not successes
therefore for the lovely Cisco Houston's Old
Blue or Jack Elliott's House of the rising sun.
The Buffy track is her powerful indignant
Now that the Buffalo's gone. The Newport
Festivals ring with nostalgia. The Dylan, with
friends, Blow/n' in the wind is rough but
effective and there's afeeling of being allowed
in on a future star listening to an extremely
early Joan Baez with Bob Gibson singing with
plenty of nerves but equipped with a crystal
clear voice for the song Mary Hopkin's this
past Christmas made into a single, Virgin
Mary had one son. It must surely belong to
the Festival of ' 59 when Gibson invited her to
join him on stage. There is a track from
Peggy Seeger and Ewan MaColl and Judy
Collins sings in a more traditional manner
equipped with guts and fire for her Greenland
whale fisheries with Theodore Bikel. The discovery of American folklore in the late fifties
—early sixties led many to wonder about our
own rich heritage. This record is about the
former. It needs your attention. The only
grouse is the lack of sleeve information about
the singers and with the title being what it is
you would have thought someone would have
got down to it. [
A: 1]
VARIOUS: ' ENGLISH GARLAND'
Robin Hood and the tanner; The breakdown/
Blanchland races; Six jolly miners; The snow it
melts the soonest; The Fox jumps over the parson's
gate; The molecatcher; Thousands of mote; The
barley and the rye; The cuckoo; The lark in the
morning; Gee whoa, Dobbin/Jack the horse courser;
Roving round the county Tyrone; The bonny green
woods; The Hexamshire lass; Scan's polkas
Topic Tins221 (
90p)

The same high standard and careful compilation which has made Topic samplers excellent introductions to the veritable riches of
their folk catalogue continues in this the
eighth volume. An example of the care and
the compiler's good ear and sense comes in
allowing Peter Bellamy's The fox jumps over
the Parson's gate to follow The snow it melts
the soonest from the girl whose voice has
charmed me so often, Anne Briggs. Somewhat surprisingly the two really gel. The
names of Roy Harris, Dave and Toni Arthur
and Barry Dransfield are enough to ensure a
worthy album. In the case of Dransfield,
Bellamy, The High Level Ranters it's quite
early stuff. Plenty of variety with vocals mixed
with instrumentals and plenty of information
on the sleeve. At its price, a bargain. [
A: 1]
TREVOR CROZIER'S BROKEN CONSORT:

'A PARCEL OF OLD CRAMS'
Don't tell l—tell ' ee; Zummer's evemen dance; Edi
beo thu heven Queene; Jolly Jarge; Who liveth so
marry; Pudden; Thousands or more; If the Piddletrenthide jugband hit the charts; Dead dog scrumpy;
Soldiers three; The humours of Earls Court; Ungarescha; The West Country wager; Parson's farewell
and All in a garden oreen; Tavistock Goosey fair;
Farewell she
Argo IFB110 (£1.60)

There are ten of them on the sleeve but who
says I'm not brave?! Sorry Broken Consort,
some of the record interested me, Ismiled
every now and then but all in all only what is
called or was called ' duty' kept me to the end
and another time once more through the
tracks. No one knows my address. [
A: 1/2]
BOB ARNOLD: ' MORNIN' ALL'
Jim the carter's lad; The jolly waggoner; Postponed;
Stow Fair; Needle cases; Poor old horse; As Iwas

going to Banbury; Turmut hoeing; Where the violets
are blue; Three maidens a milking; When Jones
ale was new; The rest of the day's your own; Richard
of Taunton Dene; The Bell ringers
Argo ZFB83 (
El .60)

The obvious remark is saying someone is
attempting to cash in on the Archers a la Bob
Arnold. It would seem true only to the extent
of the association drawing many people's
attention to the disc. Arnold is far from being
a world beater vocally but to be quite honest
if I heard him sing in a folk club without
realising his current background Iwould not
be sorry. The Yetties help out in accompaniment and make the album pleasant listening. [
A: 2]
DAVE EVANS: '
ELEPHANTASIA'
Only blue; Elephantasia; Lady Portia; That's my
way; On the run; St. Agnes Park; Beauty Queen;
Ten ton Tasha; Earth, wind, sun and rain; Take me
easy
Village Thing VTS-14
TUCKER ZIMMERMAN: ' TUCKER ZIMMERMAN'
Another normal day; Freeway; A friend like you;
Left hand of Moses; No love lost; She's an easy
rider; Amusement park; Back on the road again;
Canary island rain; Keep that fire burning
Village Thing VTS-13
IAN A. ANDERSON: ' SINGER SLEEPS ON AS
BLAZE RAGES'
Hey, space pilot; Marie Celeste on down; Spider
John; A sign of the times; Paper and smoke; Paint
it, black; Pretty peggyo; The western wind; Out of
the side; Shirley Temple meets Hawkwind
Village Thing VTS-18

Each of these three albums from Village
Thing has something to offer. Piano touches
reminiscent of the Judy Collin's album's
following ' Wildflowers' adorn the opening
track of the Evans Album. Accompaniment
and vocal do not really gel, slightly messey,
over adorned and this criticism can be made
of some other tracks as for instance Take me
easy. Other parts of the album as the opening
three tracks of side two did make an impact.
There's something compelling about the
dreamy quality of some songs and usually I
prefer gutsy material, though Iwas not taken
with such a type song on side one called
On the run. One thing though not to be
doubted is the high standard of Dave Evans
on guitar [
B: 2]. Demon Barber of new
magazine ' Rock' saw Zimmerman as a cross
between Jake Thackeray and Peter Skellern
and added, ' And with that awful thought I
leave you'. Musically Zimmerman is nowhere
near as good as Evans but heaven's Mr.
Barber and any other same- minded critics
Tucker Zimmerman oozes with ideas and man
he really made me sit up and listen and had
me recalling a classic like Dylan's Lady of the
Lowlands. For me the record is a collection
of delightful little portraits of life today and if
you've lived by one of those American highways going three thousand miles away you'll
recognize from Zimmerman that so present
feeling in the States of just wanting to go
somewhere but like thirst it rarely gets
satiated for long [B: 2]. Anderson is aggressive. His guitar playing fairly rips into you
and here for the first time on disc he's into
12- string as well as 6- string. You can't ignore
the guy. Some very good stuff. Imust go and
hear him live. Anderson enthusiasts will
grow in admiration and others like me have
joined the trail [
A: 1]. So three contemporary
folk records from Village Thing and sorry
again Demon Icannot find these records as
you put it ' dull'.
DERROLL ADAMS: ' FEELIN' FINE'
Darling Corey; Apprenticed in London; Freight
train blues; Wildwood flower; The sky; Muleskinner
blues; Love songs; Mr. Rabbit; Deep ellum blues;
Blue ridge mountains; Chattering jaw; The valley
Village Thing VTS-17
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A pleasure to see Darroll Adams back on the
scene with his five- string banjo and the soft
but insistent vocal tones. Adams is almost
a legendary figure, as Andrew Means in his
excellent sleeve article points out, on the folk
scene. He says this about a good club evening, 'there will be a lot of laughter in that
banjo. It's not a cynical laugh, it's more like
a chuckle.' True of this album. There's
something charming about his Darling Corey,
his being joined by wife Danny on Apprenticed
in London; personal notes and reflection in
Blue Ridge mountains and The Valley, the latter
one of the few pacey songs, though slightly
spoilt by addition of recorder, from Roland.
Wizz Jones and Roland help out at various
album points with guitar and the latter adds
harmonica. A good L.P. [
A/B: 1]
HUNT & TURNER: '
MAGIC LANDSCAPE'
Hold me now; Silver lady; We say we're sorry;
Magiclandscape; Mr. Boajangles; Living without you
Man of rings; Older now and younger then; Morning
for eve; Rockfield rag
Village Thing VTS11
TIGHT LIKE THAT: ' HOKUM'
Mississippi mud; What makes my baby cry; Twentieth century rag; How do you want your rolling done;
Everybody loves my baby; West End rag; If Ihad a
talking picture of you; Death letter; Muskrat ramble;
Spider John; Don't put your hands on me; Coney
Island Washboard
Village Thing VTS12

Two albums from arelatively new contemporary rather than traditional folk company.
Tight like that are not just a 'jug band' for they
bring in ragtime, country blues, cajun and
jazz snatches to their repertoire. An album
for listening in snatches unless you find their
sound your addiction [ 13:2].
Very good
instrumental work makes the Hunt 8.. Turner
album worth listening to but the vocals lack
sparkle and on atrack like Living without you
the balance could be improved. The instrument is likewise far more effective as a voice
than the vocal on Older now and younger
then. Silver lady is a lovely haunting lovelorn song bearing resemblance to the Ackles,
Be my friend sung movingly on the recent
Barry Dransfield album. ( HFN/RR December).
Here the voice does blend with accompaniment. [
B : 2]

ARTHUR JACKSON
AFTER THE BALL—A HISTORY OF POP
With: Ragtime Octette, Nat D. Ayer, Jack Hylton,
Ambrose, Henry Hall, Steve Conway, Tennessee Ernie,
Eve Boswell, Kay Starr, Eddie Calvert, Gene Vincent,
Shadows, etc.
Starline # MRSSP5113 ( Double Album El.98)

A wide-ranging anthology of EMI recordings
illustrating the points made in Ian Whitcomb's book of the same name ( Allen Lane
Penguin Press). The tracks cover a span of
something like 60 years, from the Georgia
Glee Singers' Soldiers in the park to Whitcomb's title tune, and define quite clearly the
various changes in popular music this century. Early vaudeville gives way to Whispering
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Jack Smith, then the dance music of the 30s,
the more ephemeral pop styles of the 50s
(surprisingly the 40s are ignored apart from
Harry Roy's Beat me Daddy), the skiffle and
rock era, and the group pop of the 60s
(Freddie & The Dreamers are hardly representative!) Frankly Idon't know many people
whose tastes would embrace this entire
spectrum, but it's an interesting document.
No rating for obvious reasons.
EDMUNDO ROS & HIS ORCHESTRA: ' THIS
IS MY WORLD'
This is my world; Love thy neighbour; Arrivederci
Roma; Russian lullaby; Last time I saw Paris;
Mexicali Rose; Flying down to Rio; My present;
CavaquInho; Fly me to the moon; Managua Nicaragua; Wonderful Copenhagen
Decca PFS4263 (£2.25)
RONNIE ALDRICH: ' COME TO WHERE THE
LOVE IS'
Godfather; Alone again; Song sung blue; Impossible dream; Popcorn; Where is the love; Lost
horizon; Candy man; Without you; Come to where
the love is; Breaking up is hard to do; Jenny's theme
Decca PFS4264 (£2.25)

Strictly formula recordings which need no
further description at this point in time, other
than to announce the titles. Both orchestras
perform with their usual efficiency, and that's
about as much as one can say. Both A: 1 by
their own standards.
BING CROSBY: ' I'LL SING YOU A SONG OF
THE ISLANDS'
Song of the islands: Aloha oe; South Sea Island
magic; Hawaiian paradise; Dancing under the
stars; Palace in paradise; When you dream about
Hawaii; Sweet Hawaiian chimes; Song of old
Hawaii; Aloha kuu ipo aloha; Paradise Isle; Sing me
a song of the islands
Coral CPS90 (
99p)

At the peak of his recording career in the
mid-thirties Bing introduced songs of so
many different types that these reissues fall
very neatly into categories. Just pick out a
dozen Hawaiian songs recorded between
1936-42 and . . . bingo . . . a ready made
Hawaiian album! As always, not all the songs
are worth hearing now, but what Bing did
with them was something else again. Can
anyone doubt why he was the Master of his
times? ' Stereo' reprocessing works well by
adding body to these old 78's, though strictly
speaking the rating must be H: 1.
COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA: ' THE
BEST OF BASIE'
27 titles inc/.—Broadway; Lester leaps in; Jive at
five; Red Bank boogie; Topsy; Taps Miller; Every
tub; Doggin' around; 9.20 special; Time out; Avenue
C; Splanky; LI'l darlin'; One o'clock jump; Swingin'
the blues
Roulette 2482047 (
Double Album £2.50)

Neal Hefti tracks from 1957 combine with a
1961 live performance of One o'clock jump and
the fruits of the 1960 sessions in which Basie
revamped some of his old thirties favourites.
Which makes the album title just about
right, even though we do miss Lester, Sweets,
Buck and all the old soloists. It's the band
that counts, and the old head arrangements
from the Brunswick and Columbia days come
up like new, with no concessions to the ' new'
Basie sound of the time. This is one you just
keep on playing. [A: 11
WERNER MULLER & HIS ORCHESTRA:
'SUMPTUOUS STRINGS'
Gypsy violins; None but the lonely heart; Fiddle
faddle; Pizzicato polka; Hora stacato; Fiddler on the
roof; Flight of the bumble bee; Serenata; Holiday
for strings; Meditation; Yellow canary; Jealousy
Decca PFS4258 (£2.25)

Sumptuous strings, yes! But also a clodhopping great pop rhythm section and a
complete lack of taste that make this a
caricature of good orchestral music and
all that the name of Werner Muller has stood
for in the past. [A : 3]
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'CLOSE TO YOU'
Good morning starshine; For a few dollars more—
Hugo Montenegro; Tuxedo Junction; In the mood—
Glenn Miller; Close to you; It's impossible—Perry
Como; Days of wine and roses; Moon river—Henry
Mancini; Beethoven 5; Mozart 40—Raymond Lefevre;
Windmills of your mind; Homeward bound—Jack
Jones
RCA INTS1409 (
99p)

Produced in aid of the National Society for
Cancer Relief, this nicely- contrasted middleof-the-road programme of familiar sounds
can only be commended on all counts,
musical and ethical. [A: 1]
CATERINA VALENTE: ' LOVE'
At last; You go to my head; Love; Little hands;
How will Iremember you; As time goes by; Second
time around; Something missing; Look of love; It
never was you; How beautiful is night; Too soon
Decca PFS4257 (£2.25)
HELENA VONDRACKOV A :ISLE OF HELENA'
Windmills of your mind; Always something there to
remind me; Marjolaine et bouton d'or; Isay a little
prayer; Boom boom bang-o; Free again; Golden
treasure isle; Mr Sun; Sel nicht scheu; Onkel
Charlie; Little green apples; Honey pie
Supraphon 113 0857 (£1.50)

Ballads are the true test of a singer's ability;
many a ' personality' proves to have nothing
to offer vocally when the tempo drops and
lyrics become all important.
The international Caterina and Czech Helena, despite
the language barrier, prove to have more to
say than most British girl singers. Helena
makes it both ways . . . a lively pop singer
(in French, German, English and Czech) but
also abeautifully controlled ballad artiste who
really sounds as if words mean something
in any language. Caterina keeps her technique under wraps this time out and remains
aSinger rather than aPersonality. [ Both A : 1]
WOUT STEENHUIS & THE KONTIKIS:
'HAWAIIAN MAGIC'
24 titles ma—Paradise; Teran boelan; Lei-ona;
Blue dolphin; Aloha oe; Tahiti nui; Moon of Manakoora; Waikapu; Bali ha'i; Sarina; Puta Puka;
Hiro-e; Moonlight becomes you; Echo of aserenade;
Analani-e; Laughing waters
Double- Up DU0101 (
Double Album £2.99)

Above the usual Hawaiian album average,
thanks to Steenhuis's superb technique, the
effective backings of the studio group, and a
discreet blend of familiar songs and original
compositions. Good value for money. [A: 1]
ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM: ' GIRL FROM
IPANEMA'
Wave; Takatanga; Captain Bacardi; Lamento; Girl
from 1panema; Tide; Red blouse; Sue Ann; Tema
jazz; Trieste
Mayfair A MLB51036 (
99p)

Some of the best tracks from the ' Wave' and
'Tide' albums make a lovely budget record
that everybody should have. With wonderfully effective backings from Claus Ogerman
and Eumir Deodato, Jobim is the directing
force on either piano or guitar . . . but most
of all, as always, as the finest composer of
our age, a man whose harmony is as important as his melodic sense. If sheer beauty in
music is your goal you'll find it here. [A: 1*]
IKE ISAACS & THE LONDON GUITARS: ' I
LOVE PARIS'
Autumn leaves; April in Paris; Chez mol; Clopinclopant; Nostalgique; Iwish you love; J'attendrai;
Paris fashion; C'est si bon; Man and awoman; Ilove
Paris; La vie en rose
Chapter One LRS5009 (
99p)
JO BOCLINVILLE: ' PARIS MUSETTE'
Sobre la playa; La Java du tour; Souvenir; Giboulee
a'Alsace; Tu sais bien que je t'aime; Place Clichy;
Paris tango; Ambiance cha-cha; Notre amour;
Fiesta torera
Rediffusion ZS118 (
75p)
MARCOSIGNORI: ' ACCORDION SHOWPIECES'
Moine; Balletomania; Mascherata; Preludio e fuga;
Strauss medley; Zingarella; Corale; Migliavacca;
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Czardas; Pantomima umoristica; Danza Orientale
Eclipse ECS2115 (
99p)

Three nice cheap albums of boulevard
music, surefire hits for those who like either
Paris or accordion music. Isaacs gives a
well- weathered set of Gallic standards an
intimate guitar setting, while Boclinville
produces what Iam told by one who knows
is as genuine a musette performance as you
can get. Marcosignori does pay tribute to the
musette style, but his performance of specially
written accordion works is amasterly demonstration of the often unrealised potentialities
of his instrument. A far cry indeed from the
'concert party' type of player, Marcosignori
does for the accordion what Larry Adler did
for the harmonica. [ All A: 1]
PAUL WHITEMAN & HIS ORCHESTRA
27 titles incl.—Whispering; My man; Hot lips; What'll
Ido; Side by side; Love nest; When day is done;
Lonely melody; Dardanella; Rockin' chair; Song of
India; Japanese sandman; I'm coming Virginia;
Mississippi mud; Rhapsodie in Blue
Formerly RCA RD795218090
RCA gDPM2027 (
Double Album £2.98)

Issued only a few years ago in the ' Vintage'
series, these 2 LP's make an attractive
package in RCA's new ' Nostalgia' series.
It is pretty vintage material, mind, with seven
of the tracks dating from 1920-22, and I'd
happily pass these over for the later numbers
with Bing and the Rhythm Boys, Bix, Busse
and Trumbauer. Surprisingly, in view of the
criticism showered on Whiteman over the
last 40 years, these stand up not too badly.
Dated, but not as much as one might think,
and certainly if viewed from the commercial
rather than the jazz standpoint (the wrong
way to regard Whiteman anyway) this was a
good band of its time. Highlight of the set is
the original Rhapsody in blue with Gershwin
at the piano in what must surely be adefinitive
interpretation. [H: 1]
TONY BENNETT: ' THE GOOD THINGS IN
LIFE
Good things in life; 0 sole mio; Passing strangers;
End of a love affair; Lady be good; Blues for breakfast; Mimi; Invitation; Someone to light up my life;
It was you; Cute; Midnight sun; London by night
Philips 6308134 (£2.25)

Tony Bennett is the only quality singer to
have maintained his standards of good taste,
to insist on going his own way in the matter
of song selection and the devil take all ' producers', pluggers and the other hangers-on
of the pop world. While the others fall over
themselves to be ' with it' with their identical
albums of dreary pops, Tony sings Gershwin
and Hefti and Jobim and Kaper and Rodgers
and Mercer. Robert Farnon surrounds him
with beautiful arrangements and the singing
is the usual Bennett standard ( which can
mean just what you want it to mean). For
Bennett fans it's an A : 1.
JACK JONES: ' SINCERELY'
You make me feel so young; All the things you are;
Real live girl; I'm indestructible; Inever go there
anymore; Seein'the right love go wrong; My romance;
She loves me; Gypsies, the jugglers, the clowns;
True love; This was my love; Afterthoughts
Coral CPS89 (
99p)

Mostly good songs (and one piece of utter
rubbish) well sung by one of the quality
singers who has since gone, sheeplike,
down the road to pop success and suffered
vocally in the process. No complaints about
the vocal talent here, though. Some reissues
and some on LP for the first time. [A: 1]
AN EVENING WITH GROUCHO MARX
With Erin Fleming, Marvin Hamlisch, Dick Cavett
A & M A MLS6003 (
Double Album £2.99)

The quick-fire comic of 30-40 years ago is
now a slow- spoken, benign old gentleman,
and iconoclasm gives way to mellow reminiscence as Groucho ' in concert' recalls his life
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in show business and sings uncertainly
some of the songs from the Marx Brothers
films. A pathetic 77- year old reliving past
glories? Not on your life! . . . this is one of
the greatest men in show business as he is
today, living history perhaps, but also providing great entertainment, his unique timing
only slightly impaired and still possessed
of a superb sense of the ridiculous. [ A:11

The usual Kenny Ball mixture of righteous
jazz and commercial novelties, all familiar in
their recorded form, proved just the job for
the audience at the ' Talk Of The North' in
Eccles, where they don't worry too much
about such niceties as righteous jazz and
commercialism. They just go along and have
a good time . . . and isn't that what entertainment's about? [ B: 2]

KENNY BALL JAZZMEN: ' HAVE A DRINK ON
ME'
Samantha; Basin St blues; Hit medley; Iwanna be
like you; Hello Dolly; So do I; Tiger rag; Mamma
don't allow; At the jazzband ball; When Isee an
elephant fly; Ishall not be moved; etc.
Pye NSPL18386 (£2.25)

ELLA FITZGERALD SWINGS WITH NELSON
RIDDLE
25 titles incl.-1 hear music; Imagination; Street of
dreams; Mean to me; Body and soul; It's a blue
world; Don't be that way; Ican't get started; Iwon't
dance; Darn that dream; Iwished on the moon
Metro 2682035 ( Double Album £2.50)

professional singers it comes out not too
badly,
if
sometimes
rather
hilariously
(Dietrich, Crawford, Monroe). Eleanor Powell
sings and dances with the Tommy Dorsey
band, MacMurray is heard in a1930 recording
as sax/vocalist with Gus Arnheim, Ginger
Rogers sings way off key in a 1938 recording
that Idon't think was ever issued on 78...
and so on. It's almost as much fun tracing
the derivation of the tracks as listening to
it. [ H/B: 1/4]

ARTHUR JACKSON
TOP TV THEMES
New Scotland Yard; The Train Now Standing; Catweasle; In For A Penny; Man In The News; Fenn
Street Gang; Upstairs, Downstairs; The Big Match;
On The Buses; Please Sir; Onedin Line*; Doctor
At Large; Both Ends Meet
The Pandora Orchestra IJohnny Keating and L.S.O.
Starline SRS5143 (
99p)

The emphasis here is mainly on ITV programmes, few of them previously done on
the welter of such albums we've had lately.
All adhere closely to the original TV scoring,
are played with efficiency and cleanly recorded. You will know from the titles if it's
what you want. [ A: 1]
RONALD CURTIS: ' WHAT A PERFECT
COMBINATION'
Pick yourself up; Here lies love; Thanks a million;
Keep young and beautiful; Alone; Dearly beloved;
Rainbow round my shoulder; Lullaby of Broadway;
Isn't this a lovely day; Cheek to cheek; That old
feeling; They all laughed; Please; What a perfect
combination
Argo ZMR1002 (
e.
25)

A follow-up to Curtis's ' You Ought To Be In
Pictures' (ZMR1001) reviewed last June, and
another collection of songs from musicals of
the thirties ( with acouple of overlaps into the
twenties and forties) played in the cinema
organ style of the period. What more is there
to say? [ A: 1]
HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD
I used to be colour blind—Ginger Rogers; Lola—
Marlene Dietrich; Alone—Allan Jones; Inever knew
heaven could speak—Joan Crawford; Got a brand
new suit—Eleanor Powell; All Iwant is just one girl—
Fred MacMurray; Paradise—Dorothy Lamour; When
April sings—Deanna Durbin; Something's gotta
give—Fred Astaire; I'm gonna file my claim—Marilyn
Monroe; Mary's a grand old name—James Cagney;
It's oh so quiet—Betty Hutton; That certain feeling—
Bob Hope; Saga of Jenny—Ann Southern; Stardust—
Harpo Marx; I couldn't be more in love—Mickey
Rooney
RCA eLSA3085 (£1.69)

A highly diverting little novelty for students
of Hollywood lore, and considering that less
than a handful of the stars concerned are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

INCIDENTAL MUSIC ALBUMS
A Fistful of Dynamite: Ennio Morricone: United
Artists UAS29345
The Godfather: Neil Richardson and his Orchestra:
Music For Pleasure MFP5036 (
75p)

"Fistful" is lighter in style than most Morncone spaghetti Western scores, with atouch
of humour and an unusual amount of romanticism. There's the inevitable thematic repetition, and a long stretch of sostenuto nothings
on side 2, but this apart it's not at all bad. If
you must have arecording of the " Godfather"
score you may as well get MFP's cover
version. It's every bit as dreary as the original
and costs a lot less.
MICHAEL JOHN SINGERS: ' WE REMEMBER
HIM WELL'
Louise; Sweeping the clouds away; Gigi; Living in
the sunlight; My Ideal; Thank heaven for little girls;
Valentine; Night they invented champagne; Mimi;
My love parade; C'est magnifique; Life is just a
bowl of cherries
Rediffusion IS120 (
75p)

A tribute to Maurice Chevalier with a dozen
songs from his films and albums done in
neat, musicianly arrangements by Michael
John. The singers are midway between a
large vocal group and a small choir, blend
nicely if not immaculately and are well
supported by a first class rhythm section.
Unpretentious and highly enjoyable musicmaking. [A: 1]
VICTOR YOUNG & HIS ORCHESTRA: HOLLYWOOD RHAPSODIES
Golden earrings; Wintertime of love; Melba waltz;
Smile; High and the mighty; So little time; Written
on the wind; Tara's theme; Summer love; My foolish
heart; Cathy; East of Eden; Ican't believe that you're
in love with me; Far-away hills
Coral (eCPS77 (
99p)

Victor Young's Brunswick albums of film
themes were a regular part of the reviewer's
diet in the early and mid-50's, and this anthology brings back memories of times when life
was relatively uncomplicated.
Even
by
yesterday's standards there was little depth
to Young's scoring; he piled on the violins in
melodic profusion and played the music
'as written'. But the music was generally
the best of its kind, and the simplicity of the
scoring was quite endearing, more so these
days when sheer melody is at such a premium. Re- processing emphasises the al-
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Formerly two separate records (' Ella Swings'
and ' Swings Lightly') these sets come
together in a double album that is everything
a record should be. Some of the world's
greatest standards ( which they positively
don't write to any more), the world's
greatest female popular singer on top form,
and a superb accompanist who is, in the
event, more of a partner than anything else.
Certainly the Riddle orchestra, in best
'Swinging Lovers' form, takes at least half the
honours for this set in the generous space
allotted to it. This is, in fact, the world of
square, out- dated popular music that the
self-styled pop geniuses, heaven help us,
rescued us from! No comment, except to
say A*: 1*.

ready emphatic treble, but seems to have
brightened the string tone and given an
almost stereo quality. Vol. 2, please? [ B: 1]
FILMHARMONIC '71—A FESTIVAL OF FILM
MUSIC
30 titles including:— Rawhide; Continental; Alfle;
Laura; Gigi; Stripper; Route 66; Mona Lisa; Bordalino; Love story; Red sun; Dr Zhivago—Royal Philharmonic Orchestra IFrank Chacksfield, David Rose,
Nelson Riddle, Maurice Jarre
Polydor 2683009 (
Double album £2.50)

Last year's " Filmharmonic" was my Record
of the Year" but honestly Icouldn't even pick
this one as Record of the Week. The various
maestros each conduct the RPO in their own
arrangements, and while the concert may
have been a social and financial success it
doesn't stand up to repeated listening. The
balance is as bad as in 1970, but where the
musical content of the earlier concert was
strong enough to survive, this sloppy, underrehearsed mish-mash of overdone screen
pops and TV themes gets more tiresome as
it goes along. [ C: 3]
ROBERT JAMES ORCHESTRA: ' TOP TV
COMMERCIALS'
Cadbury's; Martini; Nimble; Sunsilk; Esso Blue;
Coca-Cola; Hamlet; Rolo; Texaco; Shredded
Wheat
Columbia TWO 382 (£2.25)
ALAN HAWKSHAW: '27 TOP TV THEMES &
COMMERCIALS'
Including:— Ironside; Saint; Persuaders; Martini;
Cadbury's; Virginian; Esso; Baron; Odd couple;
Z cars; Sunsilk; Crossroads; Coca-Cola; Co-op;
Braden's beat
Columbia TWO391 (£2.25)
SINEWAVE: STARS & GUITARS (THEMES
FROM THE SMALL SCREEN)
Star trek; Man outside; Brothers; Onedin Line;
Pathfinders; Search for the Nile; Callan; Cades
County; Upstairs downstairs; Clochemerle; Befrienders; Crossroads; Expert; Bless this house
Chapter One CMS1012 (£1.60)

Musical culture for the admass, pre- packed
and deep-frozen ready to be brought out as
tomorrow's instant nostalgia.
TRELAWNEY
London Cast Album w. Ian Richardson, Max Adrian
Gemma Craven etc.
Decca SKL5144 (£2.25)

Julian Slade has developed slightly since
those ' Salad Days', but his score for the
musical adaptation of Pinero's ' Trelawney Of
The Wells' is still all too typical of Little
Theatre musical comedy at its most British.
Not that this is necessarily afault to the vast
audience which no doubt exists for this genre,
and who will happily take home this souvenir
of one of the theatre's less enchanted evenings. [ A: 3]
JOHNNY MATHIS SINGS OF LOVE
Everything's coming up roses; Guys and dolls; I
wish Iwere in love again; You do something to me;

Let's misbehave; I could have danced all night;
Cock-eyed optimist; Ijust found out about love;
Let's do it; Iam in love; Love eyes; Love is agamble
Hallmark SHM749 (
75p)

Non- swinging, stylised, often acutely unpleasant to the ear, Mathis is an acquired
taste. Not mine, maybe, but he sings good
show songs here (quite an emphasis on Cole
Porter) and those who approve will find this
good value for money. [ A: 3]
INCIDENTAL MUSIC ALBUMS

SACCO & VANZETTI
Music by Ennio Morricone (
songs by Joan Baez)
RCA SF8211 (£2.19)
SILENT RUNNING
Music by Peter Schikele (
songs by Joan Baez)
MCA MUPS458 (£2.25)
SHAFT'S BIG SCORE
Music by Gordon Parks (
songs by O. C. Smith)
MGM 2315115 (£1.95)

Each album is lifted out of the rut by three
vocal tracks. ' Sacco' is Morricone at his
doomiest, but Joan Baez's beautiful singing
of the three-part Ballad almost makes the
whole thing worthwhile. Schikele's ' space'
music for ' Silent Running' deploys smaller
orchestral forces in an economical style of
writing, but it doesn't really come off on
record and once again Miss Baez saves the
day. ' Shaft' fans will know what to expect
from the sequel . . . jazz- pop- soul with
credited and creditable solo work from Freddie Hubbard, Marshall Royal and Joe Pass
and a highly efficient big band. This one has
to stagger along without mumblin' Isaac
Hayes, and the highly professional singing
of O. C. Smith can only be an improvement.

RALPH

HARVEY

LISTEN TO EUROPE
A fatal casualty of World War Two in publishing was the weekly World Radio which before
September 1939 listed radio broadcasts from
across the world in the greatest detail. After
the War the brave little European Radio tried
hard, but except for a handful of faithfuls
sound radio had lost its glamour. For awhile
the Radio Times carried afew European entries
but it too gave up the struggle, so that for
some years now listening to Europe has been
something of a D- I
Y affair.
There are, however, signs that interest in
sound radio is on the increase again, especially among record collectors of ' international'
material, and so it should be with the enormous listening choice available. Continental
record stations tend to be fairly regular in
their programming so that it is possible
to recommend certain weekly broadcasts
with reasonable certainty that they will still be
current by the time this piece appears! Of
the programmes mentioned here it can be
safely said that most domestic radios in the
British Isles should be able to pick them up,
though much depends on the area, urban or
rural, height above sea- level, type of aerial

and so on. Alternatives to the wavelengths
given here may be found in the World Radio
Handbook which is due to be published in its
1973 edition next month.
'LUSTIGE MUSIKANTEN' ( Happy musicians) is sheer delight for all lovers of German
and Austrian brass ( military and country),
folk groups, zithers, dulcimers, yodellers and
the rest. It is heard every Sunday between
12.10 and 13.00 hrs G.M.T. from the Deutschlandfunk programme in Cologne ( 1986.8 m;
195 m; 236.5 m; 397 m; 547 m). As many as
18 or 19 tracks are played in any one show
with a minimum of chat. Once a month
there is the Happy Musicians Hit Parade, an
excellent guide on what to look out for on the
Telefunken and Electrola imports we find here.
Such as:—
SONNTAGSKONZERT
Schone Zeiten (
polka); Ach, ¡ch ¡jebe dich (
polka);
Kuss-Walzer; Zwei Herzen und emn Schlag (
polka);
Wenn eme Frau die Wahrheitspricht (
waltz); Du,
nur du (
polka); Rosen so rot (
waltz); Frühschoppen
(polka); Eine stille Stunde (
polka); Irgendwann (
waltz);
Dann und wann (
march-polka); Zuckerbusseri ( polka)
Ernst Mosch and his Original Egerland Musicians with
vocals by Ernst Mosch and Barbara Rosen
Telefunken SLE14.649 (52.25)
EIN SCHONER SOMMERTAG IN DER
WACHAU
In der Wachau; Jetzt trink ma noch aFlascherl Wein;
Anderscheinen blauen Donau; Ein Mâdchen zum
Verlieben; Die blauen Donauwellen rauschen; Prinz
Eugen Marsch; Rund urn Wien; Blumen im Garten;
Ibin astiller Zecher; Mein Herz ¡st emnBilderbuch vom
alten Wien; Der verliebte Trompeter; Komm gut nach
Haus
Josef Augustin and his Original Donauschwâbische
Blasmusik with vocals by Hans! Kreinauer, Duo and
Choir
Telefunken SLE14.851 (£2.25)

At this time of year when the brochures are
coming thick and fast from the tour operators
records like these somehow manage to draw
us magnetically to those clear mountains and
bright, shining villages of Central Europe and
the Danube with its castles, monasteries and
much- undervalued wines!
Of these two
bands Ernst Mosch and his Egerlânder are
the faultless professionals who know how
much their ' gemütlich' audiences enjoy those
syrupy vocals! The Augustin brass is much
more of a country- sounding band—warts an'
all—and this is certainly one of their best
selections thus far. It includes a purely
instrumental version of Hermann Leopoldi's
bin a stiller Zecher in a bouncy happy-golucky mood. While on Viennese matters, and
at the risk of too much diversion, Isaw a
book recently which Ihave ordered, a ' must'
for all who enjoy the music of Vienna. It is
called ' Musik in Wien' by Kurt Dieman ( Fritz
Molden Verlag—Munich and Vienna). Herr
Dieman goes through Vienna district by
district pointing out every musical association, classical and popular. There are
numerous illustrations in colour and black
and white, a superb production throughout.
Even a cursory reading shows the author's
total dedication to and love for his subject.
If the names of Johann and Josef Schrammel,
Josef Lanner, Hermann Leopoldi, Hans Moser
attract you as well as Beethoven, Schubert
and Brahms, then ' Musik in Wien' must find
its way to your bookshelf!
This brings me to AUSTRIA ON SHORTWAVE (31 and 41 m bands).
There's always something of interest here!
After the English language Report from
Austria ( daily at 07.30 hrs G.M.T.) there
follows a programme summary at 07.45 and a
musical programme at 8. ' Musik für dich und
mich', light music ranging from the Strauss
family, Lanner, Stolz to regional bands from
Salzburgerland, Tirol, Burgenland and so
on. The Report from Austria frequently
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contains items of musical importance: these
seem to matter far more than politics and
economics to the Austrians! Last night at
the Opera comes before the Stock Exchange!
MUSIQUES PITTORESQUES ( French radio
—ORTF medium wave stations)
How can we possibly define this expression
coined by veteran collector and radio producer Pierre Marcel Ondher, the man who
will compare the Glow-worm idyll with
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and the Berlin
Philharmonic with J. H. Squire's Celeste
Octet! P. M. O. is the champion of all light
music in France. His claims for the excellence
fo certain of his favourites may be a bit wild,
but his heart's in the right place and his programmes have given pleasure to his supporters
for over 25 years. ' Musique pittoresques' are
those melodies which evoke ascene, acountry, a way of life, a time past or present. In
practice they are Viennese waltzes, paradeground marches, the sounds of the circus,
'instruments de fantasie'—balalaikas, Panpipes, bousouki, mandolines, accordions: all
the noises, in fact, which seem to find their
way into this column during the course of
time! Several years ago Pierre founded an
association in France which may be described
very inadequately as The Friends of Light
Music. The Association Française de la
Musique Récréative. Members from outside
France are especially welcome. There is a
bulletin in which Ifor one have become totally
absorbed, published ten times a year, and
meetings are held in Paris, Nantes and other
French cities. Many AMR members are
anxious to correspond, exchange information
and recordings with collectors in this country.
Interested readers should drop me a line at
HFN/RR

Musiques Pittoresques is presented every
Sunday from 19.45-20.20 G.M.T.
Other
medium wave ORTF broadcasts which should
be given atry are:—
(All times, G.M.T.)
SUNDAYS
17.00-17.15. Accordéon. Musette records presented
by Maurice Denoux.
17.15-17.30. Jazz panorama ( Hugues Panassié).
22.30-23.00. Le jazz en liberté ( Sim Copans).
TUESDAYS
21.45-22.00. Le monde de la guitare ( R. J. Vidal).
THURSDAYS
19.30-20.10. Les grandes voix humaines— Bel Canto
(Henri Jaqueton).
SATURDAYS
19.40-20.20. L'Operette ( Jiielle Witold), a new (
1973)
programme which has great promise for those
starved of French light opera in this country.
22.00-22.30. Aux quatre vents, a programme by and
for amateur recordists, so well-called in French
'chasseurs de son". ( Jean Thevenot.)

Some months ago we mentioned what is
probably the world's most popular short-wave
broadcast. It comes from Holland every Sunday morning between 09.30 and 10.50 G.M.T.
in the 49 m. band and elsewhere. It's the
International ( English language) Happy Station show of Radio Nederland in Hilversum,
compèred by Tom Meyer with chat and
records of street organs, Dutch military
bands and popular artists as well as plenty
from the international repertoire. Tom will
gladly send you a programme schedule if you
write to P.O. Box 222, Hilversum, Holland.
Amongst Happy Station's listeners are enthusiasts in California who stay awake every
Saturday night to hear this show as well as
the one beamed to North America! Start
listening to Happy Station and you'll soon
find yourself one of a world-wide family of
listeners.
These are just a few programmes for a
start. Iam sure there are readers who have
their favourites: let's hear from you!
Next month we'll have more about records!
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settings and afforded first-class recording,
Yellowstone and Voice make reasonable
background pop, but certainly nothing more.
[A: 3]
LANI HALL: ' SUNDOWN LADY'
Love song; Tiny dancer; How can Itell you?; You;
Ocean song; We could be flying; Come down in
time; Sundown lady; Vincent; Whenever Imay find
him
A. & M. AMLS-64359 (
52.25)

FRED

DELLAR

VARIOUS ARTISTS: ' ROCK AND ROLL
SURVIVAL'
Rock around the clock (
Bill Haley); Ladder of love
(Flamingos); Peggy Sue (
Buddy Holly); 1-2-3 (
Len
Barry); When (
Kahn Twins); Big guitar (
Owen
Bradley); Like ababy (
Len Barry); That'll be the day
(Buddy Holly); Iwouldn't have you (
Carl Perkins);
Imet him on a Sunday (
ShireIles); All by myself
(Dave Gardner); Shake, rattle and roll (
Bill Haley)
Coral CPS-88 (
980
VARIOUS
ARTISTS: ' THE
ORIGINAL
SOUND OF ROCK AND ROLL —VOL. 1'
Love's made afool of you (
Bobby Fuller); Ilike it like
that (
Chris Kenner); Alley-oop (
Hollywood Argyles);
I'm leaving it up to you (
Dale and Grace); Let's dance
(Chris Montez); Red river rock (
Johnny and the
Hurricanes); Tears on my pillow (
Little Anthony and
the Imperials); Earth Angel (
Penguins); Suzie-Q
(Dale Hawkins); Endless sleep (
Jody Reynolds);
Shazam (
Duane Eddy)
London ZG-126 (
99p)
All that was good, bad and indifferent about
the original rock and roll scene is documented
by these budget albums. Strangely, that which
was very bad has somehow become an artform in the same way that, perhaps, as Busby
Berkeley's lavishly ridiculous routines have,
once again, become a thing of wonderment.
Time changes attitudes, relaxes the memory
and, somehow, twists the truth. Whoever
thought we'd still be listening to the inanities
of Alley-oop some twelve years after it became
a hit? Whoever realised that Suzie-Q woukl
someday become a standard? Perhaps Rudy
Vallee, George Olsen and Jesse Crawford are
not the only ones with aclaim on the nostalgia
market! [ H: 1]
THIJS VAN LEER: ' INTROSPECTION'
Pavane Op. 50; Rondo; Agnus dei; Focus 1; Erbarme dich; Focus 2; Introspection
CBS S64589 (
52.29)
Van Leer is the flautist with that brilliant little
band Focus. Here he's emerged with an
album that is basically classical in concept,
containing very few rock influences. Roger
Van Otterloo's orchestral arrangements are
pleasing, without being over- involved, and
the use of Lefty de Jong's soprano voice adds
subtle shadings to what is at times seemingly
a tonal exercise, albeit a decidedly melodic
one. In finality, the album has something of
an easy- listening appeal and Icannot imagine
anyone finding Van Leer's music difficult to
assimilate. Introspection should appeal to
rock, jazz and classical enthusiasts alike. I
hope that it does. [ A: 1]
YELLOWSTONE AND VOICE: ' YELLOWSTONE AND VOICE'
Days to remember; Lonely man; Old man jack;
Thinking about you; Philosopher; Nowhere like
home; Lady Rita; Come on out; Grandmother says;
The Flying Dutchman; Goodbye
Regal Zonophone SRZA-8511 (
52.50)
The songs purveyed by Peter Yellowstone
and Steve Voice are melodically forgettable
and lyrically often naive. Dressed in opulent
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Lani, the ex- Sergio Mendes vocalist and current Mrs. H. Alpert, is too good an artiste to
produce a bad album. Here she sings well,
works on worthwhile material and receives
immaculate support from such musicians as
Clarence McDonald, Jim Gordon and Milt
Holland. But, after four or five playings, Istill
found that my interest wandered midway
through the album. Perhaps we could have a
few more surprises next time? [ A: 2]
TONY BLACKBURN: ' TONY BLACKBURN'
Is it me, is it me?; House of cards; Paper song; If
you were a dream; Chop chop; Cindy; Someday
man; Happy; Dusty; Money don't make aman
RCA International INTS-1407 (
99p)
A record that proves that the old adage ' anyone can make a hit record' is an incorrect
one. Some of the songs here are not at all
bad—Someday man and House of cards for
instance. Phil Swern and Johnny Arthey,
who produced most of these tracks, certainly
know how to make hits and Blackburn himself has always projected the right personality
for his own particular market. But none of
this collection of singles has ever made it.
S'funny isn't it? [
B: 3]
PHILLIP UPCHURCH: ' DARKNESS, DARKNESS'
Darkness, darkness; Fire and Rain; Inner city blues;
Cold sweat; Swing, low, sweet chariot
Blue Thumb ILPS-9219 (
52.25)
Selmer have just brought out a tape course
on how to play rock guitar, but, if you want to
save yourself a couple of pounds, you'll buy
this album instead. It's not the rock of
Hendrix or Clapton even though the blues
form a common dominator. Neither is it the
rock of McLaughlin, though jazz plays an
important part in the proceedings. So it's
purely Upchurch- rock then, authoritative,
sometimes sweet—and always swinging.
Anyone who's ever gazed at a Gibson, felt
zealous about a Zermatis, or merely lovingly
fingered the warped neck of their junkshop
nonentity, should hear Darkness, darkness.
It's not an important record in that it doesn't
set any trends. But it does set afew standards
and that certainly counts for something.
[A: 1]
ETTA JAMES: ' GOLDEN DECADE'
You got it; In the basement ( part 1); Baby, what you
want me to do?; Sunday kind of love; Lovin' more
every day; 842-2089; Pay back; I'd rather go blind;
Tell Mama; Something's got ahold on me; Security;
At last; Stop the wedding; Two sides; Losers
weepers; Pushover
Chess 6310-126 (£2.10)
The best tracks from the Peaches doublealbum, issued afew months back, have been
creamed off to form this latest addition to the
Golden Decade series. So if you haven't got
Peaches and you admire top-flight R. & B.
singers, put this one on your list. It's difficult
to apply a rating to the recorded quality as
the tracks span a fifteen year time gap and
some are reprocessed stereo.
Generally
[B: 1] though.
RICK SPRINGFIELD: ' RICK SPRINGFIELD'
Mother can you carry me?; Speak to the sky; What
would the children think?: 1000 years; The unhappy
ending; Hooky Jo; Ididn't mean to love you; Come
on everybody; Why?; The ballad of Annie Goodbody
Capitol EA- ST80001 (52.25)
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This young Australian is a vocalist of more
than a little ability. He's also a talented
musician, as his guitar and keyboard contributions to this album clearly denote. If
then, you require keenly played, cleanly
recorded rock that is instilled with the vitality
of a newcomer who knows where he's heading, then this is for you. Forget the inevitable
David Cassidy comparisons—not all of us
can be born ugly—just listen to the music.
[A: 2]
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY: '
AT CARNEGIE
HALL'
Give your woman what she wants; A hot summer
day; Angels and animals; Bombay calling; Going to
another party; Good lovin'; The grand camel suite;
White bird
CBS 64929 (£2.29)
Beautiful Day are one of those fine acts that
CBS used to pick up in their scores just a
few years ago. It seemed then, that never a
day passed by without the company recording
remarkable music by names like Laura Nyro,
Simon and Garfunkle, Chicago, B. S. & T., Al
Kooper, Electric Flag and Don Ellis. It was
the era of the CBS Rock Machine—and its
products were generally of avery high quality
indeed. Perhaps, today Day are not so exploratory as they once were—but the band
still sounds fresh and vital, Pattie Santos
strutting her stuff in a manner that would do
credit to Tina at her best. Davie LaFlamme,
one of the first violinists into rock, still does
most of the piloting, while Fred Webb is the
kind of keyboardman who believes it his main
function to keep the unit solid and swinging,
atask in which he receives massive help from
drummer Val Fuentes and bassist Tom Fowler.
Which just leaves meto comment upon the efforts of Bill Gregory, aguitarist who sometimes
forages alongside La Flamme, but often can
be heard fashioning even better phrases
behind the work of others. With a playing
time of some 47 minutes, no-one's going to
complain about this particular issue. [ B: 1]
SCHUNGE: ' BALLAD OF A SIMPLE LOVE'
Ballad of asimple love; Castles in the sand; Enter
the violins; Only a midnight train; As Iclose my
eyes; Joseph DeManio; 1971; Rosemary came;
Take it as adream; Joanna was hung up; Misty
Regal Zonophone SLRZ-1033 (£2.25)
Simple, melodic songs with awful lyrics, sung
by an unimpressive vocalist who also plays
guitar. Only the accompaniments, in the
capable hands of Mike Gibbs, add much to
the album's appeal. [A: 3]
CHER: ' FOXY LADY'
Living in a house divided; It might as well stay
Monday; Song for you; Down, down, down; Don't
try to close arose; The first time; Let me down easy;
If Iknew then; Don't hide your love; Never been to
Spain
MCA MUPS-459 (
52.25)
Cher's seemingly blasé approach can be
something of an acquired taste. But if her
style isin doubt, then there's no denying that
her repertoire, on this occasion, is commendable and that her arrangements—which are
moulded by such as Marty Paich, Gene Page,
Al Capps and Mike Rubini—leave little to be
desired. Mrs. Bono does sound a trifle flat
on Axton's Never been to Spain, however.
[B: 2]
HARVEY MANDEL: 'THE SNAKE'
The divining rod; Pegasus; Lynda Love; Peruvian
flake; The snake; Uno ino; Ode to the Owl; Levitation; Bite the electric eel
Janus 6310-210 (
al (3)
The trouble with Harvey is that he's ajammer.
Pick afew lightweight rockers, place Harvey in
the middle with instructions to go his own way
and he's really quite happy. So one often ends
up with fairly shapeless albums that rock
smoothly enough, contain
excellent,
if
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repetitive, guitar, but really don't mean anything. There are some good moments on
Snake though, especially on the five and ahalf
minute long Levitation, a Charles Lloyd composition, which features Lloyd himself on
flute. Sugarcane Harris, a violinist who
always has something to offer, spices acouple
of tracks on this sometimes disappointing,
but beautifully recorded set. [A*: 2]
VARIOUS ARTISTS: SPIRIT OF ROCK'
Free Spirit (
Birtha); The writing's on the wall (Three
Dog Night); Move along (
Grassroots); What have
they done to my song, Ma? (
Ray Charles); Dallas
(Steely Dan); Go where you wanna go (
Mamas and
Papas); Living in the country (
Gladstone); Summer
in the city (
B. B. King); Tame the lion (Emitt Rhodes);
Hippo stomp (
Steppenwol(); I'll tell the world about
you (
Joe Walsh); Put a little love away (Four Tops)
Music For Pleasure MFP50046 (
75p)

Most of the music on this sampler, taken from
the Probe catalogue, is of extremely recent
vintage and, what is even more important, it's
generally of a high quality. Hippo Stomp is,
probably, about the best track on that band's
final Rest In Peace offering and will save you
the price of that album while Ray Charles'
rocking What have they done to my song? was
a huge single- hit that itself will attract many
people towards this MFP giveaway. Not a
bad track on a record that could win any
current Which? report hands down! [B: 1]
BONNIE KOLOC: ' HOLD ON TO ME'
Sailing ship; Burgundy wine; The lover in Winter
pineth for the Spring; Hold on to me; Sweet Mama;
We are ships; Angel from Montgomery; Jamaica;
Diamond Lil; Everyday II
London SHO-8440 (£2.25)

Another outstanding album from Bonnie,
whose empathy with Norman Christian's
back-up band is once again athing of delight.
Basically the formula is very much the same
as on Bonnie's After all this time—alittle jazz,
alittle blues, atouch of country and aflavouring of rock—and though there's nothing here
that touches me half as much as Victoria's
morning, from that first album, there are
times on Hold on to me when Bonnie and the
band virtually leap from out of the grooves of
the record, so intense is their drive. Ask your
dealer to demonstrate Everyday Il and you'll
hear what Imean. [B: 1]
JOSE FELICIANO: ' MEMPHIS MENU'
Magnolia; River song; One more mile; Never leave
you; Tale of Maria; It doesn't matter; Good times;
Lay, lady, lay; Where Is my woman?; Movin'
RCA SF-8309 (£2.19)

An album which falls short of expectations.
Recorded at Steve Cropper's Trans- Maximus
studio in Memphis, where a good sound is
generally guaranteed and where the nearresident musicians have an enviable reputation, Ihad hoped that Menu would prove to be
a delight for musical Ronay's. Certainly the
reflective It doesn't matter proves to be asucculent hors d'oeuvre, offering, as it does a
tasty portion of Jose's acoustic guitar, while
Where is my woman?, a blues- ballad in best
Ain't no sunshine tradition, serves as a nonstodgy dessert. The reason that there's no
apparent piece de résistance is that there's a
general lack of excitement about Menu that
makes one wish that someone would, once
again, light Feliciano's fire. [
A: 2]
JACKIE MITTOO: ' WISHBONE'
Satisfaction; Groovy spirit; Love life; Wishbone;
Grand funk; La-la girls and cha-cha boys; Dry wine;
Love of life; Soul bird; Steeple in the snow; Mother
funk; Right track
London SHU8436

Mittoo, once a cornerstone of the British
reggae scene and former member of the
Skatalites, has been working in Canada for
some time now.
Wishbone, recorded in
Toronto, is a worthwhile sample of his
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

sophisticated approach to West Indian music,
interspersed with a few tracks displaying
Mittoo's Billy Preston- like organ style. [B: 2]
JACKSON HEIGHTS: ' RAGAMUFFIN'S
FOOL'
Maureen; Oh your beauty; As she starts; Catch a
thief; Ragamuffin's fool; Chorale; Chips and chicken;
Poor Peter; Bellyful of water
Vertigo 6360 077 (£2•40)

Fundamentally an acoustic band, Heights
have more colours on their palette than most
in the genre thanks to the manner in which
John McBurnie and Brian Chatton add their
electronic keyboard hues to the basic spectrum provided by the guitars. The vocals,
high and usually in three-part harmony, add
to the slightly impressionistic picture built
up by Jackson in his role as Producer, but
Mike Giles, a drummer well- versed in the art
of adding deft brushstrokes to imaginative
canvases ascertains that the finished product
is carefully framed. It's not all ' pretty, pretty',
however, Chips and Chicken, which somehow
reflects the fun of early Nilsson, and Poor
Peter, a nonsensical piece of hoedownery,
emerge as sheer Hanna Barbera in heritage.
While Emerson's been achieving acclaim
since his Exhibition, Lee Jackson's ready to
prove that he's nobody's fool, not even a
ragamuffin's, at this artistic soiree. [B: 1]
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD: ' SEE ALL HER FACES'
Mixed up girl; Crumbs off the table; Let me down
easy; Come for a dream; Girls can't do what the
guys do; Istart counting; Yesterday when Iwas
young; Girls it ain't easy; What good is Ilove you;
Willie and Laura Mae Jones; Someone who cares;
Nothing is forever; See all her faces; That old sweet
roil
Philips 6308 117 (£2.10)

The unbelievable thing about this record is
that, apart from Wexler, Dowd and Mardin's
production on the last track, it's an all- British
affair. Dustyis probablythefinest home-grown
exponent of the art of soul—and she gets
better all the time. Right now she's up there
with the Arethas and Tinas— at the top. And
she can provide Astrud Gilberto with more
than a little competition when in bossa nova
mood, one playing of Come for a dream will
confirm this. The arrangements are by a
miscellany of names not unfamiliar to Phonegram Studios but there are times when the
venue could have easily been Memphis. Only
Someone who cares and Nothing is forever
can be described as ordinary and my one
solitary grouse is that Dusty shouldn't insist
on taking a two-year sabbatical between
recording sessions—but then, Iused to be
in Work Study! [B: 1]
SKYLARK: ' SKYLARK'
Brother Eddie; What would Ido without you?; A
long way to go; Suites for my lady; I'll have to go
away; The writing's on the wall; Twenty-six years;
I'm in love again; Shall Ifail
Capitol E-ST11048 (£2.25)

A ' surprise your friends' record. Let them
first glimpse the nondescript sleeve, tell them
as much about the group as Capitol have told
you via the sleeve note—which is next to
nothing—then let them recline as they settle
down to half an hour of expected boredom.
Then place the pickup on side two for a start
and let the supporting band wend awah-wah
way into Writing's on the wall. The effect
should be well worth waiting for. Before your
friend has a chance to comment on Donny
Gerrard's gritty lead vocals, move on to the
hand- clapping, get- it-all-together version of
I'm in love again. Your victim now thinks he's
got Skylark tagged as agood-time vocal unit,
so switch to Suites for my lady which is purely
a piece of string writing by keyboardman
David Foster serving as a prelude to B. J.
Cook's version of I'll have to go away, a fine
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song in Bridge over troubled water mode. I
guarantee that, by this time, your friend will
be so humbled by your obviously superior
knowledge of up-and-coming names that he'll
forget to mention all the latest imports he
picked up at Virgin Records last week! [B: 1]
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN: ' BACK TO FRONT'
Intro; Ihope you'll stay; In my hole; Clair; That's
love; Can Igo with you; But I'm not; I'm in love with
you; Who was it; What could be nicer; Out of the
question; The golden rule; I'm leaving; I'm leaving
MA M MA M- SS-502 (£2.50). Cassette: MAMC502

Easily the most purely enjoyable record of the
month. Gil's a throwback to the days of the
Beatles and early- Nilsson. He writes tuneful
melodies and naive lyrics and somehow
seems to be able to sing them better than
anyone else—despite an inadequate voice.
Everything works well on this set: the arrangements by Frank Barber and Johnny Spence,
Gordon Mills' production and Audio International's recording. Much superior to the
first album. More please! [
A: 1]
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'TIGHTEN UP— VOL. 6'
Pitta patta (
Ernie Smith); Do your thing (
Chosen
Few); Breezing (
Mike Chung); As long as you love
me (Maytones); Down side up (
Harry J); Suzanne,
beware of the devil (
Dandy Livingstone); Struggling
man (The Cimarons); Redemption song (
Maytals);
Hot Bomb (
I. Roy); President mash up the resident
(Shortie); Who told you so? (
Jackie Edwards); Unite
tonight (
Clancy Eccles)
Trojan TBL-185 (
9911)
JUNIOR BYLES: ' BEAT DOWN BABY'
Da da; I've got a feeling; Don't know why; Demonstration; Coming again; Beat down Babylon; A place
called Africa; Joshua's desire; A matter of time;
Poor Chubby
Trojan TRL-52 (£1.72)

If anyone ever tells you that all reggae sounds
the same, then play them Tighten up—Vol. 6.
Rock, country, soul and jazz influences are
all evident and there's even synthesizers on
the Chosen Few and Cimarons' tracks just
to prove that Trojan's roster of artists is as
much aware of the way ahead as anyone
else's. Byles' album is mild-mannered reggae
and falls between two stools in that it probably won't appeal to West Indian audiences
and won't reach the Johnnie Nash clientele
either. Whilst the Byles is well- enough recorded, Tighten Up's sound quality varies
greatly, from track to track. [
C: 1 and B: 3]
BOB SEGER: ' SMOKIN' 0.P.'s'
Bo Diddley; Love the one you're with; If Iwere a
carpenter; Hummin' bird; Let it rock; Turn on your
love light; Jesse James; Someday; Heavy music
Palladium K44214 (£2•20)

Straight down the line rock from Bob, Teegarden and Van Winkle, Monk Bruce and a
few extra percussionists. The music never
stops moving, and Skip ' Van Winkle' Knape's
organ- playing proves as volatile as ever. I
tapped my feet until my Rodney Marsh autographed football boots wore through. You'll
do the same. [
B: 1]
JOHN ENTWHISTLE: ' WHISTLE RYMES'
Ten little friends; Apron strings; I feel better;
Thinking it over; Who cares?; Iwonder; Iwas just
being friendly; The window shopper; Ifound out;
Nightmare
Track 2406104 (£2.25)

More black comedy from John: and sound
musicianship too, especially from Pete
Frampton whose solo on Ten little friends is
particularly memorable. The sleeve is illustrated like a child's fairy- story book and
there's even atale inside entitled Boobity and
the big dark forest. But Entwistle's fairy stories
are rather in the nature of the Brothers Grimm
reporting for the ' News of the World' and
Peeping Toms (
Window Shopper), suicidal
types (Thinking it over) and dirty old men (I

was just being friendly) inhabit John's dark
forest. But it's all good-natured really and even
the title Whistle Rymes is just ajoke at the expense of every journalist who has spelt Entwistle as Entwhistle and Townshend as Townsend. There's no joke about the music
though—that's excellent! [ B: 1]
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'THE ROSKO SHOW'
Everybody needs somebody to love (
Wilson Pickett);
Satisfaction (
Otis Redding); Soul man (
Sam and
Dave); Here Igo again (
Archie Bell and the DreIfs);
Soulfinger (
Bar-kays); Sweet soul music (
Arthur
Conley); Tramp (
Otis and Carla); When aman loves
awoman (
Percy Sledge); Isay alittle prayer (
Aretha
Franklin); Come on over to my place (
The Drifters);
Green Onions (
Booker Tand the MG's); Looking for
afox (
Clarence Carter)
Atlantic K40432 (£2.29)
What's a gig with the Emperor like? Well,
from recent experience Ican tell you that it's
all fast-talking (from Rosko) and faster driving
(from his manager). There's the obligatory
beautiful girl and a huge amount of highquality amplifying equipment—most of it
Orange—but, most of all, there's Rosko, a
proud man—Tve got the best damn roadshow in the land'—but he's equally ready to
send himself up. Ilike him. Ilike too, the
music he links on this recording. Every track
is virtually a soul classic. But shouldn't it
really have been a budget item? [ B/C: 1]
RAMSEY LEWIS: 'TOBACCO ROAD'
Them changes; Tobacco road; MI compassion;
Hurt so bad; The unsilent majority; Do whatever
sets you free; Something; Oh happy day
Chess 6310-124 (£2.10)
It's the same old formula at work again.
Funky and musicianly, but with few highs and
no real lows. You know what to expect whenever Ramsey sits down at the keyboard—and
every time you get just what you expect. It
would be nice to have a few more surprises.
The trio supporting Lewis this time around
comprises Phil Upchurch (
guitar), Cleveland
Eaton (
bass) and Morris Jennings (
drums).
[B: 2]

PETER CLAYTON
AL HAIG: ' JAZZ WILL O' THE WISP'
Autumn in New York; Isn't it romantic; They can't
take that away from me; Royal garden blues; * Don't
blame me; Moonlight in Vermont / If Ishould lose
you; * April in Paris; All God's chillun got ryhthm;
Body and soul; Gone with the wind; * My old flame;
On the Alamo
Haig (pno, solo on *) IBill Crow (bass) Lee Abrams.
New York, March 1954
XTRA #1125 (£1•40)
Every now and then you hear of Al Haig, one
of the very greatest of modern ( i.e. Parker
period) jazz pianists, sadly displaying his
talents before the incomprehending customer
of some New York bar of night club or other.
On the evidence of the items he recorded with
Charlie Parker alone, that is aterrible waste;
now along comes this splendid LP of pianowith- rhythm performances and makes the

whole business even more melancholy.
When these tracks were made (1954) he was
playing in a kind of austerity Bud Powell
manner which Ifind much to my taste. And
please don't infer from that that he was (and
for all Iknow, still is) a lesser Bud Powell.
What I'm saying is that much the same
harmonic and sometimes rhythmic thoughts
occurred to him as to Powell, but perhaps
because he was marginally the lesser technician, the results tended to be not so complex. That he had a proneness to rhapsodize
is apparent on the three unaccompanied
numbers, which are rather self-indulgent
runs-and -rubato exercises and could fool the
unwary into thinking they were listening to a
vastly superior type of cocktail pianist. But
you've only to hear the straight-ahead fleetness of All God's chillun for instance, or the
unexpected but affectionate cheekiness of his
reading of Royal Garden to understand you're
in the presence of a jazz master. All these
tracks were apparently done at one session,
and for some reason, Royal Garden seems to
have been on his mind, fragmentary quotes
and half-quotes cropping up in several other
places, even Body and soul. The recording
quality is not particularly good but the music
gets through and that's what counts. [ C: 1]
THE MODERN
JAZZ
LEGENDARY PROFILE'

QUARTET:

THE

The legendary profile; Valerie; * Misty roses / The
martyr; What now my love; Romance
John Lewsi (pno, elec pno) IMilt Jackson ( vib) I
Percy Heath (bass) IConnie Kay (drs). New York,
presumably early 1972
Atlantic K40421 (£2.29)
The Modern Jazz Quartet still ticks like clockwork, but to my ears at least it's become more
of a clock and less of a watch than it was 20
years ago. The mere fact that it's lasted all
that time (and the idea goes back even further)
says much for its original design and construction ; that it should actually have improved
smells of miracles. It hasn't been one steady
upward movement, of course. After Kenny
Clarke left it, when it was around two years old
(which is the middle age of most groups) it
wandered deeper and deeper into the baroquery; by the mid- sixties it appeared about to
tinkle itself out of existence. Then a few
years ago it got a second wind—if you can
apply that word to a combination in which
everything is hit, stroked or plucked—so that
while its intention to delight remained unchanged, it displayed a new directness of
attack. This LP, along with the Apple LP
'Under the Jasmin Tree', is the most engaging
thing the group has done for some time, notwithstanding John Lewis' two flirtations with
the electric piano, which—amazingly—he
fails to invest with any magic at all, preferring
to get a dull marimba- like thudding; fine for
marimbas but a waste of current. This also
has the confusing effect of making him seem
to usurp Milt Jackson's role here and there,
especially at the beginning of Misty roses. It
is interesting in view of Milt Jackson's avowed
intention of doing more writing to find that
the two most attractive items on the record—
the title track and The martyr—are his. Intriguing also to find that in spite of the convention of looking on Milt as the one hard
swinger in the group, that both numbers are
unashamedly ' pretty'. A good LP, with, as
usual, sinewy strength hidden under the
jewellery. [ A: 112]
THIS IS THE BIG BAND ERA
South—Benny Moten (
1928) ; Song of India— Tommy
Dorsey (
1937); Sing, sing, sing—Benny Goodman
(1937); Ican't get started—Bunny Berigan (
1937);
Don't by that way—Goodman (
1938) / Begin the
beguina—Artle Shaw (
1938); And the angles sing—
Ziggy Elman (
1938); 12th street rag—Lionel Hampton
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(1939); Cherokee—Charlie Barnet (
1939); In the mood
—Glenn Miller (
1939); Boogie woogie on St Louis
blues—Earl Hines (
1940); Frenesi—Shaw (1940);
After hours—Erskine Hawkins (
1940); Pompton
Turnpike—Barnet (1940); Take the ' A' train—Duke
Ellington (
1941) / A string of pearls—Miller (1941);
Opus 1— Tommy Dorsey (
1944); Tippin' in—Erskine
Hawkins (
1945); Mister Roberts' roost—Count Basie
(1947); Study in brown—Larry Clinton (
1956) (4sides)
RCA ® DPS2019 (£2.98)
You will have read of these sides elsewhere,
but historical goodies fall into my lap somewhat erratically, and since I went against
general opinion and detested the Time- Life
Swing Era recreations, Ithought Imight as
well own up to where Istood when it comes
to the real thing. Well, while Ideplore electronic reprocessing as much as I deplore
processed cheese, and while Ifail to see the
need to autocouple a set obviously designed
for collectors, Ilove the music on these twin
LPs (a) because of the way it's played, ( b)
because it was original when it was done,
(c) because although it was commercial,
functional music geared to the dancehall (the
forerunner of computer dating) it often
managed to be Art as well without even trying. Apart from such things as the jump
from 1928 to 1937, and another 9- year leap
between the 1947 Count Basie and the smooth
but rather characterless Larry Clinton item at
the end, it's a fair old chunk of big band
history. Beautiful to have / can't get started
back again; not so good to have the version
of Goodman's Sing, sing, sing that doesn't
include Jess Stacy's miraculous piano solo.
Interesting to hear Cherokee in fairly close
proximity to Opus 1, and to wonder if Ray
Noble was ever tempted to sue over that
string figure. This may not be strictly jazz,
but it was well-constructed entertainment for
the people of the time and, even better, it has
endured. On Boogie woogie on St Louis blues
Earl Hines ( presumably) yells ' play it till 1951',
it's already exceeded that by 22 years. [ H: H]
THE OLYMPIA BRASS BAND OF NEW
ORLEANS
Explanation of funeral procession; Just alittle while
to stay here; Dirge: Flee as abird—Nearer my God
to Thee—Pleyel's hymn; Just a closer walk with
Thee; Telephone to glory; Oh, didn't he ramble;
Weary blues; Panama; Yes, sir, that's my baby;
Willie the weeper
Milton Baptiste, Kid Sheik Cola, Andy (Jug) Anderson
(tpts) IHomer Eugene, Paul Crawford (tbns) IHarold
Dejan (alto, ¡dr) IEmanuel Paul (ten) IWilliam Brown
(sousphn) IAndrew Jefferson (snare dr) / Henry Glass
(bass dr). New Orleans, no date.
Audiophile APIOS
The Guildhall School of Music would expel
The Olympia Brass Band en masse for faulty
intonation; the Happy Wanderers ( who seem
to have wandered completely away from
Oxford Street, incidentally) probably had the
edge when it came to instrumental ability.
But, on the 'funeral' side of the record at
least, there's a kind of fundamental honesty
about the music which no student of jazz
should pass by. Flee as a bird, in fact, is
intensely moving, as a number of radio
listeners attested after it was used in amusical
illustration in a jazz programme towards the
end of 1972. The band was in London last
autumn, and Iwas given this LP in lieu of
being able to get to hear the band in the
flesh. In spite of the ' Audiophile' logo it's
nothing special in the way of recording, just
an adequate record of a completely unexpected band, whose age range ran at the time
from the early 20's to old Henry Glass on bass
drum who was pushing 91. As an instrumentalist, Harold Dejan isn't a pale shadow
of the great Capn John Handy (who at his
most ferocious wouldn't have sounded out
of place in a Charles Mingus group) and
indeed there's nobody here who blows anything like as convincingly as almost any of
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the British musicians who have made New
Orleans music, their life's work. But the overall sound—stutters, falters, notes missed and
trampled underfoot, tremulous riffs and all—
has a beguiling quality. Hear it if you can
track it down. [ 6:4]
GERRY MULLIGAN: ' THE AGE OF STEAM'
One to ten in Ohio; K-4 Pacific; Grand tour; Over
the hill and out of the woods / Country beaver; A
weed in Disneyland; Golden notebooks; Maytag
Soloists: Gerry Mulligan (bar, sop, pno)
Tom Scott
(ten, sop)
Bud Shank (alto, 17) I Bob Brookmeyer
(valve thh) IHarry Edison (tpt). Collective supporting
personnel: Ernie Watts (alto) IJimmy Cleveland (tbn) I
Roger Kellaway (pno) IChuck Domanico (bass) IJohn
Guerin (drs) IJoe Porcaro (drs, perc) IEmil Richards
(perc) IHoward Roberts(gtr). Hollywood, Feb.-July1971
A & M A MLS63036 (£1.99)

Welcome back, Gerry Mulligan! After that
unenergetic, low- profile, sit-down performance with Dave Brubeck in London in October
Iwondered if it were carpet slippers for him
from now on ( mind you, Iknow he was tired
that night; Ishall never understand why concert promoters, who say they like to satisfy
the customers, always arrange such hectic
tours that the human materials on which
satisfaction depends are driven to the point
of exhaustion). This is a beautiful record,
unlike anything that Gerry's done before, yet
logically descended from his previous work.
There's an outcrop rock, which seems inevitable and is only after all reflecting the current
feel of the whole of the music, but there's a
great deal of jazz lyricism, jazz improvisation,
jazz richness here, the high peaks of which
are reached in the sonorous, gently rhapsodic
(though not florid) Grand tour, with Gerry's
baritone being shadowed by ( presumably)
Tom Scott's tenor, like a parent and child out
for a walk. I'm also addicted to Gerry's
spiky, dissonant piano playing of which there
is a good ration on the 3- part Over the hill.
Harry Edison's irritating mannerisms— he
does those 'fall- off' notes whenever he gets
lost or stuck—are reduced to a minimum
here, and as well as his piano, Mulligan offers
some huge, yawning baritone in this, too.
It took several listenings to convince myself
that Mulligan, on the first record under his
own name for years, wasn't simply being
fashionable. The percussive trappings ( sorry)
are there on things like Country beaver, and
A weed grows in Disneyland is full of guitar
riffs, but inside all this there are jazz musicians practising their unfathomable craft,
and this LP, like all good ones, will grow on
you. Mulligan wrote everything here, by the
way, and in the absence of anything to the
contrary, must be presumed to have arranged
it, too. The titles on the sleeve don't tie up
with those in the sleeve- note, but that's a
minor point. The music's good, and that's
the main thing. [ A: 1]

MARY POSTGATE
SHAKESPEARE—Julius Caesar. Directed by
George Rylands under the auspices of the British
Council. Complete and uncut in the text of The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

New Shakespeare edited by John Dover Wilson
Argo ZPR 218-220 (£4.80 for 3- record set)

This is a disappointing production. It begins
well, with one of the best- handled crowds I
have heard on disc, and a full-sized Cassius
in Ian Holm, but Tony Church's Caesar and
the Brutus of William Squire are unexpectedly pedestrian. Hence, the early scenes are
marked by a Caesar who gives no hint of
'greatness' and fails to rouse us even with
his . . constant as the northern star . .
and by a heavily dignified Brutus. Partly as a
result of these less than inspiring performances, but partly also because the direction
is slightly flabby, the assassination scene is
afearful let- down.
The production comes to life at last with
the entrance of Mark Antony after the murder.
In his sorrow and disgust, in his handling of
the crowd and in the funeral oration, Richard
Johnson gives a highly impressive performance. Roger Croucher as Octavius tries hard,
and with some success, to infuse into this
rather meagre role all the qualities—self-control, canniness, hardness of will—that we
have come to associate historically with
Caesar Augustus. Ian Holm's Cassius remains stingingly lively, Brutus remains—
incredibly—dull, and the great battle of
Philippi, despite the sounds of metal clattering on metal, is a bore. The production as a
whole is unpersuasive: too dignified, too
solid for that time of high passions and constant excitement, it gives little impression of
how exhilarating this play can be. The sound
is good. [ A: 3]

there are some real devotees among all age
groups, but if you are thinking of buying for
other families, check with the parents first!
[B: 2]

THE WORLD OF THE VERY YOUNG (
Cassette)
35 songs and poems, with various readers and performers including: Patrick Wymark, Cyril Tawney,
James Blades
Argo CSP/A165 (£1.55). Disc: SPA/A165 ( Jan ' 72)

Material on this Dolbyed stereo cassette
appeared in disc form ayear ago, and this in
turn was a re- issue of selected items from a
number of earlier Argo recordings forchildren.
Items on the cassette come in a slightly different order from those on the disc, but all
are used and the high technical quality maintained. The 1972 record was strongly recommended as a good basic collection of poems
and songs, and having listened again to this
and the cassette the freshness of performance
and choice of material would lead me still to
say the same.
Use of cassette players to counteract child
boredom in cars has recently been advocated
by several producers, and as the Crabbes
successfully used conventional tape for this
purpose years before cassettes were commonly available ( calling upon friends and
acquaintances to record stories and thus
provide variety) I hope more and more
families will suitably equip themselves before
this year's holiday journeys start. Believe me,
it works, and it's easier to buy acassette than
do-it-yourself as we did 1 [A:1]

THE RAILWAY STORIES VOLUMES I, II, III
and IV
Stories by the Rev. W. Awdry
Read by Johnny Morris
Decca
PA270-273 (
99p each)

GWEN CRABBE
PINKY AND PERKY HAVE A PARTY
Hokey Cokey U Teddy Bear's Picnic D Ring-a- ring
o'Roses Di Simon says D Knees up Mother Brown
C This old man D Boomps-a-daisy D Ride a cock
horse 0 Boys and girls come out to play C London
bridge is falling down 0 One finger one thumb D
Farmer's in his den
Geoff Love and his orchestra
MFP50031 (
75p)

This one has the songs all young children
enjoy, and they can play the games ' One
finger, one thumb' and ' Simon Says' while
listening to the singers. Only 15 minutes a
side, but very lively.
The Pinky and Perky sound technique entails separate recording of voices and then
raising of pitch for the little pigs and lowering
for the male soloist before mixing; here the
effect contrasts with a couple of natural
female voices. The mixing process this time
unfortunately left all the vocalists in a central
spot, giving listeners the impression they are
standing on top of each other. Instrumentalists are nicely separated.
It all depends really on whether you can
stomach Pinky and Perky—Ican't. However,
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The Reverend Awdry's trains have penetrated many publishing fields during the last
twenty years, with hardbacks, paperbacks,
maps, models and records devoted to their
exploits. Initial record releases were 7in.
45s, but here we have a magnificent fourvolume LP set, with eight separately banded
adventures on each disc.
Like many parents of small boys Iknow the
stories well, but Ihave never enjoyed them as
much as when listening to this set. Johnny
Morris's reading is superb. The TV programme Animal Magic has made his skilful
voice changes familiar, but so effective is his
adoption of various accents for the train
characters that it is difficult to believe no-one
else is involved in the narration. Echo and
water noises are added where appropriate,
but most of the scene- setting is achieved by
Mr. Morris's clever intonation—a line of
bumping trucks and a tractor are particularly
convincing.
The first stories in this now very popular
series were told by Mr. Awdry to his measled
son and were not written down until much
later. They tell in a very personalized way of
the happenings on branch and main lines, of
how superior expresses react to bustling little
goods locomotives, of the effects of new
coats of paint on those who care about
appearances, and of many other things of
importance to those employed on the Fat
Controller's railway.
For the already initiated, Volume Iof this
set features mainly Edward, Henry and
Thomas, Volume II has James and Thomas,
Volume III Henry with a strong supporting
cast, and Volume IV includes almost everyone. Excellent technically. Highly recommended for train lovers aged three and over.
[A: 1*]

THE ORIGINAL

DUSTRUG®

The Watts " Dust Bug"
Automatic Record Cleaner is easily fitted
to any transcription type turntable. Provides asimple and effective method of removing static
and dust while the record is being played. Surface noise and record and stylus wear is reduced,
resulting in clearer reproduction.
Complete with

oz. New Formula Parostatik fluid dispenser and instructions.

Replacement parts : Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 10p -1or. New Formula dispenser 15p

PLUS
16p
P.T.

Aguide
to the
better care
of LP and
Stereo
Records

"A GUIDE TO THE
BETTER CARE OF

WATTS

- HI-FI

PARASTAT"

WATTS

- DISC

PREENER"

LP. AND STEREO
RECORDS"
Covers every aspect
of record care. 46
pages, fully illustrated.

pA" Ae3-1-jet-r
"PAROeTArift •
•MSC Prt6ENER

15p Post Free

THE STORY BEHIND

"MR DUST BUG"

A new biography
of Cecil E. Watts,
Pioneer of Direct
Disc Recording,
by Agnes Watts.
Over 116 pages plus

A complete gramophone record and stylus cleaning and
maintenaice kit.
Designed for use on NEW records or records in new con.
di-flan. Provides the high degree of record cleanliness
necessary when using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An
integral part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides asafe and efficient method of cleaning the stylus.
Supplied complete with instructions, 1 oz. New Formula
dispenser, Distilled Water dispenser, spare pad cover and
ribbons.
Price £2.20 plus 4p P.T.
STYLUS CLEANER
available separately complete with instructions.
Price 25p plus 4p P.T.
Replacement parts: 1or. New Formula dispenser 25p.
Distilled Water dispenser 20p. Pad Cover and Ribbons 10p.

Keeps new records like new. Especially designed for
use with records which have not had previous anti.
static treatment.
Complete with instructions. Price 35p.
Replacemeat parts: Packet of 4wicks 10p

'Watts' Record Cleaning Equipment
is obtainable from your local dealer
or if supplies are difficult to obtain
send coupon direct.
TO CECIL E. WATTS LTD.
DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES,
MIDDLESEX.
Please send items marked.
Dust Bugs ft. £ 1plus 16p P.T.

WATTS - MANUAL PARASTAT WITH HUMID MOP

Disc Preeners rir, 35p
Hi Fi Parastats ® £2.20 plus 4p

P.T.

Stylus Cleaners ® 25p plus 4p P.T.

Colour and Black
arid White plates.

Manual Parastat Et Humid Mop® £2.65

£2.25 pEt p25p.

Manual Parastat only £2.40
Humid Mop only ® 25p
Replacement Parts (as list attached)
(Orders under £2p & plop; over £2post free)

"It would not be an exangeration to describe the late
C. E. Watts as agenius in the mould of Edison... this
intriguing account of the domestic background of his
tireless work and original thought
Wireless World
"To along list of characters must now be added the
name of Cecil E.. Watts . .. afascinating account of
dogged determination... avery human story of people
„ .congratulations are due to Mes Watts for setting
down this record of the We of her husband so concisely and entertainingly...
Electrical Et Radio Trading
Mrs. Watts writes of the man she knew and helped in e
heroic struggle... her memoir is sympathetic but it is
also extremely funny...
The gramophone

48 page Booklets I® 15p Post Free

A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps new
records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity to older discs.
The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and
velvet pads of the Manual Parastat and ensures the correct
degree of humidity at the time of use. Complete with 1oz.
New Formula dispenser and instructions.
Price: £2.65
Manual Parastat available separately Price £2.40
Humid Mop available separately Price 25p
Replacement parts: Pad Covers 20p pair. Brush 65p.
Sponge Cover Pact 5p. 1oz. New Formula dispenser 25p.
Humid Mop Sponge and 4wicks 15p.

Copy/Copies of The Story of Mr.
Dust Bug — " Cecil E. Watts —
Pioneer of Direct Disc Recording"
® £2.25 pEt p25p.

I
enclose chegue/P.O.value C.
(Do not send postage stamps)

Name
Addres••

(All prices are recommended retail)
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'New Products' is in no sense a review, or a technical report, of the goods mentioned, and any performance figures and descriptions
quoted are taken from manufacturers' literature and published In good faith. None of the products has been examined unless specifically
stated, but brief descriptions obviously based upon samples do not preclude afull technical review at a later date.
LIN EAR 138/10

138/10 is designed as an inexpensive
loudspeaker system to match budget systems.
The driver is a 13 x8in. elliptical unit with a
parasitic tweeter and has afrequency range of
50 Hz to 15 kHz. The cabinet measures
16 x11 x9in. and is finished in teak veneer.
The grille has acovering of grey/blue Vynair.
Available only as matched pairs, the Linear
138/10 is competitively priced at £ 19-95 apair.
THE LINEAR

1PIP
•

•

MULTIMETER FROM SMITHS

INTERCONTI FOUR CHANNEL

from Smiths is the Venture multimeter•
The manufacturers believe that with its compactness, light weight and competitive price it
will rapidly become a market leader.
The unit has been designed with simple
unambigous operation in mind, and includes
such features as a patented safety cut-out.
Design is based on printed circuit boards and
built for simple dismantling so as te facilitate
rapid servicing. Price of the Multimeter 3, as
this model is known, is £38-50.

the importers of audio equipment,
have announced the introduction of the
Albany House range of amplifiers. These are
the AM 108 and the AM 208. They are
identical except for different control configurations and both offer a ' four channel
facility'. Power output per channel is rated
at 8 watts both channels driven. The amplifiers have the usual inputs and retail price is
around £30.
Suppliers: Interconti Electronics Ltd., Albany
House, Petty France, London SW 1.

NEW

•

INTERCONTI,

SCOTCH CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER

increasing popularity of the cassette
player come an increasing number of accessories. The 3M organisation has introduced
a tape-head cleaning cassette which contains
a length of non-shedding Egyptian cloth
instead of tape. For best results, say 3M, the
cleaning cassette should be used before each
recording session and after five hours use in the
playback mode.
Manufacturers: 3M United Kingdom Ltd., 3M
House, Wigmore Street, London W1A.
WM1 THE

RECORD STORAGE

FROM Artifact Designs is the Encore, a
record storage unit. This is manufactured
from injection moulded plastic and comes in
smoke grey and white. Encore is in component
form, the basic unit being a four piece set of
open fronted storage bays. However, this can
be built on to with extra units so as to expand
with your record collection. Price of the
initial set is £6-40, and each one-bay extension
costs £ 1.70. Available by mail order only.
NEW

Manufacturers: Linear Products Ltd., Electron
Works, Armley, Leeds.
PANDORA'S BOX

have made anew addition to their
range of record storage cabinets. This is the
Pandora 29f x151 x15f in. cabinet. The Pandora utilises the Power Judd system of antiwarp springing, has a drop front door and is
finished in teak, oak, rosewood, sapele,
mahogany or white. The legs are available in
black or brown at 80p extra.
The cabinet retails for £ 19 including purchase tax.
POWER JUDD

Manufacturers: Power Judd & Co. Ltd., 94
East Hill, London SW18
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Manufacturers: Smiths Industries Ltd., Industrial Instrument Division, Waterloo Road,
Crickelwood, London NW2.

MOTOROLA QUADRAPHONIC TAPE
PLAYER

are moving out of the car and into
the home with their new four-channel cartridge
player. This is to be known as the 262 fourchannel tape player and also plays conventional two-channel cartridges.
Each of the four channels gives five watts
output, and programme change is automatic,
though the listener can override it and select
the programme of his choice. The unit is
housed in a 14 x41 x8f ins., teak finished
cabinet and retail price is £84-50. Speakers
are available from £ 19-50 apair.

MOTOROLA

Manufacturers: Motorola Automotive Products
Ltd., Taylors Road, Stotford, Hitchin, Herts.
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Manufacturers: Artifact Designs
Bolston Place, London NW1.

Ltd.,

72

AVID AUDIO VISUAL

Avid Electronics is the 6022, a
cassette/35 mm slide projection system. This
boasts an impressive selection of facilities,
including ' perfect' synchronisation between the
tape and the slides. Unlike similar devices the
6022 is capable of instant recall; at any point on
the tape the correct slide can be selected to
match that particular piece of tape. Another
feature of the 6022 is the digital read out for
slide/commentary recognition.
The system employs the normal pulse method
used in conventional cassette players and is
(continued overleaf)
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8Sunbury Cross Centre
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex.
Sunbury 88963
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NEW PRODUCTS

LONDON AREA [ continued]

aubio house tub.

sàles &

Your iii-Fi Dealer

completely compatible with any other equipment.

Hingsons

Manufacturer: Avid Electronics, 196 Fernbank
Road, Berks, SL5 8LA.

of Catford and Beckenham
Appointed Agents
for

Bang & Olufsen

continued

SANSUI SPEAKERS
DESCRIBED

As

an ' Omni- Radial

Sound

Field

Speaker System' the SF- 1 speaker unit has a
claimed 360 degree directionality and maximum

irruc)
SONY®
Sonab

z

input capacity of 45 watts.
Two

6¡ in.

woofers (one

upward-,

one

downward-facing) are on the centre axis and a
21- in. cone tweeter also faces upward.

Cone-

shaped reflectors above and below these units
disperse the sound output laterally.

Barclaycard facilities. No deposit purchase terms.

KINGS ONS

2Brownhill Rd. S.E.6. Tel: 01-698 4842
224 High St. Beckenham. Tel: 01-650 8027

AUDIO • HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
YOU'LL GET IT FROM

MODERN ELECTRICS
(Retail Ltd.)

Ltd.

VE

120, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
LONDON, W1V 7DJ.
01-437 9692/3

LATEST STOCK LIST FREE ON REQUEST

LONDON AREA

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.

APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —•
DYNATRON — KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

HERMLYN Hi- Fi

of equipment
by all leading makers.

Comprehensive stock

287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: 01-723

_LONDON S.E.9& KENT_

850-9548

230-232 ELTH AM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
5891

AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66 -33101

Distributor: Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton SO9 5QF.

PIONEER NEW PRODUCTS
HAVE TWO NEW cassette decks, the
CT 3131 and the CT 4141. The CT 3131
model is a standard type cassette deck while
the CT 4141 uses the Dolby B system. They
are priced at £98.35 and £. 150.02 respectively.
They have also produced a successor to the
PL-12AC turntable, the PL- 12D. This retails
at £49.18.
PIONEER

BEDFORDSHIRE

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & RI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

LUTON

COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
ESTABLISHED 46 YEARS (1925)

See and hear the best

and latest in HiFi

equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
Send for information on your requirements

189/191 Dunstable Road, Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201

BERKSHIRE

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
-------- (SHEEN) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS,
ACCESSORIES, HI-FI EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—
SALES & SERVICE
Open 9ans.- 6 p.m.—Closed Wednesdays
Plenty of Car Parking Space
3 & 4 STATION PARADE,
Telephone: 01-876 0985
SHEEN LANE,
LONDON, S.W.14.
Opposite Mortlake Station (S.R.)

olind ifi"pirN'EymGirorur
s
gYstees einem
PIONEER • NM

Hirepurchase and credit facilities

49 Kalso elà T, MAIDENHEAD
p

h

Tel.Maidatead 32796
364

Suppliers:

Shriro

Ltd.,

42

Russell

Square,

London WC1B.
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Philips N4418 Tape Recorder/Amplifier
Wharfedale Dovedale 3Loudspeaker
Marantz 1030 Amplifier
Acoustic Research AR-6Loudspeaker
Equipment reviews printed in HF1V IRR are copyrighted and may not be reproduced in
whole or in part without the Editor's permission. Comments on reviews may appear in
'Positive Feedback' from time to time.
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Philips
N4418
Tape
Recorder/
Amplifier
jtg531
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MANUFÀCTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
4-track tape recorder with comprehensive power
and pre-amp. facilities. Power consumption:
80 wafts max., switchable for operation on 110,
127, 220, 245 mains voltage. Tape speeds: 445,
9.5, 19 cm/sec. Frequency .response: 19 cm/sec
40-20,000 Hz; 9.5 cm/sec 40-15,000 Hz; 475 cm/sec
60-8000 Hz. Wow and flutter: 19 cm/sec 015%;
9.5 cm/sec 0.2%; 475 cm/sec 0.35%. Signal-tonoise ratio:19 cm/sec, 50 dB; 9.5 cm/sec, 50 dB;
4.75 cm/sec, 48 dB. Inputs: 2 microphone, disc,
auxiliary, amplifier, tuner. Outputs: headphones,
loudspeaker, monitor, amplifier, tape recorder.
Amplifier output: 10 watts per channel. Distortion: 1%. Loudspeakers: 2at 4x6ins. Dimensions: 201- x15 xn ins. Price: £200 including
P.T.
Manufacturer: Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London
WC2.

machine also has pressure pads, which are
mounted on Mumettal shields that cover the
record and replay heads.
The main function controls are all on the
front of the machine. At the bottom of the
front panel is- aslider bar on which are mounted
the switches which control the input selection,
A/B monitoring, track selection, function
selection and speed. Also on this bar is asliding
cover which conceals the two microphone inputs
and the headphone output.
To descibe each switch in more detail, the
input selector allows four input possibilities:
tuner, tape, auxiliary or phone. The next
switch allows you to monitor the incoming

are seven tape recorders in the Philips
THERE
domestic reel-to-reel series. They range
from the two ' family' models, N4307 and
N4308, up to the N4450, amachine which will
go into reverse at the push of aswitch and which
Philips, with disarming candour, describe as
the world's most advanced stereo tape recorder/
amplifier'. The N4418 is thus somewhere
between the modesty of the family machines
and the doubtful joy of being able to make
Tom Jones sing backwards.
First, we will describe the machine and then
consider how it measures up to its claimed
performance. The N4418 is astereo, quartertrack, three-head record/replay machine which
will take up to 18 cm reels. Three motors have
been used, with the advantage of dispensing
with idlers, and les wear of moving parts. The
capstan motor is aDC type so that the machine
is unaffected by differences in mains frequency.
The speed of the capstan motor is held
constant by a signal derived from a feedback
element mounted near to the flywheel. Tape
tension during fast wind is controlled by two
arms at either side of the head block. The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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signal before or after it has been recorded on to
the tape. The track selector allows you to record
one stereo or two mono recordings in each
direction. The fourth switch has three positions.
In the normal position, marked NOR, the
machine can be used for general recording and
playback. The position marked AMP is used
when you wish to use only the amplifiers of the
machine to reproduce from disc or tuner sources
and, in this position, the N4418's motors are
turned off. The third position on this switch is
to select MP for multiplay.' This means you can
lay one track down on top of another, and in
theory allows budding multi-intrumentalists to
build up recordings of anumber of instruments.
What happens is that recording A is made on
track one, then you go back to the beginning
and record instrument B or whatever on to
track three while listening to A on headphones.
Track three now holds A and B. Back to the
beginning and switch to track one again to
record C, which will be on track one with A and
B as well, and so on. As Philips kindly mention
in the manual, this process cannot go on
indefinitely because of copying loss. This is a
phenomenon caused by the record head bias
erasing part of the recording even though the
erase head has been disconnected, and it seems
unlikely that anyone who cares enough about
quality to have spent £ 00 on this machine will
be very happy with the results.
The three tape speeds on the fifth switch are
those of 19, 9.5 and 4.75 cm/s and they are
marked as such, not in inches (74, 34, lf). All
these switches operate in the same way as does
the transparent cursor of a slide-rule; a light
beneath the panel that the cursor slides over
illuminates letters showing which position has
been selected. In fact, on each switch the light
beneath is from the same bulb no matter which
position has been selected; aPerspex light guide
beneath the deck merely directs the light to a
different position. A clever idea and one likely
to increase the life of the bulbs. But although
the system probably looks more attractive than
the usual two, three or four-position switch it

TONE CONTROLS ( TEST-TAPE TO EXT LS 0/P)
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Dealer

,H EFRHERIg
130, THE BUTTS CENTRE
Just follow the signs on the inner ring road
Listening lounge
12 months labour and parts
guarantee
Credit up to 3years, 10% deposit
Barclaycard
B & O (main dealer) Sonab,
Dynatron, Tandberg, etc.

—Sony centre
lux, nikko, trio, kef, rotel,
akai.
access, barclaycard, h.p.,
part-exchange, discount.
first-class service.

free parking 500 cars.

HI-FI STEREO

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5577) (opposite Sale Locarno)
Complete specialists in Hi -Fi equipment. All reputable
Hi -Fi equipment at the right prices—with a two year
free service guarantee.
Probably the best selection of classical gramophone
records in Cheshire.
Free Hi -Fi brochure sent on request to residents within
30 mile radius of Sale.

e

Charlesworths
HI—FI CENTRES

112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342

8 meadway precinct,
tilehurst,
reading.
telephone reading 582988

Your IliFi Dealer
DEVONSHIRE

CHESHIRE [continued]

READING

berkshire
hi-fi &
video

Your

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at

* Demonstration facilities * After sales service

110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285

* Easy parking

Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

For all your Hi -Fi requirements

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

HIGH VVYCOMBE, BUCKS.

HUGHES

HiFi azdejl al
hoit
se
tsgraphic

7 HIGH STREET

Tel: 30138 9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, FERROGRAPIL ROGERS,
ARMSTRONG,
GOODIVLANS, TANDBERG,
QUAD, LEAK, SONY.
Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for HIFi

M. W. KEEN LTD.
Tape Recorders
HiFi Equipment
All leading makes
PAUL'S ROW
HIGH WYCOMBE

phone
25691

WALLASEY

Hi_Fi CENTRE

THE HI- Fl LOUNGE RUN
BY ENTHUSIASTS FOR ENTHUSIASTS
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

75 KING STREET, WALLASEY
(OVER COTTONS) CHESHIRE

›).

PLYMOUTH
Listen at leisure to the best, mostly
British names in hi-fi equipment, with
special concern for the record listener.
Full demonstration facilities.
PETER RUSSELL'S HOT RECORD
STORE LTD.
hi-fi attic: 58 new george street (69511)

HON

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

Hl J IAN . UNIT AUDIO
Tandberg, Quad, Leak, Rogers, Grundig, Dual, Thorens,
Goodmans, Wharfedale, Gold ring, Garrard, Philips, Trio,
Dynatron, Sanyo, Pioneer.
SSwan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

11
164 Sidwell Street, Exeter 75048
over Wwwell Bros. & Row
CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS

ghággPolle AUDIO
lins

I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE
Tel: 54237
Also at SOUTHAMPTON
CHESHIRE

•
•
Ill
•
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Best Hi -Fi Show outside London
Stockists of every leading make
Comparator demonstrations
Part exchange
Credit facilities incl. Barclaycard
New hi-fi studios
Evening dems. by appointment

the hi-fi centre
green lane, wilmslow, cheshire
al Closed Wednesday al Car park
al For personal attention phone special number
Wilmslow 22112 and ask for Mr. Bird.

CHESTER

Est. 40 years

TAPE RECORDER AND HI-FI
SPECIALISTS
Agents for: Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig,
Brenell, Hacker, Armstrong, Sony, Trio,
Tandberg, Leak, Quad, Decca, Goodmans, B &

LLOYD 84. WYLIE
42 BRIDGE ST., CHESTER

Tel. 26704

DERBYSHIRE

THE MIDLAND'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

BUCRANDS 01 DERBY
(THE ACKNOWLEDGED EXPERTS)
The Largest Stocks and display of Hi Fi and
Unit Audio in the Midlands
41-49 LONDON ROAD, DERBY
Telephone: 48425-6-7

366

EXETER

HOWARD'S (Exeter) LTD
90 SIDWELL STREET
Telephone 58518
QUAD - LEAK - TANDBERG - HACKER
DORSET

QUALITY

HI-FI

OF POOLE, DORSET.
The specialist Hi Fi equipment shop.
Personal Attention — Comparator
Demonstrations — Discount Prices
Credit if Required

Do corne

and browse

55 NORTH ROAD, POOLE (Nr. Poole Tech.)
Open Noon to 8 p.m.
Parkstone
All day Saturday.
742706.
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is doubtless more expensive. The cursors were
no easier to use than ordinary switches since, in
moving aswitch from one position to another,
there was atendency to overshoot, especially if
the finger and thumb were put on those edges of
the cursor which had afinger grip. Nevertheless, this is a petty consideration and is more
than made up for by the counter section, which
is at the left of the front panel, above the
switch bar.
The counter itself is of the normal type and
pretty accurate. Below it is a four digit preselector which stops the tape when the counter
and preselector read the same. The preselector,
which only works in replay and rewind, could
be de-activated by selecting A on the left-hand
digit. There was atendency for the machine to
overshoot the selected number on fast wind,
but if the tape was reversed the machine stopped
dead on the mark. After playing through aside
of tape you could quite safely put the machine
into rewind and leave it, knowing it would stop
on the leader.
Even more satisfying than that, though, was
the ease with which the solenoid-operated tape
function controls worked. These, the rewind,
fast-forward wind, play, pause, record and
stop controls, take the form of six rectangluar
push-buttons at the right of the deck. Hardly
any pressure was required to operate these
buttons, which illuminate when pressed, and
you can change from any mode to any other if
you keep your finger on the appropriate key
long enough. To record, you press the record
and pause buttons together, get your level and
then press the play button. The pause and
record buttons are then lit. The record button
operates arelay, so that there is no danger of
recording over something by accident; the relay
drops out when the machine is turned off.
The mains on/off button is at the end of the
row of function buttons and slightly to the
right of them.
Above, along the right-hand side of the
machine, are the record level, replay level and
equalisation controls. These take the form of
six sliders, again of the slide-rule cursor type,
which were very easy to operate. They seem
designed to imitate the controls seen in a
recording studio, but they are effective and that
is what matters. The three record controls are
below the three replay controls. The left and
middle record controls determine the record
levels from the left and right microphones
respectively. The left-hand control can also be
used for a stereo microphone and determines
the level at which the previously recorded tracks
are recorded when using the muliplay facility.
The two controls are directly above the relevant
inputs, these being beneath the sliding panel
already mentioned.
The right-hand lower control is for the record
level of some source other than microphones,
such as agramophone or radio. Both channels
are controlled by the same control; that is to
say there is no independent control of left and
right, as there is for the microphones. The
input to this control is determined by the first
input selector on the slider bar. If the microphones are still plugged in and their gain
controls are turned up, the input from the
microphones will be mixed into the gram or
tuner recording, so if you want to use solely the
recording level control on the right the mic
levels should be returned to zero. The three
upper controls are for replay bass, treble and
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level respectively. Across the top is a balance
control in the form of alever which moves from
left to right in aslot. There are two illuminated
VU meters above this, one for each channel.
Measurements confirmed that these meters
are not, in fact, VU meters but peak reading
meters and it is difficult to see why they should
have been given aVU scale; unless Philips feel
that the VU meter is more familiar to the nontechnical recorder-buying public.
The input and output sockets are all of the
DON variety, as one might expect for amachine
made in Europe, in this case Austria. There are,
as Ihave mentioned, two microphone inputs
and a headphone output at the front of the
machine. The left-hand microphone input takes
either a mono microphone or a stereo microphone and the right-hand input takes amono
microphone. This, the right-hand microphone
input, is that used when recording with the
multiplay function.
At the back of the recorder, behind a
removable panel, are eight DIN sockets. From
left to right, looking at the back of the panel,
these are: right-hand speaker output; left-hand
speaker output; remote control socket; monitor
socket output; magnetic gram input; crystal,
radio, preamp etc. input; combined input and
output for radio, amplifier or second recorder;
and atuner input.
The two loudspeaker sockets, when connected
to external speakers, cut out the speakers in the
machine. They seem a bit touchy about the
plugs you put in, so, if you find that the internal

PHILIPS N4418
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speakers are still working, make sure the plugs
you are using are making agood contact. When
using amono source with the balance control
central, the signal from each amplifier was as
nearly the same as makes no difference.
Monitoring is possible in anumber of ways.
Two internal speakers are provided, one on
each side of the cabinet. They are directed out
of each side of the cabinet and so their usefulness is limited. They also made aless than ideal
sound but, to be fair, they were at least as good
as one could expect from internal speakers
working in these conditions. Provided the level
at which they were used was not excessive they
performed quite well. Above such alevel things
began to rattle.
Headphone monitoring is possible with the
two speakers either in or out of circuit, depending which of two ways the headphone plug is
inserted into its socket.
The monitor socket, output only, is what
most people will use to connect to the tape
replay input on their amplifiers, apoint about
which we will say more later. Using the output
has the same effect as connecting your speakers
to the back of this recorder, the difference being
that you are using your own amplifier instead
of that provided in the recorder.
The next two sockets are amagnetic pickup
input and acrystal pickup, or auxilliary, input.
These are self explanatory. The next socket at
the rear of the machine is the combined input
and output for connection to an amplifier or
second recorder. The output side of this socket
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Hi Fi

NEW TWO FLOOR SHOWROOM
Now open for the best in Hi Fidelity sound
equipment with generous discounts.
Comparator operated studio.
H.F.D.A. Members.
6 Cornhill, Chelmsford, (opp. multistorey car park).Tel: Chelmsford 57593
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283 FLEET RD.,

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.
78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
HiFi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

Tel: 4242

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

•

Comparator demonstrations of most leading

•

Open Thursdays and Fridays until 8 pm

(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

*Comparator operated Hi Fi listening studio.

•

Easy parking

•

Approved agents for: Arena, Armstrong, Cambridge,
Dynatron, KEF, Nikko, Quad, Sonab, Sony, Trio

*No deposit terms. Low interest rates.

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.
Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

Hampshire Audio Ltd

STUART BARKER invites you to see his stock at

\wen\ UNIQUE RADIO
j
-.. \770 HIGH ROAD
GOODNIAYES

SOLE AGENTS FOR

WALES

Leading Hi-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

J. COUGH & CO LTD, CARDIFF

Designers of the " Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"
Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

* Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

1144«fievi
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210 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH
Phone Southend 558339
MEMBERS OF THE HIGH FIDELITY
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Main Dealers: B & 0,
TANDBERG, QUAD etc.

AND

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH

HANTS

Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

1Ozágzeile AUDIO
,

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

GRAVESEND
3060

3245

MOST MAKES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

KENT

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
Telephone: 30151/2

Hamilton Electronics(Southampton)Ltd.
35 London Road. Southampton. Phone:28622 3Lines

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

SPECIAL£ NO DEPOSIT LOANS
150 UPWARDS

2 MILTON ROAD

59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells

INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

ESSEX HiFi CENTRE

B & 0 SONY
DYNATRON
TRIO ETC.

BENNETT & BROWN

•

High Fidelity
Specialists

HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
01-590-8277

Tel: 2827

8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

KENT

HAMPSHIRE
ESSEX

makes

*Agents for: Dynatron, Sanyo, Sony, Trio etc., etc.

GLAMORGANSHIRE

SOUND SUPPLIES

Tel. 5053

Specialists in
Sound

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street
EPPIng, Essex

FLEET.

12

BARGATE

STREET

SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE
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Canterburp eft Ctutre
THE KENT CENTRE OF SOUND
Agents for
TRIO — SANSUI — DYNATRON
HACKER — ICLINGER
Comparator Operated Demonstration Room

26 ST. DUNSTAN'S STREET,
CANTERBURY
Tel. Canterbury 65315

Closed all day Thursday

Main Dealers for real HiFi by

QUAD, KEF,TRIO, IMF, MORDAUNTSHORT, RE VOX, KOSS, SCAN-DYNA,
etc.

WOODS & PORTER Ltd
23 West Hill,
DARTFORD
Tel:
Dartford 20002

COMPARATOR

349 High St.,
GIATHAm

DEMONSTRATIONS ITel:
IMedway 426U

is muted during record and fast-wind but, when
put through an amplifier, replays at full level.
This is ideal for use with the remote control
unit, where the monitor speakers could be put
in the same room as that in which the recording
is being made.
Unlike the other inputs, there was adiscrepancy between the recording levels of the
respective channels when using this input. Since
the other inputs showed no such discrepancy
this must be because of resistor tolerances at
the input. Annoying, though.
When recording, say, from the radio, you
might prefer to use the input section of this
socket, but to listen to the output from the
monitor socket. This, in fact, is only the way
to monitor off tape if you want to use your own
amplifier. The intention is, clearly, to use the
monitor amplifiers in the recorder. Nevertheless, any amplifier worthy of the name has atape
output (record) and atape input (replay) pair,
and it would have been rather nice if all one
needed to do to connect an external amplifier
was to connect the DIN plug from the Philips
recorder to these four connections (two for each
channel). More about the internal amplifiers
anon.
There was aslight amount of RF pick-up on
replay but, considering that the machine was
being used within astone's throw of both the
BBC's Crystal Palace transmitter and that of
the IBA on Beaulieu Heights it would have
been surprising had it been otherwise! The
amount of pick-up was not obtrusive, and was
inaudible on the tape itself.
Finally, there is the tuner input, which again
is self-explanatory. There was a little trouble
over the wiring of the DIN plugs. The tuner
input, for example, was wired as an output. In
addition, the input/output socket can, on pins
five and three, be selected either as an input or
as an output. There is no need to dwell on the
matter any further except to say that those of a
nervous disposition are advised to buy the
connecting leads that Philips supply for the
machine. For those afflicted with amania for
taking things to bits as soon as they get them
home the N4418 should prove very satisfactory.
Three screws for one panel, that beneath the
reels, and four for another are all you need to
undo before the thing opens up. Two nylon
hinges—which do not look of the sturdiest
construction—are situated at the right-hand
side of the machine and an L shaped section
formed of the botton control panel and the
fader panel swings up. The wiring is arranged
so that the connections from that control panel
to the heads and the motors in the body of the
machine are folded in a loom. The loom
terminates in a flat 18-way connector, the
releasing of which allows one to open the
machine up wider. The pins of this connector,
by the way, are not gold-plated and it will pay
buyers of this machine to keep them clean.
The pc boards are clearly marked as to their
function, and this should make any faultfinding easy. The azimuths are easy to adjust,
although Philips have put blobs of a queer
plastic substance on the screws to indicate that
this is not necessary. The looming on the
N4418 is tidy enough, though it could be better,
and there was apiece of wire at the bottom of
the machine when it was opened up. The
looming is only held together by bits of wire
twisted round the loom and, when the job can
be done so much more neatly and quickly with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

plastic looming clips designed for the job, it
does seem asilly economy. The mains lead for
the machine is of the two-wire type and fits
into the recess at the back of the machine where
the sockets are. The carrying handle of the
N4418 recesses into the top. Considering how
much the machine offers it is quite light. The
lid is made of Perspex and is detachable. But,
like all covers of this type, it was easily
scratched.
Philips provided their own remote control
unit, N6719. This has the same illuminated
rectangular push-buttons on a unit about
27 x6x4cm. This unit, supplied with a
generous 7m of cable, has pause and record
controls, two wind buttons, one for each
direction, two start controls and astop button.
It is difficult to see why two start controls should
have been thought neressary—there is only one
on the main recorder—particularly since either
one will start the machine whether it is in play
or record. Nevertheless this is a marvellous
gadget, more than aplaything, since it makes it
possible to put the recorder in adifferent room
from that in which the recording is being made
although the machine is so quiet when running
that one needn't worry too much about this.
Since the N4418 will stop at a fixed point,
such as at the start of atake, there is no need to
worry about the machine's being in another
room, once the levels have been set. Thoughtfully, Philips have provided the remote control
unit with a fixing hole and a fixing plate for
hanging it on the wall.
Now to deal with the measurements, starting
with wow and flutter. The DIN specification
45 500 requires that this variation should be not
greater than 0.2%, but it has been said that
the figure should be not greater than 01 Z.
Either way the N4418 is more than satisfactory
in this respect. Over a 100 Hz bandwidth the
wow and flutter measured only 0-04% at 19
cm/s. The figure for wow only, made over a10
Hz bandwidth, was 0.01%. At 9.5 cm/s the
figures are 0.06 % and 0.03 % respectively and, at
the lowest speed, 0.08 % and 0-04%. All these
figures tend to confirm the success of the
servo-drive motor and the two small spool
motors.
Total harmonic distortion at a reference
level (0dB) of 320 pWb/m was 1-7 %. At 4dB
above this the distortion was 6%. The manufacturer's specification for distortion merely
says that third harmonic distortion will be less
than 3 % and that the values are within DIN 45
500. The DIN figure is 5% at 333 Hz and at
25.6 mM/mm, or 256 nWb/m. Thus the 0dB
figure is well within the specification. With the
metering that is provided with this machine
there is no reason to run up to 4dB above that
except on peaks, so the figures are quite
satisfactory.
System noise was remarkably low at — 56
dB unweighted and, with A weighting, — 68 dB.
The peak signal figures for erasure on the
machine give an unweighted signal-to-noise
ratio of 53 dB. The DIN A weighting figure was
60 dB.
The play-only frequency response curves are
shown, and also the record/play response.
They show a good treble response to 15 kHz
for the two higher speeds, although there is
some bass loss below 100 Hz. The lowest
speed gives areasonable curve up to 5kHz.
Possibly the most revealing set of figures,
though, are these for the tone control settings.
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The zero setting curve shows appreciable bass
and treble boost, this presumably to compensate
for deficiencies in the internal speakers. If
external speakers are used the — 3/ — 3curve is
more nearly fiat, so that is the one to use. More
than anything else, these curves show that
Philips intend the N4418 output amplifiers to
be used with the internal speakers, but if hi fi is
what you are after, these are obviously incapable
of giving it to you; the very angle at which the
speakers are pointed, one out of each side of
the cabinet, reinforces this view. If you want to
listen at the front of the recorder you will have
to boost the controls to + 3 each to hear a
proper response.
In the manufacturer's specification the only
figure given for the amplifier apart from the
output power is that of adistortion of one per
cent. The lack of any other figures in the specification, quite apart from the inadequacy of the
figure itself, suggests that the amplifier is not
intended to be regarded as other than aback-up
to a good separate amplifier. Philips mention
throughout the handbook that the recorder
meets DIN 45 500 and this is yet another indication that it is time a realistic hi-fi specification was worked out.
The handbook, by the way, comprises only
eight pages, albeit large ones, and that includes
such basic information as ' Listening to, say, an
orchestra your left ear hears the sound reaching
it from the left alittle earlier and louder than
does your right ear'. It then goes on to tell how
you hear sound from the right and sound from
the centre of the stage. Is there anyone who
doesn't already know this? There are no
circuit diagrams—not even ablock diagram.
The microphone supplied with the recorder,
the N8307, is amono model which comes with
afairly substantial stand and ascrew fitting for
aseparate stand.
Clearly, whereas most tape recorders are
thought of as the last addition to the hi-fi setup,
the N4418 is meant to form the basis of one.
The variety of input possibilities and the
awkwardness of connecting your own amplifier
up if you want to monitor off tape are indicative
of this. But the internal monitor amps are not
quite good enough to allow the N4418 to be
considered as other than a good deck with
monitoring facilities. External speakers are the
first essential of a good hi-fi system, but the
amplifiers in this machine are arranged to give
the best response to the speakers built in to the
recorder.
Apart from these strictures, however, the
recorder's mechanical performance is excellent
and, under proper monitoring conditions, there
seemed to be no audible difference between the
'before' and `after' tape monitoring positions.
Reeling was fast and tidy, at about 3m/s.
One point that is worth mentioning is that
there is ametal foil stop on the machine. When
the machine has such a worthwhile automatic
stopping mechanism it seems apity to encourage
owners to risk scratching their heads by drawing
chunks of metal foil across them!
Threading up couldn't be easier but, because
the replay amplifiers are muted unless the
machine is in replay mode, editing was difficult.
You could hear what was on the tape by pulling
back the pressure pads but this isn't ideal.
Still, it could be argued that editing on four
track tape is of academic interest anyway. One
can't have everything.
John Dwyer
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Your IliFi Dealer

TERRY BURKE (Audio) LTD.
64 WINCHEAP, CANTERBURY.

Te/. 69848

Quad,

Rogers,

Mordaunt-Short,

Cambridge,

KMAL,

Revox, Tannoy, Servo-

Sound, Nikko, Nivico, Toshiba, Thorens, etc, etc.
Workshop on premises. We service Hi -Fi equipment. Demonstration lounge.

TANDBERG
The most beautiful sound in the world at
the main Agent for the Medway Towns:

D. E. HADAWAY & SON LTD
95-97 Watling Street, Gillingham
Tel

Medway 50058

Man. Dir. J. Hadaway

LANCASHIRE

[
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CLEARTONE HI-FI LTD
UP TO 25% OFF RETAIL PRICES

STOCKISTS OF: ARMSTRONG
KOSS
GOLDRING
GARRARD
LEAK
BSR
GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE
RICHARD ALLAN
A R SUGDEN
JE SUGDEN & OTHERS

e
e

CREDIT TERMS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY

Scan-Dyna,
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LANCASHIRE

KENT

Your Hi-Fi Dealer

eADVICE
eGUARANTEED

DEMONSTRATIONS
SERVICE

I

166 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON.
Tel.: 22636. (
On A666, Imile north Bolton.)
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

e
e
e

e

4 IRLAM SHOPPING CENTRE, IRLAM,
MANCHESTER (
on A57, 5 miles from Warrington).
Tel: 061-775 5822. CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

MANCHESTER'S

HI- Fl STUDIO

Late night Wednesday - all day Sat.
Ralli Building, Stanley
LLOYD PATON-McGLYNN LTD • Street,
Salford M3 5FH

For reliability it's

TRIO

Tel: 061-834 4510

FSERT, MAES

LANCASHIRE

22+% DISCOUNT
OFF
PHILIPS

BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

• ONE YEAR'S FREE SERVICE
II CAR PARK OPPOSITE

NORTHERN RADIO
AND
TELEVISION SERVICE
66 CANNON STREET,
MANCHESTER, M4 2HE
061-834 7103.
ESTABLISHED OVER 49 YEARS

H.11 HIRli

uncannum
203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

BOLTON

N
LIVERPOOL

OPEN 9 A.M. — 5 P.M. WEEKDAYS
9 A.M. — 4.30 P.M. SATURDAYS

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4
Telephone: 061-834 9432
Agents for Am pex, Akai, Ferrograph, Tand berg, Brenell,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

SONAR
Just listen to it

SPEAKERS, TUNER AMPS, TURNTABLES
all stocked at

AUDIO CORNER
117 PORTLAND ST., SOUTHPORT
Telephone: 59404 (
4281 Iafter shop hours).
Open 9.30-6 p.m. Late Nights, Thurs. Fri. 8 p.m.
Comparator Demonstration.
Adequate Parking Space

ELECTRA CENTRE
(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

Hi Fi and Audio Equipment
• FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

PRESTON

Comparator Demonstrations of
most leading makes
B. & O., Sony, Leak, Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston
Telephone 55603

For reliability ifs
Short
Wave
and
Hi•Fi
AT

dreiNi

HOLDINGS Of)

For the largest display
of Hi-fi equipment &
the finest selection at
competitive prices.
Visit the showroom
Liverpool is talking about.

HardmanRaclio

ESTABLISHED 1919

BLACKBURN TEL 59595

WIGAN

HARDMAN
RADIO

33 DALE STREET LIVERPOOL L2 2HF
TEL.051 236 2828/9.

Warrington
Electric

MINCING LANE / DARWEN STREET

AUDIO UNITS
AND HI-FI
EQUIPMENT
WITH
COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

Pei

Main Dealers
Audio Showroom
Comparator Dems
Full range stocked
Up to three years'
credit

H. PLUMB • SON
DICCONSON ST

WIGAN 44442

MANCHESTER
STEREO EQUIPMENT and RECORDS
Tape Recorders

LANCASHIRE HI-FI

LEAK • WHARF DALE • RADFORD

The Specialists

QUAD • GOODMANS • B & 0, ETC.

248 WILMSLOW ROAD

57/59, BRIDGE ST, WARRINGTON 30444
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Wharfedale
Dovedale 3
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Totally enclosed loudspeaker system. Units:
12 in. bass, 5in. mid- range, and dome tweeter.
Frequency range: 45 Hz-17 kHz. Impedance:
4-8 ohms. Power handling: 30 watts. Dimensions: 24 x14 x12 ins. Price: £45 each. Manufacturer: Rank Leak Wharfedale Ltd., Idle,
Bradford, Yorks.

TT is some time since this reviewer sampled
I loudspeakers from the house of Wharfedale.
Though the name remains, there have been
many changes in the development team since
the nineteen fifties, and so it was with great
interest that the Dovedale 3was investigated.
This is the second largest of their present
range, athree-unit system in the 2Cu. ft. class
(actually 1.6 cu. ft-45 litres—internally).
Dimensions are 24 x14x 12 ins). The bass
unit has a moulded plastic surround and is a
full twelve inches in diameter, quite large
compared with general practice nowadays for
this size of enclosure. Such a large diameter
cone makes it difficult to get asufficiently low
bass resonance in an IB enclosure, and cone
breakup problems set in at lower frequencies.
However, the Wharfedale team's design has a
bass resonance at the commendably low figure
of 55 Hz and moreover a very reasonable
electroacoustic efficiency.
The problem at the upper end of the woofer's
range is overcome by crossing over in the
500-600 Hz region. With a smaller woofer
this could be higher, say 1kHz, crossing to a
smaller tweeter or mid-range unit. The advantage of the larger woofer is the correspondingly
smaller movement necessary to produce a
given sound level, reducing distortion and
making for high power handling capacity,
particularly at low frequencies.
The 5in. mid-range unit is an open-backed,
doped paper design with cloth surround,
reminiscent of earlier Wharfedale models.
This is isolated from the main cabinet by a
cardboard tube, acoustically damped with a
low density flock filling. The main cabinet
uses BAF—bonded acetate fibre for damping.
The mid-range crossover is to a 1in. dome
tweeter with adiffusing (or phase-correcting?)
disc moulded into the front mounting plate.
Crossover appears to be at about 2kHz.
The whole crossover circuit is built on to a
printed circuit board and includes reversible
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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electrolytic capacitors for the larger values. I
would prefer to see paper and foil types instead,
but Irealise this tends to push up the price
considerably.
All components are mounted from the front.
The rear of the speaker carries arecessed terminal panel which includes a standard DIN
speaker socket. Above this a second small
panel carries two three-position switches.
These control the mid-range and tweeter outputs, having a nominally flat central position
and giving about 2dB variation to suit awide
range of domestic situations. The nominal
impedance is 6ohms, but as usual the impedance varies with frequency, and in this case
also with the mid-range and tweeter settings,
in the affected frequency ranges. The lowest
impedance recorded (with maximum settings)
was 3.5 ohms, a bit low for many amplifiers.
On the middle switch positions the impedance
remained above 6ohms except below 30 Hz,
which is immaterial. Overall this speaker is
a conventional, perfectly sound design, well
constructed, and well finished.
On test, as expected, the Dovedale 3immediately created agood impression, though as ever,
slightly different from the previous pair that
had been in circuit.
First, the mid-range and treble switches
were experimented with and this reviewer
definitely preferred the positions giving increased output from both mid-range and
treble sections. The room was fairly heavily
damped, but the impression was that these
settings would be preferred even in more
reverberant surroundings, or otherwise there
would be a slight deadness about the sound.
With many modern discs however, the midway
settings would probably be more suitable.
The extreme bass was excellent right down
to 30 Hz—showing the value of the choice of
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a 12 in. woofer. No bass lift was ever needed.
The general balance was good, on the warm
side perhaps, but pleasant and non-tiring and
never enough to make anything the least bit
unreal or unusual.
The speakers were satisfactory standing on
the floor about four feet in from the corners,
but were preferred raised about afoot off the
floor on legs, leaving clear air space beneath.
There were colorations, though very small,
noticeable on the immediate switchover from
a top class monitor speaker, or indeed even a
cheap speaker with adifferent pattern of coloration, but after a few seconds all sense of
these disappeared. One got a very similar
effect switching back to the better speaker
after, say, ten minutes with the Dovedale 3.
Had this latter move resulted in a sense of
relief, then the Dovedale 3 would have been
marked down! But continued listening to a
wide variety of speech and music failed to
produce any fatigue effect. This is a most
important attribute, for aspeaker probably the
most important.
No speaker is perfect, even top grade
monitors sound slightly different from each
other. After all, somewhere along the line a
human decision must be taken and none of us
is perfect.
Measurement showed arather irregular output from the tweeter, including a 6dB peak
at 12 kHz. Fortunately this is rarely excited by
normal programme material (though it can be
heard on white and pink noise), so it is not
very important.
As far as Iknow, Gilbert Briggs, the originator of Wharfedale, has nothing to do with the
design of Wharfedale speakers any more, but
Ithink he would approve of the Dovedale 3.
The design team are still upholding the name
of Wharfedale.
Ralph West

Marantz 1030 Amplifier
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Rated power output per channel, both channels
operating: 15 W at 8and 4ohms. THD: less than
0.5% at rated output, 40 Hz to 20 kHz both channels operating. IMD: less than 0.5% at rated output 40 Hz-20 kHz with both channels driven.
Damping factor: greater than 45, 8ohms. Total
noise: less than 1.5 V equivalent input at rated
output 8ohms (from map. PU to power amplifier
output). Input sensitivity (
phono): 2.1 mV for
1V preamplifier output; 180 mV high level. Input
impedances: low level 47 K; high level 100 K.
Frequency response: 20 Hz-20 kHz * 1dB at
rated output. Dimensions: panel width: 14-1+ in.;
panel height: 4H in. and depth: 11.54 in. Weight:
17 lbs. Price: £86. Distributor: Pyser-Britex
(Swift) Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent.

NA/tin at the pinnacle of the American hi-fi
Ascene
(tagged to one tuner-amplifier selling

for almost £900) Marantz has been introduced
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to the UK market at a more viable level by
Kent-based Pyser-Britex (Swift) Ltd. Although
apparently designed in America, the 1030
amplifier announces at arear name-plate that
it is made in Japan.
It is not a very powerful amplifier with a
15 W per channel rating—though it is a conservative rating as tests have shown—but is
robustly constructed, well designed, and would
appear to cruise at this sort of power for long
periods without distress. With its brushed
aluminium facia and solid metal knobs it
reflects the general Japanese make-up, an
American influence being shown by a wood
simulated outside case.
Extended fada
dimensions facilitate mounting in a hi-fi
cabinet, or slipping into the Marantz WC.10

Your

Dealer

Your HiFi Dealer

LEICESTERSHIRE

DELTA ( Hounslow) LTD.

38 Waterloo Street Leicester
Telephone 26319

49 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW
01-572 2285

DAYTRONICS

PETERBOROUGH

visit

HANSPAUS
AUDIONICS
FOR QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Middlesex

Late evening every Friday till 7.00 p.m.
and car parking facilities.

Free demo

SYD. BOOM, QUEEN ST

Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment

H.F.D.A. members

Excellent Credit facilities

Grad., I.T.E.R.

SALES—SERVICE DEPOT for:
Ampex, B. & O., Brenell, Ferrograph,
Grundig, Sony, Truvox, Philips, Leak,
Quad, etc.

SURREY

Tel: 26315

Service Always

S

NOTTINGHAM'S LEADING HI-FI SOUND DEALER
Amplifiers by Arena, Armstrong, B & 0, Goodmans,
Korting, Leak, Quad, Radford,
Revox, Rogers, Rotel, Sony,
Tand berg, Wharfedale.
Turntables etc by B & 0,
Goldring, Sanyo, Shure, SME,
Sony, Thorens.
Speakers by B & 0, Bowers
& Wilkins, Celestion, Sony,
Wharfedale.
Tape Recorders by B & 0,
Revox, Sanyo, Sony, Tand berg
Hitachi, Toshiba.
Portable TV's by Sanyo,
Sony, Hitachi, Toshiba—All
Manager- Doug Lane
work from car battery.
Personal Service Assured—Port Exchanges
Nottingham Scientific Exchange, Peveril Street. Tel.: 75756.

Sonale

just listen to it at
WOKING
ecRc e,
nimor Est. 1945
* Full range stocked.
* 5years guarantee.
Your leading record and
HiFi specialists.
Separate classical dept.
Comparative demonstrations.
Staffed by enthusiasts.
27 Chobham Road, Woking.
Phone: 4667

FARNHAM

SURREY

* Stockists of all good Hi -Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms.
* No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

OXFORDSHIRE

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
_Purley

HORNS

Also at: 54 St. Ann's Road, Harrow, Middlesex
Tel.: 01-863 3400, 24 hr telephone answering service
Late evening every Friday till 7.00 p.m. Closed all day
Wednesday.

S. Bowdler,

A minimum of 30 of the finest
Grams always in stock.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Akai, Goldring, Grundig, Harman-Kardon, Hitachi,
Lux, Marantz, Nikko, Pioneer, Sansui, Scan-Dyna,
Sony, Telefunken, etc., etc.
Amplifiers from £39 to £800.
Lady Margaret Road, Southall,
Tel.: 01-578 2258

Mr.

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

A LOT MORE FOR

SONAB - B & 0 - MARANTZ
HARMAN KARDON

MILL WARDS
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON

15, LONG CAUSEWAY

A LITTLE EXTRA" WITH

installations to order

Specialist HiFi dealers under the direction of

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

119a HIGH STREET, 01-977 1324

448

Tel.: 5644

CAMPKINS

TEDDINGTON

complete

STAFFORDSHIRE

NO

OF

Tel. 4163

Armstrong, Ferrograph, Leak, Quad,
Rogers, Goodman, K.E.F., Wharfedale etc.
Cabinets and

Mansfield

Both shops open Tuesday-Saturday, 9am-6pm.

190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.
Appointed Agent for

Tandberg - Fisher - Revox - Radford
Bang & Olufsen - Sony

TOP DISCOUNT GIVEN

MIDDLESEX

10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Phone: 01-954 2940
3 Rowland Place, Green Lane, Northwood,
Middlesex. Phone: Northwood 24882
THELMA and ALAN HILL established THE RE..
CORDERIE in 1961. They continue to offer in both
their shops: A COMPREHENSIVE range of CLASSICAL and POPULAR RECORDS. AN EXTENSIVE
selection of QUALITY HI- F1 EQUIPMENT always
on demonstration in the HI-FI SHOWROOM. Fully
qualified staff offer friendly and courteous service.

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST

Audio - Hi Fi - Amplifiers - Tuners - Tuner

for sound advice

THE RECORDERIE

HENLEY-ON-THAMES AND READING DISTRICT

ALL LEADING MAKES OF EQUIPMENT

Amplifiers - Turntables - Speakers

D
ESIGN
LEICESTER
S
TEREO
150,NARBOROUGH ROAD Te1.59322

Dealer

OXFORDSHIRE [ continued]

MIDDLESEX [ continued]

audio
sound

- OFFER

Your

SIX

SOUTH

PARADE

Barclaycard accepted

Telephone

OXFORD
372

55360

.
4 , the sound service to
r‘
South East England! "
3 & 4 ROYAL C;AK CENTRE, PURLEY, ca2 2Br
Tel: 01-668 4800

cabinet (with veneer or white finish). This is an
optional extra at £ 12.50.
Black lettering indicates the control functions, and while the bass and treble controls
have ' click' positions marked by dots, the
volume control is devoid of resetting markers
and the balance control centre is shown by a
solitary dot. Main and remote speaker circuits,
each under push-button control, and connected
by convenient spring-loaded rear terminals, are

MARANTZ 1030
SQUARE- WAVE
PERFORMANCE
tuner and auxiliary. There is an extra position
for microphone which is plugged into ajack
socket at the bottom left of the facia. A similar
socket at the right accepts stereo headphones
and continues to deliver signals even when both
speaker pairs are switched off. The ergonomics

featured along with a push-button-activated
treble filter. Matching buttons are present for
the inevitable loudness function, tape monitoring, mono/stereo and mains on/off. Source
inputs, via rear phono type sockets, are selected
by a switch with positions for pickup, tape,
MARANTZ

1030
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Your Ili-Fi Dealer
SUSSEX

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

If it's Hi -fi —then it must be

BOWERS

Your

WILKINS)

[continued]

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY

Cambridge, Goldring, LNB, Mordaunt-Short,
Revox, Spendor, Sansui, Tannoy, Thorens,
Trio etc, always on comparator demonstration
Keen prices and good after sales service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.0.

Littlehampton Road Worthing Tel. 64141

12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

EASTBOURNE

Birmingham's

SONY

HiFi Centre

MAIN DEALER FOR

All the latest hi-fi and audio systems

CENTRAL RADIO LTD
IS Langney Road

Eastbourne

Telephone 21989 / 20139

COMPLETE AUDIO SYTEMSk
LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H.P. AVAILABLE

32 Grove rd.,EASTMIURNE era

No sealed boxes. About 25% of all equipment received by us from makers is found
to be faulty, below standard or damaged
when boxes opened. THIS BACKED BY
"WHICH" STEREO REPORT, APRIL
1970, PAGE 124. All units are therefore
checked by us before being offered for sale.
Good discounts.
12 months' free credit (ask for details).
Full guarantees and after-sales service.

Ken Whittle Limited
788 Stratford Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

WARWICKSHIRE

Hear
ere

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the
FOR BETTER SOUND

REPRODUCTION AND PERSONAL SERVICE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
LOUDSPEAKERS,

DECKS,

33 CITY ARCADE,
COVENTRY Tel: 24632
CONNECTORS,

AMPS, TAPES, LEADS, etc.

Dealer

YORKSHIRE [ continued]

BIRMINGHAM
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STOCKISTS
INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE

Your

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643 0867

(11) Bang & Olufsen
\---/

the first name in Europe for quality and

design

Your Mein Agent

VALLANCES
HEADROW HOUSE,LEEDS 8 ARNDALE HOUSE.

BRADFORD

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
NEVER UNDERSOLD
DEMONSTRATIONS, DELIVERY AND
FIRST CLASS SERVICE

Sole agents for: FISHER, HARMAN
KARDON, AR, RABCO
TANNOY, QUAD, SONY, TRIO, SANSUI,
TEAC, SANYO, REVOX, FERROGRAPH,
SCAN-DYNA, MARANTZ PRICES ON
APPLICATION, HITACHI, RICHARD ALLAN,

ALL LEADING MAKES COLOUR TV:
SABA, SONY, TELEFUNKEN, B &

101 ECCLESALL ROAD
Telephone: 23365

FIELDS

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6
Thursdays 9-12.30
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March)
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

021-692 1359

Tel: 3160 & 3161

WORCESTERSHIRE

STRATFORD

e

If music
be the food
of love
come to:

UPON

AVON

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE

50 SHEEP STREET
STRATFORD-UPONAVON

Tel: 4418

B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

SHEFFIELD'S
MAIN

DEALERS FOR

SONY
All the latest hi-fi and video equipment

Flod

ns 33 Et 35 Charles St,
Tel: 29218/9

YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD

Hi- Fi STUDIO
W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham 22C. 021-373 2645/6.
STEREO AUDIO SYSTEMS FROM £40.95
STEREO HI-FI SYSTEMS FROM £ 100-00
Always in stock: Quad, Leak, Bang & Olufsen, Jordan
Watts, Tandberg, Revox, Ferrograph, Sanyo and other
leading makes.
H. F. D. A.
Members of the High Fidelity Dealers Association.

OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
Approved dealers for:— RICHARD
ALLAN, ARISTON, BUSH ARENA,
CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO,
CONNOISSEUR, HACKER, HITACHI, IMF, KEF,
MORDAUNT SHORT, ONKYO, PIONEER,
QUAD,
REVOX,
SANSU1,
SENNHEISER, SHARP, SONY, SUGDEN, TANNOY, TEAC, TRANSGRIPTORS, TRIO.
DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE. TERMS, CASH DISCOUNTS.
172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY, SHEFFIELD S17 4DR
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J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 54444
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

PERFORMANCE

COMMENT

Power capacity, both channels driven 8ohms for 1% distortion factor, 240 V mains Input
40 Hz-10 kHz ..
Power bandwidth constant input signal level

..

21 W

.. 11 Hz-85 kHz (- 3dB)

Source resistance at 40 Hz and 2W

less than 0.3 ohm

Better than spec.
Very good, signifying good If. performance and
very small rise time
Adequate

Distortion factor 8ohms both channels driven
15 W 10.07%
/0 W
0.07%
1W
0.09%
0.1 W
0.2%

40
40
40
40

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

0.08%
0.04%
0.08%
01%

1kHz
1kHz
1kHz
1kHz

0.08%
0.07%
0.07%
0.15%

10
10
10
10

Low values signify good design. See distortion
oscillogram for full appraisal

kHz
kHz
kHz
kHz

Hum components included at 40 Hz
Input sensitivities for 15 W 8ohms
Aux.•
•
Tuner
..•
•
Tape
..
Mag. PU
Tape mono (47 k) phono socket•
•
DIN socket.
..
•
Mag. PU overload

160 mV
160 mV
160 mV
2mV
185 mV
170 mV

125 mV at 1kHz

Hum and Noise, below 15 W 8ohms
Aux.
Tuner ..
Tape
Mag. PU ..dB
Residual ..
Stereo separation (1kHz mag. PU)

79
79
79
70
80
..

..

Radio breakthrough at mag. PU for 30 dB signal/interference ratio

would have been better had the sockets
reversed positions.
DIN-equipped tape recordists are catered for
by a DIN rear socket carrying recording and
replay circuits.
Access to the preamplifier outputs and the
power amplifier inputs is possible by extracting
a couple of links at the rear, the two sections
then operating independently, though still on
the common power supply. A rear chassis
terminal is present for connecting the ` earth' of
a record playing unit and also a couple of
American fiat-pin power outlets, one switched
with 60 W loading, and the other unswitched
with 200 W loading. A miniature pilot light
over the mains on/off button glows when the
amplifier is under power. The mains cable is
three-core (with an earth circuit) and conforms
to the standard British colour code.
Overall dimensions facilitate table or shelf
mounting, and the general philosophy based on a
small amplifier of moderate power with good
tolerance margins—both mechanical and
electrical—has been well met. The power
amplifiers are quasi-complementary, each with
overload protection based on two transistors.
The general design, in fact, is fairly conventional.
The tested power capacity, referred to 1%
distortion factor, was found to be about 1.2 dB
above the specified rated power over the range
40-10,000 Hz, which is one reason why the
distortion factor at the rated output had such a
low tested value, based on 240 V 50 Hz mains
input. In fact at all frequencies between 40 Hz
and 10 kHz from 15 W down to noise at 8ohms
and with both channels driven together the
distortion factor remained well below 0.1 %.
The distortion residual oscillogram reveals mild
crossover components but bearing in mind that
the residual here corresponds to apower some
68 dB below 10 W at 1kHz, this is not bad by
anyone's reckoning.
Transient stability with squarewaves at half
power into 8ohm resistive loads was perfect,
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

dB
dB
dB

Adequate
Excellent values signifying special attention to
smoothing and preamplifier noise

dB

50 dB

16 mV at 4MHz
100 mV at 82 MHz

but, as to be expected, the normal initial cycle
overshoot occurred with heavily reactive loads.
The LF 8-ohm damping factor measured
about 27 at 2W, which is perfectly acceptable
for most speakers connected by an average run
of cable.
The accompanying curves shows that the
loudness contour at — 30 dB volume control
setting, corresponds reasonably closely to the
curve of equal loudness round the 60-phon
mark. As already noted, this can be switched
off so that the volume control works normally—
the way it should work.
Deviation from RIAA was not more than
+1 dB so there is little point in drawing a
curve to show this. For an amplifier of the
Marantz prestige, though, a more advanced
treble filter might be expected—one with a
greater rate of roll-off, and with two or three
switched frequencies.
The tone control
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Equal to spec. Useful values

Adequate
Reasonable, but Improvement desirable at the
higher radio frequencies

curves are quite respectable, but the ` click'
positions seemed abit unnecessary.
Apart from these minor criticisms, the 1030
is avery pleasant amplifier. It worked without
trouble from all the programme source signals
fed to it, and provided excellent quality drive
for medium and large speaker systems in aroom
of some 2,500 cubic feet. It is not as powerful
as some amplifiers available at asimilar price,
and, if one attempts to drive two pairs of
speakers of low sensitivity together in different
rooms the output may be close to peak clipping
at ahigh setting of the volume control.
Nevertheless, afull 95 dB of pink noise from
a Tannoy Monitor Gold pair in Chatsworth
aperiodic enclosures was obtained before
overload, so the amplifier would suit the vast
majority of moderately-powered hi-fi systems.
The manufacturer's specification is met or
Gordon J. King
exceeded on all counts.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Infinite baffle loudspeaker system.
Power
handling: 20 Watts. Frequency range: 25 Hz25 kHz. Impedance: 8ohms. Units: One 8in.
driver with 1+ in. tweeter. Dimensions: 19} x12 x
7in. Weight: 20 lbs. Manufacturer: Acoustic
Research International, Houghton Regis,
Bedfordshire.

Acousnc
in this

Acoustic Research
AR-6Loudspeaker
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RESEARCH first became known
country about 1958 when their
AR1 speaker arrived. This ushered in the
so-called infinite baille compact speaker design.
They were probably the first people to exploit
the idea of increasing the woofer cone mass so
as to get real bass from a small cabinet. The
AR1 was about two cubic feet overall, and yet
got a resonance of 40Hz, an all-time record.
Moreover, they recovered some of the lost
electroacoustic efficiency (due to the heavy
cone) by fitting a very heavy and powerful
magnet. The `tweeter' was an 8in. unit! They
originated the description `acoustic suspension',
as the air trapped behind the cone was effectively stiffer than the mechanical suspension of the
cone surround.
(
continued overleaf)

Your

Dealer
SCOTLAND

VICTOR
MORRIS

All leading makes including
Trio,Leak,Akai,Garrard,Philips,
Hacker. Sony, Tandberg, Œi O..
Teleton, Wharfdale etc.

We buy, sell and
exchange cameras,
projectors, hi-fi
and recorders

340 ARGYLE STREET,
041-221 8958
88 St.V1NCENT STREET,
041-248 7974
GLASGOW C2.

Your

Dealer

SCOTLAND [
continued]

JOHN MUNRO
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO SPECIALIST
Pick of the world's finest equipment at
rock- bottom cash prices. Nation-wide
mail order service, simply request personal quotation or price list.
26 SEATOWN, LOSSIEMOUTH
Te/.: 2340 (evenings and weekends also)

GLASGOW

Scotland's Leading Tape Recorder, HiFi and Cassette
Recording Experts

G. H. STEELE LTD.
YOUR MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER
Separate demonstration room containing the complete
8 & O range of HiFi and recording equipment
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Quad. B & 0, Goldring,
Garrard, Thorens, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Sansui,
Sonab, Dual, Sanyo, Philips, Sony, Revox, Tandberg,
Ferrograph, Akai, Uher
CREDIT TERMS—PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. 041-332 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

For Hi Fi in
SCOTLAND

JAMES
CO.
INCŒMIR
& CO. LTD.

The best HiFi and Stereo equipment. A comprehensive range of Gramophone Records, Public
Address and Background music systems installed.
Come in and see the range in our spacious new
showroom at:
98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow C.3.
Ter.: 041-332 0988

DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT
SPACE
costs as little as
£.60 per month
for a series of 12 or

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

M & MELECTRONICS LTD.

£8.00 per month
for 6 insertions.

551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.

AUDIO 8, ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

For further details
of full display
advertising rates

EDINBURGH'S HI- Fl SPECIALIST

II
«f

contact:
Robin Wells,
Advertisement Manager

CORNER

HI-FI CORNER EDINBURGH LTD
1 Haddington Place Edinburgh EH7 • 4AE
Telephone 031.556.7901

We

LANARKSHIRE
make sound sense

Sony • 88,0- Dynatron•Sonab
Koss- Sanyo etc.
CASH DISCOUNTS —
—CREDIT TERMS
IRonny Talisman Hi -Fi
211-213 Brandon Street Motherwell MLI IRS
Telephone: 63541
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Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA
tel: 01-686 2599
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Since those days, AR have continued development and have been counted among the
world's leading loudspeaker manufacturers for
some years now. The AR3A is their best
speaker reviewed to date, with the AR2 in
various stages running it aclose second. [And
the LST to be reviewed in due course—Ed.]
Lately they have designed smaller and cheaper
units for the many people who could never
afford the very expensive models. The AR6 is
one of them, and though it has been around for
over a year its price in this country has only
very recently come down to a more realistic
level, since AR started production here.
Like its big brother, it is a closed box of
infinite baffle type, and is driven by an 8in. unit,
with acoustic suspension of course! This
crosses over at 1.5 kHz to a l in. tweeter.
Both cones are of moulded paper, the bass cone
being heavily ribbed (circumferentially) pretty
well all the way from the voice-coil to the
periphery. The surround is a very soft plastic
foam moulding. The tweeter cone has acurved
profile and carries astiff central dome—which
will be the main radiating element at the very
top end. The cabinet is in one piece, and access
to the interior is possible only through the
speaker cut-outs. After mounting, all possible
air leaks are sealed with ablack putty generously
applied. This prevents any air-leak noise,
which is of course, distortion, and liable to be
audible too as it will contain higher frequency
components than the initiating frequency.
As everything else is sprayed matt black, the
decor fabric is a simple layer of beige folkweave and does not need any black backing to
prevent ' the works' being seen in certain lights.
Also like its big brother, the AR6 has three
terminals and a preset potentiometer recessed
into the rear panel. Terminals One and Two
are connected to the amplifier and a link between terminals Two and Three connects the
tweeter. This can thus be disconnected if one
wants to use adifferent tweeter or merely wants
awoofer to boost the efforts of another speaker
nearby. The control varies the tweeter output,
right down to zero, and a white dot indicates
AR's own choice of correct balance. Also stuck
on the rear panel are the operating instructions,
among which is the recommendation that the
speaker be positioned three to four feet above
the floor. (The reviewer did remember to look
on the back this time, instead of finding it out
by experiment as with the AR3A two years
ago!)
This then is a fairly conventional design,
apart from the extra tweeter flexibility, carried
out with above average attention to detail.
On test, the first requirement was to turn the
treble controls right up to maximum, after
which the balance was acceptable. This is a
point of some discussion and argument. Messrs
Acoustic Research, after much measurement,
subjective tests, and thought, have in their
wisdom thought it desirable to reduce somewhat
the output above 1j-2 kHz to offset the all-toocommon boost in this region on many discs
made with rather close microphone techniques.
Iusually prefer to use the amplifier controls for
this and be able to enjoy a flat loudspeaker
response with better signals—radio for instance.
On rapid switchover from atop-line monitor
loudspeaker, the sound was quite different, not
so clear, but by no means unpleasant or even
bordering on the unreal. There was clearly
coloration, but it was of the innocuous type as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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evinced by the fact that even an hour of continuous listening produced no fatigue—or sense
of relief when switching to another better
speaker. This is areal test of house-worthiness.
Testing with pink-noise produced a cardboardy' sound not heard so often nowadays
with our various plastic cone materials. It was
obviously awell-damped effect, as it was never
recognised during awide variety of music and
speech. Speech, though different from that
from the better speaker, was equally realistic
for all voices. Extreme bass behaviour was
excellent, showing a carefully designed and
adjusted woofer, thus bass lift (only moderate
lift needed) gave full performance with very
little frequency doubling right down to 30 Hz,
at impressive levels if necessary.
This review has been rather more questioning than usual, but this is deliberate for two

I
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reasons. Firstly, it is a cheaper and simpler
design from ahouse of repute, and secondly, the
undoubted coloration raised temporary doubts.
So it may be as well to listen carefully before
buying. However, further investigation and

Letters on technical matters, preferably concise, are welcomed.
If not for publication, they should be clearly marked.

last August (p. 1429) of a
letter of mine generated a fair amount of
correspondence, specifically on cheap ways of
decoding RM.
RM decoders, such as the Sansui QS, tend to
be complex and expensive, mainly due to the
use of phase-shift and wobble' circuitry. It is,
however, possible to get reasonable results from
simple, passive, decoders. Fig. 1shows such a
unit. The values of the two resistors are
arranged to produce signals of L+ AR,
R + 31,L — AR, R— AL, where à = ( V2-1).
Fig. 2 (a, b) shows the phase relationship in
the decoder, and the result of reproducing aQS
recorded signal. The 90° phase-shifts up the
sides do not seem to matter unless an instrument
has been pan-potted to L or R centre, which is
bad practice, anyway. On well balanced
recordings one doesn't notice the effect much.
It must be noted that in Fig. 1the rear speakers
are connected out of phase.
The results that this decoder gives are far less
ambiguous than SQ (even the 60-40 variant)
and are much superior to any system (even QS)
using logic circuitry for directional exaggeration.
A demonstration of 60-40 SQ with logic I
recently attended had Barbra Streisand
wandering all over the room in amost alarming
manner. The rear channels also appeared to be
180° out of phase—not conducive to stable
images either.
S. HUTTON,
29 Stanhope Road, Stockton-on-Tees,
Teeside TS18 4LS.

-,..„...
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Simple R1VI Decoder • Cambridge Volume Control
Simple RM Decoder
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front-end was redesigned over ayear ago. Since
September 1971 all amplifiers manufactured
have been fitted with the improved front-end
which, in addition to having an excellent volume
control law on all inputs, has anumber of other
advantages.
The problem faced, when designing a shunt
feedback gain controlled front-end, is to cope
with both high level inputs (
e.g. radio tuner
250 mV) as well as low level inputs (
e.g.
magnetic cartridge 2mV) whilst• maintaining
correct input resistances. The shunt feedback
first stage may be represented in the operational
amplifier form shown in fig. 1. In order to
achieve the same output voltage from this stage
when switching from ahigh level to alow level
input again increase of around 20 times must
be made. This may be achieved either by

2K

5K

10K

20K

longer than usual continuous listening has
removed all this reviewer's fears. It is aspeaker
that one can live with indefinitely and it does
deserve to carry the AR badge!
Ralph West

attenuating the high level input by this factor
prior to amplification, or by increasing the gain
control feedback resistor. The former is
undesirable from noise considerations
no
attenuation before amplification'); the latter
implies having two volume control potentiometers switched by the selector switch, and this
is expensive. The compromise used in the early
amplifier was to add ashunting resistor across
the volume control potentiometer whenever a
high level input was selected. This resistor had
avalue of 1/20 of that of the volume control.
By choosing a 2% log-law potentiometer, a
reasonable but not ideal compromise on volume
control law was achieved. More important,
though, was the fact that the input overload
capability of this arrangement was an incredible
60 dB above the rated input. Most design is an
act of compromise, and in this case we had
sacrificed alittle in terms of volume control law
to gain alot in terms of overload capability.
We embarked on the redesign exercise in
response to mild criticism of the volume control
law, but especially due to the increasing
difficulties in obtaining accurately matched 2 %
log-law dual concentric potentiometers. Good

FIG.1
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FIG. 2
The Cambridge Volume Control
READING YOUR excellent review of the
Ferrograph Dolby Series 7 722/HD tape
recorder in the November issue, I noted a
reference to the shunt feedback volume control
arrangement used by Cambridge Audio in the
P50 and P100 amplifiers. Whilst it is true to say
that in the P40 amplifier and early P50 amplifiers
the volume control law was less than ideal, this
shortcoming was corrected when the amplifier
ON
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(b) PHASE RESULTANT ( ENCODE/DECODE)

one way
or the others..

It would be hard to beat the superb technical quality and value for money of the TRIO KA2000A
stereo amplifier. To support this statement, we can only refer you to the test report in " Hi -Fi Sound"
magazine which says all that needs to be said: "
For almost all the specification items the performance was better than quoted and in no case worse. Ican only suggest what Isaid earlier — if the
KA2000A suits both your pocket and your requirements, go out and buy it. For the price it is an
excellent amplifier." Where indeed can you better such quality for under £ 40.00! So one way or
the other you have to see and hear the KA2000A then we're certain you will agree with us.
To complete a perfect budget stereo system offering real high fidelity performance the model
Kri 000A, matching AM/FM stereo tuner, is also available.
To see and hear all about TRIO from the people who know, visit your local franchised TRIO dealer —
there are now over 350 throughout Great Britain, the Republic of Ireland and the Channel
_Isles.

PrIR.I40

TRtO KA2000A Stereo itroolitiè?#9 ,00

Exclus-ive United Kingdom distributors B H. Morris and Co ( Radio) L cl
3t-98 Nelson Street, London El 2DY. Telephiane 01-79)5011
TRIO equipment is available in the U.S.A. and other parts of the world
under the Kenwood brand name.

TRIO KT1000A Stereo AM/FM Tuner £ 57 50

matching is most important in order to achieve
accurate stereo balance over the whole volume
control range. A block diagram of the new
arrangement is shown in fig. 2. Two major
differences between this and the earlier version
are evident. Since the low level input is now
buffered by aunity gain stage, the input resistor
to the shunt feedback gain control stage can be
lowered in order to provide the high gain
required for the low level input. The volume
control potentiometer is now alinear type and
operates over two stages. It acts as the gain
determining feedback resistor of the first
amplifier and as the input resistor of the second
amplifier. This produces an approximately
logarithmic volume control law which can be
modified, if required, by adjustment of Rt. If
Rt is zero we have apurely linear law, if Rt is
removed altogether the law is very ' sharp'
indeed. In practice, we have found the most
pleasing results with RS, Rt and Rs in the ratios
of about 16 : 7 : 1. Dual concentric linear
potentiometers can be made with a very high
degree of matching and consequently we now
find no problem in maintaining accurate stereo
balance over the whole volume control range.
The input overload capability of this arrangement is marginally less than in the earlier design
but nevertheless achieves at least 50 dB at less
than 0-05 % THD for the magnetic input. An
unexpected benefit from this change is an
improvement in the front-end noise performance. The short-circuit noise figure was found
to be about the same as for the earlier version
but, subjectively, was improved by around
3dB. This is due to changes to the noise power
spectrum provided by the better noise matching
achieved with the low level input, a large
proportion of noise power appearing at the less
disagreeable low frequency end of the spectrum.
This is borne out by measurements using CCIR
weighting.
Reference has been made to the use of a
series feedback volume control which is the
arrangement shown in fig. 3. This has not been
adopted due to the impossibility of reducing the
amplifier gain to near zero, as can be done with
the shunt feedback configuration. The gain of
the series feedback stage is 1 + (Rf/Rg) and
thus the lowest gain obtainable is unity i.e.
when Rf = 0.
If any reader would like further detailed

information on the Cambridge Audio front-end
design, we have available ashort technical note,
which we will be pleased to send to any who
care to write.

third-order intermodulation), then you will need
an attenuator. Aerialite Aerials Ltd., Cheshire,
make plug-in versions of various values.

examined by 'Crossover'

MODIFYING 'TROUGHLINE' TUNER

for details of how to write to ' Crossover' please refer to page 285.
DIPOLE DIMENSIONS

Dear Sir, I have recently bought a Rogers
Ravensbrook tuner and I receive a very
strong signal from Holme Moss via an aerial
consisting of about 4ft. of lighting flex. However, distortion is apparent, particularly on
stereo broadcasts. I plan to convert an old
Band 1type TV aerial, which is lashed to the
chimney stack of my house, to act as adipole,
using the existing co-axial cable as feeder.
The problem is that Idon't know how long
to cut the dipole. Ihave aformula in abook,
which gives the length of dipole required, if the
broadcast frequency is known. My tuner
range extends from 88 to 108 MHz, but do I
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

make the dipole suit the lowest frequency on
the dial or the highest?
Ican now get adequate volume on less than
aquarter movement of the volume control, and
it seems to me that if Ihave an efficient aerial
I may overload the tuner. I live about ten
miles from Holme Moss with line-of-sight and
no obstructions. Any comments?
E. K., Lees, Oldham, OM SAS.
Cut the dipole to the geometric mean of the
band. In actual fact, this is not unduly critical
and alength of 5ft. is usually all right.
If the tuner overloads on the strong signals,
resulting in spurious responses and possibly
interference on Radio 3 (' burbles' due to
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I. H. QUAYLE

Chief Engineer, Cambridge Audio Ltd.
The River Mill, St. Ives,
Huntingdon PE17 4EP.
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Dear Sir, Ihave a Leak Troughline 2 tuner
feeding into the Quad 33/303 amplifier. At the
recent Audio Fair, Iwas told that conversion
of the Troughline 3 unit to stereo involves
modifying the bandwidth, which has to be
undertaken at the factory. However, it seems
Leak are not willing to accept the model 2for
this conversion, as the power supplies differ
from the 3, although the basic circuit is the
same.
Ihave recently seen astereo decoder, based
on a Motorola IC using the ' phase-lock loop'
principle, but am wondering what standard of
performance I could expect if such a DIY
decoder were connected to the multiplex socket
on the tuner. Having always had good
quality mono reception on my Troughline 2
model, Iam wondering if a stereo conversion
17

PEP 79

New 1
electrostatic neaapnones
From superex

the low distortion, wide
The new
r
ange,
Superex
transparent
PEP 79
sound
offersof

electrostatic headphones at an unusually low
price. The PEP 79 is supplied complete with
its control box and is self- energising — no
connection to AC mains is required.
The specification of the PEP 79 includes afrequency
response ± 2dB from 15 Hz to 18,000 Hz, and the
weight on your head is only 12 ounces. Afifteen
foot coil cord is provided.

39.90

The PEP 79 is one of arange of ten
Superex headphones now available in the U. K.
at prices from £ 9.90 to £ 56. Write for more
information and the name of your nearest
"Superex" dealer.

Superex Stereophones
TELEDYNE AUDIO PRODUCTS High Street, Houghton Regis, BeclsL
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is bound to mean inferior results to, say, a
currently manufactured unit, such as the
QUAD FM3. Would you advise putting the
cost of conversion towards the price of a new
tuner?
J. E., Basingstoke, Hants.
Frankly, my preference would be towards
putting the conversion cost into the price of a
replacement stereo tuner. Since the advent of
the Troughline 2 there have been significant
advances in the art of tuner design, stemming
from semiconductor and ceramic filter development and the results on stereo with a decoder
could prove disappointing. You would almost
certainly have to have the phase/bandwidth
characteristic of the IF channel optimised
anyway.
However, if you decide to try conversion I
would suggest the use of the phase-locked loop
decoder available from Tolliday-George-Ellam
Ltd, 37 City Rd, Cambridge CB1 1DP. This has
its own power supply and would appear to be
fairly easy to install. Cost of decoder is £ 15.
EARTH LOOP PROBLEM

Dear Sir, Your advice would be appreciated
on my hum problem. My deck/amplifier/
speakers function perfectly well by themselves,
but after connecting my tape deck to the
amplifier, switched to PU input, there is a
hum on the left channel only. This appears as
soon as the tape deck is plugged into the
mains, whether it is switched on or off, but
the hum disappears on unplugging. It disappears, too, if the amplifier is switched to
tuner or tape inputs.
There are two input and two output leads
joining tape deck and amplifier, and this hum
remains as long as any one or more of these
leads in in place.
R. I. P., Bristol.
It seems clear that the connection of your
tape machine is producing an earth loop. This
indicates double earthing somewhere, and you
will have to seek the place by aprocess of elimination and/or examination.
The tape unit should not be separately earthed;
this is accomplished by means of the interconnecting leads, and if it is earthed again, e.g. at the
mains, this could be the cause of the hum. What
happens if you disconnect the PU leads with the
amplifier on PU and the recorder connected?
How is the turntable and PU earthed? Nothing
should be earthed except to the amplifier, which
itself is earthed either externally or to the mains
third pin.
If these suggestions don't lead you to the
answer, a careful examination of the wiring is
indicated in conjunction with the relevant instruction books, and with the help, if necessary,
of acompetent hi-fi service man.
CAUSES OF DISTORTION

Dear Sir, With my Armstrong amplifier,
recently checked and found to be okay, Iam
getting distortion at anything above low volume.
Ihave two Goodmans Maxim speakers and
am wondering whether such small speakers are
adequate. I have a Thorens turntable and
Transciptors Fluid pickup arm, fitted with
Ortofon cartridge. Is tracking weight critical
and will increase in force help or hinder the
tendency to distort?
G. S., Preston, Lancs.
The number of possible causes of this distortion is legion, but the least likely cause is the
Maxim loudspeakers, unless it appears in one
channel only and moves when the speaker is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

changed. The most likely cause is the pickup.
Have you examined the stylus to see if it is clean ?
If so, Iwould be inclined to return the cartridge
to Metrosound, with an explanation, and, when
it is returned, set it up very carefully with
respect to alignment, using a protractor
(Howland- West 50p), and for tracking weight
and bias. Remember that all pickups give their
best at or about the makers' recommended
maximum pressure, and that the calibrations on
pickup arms are not always accurate. Use a
pickup gauge, such as Connoisseur, Goldring,
Metrosound or Shure.
If these suggestions fail to cure the trouble,
your amplifier should be checked by the makers.
TAPE RECORDER SPEEDS

Dear Sir, Until recently I owned a Philips
mono 4-track tape recorder and on playing my
tapes previously recorded on it at
ips on my
newly purchased Akai X-200 unit, Idiscovered
to my chagrin, as Ihave sold the first machine,
that the speed of the Philips must have been
slightly fast. By this Imean that when my old
tapes were played on the Akai unit, all earlier
tapes are slow.
Can you help me, or any reader able to
advise me, where Imight hire or borrow atape
deck/recorder or playback tape unit of reasonable fidelity, with adjustable speed, so that I
may re-record my tapes?
R. E. W. T., Surrey, GR2 ODU.

n

Yours is not the first letter we have had on the
relative speeds of tape recorders, and the
problems of interchangeability.
One such
difficulty was solved when it was suggested that
the original machine was set to operate at
60 Hz as this user had lived in the USA. Again,
if you can find someone owning the now discontinued Reflectograph tape recorder (which
had variable speed facility) through your local
tape club, or via an advertisement in the audio
magazines, your problem could be overcome.
Another approach is to remake your tapes at
the right pitch using, for instance, the Sony
TC800 recorder, as this has a servo-controlled
DC motor, which can be remotely controlled by
voltage variation to give you the speed limits well
beyond the change you require.
FM STATION BREAKTHROUGH IN NY

You might be able to discriminate against the
strong signal by employing a directional aerial
oriented to give least output from the powerful
station. Alternately, you may have to employ
an aerial filter tuner to reject, or significantly
attenuate, the interfering signal. The Bovill
filter referred to in THE PRACTICAL AERIAL
HANDBOOK, by Gordon J. King (pub. NewnesButterworth, 88 Kingsway, London WC2) could
well be adapted to solve the trouble.
TV ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS

Dear Sir, Your article (April 1972) on 'Better
Sound for Television' by Alan Reekie interested me greatly. On page 661 you printed a
circuit for taking an output from a TV set
volume control and, by means of an emitter
follower, feeding the signal into a hi-fi
amplifier.
However, try as Ihave in several shops, I
cannot obtain an AF isolation transformer
having an impedance of 5k ohms. Can you tell
me where Imight get such a component or
whether some other form of isolation is
possible?
J. C., Harrow Weakd, Middlesex.
It is not easily possible to secure isolation by
means other than a trasformer—capacitators
tend to introduce hum owing to the impedance at
50 Hz.
The actual impedance reflected to the emitterfollower is afunction of the turns-ratio and the
load across the secondary. If the load is, say,
100 k, corresponding to the tuner or auxilary
input of an amplifier, then to reflect 5k across
the emitter-follower the turns ratio will need to
be about 4.5 : 1. Inter-stage coupling transformers designed for audio coupling applications
are available from radio component suppliers,
and one of these might well be suitable provided
the turns ratio is near the requirement, and the
isolation up to standard.
FM TUNER CHECKS

Dear Sir, We do not yet have stereo radio in
this area, but live in hope and keep writing to
the BBC. My son, who lives in York, has a
Harman-Kardon 930 and two Tannoy Autograph speakers, and with this combination I
was thrilled to hear some Prom concerts this
season. Iborrowed this system and managed
only once to receive some stereo transmissions
from Norway and again, for ashort while only,
from Holme Moss. Iam waiting for Pontop
Pike to go stereo. In meantime, I'd like to
check that my tuner—a Leak Troughline—is
not misaligned.
J. C., Gateshead, 10.

Dear Sir, Iown aLeak Stereofetic tuner, fed
from an outside antenna. My home is situated
about 40-50 miles from New York. When
receiving a NY station WQXR, Ifind that a
local station, sited about five miles away, is
Tuner misalignment symptoms are many and
heard in the background. It is, of course,
diverse. The simplest to test without instruments
heard loudly when properly tuned in along the
is scale calibration relative, say, to your local
dial.
FM group or other stations on the band of known
Although the sound is heard only as aquiet
frequency. If possible check at the top and
background, its intrusion is annoying, as
bottom ends of the band.
WQXR is a classical station—regrettably one
Lack of IF bandwidth will encourage harmonic
of the very few worth listening to here. I distortion at high modulation levels, while
thought this phenomenon was not supposed to
excessive bandwidth, possibly due to IF channel
occur on FM stations? Can you suggest a misalignment, will cause interference on a
remedy?
J. A. C., Connecticut, USA.
wanted station which is close to another station
There is an ' overload' threshold of any tuner
of the same or greater power. On stereo this
beyond which point apowerful station will break
effect can also cause ' birdies' interference.
into—or intermodulate with—a weaker station
Some idea of response symmetry can be
on adifferent frequency. Your letter appears to
gleaned by very slowly tuning over alocal station
indicate that the unwanted station is very much
noting the build-up on approaching the channel
stronger than the wanted one, so strong in fact
and the fall-off as the channel is passed. The two
that it is causing overload non-linearity of the
effects should match over a given frequency
RF amplifier.
either side of the correct tuning point.
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SENSE

from Thomas Heinitz
In my previous dissertation on the subject
of Sound Sense, I dealt mainly with the
topic of loudspeakers. This time I want
to pay special attention to the central link
in the reproduction chain, the amplifier,
but first I must stress yet again that the
loudspeaker, though functionally the
final link in this particular chain, is
without doubt the first in importance—
partly because it communicates directly
with our ears, but more specifically because the kind of near- perfection which
comes so easily to most modern amplifiers and almost as easily to the
better pick-ups so far remains obstinately
outside the reach of even the most
imaginative and resourceful speaker
designers.
With amplifiers a near-perfect performance has been areality for something
like a quarter of a century, though the
methods of achieving this have, of course,
changed significantly since Harold Leak
first launched his famous Point One
amplifier shortly after World War II.
Nowadays, there is such aproliferation of
splendid-sounding amplifiers that the
layman tends to be bewildered by the
conflicting claims made on behalf of all
the different models. If you want to spend
£100 or even £200 on an amplifier capable
of filling a dance-hall, one whose refined
supersonic performance will delight all
the bats in your belfry and whose
complex controls would make the pilot of
a jet-plane feel thoroughly at home, we
shall be glad to suggest several models

Hi Fi News & Record Review Annual '73
-on sale now!
Theory and developments in quadraphony.
Intuitive understanding of audio equipment.
The history and basis of the scale system in
western music. Instruments and their
acoustical behaviour. Comparing equipment
on an A/B basis. Classical Record Cataloguerevised and updated.
Plus- Reprints of all equipment reviews
from Hi-Fi News and Record Review December
'71 to October ' 72.
45p. At your bookstall. Or post-free from
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

which should keep you happy for quite a
while.
However, if you want an amplifier with
more than adequate output for domestic
listening, whose performance will do
justice to the very best speakers, whose
controls fulfil all necessary functions and
which is, moreover, superior in terms of
reliability to most of the top-price models
Isuggest you visit our studio and listen to
the Trio KA2000A (£39-00) and the
Sansui AU101 (£47.58) with loudspeakers such as the Spendor Bd1
Monitors
or
the
KEF
Concertos,
comparing the result with that obtainable
from amplifiers costing twice or three
times as much. I think that you will be
astonished by what you hear, and by the
no less impressive performance of several
splendid Sansui and Trio tuner/amplifiers
in the £90 to £ 120 price- range.
There is, of course, avery wide range of
carefully selected equipment to be seen
and heard at our studio, where we also
now specialise in stereo installations for
your motorcars, and our LIVE RECORD
REVIEW programme each Saturday
afternoon, from 2 to 4.30, provides a
delightful
opportunity
for
extended
listening to the finest new recordings on
first-rate equipment in a relaxed and
informal atmosphere. Let us send you
details of our Budget Stereo range and
other systems, as well as our generous
and popular Record Discount Scheme to
which you become entitled as soon as you
have purchased equipment from us.

Our kind of sound makes musical and economic sense!

Thomas Heinitz

MUSIC IN THE HOME

(HFDA Member)
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2 TEL: 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.

MANCHESTER

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd
RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT
GREATLY EXPANDED NEW PREMISES AT

42 KING STREET WEST
MANCHESTER 3
C6I-834 2178
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH - ALPHA - ARISTON - B & W
CONNOISSEUR - DUAL - EMPIRE - FERROGRAPH
GARRARD GOLDRING HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI KEF - LEAK MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER - QUAD - SCAN DYNA - SHURE - SME
J. E. SUGDEN - TANDBERG - TDK - TEAC - THORENS
- TRIO - UHER - WHARFEDALE.

ALink House Publication

Extensive Record Departments covering every type of music.
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The
prqemional
build•up
Super Sarabande

Leads to Richard Allan
for a complete service
in the field of High
Fidelity loudspeakers.
A full range of ready to
use enclosures ranging
in size from the very
compact Minette
through to the floorstanding Pavane and the
even larger Super
Sarabande- each
offering a superb
standard of reproduction
,at reasonable cost truly excellent value for
money.

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

on tape and cassettes

Brand New, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturers pack. Send cash with
order. * Items asterisked only 3600'. (
Scotch on NAB meta/ reel.)
MAIL-ORDER ONLY
LONG PLAY
5"
900'
51"
1200'
7"
1800'
8;" 2400'
10+" 4200'
DOUBLE PLAY
5"
1200'
5f"
1800'
7"
2400'
TRIPLE PLAY
5"
1800'
5r 2400'
7"
3600'
COMPACT
CASSETTES
C60
C90
Cl 20

PHILIPS
Low Noise
p
0.89
1.14
1.59

BASF
Low Noise
£p
1-19
1-34
1-94

SCOTCH
Dynarange
£p
1.04
1.29
1.80
249
*3.94

AGFA
Low Noise
p
0.99
1.24
1-79

1.34
1.94
2.39

1-44
1.94
2.59

1.24
1.79
2.25

*3.74
I.19
1.74
2.49

3.80

1.79
2.19
3.20

1-94
2.39
2.99
PHILIPS
£p
0.40
0-59
0.84

BASF
CrCI
p
0.85
1.19
1.39

BASF
p
042
0-59
0.85

SCOTCH
£p
0-39
0.50
0.74

TDK
(S.D.)
p
0.67
099
1.26

AGFA
£p
0-35
0-49
0.60

POST & PACKING-TAPES 15p per order, 3 or more POST FREE
-CASSETTES 10p per order, 6 or more POST FREE

NEW SOLENT 838
3-way system with 8"
drive unit and 2tweeters
handling 20 watts. Response:
35-20,000 Hz.
Size 21" X 10" X 9" ( approx.) Imp. 8 ohms. Teak
finish.
only £ 12.50 each
CARR. 50p each

SOLENT 138
A bulk purchase of this acclaimed bookshelf speaker.
Size: 16" X 10" X8".
Power handling: 10 watts
Response: 40-20,000 Hz.
Imp. 8ohms. Teak finish.
only £ 3.50 each
CARR. 50p each

GUARANTEED 2 YEARS & SENT ON 7 DAYS PAID APPROVAL

HI-FI BARGAINS- CARRIAGE & INSURANCE FREE
BRAND NEW, WITH FULL GUARANTEE, MAIL ORDER ONLY
AMPLIFIERS Our Price
Eagle AA6 .. £46-95
Ferro F307/11/W .. £48.95
Leak Delta 30 .. £46.40
Leak Delta 70 .. £56.40
Metro ST2OE £24-85
Metro ST6OE .. £45.95
Philips RH590 .. £39.95
Philips RH521 £78-95
RogersR/brook (Tk) £41-95

Pavane

A range of speaker kits
and cabinet kits are
available
the home
constructor, along with
afull range of drive
units. A Technical
Advisory Service is
available to assist with
specific problems.

Flamenco

gick.1,411.
Full details from:

Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton,
Yorkshire BD19 4AZ. Telephone: Sales - Cleckheaton 2442.
Technical - Bradford 683027

Details of cabinet kits from:
Cases ( Halifax) Ltd., Wellington Street South, Halifax,
Yorkshire HX1 2LU.

TUNERS
Leak Delta FM .. £57.95
Leak Delta AM/FM £66-40
Metro FMS20 £39.95
Philips RH690 £31.95
Rogers R'b rook (Tk) £38.50
Teleton GT202 .. £ 34-95
TUNER-AMPLIFIERS
Good. Mod. 80 .. £69-95
Good. One Ten .. £ 104.95
Leak Delta 75 .. £ 124.50
Philips RH702 £74.95
Teleton F2I00 £31-95
TURNTABLES
Thorens
TD 150AB II & C £41.50
TD 125 11
£60.50
TD 125AB II 8i C £98.90
TD 160C .. £56.50
Connoisseur
BD2/SAU2/P & C £32-95
BD1 Kit ..
E10.50
Goldring
GL 75 P & C
£39.95
GL 85 P & C
£62.00

Our Price
TAPE- RECORDERS
£38-95 Akai
£59-50
£53.95 CS35D
172IL
£73.95
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
X1810D £ 168-95
(Priced in Pairs)
GXI900D .. £ 176-95
Celestion
4000DS
03.95
County .. £36.95
GXC40
£82.95
Ditton 120 .. £38.95
GXC4OD
£70-95
Ditton 15
£53.50
GXC46D £ 103.50
Ditton 44 .. £73-50
CR8I
£80.95
Ditton 25
£87-25
CR8 ID
£65.95
Ditton 66 .. £ 139-00
CR81T
£ 114.95
KEF
Ferrograph
Cantor ..
P.O.A.
£169.95
704/702
Chorale ..
P.O.A.
713
.. £ 159-95
Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
724/722
.. £ 195.00
Concerto ..
P.O.A.
Dolby
P.O.A.
Philips
Philips
RH 412 ..
£28.50
.. £ 35.95
RH 402 ..
£35.50 N4307
.. £41-75
RH 405 ..
£57.00 N4308
.. £86.95
RH 407 ..
£81.50 N44I4
N4-416
.. £ 103-95
Wharfedale
.. £ 144.95
N44I 8
Denton 2 .. £31-00 N4450
.. £208-00
Linton 2 .. £38.90
Philips
GA 308/G P400
GA 2I
2/GP400

Our Price

KEF Chassis Speakers
T27
£4.10
T15
£4.95
B110 .. £6.95
B200 .. £7.70
B139 .. £9.95
KK2 kit • • .. £ 18.95
KK3 kit • • .. £27.95

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE9S
Akai ASE20
Akai ASE22
AKG K60
Pioneer SE30
Sansui SS2
Sennheiser HD414

£4.95
£6.75
£7.95
£9.95
£8.75
£6.95
£9.50

CARTRIDGES & REPLACEMENT DIAMOND STYLUS
Sent Post Free- Mail Order only
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 (.7 MIL or L/C)
GOLDRING G850
GOLDRING G800
GOLDRING G800H
GOLDRING G800E
ORBIT NM22
SHURE M3DM
SHURE M44-7
SHURE M55- E
SHURE M75-6
SHURE M91-ED
SHURE M75-E.1
SHURE M75- ED
SHURE V15 II ..

Cartridge
Cartridge
List Price
Our Price
£6.35
£160
£6.10
£3.50
£12-21
£4.65
£10.00 £4.65
£17-67 £8.95
£4.75 £175
£5.95
£3.90
£7.70
£4.95
£9-45 £5.95
£13.25 £5.60
£18.50 £9-95
£15.00 £9.10
£18.50
£11.95
£38.40
f25.90

HARROW AUDIO (Dept
18 HIGHCLERE DRIVE.
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.HERTS.
Tel

Stylus
Our Price
£2.515
£2.75
£2-75
£2.95
£7.30
£ 175
£2-40
£4.10
£5-35
£515
£8-25
£5-95
£111-25
El 1-90
HEN2

W
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MANY ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION
SELECTED FOR PRICE AND
PERFORMANCE.
EASY CREDIT TERMS
FOR CALLERS.
CADENZA
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

CONCERTO

TYPE 100/200

FREE!
WITH EVERY
STEREO SYSTEM

e All

necessary leads and
connectors.

PLUS FREE BONUS BIB
RECORD CARE KIT ( VALUE
£2-49) WITH EVERY COMPLETE SYSTEM.
(see facing page)

SELECT SPEAKER SYSTEMS TO SUIT YOUR SIZE, PRICE AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Recommended BUDGET RANGE Shelf Standing
CODA.

TYPE 6. 6 watt twin cone system. Size: 16"x 9-}"X 61.

KEF RANGE
Floor
15 watt Bookshelf

CELESTION RANGE
COUNTY. 25 watt Shelf or
DITTON 44. 20 watt Floor Standing

CHORALE. 20 watt Shelf or Floor
WHARFEDALE RANGE
CADENZA. 25 watt Floor Standing
DENTON 2. 18 watt
"Bookshelf
.
CONCERTO. 25 watt Floor Standing
TYPE 200. 20 watt bass plus two tweeters. Size 21.1" X 121"X 10
LINTON 2. 20 watt Bookshelf
TYPE 8. 8 watt bass plus twin tweeters. Size: 17,1"X 10" X7I".

TYPE 100.

10 watts bass plus tweeter. Size:

17x I
yx8.

*
SYSTEMS SUPPLIED WITH McDONALD MP60(HL) TURNTABLE WIRED INTO
PLINTH WITH COVER AND GOLDRING G800 SERIES CARTRIDGE. ALTERNATIVE
TO MP60 ADD £6•00 FOR McDONALD HT70 OR ADD £. 75 FOR GARRARD AP76 AS
REQUIRED. ALL SYSTEMS £2 EXTRA FOR CARRIAGE AND PACKING.

* SYSTEMS SUPPLIED WITH McDONALD
HT70 TURNTABLE WIRED INTO PLINTH
WITH COVER AND GOLDRING G800
SERIES CARTRIDGE.

TELETON 206B or 307 8+8 watts Stereo Amplifier
with Type 8 Speakers .. .. System Al
£59-95
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System A3
£71.75
with Type 200 Speakers .. System A4A
£71.25
PIONEER SA500A 12+12 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System C 11
£81-50
with Type 200 Speakers .. System C I2A
£84.95
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System CI 3
£87.95
SINCLAIR 2000 10+10 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Type 100 Speakers .. System GI
£59.40
with Type 200 Speakers .. System G3A
£74.45
with Celestion County Speakers System G44
£76-40
(or with Sinclair 3000 17+17 watt, Add £6-50)
NIKKO TRM300 12+12 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System H2
£82.75
with Type 200 Speakers .. System H22
£86.25
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System H3
£89-20
SANSUI AUI01 18+18 watt Stereo Amplifier
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System M11
£89-95
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System MS
£108.50
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System M66
£122.25
ARMSTRONG 521 25+25 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Type 200 Speakers .. System NIO
£97-95
with Celestion County Speakers System N2I
£99.95
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System N5
£117.95
LUX 707 17+17 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Type 200 Speakers .. System W 10 £106-95
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System WI I £109-95
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System W51
£126-95
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System W7I
£139.95
TELETON GA202 15+15 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System XI
£78.75
with Type 200 Speakers .. System X3 IA
£82.25
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System X2
£85.20
NIKKO TRM400 16+16 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System T1
£91.75
with Celestion County Speakers System T31
£97-20
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System T6I
£114.76
ROTEL RX154A 2x20 W stereo or 4X 10 W
Quadraphonic
with Type 200 Speakers .. System 88100 £151-75
with County Speakers .. System BB300 £154.40
with Chorale Speakers .. System BB400 £171.95

ALTERNATIVE TO HT70 ADD £3•75 FOR
GARRARD AP76 OR ADD EIO.70 FOR
GOLDRING GL75 ( HL) AS REQUIRED.
ALL SYSTEMS £2 EXTRA FOR CARRIAGE
AND PACKING.

with FOUR Type 100 Speakers
for 4-channel .. System BB600 £156.45
ROTEL RA3I0 15+15 watt Stereo Amplifier
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System B11
£89.20
with Celestion County Speakers System 833
£89.45
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System 85
£107.90
ROTEL RA2I0 8+8 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Type 6 Speakers .. .. System FO
£59.00
with Type 8or Type 100 Spkrs
System FIA
£61-45
with Type 200 Speui.ers .. System FF3 I
A £76.50
HW. DA.I000 10+10 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Type 8or Type 100 Spkrs
System R100
£513.20
with Type 200 Speakers .. System R102
£73.25
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System R104
£76.20
ROTEL RXI50A 8+8 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Med. wave and stereo FM radio
with Type 100 or Type 8Spkrs
System ES IA
£89.95
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System EE2
£101.95
with Type 200 Speakers .. System EE3 IA £104-95
with Celestion County Speakers System EE51
£107-40
TELETON TSF55 15+15 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Med. wave and stereo TM radio
with Denton 2 Speakers .. System LI 1
£118-90
with Type 200 Speakers .. System LI IA £122.40
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System L12
£125.35
with Goodmans Mezzo III Spkrs System L14A £136.30
SANSUI 210 10+10 watt Stereo Amplifier with Med.
wave and stereo FM radio
with Type 200 Speakers .. System HHIO £125.95
with Linton 2 Speakers .. System HH2 £128.95
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System HH5
£145.95
ROTEL RX200A 10+10 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Meek wave and stereo TM radio
with Type 8or Type 100 Spkrs
System KO
£105.95
with Type 200 Speakers .. System K2
£120.95
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System K22
£122.00
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System K66
£140.00
GOODMANS MODULE 80 35+35 watt Stereo
Amplifier with Stereo FM Radio
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System DI I £ 125-40
with Goodmans Mezzo IS Spkrs System D4
£137.50
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System DS
£143.50
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System D7
£156.90

DE- LUXE STEREO SYSTEMS
ROTEL RX600A 30+30 watt Stereo Amplifier with
MW and FM radio. Goldring GL75(HL) turntable
built into plinth with cover and Goldring G800E
cartridge ( RX600A has facility for 4-channel output)
with Goodmans Mezzo III Spkrs System RAO
£202.60
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System RA2
£222-00
with Celestion 44 Speakers
System RA4
£234.00
with KEF Concerto Speakers .. System RAS
£249-00
REVOX A78 40+40 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Goldring GL85 fitted into plinth with cover and
999SEX Cartridge
with Celestion 44 Speakers .. System 110
£268.00
with Mordaunt MS400 Speakers System 112 £291-00
with Cambridge R50 Speakers System 114
£348.00
(Also available with Thorens or Transcriptors Turntables- prices on request)
QUAD 33+303 45+45 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Goldring ( HL) GL75 wired into plinth with cover
(or Connoisseur BD2 Assembly) and Goldring
G800E Cartridge
with Mordaunt MS253 Speakers System Ull
£231-00
with KEF Concerto Speakers .. System U3I
£226.50

Carriage and Packing £2 extra

with Cambridge R40 Mk II Spkrs System U5I

£242.00

LUX 503X 25+25 watt Stereo Amplifier with Goldring ( HL) GL75 Turntable wired into plinth with
cover (or Connoisseur BD2 Assembly) and Goldring
G800E Cartridge
with Celestion 34 Speakers .. System S4
£204-00
with Cambridge R40 Mk 11 Spkrs System SS £234-00
with Mordaunt MS700 Speakers System S6
£266.00
(Also available with Thorens TD150ABII/TX11 add £9)
TEAC AS200S 50+50 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Thorens TDI50 ABU with TXII cover and Goldring
G800E Cartridge
with Celestion 44 Speakers .. System KK II £284.00
with KEF Concerto Speakers . System KKI2 £298-00
with Cambridge R50 Speakers System KK 14 £364.00
(Other turntables available-ask for quotes.)
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P100 50+50 watt Stereo
Amplifier with Goldring GL85 wired into plinth
with cover and Goldring G800SE Cartridge
with Mordaunt MS700 Speakers System NNI2 £333.95
with Cambridge R50 Speakers System NN 13 £351.95
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ROTEL RA6I0 30+30 watt Stereo Amplifier
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System PI
£112.20
with Celestion County Speakers System P22
£112-45
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System P4
£130-90
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System P6
£144.45
ROTEL RAI210 60+60 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Leak 600 Speakers .. System DDA2 £183.50
with Celestion 44 Speakers .. System DDA3 £196-00
with KEF Concerto Speakers .. System DDA5 £211-00
SANSUI A U222 18+18 watt Stereo Amplifier
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System GG1 I £ 114-80
with Celestion County Speakers System GG2 I £115.00
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System GG4
£133.50
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System GG6 £147.00
ARMSTRONG 525 (
with MB Decoder) 25+25 watt
Stereo Amplifier and FM Stereo Radio
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System Q II £137.10
with Celestion County Speakers System Q2I
£137.35
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System Q4A
£155-80
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System Q66
£169-35
(Add £8 for 526 in place of 525)
ROTEL RX400A 20+20 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Med. wave and Stereo FM Radio
with Type 200 Speakers .. System 1110
£138-50
with Celestion County Speakers System 1122
£141.95
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System 1141
£159.95
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System 1161
£173-50
SANSUI 310 or Goodmans Module 90 15+15 watt
Stereo Amplifier with Med. wave and Stereo FM
Radio
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System MM I £158-80
with Celestion County Speakers System MM2I £159.00
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System MM5 I £177.50
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System MM71 £191.00
ROTEL RA8I0 40+40 watt Stereo Amplifier
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System YA1
£134-50
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System YA3
£152-75
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System YA5
£166.50
with KEF Concerto Speakers .. System YA7
£192-75
TANDBERG 200 MPX 20+20 watt Stereo Amplifier
with Stereo FM Radio
with Celestion County Speakers System V21
£148.40
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System V4 £ 166-85
with KEF Cadenza Speakers
System V6
£180-40
with Celestion 44 Speakers .. System V7I
£191.95
PIONEER LX880 35+35 watt Stereo Amplifier with
Med. and Long wave and Stereo FM Radio
with KEF Coda Speakers .. System 711
£186.85
with KEF Chorale Speakers .. System Z31
£205.50
with KEF Cadenza Speakers .. System Z4I £219-00
with Celestion 44 Speakers .. System Z6I £230-00
with KEF Concerto Speakers .. System 771 £245-00

HENRY'S RADIO LTD
See opposite page for addresses etc.

HENRY'S

AUDIO IlliFIDELITY ELECTRONICS

£49.50
Rotel RT620 MW/FM ..
£65-50 Marconi. 4816 12" ..
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Sinclair 2000/3000 FM .. £31-25 Elizabethan TI2 12" £51-95
(P & P 50p)
Siemens
Alpha
31
12"
..
£89-50
Albany House 108*
£19.95 Standard M/L/S/FM £39-95
Albany House 208*
£19-95 Teleton GT202 M/L/FM £36-95 MAINS COLOUR
Teleton
VX
I
I
10
12"
..
£139.00
Albany House 318*
E27-S0 Also in stock: Quad, Revox,
Rogers, Cambridge Audio, Teac Teleton TVCI4 14" .. £172.00
Armstrong 521
£45.50
Sugden,
Sansui,
Marantz, TURNTABLES WIRED
Eagle TSA.I49
£19.95
INTO PLINTH WITH
Siemens.
H.W. DA1000
£20-75
COVER AND CARTRIDGE
Leak Delta 30 ..
£45-95 MATCHED SPEAKER
(P & P 75p) (* Less Cartridge)
Prices per pair)
Leak Delta 70 ..
£55-95 SYSTEMS (
(HL) SP25-3/G800H
£18.50
Lux 707 ..
£54.50 (B) Bookshelf, Post 85p pair
£28-25
Lux 700X
£74.80 (M) Shelf or Floor, Post £1.25 pair (HL) AP76/G800
(FIL
or
TPD2)
Lux 503X
£82-60 (F) Floor Standing, Post £1-80 pr.
MP60/G800H
£18.50
Lux 507X
£ 129-00 CELEST1ON (Teak)
£19.50
120 20 watt ( B)..
£41.50 M P60 (TAD I )/ G800
Metrosound STilE £26.95
£17.25
£35.95 MP60/SC5MD/TPD2
Nikko TRM 300
£33-75 County 25 watt ( M)
HT70
(TPD
I
)
9
..
£29.95
15 30 watt ( M)
£55.90
Nikko TRM 400
£42-75
£24.50
£79.50 HT70/G800/TPDI
Pioneer SA500A £32-50 44 44 watt ( F)
MP6
1
0
(TPDI)/G800
£23.50
£91-00
Pioneer SA1000 £99.95 25 60 watt ( F)
£19.95
MP6 I
0 (TPD2)/SC5MD
Teak or Walnut)
Rogers Ravensbrook £44.25 GOODMANS (
(HL)
GL75*
£35.60
£39-45
Rogers Ravensbourne £55.60 Havant 20 watt ( M)
£38.95
£47-90 (HL) GL75/G800
Rotel RA2I0
£23-95 Mezzo III 30 watt ( M)
£41.95
(HL)
GL75/G800E
Magnum
K2
40
watt
(
F)
£
59-90
Rotel RA3I0
£34-95
£39.25
£77.00 GL75P and Cover* ..
Rotel RA6I0
£52-95 Goodwood 60 watt ( F)
GL85P
and
Cover*
..
£59-95
KEF
(*Teak
or
Walnut.
tTeak/
Rotel RA8I0
£74.95
TD I
50 AB and TX II* ..
£43.35
Walnut/White)
Rotel RA1210 .. £92.00
Pioneer PL I
2D* ..
£36.80
£35.70
Sinclair 2000
£21-95 - Coda 15 watt ( B)
BD2 ( P &
£33-25
£42.40
Sinclair 3000 .. £28-50 (Cantor 20 watt ( M)
Complete
range
of
Chassis,
Turn*Chorale
20
watt
(
M)
£
54.40
Teleton SAQ206B £22-75
tables, Plinths and Covers in
£67.95
Teleton SAQ307 £22-75 *Cadenza 25 watt ( F)
stock
plus
huge
range
of
Cart*Concerto
25
watt
(
F)
£
94.50
Teleton GA202
£29-75
ridges. stylii and accessories
LEAK (
Teak or Walnut)
STEREO TUNER
150 18 watt ( B)..
£36.95 STEREO TAPE DECKS
AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 75p)
£48-95 CASSETTE ( P & P 45p)
Armstrong 525 FM .. £71-00 250 18 watt ( M) ..
£66-95
£67-00 Akai GXC4OD
Armstrong 526 M/L/FM £79.95 600 40 watt ( F) ..
Akai GXC45D
£99-25
MARSDEN HALL (Teak)
(M8 Stereo Decoder, £6.95)
Goodmans Module 80 FM £71.25 Type 100 10 watt ( B) £21-00 Akai GXC46D Dolby .. £104.75
£110.50
£34.50 Akai GXC6OD
Goodmans Mod. 90 .. £94.65 Type 200 20 watt ( B)
Akai GXC65D Dolby .. £110.25
Gimans Mod. 80 Compact £ 129-80 SDL (Walnut)
£16.50 Toshiba KT403D .. £59-95
G/mans I-10 M/L/S/FM £ 107-85 Sereies 6 6watt ( B)
£30.95
£113.95 Teleton STC106 ..
Leak Delta 75 M/L/FM .. £125.00 Series 8 8 watt ( B)
£35.50
Nikko STA301 MW/FM £83-30 WHARFEDALE (Teak or Walnut) Elizabethan C¿LZ I ..
8-TRACK
(
P
&
P
35p)
Denton
2
18
watt
(
B)
£
30-50
Nikko STA6010 MW/FM £ 110-00
£64.40
£36-95 Pioneer HR82
Pioneer LX880 M/L/FM £ 126-6s Linton 2 20 watt ( M)
D
£65.95
£47-80 Akai CR8 1
Pioneer SX828 MW/FM £208.95 Melton 2 25 watt ( M)
Replay£16.25
£63.75 BSR TD8S
Rogers Ravensbrook FM
f89-75 Dovedale 3 50 watt ( F)
Elizabethan 8/fLZ Ifonly £ 15.15
Rotel RX150A MW/FM £50.95 CASSETTE RECORDERS
REEL TO REEL ( P & P 90p)
"Rotel RX200A MW/FM £65.95 BATTERY ( P & P 30p)
Akai
4900DS
£73-95
Philips
EL3302
£
15.95
•Rotel RX400A MW/FM
£78.95
£148-50
£15.55 Akai GX220D
•Rotel RX600A MW/FM £109-95 Elizabethan LZ2I6 ..
Akai
GX280D
£
247-00
Hanimex
HC1000
£11.50
•Rotel RX800 MW/FM £139-95
£223-00
Philips N2202
£17.95 Akai 2000SD
Rotel RX154A (
Quad)
£19.55 Tandberg 304IX .. £89-95
MW/FM .. £99-95 Philips N2203
STEREO TAPE RECORDERS
Tandberg TR200 MPX FM £87.95 BATTERY/MAINS ( P & P 35p)
£24-95 CASSETTE ( P & P 50p)
Tandberg TRI000 MPX £129-60 Philips N2204
£52-95
£24-55 Philips N2400
Teleton TSF55 MW/FM
£71-50 Pye 9118
£49-95
Hanimex HC2000
£14-75 Pye 9116
*Fitted simulated Quadphonic
£69-00
Elizabethan LZ3 I
6 ..
£16-50 Philips N240I
switches.
£34.95 Philips N2405 with spkrs £54-95
STEREO TUNERS (
Post 50p) Philips N2205
£82-25
f34-75 Akai GXC40
Armstrong 524 FM ..
£32.95 Pye 9115
£85.95
Post etc. Akai CS35 with speakers
Armstrong 523 M/L/FM
£41.95 RADIO-CASSETTE (
Akai GXC4OT plus MW/FM and
BATTERY/MAINS
35p)
(M8 Stereo Decoder, £6.95)
magnetic cart. input .. £128-50
£31-95
Leak Delta FM ..
£53.95 Elizabethan LZ5I6 M/FM
Post 60p)
£33.50 8-TRACK (
Leak Delta M/L/FM
£65-95 Elizabethan 416 M/L/FM
Akai CR8I
£80-95
Lux 717 MW/FM
£67.75 Crown
CRC-410
FW
M/S/FM ..
£37-95 Akai CR8ITp,us MW/FM
Metrosound FMS 20 FM £39.95
and mag. cart. input £118-50
Carr. £ 1)
Nikko FAM 300 MW/FM
£43.90 PORTABLE TV's (
Akai CR80 SS Quad .. £145-00
Nikko FAM 400 MW/FM
£58.50 BATTERY/MAINS
£48.50 REEL TO REEL ( P&P 90p)
Nikko FAM 14 MW/FM
£79.95 Elizabethan T9 9" ..
£73-95
£49.95 Akai 1721 L
Pioneer TX500A MW/FM £52.95 Crown 9TV305 9' ..
£69-00
Rotel RT320 MW/FM ..
£44-70 Teleton TWI2 12" ..
£53-50 Philips N4404
All prices correct at time of press but subject to revision. E. lk 0.E.

ORDER BY POST OR CALL IN YOURSELF

•THREE DEMONSTRATION STUDIOS
•FULL AFTER SALES GUARANTEE
•FREE EXPERT ADVICE & QUOTATIONS
•ALL THE LATEST EQUIPMENT STOCKED
•EASY LOADING & PARKING

•
••
••
••
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Buy it with Acense
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FACILITIES
AVAILABLE
ASK FOR
DETAILS

WITH EVERY
STEREO SYSTEM
PURCHASED FROM HENRY'S
• ALL LEADS, CABLES ETC.
• ' BIB' RECORD
CARE KIT
(VALUE £ 2.49)
• 12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE
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Hi- Fidelity, Tape Equipment TV's. Save £££'s-

everything at Special Prices! Get your copy now !
Write, call or Phone. 01-402 5854.

(LARGEST SELECTIONS toitk

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS ous
DEMONSTRATIONS
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

rCASH & CARRY PRICES p‘us.
DEMONSTRATIONS, ADVICE AND GUARANTEES

when you buy a
stereo system.

ARISTON, SANSUI, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ,
REVO X, TEAC, B & W, TAN NOY, QUAD,
MORDAUNT SHORT, SUGDEN, CELESTI ON, AKG, SHURE, AUDIO TECH NICA,
CONNOISSEUR, THORENS, IMF, TRANSCRIPTORS, HECO, ROGERS, GARRARD,
TAN DBERG, TEAC, S.A.E. SPHERA, ETC

'Co

a uper7TOWI

Glee%TEO"
nIN Standad
earlet0'51.

01-402 4736 and 5854

Electronics: 404/406, Edgware Rd., W.2.

01-402 8381 and 8382

PA - Disco - Lighting: 309, Edgware Rd., W.2, 01-723 6963
"309/35413561404/406" Open 6 days a week 9 to 6. Mon. to Sat
All Mail to: Henrys Radio Ltd. FREEPOST. London W2 6BR

NO
,
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''''-4̀
VCASSETTES

British made " LIVING SOUND" Cassettes guaranteed to the highest International ( IEC 94A)
Standards. Response
2dB 25 Hz to 15 KHz.
,S/Noise greater than 56dB. Variations 0.5dB.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
Hi Fi Dept.: 354/356, Edgware Rd., W.2.

,
-eelre

POST FREE
BRITISH

060

3for 6for 10 for 25 for
1.10 2.00 3.10 7.50

MADE

C90

1.47 2.85 4.65

11.37

COST LESS

C120 1.80 3.50 5.60

13.57

Guaranteed lam Proof, Screw Case. Library Cases.
\Create with Basf, Agfa, Scotch 6.. Philips,

385

Bib
RECORD

CARE KIT
(Value £ 2.49)
Contains Record Cleaner Arm with counterbalance and arm rest, Record Oust Off,
Spirit Level, Stylus and Turntable Cleaner.
(Value f2.49).
YOURS WHEN YOU BUYA COMPLETE
STEREO SYSTEM comprising pair of
Speaker Systems, Stereo Amplifier or
Tuner Amplifier, Turntable Cartridge and
Plinth and Cover.
Only applies to Stereo Systems available
from the Hi Fi store at 354-356 for
\ ...callers or orders by post.

For discriminating people with sound judgement

offer acomplete Hi Fi service
at lowest prices

AMPLIFIERS ( P & P75p)
Armstrong 521 ..
E4S-SO
Cambridge P40
Cambridge P50 } Price on application
Cambridge P100)
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 (Teak) ..
f48.00
Goldring ST3000
£42-00
Leak Delta 70 Teak .. £63.00
Leak Delta 39+ Teak .. £52.50
Metrosound 5120E Teak .. £29-00
Philips RH590
£42.00
Philips RH591 ......£5800
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis 1
,
1
no-so
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak II .. £43.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis .. £49.00
Rogers Raveesbourne Teak .. £52.50
Sinclair 2000 metal .. £22.50
Sinclair Project 60 with filter .. £26-00
Sinclair 3000 black .. £ 36-00
Teleton SAQ307 .. £22.50
Teat AS100 ..
On request
Wharfedale Linton
£45.00
HEADPHONES (
P & P25p)
AKG K60
..
£ 12.50
Nivico STHIOE .. £ 10.50
Pioneer SE30A
£850
Pioneer SESO
..
£ 12.50
Koss PRO 600AA
£24.00
Koss PRO 4AA
£21.00
Koss ESP6
£36.00
Koss ESP9
£55-50
Teac HP101 .. .. £9.50
Wharfedale DDI
.
LOUDSPEAKERS (
P & P 75p) each
Altec Corona .. £34.00
B & W DMI Teak or Walnut £32-00
B & W DMI Rosewood .. £33.50
B & W DM2 Teak or Walnut
ESS-00
8 & W Model 70
£115410
Cambridge R50 ..
Price on application
Celestion Ditton 120
£20.50
Celestion Dutton 15
£32-00
Celestion Ditton 25
£44.00
Celestion Ditton 44
£42.00
Dynaco A25
..
£30.00
Dynaco A30
..
£40.00
Goodmans Havant
£22.50
Goodmans Mezzo Ill .. £25.50
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. £31-00
Goodmans Magister
£49.00
IMF Transmission Line Monitor
P.O.A.
IMF Transmission Line Studio 50
P.O.A.
Altec Lansing .. ..
from Stock
KEF Cresta ( pair)
eteoo
KEF Chorale .. ..
C26-00
ICEF Cadenza ..
£34.50
KEF Concerto
f.46-50
KEF Kit II

KEF Kit Ill
£30-00
Lowther PM6 in enclosure
£45-00
Lowther PM6 unit
£21-00
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
£23.00
Leak 600 ..
£34-00
Leak 250 .. .
£25.50
Leak 150
£19-50
Metrosound HFSIO
£14-00
Metrosound HFS20
no-oo
Mordaunt-Short M5077
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS400
From stock
Mordaunt-Short MS700
From stock
Philips RI-1482
£15.00
Philips RH49I
.. £ 18-50
Philips RH497
.. £41-00
Tannoy 12" in Lancaster enclosure £49.00
Tannoy 15" in Lancaster enclosure £.54.00
Tannoy IIILZ in Teak enclosure £34.00
Tannoy 12" Monitor Gold Unit £30-00
Tannoy IS Monitor Gold Spk. Unit£36.00
Wharfedale Dentorts ( pair)
£31.00
Wharfedale Lintons II ( pair)
£41.00
Wharfedale Tritons (pair)
£55.00
Wharfedale Melton 11 ..
£25.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
£34.00
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
£49.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
£11 SO
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£16-DO
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..
..
no-so
Heco Range . ..
from Stock
PICK-UP ARMS (
P & P 25p)
Audio Technica AT1005/11
£1
650
Decca International .. £24.00
Goldring L7S
£ 11.50
Ortofon RS2I2
£24.00
SME 3009/S2 . .£29-50
TAPE RECORDERS (
P & P 75p)
Dual CT G28 .. • • £90-00
Ferrograph 702/704 .. • . £ 184-00
Ferrograph 722/724 .. . • £220.00
Ferrograph 702H/704H .. • . £ 194-00
Philips N2202 .. • .
nseo
Philips E12400
£58.00
Philips EL240I• . £ 66-00
Philips N4408 ..• • £ 108-00
Philips N4407 ..• • £88-00
Philips N4308- .. .• .. £50-00
Philips N4500
£ 105-00
Philips 4450
E230-00
Revox 1102/ 1' 104 .ieries 3
On request
Revox 1122/1124 Series 3
On request
Revox 1108
On- request
Teat A350
From stock
Teat A1030
On request
Wien 8Track
..
£ 19-00
TUNERS (P & P 75p)
Armstrong 524FM
£34.75
Armstrong 523 AM/FM .. £43-75

•
.•
•.
.•
••
••

••
.•
••
•.
••
•.
••

All equipment guaranteed new and in makers' own boxes
Finest after sales services. First year, parts and labour free.
Money credited within 7days if not satisf ied. Majority of
orders by return of post.
Under the personal Direction of MR. JOSEPH PAO, BRIT.!. RE,
POST GRAD. DIPLOMA IN ELECTRONICS (SOUTHAMPTON)

Armstrong M8 Decodes.
MOO
Korting T600 .
64100
Leak Delta FM Teak ..
£62.00
Leak Delta AM/FM Teak
C2-50
Philips RH690
£3600
Rogers Ravensbrook PET
ewe)
Rogers Ravensbourne FET
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS ( P & P 75p)
Armstrong 526 . • ..
use°
Armstrong 525
06-00
Goodmans Module 80 ..
• . £7&00
Korting 400T
.. £68-00
Philips RH78I
.. £60 00
Philips RH790
.. £ 108 00
Sanyo DC60E
On request
Teleton F2100
.•
a6.00
Telefunken Audio System .. £ 110-00
TURNTABLES (
P & P 75p)
Braun PS430 complete .. £67.00
BSR McDonald MP60 ....£1250
BSR McDonald MP60 Base and
Cover
..
£ 19.00
Garrard SP25/3 . £10.50
Garrard AP76 . .. £23.00
Garrard SL72B .. £27.00
Garrard SL75B
.
£30 00
Garrard SL95B .. £38.00
Garrard Zero 100 .. £42-00
Garrard 401 Deck .. £28.50
Goldring GL72 Deck ..
Ell - 50
Goldring GL72P+ lid .. £12-00
Goldring GL75 Deck .. £30-00
Goldring GL75P+Iid £39.00
Philips GA202
£54.00
SME 200 plinth system .. £35-00
Thorens TDI50A/2 .. £36.00
Thorens TDISOAB/2 .. £38.00
Thorens TDI6C .. £55.00
Thorens TX Il Cover
£4-50
Thorens TD125 AB/I1 £ 115.00
Thorens 1D125 Mk 11
£64.00
CARTRIDGES (
Post Free)
Audio Technica AT2 I
X..
£ 13-00
Audio Technica AT66• • £5.50
Pickering V/15/CAC• • £ 8.00
Goldring G850 cartridge• • £ 5.00
Goldsing G800 cartridge• • £ 800
Goldring G800E cartridge .. £ 1150
Goldring G800SE cartridge .. £ 1.6-00
Goldring G800H cartridge .. £8.00
Ortofon SUE
£23.50
Ortofon 2+15K module .. £5.50
Ortofon MISE
£23-50
Ortofon MF I
SE Elliptical .. £ 19.00
Shure M44E
P-35
Shure- MSSE
a-oe
Shure M75-6
£ 1t-20
Shure M7SEJ/2
£ 13-50

Shure M7SED/2 •
Shure VI5/2 improved ..
Goldring 850 stylus ..
Gold ring 800 stylus ..
Goldring 800E stylus ..
Goldring Super E stylus

£15-00
£29.00
£3.50
£3 SO
£8 00
£12 00

NEW HP PAYMENTS
ONLY 10% DEPOSIT
Write or phone for further
information.
Send stamped addressed envelope
for full price list, literature and
details of credit scheme.
MAIN AGENTS FOR: ADC,
AKG,
AR,
Armstrong,
Beyer,
Braun, B & W. Cambridge Audio,
Dual, Ferrograph, Goldring, Grundig,
Heco,
JBL,
KEF,
Koss„
Mordaunt-Short, National, Pioneer,
Radford, Revox, Sanyo, Sansui,
SME, Teat. Wega, etc.
Export orders taken ( Personal)
free of UK Tax. Shipments by:
GO NRAND
FRERES,
32/38
LEMAN STREET, LONDON
E.I.
BARCLAYCARD
customers
simply quote your number by
phone or letter.
Goods are
despatched promptly.

Buy it with your
BARCLAYCARD

Access Cards Welcome
Same-Day Delivery and installation
within 20 miles of Kingston.

SANSUI

We give

the

best deal

All models from stock
Phone, write or call aow!

SOUTHERN AUDIO SERVICES
43, High Street, Kingston•oehames, Surrey.
Tel: 01.549 3194 (3lines)

d

û

SCARBOROUGH HI-FI LIMITED
RETAILERS OF STEREO AND QUADRAPHONIC HI- FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Telephone Scarborough 65678 or Call at 54 Aberdeen Walk, Scarborough
THERE IS NOT SUFFICIENT SPACE FOR US TO ADVERTISE ALL OUR STOCK
APPOINTED DEALERS OF:—
MARANTZ
SANSUI
QUAD
SANYO TRIO
I.M.F. TANNOY
NIKKO
GOLDRING
GARRARD
KELETRON TANDBERG
REVOX
ONKYO ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
SONAB DUAL HARMAN-KARDON
FOR EXAMPLE WE HAVE ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION:—
From ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

From HARMAN-KARDON

AR-2aX
AR-3a
AR-4X
AR- 6
AR- 7
AR-LST (on application only)
AR-TURNTABLE

AMPLIFIERS: CITATION II
CITATION 12
TUNER/AMPS.: HK330A
HK630
HK930
OMNI DIRECTIONAL SPEAKER 4K50
DOLBY CASSETTE CAD5

WE WOULD BE PLEASED TO HELP YOU IN ANY MATTERS CONCERNING
HI- FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Ring, Call or Write for Lists

Housing
Housing Records?

Farmers of Luton
INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR

NEW

SONY

LOUNGE

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND
ATTRACTIVE IN THE HOME COUNTIES.
THE LATEST IN HI-FI, AUDIO,
QUADRAPHONIC, T.V., TAPE AND ALL
SONY PRODUCTS ON DEMONSTRATION
EVERY DAY.
Send for illustrated catalogue giving details of over
12 different cabinets superbly finished and designed.
Prices from £ 11.95. Also stockists list ( U.K. only).

15/17 UPPER GEORGE STREET,
LUTON,
BE

RECORD

Phone: Luton 31731.

(Dept. HN) Brook Rd

387

H OU

NG

London N22 6TT Tel : 01-888 7487

mum • Lannon HIFI SHOPS
MORE
LIVING
SPACE
THE STANDARD OF SOUND

Now that it is possible to combine the units into a
single one for most purposes, some attention must
be paid to the extent of the new specification. First
there must at least be the adequate performance
that HiFi demands and any compromises that are
made must not detract in any way from the standard
desired by the listener. The tuner should cover a
reasonable number of wave bands. The F.M. section should have stereo decoding with a sensitivity
of around seven microvolts for a 15 kHz deviation.
The AM section should have a sensitivity of about
80 to 100 microvolts for adequate signal to noise
ratio.

by F. W. Hyde, FSE, PEng, FRAS
Everywhere today living space is at a premium,
whether for bodies or belongings. Hi -Fi does
not escape this dilemma. The constraints may
be because the units were built up on a budget
or space is needed for other things. Perhaps the
record library has increased so much that something must be rearranged. Whatever the reason
efficiency must not be reduced. Ease of operation must be considered; it is no solution to
put the whole lot in a cupboard where the interconnections present difficulties. Put the lot on
a trolley and wheel it out of sight is hardly a
simplification: better to simplify by reducing
the number of units. If it is stereo there have to
be two speaker units. These are not reducible.
Attention must be turned to the receiver, the
amplifier and the recorder. There are units
designed and built just for this purpose.

SANYO G2601K
A complete music
centre comprising a
stereo cassette recorder, astereo turntable,
a three-band radio—
MW/SW and FM
Stereo, plus a pair of
two-way loudspeakers. Recommended retail price:
£164.95. LIND-AIR PRICE £ 145 00. Carriage £2.00.

THE CASSETTE RECORDER
The cassette recorder section should preferably be
provided with means of using standard and low noise
tapes. If a noise limiting system Is incorporated so
much the better. The frequency response should, in
the standard tape position, be of the order of 60 to
10,000 Hz. The need for an adequate amplifier in such
a system is paramount. An output of around 8 watts
per channel would be satisfactory with a frequency
response of the order of 30 Hz to 20 kHz. This will
take care of most requirements.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALLY
RECOMMENDED SYSTEM

FOUR CHANNEL

If the new roundabout sound is an attraction
then the system is very suitable to adapt. Having reduced the number of units from three to
one the addition of an adaptor to provide the
quadraphonic facilities is not a problem, for now
the complete system needs only three items plus
speakers as against six items plus speakers.
The lowest number of units with a performance
equal to the maximum number together with a
lower price makes the whole system very attractive indeed. Another advantage is shown by
this reduced number of units and this is the
reduced space required in a modern flatlet. No
longer need the high fidelity dream continue as
a dream. The same applies to the teenagers'
room, for there will be room for such a compo-

site system under almost all circumstances. It
is after all a logical solution: SIMPLICITY
WITH EFFICIENCY.

THE PHILIPS 81 I SYSTEM

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
The Tuner- Amplifier- Cassette Recorder offers an
ideal solution. The composite unit deals with all
stray leads and wiring, three units have become
one. Since this is the heart of the system the matter
needs quite serious thought. Such combination is
not just putting three units in one box. It has to be
designed as acomplete unit, an integrated unit with
all the bugs ironed out. It must be accomplished
without loss of performance or quality of reproduction. The controls must be adequate and the
facilities provided must enable the same versatility
as the system built up of separate units. This situation has been recognised by a number of manufacturers of HI-FI equipment. The results of development of such a system have been to provide not
only acompact unit but also the provision of aquite
handsome piece of furniture. No longer need the
system be ' heard' and not ' seen' but rather it can fit
the scene and indeed have pride of place in amodern
décor.

Represents superb value for money, the Philips RH 811 Stereo Tuner/Amplifier/
Cassette Recorder. Power output 2x8ohms watts R.M.S. Wavebands—
LW/MW / MW 2/SW/FM. Cassette Recorder includes DNL. TURNTABLE:
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill with Sonotone 9TAHC Cartridge. Base and cover, all
leads and plugs included.
Recommended Price £ 140.00 LIND AIR PRICE £ 129•95 Carr. £2.00

HOW WILL IT AFFECT THE
BUDGET?

SONY HP 239A Caters for every requirement of the enthusiast.
Tuner section features afield effect transistor front
end and solid state filtering cuts reception interference to minimum. 10 W RMS output. Finished
in walnut wood grain with detachable dust cover.
LIND-AIR PRICE £ 184.45. Carriage £2.00.

The complete system then is possible with atunercassette recorder-amplifier. In using it as it stands
only two items more are needed. These are the
speakers. To this is added aturntable and acomplete
system is achieved. Next to be considered is the
budget: also a scoring point with the system described here, and so the convenience of the reduced
number of units is accompanied by a reasonable
price. Set up the system and price them separately,
then compare the price with the complete systems
offered, and finally check this with the limited units
system. Some examples of the tuner-recorderamplifier system are shown here.

NATIONAL SG 1050L
Complete Home Entertainment Centre-Stereo
System with MW/LW/FM stereo and 4-track Cassette. 3 speed autochanger, Auto shut-off. Air
suspension speaker system (each 6+" PM dynamic).
Illuminated tuning dial. Cassette is built in and
has push button controls and Auto-Stop mechanism. LIND-AIR PRICE £ 150.00. Carriage £2.00.

BIGGER SOUND SAVINGS AT LIND-AIR
388

TELETON 2100 SYSTEM

AKAI 4000DS

AKAI G XC46D

CASSETTE TAPE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
SAVE OVER £25
Tuner Amplifier: Teleton 2100 AM/FM Stereo.
Turntable: Garrard 2025 TC. Cartridge: Sonotone 9TAHC. Speakers: LA.50.
LINO-AIR PRICE £55 Carr. £2.00

GX head-guaranteed wear-free for life thus
maintaining its performance for longer than conventional heads and giving an extended high frequency response. Tape speed: l p.s. 100 v240 v AC. Rec. retail price: £ 139.50.
LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 103.18. Carriage 75p.

AKAI CS35D
CASSETTE DECK
Budget price quality cassette deck with a
stable hysteresis synchronous outer- rotor
motor. Features include Pause control,
with lock, Selector for Chromium Dioxide
or conventional tape. Tape speed 11, i.p.s.
Power: 100 to 240 volts AC. Rec. retail
price: £79.95.
LIND-AIR PRICE: £59.30. Carriage 75p

ROTEL RXI50 SYSTEM

Stereo Tuner Amplifier:
Turntable: Garrard SP25
Cartridge: Pickering.
Loudspeakers: Celestion
Base and Cover, all leads

REEL TO REEL STEREO TAPE DECK
One micron head gap for excellent frequency
response. Three heads for off the tape monitoring. Optimum performance from low noise or
standard tape. Large VU meters for easy operation.
4 track, 2 channel stereo/monaural
system. Rec. etail price: £99.50.
LINO-AIR PRICE: £73-60 Carriage £2.

LINDAIR BARGAINS

Cassette Recorders and Decks
Philips 3302 Batt £23.02 £16-40
Philips 2203 Batt £26.90 £18-50
Philips 2204 Batt/
Mains
£30.00 £24-50
Philips 2205 £40.45 £32-95
Philips 2400 with
speakers £92.00 £85-50
Philips 2401 with
speakers £ 106.00 £95-50
Philips 2405 with
speakers £72.00 £63-95
Philips 2506 with
DNL
£65-00 £54-95
Sanyo M48M
£18-95 £15-95
Sanyo M747
£22.95 £ 17-50
Sanyo M787
£27.95 £24.95
Sanyo 2000 £ 33.95 £29-95
Sanyo MR4010 £ 7.95 £32-50
Sanyo MR2400W/F 544.95 £39-95
Sony TCI22 £48.35 £48-35
Sony TCI27 £70.70 £70-70
Sony TC I
46
£67-80 £67-80
Sony TCI60 £97.00 £97.00
Sony TC165 £ 126.15 £ 126.15
Sony TC133CS £89.75 £89.75
Sansui SC700 £ 161.87 £ 161.87
TEAC A110 £78.40 £78.40
TEAC A2 10
£94.00 £94.00
TEAC A220 £ 117.50 £117-50
TEAC A250
135-13 £135-13
TEAC A350
159-47 £159-47
Reel to Reel Recorders
Sony TC252 £95.05 £82-50
Sony TC252D £67.80 £67-80
Sony TC270 £ 109.75 £109-75

RXI50.
Mk Ill.

Sony TC330
Sony TC366
Sony TC540
Sony 630

£165.00 £105-00
LI
04-75 £10415
£140.75 £140-75
£189-35 £189-35

COMPARE THESE
AKAI PRICES!
Model
4000D ..
4000DS
1720L
172 I
L
G XC40
GXC4OD
GXC4OT
GXC45D
GXC46D
GXC6OD
GXC65D
CS35D
CR81 ..
CR81 D
CR81T
CR8OSS
X2000SD
AX2OD
AX280D
ROTEL
RT320
RT620
RX 150A ..
RX200A
RX400A
RX600A
RX800A
RXI50

Rec. Retail
Price
£93.65
£99.50
£87.36
£99-50
£112.50
£95-50
£167.50
£129.50
£139-50
£145.00
£154.50
£79.95
£109.50
£89.50
£155.00
£189.00
£299.00
£229-00
£325.00

Lindair
Price
£69-27
£73-60
£64-61
£73-82
£83-20
£70-63
£123-88
£95-72
£103-18
£107-20
£114-27
£59-30
£80-98
£66-20
£114-63
£139-78
£221-12
£169-37
£240-35

£59-50
£93.50
£69.90
£89.50
£107.50
£149.00
£189.50

£43-00
£69-15
£51-70
£66-20
£79-50
£110-20
£140-15
£49-95

County.
and plugs supplied.

LIND-AIR PRICE: £ 105.00. Carriage £200

HURRY V.A.T. IS COMING

PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS BUT ARE SUBJECT TO ALTERATION.

LINIAIR LTD

MAIL ORDER & ENQUIRIES:
• Dept. HN.2.
LIND-AIR LTD.
53 Tottenharn Court Road,
LONDON W.I. Tel. 01-637 1601.

ME I/117
AND Carrre afflee
241 242 TOTTENHAM CT RD
LONDON,W1.
01-580 2255, 637 1605
•

53-54 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
LONDON, W1.
01637 1601,580 1117

149 FLEET STREET
LONDON, EC4.
01-353 1419

299-301 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W2.
01-262 2251/2

389

137 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON, WC2.
01-437 8718

94 96 UPPER PARLIAMENT ST
NOTTINGHAM
(STO 0602) 40403
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SANSUI SYSTEM 101

SYSTEMS

SANSUI 210 SYSTEM

SAVE
OVER
£35

-

-SAVE

AKAI 172IL TAPE RECORDER

OVER £ 35
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STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER: Sansui 210 AM/FM.
TURNTABLE: Garrard SP25 Mk Ill.
CARTRIDGE: Goldring G800
LOUDSPEAKERS: Wharfedale Denton 2.
Turntable base and cover, all leads and plugs
supplied.
LIND-AIR PRICE £ I25.60 Carr. £2.00 Or with
Celestion County loudspeakers, £8.50 extra.

AMPLIFIER: Sansui AUI01 15+15 R.M.S.
TURNTABLE: Garrard SP25 Mk Ill.
CARTRIDGE: Goldring G800.
LOUDSPEAKERS: Wharfedale Denton 2.
Turntable base and cover, leads/plugs supplied.
LINO-AIR PRICE £85-95 Carr. £2.00 Or with
Celestion County loudspeakers, £850 extra.

TELETON 307 SYSTEM

Full Stereo Reel-to- Reel Tape Rec or der w ith bu ilt-i n
per f
ormance f
rom b
ot h l
ow
noise and standard tape. 4- trac k 2- channe lstereo /
monaura lsy
stem . Tape spee d: 74 an d 34 i
.p.s. up to
7" reel. 100-240 v A.C. self-lubricating motor. Rec.
retail price: £99.50.
LIND-AIR PRICE: £73•82. Carriage £2.00.
sp
ea k
ers g i
vi
ng o pti mum

TRUE 4 CHANNEL!
SANSUI QSP-10

SAVE OVER £ 35

ADD-ON UNIT COMPLETE
WITH TWO MATCHING SPEAKERS
The QSP-10's 4-Channel Rear Amplifier is able to very
closely approximate asound field as it would be experienced
in a live concert hall performance. You simply connect the
QSP-10's 4- Channel Rear Amplifier to your present receiver or amplifier and to the QSP-10's speaker systems.
The 2- Channel signals emitted by your present receiver
or amplifier are fed into the 4-Channel Rear Amplifier
where the direct and indirect are sorted out. The direct
signals are then returned for reproduction through your
present front channel speaker systems, while the indirect
are phase-shifted and relayed on to the QSP-I0 ( rear
channel) speaker systems. Together they pour forth the
breathtakingly brilliant new world of four- channel stereo.

AMPLIFIER: Telecon SAQ 307.
TURNTABLE: Garrard SP25 t1k III.
CARTRIDGE: Goldring G800.
LOUDSPEAKERS: Wharfedale Denton 2.
Turntable base and cover, all leads and plugs supplied.
Carr.
£2.00

Rec, retail price: £ 100.85.
LIND-AIR PRICE: Available on application.
Hear the full Sansui range of 4-channel systems at the new LIND-AIR demonstration showroom at
53154 Tottenham Court Road, London W.I.

LIND-AIR PRICE £ 72-50

Or with Celestion County loudspeakers £8.50 extra.
AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM

SAVE OVER LIS
AMPLIFIERS: Amstrad 1C2000 Stereo.
TURNTABLE: Garrard SP25 Mk Ill.
SPEAKERS: Medway.
With turntable base and cover, all leads
and plugs.
LIND-AIR PRICE £67.95 Carr. £2.00

AMPLIFIER: Philips RH590. TURNTABLE: Philips GAI60.
LOUDSPEAKERS: Philips RH412. All leads, plugs, base and
cover supplied. LINO-AIR PRICE £ 6.95 Carr. £2.00

Buy it with your

Access

4981
IGG.

910

25435

18

SONY HP5Il

BARCLAYCARD

G 111. ,
11

Access and Barclay Cards
Accepted by Post or Phone

Another superb stereo audio system from
Sony. Comprises three pieces of exquisitely
matched machinery and power packed
circuitry; Sony auto return stereo turntable
section with cueing device, built-in MW/
VHF stereo tuner and stereo amplifier which
delivers afull 15 W per channel, with apair
of matching bookshelf speakers.
LIND-AIR PRICE £ I69•90. Carriage £2.00

All prices are correct at time of going to press and are subject to alteration.

MAIL ORDERS

& ENQUIRIES

Dept. HN.2., 53 Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON W.1.

299-301 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W2.
01-262 2251/2

Tel. 01-6371601

137 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON, WC2.
01-437 8718
390

94 96 UPPER PARLIAMENT ST
NOTTINGHAM.
(STD 0602) 40403

FREE 5

YES FIVE C60 CASSETTES WITH ANY
RECORDER IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT

PHILIPS N2205 MAINS/BATTERY
CASSETTE RECORDER

Runs off mains or batteries at the flick
of a switch- is supplied complete with
a blank Compact Cassette, Moving Coil
Microphone with stop/start switch,
Cassette Library Rack and direct recording/playback lead.
LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 32-95. P & P 75p.

SONY TC 60 BATTERY/MAINS
PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDER

PHILIPS N2203 DELUXE
PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDER

Piano key operated with lockable fast
forward and rewind buttons. Sony-0matic recording level and tone control.
Stop/start facility on microphone. Complete with carrying case cassette, microphone and mains lead.
LIND-AIR PRICE £ 29.90. P & P 75p.

400 mw output and wide frequency
range for good reproduction. Fast wind
and rewind.
Complete with microphone and case. Pop-up cassette control.
Works off standard batteries.
Will take mains plug.

PHILIPS EL3302 DELUXE
CASSETTE RECORDER

Most popular battery portable. Antierasure device.
Socketry for radio,
record player, second recorder or mike.
Complete with mike and carrying case.
Fully guaranteed
LINO- AIR PRICE £ 16.40.

LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 18.50. P & P 75p
SANYO M48 COMPACT
BATTERY CASSETTE RECORDER

For excellent reproduction of speech
or music, this superb recorder is
powered by four HP batteries or AC
mains
with
optional
6 transistors
adaptor. Complete with mic. and case.
LIND-AIR PRICE: £ 15.95. P & P 75p.

NATIONAL 1261-4165 PORTABLE
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER

SANYO MR410/2000G PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER

AKAI GXC4OD STEREO
CASSETTE RECORDER

Push button operated with auto-stop.
AC mains, four HPI I batteries or
Sanyo's
unique
rechargeable
CADNICA pack available as an optional
extra. Auto level control for music
monitoring.

A first quality all round stereo cassette
recorder.
Suitable
for
Chromium
Dioxide Tape. Piano touch controls,
Tape Selector Switch and Over- Level
Supressor
Switch.
Compares
most
favourably in sound quality to open- reel
machines.

With three-way power source: AC
mains, Batteries or Car/Boat system.
Convenient push-button play and recording complemented by advanced
auto-stop mechanism.
LIND-AIR PRICE: £21.95. P & P 75p

LINO- AIR PRICE £70.95.

LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 29.95. P & P 75p

P & P 75p

NATIONAL RH-421S PORTABLE
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER

SANYO MR747 PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER

SONY TC165 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

NATIONAL STEREO
CASSETTE TAPE DECK
RS-261 US

Battery operated, this new portable
recorder comes complete with case,
mic., etc. Exceptional sound quality.
LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 17.95. P & P 75p

With built-in condenser microphone,
push button controls and auto-stop
mechanism. Powered by AC mains or
batteries or car/boat system. In sturdy
leatherette carrying case. Carries like
a camera.
LINO- AIR PRICE: £ 39.95. P & P 75p

Low budget range with lots to offer.
Push button operation with pause control. Separate channel volume controls.
Two mic. inputs, headphone monitor
for recording stereo. Auto-stop. 4track, 2- channel. AC mains.

With slide record volume controls.
Closed loop. Dual capstan drive with
automatic reverse. Tape selector for
Chromium Dioxide or standard cassettes.

LINO-AIR PRICE: £47.95. P & P 75p

LINO-AIR PRICE: £ 126 00. P & P75p

BIG STANDARD CASSETTE SAVINGS
C60 CASSETTES
FIVE

C90 CASSETTES
TEN

FIVE

THE

SONY

C120 CASSETTES

BRAND

ONE

BRAND

ONE

BRAND

ONE

Scotch

40p. £ 1.98

£ 3.95

Scotch

60p. £ 2.90

£ 5.50

Scotch

80p. £ 3.90

£ 7.70

BASF

45p. £2.22

£ 4.40

BASF

65p. £ 3.20

£ 6.20

BASF

95p. £4.70

£9.30

Philips

45p. £ 2.22

£4.40

Philips

65p. £ 3.20

£6.20

Philips

95p. £4.70

£9.30

Lind- Air

28p. £ 1.30

£ 2.50

Lind- Air

42p. £ 2.00

£ 3.90

Lind- Air

56p. £2.70

£ 5.20

EMI

45p. £ 2.22

£4.40

EMI

65p. £ 3.20

£6.00

EMI

95p. £ 4.60

£ 9.00

TEN

FIVE

TEN

AGENTS
Visit the Lind- Air Cassette, Tape and
Hi -Fi Centre at Centre Point, 131
Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Telephone: 01-437 8718.

Postage and Packing extra: One Cassette Sp; Five Cassettes 10p; Ten Cassettes 20p

LIN «AIR LTD. dame
241-242 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
LONDON,W.1.
01-580 2255, 637 1605

P & P 75p.

53-54 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
LONDON,W1.
01-637 1601, 80 1117

149 FLEET STREET
LONDON, EC4.
01-353 1419
391

—

STE -MA HI- F1 6
FOUR SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 40- watts RS/FS
80 watts peak Music Power
Roc Retail Pnce £ 59.40 each

STE -MA 450
TWO SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 10 watts RMS
20 watts peak Music Power
Teak Finish
Res Retail Price £25.00 each

STE -MA 195
TWO SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 7watts RMS
14 watts peak Music Power

/

Teak Finish
Roc Retail Price £20.90 each

STE -MA 375
THREE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Power Handling 25 watts RMS -50 watts peak Music Power
Teak Finish
Res Retail Price £41.75 each

Ste-Ma proves that the best is
not always the most expensive.
fase send for further details of these models
It took acombination of traditional Danish
Name
craftmanship and the expertise of one of Scandinavia's
Address
largest acoustic equipment laboratories to produce
these superb quality loudspeakers.
Sole U.K. Distributors
K &. K Electronics Ltd., 60, St. Marks Rise,'
All the models are constructed of teak with the
exception of the Hi -Fi 6which has additional alloy trim. IEŒcTRoincs iso London, E8 Telephone 01-254 9941/4

I

-

TAPES AND CASSETTES

BEDFORD AUDIO

and in factory sealed library boxes.

CALL FOR PERSONAL ATTENTION,

SPECIAL OFFER: 50p off all orders for ten or more reels of tape.
BASF

BASF
LH

Philips
Scotch
Low Noise
HI Fl

Long Play
5"
900'
W
1200'
7" 1800'

£1-05
£1-25
Ell - 75

£1.20
£1-35
£1.95

£1-20
£1-35
£1-85

£0.95
El 15
£1.60

Double Play
5" 1200'
1800'
7" 2400'

£1.25
£1.75
£2.20

El - 35
£1-95
£2-40

£1-45
£1-95
£2-50

£1.20

Triple Play
5" 1800'
7" 3600'

£1-75
E2-75

El - 95
f3-00

sr

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS.
Send 2-1p stamp for lists.

C.60
C.90
C.120

C.60
C.90
C.120

BASF
LH

BASF
LH SM

£0.42
£0.60
£0.90

£0-53
£0.75
£0-98

BASF
CrO,

MEMOREX
LH

£0.85
£1.10
£1-40

£0.43
£0.60
£0-87

76 BEDFORD ROAD, KEMPSTON, BEDS.
On B557-2 mires S.W. Bedford- 9miles from MI
CLOSED WEDNESDAY

A
•D•

Prices correct at time of going to press.
Offer does not apply overseas.

OPEN UNTIL 8 PM FRIDAY

LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
CABINETS

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

Postage and Packing:
Tapes:
15p per order, three or more, POST FREE.
Cassettes: 3p each, six or more, POST FREE.
Please send remittance with order to:

Tel.: 0272-23503

LARGE

DISCOUNTS & DEMONSTRATIONS OF OUR

Compact Cassettes

£2.50

the )illas

SUPPLIES

Tel.: KEMPSTON 2694

All tapes supplied with manufacturer's guarantee

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES

(Dept. H2),

A. DAVIES & CO. LTD.

23 Highbury Villas,

(Cabinet Makers)

Bristol BS2 8BY

56 WELLESLEY ROAD, LONDON N.W.5
Ol -485 5775

E.& 0.E.
392

Open tin 5.30 Saturday

YORKSHIRE 1-11-FICENTRE

HUGE DISCOUNTS AND FREE DEMONSTRATIONS!

Yorkshire Hi-fi Centre

SAVE £
SAVE
UP TO

s!

BUY BEFORE THE FREEZE ENDS!

£23.05

ON
YOUR
AP76
M44/7.
AP76
M55E.

ALL POST ORDERS TO
82 HIGH STREET,
KNARESBOROUGH
1
..Closed
.
Mondays

*FULLY- EQUIPPED
DEMONSTRATION
STUDIO

AGENTS FOR

Shure
Shure

AP76 Plinth/Cover.
Fitted Shure
M75E1/11. Worth £58.00.
BSR Macdonald MP60 with Goldring
G800. Worth £34.00.

Phone: 5191

Open all day Tuesday to Saturday. Fridays until 7.30 p.m.
Personal Shoppers Welcome.

TURNTABLE
Plinth/Cover.
Fitted
Worth £50-00.
Plinth/Cover.
Fitted
Worth £53.00.

SP25 Mk III Plinth/
Cover. Fitted Goldring G850. Worth
£2.00.
AP76 Plinth/Cover,
Fitted Goldring
0800. Worth £52.00

£11•25
£29.95

Both the above complete with
plinth, cover and cartridge, fully
assembled and wired.

£32.75
£33.75
£34.95
£18.50

PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY AT
28 MERRION CENTRE,
LEEDS. Phone: 24172.
Open

All the above complete with plinth, cover and
cartridge fully assembled and wired.
Thorens TDI50 Mk II AB with plinth
and arm. Worth C0.17.
Thorens TX/I1 cover for above.
Worth £4-50.
Thorens TDI50 Mk 11 AB plinth/
cover. Shure M55E. Worth E63-46.
Pioneer PL I2D with plinth and cover.
Worth £52.60.

£39.95
£3.70
£49.95
£36.70

six full days a week.
Fridays until 7.30.

£36 pair
ygnSPEAKERS
SAVE UP TO

LEAK 250
List Price £67.00

"QUAD"
Demonstrations at
Knaresborough only.

"SANSUI"

£49.50

IVir
O
H
:AgilatBargaihS

£19.50

"SCAN-DYNA"
"AR."
PRODUCTS

GOLDRING

AMSTRAD

ROITONE

ROTEL

WHARFEDALE
DENTON II
List Price £42.00

0800

HPS SA

SOLID-STATE

RA2 I
0

PR.

AMP.

AMP.

15W per channel
Scratch and rumble filters. List
£42. I
5.

List £35.95

CARTRIDGE MORES

A.R. Demonstrations at
Leeds only.
We can supply by post to any
part of the Country.

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai GXC40D.
Cassette (suitable
'Chromium
Dioxide Tape, super
quality).
£69 •95
List £95•90.
Akai 4000DS.
0List £99.50.
Akai GXC40.
•List L112.50.

£72 •95
£86 •00

Akai GXC40T.
List £ 167.50.
•Akai CS35D.
0 List £79.95.
Akai GXC46D.
List iI39•50.
Akai CR80D.
List L85-02.

£124 •95
£ 60 .00
£ 103 •50
£

58.50

Send your letter with
S.A.E. for reply to our
HiFi expert
GEORGE YORK

Op

£31.00

FOR NEW
CATALOGUE
over 100 Items.

PR.

MARSDEN
HALL
ANNEXE 200
List Price £49.95

£35.00

LEAK 150. List £52.00.

PR.

£38.50
£59.95
£38.50
£66.00

MARSDEN HALL ANNEXE 300. List £ 9.95.
WHARFEDALE LINTON
11. List £52.00.
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE111. List £ 99-00.
FE RROGRAPH S1. £ 69,nr
7,D Each
List each £ 95.00.

£3.95 9-95 £19.95 £11.95

SAVE
UP TO IGJ•161,7

ON YOUR

HEADPHONES
HURRY! BUY YOUR AMPLIFIER BEFORE V.A.T.!
SAVE UP TO £26 27 ON TO- DAY'S PRICE ALONE
Rotel RX200A. List £89.50 ..
£64•SO
Rotel RA310. List £52-00 ..
f34•95
Rotel RA610. List £ 8•50
£54•95
Amstrad IC2000. List E42.95
£7-50
e•-óRotel RX400A. List i107•50 . .
£76.95
Rotel RXI54 (Quadraphonic). *List £ 129-50..
£4.95
Rotel RX600A. List f149.00
£109.95
ROTEL RXI50A.
£49 95
Armstrong 521 List £59.00
£46-00
List L67.93.
Armstrong 526 tuner-amp with stereo decoder. List £ 115.22
£89.95
PIONEER SA500A.
31 50
Armstrong 524 FM. List £42.17
f32.95
List L47.10.
Armstrong 523 AM/FM. List £52.68
£10.95
Armstrong M8 Decoder. List £9•50
£7-2.5
QUAD FM3.
Rotel RT320. List £ 9.50
£42.95
Price on application.
Leak Delta FM. List £ 9.50 ..
£62.00

.

£ .

WANT APRICE
-OR ADVICE?

S
E
N
D

LIST £ I2.21

Volume and Stereo/Mono control.s List £iS.95.

PR.

MARSDEN
HALL
ANNEXE 100
List Price £ 0.00

HIRE PURCHASE up to 36 months for personal callers.
EXTENDED CREDIT up to 12 months for post orders. Enclose
20% deposit plus carriage.
HUGE DISCOUNTS also on Quad, Armstrong, Sinclair, Sharp,
etc. Send S.A.E. for quotation.
BARCLAY CARD welcome. Bring your card or quote number by
letter or phone.
SECURICOR DELIVERY IF REQUIRED ( IN YOUR HANDS
WITHIN 72 hrs.) £.50. Additional items LISO each.
Mail Order/Carriage Charges: Please add El.50 for Tape Recorders,
Amplifiers, Tuner/Amplifiers, Turntables and Speakers. Add 50p
for Headphones, Styli, Cartridges etc.

New centre opening soon

DEMONSTRATIONS-All the items on this advertisement
are in stock at the time of writing and are on permanent demonstration. ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE. ALL GOODS ON 7-DAY
EXCHANGE GUARANTEE.

in Newcastle!

Prices and discounts are those prevailing at time of writing. Due to
press date (5 weeks), prices are subject to change without notice.
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I
7o :

SPECIAL PURCHASE- ..p.6.95
Rank Rotel RH700. List """"
El 1.40.
KOSS K7I I. List L10.00. £ 8

.50

Kass 747. List £20.00. £ 15 •95
KOSS K6 Stereophonic. £ 5.50
List £ 12•50.
KOSS PRO4AA.
List £ 22.95
moo.
PIONEER SE30A a really £ 8.50
superb headphone. List
£12•95.
ROTEL
RH630.
List £ 5.60
£7-40.
Pioneer SEL20 SUPER £ 6.95
LIGHTWEIGHT. List
£9.95.

YORKSHIRE HI-FI CENTRES LTD., 82 HIGH STREET,
KNARESBOROUGH, YORKS. Tel.: Knaresborough 5191

I
I

Please supply

Ienclose E

Full Cash, incl. Carr.

Ihave included Carriage for

Securicor;

Normal Delivery .

(Please tick appropriate square)
BARCLAY/ACCESS CARD No
I Name
Address

I

Block Capitals Please.

Reg. 1067690 London

HF2 73

What is happening in the
recording business?
In abusiness like recording, things move fast. So fast that if
you tried to keep up,you'd hardly do
anything else. Why bother? Let Studio
studio sound
nior rvu minim coral ointmii
(
man
mo
Sound, the magazine written for
and by recording engineers, do the
keeping up for you. Studio Sound tells you
what's happening, where it's happening
and who it's happening to.
D10110111
1110111 mi
OK
11001 11N10 110111.111Ni 10I INIU1111INI LINNOI
511011

studio sound

Monthly on the 14th. 25p.
For ayear's post-free subscription send £3to:—
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

lUtIVIC1 1101V1 INCSUI

r
, 292

-11111,111111111i
A Link House Publication

Stereo Radio
CAUTION

MAX VOLTS: 16 vdc
LAMP CURRENT: 75 IT10

HANDBOOKS consist of a series of
practical books for the newcomer
to Tape Recording as well as the
enthusiast of long standing.
* The Law and your Tape Recorder by Andrew Phelan price
18p
* Tape and Slides by Derek J.
Chatterton price 18p
* Language Laboratories by
Derek J. Chatterton price 20p
* Hi Fi for the Music Lover by
Edward Greenfield price 15p

update
your
tuner.

* Tape and Cine by John Aldred
price 15p
* Tape Recorders for Education by Derek J. Chatterton
price 30p
* Advice on Buying a Tape
Recorder by J. F. Ling price
18p

0

Which Microphone by Derek
J. Chatterton price 18p

* Sound Effects on Tape by Alan
Edward Beeby price 18p

How to Make Money with
your Tape Recorder by Henry
Woodman price 18p

* Documentary Programmes
on Tape by Peter Bastin price
25p

Technical Terms Explained
by Derek J. Chatterton price 18p

* How to Record Weddings by
Paul Addinsell price 15p

Projection Aids by Derek J.
Chatterton price 20p

* Introduction to the Tape
Recorder by Charles Langton
price 18p

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM DEPT. HFN

TAPE BOOKSHOP

7 ALVERSTONE AVENUE,
BARNET, HERTS. EN48DP

Remittance must accompany orders.

0

0

0

0 0 0

0

Jermyn now offer astereo decoder module that smply and
easily converts your existing mono tuner for stereo reception.
Multiplex output equipped tuners simply have the module plugged in, older types need the de- emphasis capacitor disconnected.
The unit will do justice to the most expensive equipment and
has the following specification.
Channel separation: Typically 40dB
Distortion: Typically 0.3% at 560mV RMS
Composite input signal
Stereo switching: Automatic with lighted indicator
Power supply: 10-16 volts.
Assembled and fully tested with a no-strings 12 month
guarantee the module costs an astonishing £6.90. (Also available
as aKit at £4.90.) Beat that!
ToJermyn Industries
27 Vestry Estate
Sevenoaks
Kent

Cheques and Postal

Orders should be made payable to Print & Press Services Ltd.
Add 3p to the price of each title for postage.

Please rush nie E Kit(s), LI made up Stereo decoders.
Ienclose cheque/postal order for £
Name
Address
Block Capitals Please
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Lasky's
are serious
about Akai,
how serious
are you?

Unless you are a fanatic, muzzling your dog to achieve the
ultimate in listening pleasure is not really necessary - what is
of prime importance is to make sure that you have the right
equipment to listen to in the first place, equipment that won't
make -odd" noises of its own! In fact, high fidelity equipment
that will reproduce exactly and with absolute fidelity, the most
subtle sounds captured in to- days disc and tape recordings
and FM stereo broadcasts.
That is where we at Lasky's can help you, because with our
vast selection of equipment and our experienced sales staff at
your disposal you can choose exactly the system or unit to suit
your individual requirement and budget. AND you can't go
wrong by choosing Akai.
The complete 1973 range of Akai - stereo reel-to-reel,
cassette and 8track cartridge tape recorders ( some incorporating radio receivers as well), amplifiers, receivers, speakers
and headphones - is gathered together for you to see, hear
and compare in the ideal surroundings of our showrooms at
42-45 Tottenham Court Road, VV1 - the -Sound Centre of the
World". Akai's own experts will be on hand every day during
February ( Monday to Friday 12pm - 6pm) to demonstrate the
capabilities of this outstanding equipment.
We are serious about Akai quality and value and we are sure
you will be when you have seen and heard for yourself.

i12-£15 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-636 08q5
West End and City Bronches
33 TOTTENHAM CT RD., LONDON, W.1. Tel: 01-636 2605
109 FLEET STREET LONDON, E.C.el Tel: 01-353 5812
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. Tel: 01-723 3271

FEBRUARY IS AKAI MONTH AT LASKY'S

•
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Oe Open 8.30-1, 2-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut
Wed. PAYBONDS AND PEOPLE'S
BANK Credit Scheme and Lloyds &
Scottish Personal Loans Scheme quotations on application.
Cheques with
£30 cheque cards only accepted for
counter sales.

•

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 125)
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4 from stock
with substantial discount Mk Ill and Dolby
B models.
Akai 1800SD 5/0
[ 107.00
Akai 4000D S/0
£62.50
Akai 1720 5/0 ..
E60.00
Akai X200SD S/0 ..
E100.00
Akai X5000W (one only) _ £ 125.00
Akai GX365 S/0
£265-00
Akai 4000 (few available) .. £80.00
Akai 4000DS, free reel and 7" tape £73.50
Akai 172IL
£73.85
Eagle MPI2 Mixer S/0
£ 18 00
Ferrograph 702W .. • • £ 182.00
Kellar KDB1
•
•
£39.50
Kellar KDB3•
.
£ 31.50
Philips N4450
..
£219-50
Tandberg 3341X/3021X .. • .
P.O.A.
Tandberg 4041X/4021X .. • . [ 143-95
Tandberg 6021X/6041X .. • • E159.95
Teat AN60 .. • • £35-00
Uher A122 Mixer ..
P.O.A.
Uher 4000IC (new model)
Uher 4200/44001C ( new model)
P.O.A

•

KIT SYSTEMS, LOUDSPEAKER
KITS ( P/P on request)
Celestion HF1300
E5.75
Celestion P58/9470
£2.50
Celestion PS12./TC 1789 .. £7.50
Celestion HF2000
£7.50
Flac 59RMI09
•
.
£ 3.00
EMI 150 8ohms S/0
£ 1.99
EMI 350 8 ohms
..
£7.65
EMI 450 8ohms
..
£4.10
EMI 14A/770N 8ohms .. £ 13-00
EMI 14A/770N KEF T27 X over £ 18-00
Goodmans DIN20 Kit .. £ 10.00
Goodmans Axent 100
..
£5.90
KEF KK2 5/0
£ 18.00
KEF KK3 S/0
£27.50
KEF KK4 S/0
£ 13.95
KEF T27
..
£4.25
KEF TI5
£5.25
KEF B110
..
£7.00
KEF B200
£8.00
KEF 8139 5/0
£9.50
Peerless 20/2
El 1.00
Peerless 20/3
..
£ 15.75
Peerless 3-25
£ 15.00
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12".. £29.95
Tannoy Monitor Gold 15" .. £ 34.95
Unilex Kit
_
£ 14-75
Wharfedale Unit 3
£ 10-10
Wharfedale Unit 4
£ 13.50
Wharfedale Unit 5
£ 19 75

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 75p)
Amstrad 8000 S/0 .. .. £ 15.00
Armstrong 521 .. .. £46.90
Arena A220
..
£28.00
Cambridge Audio P100 5/0 .. £ 110.00
Cambridge P50 Mk II
E72-50
Eagle TSA 149
..
£ 19.75
Eagle TSA 151
..
£27.25
Ferrograph F307 Mk 2 (Teak) .. £49.50
Goodmans Maxamp S/0
£42.50
Leak Delta 30 5/0
E48.00
Leak Delta 70 S/0
..
£59.00
Leak Stereo 30 Plus cased.. .. £49.50
Leak Stereo 70 cased . .. £59.00
Metrosound ST20 (shop soiled) .. £23-50
Metrosound ST2OE .. £26-00
Metrosound ST60 .. .. £48-50
Nikko TRM 401C
..
£39.50
Nikko TRM 300
..
£34-50
Nikko TRM 400
..
£42.00
Nikko TRM 1200 .. . £94.00
Peak Sound 840A (few available) . £27.50
Philips RH 580 S/0
£ 19-95
Pioneer SA600 .. . £65.00
Pioneer SA800 .. .. £86.00
Pioneer SA1000
£ 105.00
Pioneer SA500A
£29.95
Quad 33 & 303 (on allocation) ..
P.O.A.
Revox A78 5/0
El 10.00
Rogers Ravensbourne cased .. £59.85
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis .. £56.50
Rogers Ravensbrook $2 chassis . . £41.90
Rogers Ravensbrook S2 (Teak) .. £45-90
Rote 100 (one only)
£32-00
Rote
£22-95
Rote RA 310 SIO
£30.95
Rote RA 610 S/0
£49.25
Rote RA810
..
£72.00
Rote RAI210
£88.00
Sansui AU 101
On application
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2 S/0
£23.00
Si nclair 3000 5/0
£29-50
Teleton SAQ 206B
£22.50
Teleton SAQ 307
..
£22.50
Teleton GA202
'
.
£29-90
Wharfedale Linton Amplifier S/0 £44-90

1111 COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEMS
(P/P £2•50)
Bush Arena System I ( limited) .. £85.00
Bush Arena System 2 ( limited) .. £ 115.00
Bush Arena System 3 ( limited) .. £ 159.00
Bush Arena System 4
..
£ 159.00
Bush Arena System .. £ 164.00
Bush Arena System 15 • • .. £97.50
Bush Arena System 20 . • .. £ 126.50
Bush Arena System 25 • • .. £ 135.00
Bush Arena System 30 • • .. £ 165.00
Bush Arena System 40 • • .. £ 165.00
Bush Arena System 50 .. £ 169.90
Bush A1005 .. • . .. £58.00
Decca 603/4 & 613/4 .. £59-00
Decca 1204
£19.00
Ekco ZU3 S/0
..
£87.00
Ekco ZU8
..
£212.00
Ekco Network 800
..
£80.00
Ekco ZUSG..
..
£ 150.00
Ekco ZU7
..
£ 155.00
Ferguson 3423 5/0
..
£93.00
Fidelity UAI 5/0 .. .. £75.00
Fidelity UA2
£35.00
GEC 2805
'
.
£66.00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact .. £ 131.00
Hacker GAR500 SRD-I-2 x LSIOOOD P.O.A.
Hacker GAN500+2 X LS500C
P.O.A.
Hacker GARI000 BSRD+2x
LSIOOOD
P.O.A.
Marconi Unit 3
..
..
£69-50
Marconi 44508 Stereo System S/0 £613.00
Marconi 4451 S/0
£96.50
Marconi 4450B (stereo radio) .. £66-50
Philips RH8I I
£ 111.00
Philips GF823 5/0
£38.50
Pye Black Box 1022 5/0
E78.00

• LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS ( P/P)
& W 05 ( pair)
..
£47-00
& W DMI 5/0 ( pair) ..
E57-00
& W DM2 ( pair)
£ 115.00
& W DM3 5/0
£44.50
& W DM4( pair).. .. £77-00
& W DM70
£ 119.00
ash Arena L5I0 ( pair)
..
£34.50
ash Arena L520 ( pair)
..
£48.50
ush Arena 1.530 ( pair) .. £80.00
Cambridge Audio R40 Mk 2 (paie) £ 108.00
Cambridge Audio R50 S/0 ( pair) .. £ 164.00
Celestion 120 S/0 ( pair) .. £38.00
Celestion County ( pair) .. £39.90
Celestion Ditton 15 5/0
£27.50
Celestion Ditton 25 S/0
£45.00
Celestion Ditton 44 5/0
£38.00
Celestion Ditton 66
..
£75.00
..
£51.00
Celestion Dimension 8
Decca Deram
£ 14.95
Goodmans Goodwood ( pair) .. £82.00
Goodmans Double Maxim 5/0 ( pr) £49.20
Goodmans Havant ( pair) ..
E44.00
Goodmans Mezzo 3 5/0
£24.00
Goodmans Magister; pair) .. £98.00
Goodmans Magnum K2 S/0 .. £31.00
Goodmans Minister S/0 ( pair) .. £38.00
KEF Cresta 1S/0 ( walnut) ( pair) .. £35.00
KEF Cresta 2 ( pair)
£40.00
KEF Chorale ( pair)
£ 55.00
KEF Cadenza
£33.50
KEF Concerto .. £45.50
KEF Celeste
£23.00
KEF Coda ( pair)
..
£36.00
KEF Cantor (pair) .. £43.00
Leak Sandwich (one walnut) £27.50
Leak 150
£ 19.00
Leak 250
•
.
.•
£23.50
Leak 200 5/0
£ 17.99
Leak 600 $10
£34.90
Metrosound HFS 103 S/0 ( pair) .. £27.00
MINORCA .. - .. £ 10-50
Mordaunt-Short 077, 400, 700, 235 P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic blk/br ( pr)
P.O.A.
Spendor BC' Studio 1Teak ..
E73-50
Tannoy Chatsworth RT ( pair) .. £92.50
Tannoy 12" Lancaster .. £53.00
Tannoy 15" Lancaster .. £58.00
Tannoy Ill LZ
£33.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Sip .. £35.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair) .. £40.00
Wharfedale Melton 2
..
£24.50
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair) .. £32.00
Wharfedale Triton 3 ( pair) .. £50.00

e

STEREO HEADPHONES (P/P 30p)
Akai ASE22
..
£8.50
Akai ASE20
£6.99
Akai ASE9S
£5.35
AKG K60
£ 12.75
AKG K180
£25.00
Alpha SDH7OV S/0
£4.00
Beyer DT900
£7.00
Eagle SE40
E5-10
Eagle SE60
£7.25
Goldring K104
..
£9.00
Howland-West C15300
£7.30
Koss PRO4AA
£22.00
Koss PRO5LC
£23.65
Koss PRO600AA
£24.50
Koss ESP6
£35•90
Koss ESP9
£52.80
Koss K6
..
£9.95

/Koss KRD7Il
Koss K0727B
Koss K747 (300 ohms)
Koss K6LC
Koss HVI
Pioneer SESO
Pioneer SE30A and 5830
Rotel RH430
Rotel RH600
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH700
Sansui SS2
Sansui SSIO _
Wharfedale DD1
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£7.9:\
£13.20
E16.75
£11-95
£15.75
£15.20
£9.95
£3.50
. • £4-50
.. £5.50
.. £7-50
On application
On application
E9-90
£15.00

e

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £ 1.00)
Aka! AA6200 5/0 ..
02-50
Akai AA 6300 S/0
..
£95.00
Akai AA 6600 5/0
¿ I17-00
Armstrong 525 S/0
£69.95
Armstrong 526 S/0
Bush Arena TA 2700
£
079
3.0
95
0
Bush Arena TA 2800 ..
E82-00
Bush Arena RTA 2000 Compact . £ 112-00
Goodmans Module 80
70.00
..
£
Goodmans Module 90
£97.50
Leak Delta 75 S/0
129.50..
£
Nikko STA 301 S/0
£80.00
Nikko STA6010
105.00
Nikko 8010
..
£ 121.00
Nikko 9010
142.00
..
£
Nikko 1101
..
£220.00
Philips RH702
£79.50
Pioneer LX440A
£94.75
Pioneer LX880A
£ 122.25
Pioneer SX424
£79.50
Pioneer 825
£ 101.00
Pioneer 626
E138.00
Pioneer 727
166.00
£
Pioneer 828
£212.00
Pioneer 9000
£225.00
Pioneer 2500
E249-50
Rogers Ravensbrook ( teak)
87.50
£
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
80.50
£
Rote RXI50 5/0
£49-95
Rote RX200 S/0 .. • . £59.45
Rote RX400A
£79.50
Rote RX I
50A ..• • £ 52.00
Rote 200A
.66-00
.
¿
Rote 600A
..
£ 110.00
R
•
.
£ 140.00
Rote
e RX154À
£99.50
Quadraphonic with SQ Decoder
Tandberg TR200 .. • • £83.00
Teleton TFS 55 .. • •
E69-50
Teleton GRIOT .. • . £26.50
Teleton F2100 5/0.
•
£ 31.00
Teleton R4200 ..• • £ 36.50
Teleton TFS5OLA
Wharfedale 100.1 $10
:
£
£9
67
9: 0
99
0
Wharfedale WE40
99.50 . • £

e

TUNERS (
P/P 75p)
Armstrong 523 S/0
£42.50
Armstrong 524 .. .. £31.50
Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £8.00
Bush Arena T224
E31-00
Cambridge Audio T55 .. On application
Eagle TST 152 $/0
£30.00
Goodmans Stereomax 5/0
f45.00
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
£69.30
Leak Delta FM Tuner .. £61.00
Metrosound FMS20
E42-50
Nikko PAM 300 ..
E44-50
Nikko PAM 400
..
£53.50
Quad AM3 (state Overseas/Euro.)
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 (supplies limited)
P.O.A.
Revox A76 (new model) .. £ 156.00
Rogers Ravensbrook cased £41 10
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis £36.00
Rogers Ravensbourne cased £54.00
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis £50.00
Rotel RT 320
..
£43.50
Rotel RT 620
..
£69.00
Sinclair 2000 & 3000
£ 34.50
Teleton GT202
..
£ 35.50

e

8 TRACK STEREO ( P/P 75p.)
£66.25
Akai CR8 ID
Akai CR8I
E81-00
£113.00
Akai CROIT
£135.00
Akai CR8OSS Quadraphonic
BSR TD8S S/0 ..
E16.50
£55.00
Hitachi TRQ I34D
£60.00
Metrosound SS3O ..
Metrosound SS30E
£63.00

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P 75p) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
Acos Lustre Arm 5/0 .
£19-50
£15.50
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2
E2-50
Audio Technica L2 Lift ..
£11.50
BSR MP60 chassis ..
£15 - 00
BSR 610 ..
£17.00
BSR HT70 chassis ..
E38-00
BSR 810 ..
£10.513
Garrard SP'S Mk 3 5/0 ..
Garrard AP75 5/0
£18-50

Garrard AP76 5/0
Garrard SL65B 5/0
Garrard 401 .
Garrard 2025TC & .9TAHC
Garrard Zero 100S
Garrard Zero 100 Auto
Goldring G99 chassis
Goldring GL72
Goldring GL75 5/0
Goldring GL85
Lenco L69
Lenco L75 ..
Neat G308
SME 2000 plinth system
SME 3009 and 52 5/0
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 /S2 Improved
Sugden SAU2
Sugden BD IKit 510 ..
Thorens TD150 Mk 2 chassis
Thorens TDISOA Mk 2 ..
Thorens TDI25 Mk 1chassis
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2 chassis

e

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
BSR MP60 plinth and cover ..
BSR HT70 TPD3 plinth and cover
Bush Arena R76
Bush Arena 925
_
Garrard SP25-3, P & C, & M75-6SM
G
d AP76, P & C, & M75-6SM
Garrard AP96, P & C, & M75-65MS
Garrard Zero 100S, P & C, & M93E
Garrard 2025TC P & C KS40
Garrard 51_6513 P & C G800
Garrard SP25/3 P & C AT55
Garrard SP25-3 p/c & G850
Garrard SP25-3 p/c & 9TAHC
Garrard 5P25-3 p/c & G800
Garrard AP76 p/c & M55E
Goldring 705, G850 P/C 5/0
Goldring GL69/2P 5/0 ..
Goldring GL72 P & C
Goldring GL75 P & C
Goldring G101 p/c 5/0 ..
Goldring GL85 P & C Goldring Lenco GL69 P & C & 9800
Goodmans TD.I00
JP T601 with P 8i C & Giki)
Leak Delta turntable ..
Philips GA2I2
Pioneer PLI2D
Sugden BD2, SAU2, P & C
Thorens TD150AB Mk 2 ..
Thorens TDI25AB
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens 10125 Mk 2 AB ..
Wharfedale Linton & M44-7

£19.50
£12.50
£28.20
£9.50
£39-95
£42.00
£21.00
£24.50
£3 I.00
£53.25
£7.75
£10-75
£14-50
£35.00
£24.75
£2550
£28.00
£12.15
£10.50
£29.00
£36.00
£60.00
£67S0

£18-50
£22.00
£37.50
£26.50
£23.90
£33.50
£38.00
£52.50
£15•00
£24.00
£18.75
£18.50
£17.99
£20.00
£32.00
£19.75
£27.50
£34.75
£43.00
£22.00
£65-00
£29.95
£57.50
£46-00
£56.00
£55.00
£34.50
£32.50
£39-90
£99.90
£56.00
£103.50
E28-00

•

CARTRIDGES & STYLI ( P/P 25p)
ADC 10E Mk IV 5/0
..
£20.50
Audio Technica AT66.7 & LC
£5.12
Audio Technica AT2I X
..
£ 13.75
Audio Technica VM 3.5 S/0
£ 10.90
Decca Deram Elliptical .. £5.30
Empire 1000ZEX .. .. £45.80
Empire 808E
£9.95
Goldring G800 & G800H .. £6.75
Goldring G800E .. .. £ 10.40
Goldring G800 Super E
..
£ 16.00
Goldring G850
£3.95
Goldring CS90
::
£4.25
Goldring CS91E
£6.50
Neat V70
..
£3-75
Shure M44E 5/0
..
£6.45
Shure M5SE 5/0
..
£7.45
Shure M75E Type 2
£ 12.75
Shure M75-65 5/0
..
£6.50
Shure M75E1T2
..
£ 12.00
Shure M75.6T2
..
£9.50
Shure M75GT2 .. .. .. £ 11.50
Shure VI 5/2 Imp. 5/0 .... £26.95
Sonotone 9TAHC also G narrow £2.20
Shure M7SEDT2 .. .. £ 14-00

•

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P 75p)
Akai GXC40
•
.
£83-20
Akai GXC4OD 5/0.. .. £67.95
Akai CS35D
..
£ 59.10
Akai GXC4OT
..
£ 124.00
Akai GXC46D Dolby B .. £ 103.00
Akai GXC45D
•
.
£95.90
Bel I & Howell 0E51700• . £ 94.00
Bush Arena C430 ..• . £ 44.00
Bush Arena C440 ..• . £ 52.75
Hitachi Dolby B TRQ2000. • £ 80.00
Hitachi TRQ 262
..
£52.50
Hitachi TR2 282 ..
£42.00
Philips N2506
£49.50
Philips N2405
..
£59.50
Sansui SC700 .. On application
Sharp RD423 5/0
E42-50
Teat A350 Dolby B .. On application
Teat A110
On application
Uher CRI24
.. On application
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby Mk II .. £95.00
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby Mk 1 .. £88.00
Prompt efficient mail order service. E. & 0.E.
All prices are subject to variations without
notice.

Personal
loan
facilities
available to
personal callers

SEW/ ICE
ENGINEERS
ON PREMISES

Paybonds,
Peoples Bank Ltd.
Access Cards
BARCLAYCARD
Barclaycards

ASYSTEM
PO CKSU
0 IT EVERY
ET, SPECIALLIi
SELECTED10 OFFER
THE
IN THEIR
FINESTPRICE
ALUE1
V
RANGE

TELETON
amplifier.

SAQ 206B 8+8 watt

stereo

GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.
PRICE
OUR

ROTEL RA210
SYSTEM

TELETON GRIOT
SYSTEM

TELETON SAQ 2066
SYSTEM

£58.00

TELETON CRIOT 4+4 watt system MW
and FM bands with stereo decoder.
GARRARD 2025 TC Autochanger, plinth
and cover with KS40 stereo ceramic
cartridge and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker
systems with all connecting leads. Shown
above with SP251111 £3extra.
PRICE
OUR

TELETON F2100 SYSTEM

TELETON F2100 6+6 watt tuner amplifier MW and FM
bands with stereo decoder.
GARRARD SP2.513, Plinth, Cover and SONOTONE
GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and 9TAHC stereo ceramic cartridge with diamond stylus
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all connecting
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2 leads.
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
OUR
connecting leads.
PRICE
ROTEL
1RA2 I
0
amplifier.

6.5+6.5 watt

stereo

£68.00

ge. f59.95

£58•00

r

ROTEL RA310 SYSTEM
ROTEL
RA310
stereo amplifier.

SYSTEM

15+15 watt

GARRARD SP2S/3, Plinth, Cover and
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting ! cads.
OUR
PRICE

£69.00

SANSUI AU 101
SYSTEM

NIKKO TRM 300
SYSTEM
NIKKO TRM
amplifier.

300

12+12 watt

stereo

GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems, with all
connecting leads.

SANSU1 AU
amplifier.

101

15+15 watt

stereo

GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
apnnecting leads.

:ezE £72-50

£72•50

NIKKO TRM 400
SYSTEM
NIKKO TRM 400 16+16 watt stereo amplifier.
GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and GOLDRING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with
diamond stylus and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker
systems, with all connecting leads.

OUR f79.95

ROTEL RXIS4A QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEM

TELETON TFS5OLA
ROTEL RX150 SYSTEM SYSTEM

4 channels of 10 MW FM bands decoder quadraphonic decoder. AP76, & M55E 4 loudspeakers with all leads.

ROTEL RA610
SYSTEM

ROTEL RXI50 SYSTEM 7.5+7.5 watt
tuner amplifier MW and FM band with
stereo decoder.

TELETON TFS5OLA SYSTEM 15+15 watt
tuner amplifier, MW, LW and FM bands
with stereo decoder.

ROTEL
RA6I0
stereo amplifier.

GARRARD SP25/3, Plinth, Cover and
GOLDRING
G800
stereo
magnetic
cartridge with diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.

GARRARD AP76, Plinth and Cover,
Shure MSSE stereo magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.

GARRARD AP76, Plinth and Cover,
Shure mssE stereo magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus and 2
KEF Chorale loudspeaker systems with
all cormatting leads.

OUR
PRICE

£85-00

ii,e‘E £ 15.00

UR
PRICE

SYSTEM

30+30 watt

£132.00

OUR
PRICE

SONY IN THE STRAND
COLOUR

SONY HP239
Complete
Stereo Music
System

FOR

f28•20

DEPOSIT

SONY
Trinitron
Colour TV
KV 132 OU B
18 monthly
payments at
£10.95
Total H.P.
f22.5.30

RECORD
CASSETTE
TUNER/AMP
with SPEAKERS

£184•45

Cash Price

SONY TC
I24CS
Stereo
Cassette
PORTABLE
system.

£ 179.00

£9210

SONY TC
I33CS
Stereo
Cassette
RECORDER
with
Speakers.

SONY
6RCI5
Digital clock
RADIO

£19•25

TAPE

DECK

£12615

£89•75
SONY TC 10
Stereo Car
cassette with
Speakers.

SONY TC II0A
Mono Cassette with built-in mic.

SONY TC
165 Stereo

£ 46.40

£5715

SONY HP
511
Stereo
Record
System

SONY ICF
II IL Radio

£41.60

TUNER/AMP
with
SPEAKERS

£169.90
SONY ST 5600 TUNER

£60.00

SONY TV 110 UK

SONY ST 80F
TUNER

Black&White
Television

£48•35

1 Black or
White
cabinet.

£72.70
SONY PS
5520
Record Deck
complete
with Cartridge.

SONY
TC 630.

1.13.11

£67 .80

CAMERAS BINOCULARS PROJECTORS ETC.
TAKEN AS DEPOSIT OR PART-EXCHANGE.
BEST ALLOWANCES GIVEN — H.P. TERNS

Stereo Split lid
speaker. Reel to
Reel Recorder.

£189•35

LARGE SELECTION OF 1
MUSICASSETTES

FREE

DINERS CLUB — BARCLAYCARD — AMERICAN EXPRESS etc.

WESTCENTRAL
81

STRAND,

LONDON,

Musicassette of your
choice with each
tape recorder purchased.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

W.C.2.

—
398

Telephone:

01-836

LTD.
9773/9221

Herbert von Karajan
chose the AR-3a.
Cost: 100 each.

This is the new AR-7.
Cost: 52 per pair.

When listening, it is sometimes hard to tell them apart.
The AR- 3a speaker system
is designed to reproduce
music in the home as accurately as present-day knowledge of electronics and
acoustics permits. Used at
home by many celebrated

But the latest materials and
techniques
have
enabled

AR's published specifications

Acoustic Research to reduce
the difference in sound to
the point where it may matter
less to you than the difference
in cost. On many kinds of

distortion. This rigorous testing
programme
enables

music,

in

fact,

it

for frequency response and

is often

difficult to tell these speakers
apart.

The new AR- 7 is not quite
as accurate as the AR- 3a.

workmanship and performance of AR speaker systems.
AR equipment is available
only from selected
hi-fi

Conveniently, the acoustic
design of the AR- 7 actually
required the use of a very

musicians, the AR- 3a is a
logical choice when music
matters and money does not.

Acoustic Research to offer a
five-year guarantee on the

AR- 3a

small cabinet, making it easier
to find a home for than the
AR- 3a.

Frequency response ± 2dB
of published curve
Size: 25"x 14" x11 3/8" deep
Impedance: 4Ohms
Power: for amplifier up
to 100 watts on normal music
and speech signals
Finishes: teak, walnut

Both the AR- 3a and the
AR- 7, like all AR speakers,
are individually measured in
an anechoic chamber against

Prices given are recommended retail.

399

dealers. Write for more information.

Acoustic Research
International
High Street
Houghton Regis, Beds.
Phone:
Dunstable ( 0582) 6031 51

AR- 7
Frequency response ± 2dB
of published curve
Size: 15 3/
4"x93/
4"x6 1/
4"deep
Impedance: 8Ohms
Power: for amplifier up
to 100 watts on normal music
and speech signals
Finishes: teak, walnut

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD.
4 IRLAM SHOPPING CENTRE,
061-775 5822 IRLAM, MANCHESTER-

166 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON
BLI 8DR LANCASHIRE. Tel.: 22636-

ON A57 5 MILES FROM WARRINGTON

ON A666 ONE MILE NORTH BOLTON

CASH

SPECIAL OFFERS
**THESE TURNTABLES ARE COMPLETE WITH
TEAK VENEER BASE, TINTED COVER. CARTRIDGE AND WIRED. DIN PHONO 80p EXTRA
GARRARD SP25 MI, 3
£17.80
with GOLDRING G800
£18-50
with SHURE M44-7 ..
BSR McDONALD MP60
£18.00
with GOLDRING G800
£19.50
with SHURE M44-7 ..
GARRARD AP76
£28-50
with GOLDRING G800
£32.00
with SHURE M55E
£34-00
with SHURE M75E1/2

SAVE

AMPLIFIERS (cased)
f37.90
£39.50
f52-00
£57.50
£65.00
£59.00
£69.90
£65.00
£85.90
£68.00

**ALBA UA700
**METROSOUND ST2OE
**RANK ROTEL 310 .
**ROGERS RAVENSBROOK
**WHARFEDALE LINTON
**ARMSTRONG 521 ..
**LEAK DELTA 30 ..
**J. E. SUGDEN A2I
**LEAK DELTA 70 ..
**FERROGRAPH F307 .

£25-00
£26-50
£36-50
£40•80
£45.50
£45•00
£48.90
£52.00
£58-90
£49.00

DISCOUNT
UP

ON

TO

HI- FIDELITY

25%

AND

MORE!

LEAK DELTA 70

LEAK DELTA 30
REC. RETAIL
£69 90

SALES

REC. RETAIL
£85 90

OUR PRICE f413 .90

OUR PRICE f5 8.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS cased
**ALBA UAIOOD
**ROGERS RAVENSBRDÓK
**ARMSTRONG 526 ..
**ARMSTRONG 526/DEC
ARMSTRONG 525/D ..
**LEAK DELTA 75 ..
"ROTEL RX150

£76.00 £55.00
.. £ 108.87 £82.50
£102•71 £77.00
.. £ 112-21 £85-00
.. £99.64 £78-00
.. £ 175.00 £ 130.00
.. £67.93 £52.00

SPEAKERS
**WHARFEDALE DENTON 2/Pr
**WHARFEDALE LINTON 2/Pr
**WHARFEDALE MELTON 2/Pr
**W'DALE DOVEDALE 3/Pr
**WHARFEDALE TRITON 3
**LEAK 150/Pr
**LEAK 250/Pr
**LEAK 600/Pr
**R. ALLAN FLAMENCO/Pr ..
**R. ALLAN PAVANE/Pr ..
**R. ALLAN CHACONNE/Pr
**GOODMANS MAGNUM
K2/Pr
**CELESTION COUNTY/Pr
**CELEST1ON DITTON 15/Pr ..
GOODMANS MEZZO 3/Pr ..

£42-00
£52.00
£70.00
£95-00
£65-00
£50.00
£65.00
£99-60
£57.71
£70.50
£39.81

£29-50
£36.50
£48.90
£65 90
£48-50
£36.90
£4790
£68-90
£47.00
£52.00
£32.00

£92.40
£47•94
£75.20
£71.40

£62-00
£35.00
£56-00
£48.00

LEAK DELTA AM1FM
LEAK DELTA FM
REC. RETAIL
£79-50

REC. RETAIL
£85.90

OUR PRICE £ 56 .00

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

111

OUR PRICE

f66 .50

AFTER SALES SERVICE

CALL NOW AND LISTEN TO ANY COMBINATION OF ITEMS
STARRED: * BOLTON

*' BOLT O N-IRLAM

CREDIT TERMS AT DISCOUNT FOR CALLERS
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

CARTRIDGES
**SONOTONE 9TA/HC
**GOLDRING G850
**GOLDRING G800
**SHURE M44-7
**SHURE MSSE
**GOLDRING G800E
**SHURE M75E1/2
**SHURE M75ED
SHURE VI5/2
CONNOISSEUR SCUI
CARRIAGE 20p.

£3.50
£6-09
£12-20
£7•68
£9•43
£17•66
£14-98
£19.00
£38-38
£6.09

£1-75
£3.50
£5.00
£5.50
£6.50
£9-50
£9.50
£11.50
£27.00
£5.50

WHARFEDALE

£ 10.00
£ 18-00
£38.00
£46.00
£29 00
£23.00
£31-90
£30.50
£42.50
£57.00
£28-00
£35.00
£44-00
£50.90
£2190

HEADPHONES
**KOSS 711
..
£ 10.00
£8.00
**KOSS K6LC
£ 14-00 £11.50
**KOSS 727B
£ 16.50 £ 13 50
•*KOSS PRO4AA • • .. £28-00 £22.50
CARRIAGE 50p.
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD WELCOME
Please ask for quotation.
Carr. £ 1.00 per item except as shown.
All prices correct at press date, but may be subject
to alteration.

REC. RETAIL
£99-50

REC. RETAIL
£42-00 FAIR

TURNTABLES
**GARRARD SP25/3 Chas .. £16-17
**GARRARD AP76 Chas
£28.42
**GARRARD ZERO 100S .. £52-80
**GARRARD ZERO 100/P/C .. £62-58
£42.70
GARRARD 401
**GOLDRING GL72 Chas .. £31.39
**GOLDRING GL72/P/C. • £ 45-5 I
**GOLDRING GL75 Chas .. £41•85
/ / .. £56-85
**THORENS TDI60/AB/C .. £69.80
**CONNOISSEUR BD2/SAU2 £ 32-71
**CONNOISSEUR BD2/SAU2/P/C £41.29
*THORENS TDI50AB/C £54•92
LEAK DELTA TURNTABLE .. £69.50
GOLDRING GI01/P/C .. £29.64

AKAI 4000DS

DENTON 2

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

f75.90

f29 .50 PAIR

NOT ON
DEMONSTRATION

LEAK
250

WHARFEDALE
LINTON 2

REC. RETAIL
£65-00

REC. RETAIL
£52.00 PAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£47 .90

f36 .50 PAIR

Special 3 Day delivery service by Securicor. All items despatched on receipt of
order. Charge £ 1.75 per item.
FULL refund by return post if any item out of stock and not available within
7 days.

ALL MAIL

ORDERS TO
400

BOLTON

-

DEPARTMENT

HFN

OPEN 9.00-5.30 T.W.
9.00-8.00 Thur-Fri.
9.00-5.00 Sat.
CLOSED MONDAY

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD.

I

166 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON
BLI 8DR LANCASHIRE. Tel.: 22636-

4 IRLAM SHOPPING CENTRE,
061-775 5822 IRLAM, MANCHESTER-

ON A666 ONE MILE NORTH BOLTON

ON A57 5 MILES FROM WARRINGTON

CASH DISCOUNT ON HI- FIDELITY SALES
SAVE UP TO 25% AND MORE!

UNLESS STARRED, ALL ITEMS IN THIS
COLUMN
ARE
NOT
NORMALLY
STOCKED
OR DEMONSTRATED
BUT
MAY BE OBTAINED TO ORDER.

SPEAKERS
Rec.
Price

RANK ROTEL 310
REC. RETAIL
£52.00

OUR PRICE

L E. SUGDEN A2I

£36.50

REC. RETAIL
f68.00

OUR PRICE

£52.00

Our
Price

B & W DM1/Pr
B & W DM2/Each

£75-20 £57-00
£60-76 £48.00

B & W DM3/Each

£63.00 £45-00

CELESTION DITTON 120/Pr £56-40 £44.00
CELESTION DITTON 25/Each £65.00 £46-00
CELESTION DITTON 44/Each £54-00 £39.00
CELESTION DITTON 66/Each £99.00 £71-00
GOODMANS MINISTER/Pr .. £50-62 £36-00
GOODMANS HAVANT/Pr .. £54-42 £40-00
GOODMANS MAGISTER/Each £65.63 E46.00
GOODMANS DOUBLE
MAXIM/Each .. £32.07 £25•00
**GOODMANS MEZZO 111/Each £35.70 £24.00
GOODMANS DIMENSIONS
8/Each
£72-44 £48-95
GOODMANS DIN 20 KIT/Each £12.19
£9.00
THORPE GRENVILLE TG100/
Pr
£28-95 £ 19.00

ARMSTRONG 526 AM ' FM
REC. RETAIL
£102-71

ARMSTRONG 521

£77.00

OUR PRICE

REC. RETAIL
£59.00

OUR PRICE

£45.00

THORDE GRENVILLE TG200/
Pr
£4, . 95 £27-00
THORPE GRENVILLE TG300/
Pr
£55-95 £33.00
**VVHARFEDALE UNIT 3/Pr £25.00 £ 18.00
**WHARFEDALE UNIT 4/Pr
**VVHARFEDALE UNIT 5/Pr

£38.00 £25-50
£55-00 £ 37•00

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE £2.00.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

III

AFTER SALES SERVICE

CALL NOW AND LISTEN TO ANY COMBINATION OF ITEMS
STARRED; ' BOLTON

130LTON-IRLAM

CREDIT TERMS AT DISCOUNT FOR CALLERS
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS

COUNTY

REC. RETAIL
£5.50

REC. RETAIL
£47.94 PAIR

OUR PRICE

ON

OUR PRICE

£35.00

DEMONSTRATION

LEAK
150

PAIR

RICHARD ALLAN
PAVANE

REC. RETAIL
£50.00

REC. RETAIL
£7(I•50 PAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£36.90

£52.00

Special 3 Day delivery service by Securicor. All items despatched on receipt of
order. Charge £ 1.75 per item.
FULL refund by return post if any item out of stock and not available within
7 days.

ALL

MAIL

ORDERS

TO

BOLTON

-

DEPARTMENT

HFN

401

I

£ 14.00
£33.00
£22.00
£21.90

McDONALD HT70 Chas .. £20-63 £ 14.50
THORENS TD125 Mk 2 Chas £82.63 £67-00

**THORENS TDI60 AB/C £69.80 £57.00
**WHARFEDALE LINTON/P/C/
4407
..
•.
£37-50 £27.00

TUNERS
RANK ROTEL 320 ..

£71.90

£20-93
£49.21
£ 32.60
£29-64

THORENS TDI25 AB Mk 2 £ 124-54 £99.00
THORENS TX25 Cover .. £8.38 £7.00

CELESTION

AKAI GXC4OD

TURNTABLES
GARRARD SL65B Chas ..
GARRARD SL95B Chas ..
GARRARD SL72B Chas ..
GOLDRING G99 Deck only ..

PAIR

OPEN 9.00-5.30 T.W.
9.00-8.00 Thur-Fri.
9.00-5.00 Sat.
CLOSED MONDAY

**LEAK DELTA FM ..
**LEAK DELTA AM/FM..
**J. E. SUDDEN R2I
ARMSTRONG 523
ARMSTRONG 523/Dec
**ARMS - RONG 524 ..
**ARMSTRONG 524/Dec
**METROSOUND FMS20
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK
Cased

..
£59-50 £49.90
• . £79-50 £58-90
.. £89.50 £66.50
• • £70.00 £61.00
• .
. •
..
• •

£52-68
£62-18
£40.97
£50-47

£40.90
£47-90
£31.00
£39.00

• . £54.92 £44.00

£49.75 £ 38-50
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE
Cased
.
£ 64 97 £49 50

GOODMANS
*GOODMANS 110 T/AMP

£ 139-00 ¿108- 00

**GOODMANS MODULE 80 .. £93-00 £70 00
**GOODMANS MODULE 80
COMPACT .. . £ 168.00 E130 00

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD WE- COME
Please ask for quotation.
Carr. £ 1.00 per item except as shown.
All prices correct at press date, but may be subject
to alteration.

NAMEPLATES, LABELS AND BADGES

RESOLVE
INTO

escutcheons and panels, of all description in all materials.
Cast in metal, injection moulded in polystyrene,

'tee

silk screen printed on aluminium and various

4 - CHANNEL

other materials, hot- blocking and engraving.
Also advertising and promotional novelties,
Can be
including decimalisation conversion tables and
produced as a
practically any item to specification.
self-adhesive
label, badge
or gift.
I. MARKOVITS LTD.
32/34 Stronsa Road, Shepherds Bush, W.I2.
Telephone: 01-743 I131/2

SOLENT MK. III SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Don't scrap your present system! Add the
N.E.A.L. 4- Channel Resolver and two extra
loudspeakers to enjoy concert realism from
stereo records, FM stereo, and quadraphonic
matrixed records.

£13-85
Write for descriptive leaflet to:

1\1. E •A• L

NORTH EAST AUDIO LABORATORIES
5 CHARLOTTE SQUARE
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NEI 4XF

Recommended for
This famous
budget stereo.
Loudspeaker
HiFi News, June 1972
needs no introduction. Fitted with
issue, page 1143.
Goodman's Speakers as used in original
Sonotone Model, and now re- styled with removable Black Vynair Grille
and fitted with additional Tweeter.
Technical Specification:
• Small Attractive Size, 14 x9X 81 in.
• Goodman's 61 in. Bass, plus two 31 in. Tweeters
• Choke/Condenser, Crossover System
• Acoustically Lined with Dr. Bailey's Long-haired fibre wool
• Impedance, 4 to 8ohms, 10 W handling
• Teak Finish with Black removable Vynair Grille
• Response, 40 c/s to 20,000 c/s

J—BEAM—AERIALITE—
ANTI FERE NCE—LABG EAR—

STRA
ERIALS

BELLING- LEE
Est. 18 years.

Easy parking adjacent

"SOUND SENSE"
FOR 1973

SPECIAL OFFER

£23

apair, plus £1p. & p. ON DEMONSTRATION
Also available in singles at £11.50, plus 50p p. & p.

LEE ELECTRONICS

6 BAR .1- BEAMS & 6
BAR " MUSH KILLERS" TOO.

A SALES ORGANISATION
IS LOOKING FOR

SORRY! No mail order sales, all letters
answered. call or ' phone

D.I.Y. AERIAL CENTRE

wide distribution of high fidelity equipment ( minimum
5,000
units)
comprising:
AMPLIFIERS,

THE FRIENDLY, FAIR DEAL PEOPLE
OVER 2000 AERIALS ( FM 8, TV) AND ACCESSORIES STOCKED
FM AERIALS: range from simple loft to 6 over 6 stacked arrays
625 AERIALS: range from simple loft to quads (
all transmitters)
just about everything stocked for D.I.Y.
Aerial Sales: All equipment is exchangeable until reception is right.
Lashings, Clamps, Boosters, Rotators, Baln's, Coax. etc., etc.

TUNERS, TURNTABLES/AUTO-CHANGERS
and LOUD SPEAKERS, with the possibility of
adding auxiliaries such as cassette players and tape

Poles,

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Near Spurgeons Bridge

400 EDGWARE RD., W.2
Tel.: 01-723 5521 ( Closed Thurs.)

recorders etc. OFFERS and information to:

01-684 5262/4300

MONSIEUR FEINGOLD,

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon- Fri., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sat.
No lunchtime closing.
Trade enquiries welcomed.
ROBOPHONE ONLY, SATURDAYS.

64, Route de Versailles, 78 Louveciennes, ( France)
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Global's
•

GOLDEN

(guarantee

•

WE GUARANTEE THAT WITHIN 7OATS OF PURCHASE
IF ANY ITEM OF GOODS IS FOUND TO BE GENUINELY
DEFECTIVE WE WILL REPLACE THE SAID GOODS
WITHOUT OUESTION (EXCEPT CARTRIDGES)
AFTER 7DAYS GOODS ARE COVEREO BY
MANUFACTURERS 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE.
/0"

PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME! Come and browse through our tremendous stock at our Warehouse/Showroom. Open Monday to Saturday 9am - 6pm LATE NIGHT FRIDAY Open until 7pm.
TURNTABLES
Please add 75p for p. & p. and ins.
Connoisseur BD IChassis .. £ 12-75
Connoisseur BDI Kit .. £ 10.00
Connoisseur BD2 & SAU2
Arm/PC
a0-95
Garrard SP25 Mk III
£- 90
Garrard AP76
£ l/A5
Garrard SL65B
£ 13-95
Garrard 3000
£ 10.00
Garrard 401
f28.95
Garrard Zero 100 (Auto) .. £37•50
G
d Zero 100 ( Single) ..
£35.80
BSR MP60
E9 40
Goldring GL72
£20 SO
Goldring GL72/P
E27 00
Goldring GL75
£26 90
Goldring GL75/P
£34 00
Goldring GL85/P with P & C £56 10
Goldring GI01/P with P & C £20 00
Goldring GL Lid ..
£4 25
Pioneer PL I2D
£33 75
Pioneer PL I5AC
£48 25
Leak Delta
E49 50
Wharfedale Linton with Cart. £26 50
Thorens TD 160 AB & C
£56 00
Thorens TDI25AB Mk 11
f92 95
Thorens TDI50 Mk II ..
£26 80
Thorens TX25 ( Cover) .. £6.75
Thorens TD125 Mk II
£60.90
BIB groove kleen£-30 p. & p. 15p
BIB Module 50 £ 1.00 p. & p. 15p
Acos DJ ..
60p p. & p. 10p
..

SPECIAL PURCHASE LIMITED
NUMBER AVAILABLE
Garrard
SP25
Mk 11
Special
Offer

fl6•95
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill. Goldring
G800. Teak plinth and tinted
cover with mains lead and Din
plug and screened lead. Please
add £ I5 for p. & p. and ins.

AMPLIFIERS
Please add 85p for p. & p. and ins.
Amstrad 8000 Mk II.. ..
£15.00
Amstrad IC2000
£23.25
Amstrad Integra 4000 ..
L22-50
Armstpong 521 (Teak cased)
E44-40
Alpha Highgate 212
f23-75
Alpha Highgate FA300
£32-25
Alpha Highgate FA400
£5-65
Keletren 700 ( New Prod) ..
£17-90
Keletron 1500 ( New Prod) ..
£3-80
Leak Delta 30
£44-85
Leak Delta 70
£54•90
Metrosound ST2OE
£4.00
Metrosound ST60
E45.00
Pioneer SA600
£57-00
Pioneer SA500A
al-95
Pioneer SA900
£ 37.95
Pioneer SA 1000
0125
Rogers Ravensbrook (Chassis) E31-15
Rogers Ravensbrook ( Cased) £41-50
Rogers Ravensbourne (Chassis) £49-45
Rogers Ravensbourne ( Cased) £ 2-45
Duici 207 ..
f16A5
Dulci 207M
E19-00
Rotel RA2I0
a2-95
Rotel RA3I0
£ 4.50
Prices correct at time of going to press
(E&OE) and are subject to alterations.

.re/AMbN...

Rotel RA6I0
1.5115
Sinclair PRO60 2x Z30/PZ5 £ 14-70
Sinclair PRO60 2x Z30/PZ6 £ 16-70
Sinclair PRO60 2x Z50/PZ8/
Trans ..
a0-90
Sinclair AFU ( Filter Unit) ..
£4-20
Sinclair 605
E17-95
Sinclair 2000 ..
E20.95
Sinclair 3000 Mk II
E28 15
Sinclair x 12 ( Integrated Ciro.) El - 95
Wharfedale Linton ..
E42.95
Eagle TSA 149
£24-95
Eagle TSAI51
£34-50
Teleton SAQ 206B .. £22-50
Teleton SAQ 307
£22-95
Tripletone 1818
£29-95
Tripletone 77
£ 3.95
Amphonic 1000
£ 114.75

Our policy and aim is to try
to give customers the best
possible equipment at the
lowest possible price. Due
to early press dates some
items may be at akeener
price than shown. Please
ring for guaranteed lowest
price il you find us under
sold on our equipment.

Please note-We are now in a position to offer fantastic discount prices
on credit.
If you are thinking of buying a piece
of equipment just send us your
requirements by letter and we will
send you the necessary forms to complete. Allow 7 per cent excess charge.

Akai GXC 400 (
Cassette
Deck) ..
£67-75
Akai CR 8ID (8 track) .. £65.50
Akai CR 35D (Cassette) ..
£59-35
STEREO HEADPHONES
Please add 35p for p. & p. and ins.
Amstrad HPS7A
E10-20
Amstrad HPS6A
£6.90
Amstrad HPS5A
£4-00
Koss K6
0.90
Koss K6LC
a-90
Koss K7LC ( Red Devils) ..
£6-90
Koss K727B
E11•90
Koss 747 ..
E13.25
Koss PRO 4AA
£ 0-50
Koss ESP6
£145
Koss ESP9
£49-25
Pioneer SE20..
a -00
Pioneer SE30..
is-oo
Pioneer 5E50_ ..
£l2A5
Rotel RH600..
£4-45
Rotel RH700..
£s.45
Tripletone TSH 1500
£6•70
Wharfedale DDI
£8.30
Sennheiser
£-20
Crown SH350
£4-95
Koss PR5LC
£23•50
Koss MV I
£14-50

Keletron LS50 ..
£13.00
Keletron LS70 ..
£15-95
Keletron LS100 ..
£0-00
Keletron LSI50
a5-95
Rogers R/brook (3WA)
£47-95
Ste- Ma Hi Fi 61 ..
£85.15
Signed
Ste-Ma Hi Fi 350 ..
£s.o8
Ste-Ma Hi Fi 450 ..
£400
Metrosound Duplex 15
£42&0
Managing Director
Metrosound Duplex 25
£3.80
GLOSAIS
Sinclair Q16
£ 1245
BUDGET
Sinclair Q30 .. .. Keenest price
SYSTEM
SPEAKER UNITS
Wharfedale Unit 3 .
£17-85
Leak Delta 75
£120-00 Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£23A0
Rotel 400 ..
£70-00 Wharfedale Unit 5 .
£35A5
Rotel 550A
£76-50
Plus
Rotel
150
£48.90
D-00
PICK-UP ARMS
£60-75
carriage Rotel 200 ..
Please add 50p for p. & p. and ins.
£98-90
and ins. Goodmans One Ten
SME3009 Series 2 new prod. £25.50
Goodmans One Ten Compact £199.00
For this Goodmans One Ten ( White) £104-00 SME3009S2 with dec. head £ 7-95
Audio-Technica AT10135 .. £ 1415
system made Goodmans Mod 80 _
£68.95
Goldring 169
£6-45
to sell at Goodmans Mod 80 (Teak) ..
£66-50
Goldring L75
£9-35
£86.0o. Comprising an Amstrad 8000 Goodmans Mod 90 ..
£91.25
Connoisseur SAU2
£ 11.00
Mk II Amp. pr. of Apollo 138 spks. Goodmans Module 80 ComGarrard SP25 Mk Ill deck fitted with
pact
£124-95
CARTRIDGES
Goldring G800 Cart. Complete with Philips RH7O2
£2-50
plinth cover and all leads.
Please add 10p for p. & p. and Ins.
Teleton 2100 .
£31 00
Styli
Cart.
Rogers Ravensbrook (Teak
TUNERS
Goldring
0850 ..
a-35 £3-15
Cased) ..
a8.25
Goldring G800H . £2.20 £5-60
Please add 85p for p. & p. and ins.
Rogers Ravensbrook
Goldring G800
£2 50 £4-95
Amstrad Multiplex 3000 new
(Chassis) ..
£3-50
Goldring G800E
£6-00 £- 50
prod .
E29-50 Alpha FR3000 ( New Prod.)..
E72-00
Goldring
0800
Super
E
£
10-00 f14-15
Armstrong 523
f39-50 Alpha 2000 ( New prod.) ..
£57.00
Shure M3D
£3.70
Armstrong 524 ..
01-45 Alpha RI50
£48-95
Rec. retail price
Shure M447
£4.50
Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £6•95 Alpha 4000
£9.00
Shure M44C
£4-50 Amstrad 1C2000 18 Watts.. £42-95
Armstrong M9 Decoder ( Valve
Shure M44E
E4.80 Pair of Wharfedale Denton
Model)
0.95
SPEAKERS
2 Speakers.. ..
a9.00
Shure M55E
E5-60
Metrosound FMS20 new prod £ 9-25
d SP25 Mk III TurnPlease add £ 1-50 p. & p. per pair.
Shure M75/6
£7-20 G
Rogers R/brook FET4
table
.
.
E115-05
Price per pair Shure M75E.1 Type 2
£- 85
(Chassis) ..
EV-25
£- 95 With Goldring 0800 CartRogers R/brook FET4 ( Cased) £43-50 Pioneer CSE 700 (20W RMS) P.O.A.Shure M75ED Type 2
ridge
..
.
£
12.05
Amstrad
138
£
13-90
Shure M75G
E7-80
Rogers R/bourne FET4
neso Shure V15 Type 2 ( Improved) £24-20 Teak Plinth and Cover £7.50
(Chassis) ..
E44-95 Wharfedale Denton 2 ..
Wharfedale
Linton
2
..
£
5.85
Shure 91 ED
E10-50 All leads supplied £ 116-55
Rogers Ribourne FET4
1A0
(Cased) .. .
E47.95 Wharfedale Triton 3 .. £46.80 Sonotone 9TAHC . .
Sinclair PRO60 ( Module) .
EIS 60 Wharfedale Melton 2 .. £46.95 Audio-Technica AT66 £-60 GLOBAL'S
£
*Audio-Technica AT35
£6-95 PRICE
Sinclair Cased Tuner ..
£29-30 Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. 59.95
£ 19-90
Plus £2-50 p. & p. and iris.
Philips RH690
£ l-45 Wharfedale Rosedale .. £ 13-00 ADC 10E Mk IV
£19-95
Leak Delta FM (Cased) .. £53-65 Celestion Ditton 10 Mk II .. £ 3.80 Ortofon SL I5E
£15-85 PLINTHS St COVERS
Leak Delta AM/FM ( Cased).. £62-95 Celestion Ditton 120 .. £ 915 Ortofon SL15
a0-90 Ortofon MISE
£22-95
Eagle TSTI52
.
£ 5-50 Celestion Ditton 15.. ..
£19-50
Alpha Highgate FTI50
new Celestion Ditton 44.. .. E69-90 Ortofon MI5..
Celestion Ditton 25.. ..
a4.95 Ortofon MFI5
..£3-50
5E
GLOBAL'S PLINTH SYSTEMS Celestion Ditton 66.. .. £ 136-75 Ortofon FI
£10-85
Celestion County ..
L33-95 Ortofon F15 ..
.. £-65
A
superbly
Goodmans Double Maxim..
E47-75 Ortofon FF I5E
styled
plinth
Goodmans Havant ..
f39-25 Ortofon FFI5
system.
Goodmans Mezzo 3
£44-75 Neat V70 P.O.A.
Lid stays on Goodmans Dimension 8 ..
02-95 STEREO REEL TO REEL 50p p&p
when deck is
Goodmans Magnum K2
a7.90 Akai 4000DS
669-95
in play. For
Goodmans Magister..
E82-00 Akai 1721 L
i69-95
use with the Goodmans Goodwood
a2-90 Akai GXC460 ( Dolby System) £ 1
0300 Special Bulk Purchase
Garrard 401. Decca Deram
£31-00
SME 3009S2 B & W DM1
GARRARD AP76
*£29•0 (as illustrated) plus 65p
a3-75
13. & p. and ins.
SPECIAL OFFER £26 55
& W DMS
f92-75
Garrard
Finished in real teak veneer with
Global's outstanding price has to be B & W DM70
£00-00
AP76 0800
tinted
dustcover.
Ready to use (fully
Leak 150 ..
seen. f11-95, El p. & p. and ins.
£33.95
De Luxe
assembled),
Suitable for Garrard
Leak 250 ..
me)
Plinth
(
plays
SP25;
2025TC;
3000;
AT60; 2000;
Leak 600 ..
£65-75
with lid
2500; 3500; 5100; 1025; SL65B. Also
Keletron KN400
£1150
down)
all
for
BSR
McDonald
MP60
and others.
Please add fl for p. & p. and ins.
Keletron KN600
£17•20
leads sup.,
Plinths and Covers for AP76;
Alpha Highgate 150
£49-75 Keletron KN800
£9-75
add
£
I-7.5
AP75;
SL
72B;
SL75;
SL9513.
* 0.95+
Armstrong 525 (Teak Cased) £69-45 Keletron KN 1100
p.8‘p. and
65p p. & p. Also finished in walnut
Armstrong 526 AM/FM (Teak
Keletron KN I
600
£3 I -00
ins.
to
match
Japanese
equipment-no
Cased) .. . .
f77-25 Keletron KN2100
f39-00
extra charge.

•
•

FABULOUS OFFER

£69•00

••
••
••
••
•.
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Dept.

(HN2)

174 Pentonville Road, London, N1. Telephone 01-278 1769

Or: 4High View Parade, Redbridge Lane East, Woodford Avenue, Ilford, Essex. Tel: 01-550 1086.
2minutes from KING'S CROSS, EUSTON & ST. PANCRAS
on main road leading to the East and West Country

MAIL ORDERS •.

Order witb confidence. Send Postal Order, Cheque,
Money Order, Bank Draft, Giro or Cash by Registered
Mail. CALLERS: Please note that cheques can only be accepted together
witn cheque cards ( not Barclay Card).

TRIO

high fidelity centre

Canterbury Hi Fi Centre
26 St Dunstans Street
Canterbury, Kent
PROPRIETOR: Paddy Wolfe

a must for all
Merseysiders!

Canterbury Hi- Fi
Centre
PROPRIETOR

See and hear the best line ups from Leak, Wharfedale,
Armstrong, K EF,Tannoy, Shure, Sansui, Nikko,
Goldring, Thorens, Garrard, S.M.E. and many more.
We're competitive, with big price discounts—we offer you
more than just a parcel and the manufacturer's guarantee.
Absolutely free — service including
parts and labour
for the first
twelve months.
All your equipment
tested and assembled
on the spot! Part
exchange welcome.
Barclaycard and
easy terms.

PADDY WOLFE

Trio real high fidelity is available from over 350 franchised
dealers throughout Great Britain, the Republic of Ireland and
the Channel Islands. Some of them, like Canterbury Hi Fi, have
been appointed as leading TRIO centres for their individual area.
At Canterbury Hi Fi you will receive the helpful guidance of
the staff ably led by the Proprietor Mr. Paddy Wolfe and
manager Peter Child offering a high standard of technical and
item facilities required of all franchised TRIO dealers. You are
assured of first class service and facilities that will enable you to
hear and compare the superb 1973 range of TRIO equipment,
composed of a comprehensive selection of stereo amplifiers.
AM/FM tuners,-receivers, cassette recorders, etc. All are finished
with TRIO's technical expertise and up-to-the-minute styling.
If you live outside the Canterbury area and would like the name
and address of your nearest franchised TRIO dealer, please write
to B. H. Morris 8c Co.

SANSUI
AKAI &
NIKKO
CENTRE

'11RIC)

3E1E0
ammo

exclusive United Kingdom distributors B. H. Morris and Co (radio) Limited
84-88 Nelson Street. London El 2DY Tel. 01-790 5011

404

Late night
opening 8 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri.

Ace Audio, 66 Renshaw St.,
Liverpool

Tel: 051-709 92E9

HI

GENUINE

MM.

Fl DISCOUNTS

PLUS DEMONSTRATIONS EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER SALES SERVICE

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
£44.95
Cambridge P50
Cambridge PI00 } Prices on application
Leak Delta 30 .. .. £46.95
Leak Delta 70 .. .. £57.95
Lux 707
..
£55.00
Lux 503X
..
.
£83-75
Lux 507X .. .. £ 134.00
Lux 700X .. .. £72.00
Lux 202 . . .. £ 194.50
Metrosound ST20E .. £26.00
Metrosound ST60
£52.00
Nikko TRM300 .. £34.50
Nikko TRM400 .. £42-00
Nikko TRM50
..
£47-00
Nikko TRMI200 .. £94.00
Pioneer SA500A .. £32.50
Pioneer SA600 • . £65.00
Pioneer SA800 .. £86.00
Pioneer SAI000
£105-00
Pioneer Reverberation .. £38-00
Quad .. ..
Price on application
Sansui AU I
01
Sansui AU222
Sansui AU555A
Prices on
Sansui AU666
application
Sansui AU888
Sansui AU999
Sinclair 2000
..
£23.50
Sinclair Project 605 .. • £21-00
Sinclair Project 60
..
£ 17.00
(stereo 60. 2X Z30, PZ5)
£7-98
Sinclair Stereo 60 Module ..
£3-58
Sinclair Z30 Module .. • •
£4-37
Sinclair Z50 Module .. . •
Sinclair PZ5 Module .. . •
£3-99
£6-38
Sinclair PZ6 Module .. • •
£6-38
Sinclair PZ8 Module ..
Sinclair AFU Module .. • •
£4-78
Tandberg TA300
£54-50
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525
£70-00
Armstrong 526 .• .. £78-00
Goodmans Module 80.. ..
00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact £ 136.00
Goodmans Module 90.. £91-00
Goodmans One Ten ..
E110-00
Goodmans 1-10 Compact £ 196-00
Leak Delta 75
£129-00
Lux 990
£248.00
Nikko STA301
£79.50
Nikko STA6010
£ 105-25
Nikko STA8010
£ 121-00
Nikko STA9010
£ 142-00
Nikko STAI101
£221-00
Pioneer LX440A
£95.00
Pioneer LX880A
£ 123-00
Pioneer SX424
£80.00
Pioneer 5)(525
£ 102-00
Pioneer SX626
£ 140.00
Pioneer SX727
£ 168.00
Pioneer SX828
£214.00
Pioneer SX9000
£229-00
Pioneer SX2500
£254-00
Sansui 210
Sansui 310 ..
Sansui 350A ..
Prices on
Sansui 1000X ..
application
Sansui 2000X ..
Sansui 5000X ..

Sansui 7000
Price on application
Tand berg TR200
£81-75
Tandberg TRI000
£ 129-50
Tandberg TR1010
£ 140-50
TUNERS
Armstrong 523 . • .. £40-00
Armstrong 524 • . £32-00
Cambridge T55 VHF- Price on
application
Leak Delta FM
.. £57-50
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
.. £67 95
Lux 500
.. £ 135 25

Goldring GBOOSE
Shure M3D
Shure M44/G
Shure M44/7 ..
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75/62 ..
Shure M75/G2
Shure M75/E12
Shure M75/ED2
Shure M7SE/95G
Shure VIS 2 Imp.

£16-00
£6-00
£6-00
£6.50
£7.50
£9-50
£11-50
£12-00
£13.00
£51-50
£27-00

SERVICE

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in
the 1950s
We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of
charge for 12 months on any item purchased from Planet and
returned to us as faulty.
We only sell goods that we consider to be reliable and backed
by reputable manufacturers.
All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by cheque
card. We will
be pleased to
quote
for
ACCESS
or
BARCLAYCARD sales.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Lux 717
.. £613.00
Lux 212
• . £224.00
Metrosound FfuiS2.0
.. £41.00
Nikko FAM300 AM/FM
.. £43.75
Nikko FAM400 AM .
/FM
.. £56-75
Pioneer TX500A
.. £56-50
Pioneer TX600..
.. £75-00
Pioneer TX800..
£91-00
Pioneer TXI000
.. £ 129.00
Sansui TU555 ..
Prices on
Sansui TU888 ..
application
Sansui TU999 ..
Sinclair FM Tuner
.. £21.00
TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BD1 .. • •
£10.50
Connoisseur BD2 New • .
£33-00
Garrard 401 .. • •
£33.00
Garrard Zero 100/S .. • •
£36.50
Garrard Zero 100/A .. • •
£40-00
Garrard AP76
£19-95
Garrard SP25
£10-95
SP25 Plinth Cover G800 wired
£20.00
AP76 Module/M75-6 wired ..
£34.50
Goldring G101 P/C
£23.20
Goldring GL72..
£25.00
£37-09
Goldring GL72/P/C
Goldring GL75..
£31-00
Goldring GL75/P/C Do luxe..
£43-00
Goldring GL85/P/C
£65.00
Leak Delta .. .•
£52.50Pioneer PL I
2D.. ..
£36.75
Thorens TDI50
£30.00
Thorens TDI50A
£36.25
Thorens TD150A13/TX.Ii
£45.00
Thorens TDI60C • .
£57.50
Thorens TDI25 Mk11
£68.25
CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850
£4.25
£6.75
Goldring G800
Goldring G800E
£10.50

STYLI
DI20 ( G850)
D 110 ( G800) ..
D 110E ( G800E)
DI IOSE (Super E)
Shure N3D
Shure N44/G
Shure N44/7 ..
Shure N44E
Shure N55E
Shure N75G
Shure N75/6 ..
Shure N75EJ2
Shure N7SED2
Shure VNISE Imp.

£3-00
£3.50
£8.00
£12.00
£3-60
£5.10
£4.80
£5-40
£6.30
£6.90
£6.00
£7-50
£10-50
£13-50

SPEAKERS
B & W DM I ( pair)
£59-00
B & W DM2
£54.50
B & W DM3
..
£413-00
Cambridge R40
1, Prices on
Cambridge R50
application
Celestion Dutton County ( pr) £40-50
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) .. £56-50
Celestion Dicton 44 .. £38-50
Celestion Dittos 25 .. £45.00
Celestion Dicton 66 .. .. £75-00
Goodmans Double Maxim ( pr) £54-00
Good mans Havant ( pair) .. £45 00
Good mans Mezzo 3 ( pair) .. £50 00
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. £32-00
Goodmans Goodwood .. £3815
Goodmans Dimension 8 .. £51-00
Goodmans Din 20 Kit
£975
Jordan Watts Module £ 10-40
Jordan Watts HF Unit
Jordan Watts Juno ..
Prices on
KEF KK2
application
KEF KK3
KEF Coda

Please add 50p per item towards carriage and packing. (Cartridges and styli post free.)

••

KEF Cantor
Prices on
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
application
KEF Concerto
Leak 150 ( pair)
£36-95
Leak 250 ( pair)
£48-95
£34-95
Leak 600
Tannoy 12 Mon Gold ..
£29-00
Tannoy 15 Mon Gold ..
£34-50
Tannoy 3LZ
£33-00
Tannoy 12 Lancaster ..
£50-00
£54-50
Tannoy 15 Lancaster ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ( pair) ..
£20-00
Wharfedale Unit 4 ( pair) ..
£27.50
Wharfedale Unit 5 ( pair) ..
£38.00
£32-00
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair) .•
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair) ..
£39.50
£49.50
Wharfedale Triton 3 ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Melton 2 ..
£25.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
£33-00

TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Deck .. £73.75
Akai 200D Deck . .
£ 126-00
Akai CR8I D Deck .. £65.95
Akai CR8T Tuner Deck
114-50 £
Akai GXC4OD Deck ..
£67-95
Akai GXC4OT Tuner Deck .. £ 123-75
Akai GXC45D Deck .. £95.75
Akai GXC46D Deck .. £ 102-95
Akai GXC6OD Deck .. £ 106-95
315
Akai GXC65D Deck
£l 1
35
Akai
BSR TD85
1721L8-track deck .. £ 7
17.45
Kellar KDB3 ( Dolby unit) .. £29-95
Philips N2506
£51-50
Revox 1102 Mk 3 .. -1 Prices on
Revox 1124 Mk 3 ..
application
Tandberg 334IX
££
1055
5:
20
0
5
Tand berg 184IX
Tandberg 4041 X
147-00
..
£
Tand berg 604IX .. £ 164-00
Wharfedale DC9
..
£88.50

r

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE9S
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6 . .
Koss PROS L/C
Koss PRO4AA
Koss K0727 • .
Koss HV.I
Koss K0747
Koss K6
Koss K6 L/C
Koss K7I I
Pioneer SE30A
Pioneer SE100/1 B100 ..
Sennheiser HD4 I
4 ..
Stax SR3/SRD5

£5-50
£53-00
£36.00
£24-00
£22.00
£13-25
£16-00
£16-00
£10-00
El 1-20
£8-00
£10-00
£33-00
£8-95
£42-25

PICK UP ARMS
Audio Tech 1005/Lift ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Goldring L75 ..
SME 3009 Improved ..
SME 3009/S2 Improved

£18-00
£11-70
£11.00
£27-50
£30-00

SEND NOW FOR NEW COMPREHENSIVE LIST

LANET
HI-FI CENTRE

88 HIGH ST EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE TEL: 01-952 3238 CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY
OPEN: 9.30 TO 6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30 TO 12.30 THURSDAY • PRIVATE CAR PARK

405

If so, then the book for you is
HI-FI IN THE HOME, in which all
technical terms are explained as
they are introduced and no
assumptions are made about the
reader except that he likes music
and is intelligent. Praised from
all round in the musical, technical,
gramophone and general press,
this best-selling and very
comprehensive primer by the
editor of HiFi News & Record
Review is now in its third edition.

Are you making a
start in hi-fi as a
plain music- lover
with no technical
knowledge?
Would you like to
learn the basics of
hi-fi without being
treated like a
moron ?
Do you find some o
the terminology
used in audio
magazines a little
above your head?

North American distributor:Transatlantic Arts Inc.,
North Village Green,
Levittown, NY 11756, U.S.A.

•

••

SCOTCH HI FI -MEMOREX- PHILIPS TAPES
LOWEST PRICES-ALL POST FREE

COMPARE OUR PRICES
ON HI-FI - HI-FI - HI-FI - HI-FI - HI-FI

L,,e,,,,,, ,,,,,`,,.,,,,,,,,e 1
4
/
N,,,,,,, ,,,,,,..
X.e. NW..\ . ,,
,M e•• ••Xl
.
SCe.7s,MN,'C.\\\\\,\NKR\X\S. ,, ,,,\\\\ NR.0

TYPE OF TAPE
SCOTCH HI- Fl
MEMOREX
PHILIPS
-.,.,,,..,,Ns,. N.,,,,,,, . ,,,,...., N:W.\.1. ", .1l .111 1.l 1.1l.1l1 1.1 1.1•. ." N\. .N1. 1. 1.1. 1. .l 111
. 1.1l .11 .11.
1\1\11 1
. UN11
. 1.1 1
. % . ',
V%. 1.Ng
.
P,
Standard Play
5"
600 It.
£0•95
£0.95 £0-80
5r 900 ft. £ 1-20
0
P
7" 1200 ft.
LISO
£1.50 £ 1
Long Play

5"
5+"
7"
* Elr
*10-}"
5"
W
7"

Double Play

.

/
/
I

Triple Play

/
/
e

£ 1•10
as
o
..........w.. -......m..,......,.mmu,.. 0
£0.95
£1
£1
1.20
£ 1.20
-so - £ 1-15

900 ft.
1200 ft.
£1.90 £2.00 £ 1.60
0
1800 ft.
£2•50
/
2400 ft.
£3.90(NAB) £3.75
3600 ft.
•.e.v.v.v.w /
••••%vuv.N.N.w.%NN.N.%.N.w.
£1-50
£1.20
0
1200 ft.
El 50
0
1800 ft.
£2.10
£2.60
£2.50
2400 ft. £2.60

RA
RA
RA
RX
RX

LIBO

/
Scotch accessories
5"
5?,Empty Hi -Fi Boxes
£0.35 £0.40 £0.48
Empty Hi Fi Spools £0-27 £0.31 £0.34
C45
C60
x.oxv.N..v.N.%.w.N.v..w.wN.1.
C90
C120
£0.40 £0.55 £0.80
0
£0.85
£
1-00
d
7
£0•35
£0•45 £0-60 £0.90
£0.75 £0•90 £ 1.20
*£0-35
£0.60 £0
7 90
0

N\ .11t.
1 N1.111.11N.N.U1.1\1111.11
.
, e.N1.1 1
.

Cleaners
0

/
/

1\11 .
1111W1 .
11UN 1. 1
. 1 1.1
.111.1.11.MX,\N 1
. 11
,

KN
KN
KN
KN
KN
KN

£23-95
£30-95
£50.00
£50-95
£62.95

£11.00
£16-00
£19.50
£12.95
£15-50
£19•50

£29.50
£37.50
£31.00
£25.50

o LEAK

DELTA 30
DELTA 70
DELTA 75
LEAK 150 pair ..
LEAK 250 pair ..
LEAK 600 single ..

••
••
••

OUR
PRICE
£44.95
£56-95
£127-00
£37•00
£45.00
£33-00

SP25 Mk III
AP76
401
SL95B

.•
•.
••
••

£10•95
£18-45
£32.00
£40.95

e GARRARD

• ARMSTRONG
521
525
526
M8 DEC ..

£45-50
£72-00
£79.95
£7-50

e BARGAIN OF THE MONTH

M2400 SANYO
Cassette/Radio £33-50
HRC 3020 HANIMEX
Cassette/Radio £25-95
TR 600 GRUNDIG
Transistor .. £22.95
2601 K SANYO Music
Centre .. £ 125.00
2615 SANYO Music
Centre .. £72.50

eALSO FANTASTIC OFFER ON THESE:
REVOX-CAMBRIDGE-ROGERS-TELETON
TANDBERG-DUAL-SANSUI-THORENS
CELESTION-SANYO-PHILIPS-NATIONAL
NIVICO-GOLDRING-GRUNDIG-B.S.R./McD.

/

•PLEASE

; THE TAPE DISCOUNT HOUSE,
e
120 WHITEHOUSE AVENUE,

ADD Li- 75 FOR PACKING AND CARRIAGE

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED

AZAT-ELECTRICAL-DISCOUNT-HOUSE

BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.
Mail order- 1•)nly
•
.
N

400 Pair
600 Pair
800 Pair
1100
1600
2100

DENTONS pair ..
LINTON pair ..
DOVEDALE each
MELTONS each ..

ALL SUPPLIED IN MANUFACTURER'S LIBRARY BOXES EXCEPT * IN
0
MANUFACTURER'S CARDBOARD BOXES. TERMS-CASH WITH ORDER. ,4
/
SEND TO:

ce e

••
.•
.•
•.
••

e WHARFEDALE

,,,,,, ,..•. e.:

REEL-TO-REEL ( KLENZATAPE) £0.87
CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER
£0.50
8-TRACK CARTRIDGE HEAD CLEANER £0.75

210
310
610
ISO
200

e KELETRON

8-Track Cartridges: SCOTCH: 40 ruins., £0.95; 80 mins., £1.10
MEMOREX: 40 mins., £0.95; 64 mins., £ 1.00,
80mins., £1.10.

e
/,. " . ..1% ,, , ,

OUR
PRICE
£57-50
f59-95
£70.00
£66.95
£285•50
£81•50
£155.95

e ROTEL

5" 1800 ft. £- 15
St" 2400 ft. £2.55
7" 3600 ft. £3.10
C30

Cassettes
Scotch Dynarange
Scotch High Energy
Memorex Low Noise
Memorex CrO,
Philips Low Noise

AKAI

1720 L
4000 D
4000D S
GXC 40 D
GX 365 ..
GXC 40 ..
GX 220 D

•

3 TOTTENHAM STREET, LONDON W.I., P9PB.
TEL: 01-580 4632 Opp. HEAL'S TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.
NEAREST TUBE: GOODGE STREET STATION, NORTHERN LINE

em 'au
406

i

MAILORDER
GOODS DESPATCHED
PROMPTLY

Carriage, Packing and
Insurance [1.11(1 FREE!

HIGHBFIDELITY
SPECIALISTS

NORTH LONDONS
111-F1 CENTRE

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS
HI-FI EQUIPMENT TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE
For Quotation Send
Details with S.A.E.

EASY TERMS THE EASY WAY - CHOOSE YOUR OWN

DEPOSIT AND
REPAYMENTS
Yes we mean it, choose your own deposit and your own repayment period- no deposit too low and up to 36 months to pay. The tables below show balance after deposit, and
monthly payments. Here's an example how it works-Cash price of goods £237.25: pay £2.25 deposit leaving balance of £235-00. Repayments (including charges) by 36 monthly
payments of £
149 or pay £57-25 deposit leaving balance of £ 180.00. Repayments (including charges) by 24 monthly payments of £9.00. Easy isn't it-choose your equipment,
choose your deposit, refer to the table below and choose your own repayment period for the balance. Fill in coupon below and buy your Hi Fi the easy way on Personal Credit
Plan (Great Britain ONLY). Equipment may also be purchased through Access Card, Paybonds and People's Bank. (S.A.E. with all enquiries please!)
BalMonthly Payments
BalMonthly Payments
BalMonthly Payments
BalMonthly Payments
BalMonthly Payments
ance
9
12
18
ance
12
18
24
ance
24
30
36
ance
24
30
36
ance
24
30
36
£30 £4.08
£ 120 El 1-00 £7.67 £6.00 £210 £ 10.50 £8.75 £7.58 £310 £15.50 £ 12-92 £ 11-19
£440 £22.00 £ 18-34 £ 15-88
£35 £4.64
£ 125 £ 1I - 46 £7.98 £6.25 £215 £ 10 75 £8.96 £7.76 £315 £15.75 £ 13-13 £ 11-37
£460 £23 00 £ 19 16 £ 16 62
£40 £5.20 £4.08 - £ 130 E11-92 £8-30 £6-50 £220 £ 11.00 £9.17 £7.94 £320 £16-00 £ 13-34 £ 11.55
£480 ¿24-00 £20 00 £ 17 32
£45 £5.75 £4-50 - £ 135 £ 12.37 £8-63 £6.75 £225 £ 11.25 £9.39 £8.13 £325 £16.25 £ 13.54 £ 11-74
E500 E25 00 £20 83 £ 18 06
£50 £6.31 £4.92 - £ 140 £ 12.83 £8.94 £7.00 £230 £ 11.50 £9.58 £8.31 £330 £16.50 £ 13-75 £ 11-92
E520 ¿26-00 £2I -66 £ 18 78
BalMonthly Payments £ 145 £ 13.29 £9.26 £7.25 £235 El 1.75 £9.79 £8.49 £ 335 £16-75 £ 13.96 £ 12.10
E540 £27 00 £22-50 £ 19 50
ance
12
18
24
£ 150 £ 13•75 £9.58 £7-50 £240 £ 12.00 £ 10.00 £8-66 £340 £17-00 £ 14.17 £ 12-28
£560 E28 00 £23 34 £20 22
£55 £5-33 £3.81 - £ 155 £ 14.21 £9-90 £7-75 £245 £ 12-25 £ 10.21 £8-75
E345 £ 17-25 £ 14-38 £ 12-46
£580 L29-00 E24 16 ¿20-94
£60 £5-75 £4.08 £3-25 £ 160 £ 14-67 £ 10.22 £8.00 £250 £ 12-50 £ 10.42 £9.03
£350 £ 17.50 £ 14.58 £ 12-64
£600 E30 00 £25 00 £2I-67
£65
E6-17 £4.36 £3.46 £ 165 £ 15-12 £ 10.54 £8-25 £255 £ 12.75 £ 10.64 £ 9-2I
£355 £ 17.75 £ 14-79 £ 12-82
£620 E31 00 £25 84 ¿22-38
f70 £6.58 £4.64 £3.67 £ 170 £ 15-58 £ 10.86 £8.50 £260 £ 13.00 £ 10.83 £9-39
£360 £ 18.00 £ 15.00 £ 13.00
E640 £32 00 £26 67 £23 11
f75 £7-00 £4.92 £3.88 £ 175 £ 16-04 £ 11-18 £8.75 £265 £ 13-25 El 1-04 £9-57
E365 £ 18-25 £ 15-21 £ 13.18
£660 £ 33 00 E27 50 £23 83
£80 £ 7.42 £5.19 £4.08 £ 180 £ 16.50 £ 11.50 £9-00 £210 £ 13-50 Ell -25 £9-75
£370 £ 18-50 £ 15-42 £ 13.36
£680 L34-00 £28-34 £24 55
£85 £7-83 £5.47 £4.29 £ 185 £ 16.96 £ 11.82 £9.25 £275 £ 13-75 £ 11-46 £9.93
£375 £ 18.75 £ 15-63 £ 13.54
£700 £ 35 00 £29 16 ¿25-28
£90 £8-25 £5.75 £4.50 £ 190 £ 17-42 £ 12-14 £9.50 £280 £ 14-00 £ 11-67 £ 10-11
£380 £ 19-00 £ 15-84 £ 13.72
£750 E37 50 L31-25 £27 08
£95 £8-69 £6.07 £4.75 £ 195 £ 17.87 £ 12.46 £9.75 £285 £ 14-25 £ 11-89 £ 10.29
£385 £ 19.25 £ 16-05 £ 13.90
£800 £40 00 L33-33 ¿28-89
£100 £9.16 £6.39 £5.00
BalMonthly Payments £290 £ 14.50 £ 12-08 £ 10.47
£390 £ 19.50 £ 16-26 £ 14-08
£850 f42 50 £35 42 £30 60
£105 £9.62 £6.71
f5-25
ance
24
30
36
£295 £ 14-75 £ 12-29 £ 10-65
f395 £ 19-75 £ 16.46 £ 14.26
£900 £45 00 £37-50 £32 50
£110 f10.08
Li- 03 £5-50 £200 £ 10.00 £8.33 £7.22 £300 £ 15.00 £ 12.50 £ 10-83
£400 £20.00 £ 16-66 £ 14-44
f950 £47 50 £39-58 ¿34-31
£115 £ 10.54 £7.35 £5-75 £205 £ 10.25 £8.54 £7.40 £305 £ 15.25 £ 12.71 £ 11.01
E420 £21-00 £ 17-50 £ 15-1 6
£1000 £50 00 £41-66 £36-11
TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Akai 9XC40
£112.50
Akai 4000DS
£99.50
Akai CR8I
£109-50
Akai X1810D
£229.00
Akai X2000SD
£299.00
Beocord 1200
£123.90
Beocord 1600
£155.90
Beocord 1800/2 ..
BSR McDonald TDES Deck £23.45
Ferguson 3252 .. £98.00
Ferrograph 704 .. £235.00
Ferrograph 724 .. £276-13
Ferrograph 704 Dolby .. £285.53
Grundig TKI46
E66-95
Philips 4404 .. £89.25
Phliips 4407 .. £ 108 50
Philips N2506 Cassette .. £65.00
Pye 9145
£65.00
Revox A77/I102/4 Mk Ill £249.00
Revox A77/I122/4 Mk Ill £289.00
Revox A77/1222/4 Mk Ill £299.00
Revox A77/H1102/4 Mk Ill £289.00
Revox DLI 132/4 Dolby .. £335.00
Revox Kellar KDBI/T £52-50
Kellar KDB2 Dolby .. £81-00
Sansui SC700
£ 170.22
Tandberg 334IX .. £ 129.90
£22-67 Tand berg TCD 300 cassette £ 135-00
£47.90 Tandberg 604IX
£ 199.30
£68-90 Wharfedale/Dolby .. £ 119-00
£78.90
£43.75
£49 -21 Armstrong 523 AM/FM .. £52.68
£39.04 Armstrong 524 FM .. £40.97
£68.35 Cambridge T55 .. £97.90
£59.06 Leak Delta AM/FM .. £89.50
£79.50
£37.19 Leak Delta FM
£46.00
£45.52 Philips RH690
£41.86 Quad FMS (as available) .. £73.63
£56.85 Quad AM3 ( L/M/S) (S/S/M) £46.55
£87.19 Revox A76 Multiplex .. £ 185-00
£69.50 Rogers Ravensbrook Case £49.75
64-97
£46.20 Rogers Ravensbourne Case £
£73-29
£36.30 Sugden R2I or R5I

Armstrong 521
£59.00
B & O Beolab 5000 .. £ 118-50
Cambridge P50 .. £89.95
Cambridge P100 .. £ 139.00
Dynaco SCA80
£ 142-00
Ferrograph F307 Mk 11 £68-00
Leak Delta 30 .. • . £69.90
Leak Delta 70 .. • • £85.90
Lux 707
..
£69.00
Metrosound ST2OE • .
f39 50
Metrosound ST60 • • £70.00
Nikko TRM300
£42.50
Quad 33/303 .. £ 114-00
Revox A78
£ 135.00
Rogers Ravensbrook Case £57.50
Rogers Ravensbourne Case £75.00
Rotel RA6I0
£74 50
Sansui AU555A
£99.99
Sansui AU666
£ 130 74
Sinclair 2000 .. .. £35.00
Sinclair Neoteric .. £61.95
Sugden A2I
..
£65.00
Sugden A51/CSI £ 125.00
Wharfedale Linton .. £65.00

Garrard SP25 Ill P/Cover
Beogram 1001
Beogram 1202
Beogram 3000
Garrard AP96 Module ..
G
d SL9513
Garrard 401 .
Garrard Zero 100 .
A P/C ..
Garrard Zero 100S Module
Garrard AP76 Module ..
Goldring GL72P/Cover
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75P/Cover
Goldring GL85P/Cover
Leak Delta
SME 2000 plinth & cover
Thorens TD150 tftable
£54-66
Thorens TD150AB/C
£69.80
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TD125 Mk 11 .
£82.63
£133-39
Thorens TDI25AB/C II ..
Transcriptor Hydraulic .. £115.09
Transcriptor Saturn ..
£69-54
£37-50
Wharfedale Linton ..

$4f ELY

Koss K6LC
Koss ESP6
Koss K0727B
Koss ESPA
Koss ESP9
Rogers Ravensbrook • •
Stenhauser HD 414
Wharfedale DDI ..

£14-00
£45.00
£16.50
£39.00
£69.00
£18.50
£11.95
£12.50

1111.10=12:1223IMII
Akai AA6200
£105.00
Akai AA8500
£249.00
Armstrong 525 FM .. £90.14
Armstrong 526 AM/FM .. £ 102.72
Beomaster 901 .. £89.90
Beomaster 1000 .. £82-90
Beomaster 1200 .. • . £99-50
Beomaster 1600 .. • • £ 129-50
Beomaster 3000 .. • • £ 157.50
Beomaster 4000 .. £ 179-50
Goodmans Module 80 . •
E93-00
Goodmans One-Ten • • £ 139.00
Leak Delta• • £ 175-00
Nikko STA8010 £ 148.11
Rogers Ravensbrook Case £ 105-35
Sansui 1000X
£ 189-85
Tandberg TR2OOMPX .. £ 106.00
Wharfedale 100.1 .. £ 135-00

Lowther PM6/Acousta
Mordaunt Short MS007 ..
Mordaunt Short ils400 ..
Mordaunt Short MS700 ..
Quad Electrostatic ..
Rogers Ravensbourne (pr)
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
Tannoy Lancaster 12" D/C
Tannoy Lancaster 15" D/C
Tannoy Chatsworth RT
Wharfedale Melton 2 ..
Wharfedale Triton 3 ( pr)
Wharfedale Denton 2 (pr)
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pr)
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ..
Wharfedale Rosedale 3 ..

£56.00
£32-13
£56.00
£82.50
£79.00
£65-59
£97-90
£63.00
£69.00
£57.00
£35.00
£65.00
£42.00
£52-00
£47-50
E69.00

CARTRIDGES & PICK-UP ARMS
ADC 25 ..
£83.50
B & 0 SPIO
£12.95
B & 0 SPI2
£16.75
B & 0 SP14
£9.35
B & 0 SPI5 .
£36-08
Connoisseur SAU-2 arm
£14.31
Decca Mk 5
£27.00
Decca International arm ..
£25.50
Deccalift incl. transformers
£8.83
Goldring 850
£6.10
Goldring G800 ..
£12.21
Goldring 800E
£17.67
B & W Model 70 .. £ 159.50
Goldring 800 Super E ..
£24.41
B & W DM2 Monitor .. £69.99
Goldring L75
£13.61
B & W DM4 ( pr) .. £99.32
Ortofon M I5E
£32.49
Beovox 1802 ( pr)
£62.90
SME 3009/HE Improved
£36.75
Beovox 5702
£ 155.90
£40-25
Cambridge R50 .. £98.00 SME 3009/HE/52 Det . •
Shure M3D
£6.10
Celestion Ditton 120 (pr) £57-70
Shure
M44-7
..
•
•
£7.90
Celestion Ditton 16 .. £38-47
Shure M55-E
£9-70
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £65.00
Shure M75-6 Type II • •
£13.60
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
£
5400 Shure M75 or M75ED • • £19-00
Goodmans Dimension 8 £72.44
Shure M750/II . •
£19.00
Goodmans Havant ( pr) £57.12
Shure V15/II
£39.40
Goodmans D'ble Maxim ( pr) £ 57-40
Transcriptors Fluid Arm
£28-13
Goodmans Magnum K2 .. £46.20
Transcriptors Stylus Scales
E4-2I
Goodmans Mezzo III .. £35-70
Transcriptors Sweep Arm
E4-36
Goodmans Minister ( pr).. £49-20
Watts Manual Parastat
£2.40
STEREO HEADPHONES
Goodmans Magister • • £65.63
Watts Hi Fi Parastat
£2.24
AKG KI20
£10.00 KEF Chorale
• • £33.24
Watts
Dust
Bug
.
£1.16
Koss K0747
£20.00 KEF Cadenza
.. £42.50
£20-00 KEF Concerto
Koss HV1
••
1E58-50 IMMEZ222=3320.11.1
£30.00 Leak 150 ..
Koss PRO5L/C
..
£48.00
• • £25.00 EMI 215 LEK
Koss K2+2
£ 18.40
£45.00 Leak 250 ..
. • £32.50 EMI 450 EK ( pr)
Koss PRO4AA
£28.00 Leak 600 ..
• . £49-50 Goodmans Axiom 481 .. £ 17 68

AND --QUICKei

ENQUIRIES INVITED FOR EQUIPMENT NOT LISTED.

•.
••
••
.•
••

EXPORT
INFORMATION.
Export
prices and shipping quotes free or send
$2 Bill ($4 Air Post) to include illustrated
catalogue. (Credited
on
first
purchase of goods value over $ 100). All
equipment
carefully
packed,
insured
and
SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. Quad exports for
U.K. visitors only. (All goods supplied free
of U.K. Purchase Tax.) Payment may be
made in any currency by bank transfer, certified check, postal order or money order.
Personal export facilities-visitors welcome to showrooms.
All prices correct at time of printing.

E. & 0.E.

C.C.GOODWI N (
SALES) LTD.
7 The Broadway. High Road, Wood Green. London, N22 6DU
Telephone: 01-888 0077. Open 9-5.30 Mon.- Sat. 9-1 Thurs.

Goodmans DIN20 Kit
Jordan-Watts Module
KEF TI5 tweeter
KEF T27 tweeter
KEF 13110 LF/MID
KEF B200
KEF 0139
Kefkit 2 (Concord)
Kefkit 3 (Concerto)
Lowther PM6
Lowther PM7
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C
Tannoy Ill Monitor D/C
Wharfedale Unit 3 Kit ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 Kit ..
Wharfedale Unit 5 Kit ..
AUDIO SYSTEMS
Beogram 15000 ..
Beosystem 1500/11
Beosystem 1000 ..
Beosystem 901 ..
Beosystem 1200 ..
Beosystem 1600 ..
Beosystem 3000 ..
Ecosystem 3500 ..
Beocentre 3500 ..
Bush Arena System 10
Decca 614 System
Dynatron HFC 100*
Dynatron HFC 101*
Dynatron HFC 3011 5 ..
Dynatron HFC 31A* ..
Dynatron HFC 32* ..
Dynatron HFC38DNL*
Dynatron HFC37/LSI428
Hacker GAN500*
Hacker GAR500*
Hacker GAR500/SRD*
Hacker GARIO0A/SRD*..
Philips RF835
Wharfedale Linton
* Speakers extra

£12-19
£13-25
£6-00
£5.00
£7-50
£8-70
£12.55
£25-00
£36-00
£24-00
£36-00
£36-50
£43-25
£31-00
£12-40
£19-00
£27.50
£85,50
£132.00
£179.90
£195.90
£233.90
624190
£323.90
£316.90
£331-90
£109-00
£69-63
£140.00
£178.00
£75.00
£111-00
£143-50
£179.00
E75.00
£76-50
£92-50
£102.20
£188.00
£69-50
£154.50

PORTABLE RADIOS
Beolit 400 FM ..
Beolit 500 FM ..
Beolit 600 AM/FM
Beolit 700 AM/FM
Grundig Elite Boy 500 ..
Hacker Sovereign AM/FM
Hacker Super Sovereign ..

£25-90
£31.90
£33.90
£39.90
£35.60
£49-00
£69.00

To: C. C. Goodwin ( Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HFNI4), ( BLOCK
7The Broadway, Wood Green, London N22 60U.
LETTERS
PLEASE)
Please supply the following equipment:

Total Cash Price L
1enclose cheque/PO/MO value £

in full payment.

Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value £

as deposit and wish

to pay the balance by
monthly payments of £
on PERSONAL G.B. CREDIT PLAN.
Name

(Iam over 18)

Address

int

G.W.SMITH & CO (Radio) LTD
METROSOU ND ST2OE SYSTEM

WHARFEDALE LINTON
SYSTEM

Met rosound ST2OE 10+ 10
watt
Amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and
cover, Goldring G800 cartridge,
pair of Denton 2 speakers and all
leads
OUR
PRICE

£7 2

.
95

OUR
PRICE
NEW! LINTON
RECEIVER SYSTEM

TELETON SAQ307 SYSTEM

OUR
PRICE

£54.40

00

55 .
nn

PRICE
OUR

OUR £ 54.40
PRICE

Carr.
£ 1.50

£51.9 5

OUR
PRICE

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1.25

LEAK DELTA 30 SYSTEM

PIONEER SA500A SYSTEM
Pioneer SA500A 10+10 watt amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Linton 2speakers and all leads.

£123.50

OUR
PRICE

Carr. &
Ins.
£ 1.50

£86.95

MONOTONE 6750
SYSTEM

GOODMANS MODULE 80
SYSTEM

Monotone
6750
AM/FM
4+4
watt
stereo
tuner
amplifier,
Garrard 2025 TIC, plinth and cover,
stereo cartridge, pair of matching
speakers and all leads.

Goodmans Module 80 Stereo Tuner
Amplifier, Garrard AP76, plinth and
cover, G800 cartridge, pair of Linton 2 speakers and all leads.

Teleton TFS5OLA AM/FM 15+15
watt stereo tuner amplifier, BSR
MP60, plinth and cover, Goldring
G800 cartridge, pair of Linton 2
speakers and all leads.

OUR
PRICE

OUR
PRICE £ 1

5n
OUR £ 35 .
U

PRICE

•

Carr.
£ 1.00

£1

34.95

Carr. &
Ins. £1•50

ALPHA F2I2 SYSTEM

ARMSTRONG 521 SYSTEM
Armstrong 521 stereo amplifier,
Goldring GL75, plinth, cover and
G800 cartridge, pair of Dovedale 3
speakers and all leads.

D53 .
95

.4

Carr.
£ 1.2.5

OUR
PRICE

£ 1 47 . 50

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1.50

33 .50

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1.50

ROTEL RXI50 SYSTEM
Rotel RXI50 AM/FM 74+7+ watt
stereo tuner amplifier, BSR MP60,
plinth and cover, Goldring G800,
pair of Denton 2 speakers and all
leads.

,

ouR
ef. 011ELEM PRICE

X•
r.93

TRIO KA.2000IA SYSTEM

ALPHA MR- I5 SYSTEM

ROTEL RA2I0 SYSTEM

Trio KA.2000A 16+16 watt Amplifier. BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge. pair of
Denton 2 speakers and all leads.

Alpha MR- I
5 18+18 watt MW/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier with integrated GL75 turntable and magnetic
cartridge. Pair of Goodmans Mezzo
Ill speakers and all leads.

Rotel RA2I0 8+8 watt amplifier,
BSR
MP60,
plinth and
cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Medway TI38 speakers and all
leads.

.

.

OUR
e79 95
Carr.
PRICE old
£ 1.25
Matching Trio KT.I000A AM/FM
Stereo Tuner, £50.95 extra if required.

OUR
PRICE

£159.95

AMSTRAD 8000 11 SYSTEM

LEAK DELTA 70 SYSTEM
Leak Delta 70 stereo amplifier,
Goldring GL75, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800E cartridge, pair of
Leak 250 speakers and all leads.

OUR

PRICE

£4550
.

Carr.
£1.00

OUR
PRICE

Carr. 50p

.
056 .
5n

OUR
PRICE

Carr. &
Ins. £2.00

Amstrad 8000117+7 watt amplifier.
BSR
MP60,
plinth and
cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Apollo speakers and all leads.

Amplifier only, £14•50.

£ 1 47.50

olid

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1.50

OUR
PRICE

£69.50

LEAK DELTA 75 SYSTEM

ALPHA FA200 SYSTEM

Leak Delta 75 AM;FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier, Leak Delta Turntable,
pair of Leak 600 speakers and all
leads.

Alpha 10+10 watt amplifier, BSR
MP60, plinth and cover, Goldring
G800 cartridge, pair of Alpha HT- I6
speakers and all leads.

OUR
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

.
n98 .
95

Carr.
£1.25

£246.00
•

Carr.
&
C £2.00
Ins.

TELETON GA202 SYSTEM
ALPHA R.150 SYSTEM
Alpha R.I50 AM/FM 8+8 watt
stereo tuner amplifier. BSR MP60,
plinth and cover, Goldring G800
cartridge, pair of Denton 2speakers
and all leads.
OUR
PRICE

£97.25

SANSU1 AU- I01 SYSTEM
Sansui AU- I01 15+15 watt amplifier. BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Denton 2 speakers and all leads.
OUR
PRICE

£83. 75

Carr.
£1.25

N--reeggew
. PRICE
OUR

2
A.rUs.
02
ri-H
rn
i

Buy it with Access

£ 62.50

Carr.
&
Ins.
£ 1-25

Ca. &
In s. £rr1•50

OUR
PRICE

£.2c
au
40

ALPHA FR3000 SYSTEM

CREDIT
TERMS
AVAILABLE
FOR CALLERS

BARCLAYCARD

Carr. &
les. EI-25

Alpha FA200 15+15 watt amplifier,
BSR MP60,
plinth and
cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Denton 2 speakers and all leads.

Carr.
£1.50

Aw
,e,

Carr &
Ins. f1-25

ALPHA FA200 SYSTEM

Teleton GA202 16+16 watt amplifier. BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Linton 2 speakers and all leads.

--

u

AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000
SYSTEM
Amstrad Integra 4000 12+12 watt
stereo amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth
and cover, Gold ring G800 cartridge,
pair of Denton 2 speakers and all
ends.

NIKKO TRM.400 SYSTEM

old

.
5n

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1-25

u

Nikko TRM.400 16+16 watt Stereo
Amplifier. BSR MP60, plinth and
cover, Goldring G800 cartridge,
pair of Linton 2 speakers and all
leads.
OUR
PRICE

Carr. &
Ins. £1.50

TELETON TFS50 LA SYSTEM

Alpha F212 10+10 watt amplifier,
BSR MP60,
plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Stereosound De-luxe speakers and
all leads.
OUR
PRICE

Carr. &
Ins. L1•50

Leak Delta 30 stereo amplifier,
Goldring GL75, plinth, cover and
G800 cartridge. Pair of Leak 150
speakers and all leads.
OUR
PRICE

Carr. 50p

U

SINCLAIR 2000 II SYSTEM
Sinclair 2000 II 10+10 watt amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Stereosound De-luxe speakers and
all leads.

Carr&

TELETON SAQ206B SYSTEM

.
074 .
7c

ou

Carr. &
Leulns. £ 1-50

£104.90 Ins. £ 1.50

Teleton SAQ20613 8+8 watt Amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Apollo speakers and all leads.

0 UR
PRICE

Carr. &
ins. £ 1-25

NIKKO TRM.50 SYSTEM

Carr. 50p.

Amplifier only, £22.95.

£104

OUR
1
PRICE ou

NIKKO TRM50 17+17 watt rms.
stereo amplifier,
BSR
MP60,
plinth and cover, Goldring G800
cartridge,
pair of Linton
2
speakers and all leads.

Carr.
El.50

Amplifier only, £22•95.

Amstrad IC 2000 18+18 watt amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Denton 2speakers and all leads.

Wharfedale Linton Amplifier. Linton Turntable, pair of Linton 2
speakers and all leads.

Carr. &
Ins. C1.25

Teleton SAQ307 8+8 watt Amplifier, BSR MP60, plinth and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge, pair of
Apollo De- luxe speakers and all
leads.

AMSTRAD IC 2000 SYSTEM

Alpha FR3000 AM/FM 15+15 watt
stereo tuner amplifier, Garrard
AP76. plinth and cover, Goldring
G800 cartridge, pair of Linton 2
speakers and all leads.
OUR
PRICE

£136.95

Carr. &
Ins. £ 1-50

e.

Carr. &
Ins. El .50

10//DONS MIMSrSTOCKS ..417"LOWESTPRIM/
THE FABULOUS NEW RANGE OF

AICAI

AUDIOTROMC

BARGAINS

HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

IS NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
As advertised and displayed
and demonstrated at the Audio Fair

3Afairedifle
/
1
/
1
/0014700e0ifike

SYSTEM 1

FABULOUS OFFER!
B.S.R. TD8S 8-TRACK
STEREO TAPE DECK
Integrated
preamps ( output
125 mV) to feed into any stereo
amplifier. Automatic and manual programme selector. 4 pole
synchronous motor. 210/240V
AC. OUR PRICE
P. & P. 50p.

AUDIOTRONIC
LA.1700 17+17 watt
Stereo
Amplifier.
Garrard AP76 record
deck
fitted
with
GoldringG800stereo
cartridge and mounted in teak veneered
plinth with cover and a pair of
Wharfedale Linton speakers in
matching ceak.ervi n r
ONLY

£16.25

DOLBY SYSTEM NOISE
REDUCTION UNIT
GWS. KDB.3

ebir

£157-00

GUARANTEED

1721 Tape Rec. .. £73-95
X500 Tape Rec. .. £99-95
GX370 Tape Deck .. £259.95
4000D Tape Deck .. £61-50
4000DS Tape Deck .. £73-95
X20 tD Tape Deck .. £ 132-95
X221D Tape Deck .. £ 169-95
GX220D Tape Deck.. £ 148.50
GX280D Tape Deck £249-40
X1810D Tape/8 track
Deck
£ 16945
GX1900D Tape/Cass.
Deck .. £ 177.95
X2000SD Tape/Cas/8
Receiver .. £223.30
CR8I 8 track Rec. .. £80•95
CR81 D 8track Receiver £65.95

CROIT 8 track/Rec. £ 118.90
CROOSS 8 track system £ 145.00
GXC40 Cassette Rec. £82.25
GXC4OD Cassette Deck £66-95
GXC4OT Cassette/Rec. £ 123-95
GXC45D Cassette Deck £95•95
GXC46D Cass. Deck £ 103.50
GXC6OD Cass. Deck £ 111.25
GXC65D Cass. Deck £ 110-25
CS35D Cassette Deck £59-50
AA6300 Receiver .. £82-50
AA6600 Receiver .. £ 144.95
AA8080 Receiver .. £ 144.95
AA8500 Receiver .. £ 175 00
Carriage 50p extra. ( Recorders
and Decks 75p)

FANTASTIC OFFER!

OUR PRICE
£22 -50
Post 25p

3waveband stereo tuner amplifier.
2x5 W
Medium/Long/
Stereo FM. Full range of controts. Input for tape or ceramic
cartridge.
List over £ 50.00

OUR
PRICE

£
11.50
p

p

50p.

Personal Callers Welcome - All branches Open 9 - 6 Mon. to Sat.
1-12, Paddington Green, London, W.2. Tel: 01-262 6562

NIKKO TRM50 STEREO AMPLIFIER
17+17 watts rms stereo amplifier with
inputs for Magnetic and Crystal phono,
Tuner, Tape, Aux and Tape Monitor.
Outputs for two pairs of stereo speakers
and Tape. Stereo headphone socket. Full
range of controls including loudness control,
scratch filter etc. Size 13" x 9-k" X 3e".
Unrepeatable offer- limited stocks!
AKAI

SPECIAL!

price £ 59.50
OUR PRICE

List

£39 .
95
Carriage 50p

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

7, 1

WHARFEDALE ISODYNAMIC
STEREO HEADPHONES
New model
using the flatfield isodynamic
principle. Freq.
response - 3dB
35 Hz-20 kHz.
Suitable for 4AO»
16 ohm amplifier
impedances.
Adjustable headOUR PRICE band and ear£13.75 P. & P. pieces.
50o.
( List £ 1995.)

G.W.SMITH&CO(Radio)LTD
All Mail Orders to

NEW

FULLY

•-

Improves the performance of
assette and
semi-professional
ecorders. Reduces tape hiss by
3dB at 600 Hz, 6dB at 1200 Hz
and 10 dB for all frequencies
above 3000 Hz. Controls for input levels and noise reduction on
record and replay. 2 meters for
Dolby level. Off tape monitoring.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to
15 kHz ± IdB 19 kHz - 35 dB.
Size: 15r x 9" x 3e.
AC 200/250 V,
OUR ' 12. çn
PRICE ••••• ..•••• Carr. 50p

SUPER MONEY SAVING OFFER!

S.)

LAST!

BRAND

AND

2x Z30 amplifier, stereo 60 pre-amp.
PZ5 power supply. £15•95, carr. 37p.
Or with PZ6 power supply, £19.00.
carr. 37p. 2x Z50 amplifier, Stereo 60
pre-amp. PZ8 power supply, £20.25,
carr. 37p. Transformer for PZ8, £2•97
extra. Add to any of the above £4.45
for active filter unit and E13.00 for a
pair of QI6 Speakers.
NEW PROJECT 605, £20.97. Carr.
37p. All other Sinclair Products in
stock-see following page.

Carr. & Ins. £2.00

r'•

STOCKS
ALL

OFFERS-

NOW WHILE

=Wet*

AUDIOTRONIC
LA.4000 40+40 watt
Stereo
Amplifier.
Goldring GL75 record deck fitted with
Goldring
G800E
stereo cartridge and
mounted
in
teak
veneered plinth with
cover and a pair of Wharfedale
Dovedale 3 Speakers in matching
teak.

TELETON R.4300L

BUY

n

SYSTEM 2.

AUDIOTRONIC SQ.
QUADRAPHONIC
DECODER
Fully transistorised containing all input, output
and control facilities to
reproduce
4 channel
sound from SQ records
and 4 channel discrete
sources. Also provides
conventional stereo reproduction, 2- channel
and
4-channel
tape
recording and playback
and enhancement of conventional 2- channel dBm. 5 Hz to 100 KHz.
material. AC 220-240 v. Size 180 mm x55 mm x
Frequency
response+ I 220 mm deep.

MONEY

SAVING

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60

L7L •7J

Carr. & Ins. £ 1.50
Matching LTI700 AM/FM Stereo
Tuner £39.00 if purchased with
above system.

ONLY

SUPER
NEW GARRARD
MODULES (P. & P. 50p)
Popular range of Garrard decks
with Shure cartridge fitted in
deluxe plinth with hinged lid.
SP25 Ill Module/M75-6 £23•50
AP76 Module/M75-6 £33430
AP96 Module/M75-6 £38.75
Zero IOOS Module/M93E £52.60

MODEL
AA6300
AM/FM
STEREO TUN/AMPLIFIER
20 + 20 watts rms. Inputs for
magnetic and ceramic cartridge
and tape. Frequency response
20-40,000 Hz.
Bass,
treble,
Volume and loudness controls.
Frequency range FM 88-108
MHz. AM 535-1605 kHz. Headphone socket. Output for two
pairs of speakers. ur X sr
In". ( List price El 23.85.)
PRICE
OUR

,Q2•50
t

P & P 50p

TAPE
CASSETTES
Top
quality
Hi Fi
Low Noise
in Library
cases.
C60 3 for Isp
C90 3 for El 415
C120 3 for El .35

10 for £2•35
10 for £3-30
10 for £4.20

Tape Head Cleaner. 30p each.
P. & P. 10p extra.

10 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. W.1
Tel: 01-637 2232
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, W.1
Tel: 01- 636 3715
257 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, W.1
Tel: 01- 580 0670

3 LISLE STREET, W.C.2
Tel: 01-437 8204
34 LISLE STREET,W.C.2
Tel: 01-437 9155
118 EDGWARE RD,W.2
Tel: 01- 723 9789

FERGUSON 3414STEREO
TUNER AMPLIFIER
TURNTABLE UNIT
10 1-10 watts rms. Five push
buttons with separate scales
for pre-tuning to desired FM
station. Housed in a handsome walnut finished cabinet
with BSR P128/MP60 record
deck with Goldring G800H
stereo magnetic cartridge.
Offered complete with cover
and a pair of matching Medway Speakers, size 113"X II" x
K. TODAY'S VALUE AT
LEAST £ 125!
OUR /75.00
PRICE *.
Carr. & Ins. £ 1-50

ALSO SEE
FOLLOWING PAGES
311 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
Tel: 01-262 0387
152/3 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Tel: 01- 353 2833
378 HARROW ROAD, W.9
Tel: 01- 286 9530

G.W.SMITH & CO (Radio) LTD
TELEVISIONS ( P. & P. £ 1)
Crown 9TV 305
£52-50
Elizabethan T9
£48-95
Elizabethan TI2
£52.50
Ferguson 3816
£49-95
Philips r Tvette £49-95
Sanyo 10T150 £57-50
Sanyo CTP370 £ 187-50
Sharp I2P I7H
£57.50
Teleton TW I2BC £59-50
Teleton VX I110 £ 13950
Ultra 6818 .
£52.95
IN- CAR EQUIPMENT
(P. & P. 50p)
Beltek M5600
£42 50
Fantavox MW/LW £7-50
Lear Jet LJIOWS £25-20
Lear Jet L.1277 £44.80
Lear Jet A250
£82.50
Motorola 231
£32.95
Philips RN3I2/97 £54-25
Philips RN270
£ 17.10
Philips RN214
£ 14-95
Philips RN3I4
£ 18 95
Radiomobile 102S £33.30
Sanyo FT4003 £32.45
Sanyo FT 4005
£46-95
Sanyo FT 4006E £51-25
Sanyo FT 8005E £51 25
Sharp AR946
£25 30
Sharp AR947
£21 20
Sharp AR943 •. £28.20
Sharp RD807/CP404 £32-85
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(P. & P. 50p)
Albany House 108 £ 19.95
Albany House 208 £ 1995
Albany House 318 £27.50
Alpha F.2I2
£23-95
Alpha FA.200 £24-95
Alpha FA.3W
£30-50
Alpha FA.400 £35-75
Alpha 0030 .. £32.50
Alpha 0050 .. £37.95
Amstrad 8000 11 .. £ 14 50
Amstrad Integra 4000 £21.50
Amstrad IC2000 .. £2790
Armstrong 5 .. £44.75
Audiotronic LA1700 £32.50
Audiotronic LA4000 £52.00
Cambridge P.50/P.100 On App.
Eagle AA2
.
£25-30
Eagle AA4
E35.70
Eagle AA6
£47-50
Ferrograph F.307 II (C) £49.95
Howland West DA. I
000 £20.75
Keletron KSAJW £ 17 95
Keletron KSA.I500 £23.95
Leak Delta 30
£46-95
Leak Delta 70 .. £57-95
Linear 505
£ 13-95
Linear 606 .. £ 17-50
Lux 707
£57-35
Lux 700X .. £74-80
Lux 503X .. £83.35
Lux 507X ..
f138.80
Lux 202 .. £202-00
Metrosound ST.20E £25•95
Metrosound ST.60 .. £45-90
Nikko TRM3W
£35.35
Nikko TRM400 £44.05
Nikko TRM50
£ 39-95
Nikko TRMI200 £98-00
Philips RH.580 £20.50
Philips RH.590 £36.50
Philips RH.521 £83-45
Pioneer SA.500A £3290
Pioneer SA.600 £61-95
Pioneer SA.700 £66.95
Pioneer SA.E1W £79-95
Pioneer SA.900 £92-50
Pioneer SA.1000 £99.95
Pioneer SC:700 £40.40
Pioneer SF•7W £56-70
Pioneer SM.700 £43-10
Pioneer SR.202W £37-90
Rogers R/brook Ch. £38.95
Rogers R/brook Case £42-95
Rogers R/bourne Ch. £49-95
Rogers R/bourne Case £53.95
Rota 1500 .. £ 15-50
Rota 2200 .. £21-80
Rotel RA.210
£22 51
Rote' RA.610£
Rotel
RA.310 .3
48:2
9'Z
Rotel RA.810• •
Rotel RA.I210 • •
Sinclair 2000 .. • •
Sinclair 3000 .. • .
Sugden A2I II• •
Tandberg TA.300 • •
Teleton SAQ206 . •
Teleton SAQ307 • •
Teleton GA202 ..
Tripletone HI-F1 77 ..

£ 75.00
£89.95
£2195
£28-50
£52.50
£54.9t
£22-95
£22-95
£28-50
£24-25

ALSO SEE
PREVIOUS PAGE

Tripletone HI-FI 1818
£30-95
Wharfedale Linton .. £39.90
Full range of Sansui, Sanyo, Trio
STEREO TUNERS
(P. & P. 50p)
Alpha FT150
£38-05
Alpha 0007 .. £44.95
Amstrad 3000 .. £27-95
Armstrong 523 .. £40.95
Armstrong 524 .. £31-95
Armstrong M13 Decoder £6.95
Audiotronic LT1700.. £41-50
Eagle TSTI52.. £30.80
Eagle AA8
£44.50
Howland 'Nest DA1000T£29.10
Leak Delta FM .. £55-95
Leak Delta AM/FM .. £65-95
Lux 717
£72-75
£82-75
Lux 515
£103-90
Lux 700
f145-50
Lux 500
Lux 212 ..
£216-30
£39-95
Metrosound FMS.20
£81-25
Nikko FAM14
£45-35
Nikko FAM300
Nikko FAM400
• • £59-20
Nikko FAMI200
• • £ 130-45
Philips RH.690
.. £39.85
• • £89.60
Philips RH.62I
• . £50-95
Pioneer TX5WA
Pioneer TX600
• . £73.95
• • £81.00
Pioneer TX700
Pioneer TX800
• • £94.70
Pioneer TX900 . • £ 11090
Pioneer TXI000 £ 132.90
Rogers R/brook Ch. £3795
Rogers R/brook Case £43-60
Rogers R/bourne Ch. £53.30
Rogers R/bourne Case £58-15
Rotel RT.320 .• £45-50
Rotel RT.620 •. £71-75
Sinclair 2000/3000 .. £29-95
Teleton GT.202 .. £37-95
Full range of Sansui, Sanyo, Trio

ROTEL BARGAINS!
ALL BRAND NEW AND
GUARANTEED
RA2I0 Amplifier .. £22.50
RA3I0 Amplifier .. £35.95
RA6 I
0 Amplifier .. £48-25
RX150 Receiver .. £45-95
RX200 Receiver .. £5790
Rmoo Receiver ..
£70.95
P. & P. 50p extra any item.
STEREO TUNER/
AMPLIFIERS ( P. & P. 50p)
Akai AA6600 .. £ 109-00
Akai 8080
£ 144-95
Akai AA8500 .. £ 175-00
Alpha FR2000 .. £57.75
Alpha FR3000 .. £72-95
Alpha FR4000 .. £80-60
Alpha R.I50
£49-95
Armstrong 525 .. £69-95
Armstrong 526 .. £77-95
Audiotronic LR2500 £79.95
Audiotronic LR4040 £ 102.50
Ferguson 3414 Compact £57-50
Goodmans Module 80 £69.95
Good mans 80 Compact £ 127.95
Goodmans ONE-TEN £ 105-95
G'mans 1-10 Compact £ 187-50
Goodmans Module 90 £91.95
Leak Delta 75
£ 127-50
Lux 990 ..
£268-oo
Nikko STA.30I . £83.30
Nikko STA.50I £ 100.40
Nikko STA.6010 £ 110.40
Nikko STA.I 101 .. £232-00
Nikko STA.8010 £ 12790
Nikko STA.9010 £ 149-95
Philips RH702
£713-90
Philips RH901 • . £73-15
Philips RH8Il £ 107.70
Philips RH89I £ 164.95
Philips RH720 £ 176-75
Philips RH802 £ 130-70
Philips RH813 £ 152.10
Pioneer LX.440
E99.00
Pioneer LX.8130 £ 126•65
Pioneer SX.424 £82.75
Pioneer SX.626 £ 134.35
Pioneer SX.727 £ 162-95
Pioneer SX.828 £ oe•95
Pioneer SX.6000 £ 172.25
Pioneer SX.525 £98.75
Pioneer SXI500 TO.. £ 168-45
Pioneer SX2500 TD £265-25
Pioneer SX9000 £236-60

Pye 558 ..
£102.25
Rote RXI50
£48.95
£60-95
Rote RX200
Rote RX400
£70.95
Rote RX I
SOA
£50.95
Rote RX200A
£65-95
Rote RX400A
£78-95
Rote RX600A
£109-95
Rote RX800A
£139-95
Rote
£94.95
£73-95
Rogers R/brook Ch.
£79-95
Rogers R/brook Case
Tandberg TR200 MPX
E85-95
£129-60
Tandberg TRIOOOMPX
Tandberg TRI010 MPX £139.95
Teleton SCX I
510 ..
£89-95
£27.50
Teleton R4300L
£79.95
Teleton TFSSO LA
Teleton TFSSO
£69.85
£72-50
Teleton TFS55
£87.50
Teleton BM 1299
Teleton CBSSIO
£69.50
Wharfedale Linton ..
£92-50
Full range of Sansui, Sanyo, Trio
FOUR-CHANNEL UNITS
(P. & P. 50p)
Audiotronic SQ Decoder£22-50
Eagle AA.10 .. • . £ 11.50
Pioneer QL.600 •. £48.50
Pioneer QX.8000• • £ 199.95
Pioneer QA.800 • • £ 122-95
Pioneer QM.800 • • £ 104-95
Pioneer QC.800 . • £84.95
Pioneer QT.6600 • • £267.95
Pioneer QD.210 . • £29.60
Pioneer QT.2100 . • £ 114-50
Rotel RX154A £94.95
Full range of Sansui available.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
(P. & P. 50p)
Alpha HTI7 Mk11 (Pr.) £23
Alpha HT7 Mk II . £ 16
Alpha HT.I6
£ 10
Alpha HT.I0
£ 17
Alpha HT.20
E24
Alpha HT.30
£ 13
Amstrad Apollo ( Pr.) £ 15
B & W DM2
£48
B & W DM4
£38
B & W DMS
£23
B & W 70 Monitor . £ 109

15
95
65
95
20
75
95
95
75
20
95

LEAK BARGAINS!
LIMITED OFFER!
ALL STOCKS BRAND
NEW AND
GUARANTEED
Delta 30 .. • • £46-95
..
£57-95
Delta 70
Delta FM .. . • £55-95
Delta AM/FM• • £ 6795
Delta 75
..
£ 127-00
Leak 150 pair .. £37.50
Leak 250 pair
£47-95
Leak 600 each
£33.95
P. & P. 50p extra each item.
Cambridge R.50/R.40 On App.
Celestion County ( Pr.)
£35-95
Celestion Ditton 10 11 £ 17-50
Celestion Dimon 120
£40.50
(Pr.)
£27-95
Celestion Dicton 15
£43-50
Celestion Dicton 25
£37-50
Celestion Dicton 44
£70-95
Celestion Ditton 66
£32.50
Decca Deram ( Pr.) ..
£10.25
Eagle DL42
£15.50
Eagle 0167
£9.45
Elac E6.S
£69-95
Ferrograph SI
Goodmans Minister (14) £35-95
£23-95
Goodmans Mezzo Ill
Goodmans Magnum K2 £30.95
£41-35
Goodmans Magister
G'mans Dble Maxim
£24-25
Goodmans Havant ( Pr)
£39.45
Goodmans Dimension 8 E47.95
£36-95
Goodmans Goodwood
£17-25
Jordan Watts Jumbo
Kef Cantor ( Pr.) .. On App.
Kef Coda (Pr.) .. On App.
Kef Concord .. On App.
Kef Cadenza ..
On App.
Kef Chorale ..
On App.
Kef Cresta ..
On App.

Kef Celeste ..
On App.
Kef Concerto .. On App.
Keletron KN400 £ 11.95
Keletron KN600 (
Pr.
Elf 95
Keletron KN800 ( Pr.
£18 95
Keletron KN II
00 .. £ 13-45
Keletron KN I
600 .. £ 14-95
Keletron KN2 I
00 .. £ 18-95
Leak 150 (Pr.) .. £37-50
Leak 250 ( Pr.) .. £47.95
Leak 600 .. £33-95
Medway 85 (Pr.) .. £ 11.95
Medway 106 ( Pr.) .. £ 12-95
Medway TI38 (Pr.) .. £ 17-25
Medway BT.I5 (Pr.).. ¿24-00
Medway BT.20 (Pr.).. ¿30-00
Metro HFS 103 ( Pr.) .. ¿20-95
Metrosound HFS 202 £ 14 75
Metrosound Duplex 15 £29 95
Metrosound Duplex 25 £40-00
Philips RH4I 1 ( Pr.) .. ¿ 17-60
Philips RH4I2 (Pr.) .. £28-25
Philips RH405
£28-75
Philips RH407
£43-60
Richard Allan Chaconne £ 16.45
Richard Allan Pavane £28-00
R Allan Flamenco ( Pr.) £45 60
Rogers Ravensbrook
(Pr.)
£48.45
Sinclair QI6
E6.50
Ste-Ma 400 .. £ 16-25
Tandberg 1112 .. £24-75
Tandberg TL25 •. £29-75
Tandberg TL50 .. £52.95
Tannoy Chatsworth ¿48-45
Tannoy 12" Lancaster £52.95
Tannoy 15" Lancaster £57.95
Tannoy 3 LZ
£33-95
Wharfedale Rosedale
E46 95
W'dale Denton 2 ( Pr.) £30 50
W'dale Linton 2 ( Pr.) £37.50
W'dale Triton 3 ( Pr.) ¿46-95
Wharfedale Melton 2 £23.75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £32-25
SPECIAL PURCHASE!
WHARFEDALE
MID- RANGE HI-FI UNITS
As
used
in
world famous
system .5in. dia.
Impedance 4/8
ohms. High flux
ceramic
magnet. 20 watts
rms.Brand new
ONLY £ 1-50.
P. & P. 37p.

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
(P. & P. 50p)
E6-40
Baker Major 12" ..
£7.12
Baker Deluxe 11 12' ..
£1095
Baker Super 12'
£5-75
Baker Group 25
£6.40
Baker Group 35
£14.25
Baker Group 50
Eagle FR4 ..
E3-85
£5-75
Eagle FR65 ..
£7.20
Eagle FR8 ..
E3-62
EMI 450 Kit ..
£7.25
EMI 350 Kit ..
£4.00
Fane Pop 15 ..
Fane Pop 25/2
£8.40
Fane Pop 50
£10.32
Fane Pop 60 ..
£17.62
Fane Pop 100.. ..
Fane 12' Crescendo..
£2 I - 95
£27-50
Fane 15" Crescendo..
£35-00
Fane 18" Crescendo..
Goodmans 8-P ..
£4.15
£4.50
Goodmans 10-P ..
Goodmans 12-P
£9.25
£14-75
Goodmans 15-P ..
£24-95
G'mans 18-P (91/100)
Good mans Audiom 100
£8.95
£4.90
Goodmans Axent 100
£6.95
G'mans Twin Axiom 8
G'mans Twin Axiom 10
£7.50
£9.50
Goodmans Midax 650
Goodmans Axiom 301
£12-50
£11•95
Goodmans Axiom 401
£2.70
Goodmans Attenuator
£3.20
Goodmans ARU.I72..
£5.45
Goodmans X0950 ..
£5.10
Kef T.I5 II ..
£4.25
Kef T.27
£7.75
Kef B.200 ..
Kef B.I 10 ..
£7-35
Kef B. 139 II
£9-77
no•oo
Tannoy Mon. Gold 12"
£36.00
Tannoy Mon. Gold IS"
WB. HF8I2
L5.20
WE. HF8I6
£8.50
WE. HFI012
£6.20
WB. 1-1F1016
£9-95
WB. HFI214
£13.95
WB. HFI216
£21.37

WB. 1812/67
WB. 1359
W'dale 8' Bronze ..
W'dale r Super ..
W'dale 10" Super ..

£6.47
£2.20
f3.40
£6.25
£9.95

SPEAKER KITS (
P. & P. 50p)
Good mans D1N20
f8-50
Kef K2 Baffle .. £20-40
Kef K3 Baffle .. £31-87
Richard Allan Twin ..
E8-50
Richard Allan Triple.. £ 1625
Richard Allan S/Triple £ 19-25
Richard Allan Triple 8 E13-20
Wharfedale Unit 3 .. £8-95
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£12-95
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..
E18-75
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
(P. & P. 12p)
Stereo with diamond styli
Amstrad 900-C .. £3.40
Amstrad 900-D .. £5.40
Amstrad 900-EX •. £8.50
Audio Deve. AD76K
E3-75
Audio Deve. AD76KE £6.50
Audio Tech. AT55 £3-70
Audio Tech. AT66 .. £3-45
Audio Tech. AT21 £9-30
Audio Tech. AT2IS .. [9-30
Audio Tech. AT2 IX.. £ 14-47
Audio Tech. AT33 £8.75
Decca London .. £23-75
Eagle LCO5
E4-25
Eagle LCO7
£5-75
Empire 1000ZE/X £39-95
Empire 999VE/X £28-95
Empire 999TE/X •. £ 18-95
Empire 999SE/X £ 13-95
Empire 999E/X
£10-95
Empire 909E/X £8-50
Empire 90EE/X
E6-95
Goldring G-850 £3-10
Goldring G-800 £4.50
Goldring G-800H £4.75
Goldring G-800E £7.00
Goldring G-8005E £ 15.25
Goldring G820
£8-25
Goldring G820E £ 12-25
Goldring G820SE £ 16.25
Grado FTR
£6.25
Grado FIE
£9.80
Grado F3E
E13-40
Grado F2
..
£22.50
Neat V60 MH
£6-95
Neat V70
..
£4-45
Neat WOE
..
£6-70
Orbit NM22
£2.80
Ortofon SLISE .. £23-75
Ortofon MISE .. £22.75
Pickering VX15/750E
E25.60
Pickering XV15/440E £ 16.75
Pickering XVI5/350 £ 12-65
Pickering P/ATE £13-20
Pickering P/AT
£6.50
Pickering P/AC
£5.15
Shure M3D-M
£3.75
Shure M-44-G .. £4-95
Shure M-44-7 £4.90
Shure M-44-C
£5-40
Shure M-44-E
E4-75
Shure M-55-E
£5-60
Shure M-75-6 11 (8) .. £7-60
Shure M-75-G II .. £8.40
Shure M-75-E 11 •. £ 10.75
Shure M75ED II .. £ 10.75
Shure M-75-E111 .. £895
Shure V-15 II. • £27-95
f1295
Shure M-75-E-95G . •
Shure M-32-3 ( Mono) £5.95
Full range of styli in stock.

RECORD DECKS (
P.& P. 50p)
B.S.R. McDONALD
C 114 Mini ..
£4-97
C129 Mono .. £6.50
CI37 .. • - £8.35
MP60 .. .. £9.75
:.
610 .. ..
£12.65
810 .. .. £31-25
210/TPD3 .. £8.75
MP60/G800 .. £ 12-95
MP60/TPD I .. £ 16.05
MP60/TPDI/G800 £ 19.50
MP60/TPD2 .. £ 1+35
610/TPDI .. £ 113-95
510/TPDI .. £ 17.95
HT 70
..
£ 13.99
HT70/G800 .. £ 17.25
HT70/TPD1 .. £20.35

NM.EDISCOMS« IIPM3yemo MORE!
HT70/TPDI/G800
£23-90
£9.25
810 Plinth/Cover ..
£25.25
710
£9.25
710 Plinth/Cover .
CONNOISSEUR
£10-90
BDI Kit ..
£13-60
BDI Chassis ..
£33.10
BD I /SAU2/Plinth/C
£25-95
BD2/SAU2/Chassis
£33-85
BD2/SAU2/Plinth/C
GARRARD
£8.50
2025 T/C Stereo ..
£9-25
40B Stereo .. •
£10-25
SP25 III
£15-95
SP25 III/M75-6
£23-50
SP25 III Module/M75 -.6
£13-75
SLOB
£17-95
AP76 .. • • • •
£33-80
AP76 Module/M75-6
£21-95
SL7213
£32-25
SL95B
£s.95
401
£38.95
ZERO 1
.
00A
£36.95
ZERO 100S .
ZERO 100S Mo.d/M93-E £52-60
£38-75
AP96 Module/M75-6
GOODMANS
£55.95
TD100 Teak ..
£58-25
TD100 White
GOLDRING
£18-50
GL69/2
£20.95
GL72
£27-50
GL72/P
£7.02
Plinth 69/72 ..
£3-25
LID 72
£26.95
GL75
£3515
GL75P
£7-35
Plinth 75 ..
£3-60
LID 75
£19-25
G99
£56.95
GL851*
GIOIP/C
£20-50
LEAK
Delta Turntable £52-50
MICRO-SEIKI
MRIII
£29-50
MRI IIPlinth & Cover £9-50
PI-BLIPS
GA105
£ 16-95
GAI60 Teak .. £27 00
GA308 Teak .. £24-50
GA308 P.U. Teak £29-95
GA2I2
£56-75
PIONEER
PLI2D
£34.50
PLISC..
£51.35
PLA35 .. £82.65
PL50
..
£ 111-85
PL41D .. £ 118-50
PL6I
..
£ 119-95
THORENS
TD12511
£66.50
TDI25AB 11
£99-95
TX25
£6.95
TD160C
£56.95
TD450
£
28.95
TDI50A II
£ 35-95
TD150AB II .. £39-95
TD150 Plinth.. £3-80
TXII
••
£3.60
WHARFEDALE
Linton Turntable £26-95

.•
••
.•
••
••
••
.•
••
••
.•
••

PICK-UP ARMS ( P. &
Audio Tech. AT 1005
Connoisseur SAU2
Decca International ..
Goldring L.75
Goldring L.69
Howland West G20..
Neat G30J
Neat G.30
Neat G.30B
SME 3009 II/Imp. ..
SME 3009 11/Imp. Det.

P. 25p)
£ 14-25
El I-70
£19-70
£9.60
£6.95
£14•85
£8-95
£11-99
£13.95
£27-75
£30-30

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
NEAT G30J
PICK-UP ARMS
Identical specification to Neat
G30 static balance pick-up arm
but with two-tone chrome and
black finish. Complete with
head shell, pick-up rest and
plug-in phono leads. BRAND
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED. ONLY £8.95. P. & P25p.

SPECIAL OFFER! PHILIPS GA308
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
2speeds 33-} and 45 rpm. Lightweight
tubular
counterbalanced arm. Belt driven low
speed
synchronous
motor.
Viscous damped pick-up lift/
lower device. Complete with
teak plinth and hinged cover.
GA308 less
cartridge ( List
£36-55). OUR PRICE £24-50.
P. & P. 50p
PLINTHS & COVERS
(P. & P. 50p)
Budget SP25 etc. .. £3-20
Budget SP25 Play on.. £4-80
Budget AP76/Zero 100S £4•50
Budget B.S.R. £31.5
SME 2000 System .. £34-50

RECORD DECK PACKAGE
(P. & P. 50p)
Decks supplied with stereo
cartridge ready wired in plinth
with cover.
GARRARD
2025TC/9TAHCD
f12.75
SP25 III/G800 £ 18-50
SP25 III/M75-6 £ 18-50
SP25 III/M44-7 £ 19/5
SP25 111/M44-E
£20.95
SP25 111/M55E £22.40
AP76/G800 .. £21.95
AP76/M75-6 .. £ 30.25
AP76/M55E .. £30.50
AP76/M75E1 .. £32 50
AP76/G800E .. £30-75
..
£30-50
AP76/M7SED ..
£
38•95
B.S.R. McDONALD
MP60/G800 .. .. £ 17-50
MP60/M44-7 .. .. £ 19-50
MP60/M44-E .. ..
£
20-25
COLORING
GL75/G800 .. £39-50
GL75/G800E .. £42.50
STEREO SYSTEMS (
P&P fl)
Akai CS35/CSS8 ..
£82-95
Alpha GF2500 .. £87-50
Alpha Arena MRIS .. £ 117-50
Ferguson 3414 Compact/Medway Spks. £75-00
Ferguson 3450 .. £55-95
Ferguson 34508 .. £60-95
Ferguson 3451 .. £79•95
Ferguson 3451B £84-85
Ferguson 3454
£ 32.95
Fidelity UAI
£69.95
Fidelity UA2
£30.95
Fidelity UA.3 .. £45-95
£26.95
Fidelity UA4
HMV 2451
£95-95
£49-95
HMV 2452 ..
£49.95
HMV 2453 ..
£139.95
HMV 2455
£34.40
HMV 2025 with Lid ..
Marconi 4454
£34-50
Marconi 4452
£63•95
Philips GFI03
£12-60
Philips GF403
£18-55
Philips GF8I5
£59-15
£76-96
Philips GF808
£125-35
Philips GF908
£52-95
Philips GF826
£69-95
Philips RF836
£106-00
Philips RH8I4
£49-55
Philips RF835
£38-95
Philips GF825
£141.80
Sanyo G2601K

Sanyo STD 100 ..
f83.45
Sanyo STD 110 .. £ 108-45
Sanyo G2615N .. • £79-25
Sanyo GXT4520KL £ 120-95
Sharp GS5530L £ 134•50
Sharp SD305H .. £ 145-50
land berg TR200 Cornpact/TLI2 £ 160-50
land berg TR200 Compact/TL25 .. £ 177-50
Ultra 6450
£57-95
Ultra 64508
£61-50
Ultra 6451 .. £61.50
Ultra 6454 .. £29-95
Ultra 6455
£31-95
Ultra 6027 .. £44.95
Wharfedale Systems
Linton amplifier .. £ 104.00
Linton receiver .. £ 155.00
Wyndsor S1800 .. £42.20
CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P. & P. 50p)
Akai GXC40
£82.25
Akai GXC4OT £ 123-95
BASF 9200 .. £39-95
Crown CTR8750 £ 18.75
Elizabethan LZ3I6 £ 16•50
Ferguson 3257 .. £41•95
Ferguson 3262 .. £22.95
Ferguson 3266 .. £ 14-95
Hanimex HCI000 £ 11-50
Hanimex HC2000 £ 14-75
Philips N2400
32.95
. • £
Philips N240I• • £ 69-05
Philips N2405 • •
f.54-95
Philips E13302 . • £ 15-95
Philips N2202
17-95• • £
Philips N2203
17.95. • £
Philips N2204 • • £24-55
Philips N2205
34-95 . • £
Philips N22Il
23-85 .. £
Philips Mains Units .. £4•50
£17-65
Py
ppry:
e9
99 1
1109
5
19
5
£15.95
£34.75
Pye 9118
£24.55
Pye 9116 .. £49-95
Sanyo M148/M1102 £ 13-75
Sanyo M747
£ 16-50
Sanyo M48M/M1101 .. £ 15-05
Sanyo M787A
2210.. £
Sanyo MR4I0/2000 £27-75
Sanyo MR4010 .. £33-30
Sanyo MR408/M4000 £55-00
Standard STR112 .
£19.35
STEREO CASSETTE
DECKS (
P. & P. 50p)
Akai CS.35D
Akai CS.50D • . £74-95
Akai GXC4OD £66-95
Akai GXC45D £95•95
Akai GXC46D £ 103-50
Akai GXC6OD £ 111-25
Akai GXC65D .. £ 110-25
Alpha CD3000 £88-50
Philips N2506 .. £49-95
Pioneer CT4I41 £ 104-95
Pye 9145
£52.95
Sharp RD423E
£
44•95
Sharp RT442
£49-50
Teleton STC106 £30.95
Toshiba KT-403 D
£59-95
Wharfedale DC-9
£ 19.95
NOISE REDUCTION
UNITS ( P. & P. 50p)
Alpha 08.6
£42-60
Audiotronic KDB4 £4&75
G.W.S. KDB.3 £32-50
Kellar KDB.I .. £42.50
Kellar KDB.2 • . £67.50
CASSETTE RADIOS
(P. & P. 50p)
BASF 9300 ..
Elizabethan LZ4I6
Elizabethan LZ5I6
Hanimex HCRC.3020
!VC Nivico 9410L
Philips RR332
Philips RR4I3
Philips RR7I2
Pye 9004 .. .
Sanyo MR4I IF/2400
Sanyo MR4I1 W/2400
Sanyo MR4I41
Sanyo MR416/M4400
Sanyo RP8505

G.W.SMITH&CO(Radio)LTD
Personal Callers Welcome - All Branches Open 9 - 6 Mon. to Sat.
All Mail Orders to: 11-12, Padding:on Green, tundeo, W.2. Tel 01-262 6562

£55-95
£32-97
£32-50
£24-20
£37-05
£32-95
£42-55
£60-65
£55-50
£38-35
£3&35
£44-20
£71-75
£54.25

Sharp RD4I6
Sharp RD439
Teleton TFC 2400 ..

£48.95
£48.95
£33.50

TAPE RECORDERS
(P. & P. 75p)
Akai I
721 L
£73-95
Akai 5000W/L £99-95
Akai X 18100 .. £ 169 ,95
Akai X-2000SD £223-30
Crown CTR 6550S .. £37.30
Ferrograph 722/4 .. £210.00
F'graph 722/4 Dolby £255-55
Marconi 4245
£26-85
Marconi 4247
£35-10
Marconi 4248
£39-00
Philips 4303 .. £31-95
Philips 4307 .. £35.95
Philips 4308 .. £42.95
Philips 4404 .. £69.05
Philips N4414 .. £94.60
Philips N44I6 .. £ 114-30
Philips N44I8 £ 145-95
Philips N4450 .. £214.95
Pye 9123 .. £46.20
Pye 9137 .. £91.60
Tandberg 1521 .. £79.95
Tandberg 1541 .. £85.95
Tandberg 2041X .. £ 108-50
Tandberg 4021X/41X £ 145.95
Teleton 5L45 .. £27.90
TAPE DECKS ( P. &
Akai 40000 ..
Akai 4000DS
Akai X201D
Akai GX220D
Akai X2210
Akai GXI900D
Akai GX280D
Akai GX370
Ferrograph 702/704 ..
F'graph 702/704 Dolby
Philips N4510
Pioneer T3300 ..
Pioneer T6100 ..
Pioneer 16600 ..
Pioneer T8800 ..
Sharp RD7I2
Tandberg 6021X/41X
Tandberg 3021X/41X
Tandberg 1841 ..

P. 75p)
£61.50
£73.95
£132.95
£148 50
£169.95
£177•95
£249.40
£259.95
£175-00
£224-95
£145-85
£75-00
£129.50
£144-20
£290.50
£55-95
£159-95
f89-95
£47-50

8-TRACK SLOT STEREO
(P & P 50p)
f80 95
Akai CR8I
Akai CR8 I
D . . . £65•95
Akai CR8I T . . . . £ 118.90
Akai CR88SS .. £ 145-00
Alpha HZ800 .. £22.70
B.S.R. TD8S Deck .. £ 16.25
B.S.R. TD83V .. £ 19-95
Beltek CS700 .. £ 19-75
Beltek CM88 .. £23-95
Beltek CF03F .. £47-50
Beltek CI600 .. £55.00
Elizabethan LZ6I6 £37.50
Elizabethan 8LZ I .. £ 15.12
Lear Jet LJ1000S £25.20
Lear Jet 1.1277 .. £44.80
Lear Jet A250 .. £82.50
Malcuna System .. £52-50
Metrosound 448 .. £42-00
Metrosound SS30E .. £65-90
Motorola 231
£32-95
Pioneer H82 .. £37-85
Pioneer HR82
£64.40
Pioneer H802F .. £61.60
Pioneer HR88 .. £68.75
Radiomobile 102S .. £33-30
Radiomobile 207 .. £64-25
Sanyo FT8005E .. £5115
Sanyo FT883
£25-50
Sharp RT442 .. £52-60
Sharp RT811 .. £63.95
Sharp RT8I6
f32-75
Sharp RT814 .. £41-85
Sharp SR102
£75-75
Teleton STP.80I £43-95
STEREO HEADPHONES
( P. & P. 25p)
AKG KI00
£4.95
AKG K60
..
£8.95
AKG KI80
£ 16.95
Akai ASE-20
£7-30
Akai ASE-22 .. £8.25
Akai ASE9S
£4.75
Amstrad HPS5A £ 3.95
Amstrad HPS6A £6.75
Amstrad HPS7A £9.95

10 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, INA
Tel: 01-637 2232
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, W.1
Tel: 01-636 3715
257 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, W.1
Tel: 01- 580 0670

Eagle SE- 1 ..
Eagle SE-5
..
Eagle SE-2I ..
Eagle SE-28 ..
Eagle SE-30 ..
Eagle SE-40 ..
Eagle SE-60 ..
Eagle SE-80 ..
Eagle SE- I00 ..
Hosiden DHO2S
Hosiden DHO4S
Hosiden DHO8S
H/W CIS 200
H/W CIS 250
H/W CIS 300
H/W CIS 500
H/W CIS 800

£3.97
£2-40

£
8.12

£8•97
£5-97
£5-12
£7•15
£ 12•60
£ 13-45
£2-25
£5•97
£7-97
£2-75
£5-35
£6-97
£ 10-85
£475

SPECIAL OFFER!
KOSS
SP.3XC
STEREO
HEADPHONES
Impedance
4-16 ohms.
10-15,000 Hz.
Brand new,
boxed and
fully guaranteed. ( List
£9-50). OUR PRICE £6-50.
P. & P. 25p.
H/W CIS 1000
H/W CIS 2000
Koss K6LCQ
Koss HV-I
Koss PROSLC
Koss K24-2 ..
Koss K0747 ..
Koss K6 L/C ..
Koss K6
Koss KO-727B ..
Kcx:s PRO 4AA
Koss PRO-600AA
Koss ESP6
Koss ESP9 • • . •
Koss K7I I
Koss SP3XC
Nikko HW3S
Nikko HW77S
Philips LBB9901
Pioneer SE-50
Pioneer SE-30A
Pioneer SE-20A ..
Pioneer SE- I00
Pioneer 113100
Pioneer SEL40
Pioneer SEL25
Pioneer SEL20
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rotel RH430

f7-50
£15-25

£16.85

£15.95
£23-95
£36-50
Lb 5-95
fI1-40
£9-95
£12-45
£21.95
£25-50
£36-00
f54-95
£7-95
£6-50
£4-25
£13-50
£4-50
£14-20
£8-75
£.5-15
£21-20
£11-50
£11-30
£10-95

£6.80

£13-75
£3.30

SPECIAL OFFER!
ROTEL
RH700
STEREO
HEADPHONES
20-20.000
Hz. 8-16
ohms. (List
£9•95.)
OUR PRICE
E6-75.
P. & P. 25p
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH7Il
Rotel RH700
Sansui SS2 •
Sansui SSIO
Sansui SS20
Sennhieser HD4I4
Stax SR.3
Teleton SH301P
TE-1035
Tripletone TSHI500
Wharfedale D.D.I.
Wharfedale lsodynamic

£4-50
£7-47
£6-75
£6-97
£11-95
£15•50
£8-99
£38-95
£2-95
£197
£9-50
£8-75
£13-75

Send S.A.E. for full discount
price list and package deals
list.
Enquiries invited for any item
not listed.
Quotations given for any Package Deal.
All prices correct at time of
press. E. & 0.E.

3 LISLE STREET, W.C.2
Tel: 01-437 8204
34 LISLE STREET,W.C.2
Tel: 01-437 9155
118 EDGWARE R D, W.2
Tel: 01- 723 9789

311 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
Tel: 01-262 0387
152/3 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Tel: 01- 353 2833
378 HARROW ROAD, W.9
Tel: 01- 286 9530

Part of the AUDIOTRONIC Group of Companies.

•SAVE AT SONIC SOUND •
SAVE AT SONIC SOUND • SAVE AT SONIC SOUND •

cn

FREE!

A pair of deluxe stereo headphones worth over £5with every system

Cl)

o
o

,.,. . _.,.,

£55.40

£99.75

Please add
£2-00
carriage

Please add
£200
carriage

Teleton
206B
amplifier,
Apollo
speakers,
Garrard
SP'25
Mk III
turntable, 6800 cartridge. Plinth &
cover.

in

Trio KA2002 amplifier, Wharfedale
Linton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Goodmans Module 80 tuner/Amp.,
Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers,
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill turntable, 6800
cartridge. Plinth & cover.

£64.45

Please add
£2.00
carriage

£144.95

Please add
£00
carriage

Please add
£2•00
carriage

Teleton
F2100
tuner/amplifier,
Apollo speakers, Garrard 2025TC
turntable, 9TAHC cartridge. Plinth
& cover.

Nikko TRM400 amplifier, Wharfedale
Linton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

£107.30
Please add
£2.00
carriage

£79. 1
0

£l24554"
L.1 4

Leak
Delta
75
tuner/amplifier,
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 speakers,
Goldring GL75/P turntable, Shure
M75E type 2 cartridge. Plinth &
cover.

£85-75

£86.60

Please add
£2.00
carriage

Please add
£2•00
carriage
Trio 2000A amplifier, Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, G800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Please add
£2-00
carriage

Metrosound ST2OE amplifier, Wharfedale Denton 2 speakers, Garrard
sns Mk III turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Trio KA4002 amplifier, Wharfedale
Linton 2 speakers, Garrard AP76
turntable, 6800 cartridge. Plinth &
cover.

£86.20

£82.30

Please add
£2-00
carriage

Pleaseadd
£2•00
carriage

Please add
£2.00
carriage

o

Nikko TRM300 amplifier, Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk III turntable, G800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Trio KR 120 tuner/amplifier, Wharfedale Denton 2 speakers, Garrard
SPIS Mk III turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

£248.00

Please add
£2.00
carriage
Sansui AU 101 amplifier, Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, G800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Arena F212. amplifier, Apollo speakers.
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill turntable, G800
cartridge. Plinth & cover.

Please add
£2-00
carriage

Leak Delta 30 amplifier, Wharfedale
Linton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

£86.45

1:1

Armstrong 526 amplifier, Goldring
GL75/P
turntable,
Shure
M75E
cartridge. Plinth & cover.

£103.85

Please add
£2.00
carriage

o

Please add
£2-00
carriage

Please add
£100
carriage

£67.95

Cl)

£127.10 °

Please add
£00
carriage

£59.95

Sinclair 2000 Mk II amplifier, Apollo
speakers, Garrard SP25 Mk Ill turntable, G800 cartridge.
Plinth &
cover.

cn

Alpha R150 tuner/amplifier, Apollo
speakers, Garrard
SP25
Mk III
turntable, 6800 cartridge. Plinth &
cover.

Teleton GA202 amplifier, Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers, Garrard SPIS
Mk Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

£87.75

£223.80

Please add
£100
carriage

Please add
£2•00
carriage

Amstrad IC2000 amplifier, Wharfedale Linton 2 speakers, Garrard
SP2.5 MIc Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Quad 33 303 amplifier, Leak 600
speakers, Thorens 150 AB Mk 11 turntable, Shure M7SE type 2 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

£97.65

rn
---,-

CO

o

Please add
£2.00
carriage

Armstrong 521 amplifier, Wharfedale
Denton 2 speakers, Garrard SPIS
Mk Ill turntable, G800 cartridge.
Plinth & cover.

Leak Delta 70 amplifier, Wharfedale
Linton 2 speakers, Garrard SP25
Mk Ill turntable, 6800 cartridge
Plinth & cover.

0
0Sunda Snarl

Sinclair
Denton
Mk ill
Plinth &

ALL PRICES STATED ARE FOR CASH • ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS IF & 0E) •
BARCLAY CARD AND ACCESS CARD HOLDERS JUST
BARCLAYCARD
TELEPHONE YOUR CARD NUMBER WITH YOUR ORDER.

£117.60

Please add
L2-00
carriage

Please add
£2•00
carriage

3000 amplifier, Wharfedale
2 speakers, Garrard sp2s
turntable, 6800 cartridge.
cover.

SEND NOW FOR OUR FREE HI-FI PRICE LIST.

el

o
co

--,-_..
9,T,-----_

Please add
f2.00
carriage
Teleton TFSLA 50 tuner/amplifier,
Wharfedale
Denton
2 speakers,
Garrard SPIS Mk III turntable, 6800
cartridge. Plinth & cover.

Send 6p. S.A.E.

o
Cl)

ozz
111

>
a

MAIL ORDERS TO DEPTOMMO UNBORN HOUSE, 350 KILBURN
''''''"

HIGH ROAD. LONDON N.W.6. Tel : 01-328 4433/4/5
372 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON W2
Tel. 01-723 0094 • 01-402 8140 01-262 5856
378 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON W2

Tel. 01-723 0818

230 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD • LONDON W1

Tel. 01-580 1785

-SAVE AT SONIC SOUND- SAVE AT SONIC SOUND - SAVE AT SONIC SOUNDC.)
TUNERS—Contd.
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS— TURN TA BL ES—Contd.
HEADPHONES—contd.
• AMPLIFIERS
£45 50
Goldring Cover 75 ..
015 Rotel 320 ..
Nikko HW85
El 1-50 contd.
Please add 75p p&p

NOS 11/ 3AVS•aNnos DINOS 1V 3AVS - aNnos 3INOS IV

•

Alpha FA200
£2495 Nikko C15/300 G3000
0-75 Teak Base Cover for
AP76, S17513, SL95B £4•95
Alpha FA300
mso Nikko CI 250
f4-95
£ 215 Garrard WBI Plinth .. £- 15
Alpha FA400
f35.75 Nikko 775
d SPC ICover ..
£ 40
f5 95 G
Alpha F2I2
£ 195 Pioneer SE20
0-45 Garrard WB4 Plinth .. £4•60
Amstrad 1C2000 .. £27-50 Pioneer SE30
Amstrad Integra 4000 .. £ 1-95 Pioneer SESO
moo Garrard SPC4 Cover .. £3-65
Armstrong 521 .. £ 4-95 Teleton SH3010 ..
0-95 All decks are supplied wired and
Cambridge P50
POA
Teleton SH500
aes fitted in Teak Plinths with Covers
Leak Delta 30 ..
f45-95 Sennheiser HD4I4
0-99
0.50 PICKUP ARMS
Leak Delta 70 .. . •
ases Rotel RH600
Lux 700X .. • • £74•80 Rotel RH700
0-47 Please add 50p p&p
£14-25
Lux 707 .. .. • •
f57-35 Wharfedale DDI
0-75 Audio Technica AT1005
E11-70
Lux 503 .. • •
03-55 Wharfedale Isodynamic
f13-75 Connoisseur SAU2
Goldring L75
E10-75
Lux 507 .. • . £ 138430 Trio and Sansui in stock
Goldring L69
0-85
Lux 202 .. .. • • £20290 CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Neat G30
£11-99
Metrosound ST2OE •. £26-95 Please add 75p p&p
Neat
G308
E13-90
Metrosound ST60 • . £ 6-95 Eagle FR4 ..
0-20
£25
Nikko TRM 300 ..
05-35 Eagle FR65
£-95 Neat G30 Lift ..
07-75
Nikko TRM 400 .. £ 4-05 Eagle FR8 ..
0-60 SME 3009 Series 2 ..
Nikko TRM 1200 ..
moo Eagle CTS
0-90 SME 3009 Series 2 with
Dec. Head ..
f30-30
Sleeve for Nikko TRM
£1-50
Eagle CTIO .. • .
0-05
300/400 .. £- 75 Eagle HTI5 .. • •
£2.55 SME S2 Shell ..
SME
2000
Plinth
System
Philips RH580
0315 Eagle MHTIO .. • •
£295
with one Motor Board
Philips RH590
02-10 Eagle CN23 .. • •
neo
finished in teak walPhilips RH52I
0145 Eagle CN28 .. • •
£0-80
£35-20
Quad 33+303 ..
08-00 EMI Sec 450 .. • •
£3-85
Rogers R/Brook 2Chassis mas EMI Set 350 .. • •
£7.70 MAGNETIC STEREO
Rogers R/brook 2 Cased £ 4-25 Goodmans ARUI72 • •
£3•25 CARTRIDGES
Rogers R/bourne Chassis £49-40 Good mans 8-P .. • .
£4•35 Please add 25p p&p
Rogers R/bourne Cased £ 5-60 Goodmans 10-P
£4-75
Cart.
Styli
Rotel RA2I0
0195 Goodmans I
£9-25 Amstrad 900C .. 0-50
2-P
Rotel RA3I0
04-95 Goodmans 15-P
£14•75
Amstrad 900D .. £.50
Rotel IRA610
08-95 Goodmans 18-P
£24•95
1815
Rota 1500 ..
fl 5-50 Good mans Twin axiette 8 £7•20 Amstrad 900EX
f6-95
Rota 2200 ..
£19-95 Goodmans Twin axiom 10 £7-05 Neat V60 MH
Neat
V60
MHE
£-20
Sinclair 2000 ..
f21-95 Goodmans Axiom 401
£12-35 Neat V70 .. 0-45
Sinclair 3000 ..
£2890 Goodmans Axent ..
£4•90 Neat V70E £-70
Teleton 206B
£22•95 Goodmans Din 20 Kit
£9•90 Audio Technica
Teleton 307 .. £22•95 KEF KK2
£20-40
AT55
f3-70
Teleton GA202
£31•50 KEF KK3
£3197
0-90
AT66
0-35
Wharfedale Linton .. £39.90 KEF T15
£6-00
0-25
AT2I
0-30
Trio. Sanyo, Sansui in stock
£5.00
KEF T27
0-25
AT2I S
E9-30
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
£8•62
KEF B110 ..
AT2I
X
E14-45
E12-50
Please add 75p p&p
£10•95
KEF BI39 Mk 11
a-40
AT33
Alpha RI50 .• £49•95
£7•95
KEF B200 • • • •
AT35X
f19-40 mew
Armstrong 525 .. £71.00 KEF DN8 with Cover
£1•50 Shure M3D-M £-25
£3-40
Armstrong 526 .. £79-95 KEF DN9 with Cover
£1-27
0-50
M44C £-50
Armstrong M8 Decoder £7•50 KEF DNI2
£3-85
0-50
M44-7
f5-50
Goodmans Module 80 £71•25 KEF DNI3 .. • •
£2•75
0-50
M44-5 .. £ 10
Goodmans one ten .. £ 11390 W/dale 8' Bronze RS/DD
£3-65
M55E
£6.75
£5-90
Goodmans Module 80
£6.55
W/dale Super 8" RS/DD
f9-90
M75E II .. £ 110-75
Compact .. £ 136•95 W/dale 10" Super RS/DD £10•75
M75ES
11
..
£
0-85
Li-00
Leak Delta 75
£ 127-95 Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
£9-50
M75E611 .. 0-95
0-70
Nikko STA301 £83.30 Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
£12-95
V-15-11
..
£
7-25
fl
1-00
Nikko STA501 £ 100.40 Wharfedale Unit 5 ..
£18•75
Goldring
Nikko STA6010 .. £ 110-40 Adastra HI Ten 10" ..
£2-62
0-75
f3-85
G850
..
Nikko STA8010 .. £ 12790 Adastra Top Twenty 12'
£5.75
.. £-80
£-05
G800 ..
Nikko STA9010 .. £ 149-95 Tannoy Monitor Gold 12' £30.00
.. £ 80
0-05
G800W
Nikko STAI101 £232•00 Tannoy Monitor Gold 15' £3690
0-40
E10-15
G800E
Rogers R/brook Chassis £80-00
E12-10
f14-45
G800S E
Rogers R/brook Case .. £89.75
Sinclair Project 60
..
£-85
CS90
Rotel RX150
£48-95
Package Deals
.. 015
CS9I
Rotel RX200
£60-95
SSW 2x230 IX Stereo 60 Pre
Rotel RX400
£77-10
Amp X Ipas £ 15•95 pp 35p
TURNTABLES
Teleton F2I00
£33•95
SS(2) 2with P26 Power Supply
Please add 75p p&p
Teleton TFS50
£58.15
£18-00 pp 35p
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
f10-05
Teleton TFSSOLA £69-85
SS(3) 2x250 1XStereo 60 Pre
Connoisseur BDI Chassis 02-95
Teleton SCX 1510 .. £70•65
Amp, 1xP28 Power Supply
00-75
Connoisseur
BDI
P/C
Trio, Sanyo, Sansui in stock
Transformer for P26 0-95
Connoisseur BDI
HEADPHONES
extra £20•25 pp 35p
Plinth and Cover
Please add SOp p&p
Project 605— mes pp 35p
with SAU2
£31-30
AKG K100
£ 1090
Active Filter-0-45 pp 20p
Connoisseur
BD2/
AKG K60
£ 12•50
FM Tuner-416-95 pp 25p
05-50
SAU2/Chassis
AKG K62
£ 10•50
Q16—£13•95 pp 40p
Connoisseur BD2/
Amstrad HPS5A .. £3-95
SAU2/Plinth and
Amstrad HPS6A
£6.75
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk 1
L32-25
Cover
Amstrad HPS7A
£9•95
Chassis Stereo Amplifier only
Connoisseur BD I /BD2
Akai ASE9
£4-75
f311-95 plus 75p P&P
f3-50
Cover
Akai ASE20
£7.30
Connoisseur BD I / BD2
Akai ASEA22
£8•25 EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS
0-50
Plinth
Please
add
75p
p&p
Goldring KI04
ales
£10-50
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
d 2025TC
Howland West CIS 300 £6.97 G
LI3-45
Garrard
SL65B
9TAHC/D
....¿
12-95
Howland West CIS 500 £ 10-85
E18-95
ages Garrard AP76
Howland West CIS 200 £2-75 Garrard SPIS Ill G800
£26-00
Garrard SL7513
Howland West CCIS 250 £5-35 Garrard SP'25 Ill
02-50
Sonotone 9TAHCID £15•95 Garrard SL95B
Howland West CIS 800 £4-75
06-60
Howland West CIS 1000 £7-50 Garrard SP25 III M55E £22•95 Garrard 401 ..
03-50
Howland West CIS 2000 £ 15-25 Garrard AP76 G800 .. £29•95 Garrard Zero 100A
f40-70
G
d
Zero
100S
Garrard
AP76
M55E
£32-95
Koss K6 L/C • . • . £ 11•40
0-50
Garrard 2025TC
Koss K6
£9-95 Teak Base Cover for
02-20
Goldring
G101
P/C
Garrard
2025TC,
SPIS
Koss KD72713 • • • . £ 1390
08-97
SL65B
£3•15 Goldring GL69/2
Koss Pro 4AA • • • . £2195
04-20
Goldring GL69/P2
Koss EPS6 • • £3690 Metal Base Cover for
03-50
Goldring GL72
2025TC SP25, 516513
Koss ESP9 • . £54•95
f30-55
Goldring
GL72P
Finished
in
Black
Koss 711 . • £7.95
£31-35
Silver, White
£6•95 Goldring GL75
Koss 600AA • • • . £25•50
08-65
Goldring GL75P
Koss K0747 • • • • £ 15.95 Metal Base Cover for
06-50
Goldring
GL85
above which will
Koss HV I
£ 16-25
f54-50
Goldring GL85P
operate with the lid
Koss SKLC . • • • £2490
f3-55
in position .. £795 Goldring Cover 72
Nikko HW35 . • £490

Goldring Plinth 72 .. £ 02
Goldring Plinth 75 .. £7-35
Goldring Cover 85 .. £5-25
Good mans TD100
L55-95
Goodmans TD100 ( white) f58-25
Philips GAI05
E16-95
Philips GAI60
f29-80
Philips GA308 PU .. £40-70
Philips GA308
00-05
Philips GA2I2
£56.75
Pioneer PL I2AC
£35-80
Thorens TD125 .. £ 7-50
Thorens TDI50A Mk II
06-95
Thorens TDI50AB Mk 11 f39-95
Thorens TDI50 ..
09-50
Thorens TDI50 Plinth.. £3.80
Thorens TXII Cover .. £3-80
Thorens TD125/II
f69-95
Thorens TD125AB/II .. 005-00
Thorens 160C
08-95
Wharfedale Linton ..
£28.75
Sanyo in stock
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Please add 75p p&p
Pair
Cambridge R40
POA
Cambridge R50
POA
Celestion County ( each)
09-50
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk II aseo
Celestion Dicton 120 ..
f43-00
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £55-95
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
01-00
Celestion Dicton 44 ..
07-00
Celestion Dicton 66 .. £ 045
Dynaco A25
02-00
Gdmans D Maxim ..
L53-30
Gdmans D Maxim—White f58-00
Goodmans Havant ..
05-25
Goodmans Double
Havant White ..
09-95
Goodmans Dimensions 8 f100-00
Good mans Dimensions 8
White
fl 10-00
Good mans Minister .. £&25
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
f47-50
Goodmans K2
03-90
Goodmans Magister .. £ 210
Goodmans Goodwood
08-50
IMF Compact ..
00-00
IMF Studio export .. 048-00
IMF Monitor .. £ 199-60
KEF Coda .. £ 9-70
KEF Cantor .. £42-40
KEF Cresta 11
08-25
KEF Celeste 11
£46•50
KEF Chorale ..
04-40
KEF Chorale White ..
f62-00
KEF Cadenza ..
07-95
KEF Cadenza White ..
03-00
01-50
KEF Concerto ..
KEF Concerto White .. E103-90
Leak 150
f36-95
Leak 250
..
08-95
Leak 600
07-00
Medway 85
Ell-95
Medway 106 ..
f12-95
Medway TI 38
El/-25
Medway BTI5
04-00
Medway BT20
00-00
Quad Electrostatic .. E148-00
Tannoy 12" Lancaster .. E105-90
Tannoy 15' Lancaster .. El 15-90
York 15' Tannoy
E152-00
Tannoy LZ3
0/-90
Tannoy Chatsworth ..
06-90
Sinclair QI6
f6-90
Teleton SAI25
0-30
Teleton SAI010 £ 11•95
Wharfedale Denton 2
01-95
Wharfedale Linton 2 ..
09-85
Wharfedale Triton 3 .. £49•85
Wharfedale Melton 2 .. £48•95
Wharfedale Dovedale 2 £64-80
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
04-50
TUNERS
Please add 75p p&p
07-75
Amstrad Multiplex 3000
00-95
Armstrong 523
£31-95
Armstrong 524
£7-50
Armstrong M8 Decoder
£56-95
Leak Delta FM ..
f66-95
Leak Delta FM/AM ..
02-80
Metrosound FMS20
05-35
Nikko FAM300
09-20
Nikko FAM400
E130-45
Nikko FAMI200
Rogers R/bourne Chassis f53-30
Rogers R/bourne Cased
£8-45
£7-75
Rogers R/brook Chassis
f43-60
Rogers R/brook Cased

SEND FOR OUR FREE PRE -RECORDED CASSETTE AND CARTRIDGE CATALOGUE.

iili

ALL PRICES STATED ARE FOR CASH • All PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS ( E & 0E) .

BARCLAY CARD AND ACCESS CARD HOLDERS JUST
TELEPHONE YOUR CARD NUMBER WITH YOUR ORDER.

00 Stroh Suml

Sinclair 2000 ..
£31 25
Sinclair 3000
£ 31 25
Quad FM3
£63 00
Quad LW/SW
Tuner European .. £41 00
Quad MW/SW/SW
Tuner Overseas ..
£41.00
Lux 717 ..
E72 75
Teleton GT202
£37 95
Trio, Sanyo, Sansui in stock

O
Cl)

SEND NOW FOR OUR
FREE HI- F1 PRICE LIST
SEND 6p S.A.E.
CASSETTE PLAYERS
AND RECORDERS
Please add 75p p&p
Battery Models
Hitachi TRQ215
Hitachi TRQ20 ICassette
Philips 3302 • • . •
Philips 2202 • . • .
Sanyo M48 • . • •
Sanyo M88 • • . •
Sanyo Ml-40 . • . •
Sanyo M747 .. • •
Mains B
Hitachi TRQ290
Hitachi TRQ220
Hitachi TRQ29 I
Hitachi TRQ287
Hitachi TRQ298
Philips N2204
Philips N2205 .. • •
Pye 9118
Pye9115
Sanyo M787A .. • •
Sanyo M2000 .. • •
Sanyo M4010G .. • •

POA
POA
£15-95
£17•95
£14-95
£20-50
£13-95
£16-95

a.
£24•55
£34•95
£26-10
£34-75
£22-95
£25-95
£30-95

cn
c.)
cn

STOP PRESS—PRICES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
DUE TO FLOATING
OF THE POUND
Radio Recorders Mains/
Batteries
Hitachi KCTI200L VHF
LW MW ..
Hitachi TRK12
40 FM AM
Hitachi TRKI 160 FM AM
Hitachi TRKI260 FM LW
MW SW ..
} 41:
ases
Philips ..
Sanyo RP8505 MW/LW/
03-25
SW/FM
06-95
Sanyo M2400 AM FM ..
Sanyo M2400W AM SW £36-95
£41 -95
Sanyo MR4I41 AM FM
Mains/Battery Stereo
Cassette Recorders
Akai GXC40 Mains .. £ 2-25
HitachiTRQ232S B/Mains POA
Hitachi TRQ202 Mains
POA
Philips 2405 Mains ¿sees
Philips 2400 ..
07-55
Philips RH811
007-70
Philips 2401
09-05
Philips 2400 with
speakers ..
05-65
Pye 9116
£57-10
Sanyo M4400F Radio .. £ 9-95
Sanyo M4000 B/Mains .. £53-95
Sanyo STD100 £82-95
Teat All
.
£ 139-95
Stereo Cassette Decks
Alpha CD500
05-95
Akai GXC4OD
06-95
Philips N2401 with spkrs f87-15
Philips N2506 ..
03-54
Sansui SC700 ..
POA
Teleton STC106 .. £35.15
Teat A110
09-95
Teac A350 ----¿ 132-95
Trio KX7010A .• POA
Wharfedale DC9 ..
01-25
CARTRIDGE PLAYERS
Please add 75p p&p
8Track Slot Stereo
£6-25
BSR TD8S
P0*
Hitachi KSP2810 spkrs
£4290
Metrosound 448 . •
£65•90
Metrosound SS30 • •
£64-40
Pioneer HR82 .. • •
£37-85
Pioneer H82 .. • .
£61.60
Pioneer H8OSF .. • •
£50-20
Pioneer H8OCS
£43•95
Teleton STF801

SEND 6p STAMP.

2
0
cn
0
cn
szt
ci)

0

cfi
0

oct

MAIL ORDERS TO DEPTIZEI LINBURN HOUSE, 350 KILBURN
HIGH ROAD, LONDON N.W.6. Tel 01-328 4433/4/5
372 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON W2
Tel.01723009401-402 8140 01-262 5856
378 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON W2

7el. 01-723 0818

230 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD • LONDON W1

Tel. 01-580 1185

MIMI AFTER SALES SERVICE

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME

HIGH

I

I

I

11

1°4‘‘..'°e

BARCLAY CARD

eTAPE

*ON DEMONSTRATION

*Barclaycard + 5%.

Akai GXC4OD
Akai 4000D
Alpha DB6 Noise Reduction
Alpha CD500
BSR TD8S 8 Track
Kellar KDBI (Teak) Noise Reduction
Kellar KDB2 (Teak)
Revox 1104 Mk 3and 1124 Mk 3

Thorens TD125
Thorens TD150 Motor • •
Transcriptors Saturn

£68.00
£68.00
£47.00
£49.50
£17.50
£42-50
£65.00
stock

Tandberg 1800 Stereo Tape Deck. 4 Track

•PICKUP

£54 70

.. £ 108.16
. • £92.50
.. £ 148.00
.. £ 165.00
.. £88.95
• . £62.50

eHEADPHONES

oCLEARANCE

£16.03
£12.40
£11.50
£16.80
£33.45
£24.00

( P&P 30p)

Akai ASE 20
Akai ASE9S
Koss K6
Koss HV I :
Koss K07278
Koss PRO4AA
Koss Red Devils
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss K6LC
Pioneer SE30A
Pioneer 5E50
Pioneer Sel 20
Pioneer Sel 40
Pioneer SE 100/1B ido
Rogers Ravensbrook
Sansui SS2, SS 10 and SS20::
Stax SR3
Sennheiser HD414 • •
Wharfedale DDI

£7.50
£5.25
£10.50
£16.00
£14-50
£24.00
£8.50
£55.75
£36.50
£11.50
£8.50
£15.00
£6.50
£13.50
£31.40
£! 5-00
stock
£40-50
£9.00
£10.00

BARGAINS

Cambridge P50 shopsoiled
Sinclair Project 60 Tuner ( new) ..
Tandberg 1841X ( new) ..
Goodmans Magnum K ( new) ( pair)
W/Dale Melton ( pair) ..
ADC 26 cartridge ( new) ..
Dynatron LS 1434 ( S/soiled) pair ..
BASF LH 1800 ft. 7 in.
TDK 1200 ft. 7 in...
TDK 600 ft. 5 in...

oCARTRIDGES

Fe rrograp h F307
£48
Alpha FA400
Armstrong 521 ..
Cambridge Audio P50 and•P100 ..
Leak Delta 30 (Teak)
Leak Delta 70 (Teak)
Lux 707 ..
Metrosound ST.20E
Nikko TRM 300 ..
Nikko TRM 400 ..
Quad 33/303
Radford SC24/SPA50
Revox A78 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk II cased..
Rogers Ravensbourne Cased
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis ..
Rotel RA6I0
Sansui AU 101, AU222 and AU666
Sinclair 2000 Mk II
Sinclair 3000
Sinclair Neoteric 60 .
Sugden A2I
Tandberg TA300

eTUNERS/TUNER

ARMS ( P&P 35p)

A/Technica 1005 ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Goldring L75
Neat G30/Lifter/B
SME 3009/S2 Detachable Shell
Transcriptor Y..

£65.00
£17.25
£45.00
£57.50
£41.50
£39.00
£34.00
£2.00
£1.17
£0.90

e AMPLIFIERS (
P&P 70p)
Alpha FA200
Alpha FA300

Access + 4%*

RECORDERS (
P&P 90p)

Tandberg 204IX
Tandberg 304IX
Tandberg 404IX
Tandberg 604IX
Sanyo MR805
Sanyo RD2310

DISCOUNTS

• • £27.00
.. £33-00

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

£118.00
£42.00
• • £55.00
• • £43.68
• • £33-97
• • £69-00
• • £78.00
• . £8.50
• • £29.00
• . £76.35
. • £ 107-50
. • £40.00
• • £66.00
. • £74.00
• . £ 145.00
• . £57.00
.•
stock
•.
£55.00
• • £48-05
• • £41.50
£38.00
£87.35
£80.00
stock
£35-00

£58.50
£140-00

£88.00

( P&P 75p)

BSR MP6OP/C wired
Connoisseur BD IKit • •
Connoisseur BD2 Chassis • •
Connoisseur BD2 P&C
Dual 1218 Chassis .
Goldring GL72 P&C •
Goldring G101 P&C
Goldring GL85 P&C
Goldring GL75 .
Goldring GL75P/C •
Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
Garrard SP25P/C wired
Garrard AP76P/C wired
Garrard 401
Garrard SL95B
Garrard Zero 100S Chassis .
Garrard Zero 100S P&C
Garrard AP76/G800 P&C
Philips GA2I2
Pioneer PL12AC • • • •
Thorens TDISOA/2 . • • •
Thorens TD150A13/2/TX11 .•

A11.11'111t1111 1:1

A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT21S
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica AT355
A/Technica AT55
ADC 10E Mk 4 ..
ADC 550XE .
ADC 220XE . •
Empire 999EX
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Pickering V I
5/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M3IE
Shure M44/5
Shure M44C/7
Shure M55E
Shure 1144E
Shure M75/6/2
Shure M75G/2 .
Shure M75E/2 and 75ED •
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure V15 ( impr.) • •
Stanton 681 EE • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Styli
£3.20
£6.19
El 1-32
£10.60

£2.99
£9.50
£14 -55
£11.00
£3.55
£25.00
£14.00
£9.00
£13.23
£6.50
£8.60
£5.00
£11.50
£20-90
£6.75
£17-00
£10.25
£6-45
E4-51:1
E8-50
E7-00
£6.25
£7.75
£6.75
£10-00
£9.50
£14-00
L12.00
£29.00
stock

E12.10

£3.70
£3.70
£3.29
£8.45
£12.90
£13-95
ass
£5.21
£4.06
£5.10
£6.00
£4.80
£6.30
£5.40

£6-oo
£6.90

£10.45
£7.50
£13.16

AMPLIFIERS (
P&P 70p)

Akai AA6600
Alpha FTI50 AM/FM .
Alpha RI50
Armstrong 523 • •
Armstrong 524 • •
Armstrong 525 :•
Armstrong 526 . • • •
Armstrong M8 Decoder • •
Celestion TV
Goodmans Module .
80
Goodmans One/I0
Korting T600 .
Leak Delta FM (Teak)
Leak Delta AM/FM (Teak)
Leak Delta 75 AM/FM T/A
Nikko FAM400
Revox A76
Rogers R/Bourne FET cased
Rogers R/Bourne FET chassis
Rogers R/Brook FET cased
Rogers R/Brook FET chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook T/A Cased ..
Rogers Ravensbrook T/A Chassis
Sansui 210-310 and TU555
Sinclair 2000
Sugden R2I
Tandberg 1010 ..
Tandberg TR200 ( MPX)

eTURNTABLES

(
P&P 15p)

••

£40.00
£47.20
stock
£56.00
£68.00
£51.50
£31.50
£34-00
£42.40
£98.50
stock
stock
£40.00
£44.00
£60.00
£56.00
£54-00
stock
£28.00
£36.00
£48-50
£54.50
£56.00

.. £68.50
£30.00
f59-50

• .
• .
..
. •
• .
..
• .
• •
• •
. •
• •
• •
. •
• .
• .
. •
. •
. •
• •
• •
• •
• •

£20.25
£ 11.30
£27.75
£35.00
£45.00
£35.00
£24.00
£66.00
£32.45
£44.00
£ 13.20
£ 16.65
£26.50
£32-45
£41-00
£43.75
£45.00
£29.00
£58.00
£40.00
£38.00
£46.00

• SPEAKERS AND KITS (
P&P 75p)
B & W DM2 (each)
B & W DMI (
Pair)
Cambridge Audio R40 and R50 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ( Pair)
Celestion County ..
Dynaco A25XS ( Pair)
Celestion Dicton 15
Celestion Dicton 25
Celestion Dicton 120 ( Pair)
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
Goodmans Magnum K2 ..
IMF Studio ( Export)
J/Watts Juno and Juliet ( Pair)
J/Watts Jumbo ( Pair) ..
Jordan Watts Module ..
Kef Cadenza and Chorale
Kef Concerto ..
Kef Kit 2 ( Concord)
Kef Kit 3 ( Concerto)
Leak Sandwich 600
Peerless 2-8 Kit ..
Peerless 10-2 Kit ..
Peerless 3-25 Kit
Peerless 20-2 Kit
Peerless 20-3 Kit ..
Peerless 3-15 Kit ..
Peerless 430/12 Kit
R/Allan Triple 8 Kit ( Flamenco)
R/Allan Twin Kit ( Chaconne)
R/Allan Triple Kit ( Pavane)
R/Allan S/Triple Assy, 20W
R/Allan Module ( Minette)
R/Allan Chaconne
R/Allan Pavane
R/Allan Minette
R/Allan Flamenco ( Pair) ..
Rogers Ravensbrook ( Pair)
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
Tannoy Ill LZ
Tannoy 15" Lancaster
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor Gold
Tannoy 12" Monitor Gold
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold
Tannoy Chatsworth
W/Dale Dentons 2 ( Pair) ..
W/Dale Lintons 2 ( Pair)
W/Dale Triton 3 ( Pair) ..
W/Dale Melton 2 ..
W/Dale Dovedale III ..
W/Dale Unit 3 Kit
W/Dale Unit 4 ( Melton) ..
W/Dale Unit 5 ( Dovedale)

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

£60.00
£64.10
stock
£86.00
£20-20
£65.00
£31-95
£52-00
£49.00
£28.60
£37.00
stock
£45
£34
£11.00
Stock
Stock
£20.00
£30-00
£39-00
£6-25
£8-75
£16.25
£11-25
£16-75
El 1.50
£23.50
£13.00
£8.50
£16.30
£19-25
£9.00
£17.05
£28.25
E14.00
£47.80
£47.50
stock
£33-00
£55-20
£25.50
£30-00
£36-00
£45-60
£34.75
£43-00
£54-00
£28.00
£38-00
£10.35
£15-20
£22.00

a,
:01946
eeeigne
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TEAC AN-80 Dolby noise reduction unit

TEAC A-3300: the strong,silent type
If you've been shopping the field for a semipro deck with studio- size reels, you've
probably had to cut your way through a lot of
noise about silence. And you've probably
wondered why you haven't heard TEAC
blowing its horn on the subject. The answer is
simple—we didn't feel we had to. Long before
the dawning of Dolby*, TEAC perfected the
kind of electronics that lets you use the most
advanced low-noise/high-output tapes on decks
like the A3300 with startling results. We
effectively reduced tape noise and hiss beIow
audible levels. And let Dolby take it from there.
But we wanted to keep the A3300 atruly versatile semi- pro deck for the audiophile. So instead of building Dolby in, we outboarded it, as
you can see— in the AN- 80 Dolby NoiseReduction Unit. Now you could get better
signal-to-noise than was dreamed of in your
ratio for £64.28. Not only on your A3300 but on

*Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories,

¡inc.

any other existing deck. At the same time, we
addressed ourselves to making the A3300
transport ( already world-renowned for its
superlative quality and unmatched reliability) a
near- perfect mechanism. By manufacturing all
critical components in- house—and to specs
and tolerances we wouldn't dare impose on
anyone else. By quality control tantamount to
paranoia—for example, we adjust, check, and
readjust our heads as many as 17 times during
manufacture. Over and above this, we provide
audiophile conveniences overlooked on other
decks. Like a bias- level switch. And the famous
Edi-Q control for one- hand editing and cueing.
Two full-size VU meters. All this for only
£251.85. Now would you really expect a machine
as strong as all this to be anything but silent?
And if all you need is a7"- reel deck with many
of the A3300's fine features, checkout our 1230
at £ 173.67.

TEAC

A
So
co
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e
ss:Ltd,

6-8 Union Street, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey. Telephone: 01-549 347113
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Lasky's pioneered the " Package Deal" approach to Hi Fi and still offer you fantastic bargains, like those you

Package Deal and
Credit Plan Scheme

see here. With the introduction of our CREDIT PLAN SCHEME you will now be able to buy the package of
your choice on easy deposit and monthly repayment terms over a 12, 24 or 36 month period. Special note
should be taken of the GARRARD and LASKY record deck " MODULES". (Turntable, plinth cover and
suitable cartridge).

PACKAGE FIVE

PACKAGE SIX

LEAK DELTA 30 Stereo Amplifier
....„,
" posit £23 ,
00
GARRARD SP25 Module with Shure "'
M75/6. 2 LEAK 150 Speakers
12 Monthly payments of £. 21
LIST PRICE £143.135
PRICE
LASKYS

Total credit plan price £I21•52

£ 11100 C & P

PACKAGE ONE
TRIO KA 2000A Stereo Amplifier
GARRARD SP25
LASKY'S base& cover and AD76K Cart.
2 LASKY'S Criterion Mk X Speakers

PACKAGE
SEVEN

LIST PRICE £ 3.77
LASKYS
PRICE

£7700
.

TRIO KR2200 Stereo
Receiver. GARRARD
AP76 Module with Shure
M75/6. 2 LASKY'S
CRITERION Mk X
SPEAKERS.

0 & P E3

PACKAGE TWO
SONY TA 88 Stereo Amplifier
LASKY'S SP 25 Module with Goldring 800
2 LASKY'S Criterion Mk X Speakers

LIST PRICE £ 15145

LIST PRICE £88.25
LASKYS
PRICE

r

e...04'

nn

LAS'
PRICE

WHARFEDALE Linton Amplifier
2 WHARFEDALE Linton Speakers
WHARFEDALE Linton Turntable
List Price £ 154.50
Deposit £ 3-95
LASKYS
PRICE
d.
12 Monthly Payments of

£. 11 4.95
C& P f3

Total Credit Plan Price

£
8.49
£125.83

£140.00

C & P

C & P

PACKAGE THREE

Deposit E213.00
12 monthly payments of
E10.40. Total credit plan
price £ 153•52.

METROSOUND ST2OE Stereo Amplifier
GARRARD SP25 Module with Shure M75/6
2 WHARFEDALE Denton 2 Speakers
LIST PRICE £ 113.24
LASKYS
PRICE

nn

in
IJ' UU

C & P f3

PACKAGE FOUR
AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000 Stereo
Amplifier
2 LASKY'S Criterion Mk X Speakers
GARRARD SP25 Mk III Module
with SHURE M75/6 Cartridge

"K" £76.00

1PRICE

PACKAGE NINE
METROSOUND ST 60 Stereo Amplifier
THORENS TDI50 AB Mk II Turntable
SHURE M55E Cartridge
2 WHARFEDALE Melton 2 Speakers

LIST PRICE £ 183.51
LASKYS
PRICE

LIST PRICE £ 4.34

£ 150.00

LEAK DELTA 75 Stereo
Receiver
LEAK DELTA Turntable
System
2 LEAK 600 Speakers
LIST PRICE £343-50
LASKYS PRICE

LIST PRICE E199-137
Ca P

Deposit £30.00
12 Monthly payments of £11.20
Total Credit Plan Price £164.40

C & P £3

PACKAGE TEN

PACKAGE EIGHT
GOODMANS MODULE 80 Stereo
Receiver.
GARRARD AP76 Module
with Shure M75/6. 2 GOODMANS
Minister Speakers.

£156.00
flfl

LASKYS
PRICE
Deposit £32.00
12 Monthly payments of El 1.57
Total Credit Plan Price £ 170.84

£254.50

P

C&P

Deposit £ I.00
12 Monthly Payments of £ 19.04
Total Credit Plan Price £ 79.48

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE " SCOOP"
MICRO MR 111 PACKAGE

Belt Drive Turntable
complete with pick-up arm

The MR Ill Turntable unit is a precision integrated turntable. The double rim turntable operates at two
speeds, 33* and 45 rpm, and is belt driven by afour- pole motor minimising rumble and reducing wow and flutter.
Signal-to-noise better than 45 dB. Direct reading stylus pressure adjustment permits stylus pressures of 0-5
grm to be obtained easily. The anti-skating device and raise/lower control facilitates perfect tracking without
damage to either record or stylus. The standard SME type head shell accepts all standard types of cartridge.
Finish: charcoal grey with brushed satin relief. Size: 441 mm X 337 mm complete with mounting template.

•SME type lightweight
e
plug-in head shell.
eDirect reading scale stylus
e
pressure ring.
eStatic
motor.bal tubular • Oil damped raise/lower
ance

SPECIAL FEATURES
Aluminium alloy die-cast
double rim turntable.
Four-pole synchronous
pick-up arm,co rol.

ONLY

.eq., £6•00

speed
mechanism.

SUPER PACKAGE
Micro MR Ill Turntable unit
Micro teak plinth.
Package Price
C & P iI.50
Tinted perspex cover.
Micro VF-3200/EB cartridge or SHURE M55E. SPECIFY WHICH CARTRIDGE WHEN ORDERING

•
e
e

£35.90

•

A low-speed
12pole synchronous
hysterisis
motor
(100-130 V, or 200250 V), gives constant turntable speed
independent of mains voltage fluctuations. Speeds
rpm and 45 rpm.
Isolated pick-up arm and balanced
turntable
mounting greatly reduce acoustic feedback.
Cast
aluminium turntable. The antistatic turntable mat holds all
diameters of record correctly and drives them from the rim thus
eliminating slipping caused by bowed or warped records. Size:
321 X400 x 191 mm ( inc. cover). COMPLETE WITH ARM, WALNUT
PLINTH AND TINTED PERSPEX COVER AND SHURE M75/6
CARTRIDGE.

33i

nt

eAnti-skating device.
e "Feather-couch
•Automatic shut-off action.
selector.
CHASSIS £ 29ac C & P • Belt protection

LEAK
TRUSPEED
Mk. III

SONAB 75/S
TURNTABLE

LASKY'S PRICE

Made to sell
for £69.50

£47 .
50

This turntable is easy to operate because of its good
design and simplicity. It has a well- hinged smoketinted cover together with asmart black-finished base.
Technical Spec.: Type auto-non changer. 33.1 and
45 rpm. 4-pole synchronous motor. Rumble better
than 60 dB. Stylus pressure. 1.3 grammes. Cartridge:
Shure M75 MG Type 2. Automatic cueing device.
Dimensions: 44 ( w)x 16 ( h) x 37 (d) cm.
List Price
£S•00

LASKYS PRICE

£59.50 c.

P LI

C&PLI

Leak Truspeed on walnut base with coverless arm and cartridge. A snip for the
Hi Fi enthusiast.
LASKYS £ 29
PRICE
SPECIFICATIONS AS ABOVE

C & PLI

31r-11

Special Offers
Another example of Las kys giving you true
'value for money'. Shown here are afew of the
most amazing bargains you are likely to find,
from every sphere of audio and Hi -Fi at prices
that are too good to be missed. Just look at
these Special Offer " SCOOPS"!

TODAY'S
VALUE
OVER £ 125

FERGUSON 3415
FM STEREO RECEIVER
The 3415 is an ultra modern styled stereo receiver with an output of 25 watts per channel
into 8 ohms. The amplifier section has afrequency response of 30 Hz-20 kHz ± 1.5 dB. Output impedance: less than 0.1 ohms. Input sensitivity (for 30 watts per channel stereo output).
Phono: 2 mV into 50 K ohms. Aux.: 60 mV into 600 K ohms. Tape 320 mV into 50 K ohms.
FM Radio section—Frequency Range: 87.5 MHz 108 MHz. Sensitivity: Better than 2 z‘V for
26 dB Signal to noise ratio. Front panel controls include—on/off with loudspeaker Iand 2and
stereo headphone settings, balance, treble tone, bass tone and volume knobs. Press button
controls include—treble and rumble filters, loudness, stereo reverse ( for reversing signal to
speakers), mono, input selectors for tape, aux, pick-up and FM Radio. Rotary on/off AFC and
press- button FM selection selectors. Also on the front panel is an FM Stereo indicator and
input socket for Stereo Headphones. Size: 22 in. x 3* in. X 12 in. Power supply AC 120-40 V
50Hz. Available in white, rosewood or teak.

TODAY'S VALUE
OVER £85
FERGUSON 3414 Compact System
SCOOP.
The 3414 is acompact FM stereo receiver fitted with a
B.S.R. Auto"Manual turntable and a Goldring G800H
cartridge. Inputs are provided for Tape play and
Auxiliary and outputs for tape record and headphones.
Push buttons allow selection of Mono/Stereo Disc Tape
FM and Auxiliary. Rotary controls are provided for
volume, bass, treble and balance. The FM Tuner section
has 5pre setable push buttons which once tuned to the
desired station need only to be pressed to select the
station. Stereo broadcasts are indicated by the stereo
beacon. BRIEF SPEC.: Power Output 15 watts per
channel into 4ohms. Freq. Response, 30-25 KHz.
Harmonic Dist. Less than 0.5% at IKHz. Power
Req. AC 120-240 V 50/60 Hz. Size, 56-5 ( L) x 3.8 (W)
X 18.5 ( H) cm. Walnut veneer finish.
Philips RH 402 Speakers
The Philips RH 402 Speakers include one r low note
woofer and one 1" high note tweeter. Power handling
capacity 20 watts r.m.s. Walnut veneer finish. (Available separately, see below.)
Complete with pair of
Philips RI-1402 Speakers

LASKYS
PRICE

C & P
CI

Philips RH 402 Speakers, List Price £44-70, are
available separately at £21.50 pair.
C & P 50p

LASKYS

LASKYS
PRICE

DOLBY SYSTEM

NOISE REDUCTION UNIT
The new Lzsky's NOISE REDUCTION UNIT uses the
famous DOLBY B system to provide users of semiprofessional and cassette recorders a way to increase
performance at low tape speeds by reducing tape hiss
by 3dB at 600 Hz rising to 6 dB at 1200 Hz and 10 dB
for all frequencies above 3000 Hz. The unit is ideal for
replay of pre-recorded tapes and cassettes now being
used in the DOLBY ' B' FORMAT. Controls are
provided for input levels and noise reduction on
record and replay. 2 meters are provided for instant
checking of DOLBY level. Off tape monitoring is also
provided by the replay input button when used with

£52•50

three head machines. Brief spec.: Frequency response;
20 Hz to 18 kHz 1 ± dB, 19 kHz — 35 dB. Channel sep.;
50 dB at 1kHz. Signal to noise; better than 70dB ( ref.
580 mV).
Power;
200/250 V AC 40/60Hz.
Size;
15/ x9 x 3-1. in. Matt black front panel with white
figuring and silver controls.

LASKYS
PRICE

£11 crt
Lai., Li • ..7U

£85.00

Contains 4 Dolby Processors, for use with three
head tape recorders to give continuous off tape
monitoring. Multiplex switching. Freq. Resp. up to
19 kHz.

LASKYS
PRICE

t.48•75 ,, p35,

Audiotronic 6Pole Quadraphonic
Decoder

LASKYS
STEREO
HEADPHONES

C & P LI

MODEL

LASKYS
CRITERION
Mk X
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

LSH-30

The Criterion Mk X has a sealed infinite baffle type
enclosure using 8 in. woofer, a 5in. mid range and a
2+ in. tweeter. The compact cabinet is finished in
oiled walnut and black woven speaker grille cloth.
Frequency response: 40 Hz-20 kHz. Power handling
capacity: Max. 20 watts. Imp.: 8 ohms. Screw terminal
and phono speaker lead cSnnzction.
Size: I
in x 9/ x
9i in.

LASKYS
PRICE

£ 29

C & P 35p

NOW AVAILABLE!
AUDIOTRONIC PROCESS FOUR
NOISE REDUCTION UNIT.

Package
Ferguson 34.14: Compact, with pair of Lasky's Criterion
MX. Speakers.
LASKYS PRICE

C & P £ 1.2.5

•
50

c & P iCn

This new Auchotronic Decoder is afully transistorised
system to reproduce 4-channel sound from SQ records
and 4-channel discrete sources. It performs the CBS
SQ matrix decoding function on SQ encoded programme material (adopted by the majority of the
world's manufacturers), from disc, tape or FM radio.
The four signals, when reproduced through four
amplifiers and four speakers, will be presented as left,
right and front, left and right back information.
Switching is provided for: SQ recording and FM
Broadcasts; " Ambient" for enhanced 2-channel sound
by synthesizing four channels; normal stereo; 2 and 4
channel record and playback. The master volume
control allows overall level to be set plus arear control
for front to back balancing. BRIEF SPEC.: Input Imp
40 K ohms.
Output imp. 300 ohms.
Freq. Resp.
4 Hz- 100 KHz. Freq. Sep. 60dB. Rear Sep 20dB,
Power Req. AC 240 V - 50/60 Hz. Size: 180 ( W) x
55 ( H) x 220 ( D) mm.

LASKYS
PRICE

1E22.50 ,, P

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE

3-15 CAVELL STREET
LONDON El 28N 01-790 4821

LASKYS
PRICE

£ 6..
C 8, P 25p

LSH - 20

A new high quality
stereo
headphone
with individual volume controls for
each phone plus a stereo/mono switch.
Fully adjustable with softly padded
headband and ear pads for comfort.
Complete with coiled lead and stereo
jack plug. Freq. range: 40-19,000 Hz.
Imp.: 8ohms.
LASKYS
PRICE

3513

Part of the AUDIOTRONIC Group of Companies

Laislac. 3F-ffl

A new open back headphone with acoustically treated
rear vents for increased bass response. Individual
controls are provided on each phone for volume and
tone. Finished in impact resistant plastic with matching padded headband and ear pads. Complete with
coiled lead and stereo jack plugs. Freq. range: 3020,000 Hz. Imp.: 8ohms.

£3 .50

C& P25p

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO ALTERATION.

West End and City Branches

12-15 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1 Tel: 01-636 0815
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. Tel: 01-723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.1. Tel: 01-636 2605

Open all doy 9o.m.-6p.m. Monday to Saturday.

109 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.q Tel: 01-353 5812
Open all doy Thursday, early closing 1p m.Soturdoy

E & 0 E
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Use Access here

MAIL ORDER
OR
PERSONAL
CALL
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Alba UA700
noes
Alpha 212 ..
noes
Alpha FA 200 .. £26-50
Alpha FA 300 .. £32.50
Alpha FA 400 .. £38.50
Alpha E0030 £32.75
Alpha E0050 .. £39.75
Amstrad 8000 Mk 2 £ 15.95
Amstrad Integra
£23.50
Armstrong 521 ..
£44.95
Cambridge P.5 ..
£70.00
Cambridge P100 .. £11200
Eagle AA2
£25.00
Eagle AA4
£35.95
Eagle AA6
£44-95
Ferrograph F307 ..
£47-00
Ferrograph F307
Chassis ..
£42-00
Grundig SV85
£110-00
Leak Delta 30
£47-50
Leak Delta 70
£58-50
Lux 707 ..
£52-50
Lux 503X ..
£79-50
Lux 507X ..
£135-00
JVC Nivico
MCA 1042 ..
£70-00
MCA 105E .. £109.00
Metrosound 5120E
as•so
Metrosound ST6OE
£46-50
Nikko TRM 300 ..
£35-00
Nikko TRM 400 ..
£42-00
Nikko TRM 1200..
£89-00
Philips RF1591
£53-95
£37-50
Philips RH590
Pioneer SA500A
£32-50
£57-50
Pioneer SA600 ..
£67-00
Pioneer SA700 ..
new)
Pioneer SA800 ..
Pioneer SA900 ..
£87.00
Pioneer SAI000
£94.00
Pioneer SR202
noel)
Rogers R'brook CH
neos
Rogers R'brook TK L39-95
Rogers R'bourne CH
£47-50
Rogers R'bourne TK
£52-50
£23-95
Rotel 210 ..
Rotel 310 ..
£34-95
£49-95
Rotel 610 ..
£105.00
Revox A78
Sharp STM3I
£39-00
Sanyo DCA 1400X £45-00
Sinclair 2000 ..
£21-95
£29-50
Sinclair 3000 ..
Sinclair Proj 605 ..
£19-95
Sinclair Proj 60
2x Z30 PZ5
£15-95
Sinclair Proj 60
2X Z50 PZ6
Emos
Sinclair Proj 60
£21.95
2X Z50 PZ8
£4.50
Sinclair A.F.U.
Wharfedale Linton
£39.50
We are a retail shop
giving retail shop
service
STEREO TUNERS
Alpha FT 150 .. £39.00
Amstrad 3000 .. £27.95
Armstrong 524/M8 £39.00
Armstrong 523/M8 £46-00
Dulci FMT75 £24.50
Grundig RTIO0 .. £ 149-50
JVC Nivico MCT
V5E .. £69.50
JVC Nivico MCT
£99.50
Leak Delta FM ..
£53-95
Leak Delta FM AM
£65-95
Philips RH 690 .. £32-00
Philips RH 691 ..
£67-50
£51-00
Pioneer TX 500A ..
Pioneer TX 600 ..
£75-00
£82-00
Pioneer TX 700 ..

BARCLAYCARD.
ACCESS AMERICAN
EXPRESS.
DINERS
CLUB
ACCEPTED

OF LUOLUEnHnrtirTon

Pioneer TX 800 .. £92.00
Pioneer TX 900 .. £ 10900
Pioneer TX 1000 .. £ 129.50
Rotel 320 .. £42-50
Rotel 620 .. £65.00
Rogers R'brook CH £32.00
Rogers R'brook TK £36.00
Rogers R'bourne CH £44.00
Rogers R'bourne TK
min)
Revox A76FM £ 150.00
Sharp FTM 31 .. £65.00
Nikko FAM 300 .. £45-00
Nikko FAM 400 .. £59.00
Nikko FAM 1200 .. £ 120.00
Lux 500
£ 145.00
Lux 717 .. £69.50
Sinclair 2000 .. £33.00
Sinclair 3000 ..
£33-00
Sinclair Proj 60 FM £ 16-95
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aka; AA 6200 ..
£74.50
Akai AA 6300 ..
£94.50
Akai AA 6600 -- £109.00
Alpha FR 3000 ..
£67.50
Alpha FR 4000 ..
£72-50
Alpha R 150 ..
£49.50
Armstrong 525/M8
£77.50
Armstrong 526/M8
£86-50
Goodmans
Module 80 ..
£69.50
One Ten
£104-75
Module 90 ..
£96-95
JVC Nivico VR 5501
£8 I -00
JVC Nivico VR 5521 £139-00
Leak Delta 75 .. £125-00
Nikko STA 301 ..
£79-50
Nikko STA 6010 .. £107-00
Nikko STA 8010 .. £125.00
Nikko STA 9010 .. £145-00
Nikko STA 1101 .. £225-00
Philips RH 702 ..
£82-50
Philips RH 781 ..
ceso
Philips RH 901 inc.
speakers
04-50
Philips RH 881 ..
£98-00
Philips RH 891 .. £162-50
Pioneer SX 424 ..
£79-50
Pioneer SX 525 ..
£94.50
Pioneer SX 626 .. £125-00
Pioneer SX 727 .. £154-50
Pioneer SX 828 .. £195-00
Pioneer SX 2500 .. £259-50
Pioneer SX 9000 .. £229-50
Rogers R'brook CH
£74-00
Rogers R'brookTeak coeo
Rotel RX 150 ..
£49-50
Rotel RX 200 ..
£64-50
£72-00
Rotel RX 400 ..
Sharp STA 32L
£85-00
£89-50
Sharp SA 603H ..
Personal callers most
welcome
SPEAKERS
(priced in matched pairs)
B & W DM I .. £57.00

B & W DM2
£95-00
B & W DM4
Pos
B & W DM5
p0
B & W DM70
£235-00
Celestion County ..
£37-00
Celestion Dittos 120 £39-50
Celestion Dicton 15
£52-50
Celestion Ditton 44 £74-00
Celestion Dittos 25 £89-00
Celestion Dittos 66 £139-50
Cambridge R40 .. £11000
Cambridge R50 .. £165-00
Decca Deram
£30-00
Ferrograph SI .. £135-00
Goodmans Minster
£34.50
Goodmans
Mezzol II
£45-00
Magnum K2 ..
£60-00
Magister
mix)
D. Maxim ..
£47.95
Havant ..
£39.50
Dimension 8 ..
£97.00
Goodwood
£75.00
KF 100 ..
£19-50
Leak ISO
£34.95
Leak 250
£45.50
Leak 600 ..
£6500
Metrosound HFS 103
£4650
Metrosound HFS 202 £30-00
Richard Allan
Chaconne ..
£29.50
Flamenco
£42.50
Pavane ..
£56.00
Tandberg TL25
£64.00
Tannoy 3 LIZ ..
me°
MH 100
£22.00
IMF
Compact
ALS 40
TLS 50
p0 a
Monitor Mk 2
Pro Monitor
Pioneer CSE 500 .. £96.00
Pioneer CSE 700 .. £ 108-00
Pioneer CSE 900 .. £ 162-00
Scan Dyna A25 X .. £59.50
Scan Dyna A45 X .. £89-50
Lowther
Accousta PM6 £8900
Accousta PM7 £ 102.00
LNB Para Lab Super £45.00
LNB Para Lab 20 .. £79.50
Hacker LS 500D }
Hacker LS 1000D
p oa
Hacker LS 1500D
p oa
Lecson Audio ..
SPEAKER KITS
Goodman Din 20
£19-00
KEF KK 2 ..
£44-00
KEF KK 3 ..
£60-00
Peerless 20-2 ..
£20-00
Peerless 20-3 ..
£32.00
Peerless 4/30-12 ..
£39.00
Richard Allan
Twin ..
£14.50
Triple ..
£29-50

S/Triple
Triple Eight ..
Wharfedale Unit 3
Wharfedale Unit 4
Wharfedale Unit 5

£34S0
aseo
£ 18-95
£24.50
£37.50

Securicor delivery
£2-00 extra per item
CHASSIS TRUNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk 3 £ 10.00
Garrard AP 76 .. £ 19.50
Garrard SL65B £ 14.50
Garrard 401
..
£27.50
Garrard SL 728 .. £ 1.95
Garrard Zero 100S £38-95
Garrard Zero 100A £39.95
McDonald MP 60 .. £ 10-00
McDonald HT70 £ 15.00
McDonald 810 .. £32.50
Goldring GL72 £21.00
Goldring GL75 £28.00
Thorens TD 150 .. £2700
Thorens TD 150A .. £3700
Thorens TD 125
Mk 2
..
£65.00
Thorens TD 160 £56.00
JP TU 601 .. £29.50
Connoisseur
BDI Kit .. £ 11.00
BD I/SAU 2 ..
nests
BD2/SAU 2 .. £28.95
TURNTABLES
with plinth & cover
Garrard
SP25 Mk 3 p/c £ 13.95
AP76 p/c .. £27.00
Zero 100S p/c £49-50
Zero 100A p/c £51.50
McDonald
MP60 TPDI £ 16.50
HT70 TPD I .. £22,50
810 TPDI
£39.50
Goldring GL 72 p/c £3300
Goldring GL 75 p/c noes
Goldring GL 85 p/c £59.50
Thorens TD 150 AB £4100
Thorens TO125 BMk 2 £72.00
Thorens TD 125 AB
Mk 2 .. .. £95.1*
Thorens TD 160 AB £59.50
Connoisseur
BDI/SAU 2
£28.50
BD2/SAU 2
£32.00
Pioneer PL 12 D
£36.00
Sanyo TP 925
£45.00
Philips GA 202 £52-50
Philips GA 212 £59.50
Philips GA 308 £24-50
Full Sansui and Sanyo
ranges in stock. Write
or ring for prices
STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE 9S .. £4.75
Akai ASE 20 ..
Leos

All goods are new and unused and are insured against
loss or damage in transit. Carriage 75p for speakers and
stereo tape recorders. 50p for amplifiers, tuners, playing
decks, tape decks. 25p for cartridges, headphones and
transcription arms. Send cash/cheque, or credit card
details with order. Open for business 9.30-7.00p.m.
Mon., Wed., & Fri. 9.30 - 6.00 p.m. Tues., Thurs., & Sat.
Prices correct at time of going to press. Subject to
alteration without prior notice. After- sales service
available.

"
SMITH'S RADIO SERVICE ( WOLVERHAMPTON) LTD

26 Victoria St,Wolverhampton,Staffs
Tel Wolverhampton 29246 or 29295

Akai ASE 22
£7-95
H/W Cis 250
£5-25
H/W Cis 300
£s•sto
H/W Cis 500
£10-50
Koss K2+2
£35.00
Koss KO 747
£15-75
Koss K6 L/C
£11-00
Koss K6 ..
£10-00
Koss KO 727B
£1150
Koss KRD 711
£7.50
Koss ESP6
noel)
Koss ESP9
£54.50
Koss H.V.I
£15.95
Koss K5 L/C ..
£23-50
Pioneer PRO4AA
£20.50
Pioneer SE20
£6.95
Pioneer SE30
£8.50
Pioneer SESO ..
£12-50
Pioneer 5E100/J8100 £23-50
Sansui SS2
£6.95
Sansui SSIO
£10-95
Sansui SS20
£13.95
Stax SR3
£42-00
Stax SRX
£79-50
Sennheiser HD4I4
£8.50
Wharfedale Isodynamic .. £ 13-50
STEREO MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850 .. £3.45
Goldring G800 ..
Esso
Goldring G800E
ces
Goldring G800 SE .. £ 15-50
Shure M44/7 .. £5.20
Shure M44E
ces
Shure M55E
£6-95
Shure M75 EJT/2 £ 10-00
Shure M75 EDT/2 .. £ 11-95
Shure V-15-2 £27S0
Shure M75/6 .. £700
Grado FTR
nab
Grado FIE .. £900
Grado F3E
£ 12-95
Comparator demontrations daily
STEREO CASSETTE
DECKS
Akai GXC4OT
po a
Akai GXC4OD
£47.95
Akai CS35D
£57-50
Akai GXC46D
£104-50
Akai GXC65D
£125-00
Harman Kardon
CADS
£114-50
Alpha CD500
£47-00
Philips 2506
£54-50
Toshiba KT403D
£59-50
Sharp RD423E
£42-00
Elizabethan LZ I
£34-00
Sanyo RD 4300
po a
Sanyo RD 4530
pox
Sansui SC 700
po a
National 256US
£45-00
STEREO TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 1720 L
£58-50
Akai 1721 L
£69.50
Akai 1810 L
£120.00
Akai X2000 SD
£219.50
Akai 4000 DS
£69.50
Ferrograph
702/704 W
£169-00
722/724 W
£198-00
702/704 Dolby .. £210-00
722/724 Dolby .. £235-00
Revox all models ..
po a
Sanyo MR 801/805
po a
National all models
po a
Philips N4418 .. £149-50
Philips N4450 .. £199-50
Credit facilities to
Personal Callers

Behind all this quality
equipment is
R.E.IN's 2YEAR
GUARANTEE
on PARTS&
LABOUR

AUDIO
ROEOWO VISUAL!

sew

SONY HST 139
Brand new model featuring hi-fi tuner amplifier with
built in cassette recorder. AM/FM radio 12 watts per
channel RMS. Can be converted to 4 channel.
R.E.W.

SONY TA 88
All transistor stereo amplifier. Output 11 watts per
channel RMS. Inputs for phone, radio, tape and aux.
R.EW. price £39.75
SONY ST 8OF
Stereo FM/AM tuner. Unique styling with AFC control,
built-in decoder and tuning meter.
Matches TABS
amplifier in appearance.
R.EW. price &
teas

price £ 114.75

SONY TC 127
A high quality stereo cassette deck, ideally suited to
high quality hi-fi systems, features include limiter circuits which prevent over recording,
headphone
socket and slide faders.
R.E.W. price £70.70

STOP PRESS
SEE
FABULOUS

SONY HP 239
A combined record player, radio, amplifier and cassette
recorder in a beautiful cabinet, complete with 2 bookshelf speakers. Features include stereo FM, AM tuner
and magnetic cartridge.
R.E.W. price £ 184.45

sonnB
R.E.W. are main
agents for Sonab.
Comprehensive
stock now includes
tuner amplifier,
transcription
turntable and
famous omnidirectional
speakers.
All che equipment
in this distinctive
range carries the
REW guarantee.

SPECIAL
SONAB OFFER
Due to manufacturer printing
wrong number on base we can
offer the Sonab model 85 S at
only £75 ( save E14•50). Brand
new with full R.E.W. guarantee.

Sony SQA200 4 channel decoder/rear amplifier now in stock. This SQ decoder unit will convert most
amplifiers to complete 4 channel operation with the addition of 2 speakers. R.E.W. price £64.75

TEAC

AT R.E.W NOW!
TEAC AN60
DOLBY UNIT
Single processer, ideal for use with stereo
cassette machines.

R.E.W. Price £42

TEAC
A350 DOLBY
More advanced version of the Teac A250.
Main additional facilities are solenoid
assisted push buttons for disengagement of
the mechanism and variable outputs for
matching with any hi-fi system.
R.E.W. Price £ 159-50

A250 DOLBY
High Quality stereo cassette deck with
Dolby noise reduction system and CRO 5
tape circuitry. Other features include large
VU meters and digit counter.

R.E.W. Price £ I35

TEAC AN80
DOLBY UNIT

TEAC A3340

Single processer of very high quality for use
with stereo recorders where Dolby A—B
monitoring is not required.

4 channel professional tape deck.
Based on the 3300 series this machine is
equally suitable for making composite 4

R.E.W. Price £64.28

track live recordings or recording discrete
4 channel from your hi-fi system. Speeds

n

and
15 p.s.
unusual facilities.

It

incorporates

R.E.W. Price £465

many

TEAC A3300
High Quaiity 3 motor stereo tape unit takes
lOr spools and is solenoid operated.
Available in 2 track, 4 track and high speed
versions.
R.E.W. Price from £251

TEAC AN 180
DOLBY UNIT

TEAC AG7000
RECEIVER

2 processer unit with professional features.
Will ' A—B monitor' with Dolby on any
stereo recorder. Features input mixing and
professional VU meters.

This is Teac's most advanced tuner amplifier.
Power output is 65+65 watts RMS. A very
sensitive AM/FM stereo tuner is used and
many useful facilities are provided.

R.E.W. Price £ 126 44

R.E.W. Price £225.50
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AUDIO
VISUAL2
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ALICE AD62 MK 11 MI XER. Professional ria,xer desk, 6 channel stereo with all faciiities. R.E.W. Price £289
REVO X A77 MK III TAPE RECORDER. All models stocked. 2 track, 4 track high speed and Dolby. R.E.W. Price from £249
FERROGRAPH SERIES 7 TAPE RECORDER. All models stocked. Mono, Stereo, high speed or Dolby. R.E.W. Price fron-i £215
The above pictures show just
PHILIPS PRO 12 STEREO TAPE RECORDER. A few left of this profesional machine. R.E.W. Price £ 199
LAMB MIXER DESK. 4 channel stereo witl . many facilities. R.E.W. price £229.
parts of the
114 TAPES. Large stocks of stack tape kept at very low prices. Agfa, Scotch, BASF, Philips and Racal. R.E.W. Price from £4.50
R.E.W. demonstration studios
TEAC A350 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK. Hi Fi quality from acassette machine plus CRCS, tape circuitry. R.E.W. Price £ 159
HARMAN KARDON CITATION 11 PRE AMPLIFIER. Very high quaky with graphic tone controls. R.E.W. Price £ 179.
HARMAN KARDON CITATION 12 POWER AMPLIFIER. 60+60 watt RMS output. R.E.W. Price £179
MARA NTZ 110 TUNER. FM stereo and medium wave, very sensitive. R.EW. Price £ 138
All the equipment is normally in
MARANTZ 1060 AMPLIFIER. 30+30 watt RMS output. High quality. R.E.W. Price £ 120
MARA NTZ 2270 RECEIVER. AM/FM stereo 70+70 watts RMS output. Top specification from an integrated unit. R.E.W. Price £382
stock for immediate delivery
TEAC AN 180. Professional Do:by B unit, probably che best on the market. R.E.W. Price £ 126-50
COMPARATOR. Wh:ch enables us to demonstrate our wide range at ecodipment
SA NS Ul SC700 DOLBY. High quality casette deck with CRO, circuitry. R.E.W. Price £ 170
CAMBRIDGE P100 AMPLIFIER. 50+50 watt RMS output, ultra slim design. R.E.W. Price £ 139
H.P. terms are available
REVO X A78 AMPLIFIER. 40+40 watts RMS featuring the same superb quality as the Revox recorders. R.E.W. Price £ 135
IMF GALLACTRON AMPLIFIER. 70+70 watts RMS featuring outstanding quality and versatile input facilities R.E.W. Price £298
SA NSU ISR2050C TUR NTABLE. Belt dri,e complete with cartridge, pinith and cover. R.E.W. Price £109
HARMAN KARDON H K930 RECEIVER. 45+45 watts RMS AM/FM stereo tuner, high quality specification. R.E.W. Price £209
McINTOSH C28 PRE-AMPLIFIER AND MC1105 POWER AMPLIFIER. Probably the ultimate amplifier. Superlative specification and 105+105 watts RMS output R.E.W. Price £870
PHASE LINEAR 400 POWER AMPLIFIER. Studio quality unit 200+200 watts RMS output. R.E.W. Price £250
FISHER 800T RECEIVER. 65+65 watts RMS output, high quality with very versatile tuner facilities. R.E.W. Price £299
ARISTON TURNTABLE. High single speed transcription unit with audio technica arm. R.E.W. Price £85. Or SME arm. R.E.W. Price £100
PHASE LINEAR 700 POWER AMPLIFIER. 350+350 watts RMS professional quality amplifier, powerful enough for any system. R.E.W. Price £400

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

R.E.W. have just received new deliveries of these fine speakers which are now almost half their former price due to
the fact that they are being manufactured in Britain. They now represent exceptional value for money.

Old
price

AR LST
LOUDSPEAKER

New Model

AR 4x Speaker

£4500 £3200

AR 6 Speaker ..

Designed
for
professional
applications,
che LST incorporates 9 drive units and
offers a choice of 6 different
response curves.

moo

AR 3a Speaker

New Model £200 00
..

£74-00 £41.90

AR Turntable with Shure M75G II
AR Amplifier 60+60 watts RMS
AR Tuner FM Stereo ..

-

£49-90

£ 174-00 £ 110 00
£110 00

AR Tuner/Amplifier

-

£240 00

Phase Linear 400 Power Amplifier
200+200 watts RiMS
Phase Linear 700 Power Amplifier
350+350 watts RTIS

AR TURNTABLE

AR AMPLIFIER
Provides a top specification and high power output of
$0+50 watts RMS wigh the minimum of gimmicky features.
The output circuitry is virtually indestructible.

£59-50

£ 178.00 £ F00.00

AR LST Speaker
AR. Turntable

£26.00

cos-oo £39-90

AR 2a Speaker

This transcription URIC exceeds all NAB specifica-tkins for broadcast studio turntables.
Main
(*sums are belt drive, high quality pick up arm
and vibration free suspension.

New
price

AR7 Speaker

6250-00
-

£400-00

AR fully guarantee their
Speakers for 5 years
Turntables for 3 years and
Electronics for 2 years

Behind all this quality
equipment is
R.E.IN's 2YEAR
GUARANTEE
on PARTS&
LABOUR

BEOGRAM 1500
Turntable/Amplifier unit incorporating a
high quality belt drive turntable with arm
and magnetic cartridge combined with a
high quality 8+8 watts RMS amplifier. The
unit tomes complete with a beautiful plinth
and cover. Speakers extra.

Tcak finish £89.50
White or Rosewood £90.50

BEOGRAM 4000
I. QUAD ELECTROSTATIC. Stocks of this famous speaker now available in Bronze or Matt Black
finish. R.E.W. Price £79.00 each
2. IMF MONITOR MK IL Improved version o the Domestic Monitor. Quality floor standing speaker
ideal for- high quality domestic systems. R.E.W. Price £ 137.50 each
3. CAMBRIDGE R50. Outstanding quality from an ultra modern design. R.E.W. Price £98.00 each
4. IMF R.E.W. REFERENCE STANDARD MONITOR. In our opinion the pinnacle of speaker
design today for the most critical user. R.E.W. Price £ 189-00 each
5. IMF PROFESSIONAL MONITOR. A stucio quality speaker that is equally suitable for use in the
best domestic system,. R.E.W. Price £.175-00 each
6. SPENDOR BC1. Probably the most compact monitor speaker on the market, designed to BBC
specifications. R.E_W. Price £7700 each
7. ROGERS BBC MONITOR. This speaker is produced under licence from the BBC, but with several
improvements for high quality home listening. R.E.W. price £95-00 each
B. FERROGRAPH SI MONITOR. Built to the same high standard as the world Famous Ferragraph
Tape Recorders. Comes complete with elegant white swivel stand. R.E.W. Price £9500 each
9. TAN NOY GRF MONITOR GOLD. For concert hall quality where size is no problem. R.E.W.
Price £ 140.00 each
0. JBL CENTURY L100. Well-known studio monitor which gives fantastic results from almost bookshelf size. R.E.W. Price £ 156-00 each
I. CAMBRIDGE R40. Smaller version of the Carnbridge RSO suitable for less powerful amplifiers.
R E.W. Price £68-50 each
2. IMF TLS 50. The smal.nst IMF transmission line loudspeaker. Replaces che famous 'Export Studio'.
Ideal for medium size Hi Fi systems. R.E.W. Price £99.97 each
New IMF ALS40. ( same size as Spendor & Rogers) now in stock. R.E.W. Price £72.00 each

See this revolutionary new B &
turntable at R.E.W. now. The
no-compromise design includes
an electronic data controlled turntable of studio quality with
straight line tracking pick-up arm.
It comes complete with plinth,
cover and the new B & O SPIS
magnetic cartridge.
R E.W. price £ 159.50

BEOMASTER 4000
This new top-of-the- line tuner
amplifier features 60+60 watts
RMS output and a very sensitive
FM tuner with manual or preselect operation. The unit also
has an Ambiofonic decoder for use with four loudspeakers

Black anodised finish.
R.E.W. price £ 179.50

BEOMASTER 901
A new tuner amplifier with ahigh
quality specification at an inexpensive price. 20+20 watts
RMS output.
FM. Long and
Medium wave bands.
Elegant
slim styling.

R.E.W. Price £89.90

BEOCENTRE 3500
This model must be the ultimate
in quality combination Hi Fi units.
Beautifully styled, it features the
new belt drive Beogram 3000 and
the 40+40 watts RMS Beomaster
3000-Il tuner amplifier.

TD7CT.
ROAD TUBE

p

e
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PISHER

OXFORD ST.
R E.W. are pleased to announce that the new range of Fisher Hi Fi equipment is now on demonstration at both showrooms.

.ISHER 201 TUNER AMPLIFIER
.0 Watts per channel. FM Stereo and
'tedium wave. £ 129.50
.ISHER 202 TUNER AMPLIFIER
.0 Watts per channel. FM Stereo and
ledium wave. £ 149.50
USHER 390 TUNER AMPLIFIER
.5 Watts per channel. FM Stereo, FM
,re-select tuning and Medium wave. £ 195.50
.ISHER 800T TUNER AMPLIFIER
S Watts per channel. FM Stereo, FM
ire-select tuning, FM remote control
uto-tuning, and Medium wave. £299.00

FISHER TX50 STEREO AMPLIFIER
20 Watts per channel. £99.50
FISHER TX2000 STEREO AMPLIFIER
50 Watts per channel. £209.00
FISHER RC8OB DOLBY
Stereo cassette tape deck. £ 149.50
FISHER KIO SPACE EXPANDER
Reverberation unit. £49.50
FISHER CP100
4 channel and stereo 8-track cartridge
player. £ 127.50

LE.W. are main West End agents and carry the full range of the following makes:
lotel
Uher
AKG
Good mans
Koss
Celestion
Revox
'horens
Ferrograph
Tannoy
Rogers
Trio
Quad
Philips
2rtofon
Goldring
Teac
SME
Tandberg
Mordaunt-Short Garrard
\II these items are covered by R.E.W.'s own exclusive guarantee

iiià

mi.:

R*E1W;
NEW OXFORD ST.
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R.E.W. price £229.50

AUDIO
VISUALS!

HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER

266-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London, SW17
Tel.: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
WEST END SHOWROOMS

P letiMee

KST

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2 Tel.: 01-836 3365
UM II1M1 IBM Mil BB
Please send me full details of the following I
quality HiFi Equipment

NAME
ADDRESS

Shure
Sansui
Richard Allan

TOOTING BROADWAY TUBE
M.

MIMI

HEN

MIMI

MIIMM

11111

Man

I

Mal

Bang & Olufsen, the Best in design

Where only the best is good enough . . .

QUAD- HARMAN KARDON-TEAC
TRIO-CAMBRIDGE-REVOX

BEOSYSTEM eti, 3500
COMPLETE WITH BEOVOX 3702£3116.90

TOP PART EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES
for your present equipment ...
YOUR . . .
QUAD 22 AMPS. and

£65-00

LEAK 70 and

£70-00

ARMSTRONG 521 and

£70.00

CASH PRICE

t
ax
a
rtrFl
as

Beosystems are designed to make your choice of equipment easy. All the units have been specifically chosen
to complement each other, ensuring that the Beosystem of your choice is the best possible combination
for providing superb sound reproduction at the most
advantageous price.— For your present equipment...

TOP PART- EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES

£107.50

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS £134.50

BEOGRAM 3000

REVOX
1102/4 RRP

RRP £78-90 (TEAK).
OR YOUR:—
BEOGRAM
1000 and
BEOGRAM
1200 and
GOLDRING GL75P and
OR £30-90 DEPOSIT and 12
OF £ 1.00. TOTAL HP PRICE

A7711I
£249.00

OR YOUR
REVOX
REVOX
REVOX
REVOX

F36
736
A77
All

and
and ..
11 and
1and

£199.00
.. £ 179-00
.. £ 100.00
.. £ 128-00

SONY TRINITRON

All allowances subject to inspection.

13 - COLOUR T.V.
CASH PRICE

HARMAN KARDONS
930 TUNER AMPLIFIER
90 WATTS R.M.S
Other models include the:330A 45 watts R.M.S.
630 60 watts R.M.S.

£162 .95

£209.00

CARRIAGE EXTRA

.. £ 129.00
.. £ 149-00

PLUS the fabulous CITATION 11 & 12 120 WATTS RMS,
£358.00. We are most impressed with this exciting range
of equipment, in our view extremely good value for money.

TEAC A250 .. £ 135.13
TEAC A350
£ 159.47
HARMAN KARDON
CAD5
£ 145.00
TRIO KA700
£ 122.00
Un-Dolbyised Units
8-Track Units ..

from £59.00
from £29.50

Wide selection of pre-recorded
tapes and cartridges always in
stock.

£
7890.

Allowances subject to inspection.

Complete system including Revox
A78 and A76 on demonstration. . . .

DOLBYISED CASSETTE DECKS

£50-90
£38-90
£43-90
PAYMENTS

AKA1 4000D STEREO
TAPE DECK

CASH PRICE

£65•50

TANDBERG 3041X
STEREO TAPE DECK

USED AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
Sansui 300 Tun./Amp. £79-50
Sansui 350 Tun./Amp. . £81.50
Ravensbrook Tun./Amp. £69-95
S/H Ferrograph 307 ....£3250
S/H Quad Power Amp. .. £ 19-50
S/H Quad 2 Pre-Amp. .. £ 10-00
S/H Quad FM Tuner .. £ 17 50
S/H Quad 33/303 Amp. .. . • £82.50
S/H B & W DM3 Speakers • . £79 50
S/H K.E.F. Concord Speakers .. £57-95
S/H Rogers Ravensbrook £27-50
S/H Tandberg 304IX .. • • £69.95
Yamaha SA500 Amp. .. £57-50
S/H Nikko TRM 30 Amp.
£22.50

II WIMBLEDON BRIDGE,
WIMBLEDON SWI9, 01-946 8804

CASH PRICE

£ 2.513

£99-95

S/H Beomaster 1000 ..

£59-50

S/H Leak 30 Amp.

..

£29-50

Sony SSI000 Speakers ..

£57-95

Beogram 1800 Deck

£39-50

S/H Quad Amps...

£19-50

459b UPPER RICHMOND ROAD WEST
LONDON SW14
Tel.: 01-876 1740
Ring 01-876 1740

lEe .1.
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USED AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
S/H Beomaster 3000 ..

Bargains. S.M.E. 3009/11 Transcription arm. £21.
Shure V.15.1I cartridge. £ 19. Perfect condition. 4 St.
Johns Close, Higham, Nr. Rochester, Kent.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Pair Monitor speakers as HiFi News, May '71,
genuine bass to 35H2, EMI bass/mid, KEF T27. Will
gladly demonstrate, excellent but prefer electrostatics.
£50. Tel.: Preston 863417 ( Lancs.).

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 5p per word ( private), minimum
60p. Box Nos. 20p extra. Trade rates 9p per word, minimum 90p. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in MARCH 1973 issue must reach these offices by 2nd FEB. addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Pair Goodmans Magnum K2 loudspeakers. Almost new.
£50. Garrard 301 transcription turntable. New, boxed.
£20. RCA 25 in. colour T.V. Excellent picture, handsome cabinet, spare tube, valves and parts. £220. Tel.
01-508 7369.
Quad mono FM tuner with power pack for twin
speakers. Offers. Tel.: Hockley 5066 ( Essex).
Tannoy 15 in. M.G. Lancasters. £90 pair. Shure
M75E/2. £5. Pirelli calendar 1972. Offers. 3 Brook
Close, North Baddesley, Southampton.
Revox '736 4 track stereo. Excellent condition. £75.
141 Upperton Road, Leicester.
For Sale pair 9Cu. ft. corner speaker enclosures and
12 in. Wharfedale units. Excellent condition. Offers.
Tel.: 03744 62476.
Shure cartridge V.15.2. Improved, nine months old,
little used. Perfect. £ 18. Box No. 2317.

SITUATIONS VACANT
McKENNA & BROWN
(PHOTO HI-FI) LTD.,
require a Manager for their main shop in Middlesbrough. Applicants should have a thorough knowledge of both Photography and Hi- Fidelity equipment;
although consideration will be given to top class
men in one or other of these fields. At present the
Company is expanding to new premises and is one
of the largest private retailers of its type in the
North. A wage plus profit sharing in excess of
existing salary will be negotiated. We can also offer
good housing in the area and help with any removal
expenses.
Please write with full details to: Mr. I. G. Brown,
McKenna & Brown Ltd., 122 Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough, Teesside.

For Sale-Ortophon SL15E with module. £27. Shure
V 1511, improved. £28. Both new with makers' guarantee.
Mallinson, Bellfield, Masham, Ripon. Tel.: 384.
Revox high speed 1102. Swiss model. New and unused.
Tel.: 01-602 2432 (evenings).

7WATTS!!

B & O Beomaster 3000, Beogram 1000, pair Merrow
Mozart 12 in. speakers in rosewood. Perfect condition.
£180. Tel.: Bookham 56027.

RING 01-802 4131
and you are half way to abetter job that
will guarantee you more money. Our
Sound Centre shops (see advertisement
on page 234) have vacancies for experienced managers and salesmen.
YOUR THOUGHTS ...
Watt if Idon't like the job offered?
Watt if the money's not so good?

First Class Opportunity-for young man with some
commercial ability, but interested in High Fidelity
equipment and music, to act as Technical Correspondent
and effect customer liaison on high class audio products.
Salary by negotiation, good prospects and security with
well established independent manufacturers. Apply in
writing to Managing Director, Tannoy Products Limited,
348 Norwood Road, West Norwood, London, SE27 9AB.

Quad 33/303, three months old, perfect condition. £65.
Revox 1102 Mk. II, fifteen months old, excellent condition.
£125 o.n.o. Stuart Graham, Ivy Cottage, Bridge Street,
Leven, Fife.
Goodmans Maxamp Amplifier and Stereo Tuner,
covering FM and MW, in very good condition. £50 for
both. Tel.: Northwood (65)-25804 (
anytime).

Watt if the money is good?

Lowther T.P.I. loudspeakers (model B) matched pair in
magnificent Burr walnut. Highest quality sound. Current
list price £360. Reluctant sale. £ 140 pair. Pendrous,
'April Cottage', Hartlebury, Worcs. Tel.: Hartlebury 238.

Watt if you miss this chance to
join a really great company?

Pair Quad Electrostatic speakers in immaculate
condition. Very little used. £85. Tel.: Walton-on-Thames
40993 (evenings).

Watt if the job is great?

Watt are you waiting for?
Dial

01-802 4131

NOW

and

ask

for

George Cornish,

HI-FI SALESMAN

FOR SALE- private

HERE ARE THREE QUESTIONS YOU MUST ASK
YOURSELF:

Telefunken Magnetophone 204 stereo tape recorder.
As new. £80 o.n.o. Tel.: Basingstoke 24774 (day).

I. HAVE YOU AT LEAST ONE YEAR'S EXPERIENCE IN THE HI-FI TRADE?

Lowther, pair PM7 Acoustas. £69 o.n.o. Very good
condition. Tel.: Farnborough 58678 ( Kent).

2. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A BETTER WAGE
AND WAYS OF EARNING MORE MONEY?

Pair KEF Cadenza's. Teak, perfect. £55. 368 Tottington Road, Bury, Lancashire.

3. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU HAVE OUTGROWN
YOUR JOB?

PYE radiogram, excellent condition, LW, MW, SW
and VHF wavebands. £79 o.n.o. Tel.: Stock 840214
(evenings).

IF YOUR ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS IS
'YES', THEN DON'T DELAY, PHONE TODAY
MIKE CROCKETT AT 01-870 2151 AND FIND
OUT WHAT GREEN'S HAVE TO OFFER YOU.
LEARN OF THE TOP SALARIES WITH PERSONAL
COMMISSION, OVERTIME, 5-DAY, 40-HOUR
WEEK AND 3 WEEKS HOLIDAY. LEARN OF
THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAST PROMOTION
IN A COMPANY THAT IS EXPANDING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND NEEDS THE RIGHT
MAN TO JOIN THE BIG G TEAM. PHONE OR
WRITE TO: MIKE CROCKETT, PERSONNEL
MANAGER,
GREEN'S
1-11 -FI,
FEDERAL
HOUSE, HARDWICKS WAY, LONDON,
SW18. TEL.: 01-870 2151.

Kellar KDB-I, used twice, calibration tape, leads. £ 35.
ADC 10E/II. separate stereo and mono styli, just renovated. £ 14. Shure M75- ED, unused. £ 12. Dynaco
A25XS, mint. £45 pair. Space required. Offers. Box No.
2316 ( Middx.).

Elac STS 444-12 Super stereo cartridge and KST 110D
stereo cartridge, both new in original cartons. Best offer
secures. Charles, 4 East Street, Sydling St. Nicholas,
Dorset.

Watt a waste of time!
OUR ANSWER .

Sound Equipment Installation and Service Engineer for
Public-Address specialists. Interesting and varied work.
5-day week. Must have good working knowledge of
audio (radio might do), and clean driving licence.
Contact Mr. N. Reder, Reder Sound Installations,
Jubilee Works, Esther Road, London, E.11. Tel.: 01-539
0136.

Goodmans Magnum K2 speakers (teak). £48 pair.
Goldring GL69/2, teak plinth and cover with G800
cartridge. £24. Tel.: Bidford on Avon 2370 (Warks.).

HiFi in lowline cabinet with record storage. Leak
Troughline stereo tuner. Stereo 30 amplifier. Garrard
301 motor. Shure 55 head on L75 arm. Perfect condition.
£80. Tel.: 01-954 4084 (after 7p.m. or Sundays).

Harman-Kardon CADS professional tape cassette deck,
Dolby, chromium dioxide switch, boxed as new, £ 145 list
price. £90. Box No. 2315 ( Essex).
For Sale: Garrard 3000 turntable with Sonotone HI-Z
pickup cartridge on plinth with dust cover. £20. Garrard
301 turntable with EMI EPU 100 pickup arm and
cartridge on plinth with dust cover. £40. Mullard
Unilex stereo amplifier in wood case. Complete. £ 15.
Studio constructed portable mono tape recorder. 3speed
but without tape heads, although all electronics complete.
£20. Pair Nikko stereo headphones. £5. Pair S. G.
Brown mono headphones. £2. Wearite tape head
dewier. £ 1.50.
M.A.C. T.V. sound coupler. £2.
Loudspeaker switch box. £ 1.50. Two microphone boom
stands on three point bases. £5each. Reslo microphone
floor stand. £ 5. The lot. £90. Tel.: Bourne End 21048
(Bucks.).
Leak YarisloPe Ill, TL I
2 plus. £ 12. Garrard 4HF
with GMC5. £5. 5cu. ft. reflex (Audiom 60, Midas,
2Trebax, X0 950/5000, ARU 172). £ 16. Also Goldring
G850. £3.50. All o.n.o. Tel.: Huntly 2673 (Aberdeenshire) (evenings).
Quad II mono control and amplifier units, factory
overhauled. £28 o.n.o. Tel.: Brighton 555932 (after
7.30 p.m.).
F307W, ST8OF, SSIO ( headphones), one
Offers. Banks, 40 Brook Valley, Southampton.

Maxim.

Dodd.

Quad FM3 transistorized stereo tuner, brand new.
Offers. Tel.: Knutsford 4431.

Garrard 301 fitted to formica m/b with AT 1005 II arm
and Decca lift. £25. Tel.: 01-560 2990 ( Middx.).

Kellar KDB-2, full simultaneous tape-monitoring,
wooden sleeve. £61. Sarnaker, Music Department,
University, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NEI 7RU.

Truvox TSA 200 amplifier. 20/20 watts. £ 28.
Tel.: Walsall 32186.

Peerless 4-30/12. 1 pair, used, no cabinets. £ 30.
S.M.E. 3009/52, plus Shure 75/EII. £25. Scotney,
24 Broad Close, Peterborough.
Goldring GL75 turntable, plinth and cover, built in
spirit levels and levelling device. £34. Tel.: Boume End
22735 (Bucks.).
Three speed Connoisseur turntable. Excellent. £8. With
Decca Professional arm (improved) Mk. II, Mk. III heads.
£30. 181 Beechwood Avenue, Coventry. Tel.: 75854.
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Garrard Lab 80 Mk. II, Goldring 6800E (new stylus),
Quad 22 (tape N and pickup A adaptor units), 2 xQuad
II amps., FMI tuner (MPX decoder), QAS switch box,
2 x Leak Mini-sandwich speakers, spare valves, manuals,
etc. £ 120 o.n.o. Box No. 2313 ( London).
Quad valve mono preamp, power amp. FM tuner. £30.
Ferrograph 631 series V. £30. Excellent 20 W loudspeaker. £ 10. SP25 Mk. II complete. £ 10. Tel.:
Birmingham 455-8149.

Reuox A77 Mk. Ill 1132 Dolby machine for sale, 5
months old, 15 hours use only, laying dormant. Sincerely
true. New £350. Will sell for £275. Tel.: 01-247 2769
(9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.).
Pair B & W Monitor speakers, teak, excellent condition.
Could deliver Home Counties. £ 100 pair. Tel.: Eversley
2402 (Hants.).
Tandberg 304IX and Kellar Dolby system. £65 and £35
respectively. Both perfect, will demonstrate. Box No.
2311.
Leak Stereo 30, teak. £ 25. Flat 60, Coton Manor,
Shrewsbury. Tel.: Shrews. 59298.
Koss PRO/4AA, as new, cost £28. Accept £ 15. Fennell,
Knapton Road, Mundesley, Norwich, NOR 33Y.
Leak Stereofetic tuner (not
Tel.: Harrogate 4106.
B & O Beocord 1200.
3081 ( Bristol).

cased),

Unused. £ 103.

as

new. £ 35.

Tel.: Saltford

Tandberg TL50 speakers, few hours use only, in makers
original boxes. Only £85 pair. Mr. Allen. Tel.: 061-748
6313 ( Manchester).
Fisher 400 tuner/amplifier. Perfect, 25 watts per channel.
Offers. Girvin, Glenmont Park, Dungannon, Co. Tyrone.
Tel.: 3207.
Leak Stereo 30 amplifier. Perfect. £ 19. Koss ESP.6
headphones. Immaculate, six months old. £24. Waugh,
Bax, Havenwood, Nr. Arundel, Sussex.
Pioneer TX900 AM/FM Professional stereo tuner.
Virtually unused, in makers carton. £80 o.n.o. Tel.:
Thatcham 63330.
For Sale.
Rogers Ravensbrook amp, teak case.
Excellent condition. £ 30 Two AR4X speakers £40 pair.
Box No. 2320.
Wharfedale Dovedale speakers, teak. £21.
Rogers
Cadet Mk. Ill stereo amplifier and control unit, teak
case. £23. Both in original cartons as new. MacLeod,
5 Church Close, Brighton, Susses.
Rogers Ravensbourne tuner and amplifier. £35 each.
Wharfedale 1001 tuner/amplifier. £60.
Pair KEF
Concerto's. £80. Martin. 49 Dixon Close, Maidstone,
Kent.
Pair of Lowther Acousta PM6 Mk. 1speakers in custom
built cabinets. Nine months old, very efficient speakers.
Accept £70. P. Richardson, 37 Bracknell Drive, Alvaston,
Derby.
Leak Troughline stereo FM tuner. Very good condition.
£27. Tel.: Leyland 22037 ( Lancs.).
Pair of KEF Concerto's and Ditton I5's in
cabinets. £ 55. Cliff Drive, Canford, Cliffs, Poole.

Rogers Ravensbrook cased
£40
Metrosound ST20 Amp
£30
Ferrograph Amp.
..
£49
Farnell AM/FM Tuner/Amp.
E45
Eagle TSAI51 Amp.
..
£30
Eagle TST152 AM/FM Tuner
£30
Goldring G101 Turntable
.
£23

PYNAIR & TM?!

WALLASEY HI-FI CENTRE

28 from
PATTERNS
15p per sq ft

(OVER COTTONS)
75 KING STREET, WALLASEY. 051-639 3746

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES

ANY SIZE CUT

PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
10EIV
VLM

B.A.F. WADDING

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES
60p per lb. weight

TERYLENE
2" thick, Superior Quality
rl . 05p per sq. yd. ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
,
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
25p per square foot
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
6p stamps.
All items are post free, by return.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

ADC
£20.00
XLM
£23.00
26

.. £27-00
.. £45.00

DECCA
Deram Ceramic £4.10
Deram Elliptical £S.00
London .. £25.00
4RC
£ 17-00
GOLDRING
G850 .. £ 3.50
0120 Stylus . £2.50
G800 .. £4.50
DI10 Stylus .. £2.50
G800H
£5-00
D 110H Stylus £2.50
G800E
£6.50
0110E Stylus .. £5.50
G800SE .. £ 14.50
DI I
OSE Stylus £ 11.00
CS.90/7 Ceramic £4.00
CS.9I/E Ceramic £5.70
ORTOFON
F15
£9.00
MIS SUPER .. £22.50
F15E
£ 11-00
MISE SUPER .. £26.00
SLUE-I- 2x 15K £27-00
SH U RE
M3D
£4.25
M3D Rep. Dia. St. £2•50
M44/5
£5-50
N44/5 Stylus .. £4.75
M44/7 or G .. £5.00
N44/7 or C Stylus £4.50
M44E
£5.00
N44E Stylus .. £5.00
M55E
£6.00
N55E Stylus ..
£5•75
M75-611 .. £9.00
N75-6 Stylus ..
£6.00
M75-GII .. £9.50
N75-G Stylus .. £6-25
M75-E1I1 .. £ 10.00
N75-E1 Stylus £6-75
M75-ED .. £ 12.00
N75-ED Stylus £8.50
VIS 11 Imp. .. £27-50
VN15E Stylus £ 12-00
S.M.E.
3009/ IMP. .. £29.00
3009/S11 IMP. .. £ 31.00
SONOTONE
GRADO
9TA/HC Dia. Cart. £ I•75
FTR
£6.25

1" thick, Superior Quality
60p per square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

RECORDS WANTED

Wanted. Pre-war 78's of opera singers and classical
pianists.
Lubbock, 303 Whitehorse
Lane, S.E.25.
Tel.: 01-653 1695.

BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

white

Bought for cash-unwanted classical stereo LP's in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
I Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London, W.I4.

CASH OFFERS

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

N.B. All our prices include postage.
All

,

cartridges despatched by recorded delivery by
return post. Mail order only.

Send cwo to:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
Box No. 30, Enfield, Middlesex.
Tel.: 01-366 5015. 10-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous USA designs exclusive to UPL

RECORDS FOR SALE
Classical LP's at bargain prices. Send for lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London, W.I4.

FOR SALE-trade
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London, NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
Kits. If you desire to build
write for details of available
Hood, Texas, etc. Teleradio
London, N.9. Tel.: OPE ( 807

your own Hi-Fi amplifier,
designs. including Linsley
Hi Fi, 325 Fore Street,
3719).

The Clark Al transmission line high fidelity speaker
system has been designed for discerning customers who
realise that to guarantee complete acceptance the aesthetic
appeal of floor standing enclosures must extend to others,
irrespective of audio quality. We are the only manufacturer
who puts a refreshing emphasis on good appearance and
versatility.
Dimensions are 30r xi71 -«x15. (. 35r
when unique display extension specified).
Kit form
available. Choice of chassis. For details and prices
contact: Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby, East
Yorks. Tel.: 0482 (Hull)-65706. Also available long fibre
wool 55p per lb. post free.

TAPE

BARGAINS!

AMPEX SHAMROCK 7, 1800ft.
LP. POLYESTER.
Top quality. ( Value £2.)
Our Price, 90p. each; 3 for CMS; 6 for £4.50;
12 for £7.80. Post free.
AGFA PE36 LOW NOISE TAPE. 10r, 4,200ft.
L.P., £4.90. P. 8. P, 15p. Two or more post free.
CASSETTES TOP QUALITY
C60, in lots of six ..
C90, in lots of six ..
CI20, in lots of six ..
LOW NOISE CASSETTES
C60, in lots of six ..
C90, in lots of six ..
CI20, in lots of six ..
All Post Free
92,

27p. each
40p.
54p.
40p.
50p.
60p.

TELESON1C LTD.,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

REFRESH

YOUR EARS

by listening to WO OLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Torn Joyce of Ramsgate.
Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your earsthey will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE

147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT
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Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

CASSETTE POWER!
from your 12v car battery

aPARKER ADAPTOR
will save EEE's on BATTERIES
when using your PORTABLE
CASSETTE in your car.

£3.95
Post Paid

TRANSISTOR REGULATOR protects your cassette
against car battery voltage fluctuations.
* Immune to accidental reversed connection to car
battery ( Prov. Pat.).
Say goodbye to battery run-outs during your
journey.
* Complete with protective fuse, all leads, full connecting and fitting instructions, spare fuse and
fixing screws. Size: 5"x 11" x
* GUARANTEED 1 YEAR: Refund guarantee on
Mailing Order.
* ATTRACTIVE DESIGN manufactured from firstquality components to a high specification.
* 3 MODELS: 6v or 7-5 v or 9 v. Mail Orders, please
state voltage or number of cells in cassette.
From your HiFi or Car Acc. Shop, or send Cheque/P.O. to:
PARKER INSTRUMENTS ( 55) LTD.
Gt. Kingshill, High Wycombe, Bucks.

SOUND INSTALLATION

Genuine Hi- Fidelity Audio Systems at competitive rates and (within a 30 mile radius' of
us) including INSTALLATION IN YOUR HOME. Avoid acostly error and consult us first.
Information, after all, is free.
SOUND INSTALLATION is at:
38a THE MARKET PLACE, FALLODEN WAY, LONDON NWII 6JP.
Telephone: 01-455 6514.
* For greater distances there is asmall carriage charge.

KELLAR

DOLBY ' B' UNITS
KDB3's
Give

improved

signal/noise

ratio

and

ALWAYS BE CAREFUL AND MONEYWISE
before purchasing. A wise first step would be to
study our non-advertising, illustrated 105 page hi-fi
catalogue ( 60p). If unbiased advisory service ( whether you buy through us or not), preferential terms
interest you, you are welcome to join our members
(40p p.a.). Our Associates manufacture LP's from
you or their tape Masters. 8' x 10" s.a.e. will bring
free r slimdisc if fund-raising is your aim. Specify
requirements to General Manager, Audio Supply
Association, 18 Blenheim Road, London W4
IES. 01-995 1661.

dynamic range on both mono and stereo
tapes- up to 10 dB better.
KDB3's have fewer controls than KDB1's
and 2's but exactly the same Dolby noisereduction circuits.

AUDIO ELECTRONICS
HI-FI STUDIOS

SOUND BARGAINS
P.O. Box 2, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
Banker:
National Westminster Bank Ltd.,
44 Packhorse Road,
Gerrards Cross.

Buy NowBefore V.A.T.

We specialise in high quality sound reproducing
equipment and offer systems based on Quad, Lowther,
Spendor and Rogers BBC monitor speakers as well as
many smaller systems giving excellent value for money.
The Gramophone Shop, 41 Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
Tel.: 01-460 5226. (2mina, from Bromley South Station.)

HOLDINGS

e

rH
erllillh'
070
AUDIO
CENTRE

WE BOUGHT TOO MANY 'IMPIll
ieel
YOUR GAIN- OUR LOSS!
HOLDINGS SALE

000
Plus: Extra Low Price to Mail Order Customers
only, who ONLY want makers guarantee. Pay full
Sale Price for our personal guarantee, plus after-sales
service and advice. Money refunded if goods sold out.
Limited quantities at sale price.
Moil
Approx.
Order
Retail
Sole
Sale*
Trio KA2000A Amplifiers .. £39.00 £ 7-00 £29.00
Trio KA2002 Amplifiers ..
47-00
44.00
900
Leak Delta 70 Amplifiers ..
86.00
79.00
57-00
Leak Delta 30 Amplifiers ..
704)0
65-00 46 00
Leak Delta FM Tuners .
79-50
75-00
58.00
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner ..
119.50
85 00
70.00
Connoisseur BD2 Plinth/Cover 41-00
38.00
30.00
Celestion County, Teak ..
50-00
45.00
37.00
Wharfedale Linton 2, Teak ..
52-00
47.00
38.00
Wharfedale Denton 2, Teak ..
42410
39.00 28.00
IONLY, Wharfedale Unit 5Kit 27-50
20.00
15.00
Rotel RX200 Tuner/Amplifier
87.00
77-00 59-00
Wharfedale 100.1 Tuner/Amp. 135.00 110-00 70-00
Shure M75/6 Type 2 ( Discount
pack as sold by cut pricers)
10410
7-7S
Shure M75/E1 Type 2 (Official
Shure pack and guarantee)..
15-50
1400
8-99
Shure M75/ED Type 2 (Official
Shure pack and guarantee)..
19410
17.00
10-99
AT.66 Cartridges
6.50
64/0
3.59
Thorens TD I
SOAB
50-00
4800 45.00
SECONDHAND. (
Full price, 3months guarantee; "Sale", 7-day guarantee. 3 Leak 30 Plus
Amplifiers, teak, £434)0 (
Sale 1.37)*. Armstrong 521 Amplifier, £42.00 (
Sale £35*). Pair
B & W DM3, teak. £85. (
Callers only.)
CARRIAGE: Cartridges, 20p: Other items, 75p
Road : post or rail as applicable. £2-50 Securicor.
*Under no circumstances can goods be supplied at mail
order sale price to personal callers.
HOLDINGS PHOTO AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF.
Tel.: 59595/6. Closed Thursdays.

WANTED
Lee Electronics.
The Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Wanted Quad AM III tuner, M/S/S/ or L/M/S. Box No.
2318.
Sony ST 5600 tuner. 49 Woodlands Drive, Groby,
Leicester. Tel.: Anstey 2813.
Trio KT1000 tuner, brown fascia.
Queenspark Avenue, Glasgow.

C. Thomson, 9

One pair each Lowther L.I.B. and Auditorium speakers.
Box No. 2314.
Expert, Acoustic Loudspeaker, COL UHN: Walnut,
unmarked, 15 ohms, state price. Windle, 44 Alfred
Street, Sainsborough, Lincs,
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk. I. 15 ohm, teak. Palmer,
30 Briar Lea, Shiney Row, Co. Durham. Tel.: Fencehouses 2737.
Matched pair of Tannoy ' Autograph' enclosure.
Details of age, colour, price. etc. Box No. 2312.

AND

Wanted Radford STA 25 and Radford SC22. Good
condition essential. Top price paid. Box No. 2321.

STEREO WAREHOUSE

Transcriptor reference turntable in perfect working
order, preferably with arm and cartridge. Tel.: 01-883
2514.

Open Sundays

Quad 33/303, recent model in perfect condition
required. Greenaway, 63 Mayfield Cresc, Howwood,
Rewfs. PA9 IBL.

Recommended retail price: £39.00.
OUR PRICE £29.75 inclusive
Brand New , Full Kellar Guarantee.

Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British Purchase Tax. Cheaper for
quantities. Orders over £ 10-00 post free. All British
Orders post free. Ron's Music Shop (Export) Ltd.,
25 Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex, England.

10 a.m. to 2p.m.!

Top Equipment plus Bookable Studio
Demos/Installations.: Quad, IMF, Dynaco,
Spendor, B& W, AR, Rotel, Nikko,
Sansui, Goodmans, Armstrong, Rogers,
etc.
Real Low Prices.
Send 10p. fpr New Lists.
Tei Canvei Island 62343.
AUDIO- ELECTRONICS, HQ.,
28, Shannon Way
Thames Industrial Estate,
Canvey Island, Essex.
Free

and easy Parking for over fifty cors!

Ariston. We are sole English agents for the superb
SR90 granite lined loudspeaker. Price £ 120. Technical
details on request. We also supply custom built systems
of the highest quality, acoustically and aesthetically
matched by professionals to your own listening environment.
Visitors welcome (by appointment, please).
Millbrook, ElectroAcoustical Developments, Brook Mills,
Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.: Cleckheaton (097-62) 5009;
(evenings 6262).

LI.

Pair Servo-Sound speakers/Power amplifiers. Would
consider preamplifier also if inseparable. Please state
condition and price. Box No. 2319 ( Notts.).
Immaculate Wharfedale SFB3 Speaker. Richford, 19
Bishops Rise, Torquay. Tel.: 27701 (
evenings).
Top cash prices paid for your unwanted hi-fi equipment
(valve or transistor), amplifiers, tuners and tape recorders,
etc. Tel.: 01-437 4607.
Lowther wanted. Pair of corner reproducers or audiovector/PM4 approx. £80. E. Baddiley. ' The Cottage',
West Heath, Congleton, Cheshire.

STUDIO FACILITIES
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. 7in. vinyl discs
pressed on our own plant.

YOUR TAPES TO DISC

Records made to order-7" from £ 1.50, 12" from £4.00.
4-day postal service. Vinyl pressings, sleeves, labels.
Tax-free for schools, etc. We cut records for many
Recording Studios, etc., and use che same equipment
for you: NEUMANN Disc Cutting Lathes-Mono and
Stereo systems.
Professional tape machines with
Ferrite playback heads, Dolby A and B systems, 200 W
Amplifiers, Lockwood monitors. Teletronix/Ortofon
Limiters. Send SAE for photo leaflet.

DEROY

STUDIOS

Hawk Street, CARNFORTH, Lancs.

peerless Kits

Loudspeaker

HEL ME
Cabinet Kits

GRILLE FABRICS GALORE!
WADDING of all KINDS
NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

Tel. 2273

Warren Recordings ( A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings.
Mobile. 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4. Tel.:
01-203 0306.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE.
Mono Disc cut from your tape.

deg
.40

(1948)

Stereo

J & B Recordings. Tapes to disc- latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studios, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: MITcham
9952.
Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time
tape/disc/tape transfer service. Pressings for private and
for the trade. Fund-raising advisory service for Societies,
Choirs, Bands ( give-away slirndiscs). 18 Blenheim Road,
London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1149.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE.
Mono masters. 12 in. vinyl pressings.

Stereo

and

EDEN STUDIOS LTD.
QUALITY recording, tape to disc and
pressing services, all at very sensible rates.
Please write or ' phone for leaflet.
11 EDEN STREET, KINGSTON,
SURREY. 01-546 5577
Member Assoc. of Professional Recording Studios

425

and

mjb

recording and
transcription service

Vinyl press ngs and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutt'ng levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet avalable.
ST. MICHAEL'S, SHINFIELD ROAD.
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
Tel. 0734 84487
Member A.P.R.S.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford.
Tel.:
0483 6184.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Top quality,
reasonable price, quick delivery. Tel.: Bracknell 4935.
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 5BS.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc pressings.
124a Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey. Tel.: Weybridge
43367.

IIIFI REPAIRS
and TESTING

MISCELLANEOUS
Tape and Cassette Recorder repairs by specialists. See
NuSound advertisements in this issue.
B. Erwood (Audio Servicing). High Fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel.
232 Aragon Road, Modern, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest equipment including a wow and flutter
meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is able to
repair hi-fi and tape recording equipment to manufacturer's standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court
Road, London W.I. Tel.: 01-636 8177.

Is your AMPLIFIER, TUNER or TAPE
RECORDER giving its BEST performance?
If doubtful bring it along to our Electronic
test-bench for a comprehensive report.
We are dedicated electronic technicians specialising
in the repair, overhaul and testing of most makes
of—Valve, Transistor/I.C.—HI-FI up to manufacturer's specification in a reasonable TIME
and at a fair price. Official service agents for all
Radford equipment. Authorised AR service station.
Home visits undertaken.

HiFi at keen prices. Contact Gavan Kelley, Audio
Engineer. Tel.: 01-549 3863.

CLIVE SHORTELL LTD.

London Sound Services. Armstrong, Leak, Quad,
Radford, Rogers and other leading Hi Fi at Harrow on
the Hill. Tel.: 01-864 6781 or ready call Radiophone
01-464 7714 Callsign 259.

16d. Dryden Chambers,
119 OXFORD STREET, W.I.
Tel: 01-437 5338/3063/4607
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SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!

SYSTEM

.
565"

£59-95

Carr. El 75 cash or terms

NuSound Stereo System
"565" comprises the Tele.
ton SAGt206B 12 watt
rms, transistor stereo amplifier, Garrard SP25 Mk
Ill single record player
with the exclusive Nu.
sound NM77 stereo magnetic cartridge, de luxe
plinth and cover and a pair
of Deltone 1 Speaker
Systems. Complete with
all leads, plugs etc.
(Total Price f95•80)

SAVE £ 35.85

SYSTEM

•
749•
£74-95

Carr El . 75 cash or terms

NuSound Stereo System
"749" comprises the very
latest Sony TA.70 20 watt
rms transistor stereo amplifier. G
d SP25 Mk
III single record player,
Gold ring G800 stereo magnetic cartridge. de luxe
plinth and cover and a pair
of
Deltone
Il
2-way
speakers. Complete with
all leads, plugs etc.
(Total Price £ 113-05)

SYSTEM

.
999.

£99-95
Ca,. £2•50 cash or

tern's

NuSound Stereo System
"999" comprises the superb
Sony TA.I010 30 watt rms
stereo amplifier, Garrard
SP25 Mk Ill single record
player.
Goldring G800
stereo magnetic cartridge,
deluxe plinth and cover and
a pair of Super Deltone
III 3-way speakers. Complete with all leads, plugs,
etc.
(Total Price £ 13305)

SAVE £ 31 10

SAVE 1:38.10

CASH & CARRY B RGAIN LIST
We itemise below afew of the many CASH & CARRY BARGAINS available from our High Holborn branch ( Dept.
DQ) Telephone: 01-242 8354. We will be pleased to quote you our lowest possible price for any audio hi fi equipment
not listed but available from our very comprehensive range. Any of cur other branches are able to supply to order
any of the equipment listed.
ALL EQUIPMENT BRAND NEW, BOXED & FULLY GUARANTEED

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

(
PBP 7 5P)
Amha F.2I2
E19•95
Alpha FA.200
E22-95
Alpha FA.300
a9-95
Alpha FA.400
E31-25
Armstrong 521
E45-50
Amstrad 8000 II
£ 1760
Amstrad IC.2000 £29•95
Duette 616 ..
61215
Duette 400 .. £ 9.95
Ferrograph F.307
E49•50
Leak Delta 30 .. £46.95
Leak Delta 70 .. £57.50
Metrosound ST.20E £27.25
Metrosound ST.60
1E4815
Pioneer SA.500A £ 485
Pioneer SA.600.. £59.95
Quad 33/303 .. £96-95
e24-20
Rotel RA.210 ..
Rote! RA.310 .. £32.80
Rotel RA.610
E49.95
Rogers Ravensbrook
63745
Rogers Ravensbourne £49.95
Sinclair 2000 ..
E24•10
Sinclair 3000 ..
E.31.50
Sansui, Sanyo, Sony, etc. Full
range available.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

(
P& PLI)
Alpha R.I50
£46-50
Alpha FR.3000
E68.95
Alpha FR.4000 £76.70
Armstrong 526 .. £ 9.95
Duette 260 .. £ 4.95
Goodmans Module 80 .. £68.95
Goodmans One Ten .. E101-60
Leak Delta 75 ..
E134•95
Pioneer SX.440..
08.50
Rotel RX.I50
0315
Rotel RX.200
f62.75
Rotel RX.400
E78.80
Tandberg TR.200 £ 7.55
Tandberg TR.200 MPX £ 17•45
Sansui, Sanyo, Sony, etc. Full
range available..
TUNERS
(
P & P 75p)
Armstrong 523
£4e95
Armstrong 524 ..
03-65
Leak Delta FM Stereo ..
£s•35
Leak Delta AM/FM
Stereo . £69.65
Quad FM3 Stereo ..
E68.95

Rogers Ribrook FM
Stereo
41.50
£
Rogers R/bourne FM
Stereo
£53.75
Sansui, Sanyo Sony, etc. Full
range available.

SPEAKERS ( Pair)
(P & P: Bookshelf, El -00: Console,
El -50)
Celestion County ..
£36.85
Celestion Dicton 10 • £ 6-90
Celestion Dimon 120 • •
07-80
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
E53-90
Celestion Ditton 44 . •
ye«
Celestion Dicton 25 • . £ 3940
Decca Deram .. • .
62645
Goodmans Mezzo 3 • • £46-90
Goodmans Havant .. £42.25
Goodmans Magnum K2
E63-60
Goodmans Dimension 8 f92-00
K.E.F. Chorale .. • •
E54-50
K.E.F. Celeste .. . •
E46.20
K.E.F. Cadenza • . £65.90
K.E.F. Cresta .. . • &ten
K.E.F. Concerto • • £89.90
. • £35.90
Leak ISO
Leak 250
£42.60
Leak 600
f62.70
Wharfedale Denton 2 .. £29.95
Wharfedale Linton 2 .. £ 5-70
Wharfedale Triton 3 ..
E46-90
Wharfedale Melton 2 ..
648-30
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
66310

GP

TURNTABLES

& P 50p)
Connoisseur B.D. I. £ 10-25
Connoisseur B.D.2.
30•95 £
Garrard SP25
61015
Garrard AP76
£ 17•95
Garrard 401 ..
f26.95
Garrard SP25 with B & C
B & C for Garrard SP25/
SL65/2025TC etc. .. £2.95
Goldring G800 wired
phono or din.
17.25 .. £
Goldring GL75P
f33.20
Goldring GL72P
£28.65
Goldring GL85, Goldring
B & C
£59-95

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Philips RH8I3

E149.95

Philips RH8I4
E104-65
Philips RH802
£ 127.50
Sony HP22I A
Sony HP5 IIA
Price on
Sony HP239
application
Sony CF620
Sony CF6I0
Sanyo G26I5
£78.35
Sanyo G2601 K
£ 140-20
Sanyo STD I10
£107-20
Sanyo GXT4520L
fl 19.60
Tandberg TR200 CompactE149-50
Full range of all makes available.

LISHUIld

NUSOUND 139 SYSTEM

CASSETTE DECKS/RECORDERS
06.85
Akai GXC4OD •.
£49-55
Alpha CD500
E53-60
Philips 2506 .
Sansui SC700
Sony TC122
Sony TCI24CS
Price on
Sony TCI27
application
Sony TC I
33CS
Sony TC165
Tandberg TCD300
11I-40
Uher CRI24
f163•30
Full range of all makes available.

TAPE DECKS/RECORDERS
Philips 4307 ..
640-40
Philips 4308 • . • •
E47.60
Philips 4450 • • • • f238-20
Philips 4414 . • • •
E98.95
Philips 4416 . • .. £ 119.60
Philips 4418 • • • . E161-50
Philips 4450 .. • . E238-20
Sony TC252D
Sony TC270
Sony TC330
Sony TC366
Sony TC440
Price on
Sony TC540
application
Sony TC630
Sony TC640
Sony TC65I
Sony TC13008.
Tandberg 3021 4IX £89.95
Tandberg 4021/4IX £ 148•15
Tandberg 6021/4IX
f166•15
Tandberg 9021/4IX £ 1
8975
Tandberg 3300X .. f106-15
Uher 4000IC
613115
Full range of all makes available.

All prices cor ect at time of preparing this advertisement. E. & O.E.

BRITAIN'S LA

Every NuSound Stereo System sold at the extremely
competitive prices advertised carries (in addition to the
full manufacturer's Guarantees on components etc.) the
exclusive NuSound 12 Months Free Servicing Guarantee.
You can therefore buy a NuSound Stereo System with
complete confidence certain in the knowledge that you
will get the 1st class After Sales Service we are able to
give, and that you as aNuSound customer are entitled to
receive. Terms available for Personal Callers only.

82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1. Tel: 01-242 7401
(Open Monday- Friday 9-6, Saturday 9-1.)
87/100 PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE,
ILFORD. (
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Thurs.9-1).Tel: 01-4782291

This superb Sony stereo combination unit consists of an
AM/FM fully multiplexed stereo tuner, coupled to aSony0-Matic record/replay stereo cassette deck together
with a full 24 watts RMS stereo amplifier, with full
provision for later adaption to 4-channel operation.
Supplied complete with the latest Garrard SP25 Mk Ill
mounted in de- luxe teak base with transparent cover,
the excellent NM77 diamond stylus stereo magnetic
cartridge and a pair of Deltone II speaker systems and
you have a truly wonderful perfectly matched complete
Audio/Hi-Fi stereo system for radio, records and
cassette.
List Price f188425 Cash or Terms
Save over E38-00!!
NUSOUND PRICE

£ 149.95

MAIL ORDER
All items availabie by Mail Order.
Send cash plus post and packing to

82 High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2. Tel: 01-247 2609
I, ( Open Mon.- Fri. 9-6; Sunday 10-2; Closed Sats.)

36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.13. Tel: 01-852 2399
(
Open Monday- Saturday, 9-6; Thursdays, 9-1.)

All in the family
In the space of afew short years, the
critically acclaimed Revox A77 has
established itself as the tape recorder
of choice for the knowledgeable
enthusiast.
Now, from the same dedicated design
team that created the Revox A77 come
two new meticulously engineered
components, an FM tuner and astereo
amplifier, that extend performance to
the limits of current technology.
Take the Revox A76 FM stereo monitor tuner. With its incredibly sensitive
front end, unique dual action IF strip,
specially developed discriminator
circuit and two regulated power supplies, the A76 represents an entirely new
approach to FM signal processing.
In fact, the Revox A76 sets new performance standards in ahalf dozen
different categories.
But simply quoting alist of specifications, however fine, doesn't begin to
describe the capabilities of this
remarkUble instrument.

For what distinguishes the Revox A76
from all the rest is its uncanny ability
to capture the weakest signals with a
clarity and afreedom from noise that is .
truly startling.
AS for the Revox A78 stereo amplifier,
it does everything asuperb amplifier
should do. And it does it just alittle
better.
Together or separately these remarkable components are afitting addition
to the Revox family and provide further
proof of what we've said all along...
Revox delivers what all the rest only
,promise. .

A78 Stereo
Amplifier

A77 Tape
Recorder

A76 FM
Stereo Tuner

Remox at Lamb House, Church Street,Chiswick, London W4 2PB
Revox Corporation in USA; 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y 11791 and 3637 Cahuenga Blvd. West, Hollywood, California 90068
Revox Sales and Service in Canada: Montreal P.O

